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ABSTRACT

This. bibliography presents the'titles and abstract's
cz0f health education theses and dissertations cbmileted int 1973?And
1974. The first part conssists of-cross-referenced tcpical iiqtings.
In the tecond part'a listing is provided.d/f 290 theses 'and
dissertations alphabetically arranged according to the insti utions
in which they were'cOmpleted. The /ast part consists of_265
abstracts, 91 percent of the tcial.reported.studies, An alphabetical
order by author. (Edit )
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INTRODUCTION

:Through its Qommittee on Completmd Research in Health Education, the
Association for the Advancement of Hefalth Education of the American Alliance
fat Health, Physical Education, Recreation,and Dance is continuing its
publications of listings of theses and distertationa.

This specific volume, Health Education Completed Research, Volume II,
presents the titles and abstracts of health education theses and dissertations\
completed in 1973 and 1974. It follows the same format as the initial
volume by the same title which contained similfr information for the years
1970 through 1972, and was published by the American Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation in 1974.

The members of the Committee on Completed Research in Health Education
who hape devoted a tremendous amount of time as well as energy in planning `sN
the Volume, Securing the entries, and implementing and processing the
contents inc

)

ude Rosemary R. Amos, Ed.D., Kent State University; Rose Lynn
Daniels, Ph. ., Willtam Paterson College of New Jersey; Gere B. Fulton, 0
Ph.D., University of Toledo; Gwendolyn Scott, Ed.1%., Professor Emeritus: Kent
State Uniliersity; and Myrns A. Yeakle, Ph.D., Eastern Michigan University.

In an effort to identify as many health education related.theses and
' dissertations fs possible, several processes were followed. The majority

of the 1973 studies was obtained from Rose LYnn Daniels, Ph.D., whose

I
sserta ion, hLQuantitative.Review of Health-Education Thesis and

sserta ion Abstracts..., included them. Many of the 1974 theses and 10
dissertations were secured primarily by writing to the 161 colleges and
universities.in the United States which offered graduate ntudies in health
education in 1974.

, The Committee felt that healtheducation related theses and dissertations
were being completed by several types orcollege and university departments
offering graduate work besides those officially titled "health educafion;" it
to also recognized that graduates of departments who did not respond to the

. rbtters of request may have completed significant studies. Therefore, a
detailed review mas made of the appropriate issues of Dissertation Abstracts
and Malters Thesis-in Education to locate as many.titles as possible for this
vq1ume. It, is these additional resources that makes Volume II slightly

\dWerent and probably more complete than the initlal volume which contained
only the titles and abstracts voluntarily submitted'y 40 institutions
offering graduate programs in health education which esponded in 1973.

An additional factor also deserves mention. Every effort liab made to
locate the abstracts of as many studies as possible. Lettersmwere wriiten
to the libraries of over seventy colleges4hd universities to obtain them;
also, Dissertstion Abstracts wai carhfully reviewed for "missing abstracts."

_.

/ .

For the purpose of this publication, a "thesis" is considered *
research-type study whichwas submitted to a graduate school and catalogued
in the college-university library. Graduate "papere," "projects," "essays,"

rotproblems," etc.,.were not included in this category. 0 ,

4
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In order ,for a study to be included in Volume II, it hadwto fulfill
ak.cific criteria. These included t,he following: (1) a study had to be
co erned with the K through 12 or the college and university populations,
9r/ hd (2) a study had to be concerned with both the health and Oucation
asp cts of its topic. For ekample, a study dealing with only a physiological
pro lem that was not also educationally "treated within this age population
was not included. Thus, by far the majority of the studies have a specific
and dominant school ol,/and college-university health education component.
Th/ thesee And dissertations which fulfilled these criterda were selected
for inclusion, regardless of whether the institution where it was completed
offered a graduate prograR in health education studies.

.The information which appears for each study includes the-following:

, I. The complete name of the author as it appears on the
title page of the theie or dissertation.

2.. The full title of the study.

3. The specific degree which was granted.

4. The year in which the degree was awarded or the study accepted.

A 5. The totfal number of pages.

6. The full name of the advisor. (Appears in parenthesis
in each entry, if,available.)

7. The institution granting the degree.

When comparing the 290 theses found in this two year 1973 and 1974
period with the 312 studies reported for the three years of 1970 through
1972, several factors were evidenced as follows:

,Jr

1. The Topical Index in thig oluthe II contains 31
topical areas as compare to 26 areas.

4

,

2. Topical Areas included in this Volume which represent
a new focus or emphasis are Consumer Health

(ipauding Patient Education); Death and Dykng;
Gerontology ; and Venereal Diseases/Venereal
Disease Education.

3. Topical Areas which were included in the original
planning but were later omitted due to either a lack
of etudies or the "finer tuning" selection process ,
which was utilised includevFirst Aid; Health, Physical
Education and Athletics; Research Techniques and
Analysis; and Personal Health.

4. Of the total entriee, there are abstracts for all of the
disse,rktil/jons and all but 25 of the theses; eleven have
thre4 cross-referencea; 143 have only one entry.
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For the toiler's convenience, there are three divisi9ns (Ilartis I, II,
'

into wiiich information regarding the 290 thesel and dissertations is
presented: .

Part I is a topical 11.44ing which. is crks-referenced. It Is separated
into 31 areas developed by the Committee; eac stady appears in the one,
.two or three topical.areas.in which it most logically belonged according
to the judgment of the Committee members ortand, the Editor. The titles
of a few of the studies for which no abstract was available presented
difficulty in topical placement add, therefdre, might be incorrectly
listed.

Part II is a listing of the 290 theses and dissertations accordiniltd"/
the institutions which they were completed; they re in alphabetical,

.order by institution.

Part II consists o? the
total re rted studies. They
" No Ab which appears after
that no bstract is available

265 abstracts,'which was 91 percent of the
are in alphabetical order by author: The
a study in Part I and Part II indicates
in this Part III for that item.

A project such as this is impossible without a great deal of effort
on the part of many individuals. The continuing support.of the past and
current preaidents of the Association for the. Advancement'of Health Education,
Dr. John J. Burt, University of Maryland and Dr. John H. Cooper, 'George
Mason University, was essentia4. Linda Moore, Program Assisttnt, AAHE/AAaaqUa4
offered her usual "second mile" soport. Dianne Cmich, Stanley Hill and
"Dale.Hahn, graduate students id HiAlth Education it The Ohio State.UnlimiEsity,,
also gaVe hours of proof-reading orid research assistance. However, thW'
efforts of Rosemary Amos, Ogle Lynn Daniels, Gere Fulton, Gwen Scott, and
.Myrna Yeakle were the backbone of this project.

September, 1978

a

Mary K. Beyrer, Ph.D., Ediior
School of Health, Physical Education
and Recrea

The Ohio Sta
Co1umbus,'.0h

Z.
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TOPICAL AREAS

(In tIl.phabetical Order)

I. Community Health Education

II. Community and Public Health

III! Consumer Heelth (Including Patient Education)

IV. Curriculum

V. Death and Dying/Death Education

VI. Driver and Traffic Safety/Driver pucation

VII. Drug EdUCation

VIII. Drug Use and Abuse.

IX. Environmental Headth/Environmental Education .

X. Evaluation: Knowledge, Attitude, or Behavior

Evaluative Instruments

Exercise, Relaxation, Fitness

Gerontology .

Health Careers

Health

XVI. Health Instruction:

XVII. Health InstructiOn:

XVIII. Health Instructionv
f'9,

XIX. Health Instruttion:

Instruction: General

Materials and Resources

Methods And Techniques

.Mdscfmceptions

Needs and Interests

History and Biography

XXI: Mental Health ea! Mental Illness

XXII\

XXIII.

XXIV.

XXV.

'XXVI.

XXVII.

XXVIII.

OR.
XXX.

XXXI.

.+

4

Nutrition/Nutrition Education

Professional Preparation

Program: Devfilopment, Evaluation, or Status

Safety/Safety Education

Sc'hool and College Health Personnel

School and College Health Sevices or Ena&ronment

Sauf Education and Family Life.Education

Sexuality; kartiage, Family Life, or Family Planning

Vailereal Disease/Venereal Disease Education

Miscellaneous

,

HEALTH EDUCATION COMPLETED RESEARCH, VOL, II 13
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ITY HEALTH EDUCATIT

*4`.- \
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Croxen, Caren B. The Role of the YMCA in,Oex?E4ucation: A Pakental Opinion
Survey. M.A. '1973. 55 p. (Enid Blay1o6k) California State University,
Long Beach.

Fields, Core.ln Joan. Development of a Teaching.Program for Tuberculosis
Patients in a Community HostAtal. !M.A. 1974. 162 p. (Barbara M.
Henkel) California State University, Los'Apgefes. (No Ab)

4
Hanisch, Rosemarie. A Cancer Education Program for Business and Industry.

M.P.H. 1974. 59.p. (Lennin Glass, et a14) California State Universily,
Northridge..

Hero, Michael S. Alcoholism 'Training. for Industrial Supervisors Utilizing
a Tamer Teaching:Model. Ed.S. 1974. 67 g. (Warren E.
gchaller) Ball State University. (No Ab)

4.

tolich, Clarice. A Study of the Educational Programs Provided 12/ Selected
Health Museums. M.A. 1973. 90 p. (LA. Kavich) California State
University, ios Angeles. (go Ab)

Roulhac, Edgar E. Health Education Programming Among Federally Assisted
Lead Poisonin& Prevention Projects in 1973. Ph.D. 1974. 1.68 p. (Deward. K.

Grissom) Southern Illinois Univeraity, Carbondale.

Thompson, Eva Lynn. Role Agreement and Aide Effectiveness. Ph.D. 1974.
134 p. University of California, Berkeley.

Tippayaprapa, Serinan. De-Veloping Health Education in the Latrine Program
in Songkhla Province, Thailand. M.P.H. 1974. 60 p. (Allan Steckler
and Lennin Glass) California State Univevity, Northridge.

HEALTH EDbCATION COMPLETED RESEARCH. VOL. 11
#
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11. .COMMUNITY AND PUQL1C HEALTH

10.

a

Akponwei, Patrick Sapele. Citizen Participatibn in the Health Care Delivery
Aspects of the Indianapors Model Cities Program. H.S.D. 197).
127 p. (Donald J. Ludwig) Indiana University.

Alvezi, Walter. Planning an Environmental Health Program for the Town of
Sandwich, MassachAetts. 1973. 61 p. (Henry Gurney) Bridgewatei
State.dollege. .

,r

Anderson, Gary W. The Relaetonshlp Between Demographic FActors and the
IncidenceNof Chronic Diaease. M.S. 1974: 55' p. (Donald D. Shaw)
Brigham Young Zniversity.

4

Bettencourt, Jack, gr. TrainlnK the Spanish Speaking Dishmachine,Operator,
A Self-InstruAional eacket. M.P.H. 1974. 61 p. (Goteti Krishnamurty
and Lennin Glass) California State'University, Northridge.

Carlton, Bal. Adults' Knewledgeof, Nee4,s for, Attitudes Toward, and f,

Utiliaation of Health agd Medical' Resources in Two Southeastern Kentucky
'Counties. Ed.D. 1973. 216 p. . eiill C. Wiillane) University of Tennessee.

'
Collamer, Devid. TLI Developfeni of a Community Cancer Committee for the .

American Cancer Society. 'M.P.H. 1974. 55 p. (Allan Steckler and Goteti
Krishnamurty) Califctrnia State Unlversity, Northridge.

Cramer, Barbara Jean. At Anabrsia of ihe Responses-of Residents from lelective
Sheltgred Care Fact-titles in Southern Minois to the ComMunity-Oriented
Progrars.Environ t Sclies Instrument, -011.D. 1973. 215 p. (Deward

70K. Griss0a) Stut rn IllinOiwyniversity, Carbondale.
,

Creely, Daniel P4; The,Development-and Analysis

Sudden Infanf 4iath Syndrome (SIDS). Ed.S.
Travis) Ball State University.

of an Educational Unit on
1974. 235 p. (H. Richard

Dignan, Mark Boberg. Community.Factori Atsociat
rmmunization Programs. M.S. 1974. 48 p.
aliltah. (No Ab) ,

Wikh Participation in
(Richard B. Dwote) University

Elwood, Thomas W. Factors Related to Acceptance of Preventive Health
A MeisUres ky n Older Age Group,. Ph.D. 1973. 224 p. (William Griffiths)''

University of California, Berkeley.

IL
Engs; Ruth Louise'Clifford. The Personality Traitsoand Heplth Knowledge of

Crisis Intervention Volunteers in-the State of Tetweasee. Ed.D. 1973.
267 p. (Robert H. Kirk) University, of Tennessee.

16 , HEALTH EDUCATION COMPLETED RESEARCH, VOL. II
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Gay, Jobn gdward: DeVelopment of ;I, School Heilth Program Model Ui011izing

.'Community Health Resoprces. id.D. 1974. _462 p. (Frederick t: Holter)
West Virginia Untverptty.

.
. .

,
.

Hatch,,John Heale. y,. The Black Church: Itp Aole and Potenttal invComplunitx

0-6 litalth Organization and ACtion. Dr. P.H. 1974. 211 p, (Guy W. ).

Steuart) University of North'Carolina, Chapel Hill. - '46

. 0

Kunz, Craig 11, Relationship Between OpiniOns TOwaid Fluoridation and Socio-
Economic Status of Salt Ltike-City Residents. .N.S. 1973. SO p.

(4tnice Pe-WWWf Utah State Univeratty.
.

Ogle, Patricia Tuck. An Historical Descriptive Study of the Corner Drug4.

store,,Gadiesville, Florida, 1969-1973.r- M.A. 1973. 1471).(Dora A.Hicka)
.

University of Florida.

Osborne, Betty Jean. The Attrition Rate of Coronary Care Nurpea in the
Intermountain Area. A.S. 1974: 64 p. Vahan. W. Kreuter) University

of Utah. (NO Ab)

Price, Ann* Haynes, How To Belviemd Billie Sue - An Audio-Visual Documentary

on Community Mentiti Health in Appalachia. M.S. 1974. 64 p.

(Milse Connor). Cali(ornia State Uaiversity, Long Beach.
.

'51intoe, Estrella S. The Nutrition Component of the. Healthlervices Deliver9

System In the Philippines.Poti.P.H. 1924., 74,p., (Gorgti Kriahnaniurty.

and Lennio GlaSW Caltfornia State University, Northridge.

Whit' WiiliaM T. An Investintion of Sickle.Cell Anemia Programa in
Hoppitals and Clincs Located in luigh and lipw Black Population Centers

the iJniçe d Stlqp. Ph.D. 197)% 240 p. (Deward K. Grissom)
k

ern.Illinois-University, Carbondale.

A
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III.% 4NS11IER HEALTH (INCLU)ING PATIENT EDUCATION)
it

liocklet,,,. Albert A. 'llevelovment of a Moderfor Patient Education. Ph.D.
1974.. 110 p. (Lester Perril). Arizona State University. .

Duke, John Paul. A Model to Determine Low-Income Consumer Knowledge and Use
2f the Health Care System for, Planning an Extension Education Program.
Ed.D. 1974. 137 p. (Edward W. (lassie) Louisiana State Univertlitys

. and Agricultural and,Mechanical College.

AP
ENokpae-Garriek, Oveghe [(tele: Nutritional quackery, An Investigation.

M.S. 1474. 96 p. (John FLT(ilor and Wilfred Sutton). California State
University, Northridge.

, (

..

Greenberg, Stuart lee. Home Accidents: Onsumer Protection Analysis.
M.A. 1974. 89 p. TBarbara M. Henkel) California State University,.

e. ,1.6s OLngelea. ,4kio .iY1)) .

t

Klay,-Arene Wagro. Develogng A rrogram eT N.ealth Ednation for Hospital
Pii7ients. M.Ed.-1f973. 17 p. (lierothy Baines) -Universili-y of Georgia.

Lowe, Agaeha C. Some Sources and Effects orHealth Related Education During.
Rer_overy F.rom Maatectomy. M.S, 1973. 117 p. Ykdward E. Hunt, Jr.)

,s

Pennsylvania State Tilversicy.

:

4

it

p.

( N o )
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IV. CURRICULUM

4 '

Binberg, Tom Earl, The Effects of a Planned earricOlum on CortelateS of
Drug-Abusiga Behaylor. Ed.D. 19,0. l95 p. (J.V. Godbod) East
Texas State University. 4

Congilose, Philip Jbseph. Selection of Catet Aiil and Teaching ds çor a
Traffic Agety Curriculum Guide i-s-;r Visually Handicapped High School
gtudents. Ed.D. 074. l78 p. (James L. Malfetti) -Teache is College,
Columbia Univeesity.

. ,

GeprOrd, Gary Brooke. A Survey_ and Analysis of Health Eduejation Curricula.
M.S. 073. 99 p. (M. Roeder)-kearney State College. $

i

Hill.. Howard Darn211.'-A DescripSive Study of Unwed parenthood Anna kecond-
W ary School-Alp Students aad IMplications for Curriculdm Reiiisionfic -

the Cggnitive:-Affective Domains for Urban.Schoolj. Ph.D. 1973. 168 p.
,.

(James B. B-Oyer) ikansas State University. . 4

r
'

s

Koepke, Beo,Jr. w'Evaluation,of a Traffic Sakety turr iculum for Use in the
Junior Nil& School. Ph.D. 1974. l28 p. (William A: Mann) Michigan
State University.

-

..Mann, Chander Kanta. PgRulation Education: Aa. innuvatlye Curriculu m
Project. M.S. 1974.. fiirp. (l-j-hn eodor aadilWfrd Sdttoa-)- .
CaliforniavState University, Northrtdge,

/ '
-

Pietila, W. Gary. Ttlr Extent qf pgRolation-Health Probdem.Conteat in the
Curriculum Guides of Che Senior 111101 Schools of the Losf-Aaxeles-CitY
Svhoofii. M.A. 1973. 56 p. (Ben Gmur) Cal4ornia State University,

- Losi-ii-ngeles. (No Ab) a

Price, James Harold, Jr,, The Effects of. a Student Determined. Curriculum
Versds. a Traditionally Determined -Curriculum on tlity Hefath Interests
and Cospitive Develgement in iletilth gf tollee StIllesItAt. Ph.D. 1973,

13l (Georgr.G. Mallinson) Western Michigan University.

Schell, Robert L. A Formativ.e EvAluatien of a. tiultictisciplinarx Curriculum
on Environmental tesues. Ed.D. 1974 l99 p. (Marvin Levy) -temple
Utrilversity.

HEALTH EDUCATION COMPLETED RESEARCH,- VO1,: II
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Smdth, Julia Stapleton. The Development and Presentation of a Curricplum in
Alternative Life Styles for Use With Unitarian Universalistatplgorl.
M.Ed. 1974. 176 p. (H. Gurney) Bridgewater State College.

Sutisnaputra, Omaj Maqium.) Curriculum Or Tratning.the Pulpy ['Dinning Worker
in Indonesia. M.P.H. ,1974. 98 p. (Gotetd.Erishnemurty, et al.)
California State University, Northridge.

Ulrich, Harlis Carl. 116. Analysis of the Value, UtilizatiTn, and Incorporation
of the Oblectives fp_j. Environmental Education in the State of Washington.Ed.D. 1974. 153 p. (George B. Bratn) Waahiniton State University.

.

Webb, Robert Montour, 41iiiate Curriculum! Guides In Traffic Safety Education.Ed.D. 1974. 607. (Donald M..Luketich) University of NorthernColorado. -N

k?

..r

,
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I.

%%Dr ANQEMING/DEATH EDUCATION

4

a

Cross, Sandra.K. An Investi,gation of At4tudes Towird the Coucept of Death

in a UniVlorsity Student Populatidn. M.Ed. 1974. 71 P. (Raymond

Vincent) UnOmrsiry of North Caroline, Creinsbord.

Hardt, Dale Vincent. Development of An Investigatory Instrument to Measure

Attitudes Tvard Death. Ph.D. 1974. 127 p. (Robert D. Russell)

Southern Illinois University, Carbondale.

lammarino, Nicholas K. Relationship Between Death Anxiety and Residence.

M.Ed. 1974. 28 p. (Dean F, Miller) University of Toledo.
,

Montini, Mary Ann. The Need for Death Education as Assessed by. Secondary

Students, Their Parents and feathers. M.Ed. 1973. 67 p. (Russell

F. Whaley) .Slippery Rock State College.

iqZ5,41 .}

I.

LI

.
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VI. DRIVER,AND TRAFFIC SAFETY/DRIVER EDWATION

if4jy()=1 cuS1-= 7forc71.:::t1
Students. Ed.D. 1974. 178 p. (James L.
6,;itni university.

Douglass, Richard Lee. The Effect of the Lower

pad Teaching A141 for A
ly Handicapped-All School
Malfetti) Teacherts Correge,

)

Legai Drinkim Age On YouthCKAAh inyolvemant. Ph.D. 1974. 260 p. (John P. Kirscht) Universityof Michigan.

Edmon, William Hal. A Suggested Driver Edecation Workbook for Poor Readersand Slow Learners. M.A. 1974. 77 p. (Ben F. Scherer) California State .University, Los Angeles. (oNo Ab)

Frederick, 4 Tommy Lee. A Safety Attitude Scale for Motor Transportation
Operatorx. 11.S.D...1 lei. f65 p. --(firnard I, Loft) Indiana University.

Hilton, Ivan Jemten. Administrative Policies and"Practices in Secondti6
t School Driver andTraffic Statyry Education Programs tR Idaho. Ed,D.1974. 156 p. (Robert AlWininger) Utah State University.

goepke, Ben,Jr. Evaluation of aLTraffWVAPty
CUTriculum for Use in the"Juniorlite School, 011:b. -1974. 128Ep. ian) Michigan StateUniftersLty.

patio, Micllael. The Effeftiveness of-ttle Safety Seminar as a privin& While
Intoxicated (DWIl Deterrent ankas an Attitude and Behavior Modifier.M.S. 1974. 137 p: (Loy W. Young) Mankato Seate.College:

.Turnauer, Aartin S. ,:tomparison,of Nfgh School Driver Education Students'
,Attitudes as:Measured by the Mann InVentoky and Vincent Attitude Scale
After Recelvin&-Two Types of Alcoha- InaLtruction at Selected Illinois
Wisp Serlools., Ph.Dt 1973. 85-P. (James E. iiiron) Southern Illinois
Oniversity, Carbondale. "

,..

.i..Webb, Robert Morrow. State Curriculum (.;_nides in Traffic Safety Education.
' 4 E(1.11: 1974. 60 p. (Don/0AM. Luketich) university of Northern

t
Colorado. -

Westerfield, Raymond C. The Effects of AlcolAl andNon-Prescription Drugs
on Simulated brivinl Perfermahce. Ph.D. 1973. 80 p. (Donaid C.Iverson') University of Tnlean.

I.

22
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VII: "DOUG EDUCATION

Adams, Charles Augustus. Ap. Ezploratory Study of the Utilization of the
Guidelines for Drug PrOgrams in Michigan's Schools, Grades K-42 By
Selected Administrators in Four Selected School Districts: Caae Studies.
Ph.D. 1973. 214 p. (Alvin D. Loving) Univeraity of Michigan.

Branson, James Otto, U. An Analysis of Principlils'2Attitudes Regarding
Drug Abuse Prevention-iducafion Programs in Selected Public Schools
in Michien. Ph.D. 1974, 94 1;. (Keith Anderaon) Michigan State
University.

Bryan, James Edward. Guidelines for a Drug Education Program at Columbia
College of Columbiajlaiversity. Ed.D. 1974. 85 i. (Jams L. -iialfetti)

Teacher's College, Columbia Onivaxsity.

Carson, Linda. An Opinion Survly of Drug Education in Mercer County,
-tenntWvania. M.Ed: 044; 66-p,--chawrence-FLowingl Alippvry.
Roa ttate College.

-

Connor, Bernadettet, An Evaluation of Alcohol Education Methods.
1974. 12 p. (Howard-T. Slane) ,University af PittsburghT-

.

Dormaneltubye C. De Effects.of a-Drug Education Inservide Program on the
Achievement of the Students of Participants. Ed.D. 1974. 96 p.
(James 1): Logsdon) Florida Atlantic University.

Glenn, Laura J. Effeets of Values Clarificationon Concepts of elf Heroin
Rddict, MariAuana User. Amphetamine Usu. and Barbiturate User. M.Ed.

1974. 45 p. (Marvin R. Levy) Temple University.

Gould, Nancy Gibson. Losem As Winners: A psychological Study of Higti
School Drug Users A8 :Axth Grade Peer Counsdlors Us,ing Self-Actualizing
Tendencins. Ph.D. 1974. 132 p. (Willis Robinson) United States
Iuternatinna,1 University.

Hardasty. Murray Le.e. A Stud; of a Tencber Training-Drug Education Program
llon Teacher-Attitude and Tpaching Behavior. Ed.D. 1974. 107 p.

(B. Charfre's Leonard) University of Missouri, Columbia.
-

.kmes,Wyman L. 'A Study of Tenth Grade Student Attitudes Towii:51 and Drug
Knowledge nt 6rnt Muse, When Related to a'Drug Education Program.
Ed.U. 1974. 136 p. (Debby D. Anderson) University of Southern
Miasiffsippi. .

Kearney, Artie Linda. A systeinatic Evaluation of Drug Education Programs
from Selected Schools, Ph.D. 1974. 136 p. (William Sweetland)

MichLgan-§tate University.
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4
Klsipmsn, Susmn Phyllis. An Evaluation`gf the Long-Rapge Effects of 16

Drug Education Workshops. M.S. 1473. 93 p. (Larry F. 04en)
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. (No Ab) :

Kozel, Charles. _A Feasibility Study of a Values Clarifkcation Approach
in a Community Drug Prevention Program. M.P.H., 1974:\ 137 p.
(Goteti Krishnamurty, et al.) California Stsee University, Northridge.

McWitaf, Ames. The Effects of Student's Perceptions of a Speaker's Role
ATheir'Recall of Drug Facts and Their Opinions and Attitudes About
ge. Ph.D. 19746 115 p. ()tsrgaret A. Colby) University of Maryland.

Piniuk, Anthony J. Khanges in Attitudes Toward grugs and Drug Behavior
Concomitant with Changes in Drug Knowledge Level After PartiCipation in
a Drug Education Program Employing a Small Group Approach. .M.S. 1973.

p. (Edward E. Hunt, Jr.) Pennsylvania State University. (No'Ah)

and Drug Education: Thel,egislation.
Educatfon Asiency and Nineteen .

294 p. (Ernest V. Huffstutler)

Robert4;1_

jniatCironm:

Prevention

Texas School Districts. Ed.D. 1974
North TexAs State.University.

Sine, RayMond L. A Values Approach to'Drug Abuse and SmOking Education For
Ed.D. 1974. 112 p. (Carl X. Willgooss) Boriton

Univei ity.

.

.

Swansbn, Jon Colby. An Experiment in In-Sirvice EducatOn of Teachers for
Drug Abuse Education. -Ph.D., 1973. 228 p. (William H. Creswell, ..1r.)`
University of Illinois, Urbina-Champaign.

'.

e'

Turnauer, Martin S. A COmparison of High School Driver Education Students'
Attitudes! as Measured .ta the Mann Inventbry and Vincent Attitude Scale
After ReceivinA Two Types of Alcohol Instruction at Selected Illinois
High Schools. Ph.D. 1973. 85 p. (James E. Aarou) Southein Illinois
Universiiy, Carbondale.

A
WOods, Donald Gene. Health Concerns, IntereSts and Problems of Colorado

Ninth Grade StudentM in Sexuality,Education and Drug Edocation. .Ed.D.
1974. 232 p. (Richard L. Maugham) University of Northern-Colorado.

4.

Wychules, Michael V. Drug Knowledge and Selected Sociological Factors
Among High School Students. M.Ed. -1-9T9. 98 p. (Carrie Lee Warrep)
University of North Carolina, Greensboro.

. I
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1

Althoff, Michael E. riard A Developmental Itleorx of Drug-Using Behavior.

Ph.D. 1974. 142 p. (iincent A.Ilarren) Southern Illinois University,

Carbondale.

S.

Benberg, Tom 'Earl. The EffeCts of a Planned Curriculum on Correlates

of Drug-Abusing Behi,-d4w.-- Ed.D. 1973. 195 p. (J.V. Godbo2d) East

Texas State UniversitY:.

Bokorney, George Bdt, A Survey to Identify Programs in.Selected West
Coast, College* A k-bal.r.rsities Designed to Minimize Illegal Use of

Drugk.ft. StudentIO/D.Ed. 1974. 125 p. (N. Ray Haitk) University of

Oregon.

Bostrom, Jon E. A Study of Preventive and'Corrective Procedures of-Student
'Arug Abuse Utilized by School Authorities of Selected Junior and Senior
ptah Schools in Los Aggekes Coun6r. M.A. 1914. 107 p. (Barbara M.

Henkel) California State University, los Asgeles. (NO Ab):

Breese\ John David. 'A CoMparison of Smokiug.and Nonsmoking Population
U4ng.the Forced Expiratuti Flow in the Seventy-Five 'to Eighty-Five
Percent Segment of the,Spirometric Curve. . M.S. 1974. 63 p. (W.

Arthur Koski) Oregoh State University.

Byrne, Robert Joseph. The Effectiveness of Group. Interactkops tnd Classroom
Instration.-in,ChanginePatterns of Drug. Use. Ed.D. 1974. 182 p.

(Wiliam P. Anderson); Teacher's College, Columbia University,

Davis, Carl S. A Study of the Relationships 'Of Value Orientations, Psychological,.
Health, Marijuana Use, and PsyChedelic Use in a Select Population.

Ph.D. 1973. 98 p. (W.J. Dipboye) Syracvse University.

Davis, Jerry W. A Study of Knowledie, Attitudes, and Behavior Related 10
Drugs in Two SelectedSchool Systems in Mi,ssissippi. M.S. 1974.

45 p. (5. Eugene )iarnes) University of SoUlthern Mississippi.

Douglass, Richard Lee. The E ffect of the Lowbr 'Legal D;pking Age On Yeluth

Crash.Involiltment. Ph:D. 1974. 260 p. (John 114 Kiracht) U2iversity

: of Michigani4

Fink, Stanley . Community College Drug Use, User, eq. Nonuser Characteristics

and Attitjsdes. Ph-D. A974. 124 p. (Susan K. Gilmore) Uniuersity of-
OreAon.

a

Funk, Paul Edward. A Descriptive Analysis of Selected Intrapersonil Character-
istics of Drug Abusers. Ed.D. 1973. 103 p.-Td. Simpson) Montana
kate University.
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Glowski, Misthew R. toliciesond Programs on Drug Misuse in Colleges and
UniversLties in New --Yoek-iAt. Ed.D. 1974. 2-67 p. (John M.--SiCalski)Fordham University.

411.

Guinn, R4bert Kenneth,Jr. Characpristics of Drug, Use Among Mexican-
.American Students of the Lower. Rio Grande Valley.,AhtD. 1974. 138 p.(Carl:W: Landiss) Texas A&M University.

4' c- .

Harter, Jamea Wptt, J. A Com2arison of Certain PersonaPity Trhits Between'Collme Student ClAurette Smokers. Ancf Nonsmoke .Ph.D. 19742 117 p.(R. MarquisT -North Texas State University.
4

0

Higgins, Raymond-Lyle. The Manipulation of Intetpersonal Evaluation Anxietyand Situational Contr-el an Determinants of A16We1 Consumption in 'C'eflt-se Soc.lei Drinkers. Ph.D. 1973. _1311,p. (G. A. Marlatt)--
University of Wisconsin.

Ramsey. Influences on the Smoking F!'etia4A4_ of a Group of kSchool Students.. M:S.P.IL 1473. 92 p. (Edward B. Johns) 'university uf EafltOrnia, Los Angeles.

Hunter, Mary Paula. The. Rela.tionship of Cigarette ConsumEtion and Upper
Respiratory Dtsease Amou4 College Students. Ed.D. 1974% 131 p.(Alex B, Harrison) riklahoma State University. Cf.

4 .Jacobs, Clinton. Effect of State Tobacco Ldwo on High School Student Smoking,. TIvemihout the United. States:
Suggestions From High School Principals

Concerniug,Ktndent-Smoking Problems. Ph.D. 1944. 165 p. (GeneS. Jacobsen) -Untversfry of lita-h.

Jenkins, Charles Gray. Value Differences in Adolescent Drug Abusers andNon-Drug Users. MIA). 1974. 165 p. (S.. David ;Hazen) -Arizona
StatefUniversity.

Keller, James L. A Descriptive Stgdy of a Ilrug.Abuie ptevehtion Pregram
Detivesy System. Ed.D. -1974. 132 p. '(4orten'Alpren) Temple University.

Knoderer, M. Barbara. An investlAptIon of High School Counselor AttitudesToward Drug*Problems as Related to Counselor DEA. Knobrledge. Ph.D.1974. 186 p. (John. A. 1411ington) Loieg University, Chioego.

.Leake,'Rebert Lawrence anti Janice Pearce. Knowledge About, Attitudes Toward'and Use or Non-Use of Drugs j7ty Utah Secondary School Students.. Ed.D.and Ph.D. NA-. 616 p. Hunt,e6 University of Utah.

Leitner, Virlyn H. A Study of Personality Differences Among Drug-Using
aud-Non-DrutUsing College Students. Ph.D. 1974: 230 (FrankW, Miller) Northwestern University.

tt.

Linder, Barbara Anne. Faetors Related to College Students' Discontinuance ofDrnA Use and .the ImplivatioA of These Faetors for Educational Strategies.Ph.D. 1974. 284 p. (Allan D. Pfnister) University of Denver.
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411.

Marten, Dwaine John. Selected Personality Factors and,the Incidence of Drug

Use. H.S.D. 1973. -132 p. Keogh Rash) Indiana University.

-7-NhtitMeranua, William ncis. An Investigation ot Selected Personality Variables
cif Subjeks Exposed to Illicit Dr 'Use on 47-15]ilk,&, Ciimpus. Ph.D.

1973. 141p. (waymi W. Dyer) Jokin's-Universtty.
. .

Millei, Michael.C.

Ph.D. 1973.

Ozehosky, John R.

qr.111

Users. Ph.D.---

p.

Attitudes and Drug Daage patterns Among College !ta.
104 p. (J..Richard Wittenborn) Rutgers University.

perlonaliq and psychophy.sical Factors Related To
Preference.in Male Undergraduate Amphetamine and Barbiturate
1974. (John B: Murray) St. John's University.

Pasiehrt, Catherine Jane. Effectiveness of the University of Utah School DI
Alcoholism and Other Drua Dependohcloa. Ph.D.- 1974. 196 p. (Marshall

W. Kreuter) University of Utah.I.
Perry, Nancy Reichard. Drug Knowledge and Attitudes Toward Drug Abuae Amoha

Teachers, Administrators, and Students. flt.D. 1973. 128 p. (C.87
-1Tueisman, dr.) Ohio St-v.e-dniversity.

Pinidk, Anthony J. Chanaes in A titudes Toward Druks and Drug Behavior.

CORCOffiiranr 'with Changes in Knowlelge Level After Participation in
a Drug Education Prosram Employ, as a-§illall Group Approach. M.S. 1973.

)2 p. (Edward E. Hunt, Jr.) Pennsylvarha State University. (No Ab)

Sanders, Lowell Article. A Guide for Scondary School Teachera and Students
for'the Understailding of thZ Sociology, Psychology and Pharmacology

. ofaDrut Use with S.pecial Emphasis on the Common Hallucinogenic Drugs.

tcr.6. 1973. 54( p. (L.A. Arno.ld) University of Florida.

, t
. .

Schlegel, Ronald PeteL. Multidimensional Measurement and Structure of .

Attitudes Toward Smoking, Marijuana with Prediction oil Marlluana Use.

141.1). 1973. 187 P. CRobert Kap-ian) ,Ohio-State University.

Shute, Robert E. Ekverimentalpiects oT Peer Pressure oil the Verba1ly4

Expreted Drug Attitudes of Male College SCUdents. D.Ed. 1974. 117 p.

(Edwin L. Herr) Pennsiivani;i: State University. %

Sparling, Harold A., Jr. A Guide for Dtmi ltnvolved Polygraph Examination. 4

M.A. 1974. 96 p. (Ben F. Scherer) CdLifornia State University, Los

Angeles:

Tennant, Foreut S: Childhood Antecedents Of Alcohol and Drug Abuse. Dr., '

P.M. 1974. .195 p, (ROger Deteke) Unaiergit-i of California., Les

Angeles.

Walpole, James Wallace. A Survey. of'Drug Use ind An Examination of the.

Retationshlp of Self-PerceptIonn and hdjustment to 40o1e8clit Drus Abuse.

Ed.D. 1971. 141 p. (lichtie1 i?n1mer) Univèrsity of Northern Colorado..
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West, Helene .1% Adolescent Drug Attitudes: A Seven-Year Studs on Marihuanaand LSD. Ph.D. 1974. 92 p. (C. Edward. Meyers). University okSouthern Californid.

Ilk.
sterfield, 'Raymond C. The Effects of

Alcohol'and Non-Pneecription Dragson Simulated
DrivingTerforatance. Ph.D. 1973.

.. BO p. .(Donfld C.Ivers9n) University of Toledo.
-

.

Whitney, Oatfield W. Values ctf Adolescent
Drug:Abusers andNon-Ugess.M.A. 1971' 92 p. (Louis J. Stacker)
California State University,Long Beach.

k ,
.

,Windsor, Richard Anthony.
Relationships Between.Mood Modifying SubstanceUsdke, Attitude, and Alienation Amon& 4-H and Non-4-H Youth. Ph.D.1973. 181 p. (Donald B. Stone)

University of Illinois, Urbana-Chsimpaign.
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IX, ENVJROMNTAL HEALTWENVIRONMENTAt. EDUCATION

14_

Alvezi, Walter. Planning an Environmental Health Program,for the Town of

Sandwich, Massachusetts. 14.d. 1973. 61 p. (Henry Guipley)

Bridgewater State College.
, .

Bluhm)*LoyisHerbert. Some Pollution-Related Attitudes of High School Youth

in the United States and Brazil. Ph.D. 1973.0,225 p. (P.C. Fliegel)

Univessity of Illinoii7Urbana-Champaign.

Bundy, Joweph Newton. An Analysis of Literature to Develop the Environmental

Health Content for School Curriculum. _Ed.D. 1974. 331 p. (Frederick

J. Holter) West Virginif University.
.

Fee Richard A. An Environmental Systei. M.A. 1974. 37 p. (Dan D.

towings) Ball State University. (No Ab)

Horvat, Robert Emil. Fifth and EighthGrade Student)" Orientations

, the Environment and,Environmental Probliii87WD. [974. 414

(Alan M. Voelker) Oniversity 43f Wisconsin.

Hoaley, Edward Wendell. A Comparison of Two Methods Of InstrUction in ,

Environmental Education. Ph.D. '1974. 496 p. (James Dudley) University

of Maryland.

Toward

p.

Raduns, Linda Hansel. The Development ga an Instrument to Measure Value

Clarification in the tres of Ecology. M.A. 1973. 57 p. (Bryan'

C. Smith) University of" Florida.

It
Rollins, Henry 'Janes. Temlching Unit: Environmental Health

lemti Junior High School. M.S. 1974. 70 p., 40ohn

Sutton) California State University, Northrfdgi(No

\ Rue, Brent Michael. AA( and Water Pollution Inatructional

Knowledge, Attitudes, and Behavior. M.S.P.H. 1973.

B. Johns) University of CaliforniaiLos Angeles.

and Air Pollution
.Fodor aud Wilfred

Ab)

Effeets on Student
105 p. (Edward

Schell, Robert L A Formative Evaluation of a Multidisciplinary Curriculum

on Environmental Issues. Id.D. 1974. 199 p. (Marvin R. Levy)

Temple University.

0
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f r ../

Ulrich, Barlfs Carl An Analysis of the Value; Utilization and Incorporationof the Objectives Yar-Envinmental E&catlon.in the State .ofliadhington.Ed.67 1974.
-i-47;1;kiniion St'ate.University.'

Vinston, Barbara J. The Relationship of AwAreness to Concern For Envirnimentalquality Among.Selected Clgh School Students. Ph.D. 1474. '150 p.(John Lee) Northwevern University.

Zacher, Lawrence 3. A Sfudy o_f Factors Affecting the Environmental Knowledgeof Eleventh Grade Students iu Montana. Ed.D. 1974. 161 p.. (Roy
_

C. White) University of Montana.

,
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EVALUATION: KNoWLEDGE, AtTITIOE, ORBEHAVIOR

. 3,

t.

Amos, Lundee Williams. Health Knowledge and Interests of Students.at Guilford
. Technical Institute, Jamestown, North Carolina. M:id. 1973. 110

(Marian K.' Solleder). University of North CaroLins, Greensboro.

BluhmLouis Herbert. Soothe Pollution-Related Attitudes df High School
Youfh ih t,he Uoite-d-Wates and Brazil. Ph.D. 19737 225 p. (FCFliegel)
University of Illino4s. Urbana-Champaign.

B AZA, Gerald F. A Comparison of Experiential and Classroom Learning Modela
im Teaching Health Problems of the Poor. Ph.D. 1974. 157,p. (Marshall.
W. Kreuter) University of Utah:

, a

Cannava Margdrita M. An EJaluation of the Health Knowledge of Students In
Fifth'and Sixth Grade of Wappingeis Central School District, New York.

1973. 48 p. (Janice Pearce) Utah State UniversSty.

Carlton, Bill. Adults' Knowledge of, Needs-for,Attitudes Toward, and Utilization
of Health and-Medical Resources in'Two Southeastern Kentucky Cqunties.
Ed.D. 1971F,216 p. (Bill 'C. Wal4ace) University of'Tennessee.

.
.

Carruth, Betty Ruth: Attitudes, Personality Traits, and Nutrition Knowledge
as Predictors of Nutrition-Related Behavioi= or Nutrition Educatiop
Assistants. Ph.D. 11974. 254 p. (Helen L. Anderson) University of
Missouri, Columbfa.40

'Davis', Jerry W. A Study of Knowledge, Attitudes, and Behavior Related to
Drugs in Two-Selected.School Systems in Mississippk. M.S. 1974. 45 P.
(a. Eugene Barnes) University of Southern Mississippi..

Dereli, Atila'Hasan. 'An ,Explqratory Study of Attitudes. Toward Sex and Its
Relationship to Certain Personality Factors Among Present and Future

-Sex Educmtors. Ph.D. 1973. 89 p. (Robert E. Rime) University of
',Oregon, a

Dipri*ioN Chfisand'S. The. EffectsA a Program of Sex Education on t,he
' Attitudes (if Junior High 4spool si-adents and Their Parents. Ph.D. 4974.

1%4 p. '(rank W. Miller) Northwestern University.

.

1414Y. James-LA. A Comparison of the,Retationship of the Coptract Plue of
Evaluaiion and a TraditionaloMethod,,of Evaluatton to Changes in'the-
.Cognitive And Affective DomainsP M.S. 1974: 129 p.
Zimmerli) State ihtiversity of-New YorkBrockport.

Engs, RuOrLoulse Clifford. The Perionality:Traits.and .111ealth Knowledge of
Casio Interyantion Volunteers in the. State pf Tennessee. Ed.U. 1973.

iRobirt H, Kii14 Un6.;erity of Tennessee.
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a

Fields, Tina Taylor. A Study of the Attitudes Of Arkapaas School ,$uperintendents
Concerning Sex Educttion.Clasaes. MA. 1974. 85 p. (C.W. Landles)
fexatk MR University.

. c

Fink
:
Stanley C. Community Co le e Drug Use, User, and Nonuser Character-
istfba and Ati-itudes. 1974. 124 p. (Susan K. Gilmore)
liit-NPrsity of Oregon. a '.

, ..

Frilles, Mflagro citudeb of ili..tne Public SchOol 'Educatowl Toward

K.41.4.11 Life Edticati7On. M. . l9/5 137.p. (John Tr Fodor) California
State Univer , Northridge

Hampton d TiVman. The,Relationbhip Between Health-Behavior, Attitudes
Knowled and the Grade P4int Average of Eighth Grade Students.

M.Ed. 1973. 37 p. (Dorothy Barnes) University of Georgia. --(14-07-Ab)

Hansen, Charlet E. A.Survey of Sexual KnowledgeohAttitudes and Activities
of Male High Scgool Students:--M.S. 1971r. 186 p. (H.P. Wells) Northern
filinOis University-

.

$0;

Hardeky, Murray Lee. A Study,.of a Teacher Training ;. Drug Education
program Upon TeacUer Attitude and Teachimg Behavior.. Ed.D. 1974.

107 p. (B. Charles Leonard) University of Missouri, Columbia.

Holmes, William Carlysle. A Health Food Study. of Users And Non-Users
Years of Ale and Over, ComparthgAttitudes,,Ropresslip-SensitizatIon and
Personal Health "Status. D.Ed. 1973. 113 p. (RolArt E. Kime)
Univera-ity of -Oregon.

Jarvia, William Tyler. An 'Analysis of the Effect of a Programmed Instruction
Course About Chiropractit on Ole Knowledge and Attitudes of Prospective
Health Education Teachers at the University of Oregon. Ph.D. 1973.e

189 p. (Robert E. Kime) University of Oregon.

Jones, vlyman L. A Study pf Tenth Grade Students Attitudes Toward, and Drug
Knowledge of Drug Abuse-WITA Relate-ci to a Drug Education Program.
Ed.D. 1474. 136 p. (Bobby D. Andereon) UnIversity.of Southern '
Missisaippi.

Kaaen, Howard P. Environmehtal Influence's onl'Health Knowledo and AttitnUes.

W.Rc, 1974. 80 p. (Datid,MeaghetT Broeklyn.College.

Knoderer, M. Barbara. An Inyestigation,of'High SChool Counselor Attitudes
Toward Drug Problemb as Related to Counselor Drug Knoj4e4go. Ph.D.

1974.- 186.p. (John A. Viellington) Loyola.University, C)Arcago.

Korn, Carol Wise. Attitudes Towfrd Health Instruction of.Students and TeAcheis
in the SouthwesiTButler Counry School District in Grades Four, Five

and-Six. -14.Ed. 1973. 38 p. uøNpl. F. 'Whaley) Slippery Rock

State"Collloge. ,

'
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Lsake, Robert Lawrence and Janice Pearce. Knowledge About, Attitudes Toward.
. Use or Non-pie of Drujis by Utah Secondary School Studants. Ed.D.

and Ph.D. 1974. 61-6 p. (0.N. HUnt;r) Univernity of -Chub.

Leonard, David J. A Studyvof Sexual Knowledge, Sexual Attitudes and Selected
'Pervonality Dimensions of Groups of (raduate Students in Non-Medical Helpdng
ILofessions, Ph.D. 1974. 143 p. -a-TO-aon P..Liddle) University of
NOhtuckyv.

,k
,

Lindberg, Akan H. Attltudes To4arOeWamily.Life Education in the Lutheran
Church in America. M.S. 1974. 62 p. (Warren H. Southworth) University
of Wisconaiu4,,

Mixeiner, Barbara Ann. Knowledge, Behavior,.and Attitudes of Sixth Grade
Students Toward Family Life Education. M.S. 1974. 69 pT-7-(5onald B.
Siolie and T. W. 69-Uurke) University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign:

May, Mary A. A Survuy,uf the Hedlth Knowledge of,Continuation High School.
Students ill Solano County. M.A. 1973. 100 p. (J. Gotta) California
State University, Sacramento.

*

McCarty, Judith Ann. A Survey of Sexual Attitudes And Behaviors of Selected
Undergraduaten at Ball Stane University.. Ed.S. 1973. 127 p.
(Charles R. Garroll) Ball State University.

McCleaf, James E. The Effects of Studentsi Perceptions of a Speaker's Role
on Their Recall of pal& Palts and Their,Opinions and Attitudes About
Drugs. Ph.D. 1974. 115 p. (Margaret A. Colby) University of Maryland.

Miller, Michael G. Attitudes and Drug Unage Patterns Among College Men. .

Ph.D. l97i 104 p. (1.-ific-hard Wittenborn) Rutgers Univellaty.

Newton, Yevett.e. Sex Knowledge of George Willdams College Undergraduate
Students. M.S. 1974. 27 . (J. C. Holmes) George Williams College.

Norton, Virginia L. A Nutrition lucation Program for Selected Thtrd Grades
and Its,Effects on-Nutrition no edge, Atiaudes, PraCtices and Iron
Nutriture. Ph.D. 1974. 97 (kliznbeth S. Prather) University
o-f MarylAnd.

Parcel, Guy S. A Study of ttm Relationship. Between Contraceptive Attit9des
and Behavior in a Group 0-ail-married University Students. Ph.D. ,1974

198 p. (Edwat4 E. Hunt, Jr.) Pennsylvandn State University.

Perry, Nancy Reichard. Drug KnOwledge and Attitudes Toward pruli Abuse
Teachers, Administrators and Students. Ph.D. 1973. 128 p.

(C. R: Huelsman, Jr.) The Ohio State University.

Piniuk, Anthony J. Changes in.Attitudas Toward Drugs nnd Etrug Behavior
Concomikant with Chaws in Drug Knowledge. Level After Participntion in
n Drag Education proram Employing a Small Gionp Approach. M.S. 1973.
52 p. (Edward E. Hunt, Jr.) Pennsylvnnia Stnte University,. (No Ab)
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4

Potibut, Chaleay. A Comparison of Sex Knowledge, Experiences, and Attitudes,
' Astween Ametican and Thai Students. Ed.6. 1914. 140 p. (Raymond C.

Howlotd) University of Northern ColOrado.. 4 ,
, t

aRader, John William. An Analysis of the Attitudes fowata Sex,Held 12y Junior
and Senior Health and Physical Education Majors Enrolled in Colleges fog .

. Univio-iiiiIis in the State 2f Virginia as Measured Ily the Sex-Attitude
Inventory. D.Ed. 1971. 83 p. (Robert E.-Kime) Univeraity of Oregon..

4-
'

...

3,

Reinerts, Skaidrite P. Ile Effects of College Nutrition Courses on Student's
Attitudes Toward Oranic and Natural Foods, Zen, Matrobiotics, and
Vogetarlanism. M.E. 1973. 94p. (E.S. Parhan) Norther, Illinois
University.

Rue, Brent Michael. Air and Water Pollution Instructional Effects on Student
Knowledge, Attitudes, and Behavior. M.S.P.H. 1973. 105 p. (idward
B. Johns) University of California, Los Angeles.

Schlegel, Ronald Peter. Multidimensional Measurement and Structure of
Attitudes Toward Smoking Marijuana with Prediction of Marijuana Use.
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XVI. HEALTN INSTRUCTION: MATERIALS AND RESOURCES
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267 p. (Robert H. Kirk) University of Tennessee.

'4

Higgins, Raymond Lyle. The Manipulation of Interpersonal Evaluation Anxiety
end Situational Control al Deierminants of Alcohol Consumption In Colle
SociajA Drinkers. Ph.D. 1971.. 136 pi (C.A. Marlatt) University of
Wisconvoin.

Klinger, Jelisie Irene. Student Anxiety and the Acadelic Environment. Dr.P-.1.

1974. 156 p. (Edward B. Johns) Univeraity of California, Los Angeles.

1. Leitner, Virlyn H. A Study of Personality Differenceir Among ru -Ustig and .

No4-Drug-Using College Students. Ph.D. 1974. 230 p. rank W. Miller)

Northwestern,University.

Mclionus, William Francis. An Investigation of Selected Persona ity Variables

of Sublects Exposed to Illicit Drpg Use on the College Campus. Ph.D.

1973. 141 p. (Wayne, W. Dyer) St. John's University.
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OaonhoskY, John R. Peraonality and Psychophysical yactociA Related To
Speciac Drug Preterence in Male Undergraduate Amphetamine and Barbiturate

; Users. Ph.D. 1974. (John B. Murray) St. John's University.

Price, Anne Haimes. How to Befriend Billie Sue - An Audio-Visual Documentary
on Commqnity Mental Health in Appalachia. M.S. 1974. 64 p. (Mike.

Connor) California State University, Long Beach.

uot

Rosenbaum, Edward. An Experiential Approach Toward Teaching Mental Health
Principleu to Adolescents. Ph.D. 1974. 114 p. (Margaret Becker)

1

1

University of Pittaburgh.

/ .

1

. Thapar, T.S. .Effect'of yoga on Anxiety, M.Sc. 79 p. (Ruth Frankel)

i

Brooklyn College.

4
I Walpole, James Wallaca ASurvey 21 Drug Use and an Examination of the Relation-
t ship of Self-Perceptions and Adjustment to Adolescent Drug Abuse.

1

Ed.D. 1973. 141 p. (Michael Palmer) University of Northern Colorado.

1
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NUTRITION/NUMTION EDUCATION

Carruth, Betty Ruth. Attitudes, Personality Traits, and Nutrition Knowledge
as Predictors of Nutrition-Related Behavior of Nutrition Education
Assiutants. Ph.D. 1974. 254 p. (Helen L. Anderson) Unibersity of
Missouri, Columbia.

Emokpae-Garrick, Oreghe Idele. Nutritional quackery, An Investlgation. M.S.
1974. 96 p. (John Fodor and Wil(red Sutton) California State University,
Northridge.

Holmes, William Carlysle. A Health food Study of Users and Non-Users 55
Years of Age and Over, Comparkm Attitudes, Repression-S*nsitization and
Personal Health Status. D.Ed. 1973. 113 p. (Robert E. Kime) University
of Oregon.

Monroe, William. B A Summary Study of Research on Foods and Nutrition
Related to Performance of AtUletes. M.A. 1974. 125 p. (Ben F.
Scherer) California State University, Los Angeles. (No Ab)

Norton, Virginia L. A Nutrition Education Program for Selected Third Grades
and Its. ffects on Nutrition Knowledge, Attitudes, Pr ctices and Iron
Nutr1di. Ph.D. 1974. 97 p. (Elizabeth S. Prather University of
Maryland. )

Reinerts, Skaidrite P. The Effects of. Collegs Nutrition Courses onItudent's
Attitudes Toward Or t_ ols_and Natural Foods, len, Macrobiotics, Ind
Ve&etarianism. M.E. 19737-94 p. .(E.S. Parhan) Northern Illinois
University.

4416,

Saavedra, Nide N. Methods and Techniques of Education as Applied o Nutrition.
M.P.H. 1974. 68 p. (Cacti Krishnamurty and Lenr4n Glass) California
State Univerait Y. Northridge.

Santos, Estrella S. The Nutrition Compopent of the Hcailth Services Delivery,
, System in tke Philippines. M.P.H. 1974. 74 p. (Coteti Krishnamurty

and Lennin Glass) Clifornia State University, 04hrid,e. ,
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Schwartz, Nancy Esther. The Relationship of Nutrition Education to'Subsequent

Nutrition Knowledge, Attitudes, and PrdctiCes of Ohio High School Graduates.

Ph.D. 191). 221 p. (V.M. Vivian and J.I. Dalrymple) -Ohio State University.

Shares% Susan Joy. The Effect of Television Advertiiing on ChillIssal Nutrition
Attitude, Nutrition Knowledge and EatingHabits. Ph.D. 1974. 263 p. ,

(K. Clancy-Hepburn) Cornell University.

Williams, Richard Mathew. Nutrition Study. of Teenage Eatkog Habits in
Rochester, New York. M.S, 1974. 66 p. (Ara Zulalian) State
University of New York, Brockport.

Wise, BlancheIrons. A Stuciyof College Studedts' Food Habits to Ascertain
Nutrient Intake and Facfors Influencing Food Habits. Ph.D. 1974.

186 p. (Mary E. Fuqua) Purdue University.

4
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I.

IILS PROFESSI PREPARATION

Arndt, Jack Robert. A Study to Determine the Feasltility of Utilizing the
Telelecture Method for Providing Continuing education for Health Pro-
fessionals. Ph.D. 1973. 276g. (Milton 0. Pella) University of
Wisconsin.

Barnum, Sarbara Meltzer. Th!! Evaluation of a Process-Oriented Workshop to Train
Teachers of Ssx Education. Ph.b. p973. 158 p. (G. W. Stansbury)
Georgia State UnivZrsity. :)

BurhansLinda Ksy. A Heelth Kdow/edge Test for Prospective School Health
Educators. Dr.P.H. 1974. . 150 p. (Edward B. Jo6s) University of
California, Los Angeles. 1

Dereli, Atila Hasin.

Relationship to
Sex Educators.
Oregon.

An Explor4ory Study of Attitudes Toward Sex and Its
Certain en onalii-r-Factors Among 1147iiiWt- and Future
Ph.D. 197. 89 p. (Robert E. Kime) University of

Dorman, Rmbye C. .The Effects of/ a Drug Education InservAce Program on the
Achievement of the StudeRts of Participants. Ed.D. 1974. 9 p.
(James D. Logsdon) Florida Atlantic University.

Fine, Morton S. Health Instruction Practices and Problems of Selected New
York City Elementary School Teachers: Recommendations for Preservice
and inservice Teacher Education. Ed.D. 1974. 182 p. (Linbania
Jacobson) Teacher's College, Columbia Universkty.

Hardesty, Murtay Lee.N'Study of a Teacher Training-Drug Education Program
Won Teacher Attitiide and Tesaing B or. Ed.D. 1974. 107 p. (B. Charles
Leonar-a-7faversity of Missouri, ColuJiia :

Jarvis, William Tyler. An Analysis of the EffeCt of a Programmed Instruction
Course about Chiropractic on the Knowledge and Attitudes 21 Prosiective
Health Education Teachers at the University 21.921.1. Ph.D. 1973.
189 p. -(ia.ert E. Kim.) University of Oregon. .

Liras, Priscilla Limaco. Effectiveness of the grec.1.t_ate Professional PtePoration

Proarga j tht, Unkrersity of IlLe Philippines in Meeting Competency Maeda
Atkilialth Iducation. H.S.D. 1974. 124 p. (J. Esogh Rash)
Indiana.University.

Lott, Vivian4iilcox. The Feasibility of Placing a Psychiatric-Mental Health.\

NurOng Content Course First in the Associ0.0 Degree Nursing Curriculum.
RNA.. 1974. 68 i7--(iarbara M. Henkel) California State University,.
Los Angeles. (No Ab)
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Matthews, Margie R. Accreditation as One Force in irofessionaliketion: The
- Accreditation of Schools of Public Health ky. /he American Public- HTh

Asaociation. Dr. P.H. 1973. 268 p. (W.S. Plash) University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill.

McTernan, Edmund J. Development of An Adm1nistrati$.4 Pattern for a PrograM
of Continuing Professional Education for Six Selected Allied Mealth
Fields.. Ed.D. 1974. 270 p. (Carl E. Willgoole) Boston Uitiversity.

Scheibner, Helen Lucille. A History of the Evolution of Health Education as a
tipecialized Area of Proiessional Education in Indiana Colleges and
9niversitiea 1816-1973. K.S.D. 1974i 133 p.7-("Dona1d J. Ludwig)
sIndiana University.

Schoen, Delores C. A Comparison of thesronceptual and Body-Systeme Approaches
to Nursing Cducation. M.S. 1973. 70 p. (Harold Cornacchia) SaA
Francesco State University. (No Ab)

Smith, Sterling Lee. n Analysis of Current Training of Teachers in Texas
Junior College All e aealth Scie47-Programs and-ibe Development of
Guidelines for Their Future Preparation. Ph.D. 1973. 254 p. (Addison,

' E. Lee) Univertaty of Texas, Austin.

Swenson. Jun Colby. An Experiment in Inrtbrvice Education of Teachers for
Druji Abuse Educatipn. Ph.D., 1973. 228 p. (Wi).liam H. Creswell, Jr.)
University of Ilfinois, Urbana-Champaign.

Wtpton, Marie Louise. An Evaluation of the Undergraduate Professional
Preparation Program in Health and'Physical Education at Slippery Rock
Stete.gollege. Ed.D. 197). 165 p. (L. Garrett) George Peabody
Coll;ge for Teachers.

Wilson, Betty Gunstream. A Competency-Based Program for Preparing the Future
Elementary. Teacher In Health. Ph.D. 1974. 175 p. (L. Fred Thomas and
Bryan J. Gray) MorCh fexaa State University.
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XXIV. PRoGAAm: DEVELOPMENT, EVALUATION, OR STATUS

;
4

Adams, David Lei. A Study of Health Instruction Progeams in the Public
Secondary Schools In Tennessee. H.S.D. 1974. 172 p. (Donald J.
Ludwig) 1ndiana6University.

Bevy, Mildred E. Sex Education in Dade County Public Secondary Schools.
Ed.D. 1974. 142 p. (Sorrel J. Clute) Wayne Sal-iTITWTATeTsity.

liokorney, 'George Saker. A Sur:rey to Identify Program in Selected West
e es and Univeiaities Designed,to Minimize Illegal Use of Prug.

By Stude . D.Ed. 1974. 125 p. (N. Ray-Hawk) Universitra Oregon.

Clarfield, Steven PaUl. An Analysis of Referral Problems and Their Relation
to Intervention Goals in a School Based-PreVentiye Mental Health Program.

-Ph.D. 1973. 120 p. Timory L. CoeTWrir University of Rochester.

Collins', Jul( Ann. An Instrument to Evaluate kealth Instruction Programs
in Sec4ndari Schools. Ph.D. 19737-760 7. (C. Harold Veenker) Purdue
University. 0

sr
Colibs, Barbara Jean. A Study of a SystemiAnalisis Approach to the Develop-

ment of College Health Instructional Programs. ' D.Ed. 19YT51 p.
(Wirren E. Smith) University of Oregon.

Duke, John Paul. A Model U3 Determine Low-Income Consumer-Knowledge and Use
of the Health Care Systea for Planning an Extension Education Program.
Ed,D. 1974. 137 p. (Edward W. Gassie) Louisiana StEte University apd
Agricultural and.Mechanical College.

Garvey, James L. The Evaluation of a Fourth Grade Health Education Profilers

Using Two Types of Organizational Patterns and TWo Methods of Teaching.
-1-0,74. 268 p (Carl E. Willgo6140 Boston University.

Goy, John Edward. Development of a School Health Program Model ptilizing
CommnnitY Health Resources. Ed.D. 1974. 462 p. (Frederick J. Holter) '
West'Virginia University.

Gilmore, Laurene Sadler. A Study to Delineate Criteria Useful in Establishing
HseIth Frograms in Al0bama s Junior Colleges, Eci.D. 1973. 320 p.

Templer' Univ,ersity of Alabama.

Glowaki, Mathew R. "Policies nd Programs on Drug. Misuse in Colleges and
Universities in New York . Rd.D. 1174. WIT- /John M. SkaTiVi)
Fordham University.
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Hamrick, Michael Henry. A Comprehensive Evaluation of the Status df the
School Health Education ?roar's in Bedford County Tennessee. ta.D. 1973.

%NTT- 7Ttairtlit-liTt) UniverilltTa-finnessee.

Houston, Paul David.' An Eclectic Approech to Change Through the.Creati n'
of Organisetional, Health in an Elementary School. Ed.D. 1973. 69
Tiobert Anderpon, -woz, Harvard Univellsity.

Howell, Ernest O. AR Investigation of th'e Slams of Health Education in
Selected Louisiana Secondary SchoolVin 1972-7-37 Rd.D. 1974. 162 p.
(Billy B. Slay) University of Southern Missiesippi.

Jeremiah, Maryalyce. Ohio School Health Education Study: Status of the 4'
. Health Inetruction ProilreM jEW Ti Pufilic Secondary Schools. Ph.14
\, 1073. 120 p. '(Mary K. Beyrer) Ohio State University. ,

Keetinfq. Artie Linda. A Syseematic Evaluatir of Drug Education Pro rams
frat Selected Schoole. Ph.D. 1974.' 13 p.

MiChigan State University,

Keller, Jameq L. A Descriptive Study of A Drug Abule Prevention Program
Delivery Sxstei. Ed.:. 1974. 132 p. (Mortem Aliiiirir-fir7:ple University.

Klass, Margaret Attn. An Evaluation of the Sex Education Erce in an
Inner City High School. M.S. 1174. 88 p. (Peter Healei) George
Williams College.

Klay, Irene Wagro. pf_y_e_422.rq. a Piata of Health kuslitin for Hospital
Patients. M.Ed. -1973. -17-p. (Dorothy Barnes)J dni,,eisity of Georgia. (NoAb)

Kleinmah, Susan Phylkiai An Evaluattion of tbeLong-Range Effects'of 16
191yug Education Workshop*. M.S. "1973. 93 p. (Larry K. Olseni-pniversity
(57-/1 ipois, rbans-Champaign. ,(No Ab)

Kotel, Charlie*. Feasibility Study of a Value* Clarificatton
a Community roffievention Program W. ET 1974. 137 p.

roach in
ote f--.

krishnamurty, et al.) Californ4a State University,Northridge.

Mason, David Craig. Factors Contributing to the Discris tic Between Curve t
and Desired Practice of Health Education In Se ecte. Seoondiry. ibu oolo of
Illinois. Ph.D.. 1973. 296 p. (Warren J. Huffman).0 ivereity of Illi ois,
Urbana-Champaign.

f-

McTernan, Edmund J. Development of An AdMini ra ive Patte1rn for-a f) re*
of Continuing Professional Education or ik

Welds. Ed.D. 1974. 210 p. (Carl, E. yillgoos
t

(lto n ve i/ ty.

-
Muench,,Loren Oliver. Assessment of the Safety' Educatçon ?Ogren: 'atv*

State University. Ph.D. 19741,, 1c6-p. Bryin eind Lillien R.

'

Schwenk) Iowa State University.
.\ 1\
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,

Murphy, Earl Prentiss., A Study: 0, School Health I" 0 ram^. Selected Pdblic
Schools in Iowa: Kjmelergaqoathrieujih Twekfth ads. 4b.D. 197 . 21 p.,(George Kizer) Iowa4State UniVersity.

,

1t
Olson, Martin John. Descriptive Analysis 21 Parent, Principal,- d Teacher
' Evaluations of il Life and Sex'Education Program inr-Ahe C ca o

Public Element choola. p.s. 1974: 148 p., (JOhnCoatey ). University
Of tllinois, Urb -Champailfd.

.

Paskert, CAtPerine Jane. Effectiveness of the University of Utah Scho01
pn Alcoholism and Other .DrOgItependencies. Ph.D. 1974. 196 p.
(Marshall W. Kreuter) 'University of Utah.

.....

( .

Pigg Robert Morgan, Jr. School Health ProgfAm Puide1ines4 R.S..b. 1974.
306 p. (Donald J. Ludwig) Indiana Ut4yertiity. ,r;!

Templin, i'aul Hans. 'Expe

r
t Opinio Regarding Progtam Acivities And

Resources LeadinK to Altd Suppo4ing Districtwide Comprehensive Sch ol
Health Instruction Programs. Ed.D. 1974. 176 p. ,(W. Arthur -4-rafti)
Oregon State University.

' t

Whea;c:nei,

t.ariaartleon Program A1.:11 H:7111thtiaon:

Rock State College. Ed.D. 1073, 1

College for Teachers.

f she; Undergradt04,e Profeseional
At Slippery

.

65 GarreW %George Peabody

Clarence Elbert; Jr. A COmparative Study of Secific Sexual Health
' Knowledge: A Method of Implementing EduCational Programs into School

Systems. Ph.D. 1973. 118 V. (Alvin D. Loving). ,University of
Michigan.

'1

,t
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-SAFETY/SAFETY ENCATICN

AdissoeHicholas-A. 'An Evaluation of.the:Champaign-Urbana Safety .4own Pro
K.S. '1974. 65 p. (A.E. Florio) University of Ilkinois,

,4 Champaign.

Sehnke, Robert Samuel. A irogramnAppraisal Checklist for the Health and
SafetybAspects 'Of Secondary Schdol Iiiterscalestic Athletics. H.s.p.
1.04. 145 p. (Donald J. Ludwig) Indira"! Univaiity..

Demougin, Stephen E. pcsupatiOnal Safety «- An IndIvidual Approach. M.A.
,1974. 97 p. -()an D owings) Ball.State University. (No Ab)

Duffy, William L. An Ana yttfal Study of Safety and of Legel Requirkeents
for,the Snowmobilv. M.A. 1974. -13W p. (Ben F. Scherer) California
State University, Los Angeles. (No Ab)

Greenberg, Stuart Lee. Home Accident's:
,1874. 89 P. (Barbara A. Henkel)
Angele!.. (No Ab)

Consumer Protection Analysis. M.A.
California State Uni4ersity, Los

.

McClelland, Eleanor. A Rating Scale'for
129 p. Ouse, L.-kalfetti) TeaOlia

Muench, Loren Oliver. Issesament o.f the Safety.Eaucation Program at Iowa.'
State University. %Ph.D. 1974. 150 p. (Ray J. Bryan and Lillian C.
-Schwenk) Iowa State lthiversity.

3afety CommOication. Ed.D. 1973
'a Cortege, Columbia University.
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XXII SCHOOL N COLLEGE }EALTH.PERSONWL

Brock, Michael Steven. Self7Evalugqi9nd Secondary'School Health Teachers
ad Compared to Classroom Student Evaluation of'the Same Teaqhers.
M.S. _U973. 50 v. (Robert J. Houston) Oregon State Vniversity.

De Steffan, Patricia A. A. Student Evaluative Instrument to Determine Selected
Teaching Facu/tx Effectiveness. M.S. 1974. 67 p. .(Ara 2ulalian)
State University of New York, Brockport.

Governali, 'Joseph Frank. A Model tv Forecast Statewide Secondary, School
Health Education Manpower Supply and Demand Under Comprehensive School
ifealth Education. Ph.D. 1974. 194 P. (William H. Creswell, Jr.)
University of,Illtnois, Urbana-Champaign.

kegan, Patricia A. Historical Study of the Nurse's Rule in School Health
ItPrograms From 2 to 1973. Ed.D. 1974'. 173 p. (Carl Willgo6se)

Boston-University.

Vilnius, Douglas. The Law and School Health: Implications of Mfchigan Law
on the Health of Students and School Personnel. M.R. 1473. 87'p.
(E.J. McC1en4on)1 University of, Michigan. (No Ab)
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HOOL AND COLLEGE HEALTH SEB;ACES OR iNVIRONMENT

Bei-singer, Don Darwyn. A Mowing AdequAcy Performance InVentory for Children.
Pb.D. 1973.. 118 p. (Bruce M. Siegenthaler) Pennsylvania State University,

1
Blackstock, David Lloyd. The' Mipsissippi School 11601,ch Ed.D,

1973. (W.L. Carr) University of Southern Mississippi.

Galbraith, Robert Jams. Inyespiption of XII Uta and Non-Vse of University
Student Health Services at the University of Florida. M.A. 1973.
98 p. (Dora A. Hicks) Univor6ity.of Florida.

'Gardner, Henry A. A Survey of Health.Care Patterns and Health Care Needs
of Students:at Indipla Univerdity-Purdue gniversity at Indianapolis..
Ed.D: 074, 100 p. (Robert H. Shaffer) Indiana University.

-Kamen, Howard P. Environmental Influences on Health Knowledge and Attitudes.
M.Sc. 1974. 80 p. (David Meagher) Brooklyn College.

Klinger, Jessie Irene. Student Anxiety and the Academic Enyirgoment.
pr.P.H. 1974. 156 p. (Edward B. Johns) University ot California,
Loa Angeles.

-

McGrath, Michael Phillip. Student Perceptions bf the FunctiOns, of the Health
Office in a Seleb.ked Junior-410. School With a Predominantly Mexican
Alierican Student Body. M.A. 1)974. 90 p. (e'en Gmur) California
State University, Los Angeles. (No Ab)

f

Platek, David D. An Annlysis of'Lead in School Supplies in the Rochester
Kindergarten System. M.S. fOTA-. 57 p. (Ara Zulalian) State University
of New York, Brock-port.

Vilpius, Douglas. The Law and School Health: Implications of Michi$an
,Law on the Healt6 of St-ujents and Saool Personnel. M.S. 1973.
87 p. (E.J. McClendon) University of Michigan. (No, Ab)

Weiner, Hubert. A Comparison of Frequent and Non-Frequent University Health
Service.Users.--Ed.D. 1073. 138 p. (Peter D. Abrams) NortherlitIllinets
University.

i"
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XXVIii, SEX EpUCATION AND FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION

Barnum, Barbara Meltxer.. The Evaluation of a Process-Oriented Workshop to
.Train Teachers of Sex Education. Ph.D. 1973. 158 p. '(0r W. Stansbury)

: Georgia State University.

*Bartoo, Jean H. Maior Legal Aspects of Sex Education in the Public Schools
of thy Uhited States 21 America. Ph.D. 1973. 120 p. (Roger W. Shaw)
Kent State University.

;Berry, Mildred R. Sex Education in Dade Corty Public SeC h41Bdary-Scoola.
Ed..D. -1974. 142 p. (Morrel J. Clute Wayne State University.

Croxen, Caren E. The Kole of the YMCA in Sex Education: A Parental Opinion
Survey. M.A. 1973. 55 p. (Enid Blaylock) California State University,
Long Beach.

Dipriaio, Chrisann S. The Effects of-a Program :Alex IducairLon on the
Attitudes of Junior.High School Siudents heir Parents. Ph.D. 19/4.
164 p, (Frank W. Miller)* Northwelotern.Unive pity.

Fargo, Jian M. Education for Parenthood in the CoMmunity Colleges. Ph.D. '1974.
150 p. (William J. Schill) University Of Washington.

,

Fields, Tina Taylor. A Atlit of the Attitude!: of Arkansas School VpIE:A
intendants ConcerninuSex Education Claspes. M.S. 1974. 85 p.
(C. W. Landis.) Texas A&M University.

irladland, Lila Kagan. An Educational program in a Family Plannin
M.S. 1974. 68 p. (Seymour Eiseman, et att) California state University,
NOrthridge.

nines, Milagros. Attitudes of Philippine Publit School Educators Toward
Family Life/Sex Aducation. M.S. 1973. 137 p7--(JOhn T. Fodor)
California State University, Northridge.

Gilmore, Gary David. The.Developeont, Implementation, lad Evaluation of a
lam0y Health Education Program Incorporating th. Concept of Preitantion.
Ph4D. 1974. 218 p. (Bert L. Jones) University of Tenneeseek

Gould, Bruce Allan. Objectives and Content Areas for the pavelopmant, of
rhool Based Birth Contrqk Education PrOgramsdersarten. Through

reds Twelmi. M.D. 1973. 121 p. (James L..Malfetti) Teacher's
Columbia University.
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1gleon,
Fredeswinde. Develop tlment of a Course Ouine in Femily Life and

1111, Sex Education for Proepedtive Elementary Teachers at the. Univerkiti of
The Visayes, Cebu City, Philippines. M.Ed. 1973. 76 p. (MarAnI.
Solleder) University of North Carolina, Greensboro.

Si
Vilma, Margaret Ann. An Evaluation of the Sex Education Program id an Inner

City High School. MA6. 1974. ij . (Peter Healey) George'Wilaems
College.

Lindberg, Alan R. Attitude* Toward Famiry Life Education in the Lutheran
Church in America. M.S. 1974. 62 (warren H. Southworth) University
of Wisconsin.

Maxeiner, Batbara An. Knowledge, Behayior, and Attitudes of Sixtb Grade
Students Toward Family Life EducAtion. M.S. I-974. 69 p. (Donald B.
Stone and T.W. O'RourkillUniversity ol Illinois, Prbana-Champaign.

.

.

McKenney, Melvin D. A Survey of the Leadership Role Being Pfayed By. State
tducation AgenEies in Sex Education. "Ed.D. -1174. 134 p. (Raleigh

IeR. Steinbach) University of South Dakota.

Olson, Martin John. A Descriptive Analysis of Parent, Principll, and ....)

Teacher Evaluations of a Family Life and Sex _EducALApn Program in the_ -
ChicAo Public Elementary. Schools. m.s. 1974. 148 p. (John Conley)
dniversitY of filinois, Urbana-Champaign.

l

Rubenstein, Judith Selig. A Comparison Between Student Interest and Book
Information in Sex Educakion for. TeenAgers. Ed.D. 1974. 385 p.
Tfi-eter C. WatsonY Harvard University. ,

Schwartz,AllenJames . Human Sexuality and Community Mental Health on Campus:
,

Evalua/ing Procedures Used to Screen and Select UWW-tiraduSte Leaders
Ir6r-kuman Sexuality Discussion Grope. Ph.D. 1973. 222 p. (Melvin._._ _

,

versity of Rochester.Lii)-- 1-1111

Spanter, Graham Basil. Sexual Socfitlilxation and Premarital Sexual Behavior:
An Empirical Inventigation of the Impact of Formal and Informal Sex
gducation. Ph4.- 1973. 485 p. (R. Winch) Northwestern University.

Vorgeas, MiltUdes. Changes in Knowledge, Attitudes and Vqchophysidiogical
/14:opuses Associated with a,Familyhifeand Sex Education Unit Administered
to COrtiile--Yree-6.en.--IT:a.D. '1413. -201-p.--TCart's. Willgoose) Boston
UniVels ty.

Walker, Shirley A. Knowleda, Behavior and Attitudes of Sixth Grad# Students
Toward Family Lire--__uca ion. M:S. -1-074. 61 p. TiiThourke and D. '

Stonj Univeisiti of-ll thole, Urbana-Champaign.'

Watts,'Parris R. Comparkaon of Knowlede Gain ancl Attitude Shawl Amoni
Three Methbds or-TeaChing Sex-Wducation in University PermOnal'Health
Classee. H.S.D. 1974. 189 p. '(-Donald J. LudwigT Indiana University.
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White, Dolores A. Crit,ique and Review of Selectpd Readitigs for Sex Information
Education. M.A. 1973. 154 p:---(Saxon Elliot) California State University,

Angelea4(No Ab)

Williams, Clarence Elbert, Jr. A ComparAtlye Study 2.f.F4'pecific Sexual Health
Knowledge: A Method of Imptqaentiog EducatiOnal Programa into
School Systeme. 116.6. 1973. 118 Op (Alvin D..Loving) University of
MiOigan.

Wilson, Edward R. An ,intervention Strategy tg..4prove Info:motion About
Human Sexuality Among Undergradnitte Students. Ph.D. 1974. 182 p.
(Sol Cordon) Syracuse University.

Woods, Donald Gene. Healtk Conceins, yteresKs, Aat Problems of Col redo
Ninth Crade Students ln Sexuality Education and Drug Education. E .D.
1974. 232 p. (Richard,L. Maugham) 'University of Northern Coloradb.
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, AUX, SEXUAOY, MARRIAGE, FAMILY-L1FE, OR FAMILY PLANNING

Costello, Gerald Eugene. The Conetruetion and StandardieatiOn'of an
Instrument pesigned to Measure the Knowledge Of Male and Female First
and Second Year College, Students in the Area of Human Sexuality. --Eam.
.1974. 132 p. (Marvin H. Levy) TempleG-Tversity.

Cosort, Phillip Jean. An Analysis of Authors( Viewpoint* on,Values and
Standards An collese:Health Education TextbOoks Pertaining to Premarital.
Sexual Behevior. U.S. 1974. 111 p.0 (Charles R. Carroll).- Ball
State 'University. . .4

IDerell, Attie Haydn.' An Exploratory 'stud; of Attitudes Ttrward Sex And It*
Relationship to Certain Fersonality Factors Among Ptgaent and Future

Edlltatore. Ph.D. -4915'.... 89 p. 705-4e1,it -E. Kitmer).----University-of.---
Oregon.

ivOnofrio, Carol N. Motivational and Promotiqnal.Pactors Associateewith
the Ac4eptance of a Birth Control Method in the Postpartum Period.

s'Dr.P.H., 1943. '570 il7..---TMayhew DerrybertiY 'University of California,
.'Serkeley.

. .

Hansen, Charles E A Survey. of Sexual Knowibidgq, Attitudes and Activities
,of Ma4High SchoolStudents. M.S. 1073. 186 p. .(114/11: (411s)

Northern Illinois Uaiverefii.

Hill, Howard Darnell. A Descriptive Study of Unwed Parenthood Among Eecondary
School:Age Students and Implications for Curriculum Revision in the Cognitive-
Af ective Domains for Urban Schools. Ph.D. 1973. 168 p. (James B.
Boyer ) Kansas StAte University.'

Johnson, Patricia A. consFruction of a Sex Attitudes and Knowled Song
for College Students. M.S. 1973. 96 p. R. Emery Louisiana
State University.

LeonSr11, David J. A Study of Sexual, Knowledge,, Sexual Attitudes and Selected
Personaliv Dimensions of.Groups of Graduate ktudents in Nom-Medical
Helping'Professiogs. Ph.D. 19/4. 143 p. (dordonais LiddleX University
of Kentucky,.

Hearty, Judith Ann. A Sutvey pf Sexual Attitudes and Behaviors of Selected
Under raduates at Ball. State 1973. 127 p. (Charles
R. CarroiiTa1i 6tate University. ,

Needle, Richard Howard. yhe Relatiobilike Between Sexual Behavior and Ways
of Handling Contraceptión Amoqg College Students. Ph.D. 1973. 250 p.
Narren R. JohnsQ University of Maryland.
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Newton, Yovettf. §eg KjtswIsthitAi George Wil,liame College Undergraduate
8tudento. M.S. 1974. 27 p. (J.C. Holmes) George Williams College.

Oladunjoye, Matthew. Intlmence of Cultois Premmrital Sexual Pert/nativeness
Mom Mllerien And bleek American Young, Adultm. M.S. 1914. 114 p.
(Kenneth Clarke) Pennsylvania State University.

parcel, Guy S. A Study of Ike Relatiollehip Between Contraceptive Attitudes
lighttips in A Group 91,U riod University Students. Ph.D. 1974.

198 p. (Edwerd E..Hunt, Jr. ) Nonneylvania State University;

Potibut, Chaleay. A Ccmparison 21 tax Knowledge, Experience's, and Attitudes
Between American and Thal Students. Ed.D. 1974. 140 p. (Raymond
C..Mlowird) University of Northern Colorado.

Rader, John William.' An Apelysis of the Attitudes Toward Sox Held ky. Junior
Seniqr Health and Physical rducation &Jon._ Enrolled in Colleges and

Niverpities in the State of Virginia al Measured by. the Sex Attitude
Inventory. D.Ed. 1973. 83 p. (Robert E. Kime) University of Oregon.

Segal, Jack. Premarital Pexual Actirvç nd Relligious Practicels of Jewish
Tamale College Students Attendj4 South Central United States Univessities.
Ed.D. 1973. 465 p. (Fred Proff ) University of Houston.

Shipley, Roger-Lee Ralph. Changes in Contraceptive Knowledge, Attitudes
end Behavior 1A A CollSac Current Health Problems Cling. Ed.D. 1974.
193 p. (Frank Jenne) Temple University.

Spith,bouglae W. An Invietigation and Analysis of Sex Knowledge, Attitudes
on4 liehavitr of Students at The University of Southern Mississippi.
gd.D. 1973. 444 p. (Walter H. Yarrow) University of Southern
miesissippia

Snegroffo"Stanlby. The Relaiionship Bet een Abortion Attitudes and Abortion
Knowledge Among College Sudents. .D. 1974. 129 p. (James L.
Malfetti) Teacher'. College, Columbia niversity.

WhitakerR. Lynne. A Survey,of Sourdss of Sex Information .§.111 Pre ent
Sex Knowledge of Selected College Students. M.Ed. 1973. 47 p.
Alvin M. Pettine) Colorado State University.

.. ,

Wilkens, DiSne. idointification Thrputh Anatysis of Some Variables that
Charecterire Prevent High School Girl.. Ph.D. 1974. 142 p.
(Donald N. Boydston), Sbuthern Illinois University, Oirbondale.
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VENEREAL WSEASE/VENEREAL DISEASE EDUCATION

Garrett, Henry Dean. Vonereal Disease Education Prograse .SeJected Public
eto dar *tools it the State of ()Felon Duritig 1972-73. itd.p. 1701T-
72 p. (G. Gardener Snewr-iirighas Young University.

Aordheim, Anne. A Comperison 21 the Effects of Peer Teaching and Traditional
Instruction la Venereal Diseaselducatioo with Criterion Measure. kg.
Knowlsdge, Attitudes, and Behaviorel intantiOns. d.D. 1974. 137 p.
(Jemes L. Melfetti) Teacher's Conn...Columbia Univetsity.

Lindberg, James S. Evaluation of a Three-Screen.NOltiledia Presofitation
on Venereal Disease Problems at thsAunior High Sthool Level. . M.A.
1974. 142 p.. (Bernard E. Warner) California State University4los

, .Angeles. (No Ab)

Riddle, Cetherine E. A Reference Guide on Venereal Disease for the Teacher
of the Adolescent. M.A. 1973. 177 p. (Saxon Elliot) Califernis
State University, Los Angeles. '(No Ab)

Schmidt, Norms Gayte Jackman. Development of aB Instrument to, aluate
Knowledge of Elementary Teachers Aboqt, Venereal Disease. 11! . 197
log p. (Carl W. Landis.) Texas A6M Universityl,

Yarber, William Vs". A Comparkeog of the Relationship of the Grade Contract
and Tteditional Giading Methods to Chankis j KnOwledge end Attitudes
Dufing a Venereal Disease.Lnstructiona1 Unit. ft.s.o. 1973. 145 p. 774

, (J. Keoih Rash) Indiana Uni4ensity.
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Bates, Ralph Carson. A Comparison Between Educable Mentally Retarded and
Normal Students,'Using Selected Social and Environmental Variables.
Ed.D. 1973. 107 p. (W. Arthur Koski) Oregon State University.

. Burkart, Joan Marie. Selected Education Legislation of the Lypdon Baines
Johnson Administration and Implications for School Health Educatipn.
Ph.D. 1973. 195 p.. (Jessie Helen Haag) University of Texas, Austin.

Ferguson, Carl E. Use or Nonuse of the PapanicolagaTest in a Selected Group.
9' of Women on the Ball., State University Cempus. Ed.S. 1974. 53 p. .

(Charles R. Carroll) Ball ft-Ate University.

Heazlett, Marilyn A. A Stuck of the Effects of Symptoms of the Common Cold .

Upon Learning Ability. M.Ed. 1174. 45 p. (Russell F. Whaley) Slipiery
Rock gtate College,

Lilly, Linda K. A gitivILIJIwn of Appointment Procedures Use4 in Plague Control
Education. M.S. 1974. 33 p. (Helen Westerberg) George4.Wi1liams College.

Nasekata, Tsukasa. Synthetic State Estimates of Work Disability.. Ph.D. .

14/4. 244 p, (T. W. O'Rourke and P.S. Levy) University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign.

Thompson, Carolyn Tire. Influence of Developmental Age on Menstrual Cycle
Disruption kmofig Women Entering College. Ph.D. 1973. 87 p. (Marilyn
Goldsmith) University of Pittsburgh-.

Wiggam, Jo Ellen. The-Incidence of Sickle Cell Anemia and. Sickle Cell°
Trait in Grades One Through Twelve of the Beaumont Independent School
Uistrict And the South Park Independent School District During the
Academic School year 1972-72. M.S. 1974. 153 p. (Alice Bell)- LaMar.
University.

/O.
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PART II

THESES AND DISSERTATIONS/BY INSTITUTION

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY
,

el
Bo' let, Albert A. Development of a model for PatieRt Education.

I:

Ph.D. 1974. 110 p. (tester

. -

Jo ins, Charles Gray. Value Differences in Adolescent Drug
Abusers and Nondrug Users. Ph.D. 1974.. 165 p. (S. David
Hazen)

AUBURN UNIVERSITY

Kridakern, Klttilax Apple._ Grip Strength, Flexibility, and Endur-,
ance 04 21 Blacks. High_ School Girls at Three Different Times 4
During the Menstrual Cycle. M.S. 1974. 56 p. (Richard K.

Means)

#11ALL STATE 'UNIVERSITY

Bever( Davidl.. A Descriptive Study of Variabas Related to Sui-
d tides in Delaware County, Indiana, and the United States. Ed.S.

1974. 126 p. (John J. Pellizza)

Cozort, Phillip Jean. An Analysis of Authors' Viewpoint on Values
44d Standards in College Health Education Textbooks Pertaining
to Premarital Sexual Behavior. Ed.S. 19/4. 111 p. (Charles

R. Carroll)

Creely, Daniel P. j Development end Analysis of an Educational .

Unit On Sudden In nt Deatb Syndrome (SIDS). Ed.S. 1974.

235 p. (H. Richard Travis)

Demougin, Stephen E. Occupational Safety--An Individual Approach.
M.A. 1974. 97 p. (Dan b. Cowings) (No Ab )

Fee, Richard A. An Environmental System. M.A. 1974. 37 p.

(Dan D. Cowings) (No Ab)

Ferguson, Geri E. Use or Noftuse of the PaRenicolsou Test in a

Selecte Group of Women gn the Ball State.University Campus.
1974. ,53 p. '(Charles R. Carroll)

Hero, chael S. Alcoholism Training for Industrial Supervisors
ilizing a Trigger Film -- A Teething Model. Ed.S. .1974.

67 p. (Warren E. Schaller) (No Ab )

McCarty. Judith Ann. A Survey of SOkual Attitudes and Behaviors
of Selegted-Undedrgraduates 80411 State University. EddS:4
1971. 127 p. (Cparles R. Carroll)
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Varian, Richard. An Evaluation Slate** to Determine the Amount
' and Kind of liental Health Instruction in the Elementary

Icience-Health Area. Id.6. 1973. 46 p. (Darwin Dennison)

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

Garvey, James L. Ths evaluation of A fourth Grade Health Education
Program Using Two Types of Organisational Patterns and Two
Methods of Teaching. Ili:1.D. 1974. 268.p. (Carl E. Willgonee)

McTernan, Edmund J. Development of an Administrative Pattern for
a Program of Continuing Profissibnal

Education for.Sia Selected
Allied Health Fields. Ed.D. 19744 270 P. (Carl E. Willgoose)

Regan, Patricia A. An Historical.Study of the Nuree's Role in
School Health Programs From.1902 eb 1973. Rd.D. 1914.
173 p. (Carl E. Willgoost) .

Sine, Raymond L. A.Values Approach to Drug Abuse and StoklIgiEdu-
cation for College Students: Ed.D. 1974. 112 p. (Carl E. .Wingate)

Vorgeas lililtiades. Changes in Knowledge, Attitudes and Paychophys-

.

iological Responses Associated with a Family Liferand SeX
Education Unit Administered to Collfge Freshman. Ed.D. 1973.
201 p. (Carl R. Willgoose)

BRIDQBWATER STATE COLLEGE

Alveii, Walter. Planning an Environmental Healtk Program for the
Town of Sandwich, Massachusetts. M.Ed. 1973. 61 p. .(Henry
Gurney)

Smith, Julix,Stapleton. The Development and Presentation of a Cur-
riculum 1,in Alternative Life Styles for Use With Unitarian
Universalist Teenagers. M.Ed. 1974. 176 p. (Htinry Gurney)

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY

AndersonCarolyn.
Disturbed Children asaVehic or tt ue n nr

1974. 43 p. (BrentDelinquent Adelescent Tutor*. M.S.
Hafen)

Anderson, Gary W. The Rilationship Between Demographic factqrs
and the Incidence of Chronic Disease. M.S. 1974. .55 P.
(Donald D. Shaw)

.

1
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Garrett, Henry Dean. Venereal plasm Education Protraa 11,841-

lected Public Secondary Schools in the State of regon Durin
1972-73. ld:n. 1974. 177 p. (G. Gardener Snow

Gunnell, Reid Jay. Biographies of pistorical Lea ers in Physical,
Healtly and Recreation Education. Ed.D. 1973. 4444.
(E).mo S. Roundy)

"Pritr, Le Ettge* A History of the Health Science Shpartmant at
Sri haw Young University. M.S. 1973.. 161 p. (Doneld D.
Shaw

8tinebaugh, Thomas L.

Among,Studentmlinro led in Personsl Haaleh blesses at Briegg
.* Volulla University. 14.S. 1973. 161 p.. (Donald D. Shaw)

Inveetigation of Health MisconMptions

BROOKLYN COLLEGE
,'.

:5* _

Kasen, Howard P. Enviropmental Influences on Health Knowledge and
Attitudes. M.Sc. 1974. 80 p. (David Meagher)

Thapar, T.B. Effect of Yoga on Anxiety. M.Sc.. 1974. 79 p.
(Ruth Frankel)

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, Los Angeles

Beveridge, George Brian. An Appraisal of the EffeCtiveness of
Resource Persons in'a High School. Health and Salety Course.
M.A. 1974.. 38 p. /Bernard E. Warner) (EO Ab)

Bostrom, Jon E. A Study of Preventive and Corrective Procedures of
Student DrugAbuae Utiliged by. School Authorities of Selected
Junior and Senior Hi h Schools in los An eles Cotini . M.A.
1974. 101 p. 'Barbara M. Henkel o

Brearton, Virginia K. The AMPER Cooperelive Health, Education
Teat as an Iv luative In trument the Plannin f H alth
Educa on InstructioL for Mentall Gifted Fifth
Grade pile. M.A. 1973. 125 p. (Blanche Bobbitt)
(No Ab)

Duffy, William L. An Analytical Study 0f.Safety and_OfteR01.
Requirements for the SnowMobile, M.A. 1974. 84 p.
(Ben F. Scherer) (No AO-

Eamon, William Hal. A Suigested Driver Education Workshop, for Poor
Readers and *low Learners. M.A. 1974. 77 p. (Ben F.
Scherer) (NC Ab)
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, Loa Angelem (Coned)

4

Fields, Coreen Joan.' Development of a Teach ogra, irtkr Tuber-

culosis Patients-in a Community Hos i M.A. 1974. 162 p.
(Barbara M. Henkel) (No'AO'

11
:Preenberg, Stuart Lee. Hese Accidents: Conpumer ro on

Analysis. m.A. 1974. -7045-1;7---(8arbara M. Henkel) (No Ab)

Lindberg, James S. Evaluation of a Three-Screen Multi-Media
Presentation on Venereal Diseaee'Problems at the Junior
High SchoOl Level. M.A,1974. 142 p. (Bernard E. Warner)
(He Ab)

Lolich, Clarice. A Stpdy of-the Educational Programs Prqvided by
Selected Health Museums. M.A. 1973. 90 p. (L. L. Kavich)
(No Ab)

Lott, Vivian Wilcox The Feaaibility of Placing a Psychiaeric-
Mep;a1 Health Nursing Content Coerge First in the Associate
Degree Nursing Curriculum. M.A. 1974. 65 p. (Barbara
M. Henkel) (No Ab)

McGrath, Michael Phillip. Student perceptions of the Functions oi'
the Health Office in a Selected Junior High School W10 a
Predominantly Mexican'Amerlcan Student Body. M.A. 1974.

90 p. (Ben Omur) (No Ab)

Monroe, William B. A Summary Study of Research on Foods and Nutri-
tion Related to Performance-of Athletes. M.A. 1974. 125 p.
(Ben F. Scherer) (No AO

Padilla, Bennie lectiOn of Criteria.to Admit Students to the
Registered N Program in,a Junior College. M.A. 1974.
62 p. .0arbara Henkél) 'No Ab)

Pietila, W. Gary. 'The 'Extent of Population-Health Plem Content,
in the Curriculum Guides of the Senior High Schools oi the
Los Aggeles City, Schoolg. -14.A.--57T7 56 p: (Ben Omer)

Ab)4

Riddle, Catherine E. A Reference Guideon Venereal Disease for the
Teacher of the Adolescent. M.A. 1973. '17i p. (Saxon
Elliot) (N494b) r4

Spading? Harold A., Jr. A Guide for Drug.Involved Polygraph
ExaMnakion. M.A. 1974, 96 p. '(Bee F. Scherer) (No Ab)

White, Delores A., Critique and Review of Selected R.eadinks for
Sex Information Educatiop, M.A. 1973. 154 0. (Saxon

Elliot) (No Ab) -*
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LCALneonAffiguakiry Long Beach
,

Croxen, Caren B. The Role of the YMCA in Sex Educationt, 'A '

-Parental:opinion-Survey. 41:A. 1973. 5 p. (Enid Blaylock)

Price, Anne Hairiest How To Befriend Billie Sue - An Audi13-Visilal.

. Documenturx,on CoMmunity Mental H4elth tu Appalachia. M.S.

1974. 64 p. . (Mike Cognor)

'Whitney, Outfield W. Values of Adolescent AR& Abu ers and Non-
Users. M.A. 1473. 92 p. (Louis.J.'Stackar

CALIFORNIA STATE UNOVERSITY, Northridge

Bettencourr,Jack, Ir Training the Spanildl Speaking Dishmachine10

Operator, k'Self-Ipstructional Packet. M:P.H. 1974; 61

(Goteti Krishnamt4tY hnd.Lennin Glass)

Collamer, The Develoment 2f a Community Cancer Committee
Ior the American4.ancer Society. M.P.H. 19/4. 55 p.

(Alla* Steckler ad Gotett Krishnamurty)

-

Emokpae-Garrick, Ores Wele. Nutritional Quackery.701 Invesri-

4 gatton. M.S. 1 4. 96 p. ( Jdhn Fodor 6...Wilfred Sutton)! C

Friedland, Lila Kagan. An Edicational Orogram in a Family Planping
Unit. M.S. 19747k 68 p. (Seymour Eiseman, et al.)

Frilles, MilagrOs. Aktitudes of Philippine Public School Edvcatqrs
Toward Family Life/Sex EducatiOn. M.S. 1973. 137 p. (John T.

.. Fodor)

Hanisch; Rosemarie. A Cancer EducatAon Program for Business ind'
InduStry. M;Pal. 1974. 59 p. 4(Lennin Glass, et al.)

Kozel, Charles. A Feas ibilltyiStmdy of VAluee Clarificatjon Approach
in a Qouniy, Drug Preventign porpsram. M.P.H.- 1974. 137 p.
(Gote4 Krishnamurtyetoal.)

/

Lewin, Davide Kay. Techn4ues for Dental Health Education. M.S.
1974': 52 p. (Lennin Clasp amd GotetiArishnamurty)'

Mann, Chander Ka4ta. PoPulation Education: -An innovative Corricuium
Protect. M.S. 1974. 134 p. (John)Rdor and Wilfred Sutton)

.Me er, Thelma . A Plaque Control Program at the Sixth Grade Level.
M.S. 1974% 64 p. (Wilfiiid Sutton, et al.)

o-
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CAL/FORNER STATE UNIVERSITY. fiorthridae (Cont'd)

Rollins, Henry James. Teaching:Unit:, Environmental,Health.and
Air PolAwtion.l.evel: Junior High School. M.S. 1974. 70 p.
71;hn Fodor and Wildred Sutton) (No Ab)

Saavedra, Nide N. Methods and Techniques of Education as Applied
to tiggrition. M.P:H. 1974. 68 p. (Goteti Krishpamurty and
Lennfh Glass)

Santos, Estrella S. The Nutrition Component of the Health Services
DeliveSstethePhiliines. M.P.H. 1914. 74 p.
(oteti Krisknamurty and Lennin Glass)

Sutisnaputra, Omaj Ma'sum. Curricdlum for Training the Family Plannfngt
Worker in Indonesia. M.P.H. 1974. 98 p. (Goreti Krishnamurty,
et al.)

Tippayaprapa, Serman. Developing health Education in the Latrine
krogram in Songkhla Provinck,,Ahailand. M.P.H. 1974. 60 p.
( AlleeiSteckler and Lennin Glass)

CALIFORKA STATE UNIVERSITY,

May, Mary A. A Survey of t Health Knowledge,of Ontinuation
School studenta in So no Count . M.A% 4973: l0f) p, Gott?)

Zumwalt, Karen Patricia, Health Interepts of.Selected Groupe 'of
Students at California State UniVersitySacrame9to,, M.A.
1474. 70 p. (Florence B. Benell).

COLORADO STATE 1,NIVERSITY
t.

Whitaker, R..Lynne. A'Survey of Sources of Sex Information and
Present Sex Knowledge of Selected College Students . M.Ed.
1973., 47 p. (Alvin M. Pettine)

AWLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, TEACHERS COLLEGE

Bryan, James'Edward. Guidelines for a Drug EducationProgram at
Columbia College ofItolumbia University. Ed.D. 1974. 85 p.

aOames L. Malfetti)

Byrne, Rpbert Joseph. The Effectiveness of Grot Interactions and
Classroom InstructiOn in Changing Patterns.df Drug Use. Ed.D.
1974. 482 p. P. AndereonY

Congilose, Philip Joseph. Selmqion of Colent and T c P44.
for a raffle Safet Curriculum Guide or Visuall Ha a ed
WIWI School Students. Ed.D. 197 . 178 p. James L. Halfetti)

.4
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COLUMB16,UNIVERSITy, TIACIIERS COLLEGE

Fine, Morton S. Be.060 Inetrscti9n practices and Problems of Select-t$'
21, mmy00 city tialontaty Scirol Teacher : RecommendatkAs, .

for 4rs..vio. and. Inswarvice 'reecho E4acaion4 114.D. 1974. '

p. Linbania Jacobson)

Gould, Bruce Allan. Obleclives_aod Content Arse, for the Devitlopment
of Schoollased BirtleContrerjAucation Potru landergarten
Through Grade Twelve. Ed.D. 1973. 121.p. (James L. Malfetti)

Jordheim, Anne. A Comparisonof the Went. of Peer paching Ind
Tradi ional I ruot .L n Ve ereal
Criterion Measures of Know1edge4 Att4tndesk and llehavieral
Intentions. .Rd.D. 1974. 137 p. "(James L. Melfettl)

/ `---4
)

e
PkClelland; Eleanor.45 A Rating_Scile for Communication.

Ed.D. '1973. 129 p. (James.L. Malfetti)
.

.

Jeann4 Brdssart. -Use of at Slide-Tape PIVgram _to bkrease
fication of Health Behaviois. td.D. 1973.. 142 p.

Elisabeth Maloney)
. s

Iikeigroff, Stanley. The Relakionship Between AbortiOn' Attitudes
and Abortion Knowledge Among Canine Studnts. Ed.D. 1974.
129 p. (James MMlfetti)

cNfORNELL UNIVERSITY

CT
Sharaga,,Susan Joy. The Effect of Television Advertising on Chil-

Oen'. Nutrition Attitude. Nutrition

4 ledge and Eating Habits.

1
.Ph.D.- 1974: 263 p. (K. Clailcy-Hep

EAST TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY

Benberg, Tom Earl. Iht_iffects_a_g_Plinnad_SairLic,ultua_on
Correlates of Drug-Abusing Behavior. Ed.D. 1973. 195 p.

Godbold)6,

FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY

Dorman, Rubye C. Th.; Effeco sf a Drul pucation,Inservice Prost
on the Achievem.nt.ot ttie Stude o Partici ants. Ed.D. 74.
96 p. (Ji D. Logs

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
..4

qt.

GlOwski, Mathmw R. Policies and Programa on Drug Meuse in Colleges
and Universities in New Yoikdity. Id.D. 1974. 267 p. (John
M. -SkalskS)-/,--'
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9KORGE PEABODY comAGE FOR TEACHERS

Wheaton, Marie Louise. An Evaluation ot the Undergraduate Professional
Preparation Program in Health and Phypical Education at Slippery
Rock Sftte College. Ed.O. 1913. 165 p. (L. Garrett)

CENIA STATE UNIVERS(TY

Barnum, Barbara Meltzer. The Evaluation of Process-Orientpd Work-
shot to.Train Teachers of Sex.yucation: Ph.P. 1973. 158 p.-
G.W. Stansbury)

QEOROE WILL1A1S_COLLEGE .

Klasa, Margaret Anh. An Evaluation of the Sex Education Program
in an'Inner Cit1High SC-hool. M.S. 1974. 88 p. (Peter
H.Baley) *

A .

Lilly,.Linda K. &Comparison of Appointment Procedures Useti in
.Plaque Control Education. M.S.. 1974. 33 p. (Helen Westerberg)

Newton, Yevette. Sea Knowledge of George Williams College Under-'
graduate Students. M.S. 1974. 27 p. (J.C. Holmes)

I A

HARVARD. UNIVERSITY

-tliouston, Paul David. ohn Eclect.ic Approach to Change Through the
Ccreaten ot Organizational Health in an Elementary School.
-Ed.D. 173. 69 it: (Robert Anda5son, et al.)

Rubensitqn, Judith Selig. A Comparison Between- Student IntOrest
and. Oyok Ihfor6atiOn _in Sex_Eduention.for.Teenagers. Ed.D.

r' ."-1.974. 385 p. (Fletcher C. Watson)

'NiVEtFY

'Adams, DavIA Lee. A Study of Health Instruction Programe.in the
ibltcSccondarySchools 1.0essee. 1974. 172 p.
.(bonald .1. Indwig)

Akponwei, Patrick Sapele. Citizen Participation In the Health Care
Nilivery_Aapec.ts of the Indianapolis Model Cities Program.
1973. 127 p. (Donald J. Ludwig)

Behnke, Robprt Samuel. A Program-Appraisal 'Checklist for the Health
and Saf.ety Aspects of Secondary_School intorscholastic
H.F:.D. 1974. 145 p. (Donald J. LudWig) .
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INDIANA UNIVERSITY (Coat'd)

11,r, Mary Theresa. Tests to Assess the Oral and pental Knowledge
' of Community CollemtAndlour-ye-areollega Studen.ts. H.S.D.

1974. 25Q'p. (Donald J. Ludwig)

Campbell, Barry Duncan. Recommendations for the Improvement of
. :.geats Health Insteection In Michigan CommunIti,S4)getl.

197S. 188 p. (J. Keogh Rash)
,

Cartwright, Norma Sue., A ConveratAve AxatyL of InftcruClignAlAYILAW
, .Suggesteil in Selected Professional Health. and $afettEducation

Textbooks and Instructional Systems Textbooks. H.S.D. 1974. '
154 p. (J. Keogh Rash)

)

Frederick, Tommy Lee. A Safety Attitude Sdale for Abtor Transpor-
tstion Operators. -11.5.0. 1973. 165 p, liernard I. Loft)

Gardner, Henry A. A Survey.of Health Care Patterns and Health Care
Needs of Students at Indiana Univereity-Purdue University at
Indiana ol . Ed.D. 1974. 100 p. (Robert H: Shaffer)

Lirag, Priscilta Limcaco. Effectiveness of the Gradupte Professional
Preparation Program at the University of the Philippines in
Meeting Competency Needs in Health Education. H.S,D. TY74.
124 p. (J. Keogh Rash)

Marten, Dwaine John. Selected Personality Fectors and the Ipcidence
of Drug Use. H.S.D. 1973: 132 p. (J. Keogh Ras0--

Pigg, Robert Morgan. Jr. School Health Program Guidelines. H.S.D.
ITO. 306 P. (Donald J. Ludwig)

Scheibner, Helen Lucille. A Hisiory'of the Evolution of Health Edu:
cation as a Specialized Area of Prkssional Education in Indiana'
Colleen and.Universities 1816-1973. H.S.D. 1974. CIS p.
(Donald J..Ludwf0

Watts, Parris R. Comparison of KtiowledmiL,Gain and AttitudeThangq
Among Three Methods of Teaching. Sex Educat on in Untiersity
Personal Health Classes. H.S.D..,1974 l9 p. 71-Conald J.
Ludsfi)

Yarber, William Lee. A Compafison of the Rel onskip of.the Grade
Contract and Trtditional Grading,Methods_t_C-hanges in Knowl-
edge and Attitudes During a 44241p1 Dices.? Instr4.tional.
gnit. H.S.D. 1973. 145 p. Ae.-lkeogh Rash)
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IOWA "UTE

Muonch, Loren 0 iver. Asseeement of the Safety Education Program
at Lima/State Untversicv. Ph.D. 1974. 150 p..(Ray J. Bryan
and Lillian C. Schwenk)

Murphy, Kiwi Prentice. A, Study of 100o1 Health Programa in Selected
Public Echools*in Iowa, Kindergfrten-Through Twelfth Grade.
Ph.D. 1973. 211 p. (George Kiaer)-

/ACKSON STATE BNIYIRSITY

Cheney, Aurthalean. eEffectsofithintenityExelcies2a
Individuals with Sickle Cell Trait and Non-Sickle Cell Trait
individuals asM.aiure4yJ e rt Rate. M.S. 1974. 87 p.
Melvin I. Evans)

-

'Myles, Willie. The Effests of High Intensity Exercise on VAal
Cepacity of Non-Sickle-Cell'Tralt and Sickle Cell Trait
Ipdlviduals. M.S, 1974. 57 p. (Melvin 1. Kvans)

Williams, Hill, Jr. The Effects of ih Intensity Exercise on Over-
all Leg Strenith of Non-Sickle Cell Trait and Sickle Cell Trait
IncliVidoals. M.S. 1974. 57 p. I. Evans)

KANSAS, STATE UNIVERSITY

Hill, owsrd Darnell. A Descriptive Study of Unwed Parenthood Among
Sevondery School-AgeStudents. and Implications for Curriculum
Retisfon in the Cognitive-Affective Domains for Urban Schals..

.,Ph.'9. 1973. 168 p. (Jamesel. Boyer)

KEARNEY 4TATE.COLLEGE

Gepford, dary Br ke. A SurveY and Analysis of Health Education Cur-
ticoiA. M. 1973. 99 p. (M. Roeder)

KENT STATE VN1yERSITY

Bartoo, Joal H. Major Legal Aspects of Sex Education in the Public
School* of the United SCetes of America: Ph.D. 1973. 120 p.
(Roseis W. Shawel,

lA)4ALUNIVERMY

Ki Wiggins, Jo Ellin. The lacidome of Sickle Cell Anemia andirckle.
Cell Trait il_grades One Thr.augh.Txelva.of the Beaumont 4
Independent SIchool District and the kouth Park Independent 4
School Dierfict During the Atademic Schfol_yler 1971-1973,
M.9. 101. 153 P. (Alice Reif)
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Loilmi UNIVERSITY

Reisner, Betty J. Development of a Procedurd for Preliminary_Text-
book Sp146,tion: Demonstratton 1414 S.cond.y School tleal0
Texts. M.D. 1974. 167 p. (Robert Leight

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITX

Johnson, Patricia A. Construction.of alex Attitudes andAnowledge
Scale for College Students. M.S. 1973. 96 p. (Curtifirlt. Emery)

LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 6 AGRICULTURAL 6 MECHANICAL COLLEGE -

Duke, John Peul. A Model to Determine Low-Income Consumer Knowledge
and Use,of the Health Care System for Planniu,g+kit Exeension Edu-
cation program. Rd.D. 1974. 131 p. (Edwird W. Cassie)

O'Connor,Richard Joseph J. Intagration of Programmed.Instructioq,
with Instrutional Television in affilialth EducatiOn Program.
Ed.D. 1974. 123 p. (Edward'W. Cassie)

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY, Chicago

Knoderer, M. Barbara. An Investi ation of High Sthpol Coulselor
Attitudes Toward Drug Problems ex Related to Counselor Drug
Knowle4gg. Ph.D. 1474. 186 p. (John A. Wellington)

Malls, Michael. The Effectiveness.of the Safety'Seminer h. a Driving
While Intoxicated (DWI) lietertent and as an Attitude and Behavior
Modifier. M.S. 1974. 137 p., (Loy W. Young)

MICIUGAWNSTAFA UNIVERXIT

Branson, Jamlle Otto, II. An Analysis of Priocipals' Attitudes Regardin&
Drug Abuse Prevention Education Prograid In Uledted FUOIle
Schoola in Michigan. Ph.D. 1974) 94 p. (Keith Anderson)

Keatney, Artie Linda.ISYStematic Evaluation of Drug_ Edypatton
Programs from Wetted Plools. Ph.D. 1974. 110 p. (William
Swystlancir--

...koepke, Ben 3t. Evalu#tiod of a Traffic Safety Curriculum for Use
in_the Junior High School. Ph.D. 1914. 128p. (William
A. Mann)
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MONTANA WfATE UNIVERSITY

. Funk, Paul Edward. .A Desriptive Analysis_of Selected Intrapersonal
Characteristics_ of Drug Abueere. Ed.D. s1971. 303 p. ( C. Simpsoy

NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY

Harter, James Watt, Jr. A Comparison of Certain Personality Traits,
)3etween Colluge Student Ci arette Smokers an Nonsmokers. Ph.D.1974. 117 p. (R. Marquis)*

Roberts, Ernest L. Ir. Crime prevention and Dru ducation: The0 Legislation and Its Imp_lementation by the T. a Education Agency
and NNeteen Texas School DistrLcts. Ed.D. 74. 294 p.
(Ernest V. Huffstutler)

I

Wiltion, Betty Cunstream. A Competency-Based Pro for Preparing
the Future Elementury Teacher in Health. Ph. 197A. 175 p.
( L. Fred Thlwas and Bryan J. Gray)

NO1ITHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Hatisetr. Charles E. A Survyy. of Sexual Knowledge, Attithdes and Ac-
chitties of Male MO School Students. M.S. 1973. 186 p.

We11W

Reiner.ts, Skaidrite P. The Effects of Cejlege Nutrition Courses on
Stuaent's Attitudes Toward-G]ganic and Natural Foods, Zen, .
Macrobiotics and Vegetarianism. M.E. 073. 94 p. (B.S. Parhan)

*-

'1111Weiner, Huliert. A Comparison of.Frequent andUllon-Frequent U. ersit
Health Servfee Users. Ed.D. 1973. 13, p. (Peter D.

NORTHWESTERN oily,ERsip

Diprixio, Chrisann.S. The Ef_fects of a PrograM of Sex Educatton on
'the Attitudes of Junior Higil School Student8 afid Their Parents.
Ph.D, 1974. 164 p: (Frank W. Miller)

Leitner, Virlye H. A Study of Personality itforences Among Orug-
Uaing_IDd Noe-l)rev_Usiag_Colly e 'tu nts. Ph.D. 1974. /30 p.
(Frank W. Miller)
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14.91DataSTEIN UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)

Spanier, Graham 'sail. Sexuat Socialization and Premarital Sexual
Behavior: An Empirical Investkgation o( the Impact of Formal
and Informal.Sex Education. Ph.D. 1973. -485 p. (R. Winch)

Millington, BarbaraJ.The Relationshik of Awareness to Concern for
Etwironmenral Quality Amon& Selected High -"School Students.

400r.D. 1974. 150 p. iJohn-Leo)

01110 STATE UNIVERSITY

Jeremiah, Maryalyce. Ohio School Health Education Stpdx1 Status
of the Health Instruction Program in Ohio's Public Secondary
Schools. Ph.D. 1973. 120 p. (Mar'Y ). Beyrer)

Mack, Fred Day, Jr. Identification and Analysis of the Current Issues,
ip Health Occupations Education. Ph.D. 1973. 257 p, (Neal E.
Vivian)

Perry, Nancy Reichard. Drug Knowledge and Attitudes Toward Drug Abuse
Among Teachers,Administrators, and Students. Ph.D. 1973.
128 p. (C.11. Huelsman. Jr.)

Schlegel, Ronald Peter. Multidimensional Reasurement and Structure
of Attitudes.ToArd Smoking Marijuana withPrediction of Mari-

' iiana Use. Ph.D. 1973. 187 p. (Robert Kaplan)

Schwartz, Nancy Esther. The Relationship or Nutrition Education to
Subsequent.Nvtrition Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices of Ohio
High School Graduates. Ph.D. 1973. 221 p. V.M. Vivian and
J.1. Dalrymple)

OKLUOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

Hunter, Mary Paula. Airhe Relationshlp of Cigarette Consumption and
Upper Respiratory Disease Amon& College Students. Ed.D. 1974. .
131 p. (Alex B. Harrison)

OREGO4 STATE UNIVERSITY

Assn, Virginia Marie. Carl L. Anderson: Life and Contrihutions tep
Public Health, and Health Education. Ed.O. 1974. 156 p.
G.W. Anderson)

Bates Ralph Carson-.--A Comparison Between Educable Mentmllt Retarded
d Normal Studenta Using Setcted Social and Environmental

V riables. 1141.D. .1973. 107 p. (W. Arthur Koaki)

,
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OKIGONATATE_UNIVERSITI (CoWd,)

Brooms, John Day114., . A Comparivn:y a flisokiniancINorokinPo-:
ulation Using the Forced Expiratory.Frow In the Seventy-Five
Percentkeent_of the Spirometric Curve. M.S. 1974. 63 p.
-(1.1. Arthur Kotaa)

Brock, Michael Steven. Self-Evaluation of,Secondary Se0onl Health
Teachers as Compared to' Classroom Student Evaluation of the Same
Tiachers. M.S. 1973. SO p. (Robert J. Houston)

Templin, Paul Hans. EXpert Opinion Regarding Program Activities
and Resources Leading,.to and Supporting Districtwide Comprehen-
sive School Health Instruction Programs. Ed.D. 1974. 176 p.
(W. Arthur Koski)

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY'

Bersinger, Don Darwyn. A HearingAdeetiacy Performance Inventory for
Children. Ph.D. 1973. 118 p. (Bruce M. Siegenthaler)

Lowe,.Agatha G. Some Sources and Effects of Health Related Education
During. Recovery Frum Maste4my. M.S, 1973. 117 p. (Edward E.
Hunt, Jr.) ...,_....,---

Oladunjoye,.Mattheii, Influence of Clature_nE Premarital Sexual Per-
missivenesd Amon&Nigerian and Black American Young Adults.
M.S. 1974. 114 p. (Kenneth Clarke)

Parcel, Guy S. A Study Of.t.IT., Relationship.Between Contraceptive

Attitudes and Behavior in a Group of Unmarried University Students.
Ph.D, 1974. 198 p. (Edward E. Hunt; Jr.)

Piniuk, Anthony J. Changes in.Attitudep Toward_Drugs and Drug_ti.o
Concomitant with Changes in Drug Knowledge Level After Partici ation
ip a Urn& Education Program,Employing a Small Group Approach.
M.S. 1973. 52 p. (Edward E. Hunt, Jr. ) (No Ab)

Shute, Robert E. Ekperimental Effects of Peer Pressure on the Ver-
. ball) Ekpreased Drug Attktudes of Male College Students. Ed.D.

1974. 117 p. (Edwin L. Herr)
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PURDUUNIVEKSITY

Collins, Juii'Ann. An /instrument to.Evaluate Health Instruction Pro-
4ramos in Secondary kchools. Ph.D. 103. 180 p. (C. Harold
Veenker)

, .

Kung, Jimmie Sen-Tyan. The Effects of lemireed Treatments on Joint
Mobility and Muscular Stren th in itic Patients. Ph.D.
1974. 211 p. (C. Harold Veenker)

Wise, Blanche Irons. A Study of College Students' Food Habits to
Ascertain Nutrient Intake and Factors,Influencing Food Habits.
Ph.D. 1974. 186 p. (Mary E. Fuqua)

RUTGEn UNIVERSITY

'Miller, Michael C. Attitudes and Drug Usage Patterns Among_College
Men. Ph.D. 4973. 104p. (J. Richard Wittenborn)

ST. JOHN'S UNIVERSITY

McManui, Willis* Francis. An Ievestigation of Selected Personality
Variables of Sukiects Exposed to Illicit Drui Use on the College
Campus. Ph.D. 1973. 141 p. (Wayne W. Dyer)

Ozehosky, John R. Personalit and Ps chophysical Fac ors Related To
Specific Drug Preference in Male Under radeate Amphetamine and
Barbiturate Users.' Ph.D. 1974. (John B. Murray)

SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY

Schoen, Delores C. . A Comparison of the Conceptual and Body-Sktems
*Approaches to Nursing Education. M.S. 1973. 70 p. (Harotds
Cornacchia) (No Ab)

SLIPPERY ROCK STATE COLLEGE

Carson, Lindas An 0 inion Survey of_Drug Education in Mercer County,
Penneylvania. 14.Ed. 1974. 60 p. (Lawrence Lowing)

t
Heazlett, Marilyn A. A Study, of the Effects of Symptoms of the

Common Cold Upon Learning Ability. M.Ed. 1974. 45 p.
(Russell F. Whaley3

iantnerl Lona M. A Comparison Study_ of Youth Health Congerns as
Perceived By High School Students and Health Related Pro-,
fessionals. N.Ed. 1973. 58 p. (Russell F. Whaley)
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SLIPIIRY ROCK STATE cougcx (Coned),

Korn, Carol Wise. Attitudea Toloard-Heal h Instruction nf Students
and Teachers in the Southwest But er County Sehool'District
in Grades FoutL Five and Six. M.Ed. 1973. 38 0:7(Russell
F. Whaley)

Montini, Mary Ahn. The Need for Death Education as.Assessed by
Secondary Students) Their Parents and teachers. M.Ed. 1473. 67 P.
(Russell F. Whaley),

SOUTHERN CdNNEA-I-CUT STATE COLI.EGE

.
Basso, Richard J: A Descriptive Review of Research to Determine

the Effects of Exercise on Serum Cholesterol Levels: M.S.
' 1974. 62 p. (Jerry L. Aineworth)

SOUTHERN ILLINdIS UNIVERSITY
P Carbondale

Althoff, Michael E. Towqrd A Developmental Theory of Drug-Using
Behavior. Ph.D. 1974. 142 p. (Vincent'A. Herren)

Cramer, Barbara Jean. An Analysis of the Respqnses of Reiidents
from Selective Sheltered Care Facilities in SouChern Illinois
to the Community-Oriented Programs Environient Scales,pstru-
meet. Ph.D. 1973. 215 p. (Deward K. Grissom)

Hardt, Dale. Vlficent. Development of An Ifivestigatory Instrument
to Measure Attitudes Toward Death. Ph.D. 1974. 127 p.
(Robert D. Russell)

Roulhac, Edgar E. Health Education Programming Among Federally
Assisted Lead Poisonin Prevention Pro ects'in 1973. Ph.D.
1974.

Turnauer; Martin S. A Comparison of Htgh School Driver Education
Students' Attitudes as Measured by the Mann Inventory and
Vincent Attitude Scale After Receiving Tao Types of Alcohol
InstruCtion at Selected Illinois High Schools. Ph.D. 1973.
85 p. (James E. Aaron)

168 p. (Deward K. Grissom)

White, WilliamT. An Investigation of Sickle Cell Anemia Programa
in Hospitals and Clinics Located in High and Low,Black Popur
lotion Centers In the United States. Ph.D. 1973. 240 p.
-ffeward K. Grissoiiir

Wilkens. Diane. !_g_yIdentificationhiebuhAnalsis of Some Variables

that Chatacterize Prmgpant High School Girls. Ph.D. 1974.
142 p. (Donald N. BoYdston)

c.
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STATE UNWERSITY OF NEW YORK, Brockport

Annechino, Arthur D. A. Study to Determine What Effect Sensory
Training_has on the Phyeical and:Social.FuncEiOniqg+eVel
or Regressed Geriatric Patients. M.S. . 1973. 48 p.

(Are Zulalian).

De Steffan, Patricia A. A Student Evaluative Instrument to Deter-
mine Selected Teaching Faculty Effectiveness. M.S. 1974.

67 p. (Ara Zulalolan)

Eddy, James A. A Gomparieon of the Relationship of the Contract
Plan of Evaluation and a Traditional Method of Evalqation to
Changes in the Cognitive and Affective Domains. M.S. 19g:
129 p. (William H. Zimmerli)

Piatek, David D. An Analysis of Lead in School Supplies in the,
Rochester Kindergarten Syt4ent. M.S 1974. 57 p.

(Ara Zulalian)
-------

01111ams, Richard Mathew. Nutrttion Study of Teenage Eating
Habits in Rochester, New York. M.S. 1974. 66 p. (Ara

Zulalign)

SYRACUSE UNIVERSIT1

Davis, Carl S. -A Study of the Relationships of Value Orientations,
Psychological Health,Marilutan Usek_lend Psychedelic Use in a
Select Population. Ph.D. 1973. 98 p. (W.J. Dipboye)

Wilson, Edward R. An InterventiOn.Strategy to Improve Information
About Human Sexuality Among Undervaduate Skudents. Ph.D.

1974. 182 p. (Sol Gordon)

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

Costello, Gerald Eugene. The Construction and Standardization of
an Instrument Designed ko Measure the Knowledge of Male and
Female First and Second Year College Students in the Area of
Human Sexuality. Ed.D. 1974. 132 p. (RWiVin R. Levy)

Glenn, Laura J. Effects of Values Clarification on Conceptsorlelf,
Heroin Addict,M4r11uana User, Amphetamine User and Barbiturate
User. M.Ed. 1074. 45 p. (Marvin R. Levy)

--

Keller, James L. Descriptive Study of a Drug Abuse Prevention
Program Delivery System. Ed.D. 1974. 132p. (Morten
Alpren)

Kosloff, Ira K. Development of a Health Knowledge Test and, Test
Manual for Suburban Southern New Jersey High School Seniors
Ed.D. 1974. 222 p. (Frank Jenne)
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TEMPLE UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)

Schell, Robert L. A Formative Evaluation of a pultidisciplinary
Curriculum on Environmental Issues. Ed.b. 1974. 499 p.
(Marvin R. Levy) 0

Shipley, Roger-Lee Ralph. Changes #a ContraceptiOe KnowledReo
Attitudes and Behavior in a College Current Health Problems
Class. Ed.D. 1974. 193 p. (Frank Jenne)

TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY

Fields, Tina Taylor, A Study of the Attitudes of. Arkansas School
Superintendents Concerning Sex Education Classes. M.S.
1974. 85 p. (Carl W. Landiss)

Guinn, Robert Kenneth, Jr. Characteristics of Drug Use Amoft
Mexican-American Students of the Lower Rio Grande ValleV.
Ph.D. 1974. 138 p. (Carl W.- Landiss)

Schmidt.Norma Gayle Jackman. Development oratl Inat'rnment to
Evaluat.e_the Knowledge of UeToOdrv Teachers,AVout Venereal

. Disease. Ph.D. 1974. 102 p. (Carl W. Landiss)

UNICED STATES INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY

'Gould, Nancy Gibson. Losers As Winners: A PsycholOWal Study
High Sohool Drug Users As Sixtfi'Grade Peer Cojinøelore tisin
Self-Actuatir,ing Tendencies. Ph.D. 1974.532 pc.. Willis
Robinson)

, 4
° UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

Laurene aer. A Study to Delineate Criteria-Useful in
Establishing Health PTograms in Alabama's "Junior Colleges.
Ed.D 1973. 320 p. cPutrelle'Temple) ,

Sutherland, Mary Sue. The Changing Emphases and Trends in Peroonal
and Community Health for College/Students, 1921-1970. E.D.
1973. 311 p. (Willis J. Baughpan)
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Wili/E19./Ty OP CALIFORNIOterkeley

41146
D'Onofriii, Carol N. Motlyational And Promotional Faccora Associated

with the Acceptance of a Birth Control Methed_112 the Postpartum
Dr.P.H. 1973. ,7041._ (Mayhew Derryberry)

Elwqod, Thomas W. .sitaciors Relatekto Acceptance of Prevention
Health Measure by an Older Age Group. Ph.D. 1973. 224 p:
(William Griffiths)

-

1

Thompson, Eya Lynn. Role Agreement and Aide Effectiveness. Ph.D.
1974. 139 p. k

UNIVEESIDI OF CALIFORNIA Los Angeles

Allen, Edward Leon. Comparison of Media Assisted Instruction with
Non-Media Instruction in Conejo Health Edu9tion0 M.S.P.H.
1973. 65 p. (Edwai;c1 B. Johns) I , .

Benbasset, William A. The Identifkcation of Health Education Needs
of Elementary School §tudent". M.S.P.H. 1974. 80 p. (Edward B.
Johns) (+

RUT-hens, Linda.

Health.Educat ra.

Craig, Wendy Howay4.
of College St.046

A 'health Knowledge Test for Prospective School
Dr.r:H. 1974. 150 p. (Edward B. Johns)

Identification of th.,./lealth Educatlog Needs
ts. M.S.P.H. 1974. 19 p. (Edward B. Johns)

Evalfl: MiltlilitG141:11:q ts.4 H:11-1.P11.Hk."11[191(431 lik:ot."4(=a! railn:yhns)-fl
4

Chan, Nancy Lynne. Idegtification of*Health'ilducatton Needs of a
Seleftion of University Students. M.S.P.H. 1974.. 92 p.
(Edward B. 4ohnO ...-

Hopkins, Elizabeth Ramsey. Influences on the Smoking 8ehavior Of a
Group'of HigWchool Students., M.S.P.11. 1973. 92 p. (Edward B.

Klinger, Jessielline. Student Anxiety and tho Academic Environment. /

,

Dr.r.H. 1974. f56 p. (Edwaid 8, Johns).
.

, i

Rue, Breng Michael% Air and Water Pollution Instructionel Effects od
Student Knowledge Attitudes and Behavior. S.P.E. 1971:
105 p.., (Edward B. Johns) ,,.,- -0

I.

Dr.P.H. 1974. 1195 p. (Rogef Delo), . ..'

. I

Tenneet, Forest /S. ClOdhood Antecedents of Al ohoi and Drug Abuse,.

1110.!' .
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UNIVERSITy OF DENUER

Linder, Barbara Anne. Faetork 141ated to College Students' Disconr
.t.inuance of Drug Use, apd the_ymplyationa of_These.Factors for
Educational Strategies. Ph:D. 1974. 284 p. (Allan 0. Pfnister)

urimmilv FLORPDA

Galbraith, Robert James. Investigation of the Use And Nop-Use of
University Student Health Services iNt the University of Florida.
M.A. 1973. 98 p. (liora A. HiJi..75

6gle, Patritcia Tuik. AnrHistorical Descriptive Study of the Corner
Drogatore, Gainesville, FloridaL 1969-1973. 'W.A.. 1973. 147 p.
(DoraA. Hicks)

Raduest ynda Hansel. The Development of an Instrument to Measure
aClarification'in the Area of Ecology. M.A. 1973. 57 p. ,

yan C. Smith)

Sanders, Lowell Bruce. A Guide for Secondary School Teachers and
Students for the Understanding of the _Dciology, Psychology and
Pharmacology of Drug Use with Special Emphaais on the Common
HalijiicAgenic_Druga. Ed.D. 1973. I68 p. (L.A. ArnofaY77

0 e

vrayblorry -OF GEORCIA

Hampton, David Tillman. The Relationship Between Health Behavior,
Attitudes and Knowledge and the Grade Average of Eighat_qrade
S-tudenus. M.Ed. 1973. 37 p. (DOrothyBarnes) (Nr.b.)

Klay, Irene Negro. Developing A Program of Health Edpcation for
Heapital Patients. M.Rd. 1971. 17 e. (Dorothy Barned)
(No Ab )

Palmer, Carl Grady'. Develepment and Applicativ of an Instrument to
Measure Health Miseoncept.lons Among Junior College Students.
irod.D. 1973. 31 p. (Robert T. Bowen)

UNIVERS,ITY OF HOUSTON

Segal, Jack. Premarital Sexuar Activity and Religkous'Practices
yof Jewish Female.College Students Attending South Central Wited_
Staten Universities. Ed.D. 1973. 465 p. (Fred Proff). _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _

.

,

\

UNIVERSITY_OF IL1JNOIS Urbana-Chdmpaign

Adesao, Nicholas A. An Evaluation of the ChampAign-Urbana Saftty
Tow_Progrlus. M.S. 1970 65 p. Flo1.10)-70.-

.
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ITY OF ILLINOIS, Urbana-Champaign (Cont'd)

Bluhm, Lossis Herbert. Some Pollution-Related Attitudes of High
School'Youth ip the United States and Brasil. Ph:D. 1973. 225 p.4111

(F.C. Fliegel)

Governali, Joseph Frank. A Model. to Forecaa Siatewide Secondary
tichool Health Education Manpower Supply a Demand under Eompre-
hensive School. Health Education. Ph.D. -;974. 194 p. (William H. 4Creswell, Jr.)_ .

. .
.

Kleinman, Susan Phyllis. An Evaluation of the LonRai1,e Effects of
16 Drug Education Workshops. M.S. 1973. Urf. (Lhtry K. Olsen)
(No Ab,) ) 4

0.ut
g

Mason, David Craig. Factors Contributine to the Discrepancy Between
Curreneand Desired Practice_ of Health gducation in Selected
Secondary Public Schools of 'Illinois. Ph.D.. 1973. 296 p.
(Warren J. Huf(man)

Maxeiner, Barbara Ann. Knowledge, Behavior, and'Att).tudes o Sixth
. Grade Students Toward Family Life Edncating. M.S. 1974. 69 p.
(Donald B. Stone and TN. O'Rourke)

Namekata,Tiukasa. S nthetic State Estimat's of Work Disability. Ph.D.
1974. 224 p. (T.W. 0 P.S. Levy)Hour e an

Olson, Martin John. A Descriptive Analysis of Parent. Principal, and
Teacher EvaluatiAms tif a Family Life and Sex Education Prosram in
the Chicago Public Elementary Schnols. M.S. 1974? 148 p. (John
Conley)

Swanson, Jon Colby riment in In-Service Education of Teachers
for Drug Abuse Ph.D. 1973. 228 p. (William H.
Creswell, Jr.)

Walker, Shirley A, Knowledset_Behavior and Attitudes of Sixth Grad6
Atudents Toward Family Life Education. M.S. 1974. 401 p.
(T-.75-TWO-nike and D. Stone)

Windsor, Richard Anthony. Relationships Between Mood Mod_ifying Substance
Usage, Attitudit and Alienation Among 1-H and Non 4-H Youth. Ph.D.
13. 181 p. (Donald B. Stone)

1
IVERBITY OF KENTUCKY

eenard, avbd J. A Study of Sexual KnOwledge, Sexual kttitudes and
Sel tea Personality_ Dimensions of Oroups of- Graduate Students!

p-moiscl Helping Oiniessfona. Ph.D. 1974. 143 p.
on P. Liddie)
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DNIVASITY Of MARYLAND

Mosley, Kdwe41-17-iittsiet4. A Comparison of Two Mehipds of Instruction
in Environmental Education. Ph.D. 1974. ft p. (James Dudley)

#0.

MtCleaf, James E. The,Etfects of Student's Perceptions of a Bpeaker's
Role on Their itecall of Wig Facts and Their Opinions and
Attitudes About Mtgs. Ph.D. 1974. 115 p. (Margaret A.
gglby)

Needle, Richard Howard. The Relationship Between Se*ual Behavior
. and Ways of Maudlin& Contraception Among Cotleie Students.

Ph.D. 1973. 250 p. (Warren R. Johnson)

Nortonj Virginia L. A Nutrition Education Program for Selected
Third Grades and Its Effects on Nutrition Knowledsei
Practices and IroriNutriture., Ph.D. ..19741r)07 p.
Ici;iher) A

UNIVERSITY OFMICHICAN

Adams,Charles Augustus. An Exploratory Study of the Utilization of
the Guidelines for Drug Prouams in Michigares Schools,

t Grades K-I2 By Sklected Administrators in Four Selected School
nistritcts: Case Studies. Ph.D. 1973. 214 p. (Alvin D.
Loving)

Douglass, Richard Lee. The Effect of theAower Legal Drinking Age
On Youth Ctash 4nvolvement. Ph.D. 1974. 260 p. (John P.

Klrscht)

Veltman, Karl M. The Development and.Evalnation of a Unit of Geron-
tology for Secondary School Students. Ph.D. 1974. 252 p.
(Geraldine T. Scholl) University of Michigan.

Vilnius, Douglas. The Law and School Health: Implicatlonspf
Michigan LaW on the Health of Students tand School fersonpel.
M.S. 1973. 87 p. (E.J. Mcaendon) (No Ab)

WilliemsA Clarence Elbert, Jr. A Comparative Study of Specific

Sexual Health_Knowledge: A Met,hod of Implementing Educational .

Programa Ainto School Systems. Ph.D. !AA/3: .118 p. (Alvin D.

Loving)
.
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, Columbia

Carruth, Betty Ruth. Attitudes, Personality Trait', and Nutrition
Knowledge as Predictors ol Nutrition-Related Behavior of
Nutrition EduCition'Assiatants., Ph.D. 194. 1S4 p. (Helen L.
Anderson)

Hardesty, Murray bee. A Study of a Teaclier Training-prug.Education
Program Upon Teacher Attitude and Teaching Behavior. Ed.D.
1974. 107 pi (B. Charlen Leonard)

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA .

Zacher, Lawrence J. A Study of Factors Affecting the Ehvironmental
Knowledge of Eleventh Grade Students in Montana. Ed.D, 1974.
161 p. (Roy C. White).

UNIVERSITY CMOLINA Cha e Hill

cloHatch, JOhn Wesley. The Black Ch ch: Its Role and Potential in
Community HealthArgenis n and Action. Dr.P4H. 1974.
211 p.. (Guy 14:1/4Steuer

-

Met Margi . Accre itation as One Force in Professionalisation:
3 The sRatio of chools of Public Health by The American

Public Wealth Asso ation. Dr.P.H. 1973. 268 p. (W.S. Flash)

UNIVERSITY
tr
OF AORTH CAROLINA, Greensboro

Amos, Lundee Williams. Health Knowledge and Interesis of Students
at Guillord.Technical Institute, Janetown, North Carolina.

.s° 41.Ed. 110 p. (Marian K. Sollender)

N
Cress, Sandp An Investigation of Attitudes Toward the Concept

of Deilt in a Univeisit.y. Student Populition. PCEd. 1974.
711) (Raymond Vincent)

Aangleon, redeswinda. Devslopment of a Course Outline in Family
Life nd $ee Education fot Pro sective BiemaiLery Teachers at
the U iversity of the Visoyes, Cebu City, Philippines. M.ltd;
1973. 76 p. (Marian K. Solleder)

Wychules, Michael V. Dr Knowledge and Selected Sociological
. Factors Among Bit1loilTtudCnts. -1.V. '1973. 98 p. -

a:iris Lee Warren) 6'
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN COLORAW

Potibut, Chaleay. A Comparison of Se lowLledge, Experiences, and
Attitudes Between AMerican and Tha Students. Ed.D. 1974.
104 p. (Raymond C. Howard)

,41

-Walpole, James Wallace. A Survey ofrug Use and an Examination
of the Reletionship of Self-Per eptions and Adjustment to
Adolescent 'Drug Abuae. Ed.D. 1973. 141 p. (Michael Palmer)

Webb, Robert Morrow. State Curriculum Guides in Traffic Safety
Education. Ed.D. 1974. 60 p. (Donald M. Luketich)

,Woods, Donald Gene. 'Health Concerns, Interests,_ and Problems of
Colorado Ninth Grade Students in Sexuality Education and Drug
Education.-Tid.D. 1974. 212 p. (Richard L. Maugham)

UNIVERSITYdOF OREGON

Bokornex, George Baker. 'A Survey,to Identify_tro rams Selected
Hest Coast'Colkeges and Universities Designed to. nimize
Hiegel Uoe of Drugs hy Students. D..Ed. 14714. 125 p..
(N. Ray Hawk)

Combs, Barbara Jean. A Study of a Systems Analysis Approach to
the Develo ment of College Health Instructional Programs.
D. d. 1974. 251 p. (Warren E. Smith)

'ft

Dereli,'Atila Haman. An Exploratory Study of Ittitudea ToWardmx
and Its Relationship to Certain Personality Factors Among-
Present and Future Sex Educators. Ph.D.. 1473: 89 p.
(Robert E. Kime)

Fink, Stanley C. Community College Drug Uae, User And Nonusei
Characteristics.and Attitudes. Ph:D. 1974. 124 p.
(Susan K. Gilmore)

,Holmes, William Carlysle. Aliealth kood Study, of Usprs and Non-
Usevs 55 Years of Age and Over', Comparing Attitudes, Repression-
Sensitization and Personal Health Status. D.Ed. 1913.
113 p. (Robert E. Kime)

.411
4

Jarvis, Wiljiam Tyler. An Analysis_ of the Effect of a Progreilmed

Instruction Course-kihout Chiropractic on the Knowledje and
Attitudes of. ProsectiVe Health Education Teachers at the
University of Oregnm 'Ph.D. 1973. 189 p.--1JETAWE. Kimm)

der, John William. An Analysis of the Attitudes Toward Sex Held
by Junior and Senior Health and thyeleal Education tiejors

' Enrolled in Colleiiiand Universltiers in the &ate of Virginie
es Me uredly_the.Seilittltude Inventory.. D.Rd. 1973. "
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uNIveRsiTy OF IITTSBURCH

Colinor. Bernadette C. An iiialoation of Alcohol E4ucat1on MMthods:
,Ph.D. 1974. 132 p. (Howard T. Mane)

Rosenbaum, Edward. An.Exeriential _Approach toward Teachim Mental
. Healtb_PrinCipAes to Adolescents. Ph.D. 1974. 114 p.

(Margaret Becke0-

Thompeon, Carolyn Tird. Idfluence of Developiental Age son Menstrual
clog Disruption Among l'iomen Enterilig College. Ph.D. 1973.
87 p. (Marilyn di-ilAsmith)

4 _

UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER

Clarfield, Steven Pauf, An Analyeia of Referral Problems 'and Thekr
Relation to InterventioniCoals in a School Based Preventive
MentlOrth'Program. Ph.D. 1N73. 120 p. (Emory L. Cowen)

Schwartz, taken James+. Haman Sexuality and Community Mental Health
on Campus; Evaluating Procedures Used to Screen and Select
Und-ecgraduate teatl,rs for Humad Selcuality.Discussion Croups.
Ph.D. 1973. 22 p, (Melvin Zax)

UNIVERSITY OF sounaoriprh

4
NcKenney, Melvin-D. A Survey_ of the Leadership Role Being Played

by State Education Agencies_in SexEdmcation. Ed.D. 1974.
134 p. (Raleigh R. Steldbt-ia)

UNIVERSITY pr SOUTHERN CAL1FORNI4

West, He(enb J. Adolescent Drug Attitudes:., A Seven-Year Study on
Markluana and LSD. Ph.D. 1974. 92 TEEdward Meyers)

. UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI

Blackatock, David Lloyd. The Mississippi School Health ger-vice.
Ed.D. 1973. 72 p. (W. L. Carr)

Davis, Jerry W. A Study, of Knowledge, Attitudea and Behavior 7
Related to Elyugs in Two Selected School SYstems in Mississippi.
M.S. 1974. 45 p. (S. Eugene Barnes)

Howell, Ernest 0. An .Investigetion_of the Status of Health
Education in $efeCied Louie-line Seconclery..Schoolsin:1972-73.
-Ed.D. 1974.' 162 p. (Billy B.

Jones, Wyman L. AILSIAnly of Tenth_Orade litudent Attitedte ToWard
and_Drue Knowledge of Drug Abuse When Refatei, to a Drug
Educ.sKion Program. ti-ED. 1974. 136 4-Tidbby D. Anderson)
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UNIVEiBITY
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OF SOUTHE8N MISSISSIPPI (Cont'd.)

Maily,. Gustave, J.., Jr. A Study of the Prevalence of Certain
Health Misconceptions Amon& Elementary School Teachers in
Jones County, Miaaisaippi. M.S. 1974. 78 p. 6. Eugene
Barnes)

Smith, Douglas W. An Investigation and Analysts of Sex Knowledge,
Attitudes and Behavior of Students at the University of
Southern Mississippi. Ed.D. 1913. 144 p. (Walter H.

Yarrow)
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UNIVERSITYSF TENNESSEE

Athaie, gees._ Determinante Influencing the Practice of Medical
Care Among a Selected Elderly Population. Ph:D. 1973.
201 p. (Bill C. Wallace)

Carlton, Bill. Adults'_Knowled&e of Nee* for Attitudes Toward,
and Utilization of Health and Medical Resources in Two
Southeastern Kentui.ky Counties. Ed.D., 1973. 216 p.

(Bill,C. Wallace)

Engs, Ruth Louise Clifford. The Personality Traits and Health
Knowledge of Crisis Intervention Volunteers in the State of
Tennessee. Ed.D. 1973. 267 p. (Robert IL:irk)

Gilmore, Gary. David. The Development Implementation, and
Evaluation of a Famill_Health Education Program Incorporatin&
Ctie Concept of Prevenki6n. Ph.D. 1974. 218 p. (Bert L.

:tones)

Goodrow. Bruce Arthur. The Perceived Learning leeds acid Interests

st the Elderly in Knox County, Tennessee. Ed.D. 1974.

190 p. (Bill C. Wallace)

Hamrick, Michael.Nenry. A Comprehensive Evaluation of the Status
of the School Health Education Program in Bedford County,

Tetumarur..._ Ed.D. 1973. 317 p.4 (Robert C. Kiri)

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, Austin

Burkart, Jpan Marie. Selected Education Legislation of the Lyndon

Baines Johnson Adatinistration and Implications for School

Health Education. Ph.D. 1973. 195 p. (Jessie Helen Haag)

Holton, Jerry Richard. Rats) Mice, and.Man: Implication for

School Health Education. M.A. 1914. 83 p. 0(Jesaie.Helen

Haag) -(No Ab-L

Smith, Sterling L. An Analysis of Current Training of Teachers
in Texas Junior College Allied Health Science Programs and.
the Development of Guidelines for Their Future Preparation,

Ph.D. 1973. 254 p. (Addison E. Lee)
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UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO

lammarino, Nicholat K. Relationship Between Death Anxiety and
'Residence. M.Ed. 1974. 28 p. (Dean F. Miller)

Nakamura, Raymond M. Factors Determining the Hierarchical Rankings
of Occupations Within the Health Care Field. Ph.D. 1974.
66 p. (Donald C. Iverson)

Weaterileld, Raymond C. The Etfecte of Alcohol arid Non-Prescription
Drugs on Simulsted DriVing Performance. Ph.D. 1973. 80 p.
Nonald C. Iverson)

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH

Braze- Gerald F. A Coiparisonfof Experiential and Classfoom
erning Mo4els in. Teaching Health Problems of the Poor.

Ph.D. 1974, 157 p. (Msrshall W. Kreuter) ,

Dignan,Merk. Sobers, Commupity Factors AssociateU with Participation
.)
in Immunkestion.Progrems. M.S, (Rirhard. B.
Dwore) '(No Ab)

.
Jacobs, Cliatocv Effect, of State Tobacco p. pp High School

Student_Smoking ThOughout the Unit tes't Suggestions
frdle High Sap 1 Principals Concernlnf1udent Smoking
Problems. Ph. . 1974. .165 p. (Gene S. Jacobseni

\

Leaks, Robert Lawrence and Janice Pearce.. Knowledge About,
Attitudes Toward and Use or Non-Use of Drugs By MAI)

.

SeCondirrSchool Staents: Ed.D. and Ph.D. 1974. 6,16 p.. J
(O. N. Hunter) '

Osborne, Betty Jean. The AttXitiptOats pf Coroniarxecare NuOses
07,41"Incm4ioutitaip.Arfkit. M.S, 1974. 64 p.

, W. Kreuterl. (No Ab )
. .

,

Paskert, Catherine Jena. Effectiveeess of the, University a Utat.
- School on Alcoholism 'and Other Deug-Dependencies.

1974. I96.p. (Marshall V. ,Kreuter)

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
-

Vargo, Jean M. Education for Parenthpoa in the Community C01.1.08ft-
Ph.p. 1974.: 159 p. (William J. Schil0
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

ArndtJack Robert. A\Itudy to'De4rmin. the Feasibility oi
Utilizing the Telelecture Method for Providing Continuing
Education for Nealqh Professionals. Ph.D. 1973. 276 p.
(4iiton O. Pella)

Killian, Thomas J. A Teacher'a Manual for Junior High School
Health Education: Human Anatomy and Physiology. M.S.
1974. 57 p. , (Warren H. So6thworth)

96"

Higgine, Raymond Lyle; She Manipulation of. Interpereonal
Evaluation Anxiety and Situational Control as Determinants
of Alcohol Consumption in College Social Drinkers: Ph.D.
1973. 136 p. (G. A. Marlett)

Morvat, Robort Emil? Fifth and Eighth Grade Students'
Orientations Tobiard the Environment and Environmental
problems. Ph.D. 1974. 414p. (Alan M. Voelker)

Lindberg, Alan R. Attitudes Toward Family Life Education in
qte Lutheran Church in kmerica. M.S. 1974, 62 p.
(Warren H. Southworth)

Marty, Phillip J. Teaching About Rearing. M.S. 1974. 80 p.
(Warreh H. Southworth)

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

Cannave, Margarita M. An-Evaluation ofilhe Health Knowledge of
- Students in Fifth and Sixth Grade of Wappfngers Central

, .School District New York. M.S, 1973. 48 p, (Janice

Jtilton, Ivan Jensen,. Administrative Policies and Practicei-in
Secondarx School Driver and Traffic Safety Education Progeams
in Idaho. Ed.D. 1974.- 156 p. '(Robert A. Wininger)

,Kunzi Craig D. Relatiohship Between Opinions Toward4flworidation
end-Socio-Economic Status of Salt Lake City Residents. R.S.
1973, 50 p. (Janice Pearce)

- 116

,WASHIA6W0N,STATANNIVERSITY
, V

Uleich, Harlin Carl. An Analysis of the Valut, UtIlizationi, and
Incorsora totyal the Objectives for_EnVitonmental EdUcation
in thp Stakte of,Washington. Ed:D., 1974. 153 p. (öelOrge.
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WAYNE STATE UNIVERSIiY
.

Berry, Mildred E. Sex Education in Dade County Public Secondary
Schools. Ed.D. 1974. 142 p. (Morrel,J. Chita)

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY

Bundy, Jose011 Newton. An Analysivekf Literature to Develop the
Environmental Health.Content For Schoo,1 Curriculum. Ed.D.
1974. 331 P. (Frederick J. Holton')

GAi, John Edward. Development of a School Health Progrei Model
UtitAkinA Community Health Resources. -Ed.D. ,1974. 462 p.
(Fredertck-J. Holter)

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

:\Price; James Harold, Jr. The Effects of f Student-Determinid
Curriculum Versus a Traditionally-BetOrmined Curriculum on
the Health.Interests and Cognitivp Development ln Health'
of College Students. Ph.D. 1973. 131 p. (George G.
Mallinion)
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Adams, Charl s Augustus. An Exploratory Study of the Utilization of
Guidelines Drug Pro

the
lir ranTs- fn Michlgan's oiirs7Trodes X-12 ily. . .

Selected Adm nistrators liilrour Select d School Districts: -Zile
Studles. Ph.D. .1973. 714 p. V n D. -TOVG-0 UniversitTiir
Michigan.

r.0

This study was designed to identify and interprt general opinions
releted to the implementation of drug education prog ms based on the
utilization of the Guidelines for Drim,Programs in Michfgan's SchOdls,
Grades K-12.

The objective of this study was to inquire intb selected

administrators' perceptions of their task in developing drug education
programs in their school districts.

0

Case studies were utilized to direct attention to the administrator "21%
behavior of respondents representing four selected schoOl districts
located in southeastern Michigan. The respondents served Populations of,
varying sizes, racial and/or ethnic composition, and socio-economic
levels.

. The survey design covered the studY of the utilization oradvice
offered in eight issue areas addressed by the state proposal:

1. Adopthng a sound philosophY and worthwhile objectives for a,
sthool drug program;

2. The school's role in drug education;

3. The drug education program in schipl;

4. The school's role in guiding, ebunseling and'referral ot,.ttle
drug7user who seeks assistance;

5. 'Monitoring ahd controlling the flow of drugs.in the.schbel;'

6. The school in commueity cOoperation for development of drug
programs;

7. In.service education of school'staffs;

8. Selection of instructional materials, resources.and mettiods.'

Open-ended, unstructured interviews were conducted in group and
-individual sessions with fourteen administrators occupying key positions
in the formulat,ion.of policy And in providing leadership in the

development of 'drug education programa in their respectiye districts.

A

9
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N The findings of the study indicate that the respondenks ere .ifldeveloping a growing awe ss of the necessity for educational programs
\-that can meet the needs o eir students and can provide their
.'students with the learning opportunities that result from student

involvement in the exekise of the power to make decisions concerning
, their lives. The critical-issues raided by the reipondents were 4related'to communication, philosophy, finance, availability of and i

preparation pf qualified staffs, confidentiality, counseling and
',referral, program content, and police relations. Specific concerns

.were addressed to the needs. for:
1

1. improved communication with the Siete Board of Education:

2.. reinforcement of local efforts.to r'egolVe 15hilosophical
conflicts regarding drlig education;

3. continuity of programs throughout the year extending
from kindergarten through the Owe lftp grade;

4. trained personnel and the institutio4 of pre-seryice and
in-segice training to develop competent staffs;

5. guidance in the development of behavioral otijectives
that canplement the evaltation process;

' 6. the financial support necessary to secure the key persdns
and the mateyials that are required;

7 . additional direction and support of school-administrators
by the State Bparck of Education in'the quixotic relationship
with the law-enforcement agencies;

11.

ear

. ,

.
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n

8. pre-screening Of the multitude of drOg iSducationlmaterials
Available in the market;

9. a sense of direction in the handling of issues 'related to
confidentialitn

IQ a'sense of support and direction in the effort to involve
stuilents in the exercise of decision-inaking power in the
educatidnal process.

Conclusions
4

Conclusions relating to the utilization of the Vuidelineskr Drg
Program's In...Michigan's Schools, Grades K-12 by the selected admini-
'strators in pie 'four selected school districts participating in this
study are included along with the investigator's recommendations for
further research.

4, The section containing the appeodices includes the entire document
issued bi the Michigan State Board.of Education as its official and.
formal release to the administrators of all of Michigan's schools in

\ February and March, 1973, under the title of Drug Education guidelines.

a
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Adams. David Lee. A Study of Health Instruction Programs in tlie ;ublic
Secondary 2hools in Tennessee. H.S,D. 1974. 172 p. (Donal4 J.
Ltidwig) indiana University.

.

The Problem

The problem wad to appraise the health instruction programs kn
public secondary schooLS ofTennessee by determining: (1) status of
health instruction; (2) health knowledge of twelfth grade students;
(3) relationship between selected items of the health instructional
status and the results of the health knowledge test;'and (4) opinions
of secondary school bea th educatorn pertaining to improvements needed
in health instruction 1.bc1udinR suggestions for implementing the

,recommendations.

Purpose

Tho purpose of this study was to provide a basis for the janprpme-,
ment of health instruction in the secondary schooldi of Tennessee.

Procedures

A sample of high schools in Tennessee wan chosen by random
select,Aon. A school's psrticipation involvel completion ef two health
status Oestionnaires, pne by the principal an t e other by the
health Eeacher(s); administering to high echoo &lore the Seffrin
Health Cognition Test; and completion of a foll -up questionnaire
concerned with'identifying apparent weaknesses in .health instruction as
determined by an analysis of the response to the States 4heitionnaire8.

The status questionnaires were completed by 77 secondary school
administrators and 122 heatth teachers in 77 schools.

The hdalth knowledge of twelfth grade students'was determined gy
the results of the teiting of 7,317 students.

The follow-up questionnaire was completed by 34 high school
principals *nil 47 health teachers.

Al a
a pertalping"to the health instructional status were reported

in tot ber of observstions and.percentages. The results of the
tth Cognition Test were analyzed and reported by descriptive.Seffrin

statistics. Quantitative scores for teacher'preparation mut course
content were computed. Relskionships between factors were maaered
by product-moment correation; .

102
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a

The opinions and recommendations 0 the principals and health
teachers pertaining tu correcting and/or avoiding weaknesses in
health instructional programs were classified into.appropriate
Aemcriptive categories.

Findings

The mean :were for all students for the health knowlOdge test was
37.29, which was above the average established by Seffrin. Health
education, with academic credit, is required for graduAtion from high-
school in TennesSee. Time in the school curriculum devoted to health
instructiOn is equal to time allotted in other sabjects on a semepter
basis.

Conclusions '

As a result of the study, the following concasions were made:

1: Planning for health instruction programs appears to be a
,great concern foi health teachers.

2. Ilersonal concerns and problems of students appear to be the
. 4Prime objectives of the health instruction program.

3. In-service opportunities for teachers
'or lacking.

4. There is a lack of Involvement of the
in the planning of health instruction

1

Failure _IT maintain c

7
rent materials

of health are limited'

and students
program .

for health is eVldent.

6. There is no clear cut differentiation between health instruction
and physical education.

7. Coordination of health instruction is,lacking.

The

Implementations ) 4

following recommendations axe made for Impledentation:

That all school.' offer at leant one health course.s.

2. That the state course of study be revised:

3. That one person, other than the principal', be placed
of health instruction and the total 'health education
of a school

HEALTH EDUCATION COMPLETED RESEARCH, VOL. 11
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4._ That only qualified teachers be hireeto teach health.

5. That health teachers participate in the selection of teAtbooks.

6. That health teachers draw upon.community resources to enrich
health'instruction,

n

The following recommendations are made fot further reseaich:

1. The status of the other two areas of health education, health
services and heaqhful environment be studied.

2. Health attitudes and behaviors and their relationship to health
Itnowledwbe studied.

Cs
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Adesao, Nicholas A. An Evaletion of the Champaign-Urbana Safety Town

Program. M.S. 1974. 65p. (A.E. Florio) kUtiversity of Illinois, Urbane-

Champaign

SPurpose. The purpose of this study was'to deteimine the effects of

attending the Safety Town program, located in Chappaign-Urbana, Illinois, In

the two years that the program has been in existence, no formal evaluation has

' been made: This ataidy provIdes such an evaluation.

Significance. Safety Town provides 13re-kindergarten children with a

two-week course in safety education, emphasizing traffic safety. According'to

the principle of primacy, the learning experiences of early childhood probably

later life. If this principle is valid, progfams which inculcate str ng)18
form the basistof unconscious motivations and habitual behavior patter of

positive behaviors and habits as early as possible should lie constdered bandatory

Preseyilt Awing programs which provide these early learning'activities,

such as Safety Town, should, incorporate an evaluation plan in thep design.

Unfortunately, very few programs provide an assessment of the Champaign-

Urbana Safety Town program, in order to determine its effectiveness.

Ptsisedure. Trearmeht and Control groups were selected using techniques,

. established aS essentially equal. Two hundred subjects were chosen: one-
,
half for thdtreatment group and One-half for the Control group. A fifty

Item test instrument was, developed feom the Safety Town curriculum. A double-

blind test design was used to minimize experimenter bias. The,tesr instrument

A was administered to each of the two hundred subjeCts. After Ole data were

compiled and coded, the t-test for independent samples was used to show. -%

any sIgni1Icnt difference betseeent the two major groups. Inter-grbup and

intra-group, as well as sex differences'were analyzed by the t-test procedure.

In addi ion to the t-test, an item analysis was performed to evaluate the

%test instrument. Item difficulty was shown by the percentage of subjects

responding correctly to It. The discriminating wer of an item was measured

by the point-hlserial correlation (RBPIY. The RBFI also reflecttr the validity

of the test instrument. The Kuder-Richardson reliability estimate (KR-20)

was used to show the reliability of the test instrument.

Summary. This stn'dy was conducte0 to evaluate 'the Safety Town program

of Champaign-Urbana, Illinois. Two groups were oampared to determine

any significant differences between them with respect to saEcti,y knowledge
t.

and knowledge of safety practices as reflected by their teOt scores. Ad-

ditional comparisons within each group, and by sex, were also made. The rAsu#s

of the t-tent Indicated very significant differepces between the two

,malor groups compared. No sex differences were Mond. The item analysis of

the tent instrument indicated that ail but three of the items were adequate

discriminators.

.

(.;9oc.lunionn.

of this studyk

i

e following concluttions were"based n the findings
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1. Significant Attferences were obServed between the T atment groupand the do'ntrol group. Since -the.only difference between t e two groups
as attendance at, Safety Town, it can be concluded that the:program was
p.rimarily responsible for the Large differences in the sc kes obtained.

2. No sex dieferences existed within either majorgroup tested.4

3. The test instrument developed was shpwn to be an.accurate tool fordtseriMinating among the grou0s tested, All but three items met the criteria,establkshed LA this study fgr validity and reliability.

)".

. !,
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Aghaie. Reza. Determinants Influencin the Practice of Medical Care

Amon a Selected ElderfY Popi1. h5 7 1973, 201 p.

a ace) The University of Tennessee-.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the factors-mhith
determine the extent and justification for health care practice among
elderly patients who participated in the Multiphasic Screening M.ogram
jn Nashville, Tennessee, during 1970-71 and-1971-72.4, e

Two major sources of data were utilized in this study. the first
.

source was the information which waslathere0 through interviews using
the questionnaire. This interview took place either at the patient's
residence or at the.health office locate in Knowles.Center. The second

source was information from the patentj medical fi s which included

follow-up a91vities reported by th&p4ientsthemsejves.

To i ure minimal imposition ind di4turbance to the,subjects, the

Metropol an Public Health Board allowed the release of the names of

persons nly if they were first contacted by mail. For thts purpose,

letters ere sent to all those whose names were,available from the
Center's medical records. The letter provided a brief explanation of

the purpbse of the study and a card which was- stamped and 'addressed for

return to the Metropolitan Health Department. Each person was asked to

fill out the enclosed card to inform the researcher of their willingndss

to participate and to express their preference for being interviewed at

their own homek or at the health office in the Center.

The motivational theory adopted in this-study was based on the

hypothesis that persons arefnot likely to take action unless: (1) the,'
perceive a certain amount of risk concerningthe disease; (2) they
'perceive that taking action would be beneficial and that risks met in
taking action were not as great as the perceived threat of the disease;
and (3) they perceive that the disease in question coujd have serious 4

effects-on their life.

This hypothesis contains two major variables--social and

psychological. The psychological variable includesfa sutceptibility
index, a seriousness index, and an action-taking Wex. In this study, f

less emphasis was placed on the susceptibility itidex since the subjects
had already been tested for djseases. More emph sis was given to the
seriousness index which considers the degree of seriousness with which
the patient views one's illnessiand the decision to seek medical care
despite the existence of such barriers as inconvenience, transportation,
lack of medical facilities, lack Of knowledge about health care
facilities, and high cost of medical care.

' The questionnaire used in the interviews with the subjects in this
...,,study contained seven major sections, namely, demographic data, medical

screening. pr6Vam, factors related to the use of health services,

acceptance of the sick rOle, legal of perceived Seriousness of disease,

Cues to action for seeking careMand benefits received from medical
awe versus the barciers irfvolved in seekin4.care.
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The statistjtapl analysis of data involved: (1) descriptive
.analytis of responses to each question by means of computed percentages:
(2) analysis of relationships, between ordinal variables using Ken41.1's
Rahked-Order Correlation; and (3) analysis of differences between
variables by means of the Chi-square test. The .05 level of confidency
was selected for rejecting or accepting the null hypolpeses for all

4or Correlations and differences.

,

Conclusions, in general, indicated that the patiOnts were highly
motivated o use-available medical'services,

were satisfied with the
care theyTeceived, were appreciative of services offered, accepted
their illnesses well, regarded treatment as important, and felt that'
Seeking treatment wets beneficial. ,The population generally was not ,dilatory and as willing .to seek medical assistance despite any hinder-
ances involved.' It should Ile noted, however, that excessive generaliza-
tion should be avoided due to the selectivity of this group.

The high motivation to seek medical care prevalent withih this'
group was found to be affected by socioeconomic variables. The extent
of enthusiasm expressed by patients in terms of health behavior was
infl.uenced bY the psychological effects of illness perceived by the ,patients. .

The accessibility of health services, a high level of concern
among the patients, their perceptiOn of the.seriousness of their
disease, their feeling that benefits gained from treatment exceed the
difficulties of obtaining care, ane their belief that medical treatMent
reduces the anxiety and fear about thetcillness were conducive to better'
health care practice's.

Certain. immediate needs were evident from these conclusions:
(1) iiicreased financial support for the health prbgram; (2) improvement
in transportation; (3) addttional medical personnel; (4) upgrading andexpansion 4 medical.servjces at.the Senior Citizen Centers; (61

1improvemene in the follow-up care and frequenCy,of multiphasic screening
programs; (6) impneved and extended health education programs for
elderly'titAmens; and (7) fUrther exploration of determinants of.health

, Ipractices; I.:.
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Akponwei, Ratrill0 Sapele. Citizen Participation in the Health Care
Delivery MpeCts of the Ingirig(ifis %del Cities Frogram.. H.S-357 1973.

127 p. Andiana

The Problem:. The problem of this itudykaas to identify methods by
Arch citizens who held membership on the Model Cities Health Task Force
CoMmittee, of Indianapolis, Indiana, could bedome a more effeetive
force in shaping thellestiny of its clientele. Sub-problems inherent

in.this study.were to: (1) Identify factors that contributed to stable
.. participation, and (2) Formulaterguidelines for soliciting broadbased

participation in model neighborhood health care programs.

Procedures: The relevant Aata were collected by interviews,
questionnaires, observation and fiom pertinent.documents. The

instruments were developed using'model neighborhood official 'field

Workers in preliminary pilot studies. Data were collected from 56

persons randomly chosen from model neighborhood election districts. The

responses and other data were summarized nd analyzed.
y

Findius: Significant findings were: (1) The existence.of a,.

satisfactory structural pattern of levels of administration, (2) Dis-
satisfaction on the part of some citizens about their participation at
the decision-making level of neighborhood programs,(3) Development of .

apathy on the part of some citizens to neighborhood programs, (4) Poor
horizontal and vertical Communication lines on programs, and (5) Lack
of identificationOf selfless leadership at community levels. .

Conclusions: On the basis of the findings and within the limitations of
this study, the following conclusions are presented: {1) Model

Neighborhood persons are not satisfied with such roles as they had been
playing in the whole concept of the Model Cities Program. (2) The

organizational structure of the Model Cities Program is adequate to
form the basis on which meaningful citizen participation can be built,
but the power structure is unwilling and reluctant to share power with
the lower socio-economic group. (3) No additional key staff positions

are needed for functional efficiency, but improved communication lines

need to be developed among citizen; and betweeh citizens and Model

Cities staff. (4) The formal relationship between cittzens and
representatives of the establishment is satisfactory, although poor

lines of commumfda ion create problems. (5) The technicalgrepresenta-
,tives do_not need o ganized community assistance. What is Aeeded is

improved communicat on lines between members of the community, and
between the community and the establishment. 4

:

Implementations: On the basis of the findings, the following
implementations were Suggested: (1) That OEO/HUD set up an Evaluating
Task Force to determine the levels of citizen participation and the
amOunt,of power that.these levels should have to Make participation at
these level's more meaningful, satisfying, and effective in achieving
the goals of MOdel Cities Programs, (2) That full executive powers be
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given to the City Developmelt Agency and it should have final authority
over all matte6 dealing with Model Neighborhood Projects, and (3) That
better communication lines 4e developed between the,City Development
Agency and the City Governmentmayor's office--and all .pertinent
docUMents from federal souroes be communicated direct to the City
Development Agency. 'The representative of the mayor's office should sit
on this Agency and all deliberations at board level remain final and,
binding and not subject to4the mayor's vote. .

421

Recommendations: The following recommendations are based on the findings
iirihe study: (1) That a further study be carried out preferably by
the 0E0/HUD to identify and assess the levels of citizen participation
in existing Model Cities Program, and (2) That this be a continuous
appraisal procedure, and the results be codified and revised from time
to time to cover the inherent subjective

and objective componentS of
participation both for Citizens and the establishment.

vs,
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i Allen, Edward Leon. Com art on of Media Assisted Instruction With Non-
'Media Instruction in College ealth yucation. M.S.POH. l973.465p.
(Edwaret. Johns) -6niversity of California, Los Angeles.

The primary nut-poise pf this atudOeMe,:to d etermine whether media

assisted ipsfruction in a aelected areOfqealth.educatpn during a-
given period of time is more effective,1 ;producinvdesired behavior
change in student health knowledge, attt 4to andbehavior than health
instruction.without the support of Medi

, .

This study was concerned with a select group of state univers'ily
students: It was conducted with two groups of summer school students .

enrolled in two health'sciende clasdes at California State Uniyersity,
Long Beach. The6content area ih which this'rfsearch was conducted', -

was environmental health, specifically air and water pollution.

In ordr to investigate the relative differences in these two
types of instruction, the experimental method was utilized. Both the

control and the experimental groups were inetructed by the same
individdal for five hours'eaCh. The Rue Environmental Health Inventory

was utilized as a pre-test and post-fest evaluativi tnsttument. To

statistically analyze the data from this exaeriment, SiX paired com-
parison t,tests were used at the .05 stgnifTtance level. Group means

for the pre-test and post-test, and standard deviations were also
computed. Also included as a form of evaluation were the subjective
impressions of the instructor.

The results of. this investigation indicate that media assisted
instruction proved to be significantly more effective than non-media
assisted instruction in changing students' health knowledge, attitudes

and behavior.
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Althoff, Michael 6dward. Toward a Developmental Iheory of al
Behmlor. Ph.P. 1974. 142 p. -(Vincent A., Warren) Southern Illinois
University.

.

. V. ,

The purpose of this investigatie was .to construct and to partially
validate a developmental theigki of drug-using behavior (DUB). , DUB is a
construct which was def lned in this study as an individumtliattitudes,

7
experience and knowledge about drugs. . ,

Traditional theorexical approaches toward understanding DUR were
r.eviewed and were found to lack perspective with respect to person's
past and future. The developmental approach provides auch a perspective.

The seMilal influence.of .the present theory came from the works'
of luvighursC and his concept of a developmentaetask. In this study
DUB was viewed as a developmental task.

-The works of Super and his ass6c1ates,had.the most direct impact
on the formulation of, the present theory. Twelve theoretical proPo-
sitions were generated an4 underlie this theory.

1
.

Studies bearing directly on the Arelopmentai process of DUB were.
reviewed ahd seemed to have the following. assumptions: 1) the drug

t'user initiates drug use in response to some stated or implied psycho-
pathologicaj process, 2) the Process of drug usagd is a. conscious or
unconscious attempt to cope with an underlying problem, and 3) the
outcome of using drugs is frequently met with failure and sometimes in-
creased pathology. In the Oesent investigqtion the assumption that
all DUB is maladaptive was not made. Rather DUB was viewed as a w
developmental task which confronts all individuals, the solution of
which could either be daptive or malidaptive.

id?In the present s dy DUB was def ined as an individual's attitudes,
experience, and knowledge abonl five types of drugs. These dpigs
are: mar iluana:;Itallucinogens, 'atimulants, depressants and opiates.
Secondly, it was decided to study the DUB of students at only the J

,four undergraduate educatiOnal levels.
1

A cross-sectional methodology was used to identify and describe
patterns of individual's attitudes, experience and knowledge about
drugs as they exist at these educational levels. Throug4 identifying
indkNidual's we at theSe levels one could begin to describe this
developmental process and make inferences about it. The inferences could
then be eXplored in a more definftive manner in future investigatioffs.

A total of ,417 S's were solicited from several classes. Of these,
a core saMple of 251 S's was selected which was, rel,ptively homogenous with
regard to certain demographic characteristics.' Thi3140 S's who Were
divergent with regard to these characteristics were labeled the com-
parison sample. . The core sample was foutid to he representative of ihe
undergraduate student body at Soutbern Illinois- University with regard to
these characteristics..

41.

*44.
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Consistent diffelences wete found between die core and compdrisoa, "

satill4e# reiarding their tittitudes,. experience, and knowledgeabout
drugs tul assessed by ,.t.he "Drug UttesSc.ale." Therefore, tbase two-gremps
were treatal separately in the additional analyses.

;
An analysis Of variance of the Lour class levels in the core

sample for their "Drug Ilse Scale" scores indicated a relativelY.con-
sistent pat Lern An increase in scores .as a function of 'class status
through, in most cases, the junior year followed by a decrease in scores
at the senior year, was found. The interpretation- offerect and elaborated
ott-lor this fitainewas th. Juniors are involved in a search. for '
identity and tend to use their Anvolvement in drugs as a'means for
increased se If-exp lorat ion.

Post het anary,ses of the data yielded resulttlitich helped
bftter understand tile developmental process of DUO 'and related develop-V.
mental tasks. The relationship betWeen the result a this study' and
the rest of the ,propositions in the' theory, was examined. Also the
relationship of developmental tasks to other significant variables was

,elaborated. 'The implicat ton:. of the,, vesulttr, of this study were examined
and suggest ioss for ut-Ure/ research -in this area were offered./

Se,- .

.

«.
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Alvezi, Walter. I'lannjug an Environmental Health Program for the Town
of Sandwich,'Massachusetts. M.Ed. 1973. -6-1p. (Henry -Ivey)
Bridgewater State,,Cpllege.

I. The ProbleM

'The,plObille,uhdenconside ion in this study involves investigation
of the'eVolutioe.Jof environmen 1 health in Sandwich, Massachusetts.
'Environmental issues considered in this study ara an uncontrolled
population boom, improper land use, traffic congestion, lack of bpen
space ;areas and improper waste disposal.

ip
II. Me1hods and Pyocedures foF. Investigating the'Probrem

A. Souxces of Data

Major scmrces of information utilized in the development of
this study are: (1) official records of the town of Sandwich,
(2) p,ersonal records;'(3) historical records, (4) pictorial records,
(5) published materials and (6) peraonal interviewS.

H. Collection of Path
- -

Creditable hypiptheses were formed.and data was anaiYzed to
establish facts upon which-the final research report is based in
accordance with the historical andodescriptive method of research.

Reporting the.Research

The.ficsi two chapters ofthe research report are concerned
with introductory material and a discussion of research procedure.
The third and fourth chapter inclwde discussion of past ecological
practfces and present environmental problems prevalent in Sandwich.
The fifth chapter.of the report is divided into.the following sections:
(r) summary, (2) findings, (3) conclusions, (4) recommendatiOns for
Improving environmental concerns in Sandwich, and (5) recommen¢ations
for further study.

111. Main Conclusions of Phe Author

A. Presently, five mhjor environmental problems exfut in Sandwich,
Massachusetts. These problems are: (I) an uncontr011ed

tn population'boom, (2) improper waste.disposal, (3) lack of adequate
open space areas, (4) improper land upe, (5) traffic congestion.

B. The growth and development of the town of Sandwich Yms contributed to
thy present environment.

C. Members of the Board of Selectmen have Attempted to alleviate
present environmental prwhlems.
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Amos, Lundee Williams. Health Knowledge and Interests of Students at
Guilford Tech ical Institute, Jamestown, Nth Carolina. WIE--T271.
110 p. ( r an K. Solleder) University 6T-Wirth Carolina, Greensboro.

This study surveyed the health knowledge and interests of
student& at Guilford Technical Institute, Jamestown, North Carolina.
The investigator attempted to answer threemajor questions: (a) Was
the health knowledge of these stpdents adequate? (b) Were these
students interested in learninwmore about health? (c) What were the
students' major sources of health information?

The sample included daytime students enrolled in two-year
associate-degree programs (N = 306) and in the one-year vocational
programs (N 108). The evaluation instruments used were a fact sheet,
a health knowledge test, and an interest inventory. The fact sheet
'included questions related to selected variables--program of study/
sex, marital status, age, health instruction received since-high schgol

graduation, attendance of juniorsand senior high in Guilford County,
and major sources of health information. Leach's 1969 revision of the
Kilander Health Knowledge Test was the secondinstrument. The final
form was an interest inventory which surveyed interest in J4 health
areas.. Subjects took the packet of materials horn...Jo respond to them.

The'investigator reported the following results: (a) health
knowledge appeared inadequate sine* the median of the total studemt-
roup was 64 compared to the Kilander national norm bf 70 for college
reshmen; (b) students in the tWb-year medical programs Tdental
hygiene'and registered nursing) scored slightly,above the national

.norm of 70 with a median score of 76; (c) all other students scores,_
below the nationarnorm; (d) weaknesses in health knowledge,were in
the areas of community health, personal health, and stimulants and
depressants; ttrengths were in the areas of first aid and Communicable
diseases; (e) the older, married, and women students possessed
greater health knowledge than the younger, single, and men students;
(f) there was no significant difference in the health knowledge of
those who attended junior and senior high in Guilford County and those
who did not: (9) students were very interested in learning more about
all 14 health areas with particular interest in the prevention and
coritrol of diseases (73%) and mental health (70%); (h) school
instruction was the major source of health information; the second
most frequent source was the media with family and friends in the
third and fourth positions; and (i) school instruction seemed to be
effective in promoting health knowledge.

, The requirementi for admission to most programs at qdlford
Technical Institute are less stringent than those for collbles and
universities--a fact that ray accoUnt for the low level of health
knowledge.. However, the rationale that a student may be expected to
score low on the Kilander Health Knowledge Test does not reduce the
need for knowledge to improve health behavior and attitudes. The high
degree of interest shoo' by students is supportive of the recommendation
by the investigator to add a personal health course to the curriculum
at Guilford Technical Institute for all students. -
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Anderson, Carolyn. The Use of a Totorina Program For Emotionally Disturbed
A, Children as a Vehicle for. Attftude Chanyie in Pre-Delinquent AdolescentW Tutors., M.S. 1974. 43p, --(Brent Hafen) Brigham Young University:

The purpose of thin study waa.to measure the degree.of change
a tutoring i)rogram for emotionally:disturbed children had on pre-
delibquetdadolescent tutors in.the areas of self-esteem attitudes
and values, and sociailinteraction.

The alters were selected from the ninth grade studelitts at Dixon
Junior High School who'were considered as being ke-delinquent and/or
behavlorAl problem students.

Pre tests post tests were administered to all tutors. The only
significant change at the .05 level was the individual effect on the
attitudes and values.variable.
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Anderson, Oary W. The Relationship he weep Demograph16 Factors LICIT the
IncidenCe of Quail Diseaae. m.s. A. 55 P. wonald Shaw) Brigham
FIZ;17, uttkott-Hity.,

t-

6 .
6

The problem in this study was to determine the relationship between
various selected demographic factors and the incidence of chronic disease.
The study was conducted in he Provo-Orem, Utah Area. Two hundred individuals
were intervieWed with the results later stratified, tabulated, and Aubjected
to a chi square test to determine statistical correlations.

The following conclusions were made based on the findings of the study:
(1) numerous non significant relationships did exist between various chronic .

'diseasew and moderator variablesk (2) chronic disease known no age barrier.
Many young people were afflicted with chronic conditions, the same as older
people; (3) an a person's educational attainment increased, the likelihood he
would not contract a respiratory or a degenerative chronic condition decreased;
(4) the length of residency in the Provo-Orem area had a definite effect on the
incidence of all foqr chronic subgroups; and (5) visual impairments, asthma-hay
fever, and allergies were the three conditions with the highest incidence in
this study.

'
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Annechino, Arthur D. A Study to Detelmine What pfect Sensory
in 1-1.44412.ini Has on the Phyalcal and Social Functioning Level of

ReAressod Geriatric Patients. M.S. .1973. 43p. (Ara Zulalian)
State.University of ii-ew York, Brockport.

The purpose of this study was fo determine whatOrect
Sensory Training had on the physical and aociallunct o.ning
level ,of regressed geriatric patienta.

/I

)The oubjects for thia study were patients in a nursing
home ln Rochester, New York; subjects were between the ages
of 65 and-95; subjects were able to understand and speak
Engliah. Each aubject was diagnoaed as being either confused,
disoriented or auffering from aenile dementia.

Two groups were randomly aelected, an experimental .group
and a'control group. The experimental group underwent fifteen
hours of sensory training and the control group had no formal
aensory traiuing.

The experiment:al task was sen'tiory training. Thia was a
method of systematicaily dtimulating earh of the sensory areas.
Theae areas were kinesthetic proprioceptive, tactile, olfactory,
auditory and viaual. The subjecia in the experimental group
were atimulated for one hour-a day for_fifteen days.

The instrument used,tovaIuate the functioning level of
subjects wAH the Geriatri Ratiug Scale. Both groups were pre-
tested prior to tahe experimental task. The experimental
group carried out tile experimental task and the control group
did not. At th6 end of filteen daya, bothgroups were again
rated on the G.R.S. to determine.lf any change had taken place.

The findings Rf thid study indicated Do significant change
in the experimental group. Thr analyala of variance was the.
statistical Method uned apd,yielded no statistical aignifiance.

ltWas hypothes4zed that Sensory '1'ftining would inc'reate
.tlie physical and social ftmictioning level of the experimental
group. HowevOr, this hypotheals was rejected bmoed upon the
findings.

a
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Arndt, Jack Robert. A Study to Determine the Feasibility of Utilizin

l

the Telelecture Method' for,Providtm Cont1iiifn Educatiod Tiir ea
Piifesslonals. Ph.D. r§737-276-p. ton . Pella) UnTiersitY'nf

The telelecture method of teaching is the use of an amplified
telephone call for the disseminating and sharing of information and
ideas among select and krowgroups of indiyiduals assembled.at various
distant locations. The method,uses ordinary telephone lines and is
designed for maximum flexibility and approximation to across-the-table
discussion.

Although some research studies have been reported on the effective-
ness of the telelecture as a teaching method, more have been concerned
with the planning, implementation, and evaluation of a comprehensive
subject matter telelecture course for large numbers of students.
Therefore this study wit undertaken to provide information related to
the planning and implementing of such a course as well as td provide
information about the knowledge gainedby the participants, their
change of-opinions about varibus aspects of the subject matter, and
their opinion about their satisfiCtion with the course.

Severehundred and twenty-nine adult students registered for the 15
week.(30 ho(wl-Welettu'ee courSe "ProbTems in Drug Abuse' which was
designed for health profesSionals and offered.at 72 listening locations
throughout Wisconsin during early 1969. The tample used for this study
consisted of the 272 registrants who attended 10 of the 15 telelectures'
and returned both the pre- and post-course instruments.

the three evaidation instruments which were constructed were:
1) a knowledge test related to drug use, 2) an opinionnaire related to
drug use, and 3) an opinionnaire about s'atisfaction with the course.
The first'two instruments were administered on a Ore-post-course basis.
'The third was mailed to all registrants after thescourse.

Because of the varied occupations of the registrants, the sample
was grouped into five occupational categories: Teachers, Health
Professionals, Law EnfOcement Officers, Counselors, and Others. ThIs
was done in orden to view the possible differehces existing among the
groups with respect to their responses to the various instruments.

The 'data were analyzed using the mattlied pair t test to
.deteemine significance of thenhinges in mean scores on tKe.lnstruments
to measure knowledge and opinions-4Pelated to drug Use. The one-way
analysis of variance technique was used to determine significance of the
differences between meamdifference scores of the occupational groups
and the Scheffe post hoc procedure was used to determine-where4he
significance existed. All tests of significance were peeformed'with a
0.06 leyel of probability error. -The opinionnaire about satisfaction

thi course was analyzed and a mean score wavcomputed as well as'
the perbent of individuals responding to each scale choice.
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The study produced evidence to support the following conclusions:

1. The participants as a whole, as well as each occupational
group, exhibited a significant gain in meafl score on the knowledge test
related to drug use.

2 The differences between the mean gain scores of the occupational
. groups on the knowledge.test were significant for the Teachers hnd the
Health' ProfessipnarS, arid the Teachers,and the Law Enforcement Officers,
41At not for the othelmgroups. r

3. The participants as a whole eshibited,a significant change in
1r mean score on the opinipnnaire about drug use, but only the Teachers,

Law Enforcement Officers, and Others exhibited a signiffcant ohange 10
mean score.on the opinionnaire.

4.. The differences between the mean,difference scor'es of'the
occupational gropf on the opinionnaire about drug use were not signifi-

.cant.

5. Based on mean posttest scores and a tally of individual scale
responses, a majority of the participants, as well as- a majority, of each

,

occupattal grciup, indicated that they were safisfied with the method,
procedor and content of the course. ,

6. Based on the above conclUsions it is further concluded that ,

the telelecture method represents a feasible approach for providing "

'continuing educatio'n for health professionals.
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Allan, Virginia Marta: gili L_
aA, Wing. 99ntrjbuions

14,11,144v1th, WY1 WAIL' M.D. 1974, 156 ii. (G. W.
Andersen) °vegan State Univarsity

The purpose of this study of the lifesand career of Dr,
Carl Leonard Anderson was to recount his professional contribu-
tions to the field of-health and relate theie to public health
anehealth education. The major.emphasis ofthis study concerned
Dr.. Anderson's professional life.

1

The aceomplishment of the study depended upon (1) primary
source.material such as taped interviews, personal communications,
and questionnaires provided by Dr. Anderson, his family, and,his
professional associates; and (2) secondary aources,including
books, newspepers, theses, and other publications related to.
historical research.

z

,

Ironwood, a mmall mining towns in the Upper PeninsUla of

Michigan, was'Carl Leonard Anderson's home during his formative
years. He was bort on Oruary 28, 1901, to Swedish immigrant
parents. He attended the'University of Michigan in Ann Arbor,
graditatifig in he upper two percent of his class in 1928. .He
tau ht for two ears'at A high school in Crosse Ile, Michigan,
and turaed to e University,.of Michigan to eomplete waiter's
and doctoral degrees in public health.

Carl Anderson worked for pnblic lealth departments in
Michigan until 1935,,when he left public health for the class-
rOom.. H was cheirman of the Department df Physiology, Public

,Health and Hygiene at Utah State University for ten years; a
peofessor of Biological Science at Michigan State University
for four years; and iread of the DePartment of Health at Oregon
State University for 22 years.

-

Dr. Anderson believes that no one can takesfrom an individ
ual the gratification of a life of service, dedicated to the
betterment oChumanity. This belief was exemplified throughout
his professional Te by the many official andcyoluntary health
organizations he served, including the Oregen. rt'AssoCiation,
the Oregon Statt Department of Education, and- e Oregon State
DePartment of Ouman Resources, Health p.vision. ,

He also erved_ps a member and chairman of numerous com-
mitteestin n ional,.regional, and state professiOnal organi-
zations. Dr Anderson's contriNutions to such organizations
as the stet andregional affiliates'of the American Association

for Health, Physicel Education, and Recreation, and the American
Public Health Association were extensive.

He received several honors and awards including tite.Oregon

Heare Association's Outstanding Volunteer Award in 1969, and

" .
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an Honbrary life 'Membership Award from the Oregon AisociatiOn
for Health; Physical Education and Recreation in 1965. In 1972;
hortly,after his retirement, he roceived the DistingUished
Professor Amdti at Oregon State University.

4.1e'
Among Dr. Anderson's greatest professional contributions to

the.fields of public health and health education arie the four
textbooks he wrOte. ,Tbey have been used by a, quailer of a ."

million readers throughout the United.Stites, Canada, England,
Jap4h, and other parts of the world by schools, colleges and
universities, public -health organizations, and schools of
medicine and nuising.

. His'accOaplishments through his teaching, volunteer work,
-and administration ara,recognized by leaders of his generati9n
in the'.bealtft profession. Documentary evidence and professional
citatills lend support.to th6'conclusion that Carl L. Andersozt .

was in ',Important pontributor to the development of the field of

Q.

`.
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Barnum, Barbara Meltzer. Tbe Evaluation of a Process-Oriented Workshop
.

to Train Teachers of Sex Education. Ph.D. 1973. 158p. (G.W. Stansbury)
Georgia State University.

,

Purpose ,

During the past few years, there has been increasing interest in
providing sex education programs in the public schools. One factor that
deters administrators and parents from supporting such programs is the
dearth of teachers who are able to deal with both affective and coghitive
aspects of such a program. Teacher education programs usually do not in-
clude training in this area, and there is little researck to indicate what
should be taught or the most effective form in which to provide training.

This study was undertaken to test a program that had been developed
to train teachers to teach sex education. The format of the program en-
compassed an intensive eighteen and one-half hour, process-oriented work-
shop. An instrument was selected to assess the effectiveness of the work-
shop In bringing aboutv-changes in the participants in four areas; 1.

Gognitive knowledge of physical sexuality and sexual behavior. 2. Atti-
tudes toward premarital sexual behavior. 3. Attitudes toward sexual
behavior and ways of expreshi sexuality. 4. Attitudes toward their own
sexual behavior.

Methods and Procedure
1.

The_aixty-four subjects,-all teachers in Atlanta area schools or
students in education courses at Georgia State University, volunteered tb.
take part in an Intensive, weekend workshop in sex educatioh. Half of the
subjects received the workshop and served as the experimental group; the

other half serVed as the control group. A questionnaire abOut sexual
knowledge and attitudes was administered to members of the experimental
group before the workshop, immediately following the workshop and five weeks
after the workshop. The control group answered the same.series of three
questionnaires at the same time intervals.

A tmo-way, fixed model analysis ,of variance With repeated ieasUres on
one factor was used to test the four dependent variables. Each analysis of'
yariance was followed by a planned cgmparison used for the direct testing
of the twelve specific hypotheses.

Results
'

;In areas or cognitive knowledge, subjeCts in the experimental and con-
trol groups wete not significantly different at the initial testing. The

experimental group significantly inereased in cognitfVe knowledge (4.05
level) and maintained the increase for the duration of the experiment, ,

while the control group did not change.' -

In all measures of attitudes, the experimental group was significantly
more accepting of sexual behavior in themselYes and others at the initial
t'esting thail Wee tte control group and the control group showed no significant

change tp any of their attitudes for the duration of the experiment.
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In attitudes toward'premarital sexual behavior and in attitudes of
acceptance of sexual'behavior in general, the'experimental group changed
significantly in the direction of increased acceptance, and this change
Was maintained for.the daation of the experiment.

In attitudes towardtheir own sexuarbehavior, there was no significant
change in the experimental group at any testing.

Conclusionp

1. There was limited evidence to indicate that participants in an
intensive weekend workshop gained si,gnificantly in cognitive knowledge of
physital sexuality and sexual ?nhavior as a result of their attendanEe at
the workshop.

1
2. There is some evidencb that subjects who are willing to attend

an intensive weekend workshop may become more accepting of prrmarltal
sexual behavior and of a range of sexual behaviors as a result of their
participation in the workshop.

3. There is some evidence that subjects who attena an intensive
weekend wdrkshop will not be significantly influenced to change their
attitudes toward their own sexual behavior.

4. In those areas of knowledge and attitudes in which subjects appear
to- have changed as a resul,t of-thefr attendance at the Win-kshop, there is
.some'evide7ce that this ofiange will persist over a period of time,

`Ask

4
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bartoo, Jean M. Majut Li!gal Aspects of Sex Education in the public
Schools of the United States of America.-' Ph.D. 1973. I20p. (Roger .

W. Shaw) Kent- glate University.

''. The study investigated the legal stlitua of sex education ig the
public schools of the,United States as it existed st the close'of the
1971-72 schooi year.',The investigation included surveys, analyses,
and interpretations of statutes, sfgnificant mica and regulatAons of
atate departments of education, and court holdings as they applied
spncifically to sex education..

1

. The process of investigation was limited almost exclusivaly'to the/
realm of legal research. Methods were those customarily employed by a
lawyer iwthe preparation of a case or by a court ih deliberation.prior
to a deciallon. The question of the propriety of sex education as a xart
of the public school curriculum was considered only as it related
directly to administrative, statutory, or case law. Nonlegal sources
were referred to only as they promoted orinfluenced the controversial
apsects of hex education in the legal sense. The study was confined to ,

administrative rules, legislative enactmsnts, and court dncisions which
apecifically forbid, require, or regulate instruction in sex education

.

in the public schools.

Analysisof the Untted.States Constitution and of-the Worn atAtUtes
revealed that there whs no federal legislation which Ofoscribed, prescribed,
or permitted aex education in puhlic schools at the close of the 1971-72 '

school year. lir constitutions and F;tatutes of the fifty states wW1048earched
for legislatioNspecifically related 0 Rex education. This search revealed.
that only seven state legislatures had enacted auch laws. Among.theae,
Florida and Louisiana prohibited the teaching of sex edtication in the pdblic
schools while, converselY, the legislative bodies of California, Idaho,
Illinois, and Michigan promoted and encouraged the.deirelopment And implemehtation
of sex educaiion programs. IV was found that the New Jersey'legislature had
rescinded a previously mandated moratorium on sex education in the-schools .

of the state, while the legislature of Hawaii had provpied funds for the
planning and Implementation of such programs. A

.Administrative polkfies, guidelines, rules, and regulations of, each
of the fifty6Atate departWnts of education,were Surveyed and analyzed
for specific reference tb sex edacation. it was found,that twenty of
t*eme state departments had developed and promulgated suith:policles or
guidelines for the direction of local boards or-education. These
guidelines evidenced a consistency in the followiqg general principles:

- hat home and church arts primarily responsible for the education
of youth in tHe realm of family life and sex education. :

That pupils %should be exduad from participation tn such instniction
on the beats of religious or moral objections.

The specially trained personnel sHould be responsible for the in-aa , structiOn in such courseS.
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- That parents and other cqmmunity members 'should be condiated in the
eatablishment.of sex education programs.

7 That books and Audio-visual materials should be selected
carefully and should be made available for anyone in the community to
examp4.

,.

-..

Investigation and analysis of the court cases involving sex education
indicated that the courts are not in concert.on the question of.an inherent,
parental right to instruct in matters of morality and religion. In fact,
some courts have held that sex education.may beregarded as A necessary and
vital public health reasure calculated fo solve social problems related to0the public welfare. It appear t-hat the courts will support.the right of
school authorities to establi1 Curriculum.in sex education, family life,
or human sexuality so long as it ia not'atbitrary, capricious; unreasonable,
or in violation of state or federal laws orconstitutOns. It was found that,
in addition to supporting the authority of school officials to inaugurate
and operate courses in sex educatim..the courts apparent. 4.1l uphold the
jndividual constitutional right to excusal from such inst on on the
grounds of invasion of religious freedom or personal morality. 4.P

tC,
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Sasso,AILehard J. A DiteCriroliot 4v4.w 21 to Deteciiee
Ixereiet-ge [Ind eetero 'Levels. N.S. 1974.

62 p. (Jerry L. Alelietirth) Soutbern Oonnetttout State College.
6

The purpose of this study was to review current research
to'determine the effects of exerciae on serum cholesterol levets.

The students examined involved both human and animal sub-
jects. .The itudies were classified by dividing the.research.into
:groups in which the xercise wag controlled or non-controlled. :

'The non-controlled exerciie groups were population studimem-
phasising vocattonor and avocational activities. The research was
then divided into those studies which'found.tresults indicating
that etiercise significantly reduces aerum dRolesterol levels

.and those in which no such reletionehip was found.

Research was analyted hy piecing all of the studies into
groups depending on what was being investigated.and results

.

obtaine4. In human research the prplonged.effects of long-terM
controlled and non-controlled exercise were sought, as was
the tnitiar effects of short-term controlled exercise. In ani-
mal relearch the pfolonged effect? of long-term exercise and
the initial effects of short-Wm exerctse were investigated.

On the basis of' the research examined in this 'study the
following conclusions appeared justified:

1.. The ini4effect of short-term exercise is a
Xemporary.rise in the ,serum cholesterol levels in both human
and animal subjects.

2. Although there were contradictory results, 15
percent of the studies examined, investigating the prolonged
eaects of long-term exercise on human supjects, found a signif-
icant reduction in serum cholesterol levels.

3.. When active voc?tional popu4ations are compared
with sedentary vocational populatione., the physicall, active,
exhibft,significedtly lower serum cholesterol concentrations.

1." 40. '-ifilimen serum choletterol levels appear to'decrease,,
wheo-aecompanied with a Weight and fat lois.'

4

a' i.

J.

4

/1
,
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(0'
5, Peopa with initially high,serum cholesterol

levelA are more like* to lower these levels through exercise

thtn pebple with initially low or average cholesterol levels.

6. 'The pore" trenuous and4intense the etercise
the grlater is the fe lb ity of lowering serum cholesterol
levels.

xercise is tnfluential in reducing the effects
ota raise um cholestar4. level caused by a high fat diet.'

0

The respltspof studies investigating the pro-
lo effe1.4s of longiterm exercise on blood Choresterol con-
ntrationw of animals were divided evehlrand therefore incod-

elusive.

411.

Rotes, Ralph Carson. 4,,Coematia90 !Omit! tdMrtable Bientallt Retarded
ea Normal Stsdlata. Silacted social lig Itnairocrental Varialtles.
td.D. 1973. 107 p. (Arthur Koski) Oregon State University. e

The purpose of this study was to inOlstiiete the re/ationshiR
between poverty and isentalA retardation-arid tç laceihotil-relai4a-
tion An its true perspective as a social Condition which thrives "

. especially in poverty areas. !lois specifically, this study attempted
.to determine if there was any significept relationship between

.

selected social and ievironmental variablWand mmultal retardation.
Thm subjects for this investigatioalowere*limited to 25 black .

educable mmntally retarded children placed in a special education
progrem for the ktducable mentally retarded, and 25 black normal
school children placed in regular school program withis Portland
School District 1, Portland, Oregon. Both groups of sutilects werea
chosen from grades 1-12 within the school district. Both groups
'WO matched according to ego and sex.
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Behnke, Robert Samuel. A Proiramr-Appraieal Checklist for the Health and ,

Sefiti Aspects of Secondary School Interscholistic Athletics. H.S.D.
1974. 145p. (Donald J. Ludwig) Indiana Universfty.

!

'

410 The Prstplem

The stUdy was conducted 'for the purpose of developing a checklist for
use in the appraisal of the health and safety aspects of secdodary school

. 1

interscholastic athletic-programa. The study was limited to the policies,
practices, and procedures whiCh could directly affect the health and
safety of the secondary school athletic participant.

Procedures

A critical review of the literature produced 453 items which were ,

. considered policies, practices, and procedurea pertaining to the health
and safety asqacte of athletics. Refinement of the items reduced the
total number of,items to 30. A rating instrument was constructed and
was divided into four major divisions: Organization and Adminitltration,
Personnel, Facilitiis, and Equipment and Supplies. The four diVisions
contained a total of 24 areas with certain areas further divided into
sub-areas where it was appropriate.

Criteria were established for the selection of.a jury of experts'
composed of aecondary school.athletic directors, secondary school

athletic coaches, physicians involved with athletic medicine, secondary
school principals, and athle41 e trainers. The jury rated each item ,on a
five-point tale as to the d irability of the policy, prictice, or
procedure as it applied to tIO health and safety.of a participant in a
Ascondary school interscholast Athletic program.

sly

Criteria were established for the accepLanclimof the item* presented
in the ratin4 instrument. Three hundred and sixt16 of the.319 iteme,in
the rating instrument, wereiedgqd by the jury as acceptable according to ,
the criteria established for desirable policies, practices, and proeedures
regarding the health and safety aspects of secondary school interscholastic
athletic prftrams. Comments and suggestions by the jurors were eolicit
also mild were invaluable in the construction of the final form of the
checklist.

Conclusions

The checklist had content alidity for use in appraising thl health
and safety aspects of secondary chool interecholaetic athletic programa.
The items within the checklist were considfred to be of such significanc6
that those responsible for interscholastic athletic progress of all
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degrees of8intenstty for both boys and girls should be able to utilize
the checklist.to appraise their programs with regard to the health.and,
safety aspecti. All 4tems Were considered desirable, necessary, or
indispensable policies, practices, or procedures in the conduct of
senondery 'School interscholastic athletic programs.

A

Imp1ements07ops

The following implementations are based on the results and conclusions
of this study:

I. The checklist should be published and made available to those
individuals conducting secondary school intervholsetic atilietic programs.

2. Endorsement of the checklist should be sought kfrom appropriate
orgarrizations concerned with the health and safety of athletic participants.

Recomtendations

Based upon the results of this study, `the following recommendations
$ are made:

I. Each of the four major divisions of the checklist should be
developed more extensively as complete checklists within themselves.

2. A study should be conducted utilizing the checklist to determine
the current altatus of the health and safety aspects of secondary school
interscholastic athletic programs at the local, state, and/or national
levels.

ft-
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Behr, Mary Theresa. Teats to Assess the.Oral an ental Knowredse of
Communiq College and Four-Year College Students. H.S.D. 1974, 250 p.

'Olonald J. Ludwig) Indiana University. .

The Problem

The problem 'of the study was to develop reliable and valid oral-and
-, dental knowledge tests for (lee by community college and four-year college

studenti, x

Procedures

0.

A total of 109 multiple-choice, four alternative oral and dental
knob/ledge questions were constructed. Juries were formulated in order
to review the items from a test construction point of view and to
establish content validity. One jury consisted of four test construction
experts and the second of.29 experts in dentistry, dental hygiene, and
health education. Following item revision the test was administered to
a pilot group of 270 college,students and items were revieed once again
based upon item difficulty and item discrimination indices. A final

test administration followed and 4tem analysis was performed on 311
tests from five community co'lleges and 369 tests from six four-year

colleges. Once again item difficulty and item discriminhtion indices were
utilized and acted as a basis for item re ection or retention in tha
final tests. On this basis two final t Its were developed, one for

community colleges and one for four-yea colleges. Reliability was

determined for both amples by use of t e Kuder-Richardson 20 and Spearman-
:

Brown prophecy formulae.

Findings

The reliability coefficient of the test for the conununity college
sample was .79 using the Kuder-Richardson formula 20 and :77 using the
Spearman-Brown prophecy formula. The final test consisted of 52 itsmi.

The reliability coefficient of the test for the four..year collegfteample
was .81 using the Kuder-Richardaon formula 20 and .80 using the Spearnan-

Brown prophecy formula. The final test consisted of 51 items.

Conclusions

The tests for asseasing the oral and dental knowledge of community
college and four-year college students were found to be reliable nd

valid.
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Implementations

I, Informat,ion concerning the tests will he gads available to
professionals in the fields of health education and dentistry through
publication in professional jottinals.

2. tits will be made availatle by the researcher upon. request.

3. The tests will be accompanied by a manual to give the examiner
an idea of the reliability and validity of the tests, materials needed,' .

and the,method of administration and scoring.

4. The tests should be utilised by health educators to detatmine
the extent of oral and dental knowledge of college students and to guide

rteaching according .to tha needs of the students.

5. The tests could'be uSed to determine,the ;xtent of such knowl-
edge on a stabowide and/or national basis to evaluate the status of
pyeventive education in this,area.

b. Test results should be presented as bases for the institution
of oral and dental health programs within the schools.

7.' The tests should be subjected to perio4ic rolvision to update
them with current.oral and dental information.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are bade for further study:

1. 06er tests should be established at all grade levels using
the present procedures as a basis.

//

2. The tests should be administered tb various groups including
health educators, nurses, nutritionists, dental personnel, andlpiologiste
to determine the reliability and validity of the tests-with these groups.

-*;
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Ileseat, Willies A. /hi /dant Meatiot gum Witte, WU
4VIdente. 11174. II0 p. (I ard B.ghttlittiertInt California. Lae Ample*. *

The purpose of this study was to:J(1) ascertain; (2)
analyse; and (3) identify the health educatton 'needs of va4e
'three elementary chool students in the Newport Mesa Unified
School District. this investigation mas conducted to affordb
informatton for the development of elementary school programs.
in health and to yeaffirm or improve existing practices. The
itudy vms delimitea to include only the pupils from the Pomona
Elementary School, Victoria Elementary School, and Whittier.
Elementary School during the academic year 19734974.

The meihod of tesearch utilised was the descriptive school
survey, a the purpose was to determine the status of health
educetion among elestentary school students,. The Health Be-
havior Inventory was the major instrument in amassing reliable

'appraisals of the health edlcation needs of those atudents.
Administretion of the inventory wme standatdixed. The com-
pleted data were coded and frequency tables and standard devia-
tions were stratl.fied for sex and school.

' Health education needs were isolated into.eight areas:
(1) peroonal healthy(2) pereonal cleanliness; (3) nutritichlOg
(4) safety; (5) community health; .(6) infection.and disease;
(7) mental health; and (8) dental health. Intones weaknesses
were reirealed in Ballasts responses to items in the areas of
dental health, community health, personal- cleanlinese, and

mental health. Implications for-schooI health education were
evident from the needs in terms of: (1) eresponsive chool
health education ourricuiva,-and (2) improved school health'

services.

In consideration of the data and the investigative activi-
ties,,it was achievable to identify the health education needs
with implications for curriculum planning through eh analysis

. of a health behavior inventopq
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Benberg, Tom Earl. The Effects of a PlannetCurriculuna on Correlates
PPIR-AbusinK Behavior. Ed.D. 1973. 19 . . (J.V. Godbold) East

Texas State University.

Purpolia. of the Study: A review of research findings revealed that
striking almilarities existed between the coreelates of drug-abusing be-
havior and ineffective communication, and the correlates of non-d1A-abueing
behavior and effective Fommunication. In the former comparison, the

t
correlates described the existence of psychosocial distance di or in- .
terpersopal relationships between youthiaed the primary sociali ing in- e
fluences of soiiety. In the latter comparison, the corfelates described
the existence of psychosocial closeness of positive interPersopal relation-
ships between youth and significant others. In ssence, these correlates
reflected the presence or absence of positive communication between youth
and those socializing influences of society from ihich they are expectedto derive a conventional value orientation for decision-making. Thus,
communication was judged to be a'powerful'correlate oU drug-abusing/non-*

drug-abusing behavior. From this premise, the basic puipose of the current
investigation was formulated. It was stated as follows: To determine
the individual and cdmparative effects of a planned curriculum and an in-
formal curriculum on certain'correlates of drug-abusidg behavior, namely,
interpersonal communication skills lind cognitive knowledge about drugs. ,
Eight questions were posed to focus the study into tyo areas. The first, four questions probed the effects of the planned curriculum on the above-

, named correlates, while the last four questions inquired as to.the com-e
paratIve effects of the planned curriculum and the informal curriculum.

Procedure: The sample consisted of 301 fifth-grade subjects enrolled
in the El Dorado, Arkansas, School District #15. The subjects were
divided into experimental (n152) and control (N149) groups by a random
flip-of-the-coin method. .The experimental group experienced a planned
drug prevention curriculum consisting of the fpllowing components: (1)
teacher inservice training, and (2) curriculum composed of objectives, li

.content, learning strategies, materials, and evaluation design. In
contrast, the control group particiPated in an informal curriculum which
consisted of no planned itiktruction or treatment. Inallkoprnts used to
collect data on a pre and posttest basis were modified forma of the

-' following: (1) ,Interpersonal Communication Inventory, (2) Parent-Adolescent
Communication Inventory, Form A, and (3) Teacher-Student Communication

t Inventory. A Drug Knowledge Inventory wan developed for this inOestigation.
Date were evaluated using the independent and correlated "t" tests.

-
.

Findings: An evaluation was made of the pretest mean scores of the
control and exPtrimental groups on four ifistruments measuring communication
or drug knowledge. Results revealed that no significant differences

,existed at the .05 level between the groups at the beginning of the study.To answer the questions focusing on the individual effects of a planned
curriculum on certain correlates of drug-abusing behavior, an evaluation
was bade of the pre and posttest mean scAls of the experimental group on
four criterion'seasurits. Results show there were no significant differences
at the .05 level on three measures of communication. However, on the
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measure of drug knowledge a significant difference beyond the .001 1104''

level was achieved in favor_of the posttest. To,answet the 'questions
designed to probe the comparative effects of a planned curriculum and,01

dinformal curriculum-on certain correlates of drugabusing behavior, an
evaluation was made of the posttest mean @cores of the coetrol'and.experimental
groups on four criterion measures. Result); show there were no signficant
differences at ttlia .05 level on thnee measures of communication. However,
on 1he measure of dtug.knowledge, a significant difference beyona the .001
level was achieved in favor of the experimental group.

Conclusions: The following conclusions emerged: (1) The planruzd
curriculum was not effective in changing the aubjects' communication.skills.
(2) %There wan not an appreciable dIflerence,between the effectH oRri
plinned curriculum and an informal curriculum onWthe sublests' communication

(3) The planned curriculum was effective in increasing the sub=
jects' level of cognitiveAndwledge about drugs. (4) The planned curriculum
was more effective ehan the informal curriculum in increasing the subjects'

de level of cognitive knowledge about drugs. (5) It was much easier to achieve
positive results when probing the cognitive domain as compared to the

tr. affective domain. ,Variables judged to have influenced the outcomes of
the currnt investigation, and which have implications for future research .

were, delineated ea follows: (1) length of time allotted to teaching
communication, (2) sensitivity of instruments, (3) optimum developmental
level for teaching communication skills in relation to Piaget's theories,
(4) concurrent education of children's parents, (5) causes of correlates,
and (6) directions Tor future research. Recommendations weie made pertinent
OS each of these issues.

S.
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berry, Mildred E. Sea Education in Dade County Public Sectindary Schools.
Ed.D. .1974. 142. -Pi (Mortal J. Clute) Wayne State HOiversity.

The purposes af this study were: to asceAain the curricular offerings
In developing human sexuality in Dade CountysPublic Secondary schools; to-
find the reason or reasons the aecondary schools did or did not inclUde
psychosexual development as part of their total curriculum either correlated'
with another subject or as a separate subject; to identify the content
of these courses and the evaluation of the programs now in existence;

4 and to determioehow staff is selected and prepared to teach the cur-
riculariofferings In sex education.

/The data for this study were gathered through the use4of a questionnaire.
The questionnaires were mailed tO fifty-nlne public seconarary schools in
Dade County. Returns from administrators and/or,their designees revealed
that; 4

1. Health was the subject'erea in which most schools indicated an
integration of sex education while general scieote wps second. 41, '

2. Some schools have mandatory courses which alit studepts,muat take
and in some of these courses, sex education la included.

3. The participants indicated a strong belief that schools have a
reeponsibility to provide sex education for students and the majority of
the respondents would participate in the formation of a sex edUcation
program.

4. The most significant reason for not having a sex education program
was a lack of trained pertoenel.

5. All persons including parents, studenta, staff, and community should
participate.in the formation of a sex education program.

6. The attitude of'the coMmunity determines how effective sex education
wilt be in the schools.

7. The mass media has some effect on the sexual attitudqe df students.
8. Spme participants felt it was ;Int the responsibility of the school

.to teach sex education, but the majority felt it was a school,responsibility.
9. Most of the participants did not attend undergraduate colleges

which iqcluded sex education as part of teacher training.
10. Emphasis was placed on factual information about sex as well as

understanding values and attitudes dealing with interpersonal relationships.

Conclusions

1. The majority of students are getting some instructions in sex
education in diffeient academic areas:

2. The majority of schools lack elpfficient qualified.personnel to
teach sex education.

3. Most of the schools give some form of sex education whether they
have an.organited sex education program or not.

4, Most schools tend to intagrate sex education with other academic
areas rather than teach kf as an isolated sObject.

5. All students shOuld receive lastruCtilon in sex educatign appropriate
to their maturation level.
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Recommendations

1 Each school without a vx.education program should develop
one iniketlaboration with the community."'

2. All schools should include sex education as part of the total
curriculum.'

3. All teachers should be given some type-of preparation in sex
educationAnetrUttion.

.4.,.Sex education should be,inegrated into ihe regular school- .

.:-bjects whenever possible.
5. There should be 4 sequential program of sex education developed

'from klindergarten through senior high school.

40*-
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Bersinger,, Don Darwyn, A Hearin Adequacy Performance Inventory for
.

Children. Ph.D. ,1973. 114. %(Bruce M. Siegenthiler) The Pennsylvania
State University. 1 .

\

The purpose of tills research was,,to deveaop a Hearing Adeggee$ Per-
formance Ihventory for school children. It was intended that the bcale
wouldc!identify differences.in hearing adequacy among school children and that
it would discriminate among levels,of heiring adequaoy within such a group
as W ell. p

Available literature on the hard-of-hearing children *as searched to
identily those charaeteristic4 that were reported to distinguish between'
the hearing handiieapped and their fellols with nqrmal heating. These
descriptive statIfEents of differentiatifig behavior seemed.to fall into
five,classes of description (1) social adequacy, (2) general behavioral
characteristics, (3) specific.behavioral characteristic8,*(4) academic
achievement, and (5) behavioral characteristics related specificallY to
hearing.

An original pool of statements describing the behavior of hard- t.

of-hearing children in the classroom was submitted to a panel of teachers,
who in turn sorted the statements into groups of clearly observable behavlor
with statements in each gtoup having equivalence in 4escriptive property.

Ten statements in each of4these categories were inco rporated into a
preliminary scale which wets Tresented twice for suhsieuent reliah ity studyof the teacher-raters. These ratings were given to classroom te s for
rating children with impaired hearing. , Children studled were of al
intelligence and betwben the ages of nine and fourteen. 'Ratings resulcts
were ahalyzed for rating"reliability. Items in the scale were studied for
item reliability and item diAcriminability. The scale was revised con-
sistent with these findings.

Results of this research deMonstrate a measure of hearing handicap
based on observed cjassroom behiiviq of children with impaired hearing
acuity. The measure (HAFI scale) 40 demonstrated to have good face
validity, internal consistency and hi h test-retest reliability.

0

A.`

, \
N
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Ositend"oert,. Jaøk, Jr. ratnila Wish SneOcing, Pistraohin
%entre, 411,1f4netrictiona1, tedia. Wer:11. /974. 61' p.

(Gotett Kriehnanurty and Lanni's Mass) California State Univac-

sity, Worthridge..
r

A self-instructionartraining packet was developed"'
0 Spanish for non-Ingli4h, Spanish speaking 411Am:chine operators.

°Thepacket censisted Of a pre-test, instruaional booklet, and

a post-rest. It web designed to convey certain concepts of

proper dishmachine Operation.
t

The picket was developed in stages and the second revision
wes utiliaed for the actual study. This was presented to a

sample of 50 people selected on an availability basis from-the
tatget population of dishmachine operators in Orange County.

The gain between pre-test and post-test Acores, for the
,self-administered group, was foqnd to be statistically signif-
icant. :Some difficulties in actual administratioq of the
packet were noted.

Statistical analysis of-test scores cempleted by the
orally-instructed group proved to be statistically significant

also. :

kecommendations for use of)ihe self-instructional training
packet is contingent upon modification of terminology, stmpli-
Wation of-questionnaire, and more detailed instructions to
non-Spanish speaking management.
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.Bever, David L. A pesctiptive Study of Variables Related tO Suicides in
, Delaware County., Indiana and the United States. Ed.S. 1974. 126p.(John J. Pellizza), Ball State University.

e
and United States suicides (1963-1968)% ;Indiana suicides were also
compaired with United States suicide# for the ;ears 1963-19§8. '

. .

Varidbles used in the study were as follow: (1) age, (2) race,
(3) sex, (4) socio7economic level, (5) method of self-destruction, (6) 0

marital'status, (7) month of death, (11) day of injury, (9) time of day,
and (10) place of injury.' Hypotheses generated from the variables have

---\
'been analyzed throOgh the use of the goodness of fit Chi-square test. .

Other data were.summarized in terms of rates, frequencies, and percentages.

This study was designed to invetatigate and describe suicides in.pelaware County over a ten-year period,'1963-1972, and tO compare specific
factors in the alawate County suiCidea with Indiana suicides (1961-1972)

.

140

1) ACE - Suicide in Delaware County is most prevalent in those
45-64, while Indiana seems to have.a relatively high suicide rate'in the65+ age group;

2) RACE - From 4163 to 1972 only two non-white suicides were-recorde(
Delaware County. Unlike larger cities, Delaware County does. we have an

eincreasing non-white suicide rate. The white suicide distribution in Delaware
County closely corrbsponds with the United Stated white suicide distVibutiop,
while Indiana has,a somewhat lower white suicide distribution;

3) SEX - the ratio of male suicides to female suicides in Delaware
County and Indiana is very similar to the United States male-female suicide
ratio of 3 to 1;

4) SOOIOECONOMIC LEVEL In Delaware County the greatest number of
surcides was recorded by /he middle class, while those in the upper social
stratum committed the fewest suicides;

5) METHOD OF SELF-DESyRUCTION - The majority of .suicide victims
inkDelaware County used firearms. Men fayored the.mori violent means
such as firearms and hanginall, while mosr-of the female iuicide victims
used poi,sons;

6) MARITAL STATUS - From the results of the Delaware Count/ study
it woad seem that marriage does not offer the protection against suicide
that it once did. Over-60 percent of'Delawatie County suicides
were committed by married individuals;

, "
. .

7) MONTH OF DEATH - Suicide peaks have 'been recorded, for the time
periods May-June and October-November in Delaware County during, the. years
1963-1972',

8) DXY OF INJURY - Most of the Delaware County'snicides have occurred
during the first.three days of the week: Sunday, Monday isd,Tuesday. The
fewest suicifies occurred on Friday and Saturday;, A

9) TIAR.OF DAY - From 1963 io 1932, more suicides occurred during tfie
heirs of noon to 6:00 p.m. However, at least one sdicide Occurred in each
of the 24 hours of the day during this ten-year period;

10) PLACE OF INJURY - The home.of the suicide victim is where most
suictdes occur. In Delaware County, 76 percent 'tiff.the suicides occurred -

at the home of the victim. .;

4 A
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After analysing the colleaed data, this investigator found Delaware
Cy suicide distributions to be very similar to those of Indiana dhd

the Cnited States for the years 1963-1972. Delware Oounty seems to typify

treads of suicide occurring in'the bnitedeStates.

o's
.

,Faitther studies may be'warranted in the areas of female'snd elder.y

salcides. Investfgations pertaining to the use of firearms as a method'hf

self-destructioh also are neSded.
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Blackstock. David ClOyd. The Mississippi School Healt Service, 1942,... 1972. Ed.0. 1973t 72p. (W. L. Carrl Universkty of SoutheroMississippi.

Statement of the Problem: In 1942 the majority of Mississippi
School children lived III small rural communities. Basicshealth Habits
and attitudes took second place 19 the average family struggle for hap-piness and well-befng. The lack of compulsory school attendanCe lawsallowed many Oung..people to bypass the educatiopal advantages offered bythe school. Young people were considered tb be:easy prey for those in-dividuals seeking day laborers for menial wages in this agriculturalstate. World War,II had required maify doctors and nurses to move from
rural areas to areas where a larger population might benefit from their
services;and it was duiring those trying times that the Mississippi School
Health Service was organized. Realizing that health attitudes and personalhealth habits ate learned through personal experience, the School
Health Program hegan an educational program aimed at the schools of
Mississippi. The program offered numerous training workshops in health
and in physical education designed to enlighten teachers. Annual'work,-shops have been h at variouertimes since the School Health Programwas initAated. Thes xkshops demonstrated proper techniques in instructionand gave teacherl the op ortunity to update materials for later utie in
the classroom ThrOugh the efforts of schooi health officials and public

'health workers, school children received medical examinations and treatmentwhen diagnosis indicated a need. School children were being shown the
Importance of health care for a happy and more productive way of life.

Many qUestiOns arise when one studies carefully the original objective
of the School Healkth Service Program. It is a sadOttrqe fact that veryfew school children today are aware that a School Health Nurse eiists oethat the physical educatift program is coordinated with other programain the curreculum. In essence the educational phase of the School
Health Service has been grossly unsuccessfel in coordinating.or supervising .its programs of nursing, het1t1ieducatio,nd physical education.

A
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Bluhm, Louis Herbert. Some Pollution-Related Attitudes of High School
Youth in the United States and Brazil. Ph.D. 1973. 225p. (F.C. Fliegel)
University of Illinois, Urbana Champaign.

This research deals with attltudes related to pollution issues in
Momeace, Illinois, and a partial replication in Santa Cruz do Sul, Rio
Grande do Sul, Brazil. Momence is a city of approximately 3,000 popula-
tion. Six weeks after the'senior class of high school students were pre-
teeted, half were exposed to a talk given by a local community leader.
Three independent variables -- independence, threat, predictability--
were used to classify the students into eight sub-types. The speech
content was against federal intervention into local pollution problems,
blamed individuals for pollution, and argued that solutions must be
individual. An analyeis of variance indicated that the speech did have
a significant effect, with the experimental group shifting attitudes in
the direction of being aga.ins.t government intervention. However, when
the pre-post scores on the dependent variables were plotted by the eight
sub-types,,,it was apparent that only certain types of listeners were
swayed. Generally speaking, those who were categorized as low predicta-
bility (alienated) and high independence,tended to not be influenced by
the meesage, while those who were categorized am higb predictability and
low independence accepted the message. Threat seemed to operate as a kind of
catalyst having significant interaction effects with independence. In

general, the pattern of attitudes indicated that attitudes seem to'be a
mutually nupportive syetem with a certain internal consistency. It is
aleo argued that there seem to be "levels" of attitudes, some bting more
superficial auch as attitudes toward pollution, governmeni interven,tion,
etc., uhile other generalized attitudes, such asyrodictability and
independence,'!appear to be nearer the "core" of the person's world view.
Changes in ehe euperficial attitudes Heft related to the infrastructure

j of them, more .general;diffuse attitudes. Though the entire study was not
r ceplicated in Brazil, results generally support the U.S. conclus4ons.

. '11
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bocklet, Albert A. Develppment of a Model for Patient Education. Ph.D.
1974. 110p. (Lester Perril) Arizona State Univeraity.

The purpose of this study was to develop a model for patient education.
Specific questions to be adswered were: 1. What are the educationsl needs
of the hospitalized patiint as determined by Rducationgl-Directors of
hospitals and patients? la there a priority of needs? 2. Does age, sex,
educational level, term of involtfement, illness, or number of hospitaliza-
tions affect priority needs as statedby patients? 3. Who should teach
patients? 4. What format should be heed in patient teaching?

The Sample of Hospital Educational Directors Included all such directors
in the twenty General Hospitals of [hi Phoenix, Arizona area. The patients
were selected from medical, surgicaliaand obstetrical areas of the Good
Samairitan Hospital in Phoentx. All available patients from each selected
floor were arranged serially according to room number and bed. Every other,
patient was then selected. If the subject was unavailable, the one immediately
preceding him on the list was selected.

the instrument was a questionnaire which included questions found in
the literature relating to patient needs while in the hospital. The initial
questions were mailed to a paner of experts in the field of medical education.
The panel included physicians, Ph.D.'s and R.N.'s. A pilot study was also
conducted with patients at the Good Samaritan Hospital. In addition, the
revised form of the instrument vas ubmitted to the research bosrd of the
Good Samaritan Hospital where additional changes were suggested. From thse
studies, the questionnaire was revised into two forms: one to be given to
patients and one to Hospital Educators. The questions ere the ame except
for the person inwhich they were wrttten and a perso data section for
the patient questionnaires. Tbe questionnaires were led to the educators
and given individually to the Patients.

The conclusions drawn from this study were:

L. Patients shoved a preference to know those things directly related
to their Condition.

2. Hospital educators and patients ranked those needs directly
related to the patient's present condition as more important than those
needs involving the patient's condition only indirectly. Diagnosis
was ranked first-by both groups.

3. lex, ale, educational background, illness, term of involvement,
and number of hompitalizations of patients did not affect the rankings of
ducationar needs.

4. Patient's and educators both showed a high degree of preference
for direct contact in patient teaching.

5. Educators indicated that audio-visuals were more important
than printed materials for patient teaching.

6. Patients howed a high degree of preference for their doctor to
ptovide infoription on what they wanted to know.

7. Educators indicated that the team approach would be the superior
mythod of instructing patients. The staff nurse was second with the
doctor third, significantly below the first,two.
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8okorney, Geerge Raker. A Survey to Identify Programs in Selected West
Coast Colleles In# Universities Designed taHinimize Illegal Use of
',rugs hy Students. D.Sd. 1974. 125 p. (N. Ray Hawk) University of
Oregon-.

STATEMENT OF THE'pROBLEM: Of all orthe problems victimising
youth, few have increased with greater inteneity and rapidity during
the last decade than those associated with the illegal use of drugs.
The purpose of the study was to assess the perceptions of the

studentpersonnel administrators concerning which,types of programs
apd persganel were the most and.least effective when presenting
programs designed to minhaisi the illegal use of drugs by college
students. The study also sought to assess the methods utilized by
the student personnel administrator: in evaluatilifsthe programs.

SCOPE ANO METHOD OF THE STUDY: A questionnaire ums deVeloped
and administered to the chief student personnel administrators of
91 four-year, undergraduate, to-educational, accredited institutions
.of higher education in California, Orelon and Washington offering a
liberal arts and/or general education curriculum. The population
was div.ided according to the size of student enrollment and admini-
strative control. A high percentage of return (64.8 per cent) in-

. dicated the concern-of the studlint personnel wheinistrators fortthis
sublect. The questionnaire response. were based in part, on the
individual perceptions of the chief student personnel administrators.
%valuation of the programs and the effectiveness of policies and
preseams were reviewed in'order to obtain information concerning the

lit of current regulatinns and educational efforts in the
titubions studied.

FINDINDS: The results oil the study indicate that university
administrators are aware of the fact that a,maall segment of univer-
sity students use drugs illegally and that, in most of the institutions
studied, they have developed and ',imported programs of drug educe-
tido which seek to solve the problmas which stimulate the use of
drugs and the problems which are caused by the illegal use of drugs.
The chief administrators of student personnel program,' have a deep
concern for the personal lives of students. The majority of the
institutions investigated have programs that seeksnot to punish but
to help students who are illegally using drugs. The vast majority of
institution. Appear to be operating with limited budgets and peesonnel

'and recognise that arresting students Who illegally use drugs may not
be the bast method of alleviating the proble0s. There is Hafted use
of formal evaluation of current drug education programs and there is
not an effective evaluation method utilized by the majority of the
institutions surveyed. Those institutions that evaluate programs
indicated that small group programs and "rap" sessions conducted by
people who the students consider trustworthy are effective. Theie
is en element of distrust of anyone who may 'be considered part of
the "establishment" when presenting drug education progrshm, The
administrators Tecognize this distrust and yet are willing to work
with the students to help solve their problems.
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Branson, James Otto, II. An AnLllysis of PrinciTals'
prug Abuse Prevention Educitlio-Nioigrama in Selected
1WRigan. M.D. 1974. q4p. (Keith Anderson)
Univers ity.

CltitcldeSschilocinn

Purpose of the Study

Tbe purpose of this study ues to identify the Attitudes of principals
regarding drug abuse prevention education programs and their perceptions
rogarddng the effectiveneff& of different drug abuse prevention education
programs based cc different philosophies.

The purpose of the study (which was ducriptive in na*,e) was to
provide answers tp the following generel Opletions: (l) 4pes a relation-
ship exist between the perceptions of_ prinCipals regah-dintdrug abuse
.prevention, and (a) size of the student boot* of a school,ja location
of the school, (c) level in the 4(Alool and (2) how do principals perceive
dirferences in the effectiveness of'drug abuse prevention'education pro-
pxame which are based on different philosophies?

Design of the Study

. The population for this study was principals of sAeoted public
schools in the State of Michigan. A random sample of 2,b*incipals
sel.ected from the elementary, junior high, and senior higt school levels
of the public schools of Michigan provided the tesis for this study. Of
the 250 principals contacted, 190 .(78%) responded.

Each respondent %es requested to complete a questionnaire which
consisted of 17 questions and a brief description of tbe philosophies o
three different drug abuse prevention education progrns. Six additicnal
questions were asked with regard to each philosophy s effedtiveness. The
Instrument, designed by the Researcher and his guidance =ittee, was
entitiled, Drug Abuse Prevention Education Program Questi ire. Chi-
square tests for independence and repeated measures analysi*of variance
tents were used to analyze the results.

1
ft.

Major Findings

The statistical tests supported the following findings:

.i. There in a stgnificant relationship between the,size of the
student body of a school and (1) the percentage of the stOdent bOdy who are
regular upers of,drugs, (2) the percentage of drug use in the school,
(3) the seriousness of drug problems in the schnol, and (4) the existence
of a written policy far drug users and drug abusers.

2. There in a significant relationship between the location 'Of the
whoO1 and (1) seriousness of,drug problems in the school, and (2)
principals' political beliefs.
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3. 'There is a significant relationship between the level of the
school and (l) the percentage of drug use in the school, (2) the number
of studenty who are regular users of drugs, (3) severity of the drug

problem, (4) the existence of a written policy for drug users, (5) how
the written-policy is distributed, and (6) whether or not drug abuse
educapion units are taught primarily in one department.

\le. There is no apparent relationship between the extent of drug
use in the school and any of the.20 dependent variables considered in
this study.

5. There in a significant difference in the way principals perceive
the effectiveness of the three drug abuse prevention edUcation programs
which were considered in this study.

6. The respondents were miii.st in favor of PhilOsphy III, value-

clarification and decision-making skills and least in favor of Philosophy
I, factual and Legal inprmation.

7. The elementary principals felt that value-clarification and
deolsion-making skills would be most effective In reducing drug abuse
if taught at the e/ementary level. The junior high principals felt a
pr6graM with thin same philosophlownuld belnnst eflbctive in *educing
drug abuse if taught at the junior high level. The senior high principals
felt that valUe-glarificatiunand decisionlmaking skills would be most
effective in reducing drug abuse. if taught at the senior high level.

4.
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Braga, Gerald F. A Comparison of Experiential antSlassroom Learning
Models in Teaching Health Problems of the Poor. MD. 1974. 157 p.
(Marshall Kreuter) University of Utah.

The general problem was to assiss diffrences, if any, in eelected /
areas of knowledge, attitudes and behavior among students xposed to a e1/06-
room model with students exposed to an experiential (oommunity live-in)

'

model in learning about health problems of the poor. 'Specific problems
included: the selectioh of instruments, the development of methods and
materials for teaching the classroom and xperiential groups, and the
measurement of students' knowledge, attitudes, and behavior related to
tha poor and their health problems.

Twenty-three students enrolled in a workahop entitled "Health Dilemmas
of the Urban Poor" along Ath a student control group (N 15) participated
in the study. Fifteen students enrolled in an experiential group and spent
the majority of their time immersed in the community. Eight students

;%nrolled in the classroom section and spent their time in the Classroomonly. Both groups studied the same content, relative to health problems
of the poor - one group through direct experience and the Other group
vicariously. Following their "live-in" or claserooe experiences both
groups were separated for debriefing fnd problem solving.

The research design was classified as quasi-experimental. The level
of significance for acceptence or rejection of the null hypotheses vas
.set at the 0.05 level. haw scores on all knowledge and attitude'seales
were recorded for pre end post assessments. The Oat& were then analyzed.
using a 2 x 3 analyais of variance design to assess treatmeni of poops
and test replicationi. Pest behavior peasures included an unobtrusive
behavior measure and a self-report behevior inventkry Which were conducted
four and 'six months following the experience_respeftvely.

The findings included:

1. 115)th the classroom and experiential group improved
sigoificantty (p<0.01) on knowledge gain between
pre end post-test. No significant differences were
found between the.experiential and classrooe groups.but
both were significantly different than the corp-ol geoup.

2. The classroom and experiential gr9up bothperceived
the poor to be, strongerjoilimintsolocational intervandoft
(p<0.05). ,P

3. The poor mete perceived as Watthier. Hy the experiential. '

group t0414011# pialers16 in,tha ebasouniti tp< Om).

4
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4. In the experiential group, students were cooperating
with state. legislators in their learning endeavors.
Following iheir interaction studdnts in thelive-in settioi ?
demonstrated significant (p< 0.05) attitude shift to
perceiving the legislators as softer individuals snd not as
hard as earlier thought.

5. Medieel doctors were perceived only by the classro40
group to be less sensitive, more cruel, and less//
positive following educational'intervention (p<0.05)

6. Both the classroom and experieltial group reported
positive behavior commitment to,the health problems
of the poor although there were no differences between
the groups.

We"
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Kresge, John David. A COOD4d801 gl 4 1qkL, Monssakin?okfulation Veils ?ercp4 tcpt ratory rbt Seventy-five
a iliktir-pLve Portent Sqipent o_tAtt Spiromettic Cutv,. M.S.1074. 63 p. (W. A. Kos Oregon State University.

Forced vital capacity lung
expiration examinations of non-smoking and cigarette-smoking

malisample populations were com-pared to determine if the 75 to 85 percent segment was a sore
sensitive test of early lung dysfunction. The nonsmoking popu-
lation was compos'ed of 240 men who were tested for values of
forced vital capacity and forced expiratory flow 25 to 75 percent.Of this original group, 213 were evaluated for forced expiratoryflow 71 to 85 percent. The sooking population contained 75healthy men who had a history'of consuming ten or more.cigarettesper day for at least ten years. All participants were betweenthe ages of 30 and 49. Nine-liter Steed-Wells spirometerswith a plastic bell were used to measure lung capacity.
Differences between the populations were determined by usinglin* analysis of covariance. Predictive regression equationswere formulated for nonsmokers and smokers for FVC, FEV25.757and FEF75,857..

The primary significant difference between the nonsmokersand smokers was found in the forced expiratory capacity flowrates farthest from total lung capacity (FEF75_857). Flow ratesfor the middle half of the spirogram (FEF25-757) were not signi-
ficantly different for these twe populations. Neither was,there a difference for the forced vital capacity (FVC). In
general, two other tests were found significant for only theFEF7545.4 First, smokers with any symptoms of pulmonary
damage as defined through the Emphysema Screening and Research
Center questionnaire averaged significantly lower spirogram
values. Secondly, the more years an individual smoked (minimum
of ten cigarettes per day) the lower his test score.

so*
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Brock; Michael Steven. Self-Evaluation of Seconilary School Health
Teschers as Compared to Classroom Student Evaluation of the Same Teachers.
M.S. 1973. SOp. (Robert J. Houston) Oregon State Uniuptity.

Sixteen secondary school health teachers evpluated theie own course
teaching performance. Students in each, af these cburses'evaluated the
same teacher and the results were compared. An adapted version of a
teacher rSting form developed by the School of Agriculture; Vegon State
Universitywas used by all study particlipants. Teacher performance was
measured separately in terms of nine crftergia indicated-on the rating

scale. Data were analyzed using a %Veiled student "t" test which
suggested that of the sixteen teachers tested; (a) a significant
difference existed-wherein the majority of teachers underrated tWnElelves
in seven evaluative'criteria as compared to the average class ratings of
the same criteria; and (k) a significant difference ex4sted wherein the
majority of teachers overrated themselves in two evaluative:criterfa as
compared to the average class rating of thesame criterion.

r.3

3
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Sryen. Jambes 'Ward.
94A441044 169.1. 4 RUE Phiati'm ?row*, O.cRlumbis 9R1leae,21..CRlumbim UnLvgrei,s. $d.D, 1974. 85pe'amiss L. Maltettil Teacheta College, Clumbia University.

I('

Purpose of tha Stu4y. The purpose AN.this study Was,two-
fold: (I) to determine the extent of drug use among a sample
of students attending Columbia College of Columbia Untversity in
an attempt to identify and quantify the drug experiences and
attitudinal characteristics of the sample; and (2) to derive
guideline that could be OPP lied to an effective on-campus

am -dug oducation.basid on the data obtained in (1) and
other sourcAr.

rtoceduNes. A sample of 375 Columbia College Students
i150 athletes and 225 nonparticipants'in athletics)4as selected
to determine the drug use patterns on camOus. A questionnaire
(Inter-University prugiSurvey Council of Metropolitan New york)
was used as the data..gathering instrument. No attempt was made
to compare the drug use patterns of these two groups.

Results and Conclusions. prig use is an integral part of
the Columbia Collage scene. The majority of the subjects were
better than average students who planned further academic train-ing upon graduation. Marijuana is the drug most tided by the
majority of students.

Guidelines. College officials ehould.recOgnize that drug
use is a part of camptlw life.

A drug education program should be multifaceted, as muCh
with regard.to techniqUes and approaches as to content.

There should be student involvement itOthe planning,
management, and evaluation of a drug education program at
Columbia College.

MA' education programs should focus on the reason' given
by stUdents for drug Use and non-use in an attempt to achieve
desired goals and objectves.

*valuation of the drug education p ogram should be under-
taken.froe the beginning.

HEALTH EDUCATION COMPLET,ED RESEARCH, VOL. II



Bundy, Joesph Newton, An Analysis of Literature to Develop the
Environmental Health Content for School Curriculum, Ed.D, 1974.
331 p. (Fred J. Holger) West Virginia.

The researcher identified principles and concepts considered
'imayntial and with long-term recommendatias for environmpntal health
content in the School Health Curriculum. A second aapect of the
research was, to classify'and validate the concepts in each of the
five<major areas of water.pollution, air pollution, solid waste
pollution, noise pollution, and population pollution.

. The study was limited to: (1) the identification of environmental
health information for content in the School Curriculnm, (2) -health
',information reported.in the literature from January 1.961 to January,:
1,73 as.it relates to trends and issues on environmental health, (3).-
concepts and principles needed for Health'Iducation majors on the
college level, and (4)*akamination of the environmental health in-
formation by a jury of five members who were intimately involved in
anvironmental studies or Who ha4 knowledge concerning health education
information- ae it relates to environmental health.

-An Educational Resources Information Center search was made to
identifrarticleennd materials ava le. for the study. In

addition to theAducational Resourj4 a Information Center search,
dissertatioelibetracts and the Cu Index Journal of Education were
used as additional sourcer'for information. This search
revealed Material releOent to envircmmental health and related to
School'Health Education. The literature review used sources such as
1)-reports of national conferences on environmental health, (2),re -
t textbooks written by rvicognixed authorities in the field of

environmental h rth, (a) recent articles concerning environmental
health frqm acc pted periodicals, (4) graduate dissertations in
health .ducatios and environmental health, and (5) reviews' of legis-
Jation action ijd. lews from the Con*reuion4 Record and the
Environmental Protection Agency.

The informetion was analysed to eliminaui dupliCation and
nrginixed into a checklist consisting of'simpiemoncit0;ual,eritmeente
and submitted to a jury of five membera.vhich categorlied inch item
as essential, desirable,.advisable, or nonpertinent f r Content in
health:education. Two of the jurymeaber were selected da the basis
of: (1) held a doctor's degre44 (2) were aseociated vititeachir
. education in relatiom to environmentaA healrhi:and 0) had,been
affiliated with sthool health education,for tat leallt tan ysere. The
remaining three were selected from the'profeeeional field ot
engineering and w*th experience in the ares.ofl environmental heaitth;,,j
studies and had been wqrking in the field of, environmental4rdteCtion

The eh:4as ccecept statements ismaluated in the chetkliete adre .
claaaified and ranked according 'to 'toCal wsfght received froml,ell jury
members, The author expanded theit ConCepts.io reflect the review
_Of literature in mach of the environmental Categorise to consCitute
material for content In School Currivnlum.

HEALTH 'EDUCATION COMPLETED'412aIEARCH. y01-0
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A

, The research revealed heaithlbroblexisassociated with-each of the
five cetegories of watet pollutton, air pollutiog4 *id waste pollution,
noise pollution. and.popul,tion pollution; these problmas in the
final analysis wer he direct-result.a of irresponsible human'behavior.

The study,des ted the literature aVailible 'en en4irekenta3
health tor a School riculum- dubeequent'matettal.Was developed
in easay form pertaining to ea checklist. and its individual.topic.
Composite aoores on each concept from the five Afrironsental topic
checklists"were included to illuitrate the. basis for recommendations. '
and Content values.. Each individual concept was.ranked and expanded,\

to provide coptenCoo.environhental health for a School Curriculum.

f

ft
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Serbens,'Linda Kay. 6,7Ha1lt Kilo/Ulu 'lig/ Lsts. trqsofftkvt4h291 .

ftlja*Ies.1.9ts. ft.P.U41,41,197t. 150 p-'..(14werd 11.-Jobne)-

University ot Califotnie.1104 Anlielee.,
,- ,

.

.

:The purpose ot this investigation was to. devklop a health
inoWledge teetfor prospective.schookhaa1th educators.. The .

test was dieigned to Appraise the cognitive ntepetencies of
eelected health education content areas. To accompliihthis

' task, the test construction and descriptiye survey methods
. .

were utilised for this +study.
.. '

b

fore develop ing the instrument it-was necessory to eXamine
e compete cie. required for the Health Raienct-Specialtst

nstruction'Credential as specilled by thePlilifornia Ryan
Commission fol Teacher Preparation and Licensing; the'Pramework .

foi Health Instruction Iffealifornia Public Schoola, college.
textbooks, reading =tale's, and existing health knowledge
tests. A list of bebavioril objectives was developed following
this research. The firet draft of the test instrument wai T '-,

41.eveloped by using these objectives as guidelines. A pilot
study using this first draft.was conducted. The test was re-
vised and administered again: Following this second revision,
thb test was shortened ineclarified. At this time-, the test

was sent to a Panel of Experts in School.Health EducatiOn asking
them-to review, criticise, and,ratA the test itemsi it.the same
time, the test was. sent and adeinistenpd At Califnia State.
University, Long.Beach; California State, University, Los Angeles;
California State Uniyersity, Northrigge; delitornia State uni-
versity,-Sacramento;,paliforta4-Stattt University, San Diega.-
The sample was composed of 116 State University juniors, seniors
and graduates. AAA subjects were volunteers. Both vales and

-females were included and all wereAtealth Science majors or
minors. 4 "control" group Wiuesplit into ptio parts. One part

consisted of twelve .0hysicareducationtajbors: .almost all wire
graduates. The second part included twenty-one indiViduals
who where neither Physical Education' majors, Health Science'

Ai

majors or minors. The "control" group was fraa Catifornia State
,

' University, Long,.Beach thd also were volunteers.
4,. ...

The hypothesis of the study was that a valid and reliable
health test could be developed to appraise specified Health
Education competencies of prospective school health aducstora.
Following, the constructiOn.of the test, it was neeessAm to

. examine the teat for reliability. .The teat-retest metM5T*nas
conducted n 16 California State Univirsity, Long Beach students
and.tisultdid in a correlation-of r,m :61. _The Spearean -Brown
tor.Oplii -halves formula #as camp ed.Uai he total health .-

sCisnci major-minai sample of . 'The ability weft found

to be-t760 by Olt& mathjd. Th Koder-RiChardson formula for
reliability was also computed. %is estimeted"the reliability
to be..615. These figures show the eliability of the test to
below. It was felt that the relia ility was low due to the
.ambiguities of the test instrument.

1

yr A
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The.test was then'efamiped for,valtdity...To aid this
examination for validity-, item discrimination indices,'diffi-
Culty ratings, functioning of responses, means and standard
deviation were determined.. Subjective validation was estab.4
lished by a.review of the telt instrument by a-panel of experts.
The final form of the test ffistrumant was revised according
to the statisticalmnalysii and the panel of experts suggestions.

The results of the test were then smalyaed. The followingse
hypotheses were tested at the .05 level of significance using
the anelysis ot variance test statistic:

H1: Thfre was no association between performance
on the test and sex.

H2: Class' standing hos no association with test
.performance.

re was no association between the tate
versity institutions and performance op

the test.

114' There was no asiociation between college major
and_test performance.

Analysis 'of the.hypotheses showed that there was no
stetistical difference between men's and,women's perlormancson
the teit. There was no statiietCal lifference between insti-
tutions in the test performance of students. However, class
standing wsis found to be associated with test performance,
and it appeared that the higher the class standing, the greater
the test score. There was found to be a significant difference
between college majors in their performance pn the test. When-

+ comparing graduate students, health science majors and minors
had a mean of 21 as compared with physical.education's majors
mean of 19.90 and hnot physical education or tiealth science
major or minoemean of 18.55. Multiple comparisons revmaled that
thia significant affference wevactually between health science
majors and the "Not physical education'or health science major
or minor" group. There was no significant difference between .

health science majori and physical education,majors.,

156
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Buricart, Joan Mario. Selected Education Legislation of
the Lyndon Baines Johnson Administration and ImplicatIcins
7617 nchool Health Education: Ph.D. 1971.-T45p. Oessi-e
Airreil-Wii) The University of Texas, Austin.

This study has presented a review of the major federal
educational legislation enacted during the Lyndon Baines
Johnson Admlaiutration, The eight laws were s9leated because
they directly affected elementary and secondary schools and '

teacher education. All the laws met the investigator's
criteria and were summarized by individual titles.

The outstanding health problems of pupils in elementary
and secondary schools and prospective teachers were revealed .

by analysis on the collected health statistical data.
Data was collected'on national samples for persons 5-17
years from 1963 to 1968. The study disclosed that each age
group experienced particular health problems. Although
Ihe causes of death were similar for all age gfoups studied, P

morbidity rates and the health problems fluctuated with age.
The health needs of students changed continually as a function
of age.

Upon,examination of the legislation and consideration of
the health problems, it was shown that the laws contained
implications for school health education.. The laws indicated
direct and implied provisions for school health education...

;
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Byrne, Robert Joeeph. The Effectiveness of Group iBlutung to Class-
room Ilstructioll in Chan in Pattern. of Drui Use. Ild.D. 1974.
182p, (William P. Anderson ) Columbia University.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the offootivenees of
several modalities of drug ducation in altering attitudes which are
predictive of drug Wows among tudents. The following modalities were
investigated: a) group counseling (an ex post facto study); b) inter-
action groups led by teachers with training in drug ducation; c) class-
room instruction emphastaing drug information.; d) classroom instruc- .

tion smphasizing components of affective ducation.

The principal measurement instrument wan'The Drug Attitude
Inventory which was etandardised among a known population of students
who in confidential interviews disclosed their use or non*Ayse of drugs.
The research design involved pre and posttosting of both ale expert,
mental groups and a control group for each treatment condition. The
analysis of covariance was the statistical method used to measure the
effect of the programs in changing attttudes.

In the ex post facto study, both the experimental anditontrol
groups regressed over the ten week time frame of the program; howiever,
the etperimental group experi6ced less deterioration of poettive
attitudes related to drug use. In the study concltning interaction
groups, there WAS no significant change between pieteeting and post-
[tutting. However, it was found that students who perceived the group
xperience as predominately related to drugs increased positively in
their attitudes when oompared to the group Shich perceived the sx-
.perience to be unrelated to drugs, 4tUdents who were self selected in
-the groupa had lower scoreebon the pretest hut did not change be- 14
twgen pretest and postteet SS a reault of the program when compared with
orhdents who were recommended to the igteraction groups by school offi-
ciate.

In the mtudy involving classroom instruction, the cless which
emphasised informational aspects about drugs changed in their
attitudes in a reveree direction-when compared to a control group. The
groin, involving crassroom inatruction aupented by affective educa-
tion experienced no aignificant change in attitudes when compared to.
itm control group.,

One of the major conclusions of the research was that drug educa-
tion programs of a strictly factual nature are ineffective in alter-
ing attitudes related to drugs in a positive direction. The method .
holding the most promise for future practice were considered to be
groin) interaction and affective classroom"Procedures. The iroup
'interaction program served an important function in attracting a
Priority tareet ArOAA of students who demonstrated conspicuously `
negative dru 4tirudes as compared to the control grolop which was
randomly me ;ed., Moreover, it was observed thet lerge poeitive
gains In drug use. behavior and attitudes should not be anticipated
followine nhort /ere programs.

I.
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All of the recommendations for future practice centered on the

,options available to junior or senior high school principals Or the
small,district drug coordinator. The following recommendations were
rendered: a) that programs of a porelyjnformattonal nature be
either abandoned or restricted to tudents who specifically request
Ithe. Informetion; b) that in-service programa, be developed with 'thi4
aim of.enhancing mwsrenese of staff reSponsibilities regording.drug
problems; c). that the involvement of outside agencies be scrutinized
in termm of the objectives oleducational programa; d) Chat further
research be Conaidered in order to determine the, potential of
programs of greater depth and intensity as well as the vtabiltty.of
programs augmented by assistance from para.profeesionale.

4

0
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Campbell, Barry lha can. Re owmandations for tail ImprOpment of Basis
Health Instructi in Mip gen 9mmun y alleges. 1§7). 188 p.
TT-Riogh Railer 'arena University.

The Problem-

. The problem orthis investigatwas to'make recommendations for
the tmprovement of basic health instruction in Michigan community
colleges. The solution of this problem was contingent upon an
evaluation bf these prOgrams.

Prolcedures

Marion T. Carr's An Evalbation 1nstryment for the Basic Concentrated
colleje Health Course waiseTected for utEI1iit1i irtfiTi-Thvestfgation.
The initialitifiiii-ilbjected to a refinement process prior to application.

The interview.technique was utilized to collect data from the 20
eligible Michigan community colleges.that participated in thisinvestiga-
tion. 4" .

. FindIngs -

.
Major findings 'as they related to basic tealth instruction program

success.in Michigan community colleges were:

1. A considerable disparity existed betweeh the scores of the
lowest and highest ranking institutions. The mean degree of attainment
for all institutions was 5.70 on the nine point scale.

Liss than three credit hours were given in 30 percent of,the
institutions for completion of the basic health class.

3. Research in heip.education was practicallyldon-existent.

4. Health eduggtion was not accorded appropriate status in its
respective divisionP

5. Some semblance of-a course of studi was evident at 17 of the
20 institutions.

6. The eqqivalent of a masters degree in health education was held
by 30 percent of the health instructors.

7.:For the most part, ;t1ddents and other resource people were not
being illOred in courSe planning.

8. Topical areas of course content were generally quite diverse.

9. Library anallother Supplementary resource material appeared to
be adequate.

1Q. Lecture and/or discutslon techniques prevailed in health clap
teachihg. T,

,
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11. Written.knowledge4ests were most often used in the evaluation
of studenti.

, 12. The lowest ranking major area was 'relationships.

13.. The viability of basit health programs was a concern expressed
by several intervitWtes.

Conclusions

The conclusions of this investigation mere:

1. The criteria for judging the quality of health inttruction
were only,parttelly met, which indicatat that there is considerable .

need for the improvement of certain aspects of the basic. health.'
4 instruction program in Michigan community colleges.

.2. The instrument used in this investigation gives promise for
providing a valuable tool for the self-ippraisal of basic health
tnstruction in community colleges.

Implementations

The following implementations are suggested as they relate to basic
health instruction program improvement in Michigan community colleges:

, 1. .A minim6 of 45 clock hours of in-class instruction and three
academic tredit hours:for course completion should be given.

2', Action research should be promoted and Supported.

. 3. Health education departments should clearly delineate the
responsibilities of health educators and give that aspect of the
curriculum full support.

V.
4.: The course of study should contain measurable outcomes'and be

revised-every triree years.

5. Health educators should take additional formal dburse work in
the health sciences.'

6.- Efforts should be made to include studetits aillibther personnel
in the planning of health education classes.

: 7. Alternatives to letturt and/or discussion teaching techniques
should be explored.

8. Modifications should be considered as they relate to student
evaluation

9. The entire atea of relationships should belgiven more
attention.

HEALTH EDUCATION COMPLETED RESEARCH, VOL. U
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I.
. liecommendatiOns

On.the.basts. of .this investigation, it is recommended that the
0.udieVlis ffliti4t4d:

. . .

,

l A study'should.be undertaken in-two years to determine if this
iniestigation has had a'significant impact.

. 2. The instruMent utilizedSin this investfgation should be
ret1sed and circulated as a self4viulation tool.

3. A stUdy should be instituted for the purpose of improving
health services in Michigan commuAity colleges.

N

1Caanava, Margarita H. An livtluetion 9.1 Ds Health, Knot ladle 21. gtitdent&
in fifth- gal lila ()lade 2,1 .vaakkagus ism! Ish221. District, &Lica.M.8.. l973,i, 48 p. (J. Pearce) .Utah State University.

It

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the health knowledge of
fifth and sixth grade stUdents in a ltege school.district of New York
State. The AMINO; Ploalth Education Test, Pons 11, was administered to
693 students within 26 ranDorly sampled classrooms. Results of the tests
wert analysed and comparisons to national norma were made by grade andGist..The findings were: (1)Pittit grade males and females scored highec
than the national nomwith ignificance,at the `.01 Until et confidence;
(2) Six* grade males scored higher than the motional norm with signifi-,
came at the .01 level of cOnfidence; (3) Sixth grade female* cored
higher then the neat:m*10;one with significance 'at the .0$ level of
confidence.

Although the subjects differed- signifieintly frost the national norms,
the differences *ere slight. It was, therefbre, concluded that the fifth
and sixth grade students of Wappingers Central School District were
achieving, in regard to health, knowledge, at a tsvel very hear the
national kens*
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Carlton, Bill. Adulfs' Knowledge of, Neqs for, Attitudes 'Loward and Utilizati,n
of Heelth and Medical Resources in TWO Southeastern, Kentucky.Counties.
M.D. 1973. 216p. (Bill C. Wallace) University of Tennessee.

The.purposes of this study were to collect and disseminate information in
(our areas of health and medical care that may be.used by health planners
to improve the health-next and tickcere that are received by the population
of Bell end Harlan Counties, Kentucky. The four areas of concern were:
(1) .attitudes end opinions toward health and medical care; (2) health needs;
(3) health knowledge; and (4) the utilization.of medical services and facilities.
Another purpose of thestudy was to determine if the survey can be-used to
initiate health education activities in fifteen communities of Bell and Harlan
Counties.

The funds to complete this study were provided by Appalachian Rdgional
Hospitals, Incorporated, Lexington, Kentucky. It was coordinated through
the Office of Education, Appalachian Regional Hospitals, Middlesborov
Kentucky. Fifteen communities in Bell and Harlan Counties, Kentucky,
were elected and an individual in each community was employed to interview
one a r in twenty different households in each community. The National
Opinio Reeearch Center, Chicago,.Illitois," provided the survey instrument
which has deemed appropriate after a preliminary study was completed.

It was found that the people of Bell and Harlan Counties, Kentucky,'

perceived ,sickness to be an inherent part of their life-style, and they
were unhappy nd pessimistic about the state of their health. However,
it also was found that the people did nut take proper preventive measures
to protect their health although they believed-such measures were important.
The population's knowledge of disease and disease symptoms was quite low,
and physicians, clinics, and hospitals did not provide the health information
needed to *rove this knowledge. The population did not hold the phyaigians
of Bell and Harlan Counties in high esteem, and the people were'dissatisfied

with many aspects of the system that provided sick-care to them. Insufficient
money wee perceived as a barrier that confrohted many people who sought
care in the two counties; and the lack of money influenced the decisionfrof
many not to seek care when perhaps ttey should have. The population strongly
ndorsed a type of insurance that wo cover all the medical.and dental
expenses incurred by their families. Some innovations in sick-cav
delivery had been made to provide more efficient and effective sick-care
to a greater number of people, but it appears that little effort had been
made to provide health-care to the population. There ore sigdificant
differences in the number of outpatient physician contacta by family
units whose care wag paid primarily by the Union Funds, Medicare, and

, P6blic Assistance an'd family units who paid for outpatient care themselves.
However, there are no significant difierencis in the time hospitalized in
the last five years by family units whose methods of payment differed.

Several recommendations are given which would appear to reduc' the

/1

incidence of illness and-improve the health of the people in Bell d

Harlan'Counties, Kentucky. Also, recommendations are given that an

improve the relationshiP between the people and the workers in the

sick-este delivery pystem. The practical aspects of each recommendation

are discussed. ......
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Carruth, Betty Ruth. Attitudes, Personality T'raits, and Nutrition Knowledge
At Predictors of Nutrition-Related Behavior of Nutrition Education Assistants.
Ph.Dr. 1974. 254p. (Helen L. Anderson) University of Missouri, Columbia,

Selected Nutrition Mblucation Assistants (NEAs) in the Missouri
Food and Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP) participated in a study
determine levels of nutrition knowledge regarding weight modificati
identify common personality traits, and asseafkattitudes toward the
of nutrition an& 2) examine the interrelationships among knowledge,
attitudes, and observable behaviors doiumented.

xpanded
o: 1)

practice

personality,

11

Findings were to serve as a pilot study in determinkng if interre tion-
ships occurred and aa A basil.; for more extensive attitude stuflies in oth rgroup*. A need exists for'a betterunderstanding.about the discrepancy
between knowledge of nutrition and its subsequent application.

NEAs in oneaKea( experimental group) and other NEAs scattered.through
rural areas of Missouri (control group) were matched for income, months of .experience in EFNEP, education, marital htatus, age; and children. Instru-ments for assessing attitudes,

nutritioe knowledge, and classifying behaviors
as practices of nutrition were fotmulated as part of the measdrement phase.
1To increase validity of the observation data, the primary and a secondary
investigator traveled with the experimental NEAe for.five and three weeks, :

respectively. ,The objectives of the research were disguised and none of the'
NEM Mere .informed until all data had been collected.

The experimental NEAs participated in a fiveAfeek training sehaion in
July and August. A pre- and post-test knowledge'instrument was administered
prior to and following the training sessions.

. .

k
Personality iluestionnaires ana the att tude instruments were adminietered

in April and in July prior to the training ssions. Behavioral measures
included a Mail-in-Request for the combined oup,(N27) and a summed
behavioral score composed of 1) verbal 2) observed, and 3) Mail-in-Requests
for the expeetmental NEAs (N14, The Mail-in-Request was literacy-rated
weight modificatkon literature made available to all NEAs in the/state.

For experimental NEAs, five training sessions on weight modification
resulted in a positive cognitive gain.(v..05). Both bivariate and multi- .1.,, .

vsriate analyses indicated that definite a cognitive gain, for experimentatNEAs,, no intergroup difference in Mail-in Requests occurred. Neither knowledge
test scores nor changes in gcores as a result of instruction were as potent
predictors of behavior as attitudes and personality traits. '

For the combtned group (N27), 60 percent of the variance in Mail-in
Requeate *Ss associated Oith attitudes and personality traits of intelli-
gence, emotional stability, and conservatism. For the experimental group,
a and attitude scores accounted for 77 percent of theAlieriance in Summed
B viors. The negative effect of age in the experiment4111..NEAs eannot tve

. 'et unted for by difference in mean age,between control and experimental
groups. Thus, a combination of age and/or attitudes and petrpnality traits
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explained most of thleariance Associated withiietiAtta,foxAoth'grooPO.:
'':11exibility in attit" and 40 personality W48 Oicto Med 'poeitiVely. With

both groups..
we

-Of's. -item attitudeinatrument dewelopedlor this:resea 11-L

:401tements re judged Ao. have an evaluetive dimension that "change-1A' goOdl

and'were a ociatedvith Summed Beheviors of experimdbtal MBAs. Based on ,.

.sCale valueiderlved tree rankings by professional judge*, a subset of eight

statements were designated as reflecting rigidity.' Although a mafCrity of

..MBAs disagreed"vith theeight rigid 'statements, 75'percent agreed that "The.

Basic Four rood dreups are the only usable tools for Olanniawan adieuate.

This finding emphaeltes thatjiasic Four Food droups ar4r, feflrifflO,
'well,-but may encourage a rigid.tendency la ice/slang multiple approaches to

Attlitling dietary Adequacy. - .

.
Based en contributioneof the 17 statoments and the eight rigid items

to explaining varianoe Afl flie behavioral data, it is concluded that they

represent a beginning pointfor the development of further attitude

Instruments to be'used tn research in nutrition education.

r

11

CarsOn,,Linda. ABOELmieti bat! of Rua Rdvation is N4r44C

iCeynty, Pennnxlvanin. M.114. 1974. 60 p. (Lawmen* F. Loosing)

Slippery Rol* State College.. .

The survey was given to 1,525 senior students in the 12
publfc,high schools in Mercer 'County. A chi square analysis

Nes done on each question to lietermine if there was a signifi-'

cant difference'between how 'hales and females responded to .

each question and also to determine if there was a significant
difference.between'how studento from each of the 12 schools,

answered each question. Significance was recorded et the' .01

level. It was found that the majority of students feel that
drug education jps needed in the public schools, however,
they do net agree that it curtails experimentation with drugs.
The majority of seniors favor open, honest discussions in the
classrooms. A larger-percemtage of males are being exposed
to drug unite taught only by Xectures. Students favor out,-

side speakers,'especially addicts'Auld ex-addicts. One-fourth

of the seniors who Were surveyed dfd not receive 'drug education
of any kind.

,
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Cartwright, Norma Sue, A Comparative Analysis of Instructional Systems
Suggested in Selected Professlonel Health and Safety Education Textbooks
and Instructional Siam. Textbooke, H.S.D. 1974. 154 p. (J. Keogh
Rash) Indians University.

The Problem

The problem of the study was to investigate the possibilitytof
developing recommendations for improving the,content of professional
health and safety education textbooks in terse of inclusion of appro-

;

pria.e recommended instructional systems. The purpose of the study was,
to p ovide a basis for improving the 'quality of professional health and
safst education instruction in schools and colleges.

,

Procedures

A jury of experts in health and safety education was given a list
of 20 professional health and safety education textbooks and requested
to select the 15 texts considered superior in terms of instructional
systems suggested for the presentation of content in a learning situa-
tiom,, Similar procedures were utilizetrto identify the instructional
systeil textbooks for the study.

A master list of suggested instructional systems was developed
based on Cechniques appearing in the instructional systems textbooks.-
Items were defined or explained; multiple terms for specific items were
identified. Percentages and rank order's were used to analyze and
interpret t'he data.

.Findings

,Findings fncluded:

1.4 The instructional syitems textbooks contained 122 different
instructional systems recommendations for presenting _content.

2. Of the 122 items suggested by the instructionsl systems
textbooks the health and safety texts included 91 items.'

3. Of the 122 items suggested by the instructional systems text-
book authors the health and safety texts unanimous14 recommended 8 items. A

4. Together, the health and safety textbooks analyzed revealed
that the authors failed to recommend 25 percent of the 122 instruotional
systems saggested 4n the instructional systems textbooks.

V '

5. The health and safety textbooks writers recostendid an
additional 86 items not included in the instructional systems teitbooks.

HEALTH EDUCATION COMPLETED. RESEARCH, VOL. II
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Of the additional 86 instructional systems suggeited by the
wrlters of the'health and safety textbooks none was unanimously recom-

, mended by the health.and safety texts.

7:' Together, the two sets of.textbooks contained 208 different
instructional systems recommendsVons.

8. Of the 208 instructional items appearing inathe two sees of
textbooks the highest number of itime appearing in a Angle health and
safety text was 109 items or 52 percent of the total number of systeas
located in the investigation. .

Conclusions

Based on the findings of the Study it is concluded that there is
-only minimal agreement among health and safety authors an to which ,

techniques are recommended for the presentation of subjeCt matter. Only

fair agreement existi between instructional systems authors and health
and Safety authors as to which techniques are recommended for presenting

content.

Implementations

The followin$ implementations resulted from.the findings of'the.

study.

1. Teacher preparation institutions should require a eupplementary
instructional systems textbook for a health and safety methods course.

2. Publieherom should re-evaluate health and safety textbook

,content regarding the inclusion of recommended instructional systems

techniques. it appearm.health and safety textbook authors should expand
the quantity of techniques to include those systems considered media
technology in nature. Additionally', health and safety authors should
strive for increased uniformity regarding instructional systems recom-
mended for 'presented content.

3. It I. recommended that health and safety textbooks include
more commentary on the advantages and disadvantages of specific instructional
techniques, use of specific techniques, and application of certain
techniques as opposed to merely suggesting adoption of them.

,ri
Recommendation

On the basis of the findings of this Study dt-is recOMmended 'the

further research-1n heAlt edpcation be conducted to determine the

Jffectiveness of the use.of speCif1,0 instructional systems recommended
for pripenting content.

HEALTH EPUCAT1ON COMPLETED RESEARCH, VOL. 11
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Chaseer, Aerthaleme.
11.325111.21.31h

N at 1 Ttiat 1114.4ieklity seiag k it
. 1971e.. 47 p.

via, . Ivens Jaeksoe stats Uhiversity.

Scope and Wethod of §tudv. The purpose of this study was
toletormine if the ffects of hilhintensity exercise on
individuals who have.sickle cell trait influence heart rate
differently from those who do.not have the trait. With refer-
ence to heart rate five hypotheses were tested: p.) there is
no significant difference between the pre-test of siCkle cell
trait and non-sickle cell trait individuels In the lying, sitting,'and standigg vicmitions for one minute, (2) thereis no signif-
icant difference between the post-test of sickle cell trait
and non-sickle cell trait individuals in the lying, sitting, and
standing poiitions for one minute, (3),there is no significant
difference between the pre- and post test of sickle call.trait
and now-sickle cell trait individuals in the lying, sitting, and
standtng positions for one minute, (4) there is no significant
afference between heart rate immediately after exerCise of
individuals with sickle cell trait and non-sickle cell trait
over a four week period, (5) there is no significant difference
in recovery heart rate for (one, two, 'three, and four) minutes
after exercise of individuals with sickle cell trait and non-
sickle, cell trait over a four week period.

Twenty black male freshmen, ranging in ages from 18 to 24
years, were used An this study. The subjects were divided into %Itwo gioups, control and exper3mental. The control group was
randomly assigned and the experimental group was assigned on thebasIs.of the sickle c rait results. The subjects were pre-
tested for heart rat h groups followed thg,same exerciseprogram. The program sted of (the Harvard-Step Test) eget....
cising three days i week.(Menday, Wednesday, and Friday) for an
eight-week, period. ,All exercise periods consisted of five
minutes. Upon completion of-the eierciso program a post-test
was administered to both groups.

findings and COnclusiong. A t-test was used to determine
the ignificant difference between means at the 0.05 level. All
hypotheses were supported by the results. Since the sample in-
vestigated was rather small, a Menn-Whitney U-Test was cemputed.
The Menn-Whitney U-Teat.also confirmed the hypothgpes tested.
On the basis of the eviaence of this study according to the
physiograph measurements, high intensiiy exercise had no signi-,

168

ficant effect' on heart rate, of sickle cell trait dr on non-
sickie cell treit individnals.

7
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Clarfield, steven Paul. An 'Analysis of Referral Problems,and their
Rel tion to Intervention &els IR a Sao-iiii-a--iia Preventivifir
ea t rogram. Th.,(5771973. T-2-0). , (Emoi-IT; 'ffiT)werirlin-iieiTiTy of

. .
Rochester.

0 The effectiveness of school-based programs for early detection of
maladaptation depends, in large measure, on how welt help agents
communicate concerns about the child's school adjustmept problems and
articulate intervention'plans for him. This research examined the
development and use of two instrumepti, a Teacher Referral Form (TO)
and an Aide Goal? Form ,(AGF), designed to further these objectives in a
progrem that uses nonpeofes.sional child-aides, Working under professional
supervision, as frontrline help agents.

,

The TRF. is a trehaviorally oriented instrument (49 items) desitned to
provide the mental health, teen with the teacher's perceptrk of the
child's behavior and school problems at the time he is referred to the
program. Test retest re1iab1lity, for the full scale TRF Was .92.
Factor analysis of the IRF based on two separate samples (N=373'anfl 297,
respectively) yielded conarable solutions, each with-four basic problem.
dimensions: Learning CO Acting-Out (A); Shy-Anxious (); and Social
class -(SC).

4

TRF item frequency a lysis'for a sample of 373 primary graders
referred for special help indicated that teachers are most concerned

"with L problems, seven of the teh most frectuently checked items
belOnging to this cluster, A and SA problems followed L problems in'
order of frequency. Though SA items were less frequent than Lpr A, they
occurred often enough to indicate substantial absolute concern aGout
such problems by teachers.

4.
Di fferences ,in problem frequency by sex, locatieh (city-suburban)

a d grade level were tested by a three-way, least squares Anova dessign.
Bo s bad significantly mdre overall probtems'and.more A and L problerhs,
w le girls had significhntly more SA problems than boys. City.children -
hfrl significantly more overall problems and more A and SC problemi' than
uburban chi 1 dren . Generally,' there were no grade level- di fferences.

The AGF inclutied most goals identified fon chiltiren
previously referred to the Orogram. It.was designed tifmeasure the
scope, freque.pcy and patterning of gokls established by aides and their
supervisors, for referred Children. AGF factor'analysis results for a
group of 363 primary grade children seen by the program yielded,four

. factors: Reduce Acting-Out Behavior (RA); Decrease Shy-Anxious behavfor
(DSA); Improve Specific Academic Skills, (ISASINand Improve Work
Patte s (IWP).'

A item frequency analysis indicated that melital health teanS
stresse ide-child secur.ity and feeling goals above all others-. These
goals we followed in frequency Gy IWP, RA, and OSA goals.. ISAS goa 1,

. were given latively little emphisiS, . ,.

I.
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Tests -bf differences of goal assignment by sex, city-suburban
status and grade level .followed TRF analysis proceddres.. Significantly
more_ovevall intervention gOals and more RA and IWP factor goals were
checked forl,boys than for girls, whereas more DSA and ISAS goals
were indicated for girls. Siwificantix move goals were noted, both
overall and on ISAS,, IWP, and 114 factors for city children than.for

,suburban children. There were basically no grade differences.
Mk.

Comparison of TRF and AGF data 1ndicati clear differences in
emphasis between leachers' and mental health teams' orientations to
school adjustment voblems. Teachers stressed specific educational and
behavioral problems, whereas teami emphasized security and feeling
goals. Mese differences in emphasis were reflected inlow to moderate
correlations between similarly labelled ,TRF and AGF factors.

The present investigation is limited to a portion of the schoolyear. The broader research, of which it is a part, however, includes a
comprehensive design with TRF outcomes (behavior change) data from
program and demographiCally comparable non=program schools. i.lbseguentreports will examine the relation of referral and goal data to outcomemeasures.

Collamer, David. The Develament of a Community Ctnte-f Committee
los the Americaq.Cancer Societyr° M.P.H. 1974. 53 p. (AllanStecklec and Gotepi Krishnalaurty)

California State University,
Northridgee

Community organization and social planning wbrk was ac-
complished in the initial development of a grasp-roots,.Coramnity
Cancer Committee fof the Ainerican°Cancer

Society. ,The target e
community was composed% in part, of impoverished black and .

Mexican-American residents.

As a result of the effOrt, (1) a significant number of
target community health professionqls and lay leaders offered'' their assistance-to the proposed Community Cancer.Committee,

number Of target community members expressed interett
in participating on the Community Cancet Committee, (3) three
target community hoepital administrators shOwed interest,in
providing cancer detection *services, and (4) continuity-Of-care
personnel of six target community hospitals stated their-intent
tb refer-cancer patients to the'American Cancer So ietY for
frie rehabilitative service*. A

In the paper the author also discusses The many prohlemS
he faced as a part-time comMunity

organizer, student, and
AMerican Cancer Society Volunteer working in 11146-iiority
ty. Several,recomm thendations are iade to e rican Cancer
Society regarding community service projects whiCh it might
pursue in lieu of develogrg a Community Cancer Committee. t

4

4
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Collins, Julk Ann. An Instrument To Evaluate Health Instruction Programa

in Secondary Schgols. -Ph.D. 1971. 180p. (C. Harold Vaenk-er) -Purdne

University.

The major purpose of this study was to develop and validate the ,

content of an instrugant to be used in self-evaluations ln order to

identify strengths and weaknesses in health instruction progIOM in

secondary schools.

Six areas were established, and standards an a basin for writinf

items were obtained from examination of theaprofessional literature. A

pool of items was developed and arranged within areas.on a five-point

Likert-type scale.

The preliminary form of the Rating Scale for Heillth Instruction

Program (RSHIP) containing 142 items wan submitted to A jury of 10
r.

experts in'order toq establish content validity. The jury also weighted

content areas op the,basis of 100 total points according To their -

judged v*lue, or relevance..

A preliminary tryout in selected mchools Iogether with the judges'

evaluations was used to reduce the instrument to 100 items.. The estimate

interjudge reliability was found to be nignlficant far beyond the ,01

Kvel of significance. OP

Tbe ft 1 form of Ihe-RSHIP consisting of 100 items was adminiatered

to selected sc ools in (Indiana and Kentucky by two self-evaluators in each

school and by t, nvestigator. Internal consistency reliability estimatep

(Pearson product-moment correlation Coefficients) were obtained for each item

with its area, in sobscore and with the total ItSHIP Score. Eighty-three items

correlated'signiLicantly, beyond the .05 level, with their respective Arty

scores, and 71 items correlated nignifieantl with the total sCOre.

.69

Kendall Rank Coryelation CoefficlektT were obtained for the three

combinations of raters ip each school for cachiarea and for the total

instrument. Between rater coerelation estimates within areas ranged from

-.51 to 1.00 and from .18 to .98 for of total instrument. One

hundred fifty-seven of the 180 correlation eatimates within areas were

found to he signifi(cont at or beyond the .05 level, while each of the

estimates for the tGtal instrument wan significant far beyond the 101 4

level.

. '\
.

Therefore( it.was coaclnded that the Rating Scale for Health

Instruction Programs was an object( d reliable instrument for aelf-

evaluation al4,Iyaluation by an out:Zrater. It wan further concluded

that tlie RSH011invidea a diagnostet means whereby strengths and weaknesses

in health insttuction programs become r adily apparent. The Rating Scale for

Health Instruction Programs further fesents recommended standards for

health instruction vrograms and, would be ha4pful to school

administrators-in acquainting them with program standards.

HEALTH EDUCAT1ONKOMPLETED RESEARCH, VOL. 11
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Combs, Barbara Jean. A Study of a Systems Analysis Approach to 01
Development of Collage Health Instructional rrograms. D.Ed. 1974.
251 p. (Warren E. With) University of Oregon.

The purpom of this philosophical study has been to investigate'
and apply the systems approach to the development of healtit in-
struction curriculum. The ultimate intent is a design for re-design

ywhich incorporates, directly or indirectly, the components of the
jnatructional setting.

Data from a survoyof the literature provides:, ..1) an'overview
of-Aistoeical and cdntemporary theories,of learning, 2).empirical
foundations of-,the instruct/onal function, the development of
educational objectivee, the use of InstructiOnal media, M'eattureMedt,
and the requirements An0 processes of evaluation, and 3) the
theoretal analysis of systmen theory and its potential applicakion
for in ructional purposes.

A systems structure for instructional plannin 8, and reference
gu elines for its eomponents, have been derived an htenthests of 1HM
compiled data. Thin system and its guidefGeh have been utilized
in the development of a unit of instruction for college level health
education.

The derived mental health Ault, applied-in the instructional
settieg, has been evaluated'from system fee4back and recommenda- -
tinns for re,-desigu formulated.

1
.4 this point in the utilization of.the system, data for rigorouft

comparison la nor avallabla. Thetmaloricy of the evaluation of
efflciency_end eefectiveneas is, therefore,of a subjective.nature. The
date cite(' in the.study support this judgmental fUnction as consistent
with body systems proceduie and the teaching process.

*Once derived, he system proved to_be highly efficient by cam-

o(Y)
parison to teache work qUality and output in preceding semesters. The

,organizational cheme allows for processing a greater volume of po-
tenttal elemedts and tor;generattng and utilizing inventive insights.

d.

ii77(

h eme'systatic effort to derive nnd utilize feedback has produced
a re'eomprehenn4ve criteria pool for ittatiuctional decision-making
a teacher performance. A malor asset of the system process is the
avility for pinpointini weaknesses and the consequent potential for

-- enhanO'ing the process. Contioteing teacher observation and evaluative
analysis: and continuing feedback from written exercises and oral
.student performance, and their evaluations of learning modes, test
item, and t hd teacher, have provided criteria for sPeentative and
Inventive imptovementa in each of thone elemento. Pre-tent, post-
tent results, compared with' written exereines. Ind orea discussion,

. implicate the origilfrof wenknessen in the leorning OPerience or
test item. These resultn ate Cncorporiited into the fonmulatlons
far imprhvemeotn within the syntem. .

ic
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The literature survey revleled data to support the stat,ed
hyptgheses: 1. Principlea that can be used for the identification
of Instructional media can be derived from the analysis of instruction-
al objectives. 2. The .analynis of student input and of the teacher
component will reveal, from each, criteria for the seloction of
inntructional media. 1. That systematic analysis of eiCh component

, and of instructional objectives will reveal principlen bhnt san be
used to determine the most desirable fit of these factors in a given
learning situation. The selection and integration of was -
based on°an analysis of the learner jnt teacher cempondnis and on
the behavioral objectives. No evItincc was found that indicates
.that the.system, by nature, confl ctii with purposes and processes
,considered, by hinders in educat on, to be the bestAhat is thought
and known about'the learning process. 0

4Consistent with the information found in the tireraturd, tbe
exemise of the syHtemn approach in the instructional setting met
logical and subjective evaluatlon,standards, reflecting itself-as an
ainet and an highly deservdng Of recommendation an a mode of meeting
th.e Overwhelmingly complex.demands of reletshd timely educhtion.

r
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.Coeillose, PhLlip Joseph.

aloes . ma lett
tart941-tiOr111:1111:

SAG Sr. g , WA* University.

'dirk MXny states visually handicapped high school students
attend public'or parochial schools within their township with
sighted peers. They participate in the same traffic safety
classikas sightsid students who look forward to driving a car.
The purpose of this study was to seLect content and instructional
aids as coursematerial for traffic safety classes that visually
handicapped students would judge specifically appropriate to
their needs and interests: AA a first step, the investigator
developed a sUrvey outline which included units of content and
teaching aids relevant to the students' needs and interests.
It was based on a review of the literature on instructional
aids for the visually handicapped students.

The student group dikussioas were held at camp or educa-
tional locations in New Jerserc Additions or deletions to the
outline recommended by the students were noted and a revise0
outline was used as a guide in developing a three-point traffic
safety education rating scale for bottisblind andopertially'
sighted student*. The scale was given\the.population previously
interviewed for rating as either

sa
' entiel," "desirable but

not necesry," ot "of little or po a lue." frequenoies and
perce n ages were obtained on all its and a cut-ofP point ofem
80 per ent "essential" or "desirable" was established for 4 '

propos treffic safety education curriculum guide.
1 1OnIthe basis of the judgments of the student evaluators' if

on cOxte4t and teaching aids for the proposed course, the
followingresults were noted.

Y

.. 1. The instructional content in traffid safety edu-
cation selected b the visually handicapped students did not
differ greatly fos that of sighted students. Many of the
items rated "essgn al" ordOesirable" by 80 Percent of the
students were iteal also popular with sighted students.

1

2. Teaching aids were considered themost important
factor in the course material; for example, the unit items that
wore three-dieensional (auto parts and models). These the
students could tactually explore. Diagrams (eMbossed; raised- .

line, or enlarged) were less mlankikful than three-dimensionei
models.

.

/

$1
.

.

3. AudiOvisual materials (case te tapes, sound .

films, etc.) were important to the visuall4andicapped, eepecial-
ly films in color that Provided detplied ve al descriptions.
They were especiall,y concerned about the use 'FE qualitycolor
movies. 7
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4. Content information recorded on cassette tape was
more Acceptable than braille or enlarged print materials, both
of which presented a reading problem and were time-coneuming.
The use of cassette tape with tactual material,waq considered
more effective.

t I

5. The traffic safety program could lend support
to a mobility progr for blind students (e.g., pedestrian
safety information ertaining to street crossing, flow of

traffic, and problel. at intersections).

6. Blind students can memorize facts in safety
education but for a learning experience to,be meaningful they
need eactical experiences (e.g., putting on seat belt:).

\--
7. Inclusion of wore practical integrated learning

experiences (road rallies and riding as a passenger in driver
education car) would help visually handicapped and sighted
students understand one andther better and grow socially.

8. Inclusion of partiallq sighted students in
practical learning experiences, (driver simulator and psyehg -

. physical testing devices) would help them understand,their
physical limitations and why they cannot obtain4a driver's

1 license.

From the findenge, the investigator proceeded to piepare
a treffic safety curriculum guide, the content and instructidnal

aids of which, though especially for visually handidapped high
school students, could be helpful .to sighted students. The con-,
tent of the selected units was found to be broader than diet of
many guides for sighted students and the instructional aids
were of interest to them as tsell ae to the visually handicapped.

Ham..v. EDUCATION COMPLETED *SEARCH, V01.,. 11
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Connor, Bernadorte C. & Eyelostiort of Alcohol liducation Methods. Ph.D.1014. 132 p. (Howard T. Bline) University of Pittsburgh:

,
The study compared lecture and small discussion group methoda.in regard.,

. to increasing knowledgevand effecting attitude change about alcohol pse and
alcohotiim among mental health workers% It mes hypothesised tOst,while bothmethods of education would result in knowledge gains and positive attituas
changes, increments in information level would be
Method and positive-attitude shifts would'be great.
group method. .

I 4 .

ger for the lecture ..
fox the small disousston-

Seven community mental health centers served a
for the study. The centers were randomly **Signed
small discussion group method Ofalcohol-educatioo.
patine subjects titre tested bY'one measUre of alcoho
typta,of alcohol ettitede.measures Mere administered
seseldom end again -*OF-month after

thefinal :Ossiowl,The Alco(lol Informs-tidn Scale consiapwd.Of eighty mpktiple choic items and was considered
as one variable:J*0i* study. Thelittirude Measures ueed were: (1) the,Willians 'AttitudeScale consistiOket two yartables, thee:Temperate Scele(TU) and the Inteeperate Scale.(IU)and(2) a Semantic 0ifferential-ScalecoosiAting of"tAn semeotic concepts. Sex of 'the instructr!Cwas counter-
belanced foX each center, to insure as Much randomdmation as possible forthis eeriebte.

fnformation.provided wWConaietent Across both educational"

. .

he aorrces" of subjects
either the lecture or
1 of-the 100 partici -
nformation and two"
e week folloW4ng thole

methods.

A weighted spiit-plot:andlysis. of covariance wee used to analyze the
date generated by the studYfor eachoT the thirteen variables. Thisalysis produced an PI 4 4\13,00 (p..0206), indicating.a aignAficant'diffirenck (i.e. gain) betiMeit.pre4test..4post4est I for the small dia.-
Cussion group method for the informatiOn veriablik

IN
it was doUcluded tram this-atudy.that 'All,* it id A relatively easytook to choose levels df informatioric attitude change through- the ilcohol

education process le a more complex and intricatelY-2invoived
phenomenon.

Several of A.hge iague5 lhax wire relied by the results-of thit study rtgarding
this phenomenon involved; .the heaOgeneous compositicit-of the groups, the
factors that the method of de1iliary may not'have as much influeeoe as,the'sieeof thm group, the problem-oaf * high attiition rate among subjects and its
.poSsible.effects on the data, and finally, qUietioning the Components
loVelved in both the Cognitive and affective aSpects of attftude change.

i
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Costello, Gerald Selene, us

;meat Ed.D. 1914. 132p. (Marvin R. Levy) Temple
,University.

The area of human sexuality, with its various implications,
represents one of the most challenging aspects of the health ed-
ucation curriculum. Unlike some health content areas., wherein
facts, behaviors end attitudes seem very welletablished and
easily assimilated into every day life; sex information, prac-
tices and attitudes are areas of frequent controversy and rapid
change..

Health educators need to be aware of these changing con-
ditions regarding human sexuality and nee4 to adjust their
-teachings accordingly. The information they present must be
scientifically accurate, and yet, in tune with ehe times if
knowledge acquieition is to result and a favorable impact is to
be made on attitudes and behavior.

Equally important from an educational standpoint is the
ability to measure and to evaluate this acquired knowledge. Healeh

" educator* need to be aware of the ilportande of utilizing current,
valid'and reliable testing instruments.

Review of the literature related to the availability of
such testing instruments in the area of human sexuality yielded
information which indicated a need for such instrument develop-
ment. There were'no valid, reliablse and standardized inetru-

. .

ments reviewed that possessed a publication date of 1969 or later.
It was concluded from the literature review_ that research in
the area of human sexuality that would specifically deal with
the construction and standardization of a valid and reliable
knowledge assessment instrument was quite real and necessary
regardless of the group for which it was designed.-

The purpose of this study was, therefore, to construct a
valid and reliable initrument to be used for determining the knowl-

.\ edgeof male and female first and second year college students ln
\ 'the area of human sexuality.

Methodology. The problem oethis study was to construct a
valid and reliable instrument to be ueed for.detormining the

_khowledge of male and female first and second year college
students in theArea of human sexuality.

uretcular validity for the instrument was establithed
througl the selecelon of-general college health textboOks by
the in stigater and validation of these textillooks by pro-

fejsio 1-4ollege health educators. Concepts were then
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formulatea from the vklidatedeources by the investigator. Valida-tion of the concepts was accomplished by both human sexuality
content experts and students from four colleges.and universities.Four distractor, multiple-choice type items were then conktructed
based on the validated soncepts.

Following validation by three college health educators, the
items were appropriately listed which comprised the preliminaryinstrument. The preliminary instrument was administered to 244
male and'female first and second year college students at the
University of SouPe Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina duringthe fall of 1973.

Items were maintained, revised or deleted based upon results
of the item analysis. The ftem analysis yielded the following
characteristics: (1) point-biserial coefficients of correlation;
(2) item difficulty indices; and (3) functioning of distractor
measurements.

Following review, analysis and revision of the preliminary
instrument, the initial instrument was developed. The initial
instruMent consisted of seventy-seven items appropriately listedunder one of the informetional areas. 'the initial instrument
was administered to 202 male and female first and second year
college students at the University of South Carolina in Januaryqf 1974.

The final instrument was constructed following review,
analysis and revision of the item analysis of the initial instru-ment. This instrument consisting of sixty items las administered
to students from tight different colleges and universities,in
March of 1074. The administration resulted in a total of 809
usable answer sheets. ,.

Findings. The item analysis-of the final instrument yielded
the following results: (1) a total of fifty-seven items that
discriminated between the better and poorer students at at least
the .05 level of confidence; (2) all sixty items possessing
difficulty indices between .10 and .90; and (3) all 240 of the
distractors attracting at least three percent of the respondents.

Statistical analysis of the instrument yieldedia total meanof 32.21. .The average difficulty level of the instillment calcu-lated to be .5368. The raw scores ranged from a low of COO to
a high'of 54.00 with a standard devtktion of 8.00. The median
was 33.00. The reliability coefficient computed by the.split-half.
method with application of the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula,
wit,* determined to be :8051. Thf standard error of measurementfor the instrument was 3.53.

gores, in the form of percentile ranks and T-scores, were
computed for the total test as well as for each specific studentsub-group and were reported.
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Conclullions. Within the limitations of the study, the
4 following conclusions were drewrio (1) The final instrument is

a reliable test for measuring the knowledge of make and female

first and second- year college students in the area of fiuman

sexuality; (2) The finel instrument.meets standards for curricu-
lar validity; (3) The final instrulent meets standards for
statistical validity; (4) The final instrument ls easy to admin-
biter and interpret; (5) The final instrumiftcan be used as
a diagnostic instrument by an instructor intrying to ascertain

specific areas of strength or weakness relative to knowledge
in human sexuality; (6) The developing of.knowledge tests in the
area of human sexuality for a specific leirel is feasible, desir-

able and needed; and(7) The final thstrument provides a vehicle
for conducti4 futUre research in human sexuality where-dater-
mination of knowledge of malt or female or second year college

students.is desired.

11
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Count, Phillip Jeap. An Analyqe of Authorst Viewpoints on Value*
and StandaKds in College Health Educatlio77Fabooks Pertaining to
Premarital Sexual Behavior. Ed.S. 1974. 111p. (Charles R. Cerroll)
Ball State UniversitY.

The thesis was designed to anagze authors' viewpoints on values
and standards in ten college health education textbooks pertaining to
premarital sexual behavior.

The sample of the study consisted of ten college health edUcation
textbooka dating from 1970 to 1973. Nine judges were selected by the
investigator to analyze the content excerpts from each of the ten books.
Each judge was mailed a premarital sexual questionnaire and two scales
pertaining to values and standards on the topic of premarital sexual
behavior.

The judges involved intheinvestigatien were qualtfied aiid noted
authorities. In the field of health education--all of whom,had demon-strated some inlruotional research or pubtacation expertise in the
topical area of 9ex education. The study itself waa based totally
upon the judges' responses to the mailed instruments. The first
ipstrument to be responded upon was the premarital sexual behavior
qudstionnaire. The judges were asked to respond with a yes or no" answer
to each of the ten questions pertaining to the ten excerpts.

180

The second instrument used in the study consisted of the two scales.The first was comprised of a range of value systems sub-divided into
seven categories. Each category represented a particular value system.
The judge was to select one.of the values that best deecribed fits pei-
ception of the authors' viewpoints on premarital sexual behavior. The
judge was to pick a value system for each of the ten excerpts 'being
reviewed. The second scale consisted of five categories, Every category
represented a definite standard or behavioral code pertaining to pre-
matital sexual activity. The judge was to choose tone of the standards
that best represented his concept of the author's viewpoints relating
to premarital sexual behavior.

Three major hypotheses were considered in this study: (1) The
majority of authors, based on their viewpoints, will fit into the
Enlightened Asceticism or Aumanistic Liberalism categories of sexual
value systems; a majority of the judges will have greater agreement
on the authors' viewpoints from a direct premarital sexual question
type of response and a greater diversity of agreement on the two pre-
marital sexual values and standards sceles; (2) A majority of the
authors' views will lean heavily toward total or partial abstinence As
a premarital sexual standard.

in summary, the following conclusions were drawn: (1) The majority
(at least 50 percent) of thS-authors viewpoints need a definite pre7
ference.(bias) for value systems of Enlightened Asceticism and Humanistic
Liberalikm in expressing their content; (2) Less than 50 percent of.the
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authorvdesignated the premarital sexual standard.of Abstinence as a

means of expressing their viewpoints; (3) In a direct question type response

to an author's viewpoint within his content, the judges had a 78 percent

agreement. The judges' agreement on the two sCales was much less_in per

centage. The judges perceived the authors to be expounding heavily upon

two primary value systems. These value systems were Enlightened AsceticiAl

and Humanistic Liberalism. The .total percentage of response for both categories
.

was 56 percent. The total percentage of response for the premarital sexual
standard category of Abstinence was 34 percent.

/6
,

For both of the scales used the judges seemed to- feel somewhat differently

/6
in their Interpretation, as was noS the case with the q stionnaire. This

tells the investigator that a purely cognitive rePrese tation of the statfment

within the conteals more readily observed, as in the questionnaire. On

the other hand, the judges felt somewhat less agreeable to"even confuled as

to the affective representation ot the two scalo,pirect statements In '

college health education textbooks seem to be/easier`Fo write about and

judge pertaining to premarital sexual values and standards.
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Craig, Wendy Howard. IdentificeptOn of L.4. Health E4uatio n
,Seeds of CoileiLs Stmdents. e1974. 70 p. Edward B.Johns) University of California, Los Angeles.

The purposes of this study were to: (1) identify the
health education needs' of College students at Callfornia State'

,universities at Long Beach, Los'Angsips, and Norfliridge, usingthe iussier Multi-Dimensional
Needs Invent.brY; (2) deterainethe health' content taught by the instrUctors of the classes

surveyed; and (3) draw implications for 'health instruction atthe college level.

The procedurois followed included: (1) identification of
the problem, (2) clarification of terminology, 13) statementof htpotheses and assumptions, (4) determination of scope and
delimitations, (5) selection of appropriate subjects,,(6) selec-tion of-the test instrument, (7) obtaining access to the popu-
lation for testing, (8) adminIstration ot the inventory, and
(9) keypunching end analysis'of t,he data.---

The nalysis of the data was completed by use ofCthe Chi
Square statistical procedur, at the .05 level .of, sigthficance
in contingency tables showing percentages and,actual'numbers

-of responetti at each unfVersity and for all three-rhstitutions 1wir

,The investigator codcludad that both.of the original hypoth-
eses of:the study were accepted as true: that a hierarchy of
health education needs could be identified and that the health
education needs identifie4 by students at'different state
Universities would not differ significantly.- ,

-*
It was alig6 co.9cluded that the top ten.need'statements forthe total sample-of university students includad, in order of,

' descending ioaan value:

To UnOersta d one.* self.
.To be &warp of nethodi of birth control.
To mainta6 physicel healt6.
To be aware of the personal implications of venereal

disease.
.

---To practice personal hygiene.
To be sex edutated.

To practice good 'dentel health.,
To keep physically fit.
To understand human sexuality. . .

The top three health education categories-found for the v.,.total simple were:, Dental Health, Communicable Diseases, andreally Life and Sixueliiy.

It was concluded that there were do significant.differences
in the health education needs of studenta at California State ..,.
University, Long Beach, Los Angeles or Northrlidge.

1
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,Cremet, Barbara Jean. An'Ana,yais of the Responses Of i&identa from
Selective Shalltered Care Facilities in Southern Minot o he

Communiy-Orienlaid Programs Environment Scales& instrmeent. Ph.D. 1973.

215p. (Deward K. Grissom). Southern Illinois University..

4

The primary Purpose ofi'this study wes'to assess whether the .

perceptions of residents of the psychombast enirironments in three
separate categeries of long-tiorm sheltered care facilitiea existing in
Southern Illinoietwera different-

The three categories of long-teri care facilities were: -11):Ttpe
!'A"--sheltered care facilities with no approved activity vro*TAms and no
apProved social rehabilitation progreme; (2) TV.Pe "B--shelterep care
facilities with approved aciivity ptograms but no approved social

. rehabilitation programs, and (3) Type "C"--ahelteied care facilities
' with both Approved activity progranm and approved sopiallliehabiliWtion

programs.

00. SeCondatily a limited effort was mpde to determine the
relationships among perceptions of residents of the psychosocial

4
nvironments in fhe three cetegeries of long-term sheltered care

.
facilicies and selected resident demographic features and selected
external envtronnent 1 characteristics. These characteristics were the

11
type of sheltered ca facility, sex, age, marttal status, forme educe-.
tion, race, veligion', occupatton, restpent's diagnostic condition upph

s admissieft,'shelter faccer, referring agency, previods health inaritu-
tional experience, legri*h of reeiderree, and size of facility.

In geheral,. Itrception"-in this study was-considered,to bs one
h ' k
.4 ) facet of "attit&les" and was measured by sheltered care facility.

. go

' residents' responses made to the Coemunity-Orennted Prole-rime Environmedt
'I

Scales,((OPES). The COPES vas a True-Falde teat with 102 itemb whirl'
mere utilLIO to form the.C6PES 'Subscales and Variables. .

C . A 0i-e1.-of 22.sheltered care facilities were-randomly selected from
.Region 5 of Southern Illin6is which Included 27'counties, 'Residents of

the tendomly 'selected sheltered care rpcilities that met the criteria
stablilrhed in the study were adminia)ered the COPES. The population

earwig was composed f 144 tertidents -....48 residents from each of the thri 4
411,

categories of shalt core facilities, 24 males end 24 females.'
e ,

The items of the COPES and the residInt and'facility infOrnation were
A I

coded for theecomputer. Then, each iesident's score on ehe ten
Subscales and three Variobles of the COPES.was deter ned by computer.

iAn anakys'48 of, veriande statisiical procedure was mployed in this

investigation. All tests* stertistical 'hypotheses or Oubhypothenes
i were performed by the Vomputer and ilhe .05 level. ignificance was empi9yed.

'
e

4
411+

4.At
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The results of 'the one-factor analysis of varianae technique
indicaeed no statistically significant-differences among mean ecores
obtained by residents for ths this* types of aheltered core facilities
on the COPES Subscales and Variables. in addition, ehe resOts of the
tWo-factor analysis of variance technique for the three types of
sheltered ear.e'facilities and nex indicated sVatistically significant
interactiolikiated Or the COPES Support and Spontaneity Subs'cales,
and CA2PES IllattonShip Variablea. the two-factor analynia of variance

0 proCedure for the three types of sheltered care facilities and age
indicated statistically significant interaction existed for COPES
Spontaneity Suhscale.

Two-factar analysis of.variance could not be utilized to test all
of the other SubOypotheses related to selected resiaint demographic
features and selected external environmental characteristics because of
Oe.complexity of the population sample. Although a one-faetor analysis
of vfiria0beoprocedure was used, this-technlque prevented the
aubiiyoheses, from being reablved.

Further research should be conducted before firm conclusions can
be drawn concerning the pqchonocial environment of the three t'ypen Of
sheltered care facilities inSouthern Illinois. However, it was
recommended clot the population sample should be further stratified-Cot-
_resident and7Tacility charaoterlstics, and that another instrument be
utilkxed.

y

0
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.
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Creely, Yolivl P. MIA Development end Analysis of an £4ucatJoral 111.1 .

2a tafta kpteak Death §vndrome 0100'7 RCS. 1974. 235 p. 1.
Richard TrdPis) Ball Stets University.

.,k

The objeolkives of this-study were: (1) to evelop an oducationsl
unit of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS); ( ) to develop alhandout
booklet on SIDS from the content material on educational unit;
and (3) to identify a knowledge and attitude change, II any, alter the
SIDS educational unit was'prosented.

A questionnaire concerning SIDS was developed and *iled to a
12.emmsber expert committee. The committee was r.ppssnt49 by-the follow-
ing professions and individuals: five physicia two-r istered
nurses; thre parents; and two public health bfficials. .-

Tha questionnaire contained two selections: (40,conten atate-
mints; and (b) attitude statements. The committee momberl were asked to
react to etch of the 32 content and 25 attitude statements by-classify-
ing each statement into one of the three categories: essential, desir-
able, or non-essential. The statements reaching consensus (50 percent
of the returned questionnaires) among the committee members as essential
were'utilisedes the basis for the educationsl unit and evaluation .

instruments used in this stuty
a, .

The educationsl unit, along with the achieves:int and attltude,

instruments, was presented to the follbwing,five groups: (a) a squad
.of polite investigStors; (b) a class of emergency medical technicians;

(c) a class of licensed practical nurses; (d) a group of parents; and
(e) a class of community health students. The students were used as
tho pilot study group for the educational unit and evaluatidh inetru -
lents. Tha four re:seining groups supplied the data analyzed in this
study. A pre-POst test design was utilised at each preientation,to
measure knowledge a,,nd att4tude changes among the partial:001e. Multiple
choice and true-fel q ions were developed for the achievement test,

.

while a four posillion titu scale was utilised for the attitude test.
The participantk ck of knowledge concerninIg SIDS, prior to the

presentation of the educe local unit, was indicated by the low scores
On the pre-achievement test. The poet-achievement test indicated all
four (Troupe retained better than 85 percent of the presented material.
The participants' attitudes revealed a marked improvemonefrne the pre -
to post-test. Attitudes between Agree-Stroegly Agree were constant on
tho post-test, in comparison to ttitudes of Disagree -Strongly' Disagree,
on the pre-test. AD analysis of the evaluationssheets, given to the
part-c pants at the end of the SIDS presentation, indicated there were'4

no nog tive comments regarding the content material, length, or presen-
tation otpthejtIDS educational unit.

ltis 'study recommended an educational unit Involving SIDS should
be I plemented in the instructional training of all healtt$ professionals
who tsy have contact with SIDS.

,

\
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osa,'Sandra K. An Investigation of Attitudes Toward t,Se
t ot Death E a UnivOrsity. Studenf4)o ul -I3R-7- ET.Td.
7713. (Raymona i.q.neentY UliNoWeTrt o NorK Carolina,

Greensboro.
..

. ft was the.purpose of this study to investigate current
attitudes toward ihe'Concept- of death in a sample population
consisting of college freshMen and'sophomores. The sthdy
also nought to determine whether or.not attitudes toward the

r- concelit of death within the sample population differ between
females and males or freshmen and sophomores.. Further,
the study nought to determine whether or not'attitudeS
towdrct.the concept of death differ ccording to different
perribnal experiences with'death or ith perceived major
sources of instruction on the subject of depth..

4

The'subjectd inckuded,eights-eour studeltts enrolled in.
the Health 101-classes as the University of-North garalina
at Greensboro during the Spring Semester, 1974. These's/role
included seventy-three-females end eleven males.

.

. -1, :, ,

,

* lhe instrument used in.the study consisted of a data sheet
and the Hardt "Death Attitdde Scale" designed to measure
savh.respondent's attitudes toward the concept.of death,
The Hardt Scale is based on the Thurbtone equal-appearing
intenVal scale. The SPSS (Statistical Package for Social
Sciencel) computer program was used .to treat the data'

tstatistically,.

A
Based upon startstiCal analysis, it was found that the

population sample considered as men, wOmen, freshmen, soph-
omores or as a wholu had neittier negative nor positive
attitUdes toward the concept of death. It was also found
t,hat there are no differences in attitudes toward the concept
of death between males and females or freshmen and soPh-
olgorou in the s'ample. Further, it was concluded.that attitudes
toward the concept of death do not differ according to different
personal experiehces with death or with percedved major
sources of death education.

"et .

9
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Croien. Caren S. jig, 141, sk Lta ithmkssi_90: A Egigatal
California Statelutrie.''S.A. 1973. SS p. (lnld Slaylock)

teteitty. Long Seaeb.

The purpose of this study was to explore parent attitudes, toward sex
education in the scnools, in the Look Cerritos YHCA,, and to deterviine if
mantra program was desired.

A field-testedoquestionnaire wa administered to all adults partici-
pating in the MCA after.beingRilotsd on a sample of fifty persons.-

There was no sisable difference between the number or age of sale
and female respondents. 'Parents rAngeit. the 22 to .56 in. ages children
ranged Erna four weeks to 31 yeArs of age. Seventy-four percent of the
respondents had received sex educAtionr 85 percent desired additional
information. The majority of respondents were comfortable in discussions
with their children of both *axes

It is a ted thet thLs-st y be upplemented by another study
to determine ha tent for sex ,ation courses, age levels for
inclusion, q lifie teachers, and ot r information tor a Y-based sex
education program.

L.
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.Davis, Carl S.. A Study of the Relationship' of Valuu Ori4ntatioes,
pays.hologLeal _Health., Marijuana Use, and. Pa ledelic Use in a Select Population.
Ph.D. 1973. 94. (W. J. Dipb-oye) Syracuse Unt,1 ersity.

For the peat few years important questions have been raised challenging the
tate-of scientific knowledge about drug us . Samples of drug users have
been taken peedominantly from popull tone di lawbreakers or psychiatric
patients. It was felt, that the dat gathered from these sources were unduly
biased toward pathological deviant4 and had limited usefulness in generalizing
to a normal population.. This study focuses on the value,ortentations and state
of psychological health of the young drug user rather than relying on a model
of (14/sfunction to understand him behavior..

The purpose of this study was to investigate what relationships exiet
.

among value drintatioW, psycho ltigical. heal th, marijuana use, and psychedelic
use. In other words, the task was to identify marijuana and/yr psychedelic
users and measure their value orientation and levpl of paychological health
to ascertain if rhere were any significant diffrences in value dimensions
and psychological health that set them off from samples of non-users and users

e .

of other drugs.

Mbrempecifically, it wam the purpose of this study to provide data
.

relative to the following questians: I. _Are-Mere significant dt6erenees
In the scores on a measure of psychological health between marijuana users,'
psychedelic users', and non-user/1/ 2. . Are thpre teignificant differences in
value orientations between marijuana users, psychedelic users, and non-users?

The saMple was selected from a population Of college and high mobool
students in Umwego, New York. There were eighty-one §s within 00 ftgOs of
sixteen and.twenty-three. - k

The subjects responded.to the "Ways to LiVe," an instrument designed
to assess value orientation and the Perponal OrientatioWlnventory, an
instrument designed to measure psychological health. 'Each $. was indlyidually
interviewed in order to classify his drug use.

Certain limitations were imposed upon this; study in relation to instruvn-
tatIon, sampling and controls.

No directional hypotheses were.offered'to evaluate tiq relationships, if
any, between peychological health and drug Use or value orientaion and
drug use. P-tests for homogeneity of variance were computed for all comparisons.
The t-values were calculated and reported; assoCiated vrollkilities of .0* or
lea.were indicated.

Conclusion', were drawn frem the data. It was possible to conclude,
wi4in the limitations of the study, rime there are no significant differtnices
in psychological health between MarijuAna users, Psychedelic users, and. Non-
users.1 In terms of value orientations, a summary of theme data when viewed
from alpruspeetive drug users versus non-users indicatee.that drug users
rated the value of "Withdrawal AU Self-aufficiency" aignificantty higher 10
than Win-users. . It le also clear that both Mariluttne users and, Non-usere
rate the.destre Is life of "Enjoyment and Progress in Actlon'significantly
highOr than Psych eliOusere.

.A number of imptfeations and suggestions for futther retiearch are discussed.
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Devi*, Jerry 14, t Wit 141t441.(11i, M;lit Ole. Oitot, Wilted
to Diutt in lie §eloote4$041'711vms. la M i. 14. 1974-,

p. .(S. Sugene Same.) University of Southern Mississippi.

ileventh and.tweAth grade students from two sillier *iambs.
counties near.Jackson, Mississippi were surveyed regarding their know.
ledge ok dr4a... attitudes toward,. drug use, And their".drut using.behayiors.

"Students from one of the coutttiee had perticipoted in the Mississippi
Drug Abuse R4ucntion Project (MDallP) of thi. Mississippi Stet* Department
of Xducation fpr one yeiraed the students from the other county hod:not
"71Itn involved in any type ot drug education program. All uOjicts wore .
evalusted.through the use of Swisher and-Migner's brug IdOcation
tits* Scales,.'Iligh School Form. 'Mo significant differonces.in knowledge

.

of drugs, attitudes towertd drug use and drug using behavidis'were foun.d
to 'exist between: subjects who4had per4cipated in ths Milani) and subjetts
who hod not"participsted in the MAIM; male subjects who had partici-
pated,in the Milani' and male subjects who had not participated in the
MAIIP;and. female subjects wft had participated in the WASP ang female
subjects who hod not partfipated in the MDASP. Subjects wet* surveyed
regarding their use dt the following drugs and drug categoriesl tobacco,
harijuana, LSD, nmphetamftw4, and barbituirates.

I (
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ToWarthSex-and ttalkelAtiOgghip to .q-Ot
ra31oT8,.Aong,pref3410,4fid.Taure7s'oc-
,191)' tRobert 14XF.T. U isiy oflAr4

. ..

A :

This-040x was.00neeriled witiWtho at-fl1ddeS'of,pr#13ena
prOspeetivx eduatori'bovea'rd7sex.
the relationehip of acceptalwe00eleqkipOoieit4s.
normal entity b the udoi
toaohers, andjta relation :fe4:100 dpA*0.0tAiWbf,'
authority," '

"

The review Of Tiltiature cii0°00raied .4?.46tut1104i!140i0
attitudes toward sex,jirePressi,oncreje4ibl):6f'401-1.
feelings and'utiliza-04.4.:*,TAT-T4etatid4OrtX0@iOn To40'
in research. Studies-14

',such asrigidity; intoleran41.:004iguitn4;thi3. pro1acti.gn
ideas.and f,eeling4. una0q0PtAler:to:::onell.14tinv:441f

diCated considerable re-14t10-0.45aUthOpitAl4aWigeSonality«

It was hypothesii;ed in .thO':,.4tudy that'there will be nO.--
relationship.4etweqn authOr.ita0aiasm, sewattitugee, and
repression of sex. The'f61f64PighYpOthesis Was arso tested
in thi4.gtudy. There.is no difference'betwaenthe authori-
tarianisM, sex attitudes, and repreSsion of sex:scores
among the different groups inv0,1.04this'stlidy. Hypotheses
were in the 11411 form and the ,signITIUnce level chosen-was 405.

There werb four groups involiied inthis st4dy. Groups A .

(future.teachers other-than health erbA41:-740) ati1 .131(juplre
health/sex educators N=30) pt,ovided the%data fOr comparison
of Oospective teachers. Groups C (health/seov-paucators"
N=II) and D (teachers in other disciplines N=20) provided the
data for comparAson of-present feachers.

; .190

The follow-ing instruments were used A9thdriteriani0
Scale,'Sex Attitudes Questionnaire, and TATiACture #13
(Picture of an Ambiguous SexUal Relation), 'Spliqhalf

.

reliability stUdies oh the authoritarianism and gex attitude410
scales proved fhat these.two tests-had internal cOniistency.
The TAT picture was a:projective teOhnique:and others were.
Llkert-type scales. the coeffiCient.of concordance test
Was used to check.the interjudge'agreemen-Cof th three
judges on TAT and results Were significant:'

1

In,order to testehe hypotheses., correlatiO studies and
analysis of variance were dtilized; ,

For Group A, correlations were signifiCant, thus dem-
onstrating a strong relationship between test'scOres. So

HEALTH EDUCATION.CAD RESEARCH:-.401, 11
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-the nult'hypOthesis was rejected, indicating that a strong'
relationship existed among authoritarianism, sex attitudes
and repression pf sex. The null hypothesis for the Group.ri,
ftiture sex educators, was rejected because the correlation
studies yielded a strong relationship between authoritar-
ianism and negative sex attitudes. The Group C, health/
sei edUcators, had a more accepting attitude toward Sex
and'were somehow willing to accept sex in a positive manner.
The Correlations were not tiiggificant, were close to being
Indepdent, thus the hyimthesis was not r'ejected. In Group
D there was a strong relationship between authoritarianism..:.
and sex attitudes. At the same time sekbal attitudes and .

the repress.Tvn of sexual feelings yielded a significant
relationship. Thus the hypothesis that there is a relationship
among these variables for Group D was rejected.

40,
When one-way analysis of variance was applied to compare .

the differences among the scores of authoritarianism, sex
attitudes, and repressiou._ of sexual,feelings, the result
was not'significant thus the null hypothesqs was not rejected.
It became apparent for all grodps that their scores were
not significantly different and not .affemeted Wtheir
hacleground in education cOurses.

. -
Resukts indicated that°in the fittyre the training of

health educa*Or's who' will be invol d-n sex education shoul
contain factual information, sensillety training, group
lnvolveramt and maybe some desensitization based upon results
from psychological evaluations similar to those utilized in
this study.

..
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De Staftan, Patriclia A. A Student Evaluative Instrument to
Determine Selected Tevhinik facgAtv Effectiveness. M.S.
1974. : Op. (Ara Zuliatan) gtate University of New York,
Brockport.

In order to establish some.positive and negative character-
istics that affect one's teaching success an evaluation tool .

utilizing student opinion:was 4esigned.

. .-
Students enrolled in courses selected from.the Depak-

meats of Health Science. and Physics on the Campus of the
.S1ate University coilege at rockport;. Brockport, New York
were involved in the survey. They werg given questionnaires

. .listiqg 39 pairs of characteristics exhibited by the teacher.
They were th& instioucted. to choose the one characteristic
from each pair th.At the te?cher exhibited most often. This
was a forced-choice questionnaire that was student generated.
The students were "forced" to make a chdice between two
characteristics rather than list characteristics that the
student felt the teacher exhibited.

After all questionnaires were tabulated it was found
that students wanted a close student-faculty relationship.
However, the students' image of the teachers evaluated tended
towards neutrality. There was no indicaticin that the.teachers
evaluated in this survey were either effective or ir4ffeetive%

lb°
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Diprixio, Chrisann S. The EfteCts 91 a Program of Sex Education on the
.Attitudes of Junior High School Students and Their Parents. Ph.D. 1974.
164 p. (Frank'W. Hiller) Northwestern University.

Sex education remains a source of controlieray in school systems in the
seventies. Controversy over dissemination of information regarding birth
control and ahertion headline the concerns, but in many schools, even simple
questions such as what population stinld be so educated, who should thm
educator be, and what types of programs should be presented demand weeks
,of speculation. It would-be advantageous, then, for administrators and
.faculty to be aware of some of the effects of a program of sex education
on etudents and, their parents. Do, in effect, any significant changes take
place in the attitudes of the students and/oF their parents as a result of the
program? How afe attitudes toward sex and sex education ln general
affected by a program of sex education?

In this study, two north suburban (Skokia) sehools were tested, using
both a public and a private school. Socioeconbmic, geographic and other
environmental differences between the populations were minimaf. The only
significant variable was the length of time over which the program lasted.
Tki parochial program was wtthin a month and the public school program
cOered five months. The aotual number of class hours and subject matter
covered, however, wer similar. The instrument used consisted of a general
attitude questionnaire and a form of the Osgood Semantic Differential. The
instrument wes administered.before and after the program to students in the
seventh and eighth grades and their parents. The sample consisted of 97
public school end 64 parochial school students. In the Parent sample were
36 public and 19 ?parochial school volunteers.

Significant differences were found on 26 ariables at the .05 and .10
levels of significance between the students' p e- and post tests. Signifi-
cant drfferences were found on only five variables st the .05 and .10 levels.
The results of,the study indicated that there was a significant change in the
attitudes-q stucients and parents, nith less confidence in the change of
the parent Ovulation. Differences between parents and students were
found to decrease as a.result of the program, but differences between public
and parochial school populations were not found to remain constant Ss hypoth-
esized. Because of the nature of the study, the author relied heavily on
a desqriptive analysis' of the data.

_Suggestions for further research include the use of factor analysis of
the data and also using a matched population to maeimixe use of stetistical
analysis.

1
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D'Onofrio, Carol N. Motivational and Promotional Factors Associated
with the Acceptance of a Birth Conta Method in the Postpartum Period.
Dr. P.ii. 1973. 570p. (N6h4WDerryberry) (IniveriTtY of Cal1fOlqiiii7-
Berkeley

Growing numbers of hospitals are initiating postpartum family
planning programs in response to multiple converging forces. Atthough
this approach is providing centraception to many fertile women, not all
postpartum patients take advantage of hospital family planning services
and program acceptance rates vary widely among hospitals and even within
the same institution over time. 'Understanding factors associated with
these differences is critical, not only because orthe ,broad goals
toward which these programs are directed, but also because. of the
extensive resources which are beinQ invested in them.

Investigation of patient motivational factors.and\program

educational variables is particularly indicated, for jstpartum family
planning efforts are based, in part, upon the dual as mptions that
women's motivation toward contraceptive acceptance pea s after delivery
and that thts therefore is an ideal time for family planning education.
Although both of these assumptions have many implications Yor program
scope and design, neither has been tested through reseOrch.

I 7

Therefore this exploratory study-asked whether the acceptance of a
birth control method 0 the postpartum period is associated with under-
lying motivational factors predisposing women to take this action, to .

formalized educational efforts by hospital staff, or to some combination
of these variables. Within a theoretical framework based on the work of
Lewin and a motivational model of healthbehavior developed by Hochhaum,
Rosenstock, and others, three specific hypotheses were proposed. i

Hypothesis I stated that the proportion of postparpm women
accepting contraception would be greater among those with high predis-
position to practice family planning (PPFP) than among those with low,
PPFP,. when PPFP was defined as consisting of a belief in personal ,

susceptibility to another pregnancy, a belief in the seriousness of this
event within the coming year, and a belief-in the acceptability of at'
least one contraceptive technique. Hypothesis II held that the
proportion of-postpartum women accepting contraception would be greater
among thOse exposed to a systeMhtic program of postpartum education
conducted by specialized family ,planning personnel than among those not
exposed to such a Program. The third hypothesis considered these
factors jointly and predicted'that the proportion.of contraceptiVe
acceptors would be greater among women with high PPFP who were exposed
to an organized educational peOgram than among women in other PPFP-
education combinations.

.

Postpartum contraceptive acceptance, the dependent variable, was
operationally'deftned,by four measures, including the taking of contra-
ceptive supplies from the hospital of delivery and the respondent's
report that she had not had unprotected postpartum intercourse, that she

definitely intended to Oractice birth control, and that she had actually'
initiated postpartum contraceptive use.

i
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The threellr beliefs were measured by six-scales, dichotdM1zin0 , A.

the sample into ighs and lows on each according to median scores.
.Respondents who were high on 2-3 bel.Alfs were.considered to have high
PPFP, while those high on 071, beliefs were judged 1004 in PPFP.

Thssecond independent variable was determined by hospital of,
delivery. Thus approximately half of the sample of 212 racialgy
heterogeneous women had delivered in a hospital which half an organized
program of family planning education, while the remaindell-, constituting
an educational quasi-control Aroup, delivered in hospitalvwhere family

, planning education Was provided on an ad hoc'bäsis by regular maternal .

care staff. Attempts were made to interview each eligible yinman.until

the desired N was obtained from each sample soUrce. -

In a post hoc study design., respondents were interviewed jit their
homes.from 6-25 weeks following delivery. Data were collected through
a semi-structured interview schedUle supplemented by information from
hospital records and interviewers. In addition to the information foe
hypothesis testing, data were gathered on 47 test variables, as well as
on patient perceptions of hospital family.

No significant differences were found in contraceptive acceptance
by exposure or non-exposure to a formalized program of family plening
eduCation. Hypothesis II therefore was not supported. While thb

proportion of women with high PPFP was significantly greater in the
educational quasi-control group than along those exposed-to the
systematic educational program, the proportions of contraceptive
acceptors by educational.condition remained similar within PPFP control .

categories. Consequently, Hypothesis III could not be accepted.

The two educational sub-samples differed by. several other
characteristics significantly associated with cibitraceptive acceptance,
but when these'variables were controlled, no,differences.in acceptance

by education appeared. Moreover, respondents showed few differencefin
percelitions of hospital educational efforts by educational sub-samp1e.';
Thus no evidence was dilcovered to suggest that the planned educational.'
approach was more effective than postpartum family planning education

- provided by hospital staff on ap lid hoc basis. Most women, hgever, ,

indicated a desire for more family planning discussion with hospital
personnel than they had experienced, and they had a numder of sugOstions

. .

concerning how, this Ould best be accomplished. .

-

Distributions of acceptance by test variables.are reported, but noe.
attempts are made'to draw inferences from the findings because of the
relatively few significant associations discovered and the probability
that many of these pccurred by chance.

.

Conclusions hre drawn and implications Suggested for practic and

for further research.

\
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Rut4,e C. the Effects Of a prw Education -Inuervice Pregram on the
.ANievetneet the-rtucknts% dti5aFtrai;ants. Eci.b. 1974. 9 6 e . J'ames
p. Logsdon) ll ci d. in t Lc University.

The purpose of the study was to determine the effects of-an inservice
drug.educetkon progremprf the drug education aehievpment of participants and
students of participants. The problem was concerned with theevaluation of
a speci4ic,inservice program. Of partiCular interest ues the achievement's
of students whose teachers had completed the inservice program.

4 A pretest/poettest-control group design ues used in the,experimental
study. The population selected for the study.was all fourth and fifth grade
teachere and their studentsin the North and Central Area public.elemerdpary
schoolof Palm Beach County, Florida. A random sample was ,drewn frem an
-aiphabetized'list of teachers in the designated population,. Teaohail sub-.
jects 'were asaimed to the eXperimental and control groups on an oddieven
basia. Student Aublects were drawn randomly frm the attendance cards of
each teacher subject.

The investigatioh required development of student'and teacher test
instrumenta tor the drug education inservice progrm. . Based on an extensive
collection of drug eduoaticc curriculum materials, the preliminary test
nstruments wexe develOped. A pilot study ues conducted with the tests
using fourth and fifthgrade teachers and studentemaho were not in the
population selected Nr the final study. Analysis of data from the pilot
study resulted in the final twenty-item teacher test and forty-item student
test. ',

The pretests for teacher and student subjects in both the experimental
and control g/eups wRre administered in October 1973. The teachers in
experiment4l group uere given a guide; The Self-Instructional DrujL Oriente-
tion'Manual for Teachers, which includes progzernmea lessons utilizing
variety of media arId resource meteriath. A television schedule of seven.
video tves on drug education vas given with thelnanuals:- The control group
ot teacher subjects ues not gpen the inservice progrem. All teacher sub-
jects comOleted the posttest and information survey in December 1973. Stu-

.dent set:lee-tie were given the posttest in January 1974.

The results obtained fft14the.fina1 36 teacher subjects and 188 stu-
dent sublects were submitted to analyses of the appropriate means usingol
t-test for amall independent aamples. The analyses uePe directional, one-
tailed tests predictingra simificant iperease in'achievemerrt of students
and-teachers in the experimhntalgroup.

The data were examined to determine whether or hot any significant
relationships existed between pirticipante achievement and their ages or
years' experience.

-

A Chi square teat of indepondenoe uns applied to tt ta to determine
if their mat) a'significant.-yelationship between achievMnt of teacher
participants and achievement of their students. ,The ques ionnaire survey
of teachere revealed opinions on inservice propema and tli daig education,
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program. Tt wes concluded that students whose teachers had completed the.
&ug education inservice irrogram failed to perfoxm significantly better on
'the test than students whose teachers had not received training. Teachers
wht) tunpleted the inservice program did perform significantly better than
teachers who did not rcveivq.,the ptt)grtim. The inserviceprogram 1..r18

,ef fect ive in impruv teacbers knowledge of t he subject . However, t he
results suggested.that teachers did not impart -.their knowledge to their
students.

In this study, no signifkant relationships were found cancernAng
teacher achievement and age Or years' experience. significant relat ion-
ship.Was found between achievement of teacher, subjects and achievement of
their students. Student achievement 1..r1s dependent on test performnce of
their teachers.

The intormat ion survey revea led that the se 1 f- instruction type inserv ice
purwvun was ,rccrotabl e to the teachers in the exper imental group, and that
this approachr wAs ef tect ive in improv ing and updating teachers' knowledge
of rfrug education.

e
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Douglase, Richard Lee The Effect of the Lower Leas1 Drinhinl Ags On
Youth Crash ApvolvemeAt. Ph.D. 1974. 260 p. (John P. Kirscht)-
.61711-Gr-a-6, of.Michigan.

Several RtateR lowered the legal drinking age to 18 betweJ0 1971
and 1973. The objectives of this.research were: 1) To determine if,
alcohol-related highway crashes Increased among legally-affected pop-
ulations of drivers ip three study states rand 2) To determine, if changes ;
were found in the frequencies and ratee of alcohol-related crashes,
whether a causal relatioAship exists between the crash experience increases
and the legal changes. Seven states were studied in a multiple-time-,
series quasi-experimental design% A surrogate measuredependent
variable was developed consisting of late night, single vehicle crash
involvements with male-drivers. A surrogate watt determined to be necessary
in that officially reported alcohol involvement statistics were found -

to be inconsistently measured over timt and incomparable between eNtes.
The developed three-factor-surrogate was Cound to be consistently,53-66%
alcohol-related. Through controlldd time-series analyees including
the utilizhtion of the Box-Tiao (1965) autoregressive timb-aeries "t"
statistic, it was found that statistically and socially significant
increaaes in alcohol-related crashes resulted in Michigan and in Mali*
following the effective dates of the 18-year-old legal drinking ages.
No concomitant changes were found in Vermont, another transitional state,
or in any of the four control statea. Analyses of age-specific alcohol-
related cranh.frequency distributions provided Rupport and explanation for
the results of the time-series analyses,iand'provided a basis for
prediction regarding the expected effect of thelower legal drinking
age on youth crash involvement. Full data sets for eleven analytic
jurisdictions for the 1968 to 19713 time period are included in tabular
form in appendices. Recommtndations for social action in response to
national directions toward the lower legal drinking age, and for additional
research are offered.

41
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Duke, John Paul. A Model to Determine.. Low-Income Consumer Knowledge and
Use of the Health Care System far Planning an Extenaion Education Program.
Ed.D, 1974. I37p. (Edward W. Cassie) Louisiana State University-and
Agricultural and Mechanical College.

Health eductitioo for the consumer of health care has receivelpl
increased attention, on Ole natianal levc1 thin the last aeveral.
years. It is now predicted that the indi ual must assume more responsi-
bility in making appropriate decisions regarding health problems which
ultimately affect personal healtp maintenance. Consumers who are better
educated on the facilities and services available in the health care
system and how and when to use them will result in a.more efficient use
being made of the system in general.

to Louisiana there weee no piograme which could primarily be
identified an devoted to consumer health education. Thls stUdy is a
part of the benchmark.evaluation for a.piiot program in consumer health
education. Data would be used in helping to plan rbe educational content
of the program.

Two hundred and twenty-eight female heads of households from
low-income communities were Interviewed. They volunteered to participate
in the healtIr education program and were enrolledlon a quota bents by
the four sub-professional aides working in the program.

The study was designed to be pa'rt of the basic tent 'used to'determine
the levels of kocyledge the'connumer had about the health care system
and the wage made of the system. The major purpose of the study was
to determine if there were any relevant consumer characteristics which
were studied dealing with the consumer'n relationship with the health
care system as viewed from broad classes of information.

Numerical, raw scores for consumer knowledge and use were developed
by assigning points to appropriate knowledge and use responses given by.
the respondents to different questions oithin the classes of Information
being observed. The data collected aud Poterpreted into knowledge and
uee acores were the dependent variables mtudied. Theee variables were
compared to the selected personal characteristica to test far relationships.

It was observed that knowledge and use of the health care system
were closely interrelated. A high level of knowledge of the health
care system wen found to have a positive relationship on the overall
use made of the nystem.

Other findings indicated that there ore numerous intaarelationships
existing between all other variables that were investistated. Statistically
aignificaut relationships were found between knowledge of the health
care system and place of residences age, education, occupation, income

4and organizational participation.
P
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. Smpplementa* information was gathered concerning local entry
points used by the consumer In gaining access into the major health
provider institutions and the use made 6y the consumer of suliOlemental
and/or koelated health organizations that provide information and/or Hpetial-
ized services. Copsumer attitudes regarditg use or health care ayptem
and the persons and organizatIons depended on as sources of health
information, trainiog and twatment was observed..

In term of the criteria used to evaluate consumer knowledge
aqd use of ttte, health care system, it was concluded that there was a
considerable degree of variability among conHumers in both the knowledge
and use levels of the system.

Various innovatfve educational programs are therefore called for
Which will provide learning opportunititen and experiencea for the
connumer whereby his knowledge of the facilities..and services available
within .the health care ayatem.can be increased.

200
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Eddy, James A. A Cordparison of the Relationship of the Contract
Plan of Evaluation and a Ti.d1itial Method or EvalUTITion
f5Ch6tn es in the Coginitive and Aff-Jctive Domains. M.,S. 1974.

1 129p. ilTiam IN. Zimmerli) State Univrgity of New York, .,.
) Brockport.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine,,the
effectiveness of the contract plan of evaluation: and a.'
tvdditionak method 6f evaluation in effecting changes'in
.(iognitive and affective belav,ior.

Fopty-ei,ght students envolle'd in two Ecological Relation-
ship I courses served as subjects For this investigation. The
students in the experimental group were evaluated usin4 he
contract pldn. The atudents infthe control group were evalua,ted
using d 4rad'itional method of 4valuation. Both .the experi-

v mental add contto1 groups were given pretests and posttests
in lhe cognitive and affective domains. The Syracuse
Environmental Awareness Test, Forms A, B and D were used in
this investigation.

revults of ,this inv stigation lend.support to the
conclusion that the, tradiOi nal method of evaluation was
'superior t(oi. the contract 'plan of evaluatiod for the groups
studied.

-_
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'.Elwood, Thomas W. Factors Wated to Acceptance of Preventive Ipalth
Measures by. an Older kge Group. Th:5. 1973. 224P. (William
GrfffffKs) 1114iversfty of California, Berkeley.

Previous ,research has indicated that a wide range of. individual,
social, and situational factors i§ associated with the use of
preventive health services. DraWing upon such research findings, the
present study was conceived to determine why members of an organized

' system of pre-paid medidal care fail to use a preventive health service
offered by the system. More specifically,,the investigation was
formulated around the question of why an older age group fails to take
advantage of Automated Illtiphasic Health Testing (AMHT).

a The basis hypothesis was Chat taking AMHT is a function of an
- individual's perception of the need to take such action. Secondary

hypotheses were developed in relation to beliefs about: symptoms;
-' prevention of disease; susceptibillty to disease; seriousness of disease;

treatment of disease; diagnostic tests; AMHT; and previous experiences
Nith health professionals and facilities. Other variables chOsen for
study related to: health status; marital status; employ4nt status;
social class; health behavior; social acceptability; geographic and
temporal accessibility; and the availability of alternative preventive\-)
measures.

Variables that specifically pertained to disease were measured ln
relation to fo4r specific disease entities which in turn serve as part
of the rationale behind the development of AMHT. The diseases chosen'

,

for ttudy shared the foIldwing characteristics: they each occur a,t Sigh
rates among the elderly, the diseases are.detectable &t an asymptomatJc
stage, and there is treatment available for them. The diseases chosen
for study were: Diabetes, High Blood Pressure, Glaucoma, and Rectal
Cancer.

The stud); sample consisted of 50 men' between the ages of 53 and 62.
These men were evenly divided into two groups. One group consisted of .

those"who had never taken AMHT desOte having been urged to do so by

/

K iser over an eight year period. The second group had taken AMHT at
1

:

ast two times durilgig the same time period when Kaiser was urging Cheln
0 take suàh action.

.

,

').. : liv

The sample was drawn from participants inra larger study begun in N
1964 to determine if urging,people on an annual basis had any effect on'
the rate of use of AMHT. The larger group was originally chosen on a .

..systematic random sample.
.

,
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Itmokpie..-aerrick, 0 eghe Ide\
'. 'eel11 :IO;nils4.:;a:t kil 9 lln .v.:6si l';
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le. N4tritional Quackery,
(John Fodor and 1441tred
Northridge.

Suttnn
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.

-The.study was Undertaken to investigate nutrition.quackery
.

c'in the United States froM 1960 to 1973. Included in the.study
were reasons for the'existence of nutrition quackery; the char-

.. acteristics of the nutrition quack, his promotiimal eliims and
the diversity of hieproducts; and organization's andmethodo-
which fought and controlled nutritron'quaCkery. The eurvey
method was used to produce to the extent poasible, an Orderly
collection, analyais, interpretation and report Of, facts perti-
nent to nutrition quackery. In order'to,yield acceptable data
fox interpretations and generalizations concerning n rition

education textbooks, professional, medical and lay P Kindicals,?
quackery, theses and dissertations, secondarY school ealth-

.government documents and books and panyfilets were examineA. .

.

The findings revealed that food eating habits and food fads
anaL fallacies were some of the reasons for the existence of
nuCrition quackery. Tbe relative importance of nutrition to
health an0 the fact that the area of nutrition was found by

'. quacks to'be lucrative, Were other-reasons which were revealed
by the study.

Also revealed in the findings were the characteristics of
the nutrition'gwack, his promotional claims and the diversity'.
of.his products which ranged from Mod"supplements'and health
foods, to cooking utensils. Amerioan Medical Association,
Food and Drug Administratipte, American Dietetic Association,

United States Post.Office,Department, United States Justice .'
Department and the communication media were revealed as some
Of the organizations and agenckes, and methodb which have fought-
and controlled nutrition quackery unilaterally or collaterally:

The conclusion'reached was that in spite of the fact that
the American food supply is the mostjabundant an nutritious n
the world, the American consumer was not armed ag inst the
unscrupulous prmnotions of the nutrition quack.

,

Also,,although nutrition quackery was One o the nation's
biggest health problems, it received comparatively little
attention until recently.

r-
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Engs, 'Ruth Louise. Clifford. The'Personalit Traits and Health- ,

Knowled of Crisis Intervention eers in ihe Siit-e-17114nwais ea.
. 97rp. -Olobert.H. e niiiversitylif-Tenness ee

. . ,

The purpoSe of this study was to'descrfbe the personality traits
Ove and to appraise the health'knoWledge of volunteers working in'trlsis

k,.

..

intervention se vices in the Wate of Tennessee. .Thi2 study'atteMpted't
to determine pos ible differenees. 4n personality trails-and health \
knowledge of crisis interventionseryice volunteets wjth_tegard to
various demographic faCtors. Mso investigated tn the stOdy were
possible relationshfps between pertonality.traits andthe totil..bialth
knowledge of volunteers. The study discussed the PerOnality profiles
.'and health knowledge.of the.vblunteers in relationtonatiohal profiles
anii norms for the iAtrunents'used in the study. i-utheninfoe._ the
purpolie of the study was to obtain statigtical data whiCh'cddld be used

by Other crisis intervention 'services throughout:the country te'eUghient

their training and screening procedunm, of volunteers which, in turn,
could 'produce A better service agency, thereby helping:to.foster better

mental health throughout the nation;
.

'

The 74 subjects included volunteers .frorn-ftve crlUs intervention
services in the State qf Tennesseev These voluritetrs.were administered

the Ca ifornia Psychological InventOry and the Kilander-Leach Health ..

K1ed9e Test to determine their personality characteriSticsAnd health
, .

inow e ge. .

, .

The statistical analysis of the:data involved:- descriptive -.-

percentage computation of data regarding the volunteers in the
categories of sex; age, type of service,*cuffietion, reason for

, volunteering, sednsoring organization, and set'vto agency. Differences

in personality traits and health Xnowledge on these vriables wert
tested by analysis of variance; the'quncan.Test of MOltiple Variables,
and the t-test. The 'Pearson Product Moment Coefficient was used to
determinethe relationship of health knowledge to personality tratts.

The ii*44r findings wert aS follow:.
0.

1. Ner, 55 percent of all volunteers were females who wortked at a
Ohone-orill, church-Sponsored agency, who were over the age of 30, who
Fred volunteered to help Other people, who were nonprofessionals, and who
had Worked'as volunteerS.for over 24 months.

d

' 2. The mean age and mean Aber of months of v unteers in the
coMmunity-sponsored agencies were 23.50 years and 6. 6 months; for
church-sponsored agencies, 44 years and 29.65 months; and for school-
sponsored agencies, 24.68 years and 9..17, months.

A

,

,
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Prof:005f bOth male aad female volunteers, when compared to
the natTh Whormion the CPI adivated that.the volunteers were lower
on the CI() s'II!scale5 Measuring.moturity; however, comParison of

volunteers to.the aatiohaj aortas for the KINKT revealed almost identical
scOres..,

,

4. Males who were,over,tile age of 40-andworked'in a phone=only
church-sponsorod a'gency for at least six months scored significantly
higher at'the :05 level of.confidenu on Responsibility and Achievement
via'Conformonce.

5. Males who worked in the ogencies sponsored by the church or
school and were professionals scored significantly highee at the .05
level of confidence on Sense of Well-Being and Socialization.

- 6. Males who indicated their reason for volunteerina was for
se1f-grow0 pr experience and who were professionals scored significantly
higher at the,.05 level of confidence than other males on Flexibility.

7. Females in their twenties who wemcworking in a phone and drop-
in agency sponsored either by the communityvor school, and who were
volunteering for self-growth or experience scored significantly higher
than other females on Social Presence, Flexibility, and Self-Aceeptance
at the .05 level of confidence. .

8. Females who had volunteered to help other people and worked'in
phone-only, church-sponsorè4agenc1es scored significantly higher on
Good Impression, Tolerance, e onsibility, and Self-Control tham other

females at the .05 level of confidence.

-9. Females whq were professionals, had been working as volunteers
over six months, and worked at church- or school-sponsored agencies.
scared significantly higher than males who were nonprofessionals, who
had been working as volunteers less than six months, and worked at
community-sponsored agencies on total health knowledge at thet05 level

of confidence.

10. There was-a positive correlation between total health knowledge
and Tolerance (.74) and Achievement-via Conformance (.70) for males:

P
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Svanm. Shirley Graham. Allealth Knowledge and Attityde inventory
ica Minority SkOdents. 1974. 125 p. (ldward 11.13ohns) ,

University of California, Los Angeles. 4
7

The pt4ose of this study was to construct a valid and
reliable instrument capah4e of appraising the knowledge and
atititudes of minority students in the senior high school.
The procedures utilized in the study were; (1) identification
of health problems existing in minority communities in the Los
Angeles area; (2) development of items partially.based upon
previous reselerch and other health materials; (3) construction
.of a health attitude and knowledge inventory for tenth gra
minority students; (4) administration of a triaj. instrument;
(5) analysis of,the resultant trial test data; (6) construction
of a final instrument and (7) administration of the final form
of the instrument.

St
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Fargo, Jean M. Education Ar... Parenthood in the Cominnity Coll es.
Ph.D. 1974.. 159 p. (William J. Schill) Univerai0 of Wash' ngton.

This study investigated the charaq jatics of community college
courses for parents andthe theoretic444tiks upon which course instructIrs;

have built,their content. .

,
The need for parent edutation was,delterMined by examining the

t. literature related to parental competente.ft modern society. It was
evident that social change has to a large. extent eliminated trAditieaally
defined parental rote patterns andoxpanded the problems with which
parents deal. It was also evident that programs to educate adults for
parenthood have not Met resultant Oeed for new skills in the manlement
of family life.

. Community colleges were seen as a viable, institution to respond to
the needs of adults for competence in Weir parental role. Since no
study had beewconducled to determine either the commitment of community
colleges to this aspect of adult education or the content pffered in
such courses, an investigation was necessary in' order to increase the

1

information available for program development.

'The.study was conducteeby questionnaire with a random sample of
pubtic nonresidential communify colleges in the United Statea. The
results were both descriptive and analytical. DesCriptive data indicated
that courses for parents or those who will work with parents were housed
primarily in departments geared to women's4role in the home or greup care
of children and were taught mainly by women. Courses offered specifiCally
for parents were few ln number and conducted primarily in preschool
settings. Findings regarding course emphasis, purpope, title and text-
book selection revealed that the content of courses focused mainly on the
provision of normative, descriptive inforMation regarding ohildren's

-growth, development, and'education in group settigs.

Analytic'data were derived from an attitudinal questionnaire con-
structed to reflect three discrete models of systematic family manage-
meet systems available to the lay public on a national scale.' Parent
Effectiveness Training (Rogerian), Family Education Centers (Adlerian)
and classes ie behavior modification for parents (Skinnerian) offer
distinctly different conceptualizations of parental authority and thus

4,1? different procedures for family interaction, problem-solving and con-
flict resolution. Factor analysis of the responses to the 60 item...

instrument on model preference showed that the a pridri factors and the
emPirtgal factors were in significant agreement. Thus, the instrument
contained sufficient internal consistency to measure trends in child-
rearing philosophy in the instructor population. A significantlyahigher
degree of agreement with Rogerian Ltems (p(.01) indkcated strong identi-
fication with the Rogerian model among instructors.

The literature o parent education and the social conditi8ns whichseem to dictate increa d offerings of public education programs
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foc parents Hypports the assumptions that 1) parent
educAtion be seen as an integral component ot adult life skill earning,

housed In settings appealing to men-Nnd women alike, and 2) in addition

toteaching about childrenf:Programs should assist parenta in conceptualizing
their Sown objectives in the race of incraasing options and provide
skills in translating those into.consistent aaily behavior.

The literature on socialization effects and the function of value-
belief systems in the childrearing act indicates that, raeher than
promoting a single model of appropriate socialization behavior, programs
of parent education should address the pluralism of value systems and
parental role definitions' Uitho parent population by offering a multi-
rather than uni-model approach to increasing.pari,ntal competence.

The studA identified thecharacteristics of existing community college
prwgramd for.parents in relation to a theoretical progrummatic'framework
drawn from the literature. While there are disparities, the range of
existing departments offeritg courses, the variety of instructora'
professional,backgrounds. and the emergim trend in community colleges toWerd
learner-centered instruction indicate potential for broader program
development.

a
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Fe ltaun, Karl M. The Development and Evaluation of a Unit of (eruntoloaT
for S....9jecktuy Schojnitudents.; 1974. 252p... (Clereiarne gthoro
ri'gTversIty of ardrigan.

*Me. purpme of this stUdy was twofpld: (a) _To develop a un...irt of
gerol tolou'appropriafe for second,iry school audents, and (b) To neasure.
the c fleets of this unit, on students in seleetyd asects of the cognitive
and a ective ciomanii.

,.
. . .

In developing the uni-t of geruntology the investigator selepted the
following areas to be incopcwated: (a) Dernogmi.t ic Data, (b) Psychuilogy,
(c) Social Aspectt;, (d) Physiological Mpects, al-1,cl (e) Ecpromics. Student
inc,kwendent resear!.-1, %gas also included. The curriculum arrt3 Bel,mted for
the unit wil,V; a psycholou thurse withth the f ield of soeijial studies. The
goads of the unit were to develop student emprellension, knowledge
arid understanding of 'the areas of gerontology <Thd to develop student
ini:tieraVe through imdividual kojects related to 4tionto1ogy
, .

Sample ocnisisted of ui experimental and-,d control group of 4 9
students each ft-cm two i_ntct sexxidary 1)sycholoo classes selected at -

ramlom. Prior to the teitththg of the unit of goruntalou to ,the experimental
grotip, a student chanicterishic inveripry wag teken, and pm-tests
were administereel. to both grolipS. the conclusion of the unitt , 'post
tests were administered,' and the exiberimenral group only-evaluated the

,
pr .`!OgY 'din .

. . 4.
The siudy tested the following hykitheses:

. there w.i01.1. be 110 re Lit tonap -in the responses -of qharucteri sties'

attribut io old. peopl.e and peop1 in general by secondary school studonis
dS 1 )y the i:teur; (xi the Kogan-Shelton Test.-

'''''' 2.. ''hcre wil.1 be -no differences in the responsee of the charIcteristics
attributed to old people by the. experiment:ill ,47Toup and contrul gr6up as
measured -by the item:3 on the Kogan-fTheltori Tfisr. .

. 3. There will be na differenoe In the responses of charaCteristics
attributer! to old people as neasured by the Kogan-Shelton Test, when the
experimental and control gioups are compared on selected dmograph.ie
characterist ic.13. - ..

4. There 'will be no di f ference in cowl:Vance of old people as measured
, by the 1341. State Pre- and Podt Krowlddge Inikntory in 'the experimmtakand
control moutc..

5. There will be no 1 rference in cognizance of old people as measured
by the Dail State Pre- and. P6st Kncwledge inventory, When the experimental.
and control groupi3 are ompare'd on selected denbg,kephic characteristicS.

11-ie major findings' were 113 follows:
I. Both groups at tr ibuted more negative resporises to oldpeople

than to people in geneml. . , .
2. Them was significvt difference in favor of the experimental:.-

gmui; in rel.fixinses Of gharecteristim attributed to old people. 4

3, f( lx)t-h groups, studnits whq lived with a person over hp or
visited their gr.-vdparents frequently or considered themselves ad after
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60 had a more ixisirive.' view ot aging and the (wed than those 1,,,rho did not
i xl Lotto these diameter is t

11. The experipental group indicated a more positive cknizance of
ol d pwple.

5. 'In all charaeterist ics the experimental group, scored signifi-
cantly_higher tflan the control grouip, When conparing the experimental

. I con trot groups on se I ected dmographic data .
6. Both 1);roups viewed old peo C1/4 in terms of tightly dnawn stereo-

types.
- 7. The following were of greater benefit to the student in compre-

hending and understanding the uni.t: (a) Laboratory and project methxls,
(h) Audio-yisuals and field trips, and (c).1)'in`..ed materials which were
relevant, practical, easy to read, and realistic.

8. .The sequence and contpnt of the program seem appropriate for
,the needs of the student.

Recomendations are as follows: 1. Ilirther` sludies should be done
replicating this stucly as yell as developing units of gerontology for
elemeptary schwl.students. 2 . A lcrigitudinal study should be conduCted
measuring the ,individualts coucept or aging and the aged regarding his
lire silt isfactvion as he progresses through altered roles. in the.carrunity.

A stiKtyr-51501114 ber Wile regarding -the role or gertint4Ogy in elementarY
and secondary, school curviCu

V

t.

1

,
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Ferguson, Creel K.' Use or Bonus. of Mc Papanicolaou Test in Selected
Group o; Wooten on the Ball State University Camino. Bd.S. 1974.

53 p. (Charles R. Carroll) Ball State University.

,The purpose of the study wes to learn more about the use or non use
of the Papanicolaou Test (referred to hereafter as the Pap test) among
a seletted population of women on the Ball.State University Campus.

Theltuthor was concerned'with the fact that, according to projec-
tions of the Nmerican Cancer Society, 12,000 women die each year of
uterine cancer. Many of these deaths could have been avoided it women
would- have availed themselves yearly of a simple testing device knawn
as the Pap test.

After considerable research and discussions with Ball State Univer-
sity women of all agel,,it was obvious that many women do not take
advantage of this cancer detection devicd. It became this author's
desire to discover why the lap test is overlooked by so many women.
Research pointed out several reasons for this phenomenon, namely: i
(1) length of time required- for the test; (2) inability tct,efford the
Pap test; (3) fear of the resultg; and (4) lack of prior experience
with the Pap testcombined.with a feelingpf wellness. This latter
reason was summarised in the general statementt''"Have never had the Pap
test and I am fine, so why bother?"

Also, appearing in this reseerch was the subtte.hipt that perhaps '

the medical profession itself was partly to blame for the Awn use of the
test. Overworked physicians and4understafred laboratories were ctrod ,

possiblerreasens.why doctors wer not encouraging their patients to
avail theamelves of the Pap test.

Previous studies on thii subjectluve been conducted in.loWer
socioeconomic popitlations in San Deago, California,Aand BAltimere,
Marylpnd. The above named reasons for not having the.: yearly 'PAP, test
were the conclusions o/ these studio, rlso. The author felt that
study of women representing a different segment of societypossibly
would be of helii in this area'of canceeresearch and control.

A questionnaire was developed and kistributed to the,femmile resi-
dents in all the Boll 'State Ultiversity married student,' housing units,.
This selected group of women represented a fairly homogeneous popula-
tion with an assumed similar type of background and. education.

A total of 670 questionnaires were distributed 44,0 535 were
cottpletg anereturned fbr en,80 percent rate ot response.

Following are some of the significapt results of the saver
(1) 83 percent of the women had a complete physical examination within
the last year; (2) 96 percent of the women had a Pap test within the *

last year; (3) 74 percent of the women indicated their desire for a
"clean tap of 'health" which prompted yearly Pap tests; (4) 89.9 percent
stated they were not afraid to learn the results of the Pap tedt;
(5) 4t percent of the-women revealed that.thrir first knowledge of the
Pap teit came through tjle news media; (6) 92 percent of the women filt
their husbands were more awar of the benefits of the Pap.test than they
themselves.

The results of this study indicated that these women,'as group,

wre concerned about their herlth and were eager to seek out proper
modicsi care in order to safeguard themselves.
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Fields, Tina Taylor. A fitu4y of the Attitudes of Arkunsas School
Superintendents Concerning Sex Education Claises. M.S. 1974.

85p. (C. W. Landiss) Texas A & M University.

The problem of th,is study was,to survey the superintendents
within the 'state of ArkansAs to determine their attitudes toward
the teaching of sex gitcetilm-courees. Specific objectives in-
cluded the following:

I. To determine the attitude of Arkansas school super-
intendents toward the teaching of sex education within their
chool district

Z. TiNetermlne if there mtre any general relation-
shipssin the teaching of sex education courses in Arkansas as
related to personal characteristics of the school superin-
.tendent

3. To preeent recomMendations for the teaching of
sex education in Arkansas based on the anetysis of the ques-
tionniire.

In order to complete this task, a questionnaire containing 49
statements concerning the teaching of ex education was sent
to each supefintendent within the state.

Procedure. A to!Nal of 427 superintendents in dna state of
Arkansas were sent the 49 statemettt'questionnaire concerning
the teachlng of sex education. A total of 330 superintendents
returned the questionnaire, but.13 quesaonnaires were elimi-
nated because they were not complete. Consequently, 317'
questionnaireswere used in the study.

The questionnaire was divided into three parts. Part I,
containing seven variables, was concerned with general character-
istics of the superintendent. Ruch superintendent was to cheek
the variablen most'pertinent to himself. Part II of the
questionnaire was 21 statements on the teaching of sex education.
Ugh superlintendent was asked to mark his chdice in the appro-
priate blank. .The choices included (1) ntrongly agree, (2)
agree, (3) Undecided, (4) disagree, (5) strongly disaitree.
10,rt III of the questionnaire was a list of topics which could
be discussed in a sex education cless. Each superintendent. .

was to check if the toOics should or should notebe discuesed
with Ilth and fah grade students,

Results. The results of thin studr indicated that such__
variables an Age, sex, having children, maritak-ntatum, and
religious affiliation d14 not affect the Arkensas-superintAn-,

dents'attitudemtoward,the teaching of nex education. However,

*
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the amount of readkng that superidtendents did on sex eduration,
the more they wore in favor ot teaching tie subject. If sex
educationNtaa Already being taught withOgithe district also
seemed to lnflUence the superintentients' attitudes. If dis-
tricts already taught sex educatiSti. the superintendents
tended to be more in favor of teaching the subjecr.

Conclusions: Based on the results obtiined in this study,
the following conclusions were offered:

I. The superintendents attitudes toward the teaching

of sex education were no affected by the variables of age, sex,
having children, marital status, or religious affiliation.

2. The amount of reading a superintendent had done
On HeX elincntiOn AppedrOd CO be a contributing factor in the
superintendent's /latitude toward the teaching of sex education.

3. Supanteedents of school districts teaching sex
education feltfthe.teaching of sex education should be included

k
in the curriculum.

4, A jarge percentage of superintendents felt school:A
ehould,offer a course In Hex education.

5. Sex eductition ghould be taught as an elective sub-
ject rather than a required one; parents Hhouid maintain the
option 6 retain their chlldrttn from sex,education classes.

, 6. Superintendents felt rather strongly about not
includiqg certain topics (C.e. sexual perversion and pornography)
in HP education classes, and many considered such topics "dirty."
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Fine, Morton S. ljealth Inetruction Practi,ces and problems of
Selected New York City Elementary Schdol Teachers: RecommendationsTr Tremervice and InservIJe Teacher EdUcatipT---)Ed.D. 1974. 18h.
(Linbania Jacobson) Teachers College Columbia University.

The purpose of this study was to identify the incidence oft
certain health Instruction practices and problems among selectee"
New York Cyty teachers. Guided by the data,Jecommendations
for inservice and preservice teacher education were 4eveloped.

In response to the need to'upgrade elementary school pro-
gramH of health Instruction, legiulatIon In 1967 resulted in the
revision of the RegulationH of the New York State Commissioner
of Education. Progress regarding the implementation of the
revisions in the New York City public eilementary schools was
unclear. Health instruction data indiefiting subject matter em-
phaHis, curriculum organiAtton patterns, time allotment,
te,scher competency, resources and prbblems were generally un-
available. It was difficult to guide change',

-*
The data-were gathered In ()email. the thirty-two New York

City Community School Districts. A malloqueationnaire was dis-
tributed to grade levelAeachers from eleven schools, selected
at random-and stratified 'by grade. Of 126 teachers surveyed',

'tJ06 responded.,

The fq!dings were tabulated in terms of grequencieb, per-
centages, oe.mean scores. They supported fonr conclusions and
led to eleven recommendations.

ii

Conclutitons:

I. The approach to health instruction In the-schools
etudied is uneven, with varied and uncoordinated emphasis within
each gracle and from grad% to geade. What ix taught in in-
fluenced primarily by ttie teacher's competenJY in health in-

xtruction-with little direction provided by satool and/or
district personnel, by guidelines and materials, or b the
community.

02 .There is wed fOr a pmprehensive ingerOice pro-
gram In health educatfon.

1. There th a nerd to coordinate all aspects of the
'health education.program.

4. There is need for improved preserVice preparation
of prospective elementary school teachtra if they are expected.
to contribute to ajrogram of health instructidh of the
twality implied by the CommisAioner's Regulations and the official

.

6h, .111
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currIcaum guides developed by the NeW Yu CitY and State
autfiNities. A

Recommendations:

. 1. `,411e entire program of health education within the
district should Db,coordionted by a supervisory level staff mem-
ber witfi advanced qualifications in health education, whose sole
responsibility would be to direct the entire program of health
education.

2. Tho district should assign a high priority to tho
development of graded, sequential curriculum guidelines ill health
instruction-for use in all grades.

3. The development of curriculum guidelines should be
the product of broad-based cooperation involving reprenentation

from faculty, building administrators, parents, commUnity agen-
cies concerned w1th child health, local colleges, and students.

4. Teacher Avolvement in curriculum development
shbuld be included 48 a key element in the district's inservice
program.

5. The dintrict should'conduct a variety of ongoing
inservice experiences designed to develop speCific.competencies
and learning Activities and/or materials that.ean be directly
applied to the teacher's everyday experience.

. 6. Demonstration centers or classroonuNhould.be
located throughout the district to. exemplify model programs
useful in-guiding teactlers and- the district toward.upgrading
'health instruetion.

4

7. One giede level teacher inwach school should be
-designated an the health education specialtet.

8. Preservice education should enable the prospectixe
'elementary school grade level teacher to function as the key per-
von in the school pealth education program.

9.' Undergraduate and graduate preservice opportunt-
ties should be provided for prospective elementary school teachers
who wish to become.health education ftpecialists.

1

10. Neservice programa in health education for ele-
mentary school teachers should be developed cooperatively by
colleges and the community school districts. Various field
experiences should' be an integral part of t'his program.

11. All agencies, institutions, and individuals In-
volved in developing performance-based programs for elementary
School teactrr certification should include competencien in
health education.

1,1

&
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Fink,. Stanley, C. Community Colkue Drug-Use, User, and Nonuser Characterithica
and N.ttitudes. Ph.D. 1974. I24p. (Susan Gilmore)" Univ.erstty of Oregon.

1 K'Teview of the literature has indicated° here 10 a paucitY of in-

)
formation rugarding the ,Illicit usd of drugs a JCCs (two year junior or
community colleges) desfite the fact ,that stud ta at these institutions
constitu e a signfficant portion of the eighteen to twenty-four year old
populati n. Examples have been c ted of how FYG (fouLyear and graduate
institution) data mam...not be acctieate for JCC.populafrons. The accuracy
of JCC counselor estillItes Of studen.t drug experience, and relative differences
between student user and nonuser characteristics and attitudes, has been
questioned in the absence of data whose accuracy for JCC populations has
been confirmed. Failure of attempts known to this investigator to obtain
accurate JCC data was interpreted to-mean that an effective methodologicalmodel
is not readily at hand which lends itself to use by JCC cbunseling oeadmini- 6
utratIve personnel.

In order to: (I) determine the accuracy and relellahcy of FYG drug
prevalence data for_ use at JCCs, (2) determine the.accuracy of JCC counseror's
estimates of drug experience, and characteristics and attitudes of users
and nonusers at their institution, and (3) provide a methodologicalmodel

-for uture'use by ICC persqpnel, a survey investigation was conducted at
each of twdYJCCs. The Instrument used togather data was. a four pagec.
77 item anonymous questionnaire developed from forms used by earlier invest-
igators of FYC populations. Prior to data collection the items in their
present cenflguration were submitted to a test-retest analysis pf reliability.
Reliability was found tp be high (90.91,percent). The questionnaire was
administered by Ois investigator to students in classroom sections selected
to provide a repreaentative sampling of areas of study and year of enrollment
it both schools. Sample sizes of 312 sod 343 students were used, and a return
rate of useable questionnaires oflO18 percent and- 96.7 percent achieved.
Cout4elor estimates of JCC student drug exPerience, and attitudes and
characteristics ofamsers and nonumers were obtained by having them complete
the same formatudWits used. One hundred percent of counselors at both JCCs'

Aprovided eatimates,

216

Results of this surtey investigation suggest that differences between
JGC ancLFYG drug user and nonuser characteristics and attitudes arejelatively
small If they exist at all. However, w/th the exception of those who have
evee used marijuana the proportions socr JCC students having ever used and
currently using drugs was fpund to be higher fhan what has been reported'
at FYGs. it was congluded that the direct application of consiptent,'
findings by FYG studies to JU popOlations offera'counselors a reasonable
basis for, the understanding of the relative characteristics and attitudes
of, drug user** and nonugers at their schools, but do not provide accuraie
eatimates of dtmg experience. * '

- - '

Counselor's eatimated ordifferences and similarities between JCC
student uaer and nonuser characterintics were found to be insccuratb,
aa were eatiehtas of student druglAperience,, Counselor's estimates of
differenceaand almilaritien between utfer and nonuser attitudes were.Accurate.
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'It was concluded that,inaccuracy oecounselor estimates stems from the lack
?of a.sourct of information whose accuracy for JCC populations is known.

Implications of this investigation have been that JGGs either individually
or ou a regional basis, will need to obtainat last some of their own'
student drug use data in the foreseeable futbire. The accuracy of data'obtalned
by tibia investigation,indicates that its methodology can serve as an effective
and economical model for JCC counselors to employ. ;
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Frederick, Tommy. Lee. A Safety.AttitOde Scale for Motor Transportation
Operatori. 'H.S.D. 1971 165 p. 1ard I. toftr-Falana University.

role.
The Problem

The probloil of this study was to construct a'.Safety Attitude Scale
for basically trained motor transportation oPeratdrs. Specifically-, this
study was designed to develop an instrument for use in measuring the
direcTtion and magnitude of the attitudes of sgmi-trailer drivers.

Basjeto the successful completion of the study was:

1: Selectioh of 1 meaturement technique. This was accomplished
by reviewing a variety of materials in Psychology, HealthPhysical
Educatt, and Mbtor Vransportation. The Likert technique of stale
constr ion was selected for use in this Study.

2. Selection of-the content areas for development of the
preliminary, forms of the instrument. Content areas for the development
of the preliminary forms of the instrument were selected for leiding
texts and manuals in the Motor Transportation Industry.. .A total of 11
content areas was selected."

3: Deyelopment and refinement of the preliminary forms of the .

instrument. A total of 120 safety attitude statemehts was developed
from the 11 ontent areas. A total of two pilot,studies Was conducted
in the initial phases'of the development and, refinement of the prelimi-
nary forms of the instrument. A jury of Indiana Universitykfaculty
members aided tn the refinement of the preliminary form.

The preliminary form of the ipstrument was subjected tO Cronbach's
Alpha in order to determine thereliability of the instrument. 'Further'
evaluation through-use of item analysis,and internal consistency served
to refine'the individual statements for use in the scale. A jury of 15
experts helped develop a standard.response to each of the 120 statements
in the preliminary form.

4. Development of, the final form of the instrument. The afore..
mentioned procedures served to provide a basis for selection of 102
safety attitude statements end 101 standard responses. These 102
statements ahd 101 responses were retained in the final form of the
Safety Attitude Scale for use-by mow transportation operatorS.

Ar.

Findihgs

The Cronbach Alpha method of'determining the reliability,Of the
instrument yielded a coefficient of ,96. There were 18 stateMents'below
the minimum acceptance reliability. There were 102 stateients and 101
standafd responses retained for use in the 'final form. .

I
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Conclusions

On the basi,s of the foregoing findings, the following conclusions
were drawn: 1. The most appropriate measurement technique for this
partieular study was selected. 2. The 11 content areas selected fr
use in this study were sufficient for the development of the prOiminary
form of the instrument. -3. The procedures used in this study gere
sufficient for the development and refinement of the preliminary form of
the instrument. 4. The final form of the instrument is valid and

) reliable and may be used to measure the direction and magnitude.of the
-

attitudes of semi-trailer drivers.
a

, Implementations

1. Norms should be developed for the instrument by use by several
groups over a long period of time. 2. The instrument should be
prepared and made'available for distribution to the Motor Transportation
Industry.

llecoimendations

1. The ins6-ument should t revisedh every five years. 2. Ikn
attitude scale should be develope'4 for straight truck operator-sal-, '

3. Studies should be condmcted wh e different responses-scales are
*used.
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Friedland. Lila Kagan. AA We* tivaal Protseta /6 5. ralmOy ?Lanni%
Unkto 1141.5. 1974. 68 p. (Seymour &Leeman, Wilfred Sutton end
Goteti Krishnamurty) California State University, Notthridge.

. ,. .

A review of sUlected literature revealed'ttst an educational
program in a. family planning clinic is an esseiltial component of
the total family planning services offered. Women deeire to
learn about family planning methods ahd devices-and available
contraceptive devices in addition to family planning education.I

The purpose of this studybasIto assess the differences
in levels of knowledge held by selected women receiving and
women not receiving education at a Los Angeles County Health
Department Family Planning Clinic,

, ( The study population consisted of two independent groups
of women. One group of thirty-three women took the test without

* any prior family planning education while the second group of
fifty patients took the test after havtng attended a family
planning class at the,elinic.

/Used fon the findings of this study, the differences be-
tween the Means.oi both groupe were not statistically signifi-
cant et the .05 significance level. The data indicated that

. the educational program at the clinic did npt change the level
of knowledge of women iegarding sexual physiology and family

.planning methods end devices.

It was recommended that eilms 'and other teaching aids be

used to improve the educational program at the clinic. Another
recommendation was that individual,instruction be used as a
method of teaching family planning'. It was also suggested
that more time be allotted foy program developtient and imple-
)nentation and that- inservice training be provided for clinic
personnel.. "

'A

I.

4

4
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Fri lles, Milagros. Attitudes of Philkpane Public14chools Educators 1.

Toward yamilv LIfe/alc Education. M.S. 1973. 137p. (John T. Fodor),
California state -University, Northridge'',

The purposes of the study were to: (1) determine..whether
Philippine publid sdkools. administrators agree that Family Life/Sex
Educatibn has a place in the public schools; (2) determine whether they
v.isualize their communities as ready for Family Life/Sex Education in
the public schoole; (*determine whether parents anil public 'oppose
Family Life/Sex Education in the public schools; (4) determine the
relative importance each group placed on selected topics taught in.
Family Life/Sex Education.

The .procedures employed in this study were to: (1) prepare and
administer a queStionnaire to principals of general high schools, state
vocational secondary schools, and elementary schools in the Philippines,-
in_ order-to elicit their -opinions -and-eVeluete-the status of the 0111 ly
Life/Sex Education program, as well as discover now these programs
are being received by students, teachers, parents, and communittes;
(2) obtain data on teachers and parents on their preference or nta-
preference for allowing their children to receive sex edumtion in
school; (3) obtain data on the degree of infportance Aninistrators,
teacher's and parents place on various topics in the sex education unit;
(4)(1n8lyze the ante' .

,
.%.Analysis of the data providea the following conchisions:

(1) Philippine 'public school:'pririoipals see a place for Yamily Life/Sex
Education in the pubfic schools and they visualize their communities'as

i raady for Family Lffe/Sex Aucation in the public schoOls; (2) the
Filipino parents and-public accept and-support a Family Life/Sex
Education program in the Philippine public schools aware that thii will
help meet the needs and goals, of the students and the community;
(3) the administrators, teachers and patents plade a higher pfiority
on the discussion of nitq-biologically oriented topics than biologically
oriented ones; (4) before they can offer an effective.sex education to
bhfldren; adults need reorientation in sex education; they need tb

^ realize that sex education should, )e a balanced.dombination of physic-ll
logical principles and c haracter a d perionality development which will

,/ enable the individual to make intelligent and well informed choiceti in
' / matters related to sex, teproduction and health.
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Funk, Paul Edward. A Descriptive Analysis oftSelected Intrapersonal
Characteristics of Drug Abusers. Rd.D. 1973. 303 P. (G. Simpson)
Montana state University.,

the phenomenon of drug abuse was seep as.a particularly significant
symptom of.deep-seated socktatal and personality problems in the 1960s
ant-1970s".. A description of six intrapersonal chdracteristicsJand their
poasible relationship to.the drug abuse tlement wns offerpd as a framework
for descriptive researth into t4e lives -efthlrty-five%volunteer drugobusers.
The sfx intrapersonal characteristics were: %anxiety, lonelinesaaffection,
guilt, punishment, and frustratlyn.

Emphisis throughout the dissert4ion, was upoh4a humaniatic,approach'to
the subjects, their experiences, andtilibeir possible reasons ior, abusing drugs.
Stimulation of further descriptive research frito the area of drug abuse
was a primary purpose of this study. 'The dramatic rise in o number of drug
abusers in the 1960a and'1970s seemed to indicate tie_
apanded research, especially in thOse areas which sought to uaianisticslly
deacribe the drug abusec so that, perhaps, the potpntial abuser of drugs
6ou14 be identified and assisted before .coming under the influence of drugs.
The primary method of collegting data 4n this study was by audio tapes and
client :N41E-perceptions. '

'7 -Some majpr conclusions orthliestudy were:, (1)1Drug abuse was seen
se a symptom-of deep-seated problems within each individgpl studied. (2)

Although the problems of. drug abusers could be grouped under many.similar
eacirindividual was seen as having uniquely differept circum-

,' stances and feelings surrounding his abuse of diuge: (3) Lonplineas,
anxiety, affection, frustration, punishment, and guilt were found to be
present in some form and to Rome degree.in nearly every individual studied.
In additioh; the .characteristics of poor aelf-image, lack of goal direetedness,
and anger.were seen as phenomena often involved in the lives of subjecta.
(4) There seemed to-be a'lack of cohesiveness in the family lives ormany
of.the individuals Studied. (5) A lack of strong 'attachments and feelinga -

of alienation seeMed to characterize the liveo of some of the indlviduals
,stbdied.. (6) There seeMed to be p great deal of searching.for new values among
the individuals described herein, and there was evident fruptration'in the
often found inabiltty to replace Old valugs already forsaken.

V

The fo1lo4ing"are major recommendations for further research. (1)

further research into methods of,early identification of potential drug
abusers- watt recommended. (2), Greater emphasis upon methodame.treatments
oriented toward .the individual seeme0 an importanOrea for further,researetv
(3) Further reaearch into altennativea to drug abuie were recoSmended.
(4) It.waa'recosmedded that further research,into learued behaFlioral.pattèrna
of'drUg abuse as'well as'existentially oriented atudiea:be conducted. ."(5)

Educational prpgrama dealing witb drug abuse should 6e coniiantly'examin&I,
updated, and, improved, (6) Studenta, should beallowed aa pc.tive voice°4 'e
determining drug educat rion progIms. !'
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,Galbrbith, Robert James:, Investi ation of the Use and Non-Use of s

University Student Health erv ces a e UTITierty of FlOrida. M.A.

1973.. 99 P. (Dora A. liras) Univers of 'Ffortaa..
. . ,

.1

The investigation presents a descriptive Survey and analys1s.of -

experiences, lierEeptions, and needs of University of Florida students,
.

with respect to use and non-use of theStudent Health Service. A
'random sample of 417.currently enrolled students was selected for the
study.. Data Were collected 6y means of a structured quettionnairg
which was administered by telephone interviews to 301 students, and by
completton of amritten questionnaire administered to an additional 116
students. All student replies were Classified according to users
(those who had taken advantage of available health services), and,
non-users (those who had not taken advantage, of available health
ierytme), altbough they were eligible.

t Factork-pf age, 5ex, college classffication, financial status,
source of support, and length of attendance at tfig Universittof Florida
were found to be negltgible influences on use or non-use. Factors
students coCsidered to be negative influences were: atmosphere, quality
of care, agitudes df friends, amount of time required Xo wait for
services, and.lack of knowledge,of available services. Factors
considered to be positive influencei were: Convenience of.location,
Pre-paid and low-cost' services, atfitudes of staff members, and the
wide variety of services available.

vt
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Qardner,cHenry A. A SarS'sy. of Health Care Patterns and Health Care Needs
of Students at Indiina University-Purdue 'University at Indianapolis.
Ed.D. 074. 100 p. Otobert H. Shaffer) Indiana..University.

Statement 4f the Problem

The,Problem o this study s to investigale the health care needs,,
and health ea a terns of Btu ents at IUPUI. The study sought to
,answer the fol ng questions: (1) What are' the hemediate health care
needs of IUPI ents; (2) W t are the current health care patterns
of stud a at I,zPU1; and (3) hat is the future mission of develop-

the dent-tmployee Health Service-,

Procedure'

The dida were collected froM a-random amallre of students St IUPUI.
. A survey approach was used ix . which a queseionnaire was mailed to the

sample population. The instrument asked for demographic information
and health service information. Of the 3,354 questionnaires leaded,
1,100 were returned.

The data received from each questionnaire were tabulated and
subjected to various statisticml techniquis. Chi square tests were s)
.calculeted to determine the.significant differences between male and
female responses to.a se)ected number of items. 11116

Findings
a,

Some of the findings of this study included,the following: (1)

Tbe SEHS was rated as good or excellent, by the largest percentage of
respondents who were eligible to use it;. (2) Not enough information e

about The services available through the SEHS had been disseminated to
the stedent body; (3) The majority of respondents were visiting their
own private physician for health care services; (4) There wove some
significant differences betweJn the number add percentage of males
and females who utilized some of the health care services offered by'
the SEHS; and (5) The majority of re6pondents to the questionnaire
in this study were part-time students,:

Conclusions

On the basis o the findinfs collected in aim study, the,
following conclusions were made: (1) The percentage of eligible
NIndents who ueed the SEHS.during the 1972-73 academic yea"as not
high. Thin was evidenced by the fact that 70.7 percent of the 222
eligible students who reepondsd to.the question repbrted that they had.
never used the SERS.during the 1972-73 academic year; (2) Not enough
information about the services available has been presented to the
stunent popuiption;.(3) Menrof the respondents either did not know
about the services provided by the NW or did noi have any trust in
the student health service. This was evidenced by the fact that
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suldi)% or the respondents were visiting their own prtvate physician
for health care services; (4) The SENS meets the needs of males more

n females, as evidenced by the significant diffewences between the
ber and percentage ot'males and feAales who utilized Some of the

heaAth,services offered by the SENS; And (5) The need for a student
he* service in.lessened for many studenth by the fact that many
ha ewes to helth services under their parent's Rime Shield/Blue
Cross plan.
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Garrett, Henry Dean: Venereal Disease Education Programs in Select
Public Secondary Schoole in tbe State of Oregon Durin 1972:73: E .D.
1974. 1.72 p. (G. Gardener Snow) BrigIam Young University.

Questionnaiies were administered to principals-, teacheis, parents,
sand students in selected AAA secondary schools in th; state of

Oregon during 1972-73 to determine the charecterisacs of present
venereal disease education programs, the vrofessional preparation of'
venereal disease instructors, the opinions of principals, teachers,
parents, and students relative- to venereal disease education, and th.
knowledge of% parents and students concerning venereal 'disease infor-
mation.

4
The study indicated.that venereal diseeee instruction is killing

offered, in the secondary schools in varying degrees. Parents and
student's s well as teachers and principals agreed there waska need
for venereal disease instruction in the secondary schools. The
teachers' professional preparation to teach venereal disease
information was not acc$ptable tofmost of the participants. The parents
ha&a.better knowledge of venereal disease information than the
students. Students' knowledge was greater in Ole twelfth grade than
in theininth grade.
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Garvey, JillO L. The tvel9atton of 'a Fouth Grade HealthsEducation Progrm!
Wog TyOlYeet of gusillAationul Patterns and Two Methods of Teaching.
Ed..0. 1974. 268p. (Carl E. Willgoone) ROnton Univernity.

PURPOSE

This study analysed health education achievement of fourth graders
taught using kwo types ofeffganizational patterns and two methods of
inaesuction. An eight level continuous progress health educatioh program
was developed and health yes correlated with science within a health educe-

"'tion curriculum guide.

DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

fourth graders from eight schools were chosen; seventy-three students
from two schools were taught health education. Direct Health Teaching-:.
Traditithial Classroom,fifty-eight students from two schools were taught
health edUcation, ,Correlaklon of Health Material with Science-- Traditional
Classroom, fifty-nine students from two schooLs were taught health education,
(Continuous Progress--eight levelo)--Direct Health Teaching, and forty-five
students from two schools were taught health education, (Continuous

Progress-eight levels)--Correlation of Health Material with Science.

EacOstudent was expoaed to fifty minutes per week of health education
in each plan, fo'r the 1972-73 schoo4 year.

The Stanford Achievement Tests Scores for the students in the eight
elementary schools were noted and compared. The AAHPER, lAucatioo Testing
Service, "Cooperative Health Teat-7Preliminary Form 4," was administered
in September of 1972 to all students in the 'study and then again in May
or 1973.

A jury of experte weti-euped to valiflate the format of the:eight
level continuous progress health educatAn Program.

The principals,and classroom teachers were exponed to an in-service
health education program.

A two way factor analysis of co-Cariance was done with the results of
this study. The Stanford Achievement word-meaning test scores and the
AAHPER, Cooperative Health Education Test, pre and post scores were4the
raw data used in this study.

The computer program used was the 8MDx64--General Ltnear Hypothesis--
Ver!io4 of July V. 1965 Health Science,' Computing Facility, UCLA.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of the data indicated that, for this sample the'F-ratio
for the classroom type is 3.54 which is not significant at the convidtional
.05 level. F-ratio for treetment is .49 which does not approxlmate
the magnituOiteeded fdr significance- The F-ratio for interaction is -

3.12 <classioom type x treatment).

The general conclusion to be drawn froWthe analyses of the data is
thet there is little or'no evidence in the data to suggest thit either
the type of clessroom or the type of instruction is correlated with health '

kn'emledge when adjustments are made'for plitial differences in ebility eine
health knewledge.

or 4"

FolloWing the studi,the teachers involved/in the program were
given an evaluation form. yive.major areas were outlined for their comments:
curriculum, tests, teacher materials, weekly tiee'allotments for the program,
and other suggestions.

In general all the-teachers felt that:

A. Fewer health unfts should be presented in greater depth.

S. More audio-visual material should- be available for each unit.

C. Each student should have a workbook.

D. 041 testing shouth be provided for the low achievers.

. The time allotment for the program was adequate.

. r
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Goy, John Edward. Developmeni of a Schcmtl Health Program Model Utilizing

Commueityjleatei Resources. Ed.D. 1974. 462 p. "(Frederick J. Holter)

WeeerVirginiaffiniverslty. 4i

4

4

The purpose,of the study was to research existing literature On,the school
health program with regard to integration of school health aervices, health
instruction, school health enyironment, and Community health 'resources as

a fraction of the.comprehensive school program. From the research, the devel-

opment of a cooperative school health model was derived.

The ignificanc% of the study is derived from ,the fact that previous
endeavors have revealed a preponderance of studies emphasizing recommenda-
tions for arachool health program, but few recommend a comprehensivi school
health model as a cooperative effort utilizing tvmmanity health resourcee.

Tbe study was limited to procedurea, policies, and recommendations put
forth by professional., officiel, and voluntary agendies from 1947 to the
presedt with specific omphasis directed toward the school health program and

those pertinent statements put forth in standard textbooks,.

For.the purpose of the study, ali documents were.subject to external
and internal criticiam for validity.

Relevant research and literature was sUrveyed concerning the subject.
litilizing.computer retrieval systems for initial identification of liter-
ature, the pertinent literature was evaluatedrand placed in a frequency
distribution.

cCriteiria for evaltliking policies, procedureseand practices relative to
their roles in school health programs was derived from the literature within
the four major areas of the school health program. Ctiteria for inclusion

was determined by those policies and practicts found in 66% or the research

with all litdrature given equal.weight. The "N" utilized la percentage
computations was the number of various types of lrterature used.

The model was developed following the initial survey of pertinent liter-
ature by:

I. Analyzing the compiled policies and practices and selecting

those that meet thltcriterion for the model.
2. Deciding what policies and plectices wbuld be arbitrarily

selected based on historical or futuristic aspects that enhanced the model.
3. Assigning those practices and policies deemed appropriate by the

investigator, although not meeting establrshed criteria, to the appropriate
categories.

4. Formalizing the model of the comprehensive program that ia con-
sistent with school health practices and policies, and community health
resources based upob the intonation developed.

Conclusione of the study were:

1. School health services need only exist n a monitoring system

with regard to immunization and appraisal programs.
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2. Specific duties of allied health perà4nel working in the school
' should be guided by Elle sChool health coordinat

3. It -ia advisable to employ an individual each school in a full
or part time* posttion to administer the school hea h program.

4. Comqvnity Involvemeht in school health instruction should
be yatemati011ly developed.

5. Community health resources must be effectively thtegrated in
the school health program and no( be considered a separate entity.

Recommendation, of/the study include:

1. Implementation of the model in varying geographicjocations,
socio-economiC areas, and population densities for pilot studies.

2. Repetitive studies taking into account the applicability of the
school health coordinator a8 a school - community facilitator.

3. Examination of teacher certification requirements as a basis
for strengthening health instruction at all levels.

4. UtilAzation ,of the community as a total resourcetfor the school and
vice versa.

5. Establishment.of additiona; studies regarding the School Health
Council's and Community Health Council's role.in the community.

230
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Gepford, GerY Brooke. A BiArvev ja4 Anti lvsto 21 lisaIth Zducatlon
Cutricula,. M:S: 1973, 90. (M. Roeder) Kearney State.College

It was the purpose of this investigation to analyze available:
and existing state health educatioik curriculum guides and identify the
most commonly recommended Instructional areas. More specificalnv,
the investigation sbught to identify those instructional areas most
frequently note4 as to title hnd content; desirable curriculum patterns;
and the more commonly suggested time allotments.

Of the fifty State Departments of Education surveyed, 32 states
plus the*District of Columbia, presently provide a curriculum guide for
health instruction. Six additional 4ides were included /n the study
even though the State Departmeqts of Education indicated they were outof print or unavailable. These were made available to the writer
through ERIC and/or personal libraries. Thus, a total of 39 guides
were analyzed for the study. Significant conclusions of the itv

investigation are outlined in the follopin. paragraphs.
-

Of the 39 d'uides analyzed, 32 indicated the use of a curriculum
pattern for health instruction. Direct instruction combining correla-
tion or integration, was recommended most often for grades K-6, while
direct instruction was noted most often in grades 7-12,

Sixty-seven percent of the guides listed 'Varying time allotments.
Time allotments, the equivalent to other diticiplines, were frequently
recommended for all grades. However, this allocation of time was left
to the discretion of the individual teacher. Two semesSers of health
instruction (one period daily) were recommended at the secondary level,.
A common practice is to schedule one semester in the junior high with
the second in the senior Kigh.

Instructional areas most frequently identified for grades K-6 were:
'nutrition; safety; prevendon and control of disease; mental, emotional,
and social health; and the areas of community and personal health.
Those areas most prevn.lent in grades 7-12 were: prevention and control
of disease; safety; ndtrition; me'ntal, emotional, and social health;
community health; family life; consumer health; and tobacco, alcohol,
and other drugs.

It is hdped that.the conclusions and recommendations of the study
%will aid those concerned with the improvement and implementation of an

adequate health instruction program.
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Oben, Panty Lynne. t4entitiOstion gt & Health, a pada,

of a Iftectiot of Uorversity Students. 14.8.P,14. 1 74. 92 p.

idward S. Johnil University of California, Los Angeles.

It was the purpose of this investigation to: (1) identify
the health education needs of selected groups of students at-
tending three California universities: the University oi
Southern California; the University of California, Irvine; and
the Uftfversity of California, Loa Angeles by employing the
Lussiti Multidimensional Health NeedwInventory, and,(2) draw
implications from the findings for future health education
curriculum development. P

The procedures employed in ;his study were to; (1) admini-

star the health needs inventory to 176 students from three uni*
versities, (2) analyze the data by the chisquare statistical
method to establish significant differences, (3) determine the
mean scores for responses to each health statement,l(4) estab-
lishohealth categories by subjectively assigning related
health- statements to an appropriate classification, and (5)
present priority health needs statements and categories as
identified for each school individually and all schools combined.

Some of the most significant findings were that; (1) sig-

nificant differences wereldentified with relation to ratings
of the health needs statements among the universities, (2) in'
general, the mean scores for responses to the heilth statements
appeared to be much higlier Cor the University of California,
Loh Angeles, students than for those students attending the
other two universities, and (3) results of this study differed
from those of a previous investigation using the same survey
instrument and a similar population.

The investigator concluded that: (1) it was possible to
identify the health education needs of university students by
employment of the Lussier Multidimensional Inventory, (2)
students' health education needs vary among universities,
(3) health education needs change with time, (4) exposure to a
,comprehensive health education course increases student
awareness and concern for all heelth areas in general, arid
(5) the health education needs identified in thie study did
indicate the basis for future health education planning and
curriculum development on the university level.
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Gilmore, Gary David. The Development, lmplemengntion, and Evaluation

of a Pamdly Health iducaCion Program'Incorporating -Che Concept of

Prevention. Ph.D. 1974. 218p. ?Bert L._idones) Univ*rsity oTTenneasee.
4--7

The major purpose of the research was to develop a health education

program, Implement it, and then evaluate its effect in changing the attitudes

of fifth-grade students and their parents-toward prevention.

---1-The health education program was qveloped through the utilization

of a program rating scale by a county and statelurt, and by the

establishment of a pilot. progtram. Implementation of the program 4

involved the random assignment of subjects Co one of t'our groups; Group I,

parent and stielent education; Group II, education-for parents, but not for

students; Group III, education for the students, butnot for the parents;

and Group Woe non-educational situation for parents and students (control).

Attitudinal change which wa4 detected by pretest to posttest gain scores
from an instrument specifically developed for.thisresearch, the Attitudinal

inventory of Prevention, constituted program evaluation.

Developmental procedures Eor the.Inventory basically included the

establishment of fifth-grade reading'level, the use of a rating scale

by a national limy in order to establish content validity; the

administration'of anwInventory draft to a sample population with a t-test

analysis of the data5to establish Ltem discrimination,-and the up of

an analysis-of-variaece with repeated measures, technique in order to

determine reliability.

The statistical analyses of the program
Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of varianee
significance among group gain scores (or al
with the student data, and then for the par

. Whitney U Test was used got- all possible

separate student and parent categories, an4

data involve/ the use of the

test to examine for
possible group comparisons

nt data, as well. The Mann-

-groap compArisons within the
between those categories.

&Based on the findings of this research, the following conclusions,

w011ie derived:

1. The Attitudinal Inventory of Prevention was considered to be a

valid instrument at the fifth-grade level for detecting an individual's

attitude toward prevention.

,2. The Attitudinal Inventory of Prevention was considered to be a

veliahltinstrument which provided a reasonable degree of consistency.

-3. The family health education program incorporating the concept
of prevention was a workable program whAch presented some of-the major

health aspects regarding prevCntion.
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4. Stddenti, in the mutual education' situation (Group.I)
.exgerienced the most attitudinal change of any group (statistically

significant when compared with the parent control group), poseiblydue
to an interaction with their parents.who were also involved in the
program.

- 0'
e-

5. Parents involved in the educational program:were not 8ignifi2,
cantly inflUenced by it,

6. All of the research findings for/.theeducatietutl program
evaluat tOn had to be tempered by the consipleration of possible influence
on the student control group by the treaument groups, and the
relatively smalr number of subilect's incorporated in the 8tu4y (85
students and 52 parents.) ?d*

. 0
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Gilmore, Laurene.Sadler. A Study to Delineate Criteria Useful in
Establishing Health Programs in Alabama's Junior Colleges. Ed.D. 1973.

120p. (Futrelle Temple) The University of Alabama.
$.

Delineaiion of criteria for developing health progr in Alabama's
*junior colleges was the problem to which this study was a ressed. The
' 'problem waeconsidered a worthy one due to the societal demand for more
and better health care and the occupational demand for these-workers.

The investigation wes.concerned'with analysis of'data drawn e

jrom a review of the related literaure, and selected materials and
Information obtained from the seven community junior colleges.

Intluded within the review oT the literature was a stu4y of standards
set by various'groups, including licensing boards, professional .

organiiatibns such as the American Medical Association, State
Department of Education and Regional Accrediting groups.

Six out-of-state'colleges were identified by the director of
occupational programs of the American Association of Junior'Colleges

while the other one was chosen because it offered more health programs
than any other in Alabama. The on-site interview, recorded on audio
tape, permitted the investigator to obtain a sensitivity to the
eptational milieu within the college and also made possible an
immediate view of campus educational resources.

.The information sought was organized around content aneas,
including the.determination of program need,-philosophy and purpose, .

organize and administration, student pbrsonnel services, curridulpM,
and evalua ion.

From the review nf the literature the atudy of standards of
accrediting agencies, the data obtained from the seven colleges,

P

twenty-seven criteria or conclusions were drawn. °These criteria
related to the general areas described above and give guidance to the
implementation of health programs in community junior colleges.

The investigator recommended five further-investigations including

one related tothe complexitites of the use of health agencies in health
education; a study of the role of junior community colleges in regard to

' the concepts of area hearth education centers or coMmunity based health
.

manpower systems; a study of policies related to health fatuities, as
interpreted by Junior Community Colleges: and lastly a study of the
appropriate role of accreditation and licvsure groups in developing
-health programs.
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Gilpin, Laura J. 'Uinta, a Taws., Clarktion on Concoott
hit* Hirptn t1/414-ic tbrtiana. Iku.
,tgOituratt au M. Ed. 1974. (151)., (Marvin R, Lovv)
Temple,University. 4

/he purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of
the valne clarification process in altering attitudes related to
self-concept, and cbncepts related to the heroieaddict, marijuana
user, amphetstmfue doer, and barbiturate user. Forty-three subjects
were enrolled in three secttons of "Mini AletWag Drugs," offered
at Temple University during, the Spring Semester, 1973. During
a fifteen-week semOster, 'subjects in the experimental group
received instruction with primary.emphasis on Vatues_elarification.
Subjects in the quasi-experimental group received'instruction
primarily throjth lecture preseneations and limited exposure .

to values clarification. Subjects in the control group received
instruction entirely through teicher presentations, with no
exposure to values clarification.

.q.

.in order to assess initial attitudes toward self,.the

fieroin addict, marijuana user; amphetamine user., and barbiturate"
user, the total population of this study was given a seven-digit
form of Osgood's Semantic Differential,during
the first class meetings.. The total6population was posttested
following the fifteen-week'experimental period in order to deter-
mine resultant attitudes. A one-way analysis of variance was
applied to between geoup initial and res4tant scores. A
Scheffee post hoc apalysis-wati performed on within group scores.

The statistical comparisons revealed no significant differ-
ences with respect to initial attitudes or resultant aititudes*
betWeen groups. Significance was reached, however, on within
groulfscores. Signifieant attitudinal shifts occurred in the
experimental group with respect to the marijuana user; in the
control group, with respect to the heroin addict; in the quasi-
experimental group, with respect to the amphetamine user.

,Conclusions. The following conclusions should be viewed
in relation to the limitations of thia itudy. They are based on
the statistically significant findings and do not represent .

general tremolo. The fellowing conclusions-appear tO he justified:

1. Within.* fifteen-week el*ssroom experience in
P' nd Altering Drugs,"-the attitudes of college.men mut women
re sited to concepts of lielf, heroin addict, marijuana user,

amphetamine user, and barbiturate user will not be significantly
altered through exposure to the lectime method or values clarifi-,
cation.
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4
2. Extenlive ute'of the values clarification process

s.mpt result in'greator attitudinal shifts than the supple-
mentemy use of rich a process. '

0 '1itecoll414aiions.

1. Similar studies ihould be carried out with a larger
.numar of subjecti.

.... if
.

21 Similar studies'shou4d be carried out with varied
age. groupsp

,

- ,Y. &War studies shguld be carried pet over a greater

tli
ngth Of time to account for longitudinal:delayed effect.

ta

- , ,4. Studies thould be carried out*ressing the invMs-
'tigaioeicollection of empirical'evidence through direll obeer-
lOation Of subjects: .

tt,

40. Studies should be carried ouk invettigating a
narrower huge of concept.' in *der to focus on specific attitudes.

,e10,

,

r

e

4

IF .
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,.010uski, Matii*V R. Policia* and Progrem on Dxua Mi use n Colleges and
Univereitte: in New York qty. Ed.D, 1971.1, 267p. (Jo * M. Skalskir-
Tiffilluim

The purpose of this *tudy was to determine and compare existence of
components of policies and' programs on drug misuse in colleges ant! univer-
sities in New Yor) City. The study attempted to determine exittence and
non-existence of components in five dimensions of pólicies and four dimen-
sions of program* on drpg btuse at institutions wiEh and without written
drug policies, at institutions with policies of.brosal scope and of narrow
scope, at.large and small institutiohs., at public and private institutions,
and at institutions with and without student residence. The five,dimen-
atone Of drug policies were: rationale serving as'basis of polic , descrip-
tion of behavior addressed by policy; policy implementetidn; poLy
.dissemination; and participants in policy development. Theqour dimensions
of programs were: drug education activities; a1ternative activipies to
drug misuse; rehabilitative services for drug misusers; and procedures for'

,administering drug misuse preventlon activities.

..The population consisted of chief student personnel administrators
or their surrogates at 37 colleges and universities in New York City whilch
were not religious,- technical, nor professional training instituted. The
subjects were-administrators at 21 participating colleges and universities.

The primary material, employed in the study was the Interview Data
Sheet, and Checkliaty-

Frequencies and percentagek were used to determine dtstribictions of

respOnses of adr4nistrators concerning existence of components of drug
policies' and programs at participating institutions. To determine if
significant differences existed within variables, the chi square technique
was used with Yates' Correction Foctor. To determine if significant rela-
tionships existed between compo eras of drug policies and programs and
each variable, the phi-prime c relation coefficient was used. The
minimal level of statistical s gnificance accepted was .05.

'conclusion*

Participating institutions established drug policies but-did not
provide information through a wide variety of channels to drug misusers

concernink the incongruency of their need dispositions with institution
expectation*. Participating institutions with writan drug policids
sought an unsatisfactory atmosphere for drug misusers to prompt their

A

departure, thereby providing a satisCactory climate inwhich remaining
staff and tudents would continue contributing to institution goals.
Institutions without written drug policies did.not articulate unacceptable
behavior, and permitted congruency in perceived institution expectations

and need dispositions of drug misusers. Institution* with drug policies

of narrow scope lacked broad input and provided minimal feedback to drug
misusersion incongruehcy of their need dispoiitions with institution
expectation*. Resulting favorable atmosphere should reinforce drug misuse.P.
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Policy implementation at large institutions was more closely related to
legal righto of student*, and law enforcement than at small institutions.
Public institutions and institutions with student residence were more .

capable than private institutions and institutiOns without student residence
'o in providing personnel other than the dean of students' staff for identi-

fication of drug policy offenders. .A majority of patticipating institutions
. responded to drug misuse with rehabilitative services, but lacked a

wide variety of drug education activities, alternative activities to drug
misuse and administrative procedures.

The variabies of policy format'and. policy scope were not generally
related to,eilstence of .componentw 04 drug programs. llowever, large
institutions were more inclined than small institutions to respond to
drug misuse throUgh drug education activities and administrative support in
terms of facilities and funds. Moreover, public institutions snot institution*
with student residence were. more inclined than private instifutions and

institutions without student residence to respond to drug iisuse through
drug education ac4vities and drug rehabilitation services.

A
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Goodrow, Bruce Arthur. The Perceived Learning Weed', and Interests o
the Elderly in Knox County, Tennessee. EdD. 1974. 19Ibp, (Bill C.
Wallace) University of Tennessee.

The purpose of rhe research was to determine wlyst'perceived
lemming needs and interests would be expreesed by elderly residents of
Knox County, Tenneenee. The study also determined what major limiting
factore served as personel constraints that prevented the elderly
subject fromomaximum participation in older adult learning opportunities.
Analysis was also made to determine the effect of selected socio-
economic and demographic characteristics such as age, race, sex, and
level of-nrevious-Oducation on older adult learning preferenas. A'
listing of thirty-two hypOtheticabgcourse offerings was provided to the
respondent iff order to ascertain if problem-solving learning
experiences were more desired than expressive learning experiances.

A sample of 268 subjects over the age of siXty-five was randoely
selected by the use of a proportional ampling Aesign. Mich subject was
interviewed by the researcher in order to determine interests, need,
and preferences concerning older adult learning opportunities. Results
were presented by descriptivd research methods and use of the single
ami)ld Chi-Square test. ,

The major findings of the study indicated that a total of 57.8
.percent of the respondents were willing to participate in older adult
learning axperiences'if personal limiting factors could be circumvented.
Results indicated that a relationship exists between level of previous
education and willingness to participate in older adult learning
experiences. Elder1y.respondents identified the optimal scheduling.

pattern for adult learning programs. Most older persons prefer a total
progrem of less than two months in length, meeting for two hours1Per.
'session twice a week. Evening classes were to be avoided while,
afternoon scheduling proved most popular. Learning experiences which
'provided the participant with an enhanced problem-solving ability
proved-to be preferred over more.intrineic typal of learning experiences.
The Chi-Square statistic proved to be significant for this preference
beyond the .001 level. The three most popular areas of learning
coincided with the three most pressing needs of the elderly. Lack of.
adequate incolle, poor health, and an overabundance of leieure tine were
primer), concerns.

Analysis of data concerned with limiting factors demonstrated that
unsvailebility of the. type of courses preferred by older persons, poor
Oesight, and home responeibilities were the most prevalent reasons for
noninvolvement in older adult learning experiences. Women also cited

feet- of nighttime activities as a Major personal constraint.

Conclusions were made and recommendations offered to maximise older
Adult participation in future learning opportunities.

if
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Could, Bruce Allan. Obiectives and Content Areas for the
Development of School Based Birth Control EducatiOTrprograms
kindergarten throu h Oracle TWe-Tve. 177167 1971. 121p.
(James L. 'Mal ettt ) Teachers College, Columbia University.

The purpose of Oils study was to generate jectives and
content areas for school-based birth control ucation,
kindergarten through grade twelve, in public and private
schools. The objectives and content areas were intended as
an integral part of family life and 9ex educdtion programs
for those same grades. Further, it was hoped that such
progvams would-help recIpee unwanted teenAge fitiignAnCy,
well documented and important social and Tersonal problem.

PrOcedures

Fifty rofessionally prominent experts from the disciplines
of education, sociology, psychiatry, contraceptive research
and family planning were selected as professional jurors.
They participated in the development and utilization of tWo
survey instruments--a Birth Control Education Survey' Form

, and a Birth Control Education Rating Scale. The Survey Form
^comprised items derived from the literature, the investigator's
advisors, and the Investigator's experience. The jurors
clarified this instrument and contributed to its comprehensive-
ness. Their synthesized comments' and suggestions were
then incorporated into the Rating Scale on which they indicated
their qualitative judgments of the value of suggested items.

Results

Results of the Survey Form and Rating Scale showed that the
experts wore not in vomplete agreement on what should be
included or emphasized in school-based birth control education
prligrams. Although total consensus was l'acking in most content
areas, strong 'support was given to discussing. in the lower
grades such topics as human reproductive anatomy ,ad physiology,
variations in family life styles, and the need for improved
interpersonal relationships. Similar suppOrt was given, to
including information,regarding human growth and development
in the lower grnded and sto information _pout the use of
'effective contraceptive methods and the nature of other fertility
control measures,; including abortion, in the upper grades.
Only mildly supported was information concerning variations
in family size and composition, and information about
sexual variations and deviations.

Analysis of the Rating Scale data showed that over half of
the content areas were scored as "ni4!essary" by 15 percent
or more of the jurors in addition, all content areas contained
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in the Rating Scale were scored either "necessary" or "useful"
by at least 75 percent of the experls. The ratings of the
experts were used in the developtent of a proposed liet of ,
objectives and contentoareas for school-based birth Control
education programs, grades kindergarten through twelve. This
*detailed list, including 10 objectives and 101 content areas,
appears as an appendix to the study.

. de

A
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Gbuld, Nancy Gibson. Losers As Winner,: A Psychological Study d High
Ochool Drug.Users As Sixth Grade Peer Counselors Using Self-Actualizing
;tendencies. Ph.D. 1974. 132 p. (Willis Robinson) United States Inter-
national UniVersity.

THE PROWM: The problem of the study was to raise the levels of
self-concept and self-actualizatiOn of high school students with drug use
histories, through the Drug and Narcotic'Education program of the San Diego
City Schools.

The objectives needed to be achieved to accomplish the purpose of tbe
study included: to 4provide situations conducive to improved self-concept
and self-actualization; to involve subjects as trained counselors; to
diminish effects of teen peer pressure througH'individual self-awareness.

The importance of the study derives from the realization that youngsters'
personalities are at the root of drug use, not the chemical,they use.

METHODOLOGY: All data were secured from pre-/posttesting, ursing 'the
Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) and an Interview Continuum (IC) dealing
Web qualities deemed inherent in self-concept. Comparisons involved three
groups, pre-/posttested: Group A 04=28), trained, 'involved for six months
as peer counselors in sixth grade classes; Group B (N=19), trained only;
Group C 04=22), no training, no counseling; Group D (N=20) posttesting only.

Hypotheses were:
1. Factor scores of the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI)

2. As a group, high school students who had actively participated
in peer counseling would have increased their self-actualization as
measured by the POI.

3. As a group, high school students who had actively participated
in peer counsellng wopld have positively improved theAr self,concept
as measured by the IC.

4. As a group, high school students actively participating in

peer counseling would demonstrate greater personal growth than the control
groups, as illustrated in contrasting the POI and IC results. .

.5. .Drug users would significantly change more than non-drug
users in Group A, as measured bythe POI and IC.

Group A subjects were formed in four high schools through enrollment
in Peer Counseling, a course offered for elective credit. OthSr subjects
were randomly selected, solicited volunteers prom high school study
hallo. Subjects were 'matched for age, sex, race and minimally, drug
experience.

Differences between means on the POI, pre/post- were: Group A,
301,3/298.8; Group B, 294.0/251.4; Group C, 297.0/265.4. Differences-
between means on the IC pre-/post- were Group A, 36.96/36.57; Group B,
36.94/29.63; Group C. 34.10/30.45. To determine changes pre-/post- which
were not evident in "bulking" of group scores; rank-order correlation was
conducted. POI coefficient test of significane revealed; Qroup A,
significant at pt.os (1)0,041); Group 8, not significant (p0.11); Group C

0.Ro
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significant at p(.01 (p0.60). Rank-order correlation coefficient test
of significance on the IC rwivalvd: group A, significant at the pC.Ol

(pm0.74); Groups B and C, not signifiCant (p values at .033 and -.3.69,
respectively).

RESULTS: Analysis of data resulted in rejection of hypotheses,
excluding number four, based on tofal cores of the POI and I ddi- r

tionally, rank-order correlation demonstrated that involve nt peer-
counseling Increased self-actualization and self-concep over t not

participating.

From the results, one major conclusion was drawn; high chool
students, given training and opportunity to be "winners" may increase
self-actualization and self-concept and.diminish their previounly held
"loser" attitudes about themselves. Yet to be determined is the effect
of this improved attitude on the choice of use or non-use of drugs.
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Covernall, Joseph Frank. A Model to Forecast Statewide Secondary
School Health Mducation Manpower Supply and Demand Under Comprehen-
siye School Health Educittion. Ph.D. 1974. 194p. (William H.
Creswell, Jr.) University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.

The purpose of this study was to develop and tesS a school
health education manpower supply and demand forecastin4 model.
Specifically, the model was designed to estimate the supply of
and demand for aecondary school health educators under statewide
comprehensive school health education. Illisois was se.Kted
al) the atate in which to test the model, and Ita secondary
schoola. were selected as the target populatioia, because.it was
in the procems of implementing a comprehensive school health
education program.

Conalatent with ehe concerns of most manpower studies, the
collection, analysis, and synthesis of data relating to manpower
ssapplyraaanpower demand, and the relationship between supply
and demand formed the central focus ol this study. To forecast.
supply, the following variables were identified and used in the
supply model which was developed: pool of active health edu- .

cators, drop-out of healt,h educators, gradnating health educa-
tion majors,. graduating health education minors, O-14-,of state
trained health education teachera entering the.etate teaching
force, re-entering health educators and inactive health edu-
cafori. Through manipulation ol'aupply°rates, two estimates P

of,supply were generated.. 'One estimate was based on the assump-
tion that there would be an improvement in trends. Linear regres-
sion was, used to.project the number of health education graduates
for the fdrecaut period. Data on secondary teacher entrance and
attrition rate4 were used to estimate the supply rates because
such data wel not a liable for health educatora.. A sample

4composed of approxim ely 15,000Illinois teachers (exclusive
of Chicago) was used in order to make an estimati of the per- .

ecentage of inactive health educators among the rTlinois teaching
poputaCiOn. A 'aecond suvey 'wad Conducted in order to 'estImate
the number of inactive health educators who would be interested
in entering health teaching.

.

.

The forecasting of demand involved utilization of a three
step forMula which(included the following: (1) the projected
pupil population, dbtained through the cohort survival ratio
me6hod; (2) the pupil-teacher'ratio and teacher load; and (3)
a particular'prograt implementation plan. The pupil-teaeher
ratio end implementation plan were'manipulated, resulting.in
the generation of thirty-two different demand estimates fdr each year

.of the forecast period. e,
The findings illustrated the degree to which aasumptions ;

about thesUpply of health educators can influence .forecast
estimates. There were substantiel differences tetween esti-
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mates based on the assumption that present trends would continue
when compared to thos based on the assumption that trends would
improve. Also illustrated was the.degres to which demand.is
affected by the pupil-teacher ratio and the implementation plan
selected. In some instances the difference in demand for a
particUlar school year was four times greater under one pupil-
teacher ratio and implementation plan than for another.

c In general, the proposed folasting model seams to be
sound and would appear to be helpful in school health education
manpower planning.. It is quite clear, however, that the present
status of school health education manpower data makes findings
and conclusions extremely.tenuoua. To improve the accuracy of
forecasts, it will be necessary to greatly improve.the quality
and quantity of school health *ducation manpower date. The
probability of achieving such an improvement.in data can be
enhanced if a state's professional preparation institutions

. cooperate with each other and with the state department of
education. It is also through such cooperation that a state's
school health educatipn manpower supply-demand situation can
be most adequately monitored and effectively influenced.

0'
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Guinn, Robert Kenneth, Jr. ctiaragteriAtioli of Drin Use Among Mexican-
American Students 21 Ah21,23n4 It12 Grande Valley: Ph.D. 1974. .139p.
(Carl W. Landiss) TWO 13. A&M -University.

Purpose. The purpose of this study,was to determine c racteristics
of drug use among self7reported Mexican-American drug users. More
specifically, it was the purpose of this study to determine the relationship
of drug use to: socioeconomic status, atifitudes toward drugs, academic
achievement, school attendance participation in school related and non-
school activities, and selected demdeophic factors.

Procedure . A sample dapproximately 20 percent of the enrollment
of eleven Senior high schools and one junior high school in the Lower
Rio Grande Valley region of Texas was selected for the study. This
resulted in 2,324 students, grades nine through twelve, being surveyed

A self-report, eighty-eight item survey instrument was used to
obtain the information. Each item had ;w,,multiple choice response. The
first 27 items of the instrument dealt With nine categories of drugs:
marijuena, hallucinoiens, opiates or cocaine, tobacco, alcohol, cough
syrup,' solvents, barbiturates, and stimulants. In addition to the drug
use items. 61 items dealt with demographic, attitudinal, and factual
variableS.

Administration of the instrument was conducted solely bY the in-
vestigator and only the administrator and studentit were ptlesent during
the testing'. $tigients were assured their responies would be completely
anonymous and wire tested in large groups 4e.facilitate this feeling of
anonymity. Administration of the instrument for all schools took place
within a twelve day period, during November 29.through December 10, .1973.

From the .2,324 students surveyed, 1,789 were Mexican-American.
Of this total sample of 1,789 Mexican-Americans, 254 self-reported drug
users were identified by the instrument as subjects for the study. In
analyzing the data, three statistical methods were used: item-analysis
.of the responses for both the 254 self-reported drug users and the total
sample of 1,789 Mexican-Americanslested, a Pearson producvmoment
correlation, and a comparison of the responses for the subjects aRd the
total sample calculated in terms of z scores.

Moults. The results of this study indicated that the soci fonomic
level of the self-reported drug users was generally low, but was gher
than that of the general population. The incidence of broken homes and
residential changes was higher for drug users than for the general population.

*
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Drug users reported a much more liberal attitude toward drugs than
the total sample Listed. Drug usert placed little trust in educators,
parents, or professionals with regard to drug information and aid or
assistance in time of a crisis. The total sample reported a high level
of confidence in professidnals and parents in relation to information and
help.

Drug users reported lower academic achievement and higher absentee
rates than did the total sample. Drug use gradually increased from grade
nine to grade eleven, which showed the highest incidence of use.
There was slight decrease in use for grade twelve. Drug use.was sub-

Y igl\lr for males than females. The most frequently used drugs
were alcohol;%arijuana, citkiforties, and stimulants. Marijuana users
tended to be multiple drug users. Drug users reported significantly less
attendance at religious services than did the total sample.

Conclusions. Based on the results obtained in this study, the following
conclusions were offered: (1) the drug user tends to be from a higher
socioeconoolc level, (2) lack of family intactness and stability appear
to be contributing frotors LI student drug use, (3)4boredom created by lack
of participation in school related acevitiee appears to be a precipitating
factor in'student drug use, (4) the use of drugs by students is viewed as
a normal pattern of behavior, (5) little trust or faith is placed in any
individuals considered belonging p home, community, school, or
religious establishment, (6) current drug abuse educational efforts are
inadequate and irrelevant and out of step with the thoughts and feelings
of drug users, and (7) lower achievers tend to drop out of school as
grade level increases; therefore, drug users in the upper grades have
higher academie standing, less absenteeism, and participate in more school
related activities than those of lower grade levels.
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Gunnell, Reid Jay. Biographies of Historical Leaders in Physical.
alid'Recreation Education. Ed.D. 1973. 449 p. (Elmo §. Roundy)
Brigham ioung University,

The purpose of this study was td preent pictorially and bio-
graphically, historical data.of thirty-four selected leaders in ths
.field of health, physical, and recreation education.

, , 141949, Davidt.Brace, under the auspices of the rican;.

'Academy. of Physical ucatiiin, selected 102 outstanding lifaders in ..

he4th,'physical, and recation education and compiled a brief file--
caf&of vital statistics en each person. Listed in chron logical order,

ii/his stody considers those individuals in Brace's study o were,born
between 1893 and 1909, inclutive.

Based On accepted historical research procedures, a biographical
sypopsis was written on ea0 of the selected leaders. Each synopsis
coitains a picture and a list of vital statistics of_xhe personality
being considered, followed by a concise narrative depicting his profes-
signal life and contributions.
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'Hamrick, Michael Henry. A Comprehetsiye Evaluation the.,SVituS of;
the School Health Eduoatton Pregram in,Be ennesset. ra.D.
1173. 11, p. ('Robertli. Ktrk). Un1,rTt of Tennessee. ,

Thr primary pu of this study was tp comprehensively valuate'
the School health p m of Bedford County, Tennessee: The.pr ram.
was studied frotyfour rspectiwps: (1) school health instruct onal ..

practices as determined by personal interviews with.school principals;
.(2) the steels of students' health knowledge, attitudes, and behavior
as revealed by responses to standardized health behavior inventories
(H:B.I.'s); (3) students'. health interests which were based on informal

. .

class interviews nd open-ended questionnaires and (4) community"
perceptions of local health problems and the schools' contribution to
the alleviation of these problems as indicated by responses to mailed
questfonnaires. The data comin'g from questionnaires and inventories

.,

were analyzed descriptively to allow for comparisonst between sample '
groups. Statistical tests of probability were used to denote
differences in students' scores to H.B.I.'s according to sex, grade,
and school.

The antlysis'of findings of the study led to the following major
. .conclusions:

. \ .
,

1. There was no indication of a sequential plan of health
education opportunities for grades 1-124. Health instruction was mat
often correlated with another.subject or taught on an incidental basis
by teachers with a minimum of training in hea)th educttion. Health
instruCtion was ontinuous on a grade-to-grade basis at the elemen-
tary level; least .ruous at the senior high level. , -..:

. 2. The overall health knowledge of Bedford County students was
markedly low when compared to national norms. Ninth grade studentS were
especially deficient 4ndscores improved very little for twelfth grtders.

.

The highest scores were achieved by sixth grade students, yet they Were'
' below the national average. Health content areas which were consistently
lokin,all'grade levels were nutrition, dental health, mentak health,
infection and disease, and coaftnity health.

' 3. Students valued the health courses and were particularly
interested in the areas Of mental healthrsex education, social-
*motional health, and drug abuse.

4. Community personnel perceiv schOo have a signifidint
ntributionlih the alledation of mØny local lth problemi,

ularly drug abuse, venereal di ease, nutrition, alcoholism,'
and illegitimacy. HoWever; the school health education
s not thought to be doing an adequate job.

overall research dekign employed in this study proved to
ctional for tendering a thorough and comprehensive assessment
1 health education program and for providing information
urriculqm developalent.

,

Ve.
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.Nanisehl Rosemarie. A 1.21. WW1

pidmitrv. 074. p!,6fiettirger I. Grvisheskl..
and G. Rrishnammity) Cali is State Univerpity, Northridge.

A cancer education program oas developed and two 4ilot
programs implemented in two branches of a major'departmeht store
'chain in the Los Angelis area. Attendance.was Noluritory as was
iparticipation in the eValuation ofthe progrem. A totel of 104 '

people participatedin eight identigel.sessionsighickutilized
the small-group lecture and discussion methodl The prograM
covered in a saneral rather than.specific wWskini lung, colon-
rectal, breast. uterine, and bral oanCer,together-with the safe-
guaçOsend warning signaia,of dancer.

The purpose of this proJect was two-fold: toreduce cancer
mortality rates in the'target population by effecting a chenge.

. !in knowledge and behavior, and to develop a cancer eeucation
program which could be utilised sucfessfully in similar settings.

Statisticil evaluatipn.ofthe program was based od/knokl-'
edge and behavior criteria. Data were obtained from identical

. Pretest, posttestr and post-posttest paper and pencil question-
naires. The answers for each item 6n.these'questiephaires were
evaluated with a chi-square test to deth-mine "if the differences
between the before and after.scores were statistically signif-
icantt Over-all comparisons involvingimean rafios of correct.
or desirable responsestbefore and after the program were made.

While individual item analysis resulted in some dhexpected
findings, the overall outcome was not surprising. It was found
that the prhgram was to a large extent effective in the aug-
mentatiop of knowledge but only sl*ghtlyleffective in influ-
encing behavior change.

It was possible on the basis of this program to establish

guidelines and.maire recommendations for further study in this
field.'

ev,*

).
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Hansen, Charles 1. A tiryey on.SexUal Knowledge, Attitudes and
Activitie

s's

of Male High ooi-Students. M.C-1973. "i8Gp,.

.(1.11 Wells) Northern Illinois Univeraity.

A sexuality inventory was constructed and used to determine
the sexual knowledge, attitudes and activities of the high -

school students of a Chicago suburban community. The inventory
was administered to 237 volunteer male.students'of the 9th,

"10th, Ilth and 12th grades.

The knowledge test 'proved to be difficult for ail students
but was more successfully answered ly juniors and seniors than
by freshmen and soptibmores and by students who were active in
any type ofschool Sponsored activity than by thosewho were
not active.

The, study' describes the attitudes-of the subjecta regarding
premarital int ourse, masturbation, pornography and homo-
exuality and ale toward; issue: of sexuality, for idIstance,
abort ien and contraceptives t. also describes ihe 7exual
activities of the subjects including their heterosexual experience,
.their homorlexual experience, their experience with pornography,
and their masturbatory.,experience.

The study fndicates that petting above the waist A a °.

clothed.girl was within the rangfe of experienie of nearly every
student who dated. Sexual Stercourse. was reported bY 11%
of the freshmen and by 59$of the seniors. Between-70% and 80%
of the stublents in each class reported maaturbation.. Nearly
all the students reported that they.had been exposed to.porno-
graphy and nearly 50% reported that their experience was occasional
or frequent. Thd reported incidence of homosexuality was "

'extremely low. Approximately 15% Of the students'from each
,class reported.that they had experienced intimate sexual.contact
With another male. Only four stUdents,'however, reported more
than one or two htmosexual experiences.

The subjects were divided into sub groups based on their
athletic experience,'referral to the dean of atudents.for
disciplinary actioii, marfluana une and use ofdrugs other than.
Marijuana. The sexualknowledge, attitudes and activities of
these sub groups nre-eompared.

Valsity athletes were more liberal than the non athletes in
he attitu'des toward sexuaiity which they expreased but wore
m re conservative in the aexual activities which theY reported.

11

.The students With four or morel.referrals, when compared to
other students, were more permissLve in their attitudhs toward-,_
sexual intercourse But were more likely to view masturbation,
pornography and homonexualify an harmful,or immoral. They were
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also 'More active heterosexually than any other group of students
and less active in the other three modes of sexaal'expression:
masturbation, pornography and homosexuality

The students who reported frequent, use of marijuana were,
more liberal.in their attitudes toward all forms of sexual
expression. They also reported greater h'eterosexual actikvity
than their classmates. The students "who never used marijuana,conversely, reported less_heterosexual.experience,Xhan any ofthe groups studied. Those students whO reported that they used
drugs other than marijuana occasionally or frequently reported
more sexual activity in all four modes of sexual expression,
heterosexual intimacy, masturbation,.pornography and home,-
sexuality, than any group studied.

The subjects were al.so divided into sub groups based ontheir experience with intercours,e,- masturbation, pornographyand homosexuality. The sexual knowledge, attitudes; and
actfvities of these sub groups were compared.

The stIldents who reported that they masturbated regularly
were more liberal.than those who never masturbated on nearly
every quegtion'involving intercourse and although they reported
more heterosexual'expertence in all but the most intimitte be-
haviors, they reported much less experience in intercourse
than other ttudents.. They did, on the other hand, report
greater exposure to pornography and more,homosexual contactthan their classmates.

The students'frequently expdsed to pornography were more
liberal in most of their sexual attitudes than other students.Most of them viewed pornography as harmless entertainment but
approximately 16% were uncomf6rtable with their own experie.nce
with pornography.

Those s udents who had never experienced homosexual contact
and,those w o had, did not report any different heterosexual
experience than that reported by the total stsdy group. The
students who had experienced homosexual contact dld, however,
report much more masturbatory and pornographic experience than
either the total study group or the students who had not
experienced.homosexual contact.

The students who ftWI experienced intercourse with three or
more girls were more liberal in most of their gexual attitudes
than'the students who had never e*perienced, intercourse but
"they were more likely to view masturbation or pornography as
damaging. Pew differences in sexual activity were reported
by the two groups.
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Hardesty, Murray Lee. A Study of ,a Teacher Trainiv&-Drul Education
Program Upon Teacher Aetit4de and Teaching Behavior. Ed.D. 1974.

107p. (B. Charles Leonard) University of Missouri, Columbia.

The purpose of this study was to determine the relative effectiveness
of a fifteen week, inaervice teacher education program, "Teacher Training--
Drug Education," in(I) modifying the attitudes, self-concept, and teaching
behavior of a group of fifth grade teachers participating in the inservice
teacher training programr and(?) producing changes in the self-conCept
of students whose teachers participeted in the insorvice program.

Scope of the Study

The study was limited to MO grade teachers and their students in
the fifteen Missouri Public School Districts participatins in the Teacher
Training--Drug Education program.

Design of the Study

This study was planned on the basis of a quiasi.experimental design
which included postteeting of experimental and control_groups to obtain
measures of self-concept and dogmatism. Obtained scores were analyzed by
using analysis of variance techniques, "F"ratio and Omega.equare.

The control group conaisted of twenty fitt grade teachers randomly
selected from the population of fifth grade teacher in the participating
schoOl districts that did not volunteer the inser ice teacher trainink
program. Three hundred seventy-five teach* s particip ed in the inservice

' program. All of this group who-were full-ti fifth'gr de teachers (twenty-
four) were assigned to tt e. experimentel group. The f teen weekiFeacher
TrainingDrug Education program constituted the ment for the teachers
in the experimental group.

Four students were randomly selected from the.claesroom of each fifth
.grede teacher in the control group of teachers to form the student control
group. The number of students selected for the control group was eighty.

Two experimental groups of fifth grade students were-utilized and
designated expsiimental and experimental high implementation. Thestudent
experimental group consixted of tour students randomly selected from each
fifth grade teacher in the experimental group of teachers. The number
of students selected for the experimental group was ninety-eix. The
otudent experimental high implementation group was a subgroup of the tudent
experimental group. Each teacher in the experimental group was asked to
respohd to a questionnaire designed to determine the degree to whiCh these
teachers had implemented in their claesrOoms the skills and strategies
presented In the Teacher Training--Drug Education workshop. Four tudehts
were randosay selected from the classroom of each teacher that indicated a
hish dosrieskot implementation on the questionnaire. These"students,

compriped the student experimentel high implementation
group.'
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Conclusions', 4

: 1. The TeacherTraining--Drug Education program had no observabe
ffect on either fifth grade teachovelf-concept or fifth grade

.

student melf-concept.
.

.7
.

12. Thit Teacher Training--Drug Ilducation program had no observable
effect on dogmatism:of fifth grade teachers In the participating
schools. -

Some secondary conclusion. may be drawn from this study as a
result of the data collected from the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale and
the Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept Scale.

. .

1. Teachers scoring high on the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale
tend to haVe students who score high on the Pierp-Harris Children'e,
Self-Concept.Scale.

2. There neems to be little or no positive relationship between
telher self-concept and the Teacher Training--Drug Education inservice
prolgram,
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Hardt, Dole Vincent, Development of An Investigatory Instrument Is. Me
Attitudes To ard Death. Ph.t). 1974 127 p. (Robert D. Russell) Bouthe llinois
University.

The related literature dealing wh attitudes toward death suggested
that this area of study was rather,limited. It further indicated that while
some subOctive studies had been performed, there were no objective studies
using a.vilid and reliable measuring instrument to measure attitudes toward
death. In addition, to help people accept the inevitability of death, both
for others and for themselves, death education hes been suggested as a
function of the schools.

4 )

It,was to the above concerns that this study was directed. The
purposes of this study, in_order of importance, were, 1. To develop a
valid and ibliable attitude scale to measure attitudes toward death. 2. To
assess and compare attitudes toward death with five variables, ile., sex,
age, social position within the society, frequency of church attendance, and
recency of death experience of family or fciendi. 3. To interpret the
;vaults in relation to-gdeath education.

4

T1106 forms of a Thurston Equal-Appearing Interval attitude scale to
measure attitudes toward dea6 wire developed. Four separate methods were
utilized to meet concurrent and construct validity requirements. Fora B
demonstrated a higher degtee of statistical validity than did Form A. Form
A did not meet reliability requirements and hence, was discarded. Form B met
reliability requirements and was utilized in the investigation. Both forms
were found to be readable by the 5th grade and up on two separate readability
measures.

((
The investigation'utilized a sample of 692 subjects ranging in age

from 13 to 26 years. Approximately equal percentages of males and females
-exiated. Twenty-ningh,hypotheses were tested with the use of multiple
regression analysis. IrAlpha was set at .05. Twenty-three-of the hypotheses .

were 'significant. HoWever, with all variables included Only 7.8322 of the
variance could be accounted f6r. While statistically significant this result
is of little practical value for predictive purposts.

Mean attfitiOes were gener41y. more unfavorable than fnvorahle. If
more favorable attitudes are desirable, some expertmentatton vdth death
education,peems a possible swat Use of the inntrument with learners can give
teachers.a clearer-indication of the mean and range of attitudes toward death
both befeWind after the educatiipal experience.'
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HarZer, James Watt, Jr. A Comparison of Certain Personality Traits
between College Student.Clerette Smoker,* and Nonsmokers. Ph.H. 1974.
117 p. (W. Marquis) tic-wth .exao State Holvernity.

.

This investigatAst, seeks to determine whether certain personality
traits of college Students are related to their smoking habits. The
purpose of the study is io determine whether significant personality
differences exist among college students who can be classified as
light smokers, heavy smokers, ex-ilmokers, and nonsmokers and to
determine the nature of the differences.

The study involved four male esperimvtql groups and four female
experimental groups, assigned on the basiW of sex and cigarette
smoking habits as ascertained from a qbestionnaire. A total of 191
subjects from two junior colleges compriSed the sample.. The Edwards
Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS), the fenneasee Self Concept Scale
(TSCS) and a questionnaire to.obtain information on each subject's
smoking lud)Wi were administered to the subjects at one sitt44.
Comparisons of the gro4p moans of each of the four classifications of
smokers and nonsmokers were accomplished_by p one-way analysim-of-'
variance design. The Scheffe F-test was used ta determine which
group meatin differed mignificantly when a significant F-ratio was,
found. The .05 level of significance was thq leVer at which the
twenty hypotheses were either accep.ted or rejected.

- Among male smokers, significant differences were found on two
EPPS var1a5les. Smokers scored Significantly higher than nonsmokers
en the variable of Heterosexuality, and nonsmokerlocored significantly
higher than smokers on ihe variable of Abasedept. No significant
differences were found between the two.groups of male smokers or be-
tween the two groups of male nonsmokers on any of the fifteen EPPS
variables. None of the comparisons NMI statistically significant for
the two variables on the TSCS.

.N
Among female subjects, significant differences were found between

cigarette smokers en4 nonsmokers on seven EPPS varlahles. Smokers
scored significantly4higher on the variables of Achievement, Intro-
ception, and Endurapore Nonsmokers had significantly higher scores
than smokers on the variables of Affiliation, Chms, Abasement, and
Nurturance. A significant difference wap also found be een the two
groups of female smokers on the variable of Heterxu y, with the
light smokers scoring significantly higher than t e heav smokers. The'
smokers also had significantly higher scores than nonsmokers for' the
TSCS Total Positive Scdre. No Other comparisons were statistically
significant for the two variables of the TSCS.

It was concluded that significant personality ditferences do
exist, to some degree, between Cigarette smokers and nonsmokers.
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Hatch, Johnilesley. The Black,Church: Its Role and Potential jj
Coetiun1ty Health Orgaffiat5Tand Action.bz:FE 11047-211 li. (Guy
W. euart) University of NoriN-65761Tia, Chapel Hill.

One hundred and eighty-three (183) membersof six black churches
in two rural North Carolina counties were surveyed in 1974 fot the
purpose of determining the extentoto which they, and more specifically
their leadership, could be considered*to serve 00 vehicle fgr
initiating or Implementing planned community char* in healthzfelated
areas. The black church for the population of interest to this
research effort is the major social institution in tht community;
Its Ale and potential as an agent for health-directed organizational
efforts (or in nationol screening programs) may indeed be, significant.

The study was predicated on the following assumptions and
hypotheses:

1. The black Baptist church in rural North Carolina is not a
monolithic institution but insteadfan differentiate, theoretically
and empirically, by a definite set of criteria into three specific "
types (called traditional, transitional and assimilated in this study).

2. Five socio-demographic variables - degree of anomie, size of.
income, extent of home ownership, level of education, and age . are
correlated with the following conceptual dimensions:

A

i. church status as this is defined according to a position
along the above theoretical continuum

b. role positions of individual memfirs within the'church

c. degree of participatiortin other organizations outside
the church

d. type of other organizational choices made by church members

3, Church role .positions and their status characteristics are
related to w4ther church membert join community.organizations, as well
as with wiiich Ones they join.

A questionnaire was administered to a sample of church members in
Vance and Warren counties in the Spring of1974. Those 183 people were
from six churches which comprised a sample.froM the universe of thirty
black Baptist churches with one hundred ('100) or more members in tneire
congregations. The individuals were selected on the bests of (a) their
occupancy in several church roles which were common to all Churches in
the universe and (b) their distributionkalong as wide a spcio-economic

-06 range within the black community as could be obtained.
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The instrument used was 8 seven-page questionnaire consisting of
four parts.:

1. Perional data; 2. Church roles ant:r other organizational
memberships; 3. The Srole Anomie Test; and 4. A ranking system for
extra church cothmunity organizations.

In accord with the crosh-sectional research design, cross
tabulations staved as the primary analytical procedure, with the
non-parametric statistic, gamma, used as a measure of the strength of
associations. Chi square was used to indicate the degree such
associations as were observed happened by chance in a sample of this
size.

The analysis of the date-revealed that:

1. Black North Carolina Baptist Convention churches vary, at
least in Warren and Vance counties, according to selected socio-
demographic variables.

2. Age, education and income are strongly associated with;
(a) the overall status of the church, (b) the church role a member
holds, and (c) a pariicular congregation's degree and type of activity
in orgshizations outside the church.

3. 'Role positions within the church are generally congruent with
the status of the other community organizations a church member belongs
to.

It was concluded.that the church is an impbrtant microcosnof
the black community with respect to individdal institutional status. .

Furthermore church role as well as church type may be an informative .7criterion for explaining other community actions and s tures observed tO
show variation. This knowledge may'be useful for p nning-health
education intervehtion on an ,institutional basis in the black community.

,
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Heazlett, Marilyu A. A Study of. the EffectsIsvi Sxmptoms of the
' Common Col4 Mien karnih,g, Abiltçy. M.Ed. 1974. 45p. (Russell

F.:11610y) Slippery iock §-tate College.

tO

The study investigate*.the effects of symptoms of the
common co upon the learning ability of seventh grade students
in the W t Middlesex Area High Scheol, West Middlesex.
Pennsylvania.

The major hypotheses are (1)4shoit term learning ability
ls adversely affected by symptoms of upper respiratory infection,
(2) reading ability ls adversely affected by symptoms of upper
respiratory infection, und (3) visual and auditory perception
is adversely aflected by symptoms of upper respiratory infection.

The'basic assumptions of the study were (1) students who
exhibit two or more symptoms of the'common cold are assumed to
be suffering from a'comon cold or upper respiratory infection,
(2) the final group of students used in the program is assumed
to be representative of seventh grade students at West Middlesex
Area Sehool, and (3) students selected were motivated by their
desire to do well in a testing situation.

. All Rtudents in the seventh grade at West Middlesex Area
School were administered the three tests designed for the
experiment when they were free of cold symptoms. Thirty
students were retested ;hen they were observed to be afflicted
with two or more symptoms of the common cold. Thirty other
students were randomly selected for retesting without symp-
toms of the common cold. Students were excluded from the
experiment because of perceptual problems and known allergies.

Teat scores were compiled for each individual and any

difference in scoring between the two tenting situations was
noted. All data was then submitted to the computer emiter at
Slippery Roek State College. An analysis of variance for 1

one-way design with an F ratio to determine validity of the
experimental hypotheses was compured.

Results indicated a significant difference in scoring
when the student was suffering frot symptoms of a common cold,
and when he was free of thete ymptoms. The control group
tested twice without symptoms alto supported the hypotheses
that symptoms of the common cold do advcCrsely affect short
term learning ability, reading ability, and visual and auditory
perception. Students scored mueh lower in all three taste when
they were observed 6 be suffering from symptomtiot./he common
cold.
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As the' experiments progressed, it was quite apparent that
students were overly concerned as to.whether they had "passed"
or "how high" they had scored, in spite.of the fact that all
students had been reassuredaKat they could uot "peal; or fail"
the tes

On e basis of this research the author recommends that
teachersAive consideration to the hea1,0 status of the student.
A reevaluation of the means used for motivation of the student
might also be undertaken. The results of thiS research tends to
show that learning ability is seriously, hampered when the student
is ill. The author feels that we must reassess our values'i
the matter of good physical and mental health and the part.the
educational syster plays ia the.formation of these values.
It seems an indictment against our present educational system
when students are mete concerned about how they scot() than how
they perforil, and When a student who 1.4 ill comes to school ln
order to aWN a threaCening education experience.
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HigginsiAtaymond,Lyle. 111,1anipulation of Interperaonal
. Evaluation AnXiety and SituationaltontroT-as Determinants of

Alâbhol ConsuMptionTrh" Calle e tociaj Dr1,nkers7-Ph.D. 1973. 136p.
(. kr Marlatt) Un vers V-67.7Wiscohsin.

Most learning theories of alcoholism hold the tension
reduction afforded by alcohol to be the primary reinforcement
underlying the development of problem drinking. These theoried
predict.that increased tension should lead to increased drinking. ,

but do nbt make differential predictions for different types of
arouscll, Higgins Marlatt (in press) recently failed to
demonstrat.e.a cOnnectOn between increased arousal (threat of
painful.shock) and alcohol consumPtion, indicating that future
investigations should examine types of arousal more likely to
be assooiated with increased alcohol consumption. Other means
of enhancing the relevance oranxiety manipulationsare suggested
by previous findings that the control'a person exerc.ises in a
situation influences the amount of inxiety he experiences, end
that internally-controlled Ss, as measured by 1Rotter's
InternalrExternal Locus of nntrol Scale, experience inoreased
anxiety when deprived of control over environmental influences.

11}t incorporating the.above suggestions, the present study
attempted'to demonstrate thelpredictive utility bf learning theorie
of alcoholism. This.was accoMplished by Manipulating.threats
of interpersonal evaluation in 64 internally - and externally-
controlled male college social drinkers 4s well as the degree
of control they could exercise over the source of that
threatened evaluation (2 x 2 x 2 factorial design): This was
done within the'context of an alcohol taste-ratingtask which
allowed subjects ad-lib sampling of 3 different wines but
which concealed the'experimenter's interedrin.the amountEL
Consumed. Subjects were told that they wOuld be participating
in a second experiment involving either ihethreat of
evaluation by a group of girls who were listening to their
performance 'In the present study thigh anxiety) or no threat of
evaluation'(low anxiety). Twice duri-ng the taste-rating task
Ss were asked to yerbally answer two personal questiong. In
each-instance, Ss in the high-control conditions chose Which
of 4 questions They preferred to answer. Low-control Ss were

. --
given no choice.

`111 central finding of the study was that high-anxiety. Ss
consumed significantly more alcohol than low-anxiety Ss, .

indicating that alcOhol consumptiOn may have served ai either
a learne,d escape response from anxiety or as a means of
peeparing for the anticipated evaluation. T.his result is
encouraging for treatments of alcoholism whiCh rdduoe con-
sumption-related anxieties.. Iligh-anxiety.Ss also took larger
sips suggesting that such a pattern may result from 'a desire
to rapidly attain some effect and that through reinforcement,
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"guipine might contribute significantly to excessive drinking .

rhie indIcates that alcoholism treatments Which alter "surface" '
drinking patterns might be successful.

Contrary .to expectations, the locus of control and
situational contról factors were unrelated to consumption.'
Although the control manipulation did create-greater perceived
control in the high-control conditions, methodological '

conSiderations indicated that the hypothesizedIrelationship
between anxiety and situational control was not adequately
tested. Among 'those considerations was the possibility that
high-anxiety Ss increased their drinking in anticipation of
future events rather than in response to immediate situational
Anfluences. Similarly, the'control manipulation may have.
been unrelated to the digerminants of increased drinking
in the Oigh-anxiety condltions.

1Higgins, R.L., & Marlatt, G.A. The effects of anxiety
arousal upon the consumption of alcohol by alcoholics and
social drinkers. Journal of Consulting & Clinical Psychology.,
in 'Arens.

Pa%
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11111, Howard Darnell. A Descriptiyc Study of Unweld Psystabood Among
1 Secondary S.chool-AAStudeqs and Implications for quqlcula Revision In

the plinitive:-.Atfeciive nomapts for Urban S.chools Ph.p. Y9737 166.
(James B.- ROyer) Kansas State University.

This study was concerned Willi-the 'probrem of unwed parenthood among
seeondaxy school-age students in I/Man schools.

a
Previous/researeh on a subject of this nature has been done on a

limited basis ln the field 6f-education. However, vast amounts of
literature on the subiect in other flelds supported the intentions and
contentions of the research endoavor., Those fields included: (I) ilome

: Economics, (2) Medicine, (1) Social Welfare, (4) Orthopsychlatry (5) Law
. (b) Publlc Health, and (7) Newspapers.

Prtor to court tntervention, many of the public schools treated the
problem of school-ago parenthoodespecially unwed parenthoodwith
consideroble scorn. Thousands of students were suspended and expelled from

31te

schools upon contirmation of pregnancy. Statistics were then used to
.ecord those studenttr as "drop-onts" but they were really "force-outs."

,

The main problem ot the ,study rests in the increasing number of
newed swhool-ake wegnancies among secondary-sehool-age students each
year. In 1971 two hundred thousand school-age girls aged.seventeen and
under gave birth. A'projection hns been mnde that there will be an annual
incrense of approximately thirty thousand school-age pregnancies nationwide..

Large urban school distriets continue to experienee Increasing numbers
of school-age pregnancies. Part'of 'this increase is due to the fact that
since .school-glrls are no'Ionger suspended or *expelled for being pregnant,
they do not conceal pregnnncies.

The purpose ot s research endeavor is to stake a dencqp(iye 4.tudy
ot unwed pnrenthyod aMong secondary schoolgy stplents and make implications
for corriculum revisi9n in the cogpitive-affective doming for urban schools._

Specifically, the oblectives of the study were to:

1. Dlsepver the current school and community practices involving
unwed secondary acpoo).-age parents en urban public schools .

7. idenitfy from Hill's Unwed_ Parenthood_ questionnai_e the perecp:
tions sc.)f_unwed. parentialvd held by secondary sehoorjage parents and pro-
spective parents.

I. IdeatIfy fr.6m Hill's Unwod Purenth90,Ruestiontlaire Lhfl .ps!ressptionis--
th.e va,ne of school curric_nla relnted th preparation for parenthood as

.;lield by unwed school-age parents and prospective parents.

4. Make recommendations foe'ettrrlculum revision 11, secondnry
sehlwiW based on the findings of the study.

4
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The tautly wan conducted'ln the.spring of 19/1. Threo,populatinns of
gubjecto were used In this stutly: (I) flIty unwed achool-age.earefts and
prospectiv4 parents;' (2) Ghtehty-flve.stegadnry schviol prinelplls,

counselors, and professionals yelAted to the.lield at educlitiOn; (3).0ne f.
hundred parents and othor,ndults. Thu research was carried tinOprinclpapy
in urban arena: Tennessee; Topeka, Kansas; Manlintt,an, Kansas; Junction City,
Kanso; and Texarkana, Arkansas. klased on the fIndinpt of the study, It-

Is cWncladed;

1.

1.. That,the public 'schools ahould attempt to
- school-age studeOts for parental responsfbilitteS.

.

2, That school-4efpregnancles occur at all economic and social
levels; however, the taq is more of a reality with grave consequences
tor those ,females from livier socioeconomic groAps who do not have aceOt to
(1) coaraceptives; (24 parental and professional guidance; and'(3) aKortions.

4

educ:ity secondary

3. That appropriate levels al-family life and sex ech.l.eatipit
a ,

matertals aro deemed 6ecessiry tor.atudents id K-12, especially lti
secondary SellaOls located,iv,urhan a'reas. The lack of family stabillrY.
economta snfillOancy, andsottal awaneness can many times, prevent mean-
ingful instruction being glv' n In the home, 1

qt. 4 Ma V. the choice i
the tstre. of school she wishe
ma lori,ty of thy. subjects 'in
Or* regular, school aur lag pr

'regular* schools was not lump

OOP

u;vually left to the prosuctive mother na
to attend during pregnoncy. However, the
Is study would have preferred to remain In
'limey! flat the Otmosphere in many of the
table to school-age pregnaneles.

inlarmation.nbont birth control andvcontraceptIhre t&Ices
is not readily available to sexually actilchoo1.7age students; there-

jore a reamon I r thAlncreasing incidence.of school-age pregqancles.

P
4

h. That most of the courses In the curriculum in special schools
for s hool-age parents nre developed add Implemented. In ways to meet .the
profit) cOve parents' Inervnts and needs.

/. That school-age parentq are not necessarily promjncuotur peesons
whose disregard fo r humnp ethics reprdIng Reg brought on the.ii predica-
ment,. hut are you' woplowhoseeMotional Identity Oitivother pet-soak led*
them to engage In,sexual interosirae wIthatc( taking pfecaurlons to
prevent pregnanys.

I

H. That par.entasand other adults-are receptive to the development
Am Implementation programn In the schools that wonIU educate.st:ildentsqor
parental 'responsibilities.

9.

of school

41,

flint urban .schoola may expect, air...Increase In number and ratio
e pregnancies during the'197A's

,I0. Tht adequate professiona l counseling sorvicevoltre.nttt.
. fet.ntudonts.wi 1 personal problems Wated to human aexuallty,
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11. That many school-age students lack the knowledse needed for.-
'underatanding Ahe biological relationship between 4exua1.intercouise
and preimancy'.

6

12. That a course in Family Life and Sex Education iv needed by
all students in gradei seven through twelve.

11. Tha,the secondary schoole do not impart value concepts to
students that would allow them to make rational decisions ibout matters
concerning '4ex.

14. That the regular school 'does not adequately succeed in making
programa aernable to the needs and welfare of school-age'parents and
yroopective parenta.

4

IS. That the presence of school,-age expectant parents in the class-
room does not have a negative effect on the values and 4ife-styles of
,other students. The presence of those stUdents could also serve aa
deterrenm.

4
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Hilton, Ivan Jensen. Administrative Ppkicies and Practices in Secondary'
School D5voir and Traffic .Safety Rducation Programs in Idaho. UAL 197ip.

..137617.- (Robert), Wininger) Utah State University.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was: (1) to investigate whether differences
existabong and within public ilkhool superintendents, secondary school
principals, and driver and Iraffic safety education teachers' perceptions
of Idaho state administrative policies and priftices governing driver and
traffic safety education programs,.and (2) if incongruencies are identified,
compare the respondents' perceptions to determine where differences exist.

Procedures

The study providel4ata on the perceptions of 519 individuals representing
three groups of, educational participants (public school superintendents,
secondary school principals, and driver and traffic safety education
teachmrs) concerning administrative policies mmid pvctices governing driver
and traffic safety 0dt:dation programs in the state of Idahb. Responses were
received from 84 perceht of the original selection. An inmtrmment consisting
of 50.opinion statements in the specific areas oecurriculOh am) methodolOglo
facilities financing, instructional staffing, and organization' and adminisletion,
Was developed by the investigatbr which enabled the respondents to express
their percept ionsl according lo one of five choices on a Likert-type scale.

, .

The chi-squac st of significance wen employe4 to measure significant
difference, among populations. The 0.05 level of significance with 8
degrees of freedomiwas employee to test the null hOotheses. Lick's Measure
of Ordinal Consonsde was deed to arrive at a consensus score which indicated/.
dispersion or lack.of dispersion of responses hin a group to a particular
item. The.consensus score was employed to t he null hypotheses of rio
significant differences in the percepeions ting.within respondent groups.
Percentage frequencies were also employed t:Ident/ify responses en4orsed
by educator groups..

Findings

1.. There was sidificant difference in the perceptions expressed amOng
and within respondent groups regarding state administrative policies And
practices relating to curriculT andemthodology in public school driver and
traffic safety, education.

2. There wm,eignificant differene6 in the perceptions expressed among
and within respOlAWit groups regarding state administrative.policies and -

practices relating to facilitia* in public chooldriver and traffic safety
education.

:

3. There was significant difference in the perceptions expressed among
and within respondent groups regarding state administrative policies and

HEALTH EDUCATION COMPLETED RESEAR,CH, VOL. II
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practices relating tq flnanOsg in puh.lic schoeldrieer and traffic safety
.education.

4. There wan stgniiicant difterence in the perceptions expresned
among and within respondent groups regarding state administrative policies
and practices 'Jointing to iteatructlonst ntafting in public school

'

drive; and traffic safety education.
0

S. There wan signiticant difference in the.perceptions expressed
.among andiwIthin respondent groups regarding vtate admInistative policies
and practices relating to ortaniltat_ion and Ominifityation ln public school
driver and t rat I I C safety educat ion.

6. AnalV.tas of data (indicated t)nit the null hypotheses of no significant
odilference existing among respondent groups ism rejected as 1Z of'the-15
curriculum and mathodollogy item.statements regfstered a significant
difterel e response. Two of the 3 favilities item statements, 3 of the 4
iinancing mista.ementn. 6 pi the 7 instrue06pal staffing itfm statements,
and 1/ of the rganIzation and admilonlataation item statements also recorded
signikicant difference responses.

/. Unit% the previously 'established criteria fox consensus ffeoran
that respondevts achieving less than a 50 percent consensus of opinion
on an item ntatement indicated that consensus was lacking pn that particular
Item statement, an analysf,s of data indicated that. the null hyppthesea of

'ne significant difterenci.existingwithin respondent gronps was 'rejected
of thv 1.5 currIculnwinnimethodology Item statements, 2 or the 3

iaciltty if,em statements, 4 of the 4 financing itom statements0 of the 7
instrftrtional stlffingolitem statements, and 16 of the 21 organization and
Wminstratinn itinnntatements registered significant difference responses.

-26
it.
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Holmes, WillFam Carlynle, A deirl,t Friod Study. of Unern and Now/Users
55 Yearn itf Afie and Over, Comport!' Att,itudon, Weprennion - Senaltiation
and Nruoital 0ealth Stat.r1n. D.Ed. .19/1. 111p; (Hobert E. Xime) University
'ot Ovegon

.,
\' 1

One purpone of thts ntudy wan to gather npecific inlormation on Che
health toed user, Another purpose of thin ntudy Wan to compare for
differences, live groups 01 health tood unern with Live Atred groitnn
of health Mod non-usern, on the variab,l4rg of Reif-evaluation of pernUnal
henith statala, on attltuden toward p ietann, on the pe n nrnealitY dimentn o

')

al reprension-ensitizatlott and on a titu(tos of reltgionity.
,

.In order to inventigate.this problem, the following five groups af i
hoolth food 'inert' were matched on age, sex, undo-economIc level, and
marital status with five grOupn of health loud non-users: 1) Group I con-

.

sist,ed i I five married females ranging froM 55 to /1 yearn of ago In Chi?
upper ntrio-ovonomIc level; 2) Croup II consisted of.flve married females
ranging from 55 to 65 yearn till: age and in the mi(Idle norto-economic
level; 1) Group III consinted of five nIngle femalen rangtng from
55 to 65 yearn ol age and in the upper nocio-evonomic level; 4) Group,

IV conninted of Ilve married malen ranging from 'iti tp 71 yearn of age and
In the middle nocl3zeconom(c level; 5) Croup V couniseed of five married
malen ranging trgan 40 Go 70 yearn of age and in the lower ancib-economic
level. All of these sublectn were selected by nen-randomnamplIng procedures.

^
; Though no atatiatical analyava were made for the first part of the

tfludy, two-way anolynis of variance won ntiliZoti I,or' part two of thv.

utudy.

The finditan." tor part one uf the ntudy indicated that the average age
of the health food user, n11 gtoupn combined, wan 6.1.52, with an age
tangy irom 55 to // yearn; vitamins was the health food purehased mont
frequently by all socio-economic gtoupa; Group III (single females) spent
the moat amount of susiwiper month for the purchase ol health foods;
Group f(ve (martied malea ranging trim 60 years of age and in the
lower socto-evonomIc level) almost nnanimonn responded yen to the questron:-
Would you spend more money on health foodll if you i:ould affold It? In
addition, this group had tined health foods the shorteat period of time.

Fot part two, statistical analyses wesemade by utillzin the two-
way analysis of variance to indicate if nignifirant,differenv n wore
ptedent. Analynin was honed on the .05 hovel ( ti sTgAffleanee.

r

The results Indicated that on the dependent vnr able of pernonality
reiiretoteott-'nenalt14ation and tittitudea toward phy fano non-unerm
produced uigniticantly hIghet prores than did unprs. 06 the dependent
vArlable attitudes of religionfty intecnyulo.duced alyilfleanlly higher
ncorem than did nen intern. In addttlot4,11,11up fonr,produced significantly
higher acorea on attftudeo of religiosity than did group five: Wo other
signilicant dlifeton(4nolore produced by the twO,way nhalYsis of votianco.

4.,
c
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The major recommendations made wore: 1) health edudation programs
should provide basic nutritional oducation;-.2) health education programs
should provide nutritional information In the context or man'u total
life cycle; 1)&more (tata should be collected for the purpose of providing
a Lar d? random himp ; 4) Investigations are needed which explore the
relatiOnshIps or multlple' variables to tile health food user,

S.

I.
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Hopkins, Elizabeth Ramsey. Inf uencefit on the Smoking, Behavior of a'
Grout of High School Students. M.S. .H. 1073. 42p. (Edward B.
Johns) University of California, Los Angeles. 4

-
It is clear that more informatimi is needed to aerve as a guide in

counseling or as a preventive approach aimed at reducing cigarette
smoking among young,people.

Following an action research study in a aeries of health dlasses
at Venice High School, an analyais. was made of student reports con-
cerning their smoking behavior. It can be concluded from this study
that:

. The most influential group that causea teen-agers to start'
and cohtinu e smoking is the peer group.

--
2. The most influential group that caused this group of students

not to amoke and was influential in causing many to stop smoking wati the
parents.

3. The most influential,factors whicK caused the kers to
atop smoking were:

a. The negative image of smokera
b. The immediate physical effects of smoking.
c. The fear of long-range effects of smoking

4. The most prominent influence smokers experienCed during
cessation of smoking was a 'decrease in immediate physical,problems And
an overall improvement of health after cessation.

5. The predominant factors which influenced nonsmokers to remain
11011AmokOr9 Were.:

a. Their dislike of the smoker's image
b. Fear of the long-range physical effects ef smoking.

The recommendations made include:

I. A challenge to students to atop smoking arid rewat4 of.anttti
.A for AUCCIPHA.-

2. EncuUragement of ex-smokers to dxpresn their itOptiv attitudes
toward the practice of smoking.

.

3. Help and encouragement for parents to increasejtheir brineficiXl
influence.upop their children. , .

.
t-

,

.0

v.
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Horvat, Robert Emil, Fifth and Eighth Orade Students' Orientaticos
Tunard the Environment and EnvIronmebtal Problems. Ph.D. 1974.
414 p. (Alan M. Voelkirr-University- of Wisconsin,

Central to environmental education's philosophic loundation is"
an in terd lac ipl leery, holistic approack to environmental problem
alleviation and decision-m:4.1:1g. Here this approach led to a study of,
reSponsea of fif th and eighth grade students regard various aspects
of their envirownent. Groups of .these responses we defined as
ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS (Ws) and "est ima to" env Mental decisione.
Ws reflect the interactions of cbgnitive and affect e input involved
in environmental decisions.

A battery of threm validated and reliable instr
veloped to meanure ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS: 4 1. t

4nd future (feelings of optimism or petttilmism toward

and what the future might hold) i. 2. toward general at

76
of the environment and pollution; 3. to rd specific
problems, focusing on preferred solution to specific
whether an individual feels capable of helping solve

nts was de-
rd the present

present world,
pec if ic aspects

vironmental
problems, and

them.

SX.mant lc d if ferent {al and Likert agree-disagree formats were used
id construct ing the three instruments. Through a Her ies of pilot tests,
including structured interviews (637 fourth through eighth graders in
12 schools lu 7 Wisconsin communities), responses were obtained from
urban, suburban and rural students, as well as Blacks and American
Indiana. Procedures for Inventory development and revision included
content afia lysis, quant tat ive est imates of scalability, and r
blserial rprrelat ions with total . test selfe. Reliability estimates
Inc hided Hoyt in terna 1 cons Latency, , and' stabil ify employing test-

re tes t c or r e la t ion coef f ie len ts . Con ten t lidity and sc or ing on the
basis of environmental responsibility were deterlied through panel
ra t ings.

The f ina l Inventory was f ie ld tested on 665 students in 4
c ommun it ics. Far t or a na ys is id en t if ied the f ol lowing ENVIRONMENTAL

ORIENTATIONS:

the worldof today
the world of tomorrow
nse/abitse of nature

overpopulation and population control (2)
genera l env ir onmonta I concern

(leo-responsible behavior
persona 1 concern
*leo- in sOne t iv tty

' environmental protectton
t ec hnology

c t ion 'toward no t nr e
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ENVIRdNMENTAL ORIENTATIONS identified were Isith internally eon-
Blatant (Hoyt .62-.97) and stable (4-6 days, test-retest .61-.85).
Eighth grade chlldrin had More internally consistent and Htable E.Os
than fifth graders.;

-

Two groups of inner city Black fifth and eighth graders reaeted
differently to many items than other gronpa. Bladuigenerally seemed

concerned with overpopulation and recycling, for example, and'
felt little personal responsibility for causing pollution:-

Analysis of variance and Scheffe klost hoc comparisons helped
identify differences in these ENVIRONMENTAL ORIENTATIONS among
students, grouped by Grade (5,8), Community (urban, suburban, rural),
sex, IQ (high, medium, low) and socioeconomic status of family (high,
medium, low). Results of analyses indicate:

Fifth graders are more optimistic than eighth graders idward the
future, but are also less environmentally responsible. .The fifth grader
tends to see. specific environmental problems in the context of how
they affeet him and him family. Actions he suggests are ofted
directed at solving' tike koblem for the family, 'rather than solving the
larger problem. He's not afraid to take a stand for or against 0
technique causing problems, but shuns middle ground compromises toiituch
problems. One prime concern is seeing animals' homes, and appreciating
the esthetic val-ues in nature. Eighth graders generally take the
opposite apProach to all of this.

Rural children are more optimistic. toward the present world than
urban or Huburban children. All children, however, are highly in favor
of teclulologlcal solutions to environmental problems.

High IQ children's responses showed a greater concern and awareness
towards environmental problems than low IQ children. 444ct, IQ and
Grade were the two most frequent significant effects. All variables

. were significanton some E0s, hoWever.

RegardineCoverpopulation and population contrdl, older children,
are mcgre envitohmentally respOnstble, However. group metins ou these
two EOH were lower (less environmentally responsible) than any other RO.

Children agreed on the most 9Criont4 environmental probiemt air
Tollution. Overpopulation was not cOnsidered either most or least
'important, High SES children were More eiewerned with wildernens
preeervation And population control, contrasting with low RES
children'ti-concern with.nolse and water pollution.

Oely about half of the children felt they could help solve any
of the-enviroemenfal priOblems Included. About 30% fele there

.t
were te environmenial prbblems in their local communities.

to .
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Hoaley,.Edward Wendell. A Comparison of Two Methods of Instruction in
Environmen.tak Mucation Ph.D. lqVi. 96p. (James Dudley) University
of Maryland. '

-

In au attempt to compare two methods of instruction in environmental
education, an instroctional unit based on the balance of nature concept
was deVeloped according to a table of specification"' which followed Bloom's-.
Taxonomy of Education Objeutiven: Cogffitive Domain. Two versions of the
instrualonal unit were prepared and judged for content and adequacy by pro-
fessionals in the field of envirounivntal education. The first version
utilized a fiepi or our-of-doors method of inatruction calling attention
to physical evidence's of plant and animal interaction which served as a
basil's for discussion of thelealance of nature theme. The necrind version
of the instructional unit employed a three screen slide tape (AMI) presen-
tation of the Jame concept.

Three hypotheses were proposed for the study: (a) Studenta receiving
instruction in environmental conceptn throdgh AMI yould score aa high or
equal to ntudentss who received instruction on the,same concepts through
field experiences on a retention test. (b) Students receiving instruction
in environmental concepts through AMI would twore significantly higher than
student's who received no instruction on a retention test. (c) Students
receiving inutruction in environmental concepts through AMI would not score
aH high an utudentu who revetved instruction through AMI plus field esperiences
on a retention test.

From atotal population of four hundred fifth grade students partici-
pating In the Prince George's County (Maryland) Public Schools Environmental
Education Program one hundred subjects were selected at random and asaigned
to four treatment groupn of twenty five each. Group 1 nerved as a control
group and received no treatment; group 2 received the AMI"treatment; group 3,
the field experience; and group 4 received the dual, AMI plus field exper-
ience treatment.

A retention tent was deuigned following the table of specifications
(for content validity) and chucked for reliability with twopilot groupg
judged to be reprenentative by program 'staff members. The test wan then
adminiestered to each experimental group following the appropriate treatme
Following an analysis of variance between and within'treatment groups pl
a postmortem comparison between the means using the Duncan Multiple Ran e
Teat, these renultu were obtained; (a) Student's 4ho received instructio
through AMI scored as high as students instructed by field methods. (b

Studento who received instruction,through AMI scored hIgher than students
who keceived no instruction. (c) Students who received instruction thro h.

AMI did not score as high as students who received the dual, AMI plus fi d

experience.

Related obuervationts included high iinterest evidenced by students in
bails treatments; more rapid responses by students in the field falowing
the AMI program; and a much 'shorter learning time with the AMI treatment
when compared to the field treatment.
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Houston, Paul David. An Eclectic Approach, to chanae through. /4e. Creation
ot Organizational Health ih an Eldmentary. School. Ed.D. 1.971: 69p.
(Robert Andermon, et. al) Karvard University.

The ptoject involved theoandidate's efforts at creating a climate
for change at Wilson Elementary School in Stimpit, NewiJersey. The
community and the school have not been totaTry open to change, and the'
project design was to utilize various strategies to create an atmosphere
that would open the small elementary school to changes that are possible
in much a comfortably afflueht setting.

The candikte found a lack of direction at- the school on the part of
parents and faculty. There were no goals and no-means of ;-e-tting them.
The school was,),solated from the community and the teachers had Minimal
interactions with each other. The decision-making mechanisms were in the
hands of the administrator. There was little knowledge or interest in
eclucational trends and no perceived need for change. The candidate Wee
not viewed as a welcome addition as he replaced a popular principal and
he was seen as an aguLt of the Superintendent who had been brought in to
force change.

The theoretical,,framework for the climate setting that was perceived
to be needed was found in ,the writing of Matthew Miles on organizational .

health. Miles presents ten dimensions fdr health including: goal focus,
communication adequacy, optimal power equalization, resource utilization,
cohesivesness, morale, innovativeness, autonomy, adaptation, and problem-
solving adequacy. When these dimensions are all fulfilled the organization
is deemed "healthy.". Health as a concept ls a positive quality and not
achieved by the absence of disease but rather by a state of growing, .

improving and changing.

The adminisiration of the project revolved around the conduct of
certain strategies designed to bring the school to an organizationally
healthful state. They wete parallel in iulture for the parents and
faculty to insure a healthful environment. They involved.,,dual leader-
ship atyle designed to provide forceful leadership for direction setting
and consideration for bringing diverse elements together. Self-actuali-
zation efforts tevolved around staff and parent education through multi-
media, school visits, outside speakers, the iestitutiol of a professional
library, and the creation of a parent education committee. Interchtinge

was incseased through the reconstruction of faculty meetings, focused
committee_worke and parent study groups. A two-tiered-aommittee arrange-
ment was formed to bring a goal-setting process into reality. The P.T.A.
was also encouraged to become more goal-oriented. Target-setting was used
for the faculty to build self-actualization and insure adequate use of its
own resources and a parent volunteer program was formed to do the same at
that level.

The critical incidents in fhe project 'resulted from the formation of
a teamed-teaching arrangement in the school. Adequate preparation for it
was not made and it became highly controversial': The candidate was fotced
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into il detettaive_posltion and numerous survival strategic,' wore dictipted.

These proved largely succvssful and many positive by-preducts of the pro-
. gram accrued to thin project as awareness.of change Was heightened and mem-

bers of the school saw the positive benefits of it and even those who did
not were torced to change their own patterns because of it,

276

An evaluatiol of the project along several lines ilidicstes that inter-
action has been increase/1, people are becoming more self-actualizing, re-
sourcen are being bettig. utilized, communication and power equallption
have increased, and goal-netting mechanisms are now operative. ,The.school
climate ti,w4 approximates the condition doscribed by Miles. The success
of the project iifust bje Viewed in light of the fact that health is a.dynamic
state and can deteriorate easily, therefore, efforts at its majntenance are
a constant necessity.

The experience otit.he project has also demonstrated that the pursuit
ef healtb should he vikwed as a means to an end. A healthful 'state merely

KovIdes the almate for something largerand more productfVv pursuit of '

goals by the members. The project also demonstrated the necessity for
aggressive and initightful thinking at the pre-entiy stage for the change
agent, objective diagnosis at the entry,lev61,mond awareness of the temporary
and lragile, nature of the health state. The project has demonstrated that
the ,concept of health is one that must receive Prime consideration on the
part of any change agent who hopes to effect meaningful change in the
educat ion set t ing.

".

"

1b.
4111
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Howell, Exnest 0. An itivestigatiott of the Status of Health gdncation in
Selected Louisiana Se_condary. Schpoln .1.11 _1972-73. Ed.D. 1974. 160.
billAy B. University of Southern Mississippi..

. ,

S..tatement_ol_ the_ ProhleM: - Broadly stated, the present study was
to investigate the present status of health 'education .progtaav and health
knowledge. of fwelfth grade students.in selected pub lic,secondary schools
of LoolsIhna during the ),4)72-71 academic year. The study attempted
to shed sow light on the atiDunt of health knoWledge of nçudents and the
type of heakth programs in the puhlfc secondary schools of 1.ouisianA.
The basic objectives of the study wo.re;

(1) To compar0.the health knowledge of twelfth grade students
in Lotaillana with students across the -nation, On the basis of the
Kilander.Health KnowletiEwjest.

(2) To compare the health knowledge of twelfth grade male with
twelfth grade female students on the basin of the Kilander Health Knowledge
Test.

(3) To determine whether schyols teaching the Louisiana State
Department of Education requirements of six weeks or more will show a
significant higher mean score on the. Kilander.Health KnoWledge T.qt
than schools who fail to meet the state requirement.

(4) To evaluate each school in the study tal Ote basis of prearstion
of teachers assigned health educati6, opinions of tsacherti toWard health
educafion, content of coursed in hea4h educations anil tge facilities and
equipment used for instructlen. A

(5) To determine in each school of this study, the relat(onsidp
of the evaluation of health education and thv scores of the Kllander

ittHealth Kliowledir Test.

(6) To determine the ettectiveness of Louisiana pubtie school
health programs for students at the senior high level'.

Pro_cyclure: To accomplish the purpose of this study, visits were
'made to selected schools OrIng the schodi year 1972-73 at which '

time interviews were held with teacherd., supervisors, and administrators,
A survey was designed to evaluate healtheducatlon in -the selected schools.

Further, a health knowledge test was administered to.students from the'
tWelfth grade in the selected schools.

n WI I (1119 : - Based upo9 the summary of th en e datn, and, within
the I Ind tat hm of this study, the investigator refiched the fol lowing
conclasionst

(1) Tbe studAts uf the twelfth grade in thewschools of.thin study
were significantly lower in mean scores on the Kilander Health Knowle4U
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Test than'the twelfth grade studeqs used to develop the national norm*
of the test.

.
9

(2) The male students of the schools of the study scored significantly
lower on the Kilander HealthiqTageTerit than the fomale students.

(3) Schools teaching the Louisiana,StatedDepartment of Education
reqOirement of six-weeks or more did not have a significantly higher
mean score on the Kilander Health Knowledge Test than schools who.f*
to meet the state requIrewent.

(4) Teachers tn the stud; showed a significant difference in r
of\ho four sub:groups of evaluation of health education.

(5) No statistically significant relationship exists between
teacher evaluation of health education and scores of twelfth.grode
students on the Kilander Health Knowledge Test.

A-
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11°Hunter, Mary PauLA. ,The Re timphip of Ci arette Cqugumption and.Upper
Respiratory. Disease Among o1leke Students. x.D. ilb. 131 F.-(Alex

B. Ituvisc*-1) Alahoma State University. .

#.

SCOPE OF STUDY:4 The chief phrpose cT't..4is'investigation 1,411s to .

determine the felationship.of cigarette consumption and upper respird,orly
illnesses among medical program students and norunedical program stddents
at TUlsa Junior Gollege,.Tulsa, Oklahoma.- Data for the .323 subjects in-
eluded a daily class attendancerecord and a record of any upper respira-,
tory illness donplaint given by the students during the faWsemester of
1972. At the end of the 12 weeks of keeping the health recikWd% t personal
history pmoking knowledge questionnairt was administered ofroe'.to all

subjects in medical program classeq ahd In the health, physic:1AI education
activity classes and a recreation class. The data were coMputed by the.
Kruskal-Wallis Test Progxam, the Mann4.Thitney U Test, the BMD-03D
Correlation:With Item Deletion Prognarn, and the Chillsquare Program,

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: or the 323.subleCts 45.per.Ont werp
smokers and 55 per ceht were nonsmokers. The percentage of men and women
consuming cigarettes werv 59 per cent and 3 per cent, respectively.

4
The tested hypOtheses reveateR that students who used cigarettes, regard:-
less.of the amount consumed, experienced more days absent and more days
ill while attending classes due qo upper respiratory illnesses than non-
smokers. 1Tere wele no sigelficant relationships between: (1) the

nunber et years mnOkers consumed cigarettes and the incidence of oigarette
consurrOtion, (2) ing habits and students'. beliefs and knpwledge about
cigarette consumpti and (3,) mroking habits and students' race. There
were no signifigrnt differences between: (1) medical program students

4 ahd nmmedieal-Mograrn students 41 scores eafted on the. smoking knowledge
41. J test, (2) meaical program students and nonmrdieal.program students in-

the incidente of cigarette consurttion, (3) 'absentedism due to upper
, respiratory illnesses of pedical prograstudents imdlummedical program
r students, and (4) incidence of upper respiratory illnesses between non-
.,
smokers'exposed to large amounts of eigaretW smoke and nonsmokers exposed
'to 4E111 Amounts of cigarette'smoko. 0

4

r
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lamawrine, Nicholas K. The Relationship lietween Death Anxiety and
KeSidunce. M.Ed. 1974. 28 p, (Dean F.. Miller) University of
Toledo.

'411'
Thls study was unaertaken to determine,the relationahip between

death anxiety and residential areas, uex, religion, place in family,
whom sublectu were living with, and previoutf iirtruction regaraing
death.. .

Data were acquirea Sy adMinistering the Death Anxiety Scale
developed by Donald I.Templer to a total of 249 ninth grade students
(rum three high schools.each in an urban, suburban, and rural-area in
theToledo? 0100 area.

S stical analysis of the data obtained in the study indicated
that there were no significant differences found between scores
obtained on the Death Anxiety Seale and residential areas: religion,
place In tamlly,.and preVious Instruction regarding death-. However,
there were algtyllicant differences found between death anxiety and sexr
aaolescent,umlnjeported lower peen scores than females. Students.,
living with one vent had higher Petah Anxiety Scale scores thii#
those students 1 ing Vtit both parents.

' -
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Jneobs, Nyinton. Ettect ot State Tobacco LAW); OU Hlgh.School Siudent.
Smoking ihrtatilloaa the Unitod Staten: Soggetaiotta from digit School. Prili/p418
Concern 1-1-41) nd7si-t- tiiTk-17-11,1 Problems. Ph.D. .19/4. 1()Sp. (Gelle .g .
Jacobsen) 40nivorsIty /It Utah.

rho put potty. o I t Ito o utty witn t o thtvM I ,-,state tobacco I awn for m I tlOrti
t hroughout t ho liii I t fat o tlet titil tic t ht. 4.1(ec t h/CtItHt1 1101,1t lawn10 la0a1lly loga1 issuo4 surtoundlng higit acts it smoking. to determitto
ellective and Inolfoct ive phsedures ior controlling high school smoking
probtoms, and to snr:hrst 4 natioual-oxporionco guideline .yoncerning high *
school smoking problems.

Airs-,
.The prkwednre was to review literatule ve to smoking by . 4°

minors. Fhe qcond was to dotormino oach stdie's tobacco ws For minO'rs,
andtbe third won't() .04coktain relativo logal losnon. The final procOdnre
was to gatlIvr responses Irom !Ivo hundrod high school princlpals across the
nil I I oti c0110 ern I ng st at 0 t obacco laws /I nd high school ?molting probloms.
Throv hundtod aud 1,welvv, or W.1.4 percont, of Ott. questionnaires wore received
by the rosoarchot% Anowors to thy following quosthot wore sought: (1)
What ato tho current state tobacco lawn nationwide? .(2) Dow Affective are
stat4. tobalm laws tor minors: (0 How extonsisoly are these lOWN enforced?
(4) -What arc the legal issuos ,Inrrounding smoking by minors? 8( ) What ate some
,etIect1ve aod inetlective,yrocedures fr controlling 101.,14 school smoking?

It wag cooe'ludod

I . Slaty tobacco I. s I or minors are oxt refuel y vat' I tj tlirouighotit
na 1011. Foal st itt tst h.'n ) ova I od .40 I t ohneco laws concorning nil norn.

Mwentv-elght Antos have $44ad it unlawhil only lor thong who supply tobacco
to minots. In'thirteou shit parental consont can rcnoti.mitiors Immune eb
tobacco lows, and Lwo state. waive lienaltios upon minors irtheme minors
dlvnlgo thoit souti-o Itivs ho violation ol state tobacco Intfn for-
oupp I 1 et n and d and ;;onorally appear too low to have much
clout. Two otatos hORt 044114410d school susponsion in tholr tobacco statues.
Twontv nine aPmes havo cstablishod oightoon on the age ot Outiority for
..;mokii and the lowvst ago estoblishod lo Iliteen with ninote('n as the highest.

) . !:tafe fobacc6 laws for minors are ineffectivedfn couirolling high
school smoking problems and the bosh, problem Is la4 n1 enlnruement.

4

I. 1.00.h devis ions concerning amoking b mIttortl are few bee:tits!. InOftt
(.000,1 101/0 1 I) 1 ng tho use ol tohacco by' minors are refer red 1.0 1W/opt le vont- ts
110d arN not dobv t od In t he h I gher coortS.

Anti.smAing edocalion lq the moot ef,ective procedure ror controlling,
Ilia school smoking problems. Athletic programs are ilomewhat etfectivel
Smok ng aroao or louneem aro gcno ral I v I poi I pet lve, and slovens I on andlex-,
pnision, as 4.1 Ia parent contet'enceo, are lneffertive.

.

Neat

lit 1 ayor (21
hal f ol t he pr Inc Ina I s whO oftpondod to 1.11V (pleat tonna irt Were-t

INov I ng h I gh yeltool Itillok I fig dee Is Ion tip t o loco I gehoul bv,Irda

fr
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It woo recommended that:

1. High schod princ-ipals organise themse il es.at ail lev,18 and
work to educ liate soclety and enst public suppbrt eerning smoking problems.On

l
.

-'2. High scAlool sislicing problems should be made eve one's concern
and veryone's problems.

1

3. The publicimust be made aware of the unsatisfacenry afternativss
which high school administrators must Mit! to control high school smoking
problems.

4

" 4. High.school principals must be knowledgeable at all levels
cOnftrninvsmoklng legislation, rules ond penalties.

To control high school smoking problems...the lnitiStive must
be takenlby hlgh school principals. n

Er. Tobacco lows for minors must be rearistic, enforceabtt, add- effective.

;. Smolf.ing policies most be clear and concise and muse involve

A Atercrone oonnected with high scbool smoking problems.
A

8. Additional fundiiik, where needed concerning high school smoking'
problirms, should be requeeted only after highschool Princlpals have effective1y1
inform-ed the public and enlisted their support.

282
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JCIlk. I IIIi , Chn I' I t` t Ca.ay Va lire ni 1 f eraiicen in Ado l encent Drilz
Ahtriers 1111 Non -Insit 11..; ors , l'h, 1), l'1'/Ii . ll`,p , (I; . 1),ivld
ti.it.ori).. Ai.; Y.ona ..,t i t 0 On i ver ; i t y

n..

The purpose of I h i '; .1 tidy wan to i (lent ify t ho vat tio.Jrliar-
ao tfr i,ti on ri 1 Ain I o.scont (II'llp, aim: urs i ri Teiripe , Ari zona .
%.31.1.,. I ti /, 1 ..,Iii 1,,ct .1 i 11 I he ...ven 1 1 on1 ninth grades t Of' t 110
!,(liool year 1 .1 /.' -s. / I. lu.iip, torier,; wore i den tilied by net f
repo). t , where I hey had ind i ea t ed Ilse o f drup,n n ix t, i men or. more.;
Tho .; t udy OP!, 6;11 W.1r. 1/.1.1 1'.11 l y a mill I i variat 0 nat ur..a 1 in t.i.e-
.; imileri lilt (h.', ign, w Lt h t he var ial) I 0:: be I Ilr, I IW filth IOC! II f re e l y
()quirt.). i iip, Cos polin(1

,r. i litui i t t he Rokeach' Va I in; railvey,
(.( M1,1 i II i \it. V I I JI('' !Prins Pant( ordered liy t he re nponden The
da I .1 wure roil 'through .1 IIAN(0/A preigrom Itt do t ertni iou i f there
W.I..; d f Ito I woo t i 1 he va 1 nen o I ado 1 encen t drug abunors
and tion-drugd` usern 'rhp 1,..;111 I i oti .1 (1 i I crorwe LII
t ninth p.1..i 1.. at I he .00 I I' Ve I tit I hOI:11 Mal en
.It1(1 I ((lI1.1 1 , A! of thin f iuitli ripe i t was deemed wurth-
wli i 1 e itt )n aint 1 i (if the (1,1i..1 Iii i (100c't I ty 1 io'J e
(" I n II or' it 11,1 t(l'Ilt (I t i tip,ti ifili hot weer) ado 1 uncurl t.
drug alms ers 1101 low ru.; Ind t y UI the rtntil ts
were gn i 1 i ran t beyond t he .0!) 1 eve 1 , t he tI,i t a Wore run t.hrough
a Lie or Ana 1 ys and 11 nan t. l'ini(( ion f :Invent h and
it i tit It pr 10; Mt' 111011 tind !I((INI 0,1 IA' I y .

The v.'s it 1 lull 1 t yrs tt f val lie terms t hat heillt oIl i t inguirthed
drug oloe.,ers I rum non-drug unerni nonmed tc),;(14.ineri.he

ter i!;) .1,-; ti riip, hlit;c1-:: reprollent ed in t 146'vliew
of, the I, i t era t tire. The I it' tored (.1 us 1 ern /Ala rat' I or i zed seventh
intl n j utth gr.(de drug almniors hav i rig frf or tt,, ion and ty

needs , poo iii 1 y I /.1r t he ni utt It grade via I on, at t tJ 1)1 l eve I
it I i I i The seven t It grade f ema 1 en woril loss (1 t inet. i ye
i n t h u i r charaet I r i s t t U h u t i n 1 he 'ti it Ill grade the females
iderit f owl' I ( In% Ili'l)191(101i I tind ti tuiui der f orgi vertenn and y
i !upt in. t iii t . Ninth jt,rade ma I en 101.t i rifler (I ishosmony Hut
t ha, va 1 lie term; liii t mos t (.1 earl y iident i Iv hot I and female
drug alnise,t Ile II I III Il grade Were mat lire 1 titre and OXCLt i
1 i f 0.

INA(.. The cont." lif.; i on of t h in rone.-treliqr f rom the refill" 1 14 of thin
n t udy i n t li,b1 1 lido 1 oneent drug atoutorn have a f f vet ion and oecur I t y
nvpr.1:1 , i n t l !..t.r.k oxI i t ottto.nt , I I I nee I hey ec,ms i der ma t nrc, 1 pve , family
ni.f. Ur i t y , .ii )1(1 o xo i 1 i rig I, I f (' on be i rig mwlt 1110 re i tnpoP t. ant to,i thC.4111
I 11.111 (.11( Ili( I-4. I 1.1w, liners . "(thin conc1 itii inn w,In heini'd nit I. he Y'enul.to
of t he Tor ii i nal Va 1 lion page of tho Rokoaell Val tie :;urvey , wh .ch
lieemin t o p'rov He I II(' n t ronp,or prod 1 et or %/art a ti 1 OR f or ma 1 e
drik,v, a Ininers . . ; *. ... .

/''The 1 ret t r(IIHI(VII (II Vn I yon page 1 rid i co t on ado I tiflooIl I drill,11,11,1ill :Ir., aist,ti -.rid 11,10d , f ea i'l ill till Imo p, i no I i Ye, and (lop( rtdptit.
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:kWh A.t t .1t440 t ivenvi:n i itaoc ur y thdt wouLd
pot,11,1p:1 it t (.Ict iCJJi. ind :seem. i ( y twodt., , 'rho Jut; t).untoitt,i,
Val.not) pdgo ,1 rived12 :1 I o t ho U trotwoor prod i & r vdri al) lot;, tot. l'ould 1 t. Ornr, or.;
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ieremish, Moralyce. Ohio School Health Education Study: Status of the

Heal/th lnstruction'PrOm'In OhiPalrani.7-5W6isaFi:Scho45:--14a7"7.
120-07704Wry-F-Ileyrer)

k .

'Tike. purpose of this studY wax to determine the current practices

in health instruction in the public secondary schools of Ohio, th:compare-
theue practices with accepted.guidelines for effectiveness in health
ed catiOn, and to,establish a baselioe for future planning and cUrriculum

d velopment. The areas of instructional practices studied were: the
.

orginization'of health instruction. student. grouping and size, provision

of instructtetal time, credit given for Health couram teacher qualifi-
cation, feellities and teXtbooke used, and content ochealth courses.

The model for the resOarch delign was'similar to Phase I of the

School Health Education Setuly, tnc. The study wan ltmiteci to a random
selection of 50 per cent Of the 624 school districts in.the state of

Ohio. School diatricts were divided in(o small, medium, and-large as*
prescribed in the School Health Education Study, Inc. A questionnaire

was devised and sent to 306 high school ptlinelpals. Two hundred ninetr

sevep or 71 per cent returned the questionnaire.-

Statistical tabulation& were made of the entire sample to show
the staths bi health instructional practices in all schools without

regard to size. It was also the perpose.of the statistical procedure to
allow relationships of response among the'ihree echool districts. Simple

_percentage comOutAtton, use pf ehi equare, and t..he contingency table

'were used in ehe data tabulation. .

Among tu conclusions that were drawn from the responie of the

schools responding to the study are: 0

It Health instruZtion is viewed as an important part of tbe total
educational proces.s even though-In many areas it is not equal with otiver

curcteular offerings.

2. Momt,schools are meeting the requirement of a eepareXe course

in health instructton afid credit id given for f toward graduation.

3. Most scheole schedule boys and girls in the same class; howeverip
there la more sepantionof the sexes in small ochools.

4. Class size seems to be commeipurate with class size of other

classing.
4

5. Ninety per cent of the tesehers of healthowe certified in .

A hea th and physical edus.ation and are not flecesearily specifically prepared

in i.arth education. '7
1

i

6. Health Cereers, Consumerehip, and st y Living are content
.areas that are gilfen little emphanis in most of the health clasiell of

.the responding ectipols.

HEALTH EDUCATION 4Millik'ED R.ESEARCH, VOL.



i; included in the recommendations made on the b:asisof the findings
of, the study and strongly suggested are:

1. Hinimum standards.for health instrucil.on in Ohio's high schoold
should be revised to comesinto focus with other curricular offerings as
recommended,by the national study.

' 2. Each school system is strongly enconraged to conduct an in-depth
evaluation of their present health ectuation prograT.

3. Only teachers cirtified in health education should be employed
to teach health. ,

4. Curriculum studies should be coudugted on local levels
determine scope, ;sequence, and placement of hnalth content.

5. Each seWool sYstem sho.41d-have At leas-t one person designated
as Health Coordimitor to tnaur.kmdre effective health instruction.i
including methodology,as well'as less repetition and broader covetage
of'pertinint heSlth cOntent.

:a.

-4
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Jehnson. Patricia A. Conntruction.of4 Sex AtItudes and Knowledge Seale
.T-Colleile Students- t9 (Curt i m k. Emery) Lonimiana

State Univermity.

- The purpone ot-thie study Wati to cottatpuct a sex attitudes and knowledge

!wale ft)c-, college students whiell weuld satiefy the criteria of objectivity,

validlty, reliability, simplicity, and qandardization of procedure. Thnee

hundred thlrty-lobr fall 1972 c011qAe frenhmen students at the University
of Southwentern Louiiliann participated hthentudy. .

Following evaluation'by a panel-of judges, .the teat Wad revised to
contain tweUty-meven'attitude itemo and forty-six knowledge items.. Subjects
wer.6 tented then retested following a one week time intorval.

In evaluating ime human mexUality wetitudem and knowledge scale, the

criteria of oblectimity,mimp.1,icity, ntandardization of procedure, validity
and re/Lability were cheficed. Pearson Product-Moment correlation was
computed for each item of the..tent to determine the relationmhip between
the muhlect/s lirst response to an item and him mecond response to that

Mame ittqn. In Aenting the nu.11 hyyetheni.n, the normal approximation to
,the binomlal.dimtribution Wad sAso employed statistically for ittms
composing the knowledge meetion of ihe tent.'

For the attitudes section of the tent, mean mcoLem for ench item
were computed and. categorized. Meao scoren for eneh'Item of the

.knowiedge section were him) drrtuxmlned and elamsified.

.Withln the linatm of this study the fillOWing conclusions were made:

1 Low reliability cpefficienin were 'ound for all items composing
the conntructed attitudes section of the Sex attitudes and
knowledge mcale. Such low reliability coefficients would
not he adequate for:individual ammemement. However, the sex

attitudes meetion could be timed for meanuring group-averages.

ft

2thi

2. ,Low, but significant, relationmhipm were found.bqtween the
"nubjectts firmt response to a sex knowledge item and his necond

remponse to that saMe item. Ihe Hex knowledge section of the
tent meetn the requirements Mr reliability.

3. Frenhmen college studentm hold satisfactory attitudes, but posoess
low levelm of knowledge in regard to humnn sexuality.

HEALTH EDUCATION COMPL'OED RESEARCH, VOL. II
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Jones, Wyman L. A 3tu4 y, of ienth Grade Student Attitudes Toward and Prue,
Knowledee of pynk Abueo Whrn telated tp a Dreg, Education Pyogyam. Ed. D.
1974. 136p. *(liobiTy D. Andereon) University of Southern Misaissip0i.

The Problem'

The prohiem of this study was x,,k determine whether tenth grade
students who participated in a drug education program had a difference in
drug knowledge and attitude toward drugs as compared to a control group
of tenth grade students 110 had not participated in a drug education program
ltefoor public high schools in Santa Rosa County, Florida.. Other specific'
purposes of the study were to determine if there were significant differences

'between the co,yrelations of drug attitude and of drug knowledge for:. sex;
grade point average; student mobllit y; marital Htatus of pareffts; educational
level of parents; and, drug knowledge and drug attitude.

Proceudres ..\

A sample of,120 tenth grade students who had not participated in
it\tructured drug education curriculum was randomly selected from 764'
tenth grade students of.thts four high schools involved in the study.
These 120 students clinsiating of Group A and Croup B. Before Htarting the
instructional unit' on drug edteation, fifty-three of the Group A students
were administered the Drugynowledge Test, Drug Attitude Scale, and the
Information Questionnaire. The statistical techniques esed were: (1) a
t-test was lentil for a significant difference between the means of Group A
and.Croap B for drug attltudeand drug knowledg ; (2) Pearson-Product-
Moment cocrelations were used to.determine the elationship between drug
attitude, drug knowledge and the other varlah es; and, (3) in hypotheses
three through thirteen: and the correlations obtained from Group A and Group
B werCtransformed into Fisher z Coefficients which were then used to test
for significant 4ifferences,between-correlatiens.

All hypotheses. were tested
11,,t the .0 level of probability.'

Majr Findingtvend Concluaions

I. While there was a gain in scores as measured by the Drug Attitude
SA.ale, no signifilant difference in attitude toward drugs walli found
between tenth grill& students who participatedin the drug educlation
,Program and tenth grade students who had not participated.,

2. A significaek difference (gain) at the" .05 level of prebahility
Wits found in drug knowledge f4Dr Or tenth grade students Who
partleipated in the drug education program as compared t4 those
tenth grade students who did not pArticIpate.

3. The correlations in both droup A and Group H indicated that
a low relattenship exigted between drug knowledge and drug .

attitude witih no significantAifference
occurring between 06

correlatioes of the two groups. It appeated that factual in-
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formation about drugs did not insure an unfavorable attitude
toward drugs.

4. The scores on the Drug Attitude Scale indicated that girls
had a more unfavorable attitude toward drugs than boys.

5. Boys scored higher in drug knowledge with a significant
relationship at the .05 1ev10. of probability for the
experimental group. No signlficant difference was obtained when
the correlations were compared between Group A and Group B.

6. No significant relutionship existed between drug attitude

and grade point average.

7. A strong significant relationithip appeared to exilt, between
drug knowledge and grade point average.

8. No significant relationship existed between drug ttitude

and student mobility.

9. Student mobility appeared to have.little influenkie on drug
knowledge. ,

\;

.10. Students of both Group A and Group B whose parents lived
toilther appeared to have a more unfavorable attitude toward drugs..

11. The marital aratus of the students' parents did not appear to
be significantly related to drug kdowledge.

12: Students from.families where both parents attended college
tend to change their attitude toward drugs in a negative
direction after participating in a drug education progrem.

13. Students from parents who had not attended college achieved
more.in drug knowledge as measured by thp Drug Knowledge Test
than stfidents of college parents.

t
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Jordlins, Ana% 6, Immerisosi sa, ag WUU it: Mt id
IMMtruW09 it !NMI libriddiga

A Irlow 44., A illi kNIXIMLintaz
. 9 6 137p, (James .1. Malfetti) learners

ese, Columbia University.

, yenareal disease (VD)--which includes syphilis and ondrrhea--
is a "major public health problem in the United States t aay.. This

. uggests a need for more effective measures of prevention and
control, including new approaches to VD education.

I

Peer teaching in lip ducation is relatively newCirois
presently being used in high schools, colleges,.and department*
of health. GOvernmental and voluntaiy agencies have also shoW0
an interest in peer.teaching in,bealth-related fields,,and they
have funded projecfs for that purpose.

The investigatem addressed herself to the quevtion of
whether peer teaching in VD education is'more effective than
traditional instruction in ieparting knowledge, helping Wcilange-
attitudes, and influencing behavior. The results of the two

oftechniques wre compared usin
I

the criterion measures'
mowledge, attitudes, and behavioral intentions by employing (.0,

g

the following instruments: The Venereal Disseiie Knowledge Inven-
tory (developed by Gelolo McHugh), thip Attitude toward Mend

.

Attitude toward-VD Prevention and OdhtrorTests as well iv
the Behavioral Intentions Survey (developed by the invesElgator).

The sample number of 100 community college students,was
randomly selected from three health education 4asses; 50 witre
assigned to an experimental group (to be taught by peer teachers)
and 50 to a control group.(to be taught by three health aducation
instruttors, including the investigator). The same curriculum
for VC, ducation was used by the peer teachers and the three
traditional instructors:

t'All students were pr*-tested on the three ihstruments -

(N 97). The peer.teachers were trained to teach VD education
according to the investigator'v curriculum for peer teahing
training. Then the experimental group was educated about VD
by the peer teacher*, using a peer teaChing curriculAm developed
by the investigator. The rontinl group was taught.by their -
regular health education initruetori, using the traditional
classroom,method,. Later, all students were peit-testid on the
emme instruments (Ito 92).

/--
An antlysie/of variance was, done on al/ pre-sand poet-teste

for all three groups of students. (the peer teachers, the
taught group and the instructor-taught group). Tqests were,40ne'
on the xperimental and control groups only.

. -1
A I
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The results of the analysisof the Venereal Diaease Knowl-.
edgliOnvent6rY'and 'the Attitude toward VD Test dhowed that there
was no difference between eh oups in the pre-test, but Xhat.
there was a measurable diff ce after the VD education pro-

, .gram. In bath computations e experimental group scored sub-.

4 staetialaly higher than the control group. The MAMO results
were obtainet from the Keats.

,

0

No differences were found-among the three groupHin the pre-
tests of the Attitude toWard VD Prevention and Control Test or.

. tjio ehavioial Intentions Survey, and no improvements were shown
in either post-tests for the experimental or control groups.

Therefore, according to this study nd under these experi-
mental conditions, pJer teaching was show to ihe more effective
than traditional instroction in the areas of knowledge of ands
attitude toward VD. With respect to the attitude toward.VD
prevention and control and behavioral intentions, both methods
oE VD,education seemed to be.equally ineftective.

1 rr,

ad

.0
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Kangleon, Fredeswinda. Development of A Course, PUtline. in Family Life
lag. sex Ilducatir for Pronective Elementary Teacher's at the Univergity// A" of III Visa es Ceee,City, PhlipInei. M:Kd. 1973. 79 p., (morf.lo K.Solleder ) University of North Carolina, Greensboro.

A course outline Was developed in family life and sex education for
prospective elmAttit;iry teachers at The University of the Visayas, CebuCity, Philippines.

In,the Philippines, only very recently has family life and sex
education,been introduced in some pubticand private schools, and
teachers are not yet prepared to teaCh in thlit'area. Through an under-
standing of family life, one's sexuality, and the role of the family in
society, students could be made aware of the contribution.these can make
towards solving some of 'the socio-economic ind health problems, of the

The review of literature, with its major areas of family life and (
sex education, general principles of curriculum development, and the role
of elementary tdocation in the United States and the Philippines, pre-
sented the need for understanding of Filipino values, traditions, and
attituries from which problems regarding sex and sexuality arise.

An accompanying bibliography inclules books, periodical articles,
pamphlets, and films with each item coded to indicate whethsv it is for
the teacher or for the elementary school student. t

a
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Kantner, Lona N. A goatoarativa Study of Unith elth Conwns tl
ftrolikrid !kin School StutcAlt ftalth Islat'd Profilsotonals.
14.1d. '1973. it F. Whale;17ilippary Rock State .

.
Collage.

A fifty-item Health Concern Quearionnaire was administered
to 207 randomly selected Center Arek High Sthool students and

to 54 health related professionals of Beaver,County. Thirty
hrp questionnaires were'randomly selected for the study. To

determine the degree of,concern, each item was scaled into '

divisions of 1 to 5. Results based on mean scores showed that:

1) students rated no item as extremely concerned; hrp rated drug

abuse as extremely concerned. stndents rated 6 items.as

very concerned; hrp rated 14 hems as very concerqed. The

F-test for ANOVA with the .05 level of.significance showed
no significant difference in degree of concern for 39 items.
The.11 items that showed a significant difference in degree

of concern were: biological and chemical warfare, drug abuse,
heart disease, nausea, overweight, pregnancy, radiation, sex
behavior, smoking, varicose veins, and venereal disease.
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Kasen, Howard P. Environmental Influenm on Health Knowled e
and Attitudes. M.Sc. 1974. 80 p. (Davia-Meagher) Brooklyn

Environment is a major influende upon man's social and physical
well-being. It is ma! who ho created certain environmental conditions
witich are now in furn affecting his life styles. The problenivhich iS
of major concern in this study is the ebvironmental,influenges upon man's
health knowledge and attitudes. The purpose of the study is to examine
some principal'effects that environmental conditions have upon health
knowledge and attitudes. The study is limited to an investigation of
the.hypotheis that there tis a strong relationship between the
environment to vapch junior high school students are exposed, and
their health knowledge and attitudes.

Therelated literature is raiiiewed in this study ind is broken
down into three major sections. The first section deals specifically
with the relationship between environment and social dclasses, the second

. with social classes, health and environment, and thethird with health
attitudes and knowledge. The major emphasivin the related literature
lends itself toward the ettationships existing between environment and
health knowledge and attitudes.

. In this study a group of junior high school students was given an
environmental questionnaire which served as a measuring device for
environmental conditions. The students were then gltep standardized
health knowlgdge and attitude test's. The data fromtoth devices were .

compared anfanalyzed and the results showed that there exists signifi-
cant relationships between the environmentat condittons in which these
students live and their health knowledge and attitudes. It was
possible in this study to examine the environmental eonditions of
housing, education, family income and assets, famtly status and health,
and to reveal which are more significant influences upon health-
knowledge and attitudes. It is suggested that future research be
conducted to examine whether the present health curricula being used
in our schools are serving the needs of the students.

4011
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Kearney, Artie 1.1 ndet.00 Systematic Evaluation oi Dr.t11/ Educatipn

Provams yyom Se.iectedNicfroolo'. Ph.D. 1974. 13.6 p. (William Sweetland).
Michigan State University.

This study measured the degree of f di-ttg education
\

t
programs from selected schools. The asic oblecti H of this research
were: (1) to set lp common criteria for evaluatit the degree of
slicceas of drug edficat ion programs; nd (2) to find out how closely
drug education pro rams from selected schools fit into the criteria '

that were set up. ifteett junior and enior high'schools were included

in the study.. The researchyr interviewed the principal and a teacher
who taugTtt drug eduration from each school.

-Tlit;'iCsearch darn was obtained through the use of questionnairor
that wert, completed through intIrviews. Two numefical scores were
computed for each school's drug educatioq program. One score was

,tabulated from teachers' perception of the program, while the other
score Was principals' perception of the program. A breakdown of the scores

was presented according to the number of criteria utilized in the program
as peveived 'by teachers and to-incipals and-how the respondents tinswered
each question. .

, A one-way analysis of variance was run to determine if there were
any signilicant differences in the number of criteria utilized in drug
'education programs from selected.urban, suburban, and rural schools.
Two t-tests were run to determine.if there wefe any significant differences
in the number of criteria utilized In drug education programs from selected'
achd"ols, as perci..ived by teachers and principals. No significant difference0

were found.

In summary, It was cooclud ed that there were no significant differences
in the number of criterla,being utilized in the schools' drug education'
prognims.

The criteria established by the researcher for evaluating drug
education programs werresupported by a study done by the Michigan State

DellTiFtment of Education.

40
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Keller, James L. A Descriptive Study of a Drug Abuse Preveation Progyam
Delivery System. Ed.D. 1974. 1 Lip. (Mvrteti Alpeu) Tempft University

The pet-pose of tilts study was to descrfhe the imptementation pmegan
ot a delivery system for estahildhing drug education programs in elementary
and secondary schools through the InterMediate Units of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.

lkThe delivery system which was dev )ped by the Drug'asal Alcohol'Abuse
Prevention Planning Upit (DAAPPY'lindec the supervision of the Pennsylvania
Department of,Education, included nine 'phases, five of which .were itri.4sti-
gated itt,this study. Those phases include: Initial Presentations, Noti-

(-
icatlon of School Principsis,114ttablishment'of Local School Districts, .

mm'Construction, and Team Training. The delivery system was accompanJetd
hi an optional plan to facilitate its exe.ution.

The studm).was limited to the implementation of this delivery systeM.

in one of the twenty-n.,ine intermediate units of the state, and it was dir-.
oeted by the following general quettiens:

I. Can i'lltermodiate units be used in sn.effective delivery ystem
for a drug abuse, preventionTrogram? 2. When offered as. optional. lan for
executing the delivery system, which options will.he selected at- th
mediate unit levOl, the school district level, the locsi.school teVel and the.
local school team level? I. What portion of the schools within the, inter-
mediate unit ehoose participation? 4. What portion of the RChoo Is which
choose participation are serviced by thv Addictions Prevention Laboratory
(APL)? 5. What changes (knowledge, skills, and attitudes) occur during thb
training programs conducted by APL?

,

The intermediate unit in whicli the sendy was conducted Includes a
five-county area in Central Pennnylvanta. This particular intermediate unit

0 novices seventeen school districts, 133 elementary and secondary schools,
2,1VI teachers, and 49,717 students.

Two 91-ganizatIons, the Addict(ons Prevention Laboratory (Aft) and the
Drug and Alcohol Abuse Prevention Plattning Unit (DAAPP) were admiuistered

bY t.,46-. Governor's Council on Drun and Alcohol Abtise and were responsible

\

for implementing the delivery system within the intermediate unit.
w

The procedure by which date wore collected in this investigAtion required
the construction of a specific list of "Leading Questions" perteinent,to each
phase of tlw delivery system.

Five methods of dots collection weee employed to secure answers to
the leading quentions. The methods Included. a daily log, mailings and phone

-calls, a clipping service, minutes or,ocuilnef: and.communications with the
Regional Training Center. These data, which raised some doubt as to tie
Allity of intermediate units to function in a delivery fiystam for a dfug
alms(' prevention programlrestilted In the following recoMkendations:
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1. 4.jdo1ivery,system
71d future inveat.igations.

system tO-a specific stoup.
to be considered'.

includes many components,. which might be Lsolated
One of these 0 the persons who preseArt the
AgeN sex, and appearance are specgic variables

Anetherkomponent ls the origin of.the program. A-program externally
,.'developed.may be reCeived differently than one which AsAeveloped, at least

ln part, by the specific group for which.the program is created.

A'thirA component is the label of the program to be delivered.
The term"drUg".has come to represent a a'very controvertial topic. Othir.

topies, 04Ch ta, "Deci'sion Raking," might be received More'openly.
'

2, An optional plan accompanied the delivery systemutiljy.ed in this,
: study. The optional plan,.itself, might be examined as a technique.

4

1. The system employed in this investigation, after its normal
lgoeginning, required specific groups to move.it'phaselby phase. Other
methOsts of monitoring and movini.the Wyatem might be examined.

4, .Tne deliveny system was formally presented to the inteimediate
unit. 'In.addition to other ways of moving the delivery syatem, suggeated
above, 'idolt,her levels for beginning the process'need to be explored.

298
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Klasa, Margaret Ann. An Evaluation_ 2i che Sex EdiicAtion Proitram in AA Inner
City,High School. M.S. 1974. 88 p. (Peter-Healey) Ceorge.Williams College.

9.

The major purpOse of ails study was to evaluate-the adequacy of the sex
ITucation program as designed by the Chicago Board of Education. An attempt was
made,to sample attitudes and bellefli of students regardinj (1) the adequacy of
information regarding.structure and fudction of the human repreductive system
being transmitted to female students in-the 9th grade, (2) whether additional
areas of sex education needed to be developed, (3) the type of social institution
that had the greatest role Ln providing information on sex education to the adblei
.cent, and (4) whethr- the high school should teach birth control.

The test group consisted of an intact class of 48 female freshmen students
from an inner city high school who had completed the Family Life and Sex Educa
tion program. The Sex Knowledge Inventory was adminidiered to these students.
After the teat was administered tfie students wefe given a student questionnaire
and a parent questionnaire. these quedtionnaires fOcused oh attitudes related
to sex education. Six female physical education teachers and ane teacher nurse
were given questionnaires which dealt.with teacher.qualifications. program
alternatives, and interests ip regard to the sex education program. Responses

-4 to these questionnaires%were analyzed and compared for trend.

Based On a comparison between the group under study and the norm group
'The results revealedthat the group utieler study was well below the norm group
in toral score value.

tI
:A§
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Klinger, Josef...416e. tItyclent, Anxiety end thg. Academic piviron-

sent. Dr,P.4-, 1%74, 15op. (11dvard L Johns) University of
Californis, Ls Angeles.

ThslOurpose of this study iaa to test the anxiety levels of
students from two colleges. The poten.tial long-range goal was
to provide data that might motiVate further research toward
examining the implications of the grading process for con-
structive change.

A questionnaine was construct& Co survey studeut attitudes
about the academic environment and the degree to'which specific,
situations influenced anxiety behavior manifestations. A self-

' est omxiety scale.was used to,measure general anxiety associated
'with the academicenvironment. 'The instrument included a comment
section.

The sample population included students from two colleges
using different'grading mdthods. College "A* 'employed the
traditional letter grade system and college me employed the
credit, no-credit and honors system..

Important findings of this stedy were:

1. The hypothesis that high anxiety levels of col-
lege students would -have a significant effect on the mental
health status of students was generally supported by the data
relating to anxiety levels associated with grades and test "

sitOations in the overall academic environment. There Was not
'a significant difference betreen anxiety levels of students
from the two colleges.

2. The hypothesis that the grading method would in-
crease the overall anxiety level of college _students wai not
supported by the data. College "P." students had a slightly
higher anxiety level juin college "A";'however, the difference
was not significant.

t.

3. .The two collegb envianments were very simahr in'
relation to the amount of stress and anxiety produced by specific
allemic situations.

4.- Studentk were concerned about the -need-for ehanste
in the grading structdre. 4

Concluaions, implications and recommendations were devel-
oped,CO.focus on the need toefurther study and experidental
programs in grading methods and procedures.
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Knoderer, M. Barbara. An Inv,stigetion of nih School Counselor
Attitudes Toward Vrui Problmamaskelated. to Counselor_Drug Knowledge.._

Ph.D. 1974. 186 p. (.1ohn A. Wellington) Lo1o1a UniversaylCuicsgo.,

The primary focui of this study was an investigation of the
relationship between high schOol counselor attitude toward problems
about drugs, drug use, and diug abuse and counselor drug knowledge.
It As also an inquiry into the,relallionship of the counselor's

attitudi toward drugs with regard to the counselor's age, sex,
academic preparation, counseling experience and involvement in drug
education and counseling programs. It explored the relationship of

counselor's sex, age, and academic preparation.

In February 1973, 383 counselors in the suburban high schools in
Cook County adjacent to Setropelitan Chicago were sent survey
instruments. Two hundred nineteen counselors' responaes frcm 41 high
schools were included in, the study.'

.Only a small per cent of the counselors had participated in
curriculum planning'for drug education. Very few counselors were

functioning as consultants to teachers and administrators. Counselor

involvement in the drug areas4zonsisted mainly of counseling
individual students with drug and drug-related problems.

The Counselor Drug Opinion Survey questionnaire consisted of 45
items to assess the attitude of the counseloi. Positive attitude to

these items was determined by a panel ,of judges comprised of pre-
fessionals actively involved,in the drug field. Twenty iteme on the

instrument related to phYsical, psychological, legal and pharmaceutical
knowledge of drugs based on scienpific data. Nine items,were con-

structed to obtain factual information pertaining to the counselor.

Thalcounselors attitude.scores ranged from 61 ta 199 with a mtan

of i6p:iIhe co4inselors' mean *Olen compared with the judges' mean
of 06-Was not significant. The counselors' knowledge scores ranged

from 0 to 190 with a mean of 115. When Ccmpared with the judges'

mean knowledge score of 186, this difference was highly significant.

No correlation was established between the counselors' attitudes and
the counselors' knowledgerelstive to drugs.

Age was not a significant factor in either the attitude or

knowledge of the counselor relative,to drugs. The 25 to 30 age group

was more knowlageable than the other age groups bqhkthis difference
Wu only significant in relation to the 30 to 40 agOrgroup. For both

knowledge and attitude the female population exhrbited higher mean
scores than the male population, but these differences were-not
pignieicant, and no correlationa were established between these
'variables.

Its

The mean attitude scorea'for counselors indicating graduate courses
paralleled those not indicating iraduate courses. The knowledge
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scores were higher for counselop indiCiting graduate courses. The
moan differences were not signiAtcant for either attityie or knowledge
of these two groups.''

Positive and comparable attitude scorepf*re demonstrated for the
groups of differing lengths of counseling 11#paxiente; however, no
relstionship was disclosed tetween attitudi-ned%counseling experience.

d

The most marked differences of opiniOn bOtweeu the counselors' '

fnd judges' responses occurred 'on the surlityltaies which presented the
following ideas: approval of drug use by adult sources; the affluency'
of society as motivation for drug use; the efflects of drugs being 4
determined more by personal and social factors than by the drug
itself; misuse of substanoes that have aome effect on mood, feeling or
perception; the characteristics of drug userg and drug abusers; and ,

the effectiveness and presentations of drug educittion.

ot
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Koepke, iihn Jr. Evaluation of a Traffic Safety Curriculum for, the

Junior Nigh Scbcol. Rh.D. 1974-. 128 p. (William A. Mann) Nltn State
Unlvorslry.

The evaluation of pre-driver education units developed for junior high

school classes was the purpose a this ltudy. 'The units were prepared for -

the seventh through ninth graderhs-part of the K-9 Trarfic Safety Education

Project for the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. The pre-

driver education units were field tested in several schoolp to evaluate
how much general traffic-seety kpowlbdge had been learned by students in .

classes using these materials.

The sample of sixteen classes involved in this research were randomly
*Ben from clears in grades.seven, eight, and nine taught by eight teachers
ir three junior high schools and.two high schools located in four Michigan
cities. One hundred eighty-four males and 157 females in these classes
were given a'pretest to determine how much traffic safety knowledge they
already knew. After the teachers in eight experimental classes had presented
a pre-driver education unit to their classes, both experimental and control
groups were given a poRt-test. The students in the experimental groups
also completed an evaluation of the program.

The data was analyzed by the repeated measures design to determine the
stgnificance of differ'ence between the.gain'(or loss) in the mean scores of

the experimellal and control groups on the post-teatk A two-way analysis

of variance was used to test for S significant difference between mean scores
for grades eight and nine on the pre:test and post-test. Analysis cif variance

WAR used to determine whether A significant difference would be foupd between
the male and female students' gain in traffic safety knowledge in the experi-
mentaland control groups on.the post-test. The Chi-square ter4 for signif-

icance was used to determine the difference between responses in'the subject
areas on the pre-test and post-test for the experimental groupR on nine
questions selected 1-;om the evaluatlel instrument. The nine ques ions were

selected on the basis of their Keying been included la three or mor f the

five subject areadjor which a pre-driver education unit had been develOped

An item analysis was made to determine Hoyt's Reliability coefficient,
the difficulty level, and point biserial for each of the pretest questions,

The malor findings wer:

I. No significant dffference- was founa between the Kalil in traffic

safety Knowledge of students participating in the classes contlining a pre-
driver edttrittiosunit-and-studenta-ift-elaa4ea with tr traffic.sTfety.inW0c-

tton when grades eight and nine only were compared.
2, A aignificant difference was found between the gain in traffic

safety knowledge of 'students participating in the clahses containing a pre-

driver education unit and students in classes with no traffic safety
instruction when grades eight and nine only were compared.

3. A signifiCant difference wag found between traffic safety knowledge
gained by atudenta in the ninth gradeclasses aa Compared with studenta in
the eighth grade classea.
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4. No Ft.igUificane di

knowle010.1.66tween the mitt('

, 5. There weYesignif
the'expertmbntal groups,to
and post-test. ,

fferenco was fOund in the.gait; in thane safety
and fpmale students.

*
icant differences betweendthe responses gfVen by
queitions 12. 16. 21, 2, 23. and 25 clim the pre-

00-ftResponses to questiobs 5, 9 and.24elid not show significant
when comparing the ninquesttons selected fromAhe post-test;

7. fans analysis of the twenty-four items on the p.re-test gave a

Hoyt's Reliability coeffiZieuf of .67. The aveilage Afficulty level for the.
twenty-four items was :61i Point biserial varied from .20 to .50,for the'

4,.t0enty-four items.
fL The student evaluation of the program found that a majority of

studbnts in fh6 experimental groupa: a. Liked their classep better with the
. pre-drlver education'ynit included. b. Talked to others about /ptf4c

safely coficepts learned. c. Felt this information was usefa to them. d.

Did not think the test questions were too diffi.cult. e. Did not find many
worda too dIfficat for them in the test questions. f. Did not have sug-

, gestions about the program.

4,

4t

40,

differences

t,

a
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Kopro, Carol Wise. 8%t1tuiles Toward Health Instqction of 80tdanto
*1'64141%4mo, ft 0911thweet polar coultty 10221 Dttarci.la

him, tin 41.4 six. N.Id. 1973. 38 p. Olussell F. wirley)*
Rook Stato Colrago.

This project tested to fisnd if any differences in attitude
toward health instruction'existed betw teacherIcand students
in the fokrth, fifth", and sixth. grades the Southwest Dutlertt

. Couti, School District. The Attitude Towardtta School Subject',
developed in the Purdue Master Attitude Scale,'wes administered
to all teachers and etudents'in the study. These subjects
were from thA Maine Elementary,School, bhe Rowan Elimentary
dchool, theConnoquenessimg Valley-Elemeniary School, and the
Evans City Elementary School. Theltest.was chiniatered_during
the school year 1972-1973.

Tha,results fndiCated that no significant 4ifference exists
in the ean attitude scores of-the fourth and fifth grade students
and teachers. HoWevet", there proved to be a significant differ-
ence betWeen mean attitude scores of students and teacher's on
the sixth grade level. The aufhor belieVed this to be attributed
to the factor that no health.program exists on the. elementary
level.' ;.

. , . .

. t

The author believes-that this attitude will continue unless
i program ofshealth instruction is deVeloped for the elementary
level so the students Nall hove a chance to.develop positive
attitudes toward their lite and healthful living as adults.

r

r
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Kosiaff, %ra K. .Development of a 140.11:h:Knowredge Test and Test
Man.ual for Suburban Southern New Jersey High School Seniors. Ed.0. .1974.
222p. (Frank Jenne) Temple University.

4.1

The purpose of thia study was to construct a valid,and reliable short
test of the health knaledge of suburban southern NO Jerney high school
sbniors with items keyed tq a correlated list of in4ruct1lona1 objectives, -

awl to the variods levels of cognition. A review of`svailable instruments
rievealed no current health knowledge test with these characteristics.

Two hypotheses, relevant to the comput-ation of norms, were advanced
.concerning the test:

A. Scores achieved by theft seniors littending large suburban sduthern
New Jersey high R-hoolm will not be significantly higher at the .01 .111pvel.of_
probability than those achieved ,hy seniors attendihg small suburban dbuthern
New Jerney High Schools. '

2. Scores achieved by female seniors 'attending auburbad southern
New Jersey high schools.will not be signiticantti higher at the :01 level of
probability than those achieved by male seniors attending suburban southern
New Jersey high schools.

,

The table of apecifications was established by a review of six.atate,
;;1111114-oved high achoOl level health education textbooks and health education

rials,used in program'planning obtained throtigh a survey of twenty
suburban aouthern New Jersey high schools. The organizing olements
health knowledge test, on which the table of specifications was baaed
were determined by synthesizing these used in the School Health/Education
Study and the Curriculum CoMmission Project. Instructional objectives
involving four levels of cognition were developed 1)1 the investigator '

utilizing content material found in the selected textbooks and supplemental.
resources. These ob4ective8 were reviewed by three health educitors and
the New Jersey State Director of'Health and Physical Education. A preliminary
pilot study, was conducted'to determine the number of items which coUld
easily be completed in a single forty-five minute class period and'to locate
errors on test directions and wording of items. From an initial total of 324.
multiple choice items, 140 were submitted 4-to twelve health education authorities.
The authorities were asked to validate and rate each item for importance.
A preliminary% form of 140 items wan administered to 210 students in a suburban
nouthern New Jersey high school. An item analysis wae used to determine
which items appeared mont suitable for inclusion in the.final test form. -

Eighty-three items met.the criteria Por consideration for thp fionl form of
the test.

Items for.t0 final testlwere aelected on the baais of the.c6ntettt of
the item, the mean importance rating of the concept, the item correlation rating
with the total test, the item difficuley, the significance rating, and.the

4 functioning of distractors.

HEALTH:EDUCATION COMPLETED RESEARCH, VOL. II
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The fifty items on the'final test were admihistered to 611 Htudents--
303 femHleri and 308 maleH--in five large and five smAll suburban soUthern
Now Jersey high schoo18. The ttotal test scores had a mean of 30.29, u.standard
deviation of 8.58. a Kuder-Ktchardson Pormula 20. of .871, siith a sthndard
error of measurement of 3,085.;

The tut,11 hypothetvin that )therit wan no signIficant dtfference ln the

means'of students attending smallgsuburban southern Olew Jersey high schools
and students attendinellitr& siibtirban southern New Jersey high schools on
the health knowledge test could not be rejected at the .0) level of confidence.
The null hy'pothesis that there was no significant differehce between the
means of men and women on the health knowledge test was re)ected at the .01
level of confidence, with male achievement superior to that of females. The

analysis of the hypotheses demonstrated a need ror IkOarate norms according
Lo Hex in.adtkitiNto norms for the total group. Normirfo'r the total
group and each sexwere eareblished cn the forma of standard scores and
percentile ranks. ,

A

4
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Koala, Charles. A Feaeibijity Stildy, 21 it Vat es Clarifisation
A o in a Crpelinity lam Prevention P ram. M.P.H. 1974.
13 . (Gotet6Kriebnamurty, W. Alkateetw, nd L. Class)
California State University,444orthrldge.

The purpose of this study was to test the relationship of
au individual's valuing process to the following three'experi-
mental conmantity educatfonal programs: 1) a Values Clarifi-
cation Appfoae_ adapte(l to.drug subject matter, 2) a Valors
ClarificatiotrA proaeh only, and 3) drug content development
only. The tint(' experiment was designed to test the relation-
ship of a cOMbined program as well itH the separate programs to
the changing of an individual's valuing process.

Five groups were utilized in the study. Three of the
groups bad experimental programa presented, whereas the other

4 two groups were control groups (no programs):

Analysis was conducted within each separate group between
the pro, post and porrt-post questionnaires by using the 1-test
of significance between the means.

Analytateof the data provided the following conclusions:'
l) analysis of the data phtained,from Croup.one (Values Clari-
fication Approach adapted t.ci drug subject matter.) revealed a
differed* that was sigepicant'between the pre and post-post.
questionnaires; 2) ne.aignificance was found in the other test
groups; and 3) (hie to the breakdoWit of comparability between
Lost groups, no findings- were revealed regarding the interaction
of the test groups

A

On the basis 01 the findings it was recommilnded"Lhat:
I) investigative research should be conducted to clarity the
relAtionship between an individual's neest satisfaction level
and the application of a Values Clarification Approach;
2) further research to test and document. 'the validity of an
instrument whi0 measures one's valuing process is needed; and
3) it is feasible for ongoing cormmtnity organizations to develop
an individual's valuing process tly employing an approach such
as a Values Clarification Approach.

As a result of this study, the author contends Oat tile
development of nn individual's valuing process should be ift integral
part of tbe4health education process in the control or'dinease and
promotion of health. The health educator must be cpvcerned with not
only developIng nu Individual's factual knowledge, 111(4,94,t,the same
time must be concerned with developing the indivROVIIAllaluing
process. The clombination Al. the two increases 001/1611hood of
ove'rt demonsvratIon of the desired behavior.
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Kridatorn, Hittite* Apple. go,k 3trensth, Ylexibilitr, lag lindurepCe

10221 giLli il, nail* Ditterent Riau ma
Meostrusl TO T. 4.3. 19 4. it p. (Hi chard K. Means) Auburn Unt-
versity.

The study was designed to determine the 'rip strength, flexibility,
and endufance of 21 black students at Carver High School in liontgoneFy,
Alabama, at three different times during the menstrual cycle. The 1

students were tested at monthly intervals for three months on three
physical performance teats (Hand Dynamometer for grip strength;
Adapted Kraus -Weber Floor Touch tor flexillilityg and Harvard Step Test
for endureace). Zech student was allowed three trials in the first two
tests. The scores were recorded to the nearest pound on the grip
etrettgthi-and the -clearest l/10 t

The arithmetic noon end fitness index for each test wore calculated
and the students were divide&into two groupa under 17 and over 17,
years of age. The data were anafysed utilising three-way Analysis of
Variance for a three-factor experiment. The V Dittribution Table was
consulted for statistical significance t tho 0.05 level. Differences-
in grip stlength were founemtich were significant, with the strongest .

moan stores occurring_during the posteenetrual phase. No rhythmic
varistions could.be established.in this grasp 'of high schoch girls. No
interaction between the menstrual cycle,,flexibility, and endurance were
found.

310
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Kong, Annie Sen-Tyan. /ha Meets a 4.ilevuttsaatadiTerestme", 2g
WitilltY Hulculer StrItatth

Ph.D. 1974. 211 P. OC. Harold 'honker Purdue University.'

Seventy randomly selected subjects betWeen the ages of
41 and 81 years took Part inAhis research program. Of these,
20 of the healthy subjects participated in the first phase of
the tudy for the development of the instruments, techniques
for testing, and procedures for data. collection. 'The effects
of. 3 selected treatments on conditions of 42 ambulatory sut:jects

.

with osteo and rheumatoid arthritis were_investigated.

Twenty-four osteo-arthritic patients comprised 4 groups with
6 subjects in each group. Groups were identified as control,'
physical therapy procedures,. drug therapy,..and ,drgical meatt-
ures groups. Eighteen rheumatoid arthritic patlents constituted
3 groups, with six aubjenis in each group: control, physical
therapy procedures, drug therapy and surgiCal measures. Ail of
the 42 subjects met.the criteria for class II and III categories*
as specified by the American Rheumatoid Association Ccumittee
Classificatid6. Instrument developo4nt, selection of subjects,
and statietical analysis of the.data were carefully designed so
thlit the inferencerArawn frOm the'results of this study would
apply 63 similar'populations of arthritic patients.

.

The purpose of this study was to find a reliable and,
valid means of assessing the relativa effects of drug therapy,
physiCal therapy procedures, and surgical measures.upon range
of motion and strength in arthritic patientec

The following sub-problems were pprsued:

1. To design and apply a special ele'Ctrogoniometer
for the measurement of the range of motion at knee joints of
arthritic patients.

2. To adapt the cable-tensiometer for the measure-
ment of the muscular strength of extensors and flexors con-
trolling movement in.Ihe knee joint.

3. To apply the two instruments to-a random sample
of osteo and rheumatoid arthritic patients,priorto and follow-
ing treatment by..drug therapy, physical theraPy.procedures, or.
surgical measures, and ro a. control group, to collect Oata on
the effects of dich.treatment.

,
.

,

4. Analysis and interpretation of the date, with the
resultant conclusions.
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conclusions...

L. The electrogoniometer provides a valid arid prae-
tic:al means of asdensing mobility in knee joints.

2. The cable-tensiometer, as the recbrding.instru-
meat, was demonstrated to be a consitstent and reliable means for
testing muscle strength involved in arthritic knee joints.

3. 11hysical therapy procgduree and surgical measures
by geometric total knee *placement were shown to be favorable
methods for improving strength in arthritic knee conditions.

4. Drug therapy is minimally effective.in maintaining
the strength and mobilitylin the arthritic knee joint. *

S. physical therapy,can be inost effective in ine'reas-
-7A-1.441,_makilija in the arthritic knee joint.

4

6. The geometric total knee prosthesis has been de-:
8ign6d tp provide a solution to the problem of pain, immobility
and deformity confronting patients with osteo and rheumatoid
arthritis. Rased on this research, the complete recovery of
mobility ftuietion in,the prosthetic knee joint takes more
than three Onths. 1.14 4 4

Jr

7. The accurate and objectOe data on musele strength
and j9int mobiliC as obtained on each arthritic patient through
the use of instruments and proeedores Jeveioped in this rewearch
can give the physician'a precise progress report of the patient
under his treatment. For the physical therapist, it not only'
may serve ds a progress note, but also aS a constant source.6f
information as to the.effectiveness of,the treatment he is
dpivkng.

8. The results of this renearch could provide the
patient with MotO accurate information.and guidelines for the
prospect or coping with arthritis,

t

s
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Kunz Cra ig R.e.1 at [cnhi Re twefai 0 ln ions Toward Kluo_ridat. ipn and
zoc ioziieonomic Status ot. ,Snit City Res idents. M.S. l973. 50p.
(Janice Pearce) Utah State 'Un iverafty.

The pr imary pupbse of th is st udy was go det ermine i f a re la t ionsh ip
oeisted between op inionA toward f luor ida CI on of pub 1 c .wat ere supi)1 les 'and
the 1 arel o4 ipcom and educat ion of res Went s of Sa 1 t Lake ti t y : A
seCondary vurpOse wgs to det ermine if a re lat ionsh ip ex 14t ed betWeen
op in i ons on K Luor Ida t ion and 41ree 'other se 1 ec ted controversial Hoc ial
issues. The Issues ident ; f ed f or Invest. igat ion were: (1) Jlte
Supreme Court rul ing on abut ion (2) the proposed Equal Rights Amend-
ment and (3) 1:,apifal punishment.

A quest tonna i re was administered through personal tnterv few to a
sample of, 100 r es idents of Sal t Lake City. The, sample was randomly
se {eel ed f or 1970 census tracts represent ing low, midd le, and upper
income f am i I les.

Ana 1 ys Is of t he resu 1 t s revealed t he f o 1 low ing:

I The i I ghe r the tAluc at ion levet of khe popu 1 at ion, the. hIgher
was the probability of a favnrable opinioeabout fluoridation.

yhere wa4 not a ('qns Latent 're iktIonattlp between op in tons
toward `fcii our I dat ion and income; however, 0%.ro was a -strong I ikelih'ood'
of a favorable op in ion toward f lour Ida t ion among tho,se whose year ly
incomes were S20,000 or more.

. 6. .

.
. 3, Aa compar i son of responses to the quest ion of f 1 uor idat ion and

quest tons regard ing (the 1 Awes of equn 1 f ight s , abor t ion and cap i ta 1
pun ishment reve,1 led a tendency' f or sub) ec ts t o be cons ist qnt In
adopt fpg, a 1 ibera 1 or conserva t i ve point of v i ew. Whereas a ma jor lty

' of the 1.ilklec ts ppposed f Ion r tda t ion, a ma jor l t y al so (1) opposee the
Supreme Court rul ing on abort ion, 2) opposed the' Equal Ri ghts Amend-
ment and ( 0 support ed t he re Ins ta tement of cap i t a 1 pun Lshment..
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Leake, Robert Lawrence and Janice Pearce. Knowledge AboUt, Attitudes Toward
de and Use or NOnAUse of Drugs by Utahllecondary School Students. Ed.U. and Ph.D. 1974

644. (0-..N. Hunter) Uniyersiry of Utah.

Drug abuse among dolescents increased during the decade of the 1960't
until it assumed crisis proportions incountlessAmericaft cities., The puipose
of the 1972 Utah StAteye Drug Assessment was to (pain a definitive analysis
of the dimensions of the drug problem among adolescent% in the state-of.Utah.

StAement of the Problem

The problem was to deterine (1) the knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors
of public aeCondary school students in Utah regarding drug use and abuse,
and (2) whether differences in the knowledge, attitudes, and use patterns
existed betufeen b9ys and girls and among students from schools tn four geo-
graphical lettings. Thesa settings were defined As urban, suburban, rural
and mix.- Irc,

Research,DesigO

e

314

. A comprehensi:ie survey was util ed to collect the desired data. Three:
assessment instruments ware deVeloped nd trial tested. The knowledge test
consisted of 55,multiple-response item ; the attitude and value scale of 42
multiple-respAse attitude,statements a d 18 multiple:response value state-
metrts; and non-USe and use inventor ok19 questions with varying response
alternatives and.with a format that all ed respoinses for each of the seven
drug cladsifications identified-for this urvey.

All district superintendents throughout the state were invited to have
the schools within their diStricts participate. Fifty-eight-schools from 29
of the state's 40 districts, representative of All general geographical areas,'
were ultimately included. Ail students in attendance In those-schools on
the pre-determined,aSsessment date seeved as subjects. Approximately one-third
of the students in'each school completed one of three assessment instruments,
resulting in a sample of 10,702 for the knOwledge test, 11,004 for the atti-
tude and value scale, and 10,826 for thenonause, experimentation of use'
inventory.

The data were analyzed by determining the percentage of vestionses for
each alternative on each test item for all three instruments. Percentages
werJ computed for tptal students and with the data classified by sex'and by
geographical setting.

ConClusions .Ar

1. For the most pare, student knowledge about drugS and"drug use
was judged to be inadequate.

2. te general, dAre was little difference between the drug Inow-
ledge levels of boys and girls.

HEALTH EDUCATION COMPLETEb RESEARCH VOL: II
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3. Although there were not consistently large differencesin knowledge
test scores among students from the four geographical settings, junior
and senior high school atudents from rural schools tended to be leas
knowledgeable about drugs and drug abuse ttiattorwere theitgounterparts
from urban, suburban, and mix schools.

4. A substantial majority of the stUdents expressed attitudes that were
uhfavorable toward drug use and the drug scefie; they tended to perceive
drug uae as being potentially harmful to the social, emotional, and
physical well-being of a person.

.

S. Overall, boys and girls shared essentially the same attitudes and
values toward dipug use; however,' on many iseites, girls diaplayed a
consistent tendency tohe more conservative 'in their attitudes
and values than-boys.

6. Overall, students from tfie four geographical school settings shared
essentially the.same attitudes and values toward drug use; however,
there was a rathef consistenv tendency foratudents from rural
schools to display more conservative attitudes and values than:their
counterparts from urban and suburban schools.

7. 'With the exCeption of alcohol., the vast majority of Utah secondary
school students had not used rugs, and a near majority of those
who had used them had done so emporarily,and had subsequently quit.

'8. Although initial involvement wjt'h drugs.occurred fromaeventh;through
the twelfth grades-, the junior high school yearA;"and speciflcally
the ntnth gtade, appeared tohe the critical period of time'in regardto initial tirueinvelvement.

1
Ttie-t4ical Utah decondarysch6o1 student who became involved with
dreg experimentation used alcohol"; and with diminishi4 probability,
marij4na, Stimulants, depressants, solvents, hallucinogens, and
hard narcotics; acquired the drugs predominantly from friends; tared
them primarily for curiosity and, to a lesser extent, forrecreationil
purposes; and most frequently used them at. week-rd parties.

10. With,the exception of amphetamines.an d barbiturates, boYs tended
4 to use drugs To a.greater extent than girls.

11-. Although there were sone inconsistencies, generally urban and
suburban atudeEta had a higher drug-use rate, except fOr alcohol,
thanaltildentsfrom mix and rural schools. There appeared tool be
subtle but real differences in the drug using behaviors of students
from the.four geographical achool settihgs.

12. Although the results,of this terve? were, in general, relatively
positive; there were consistent indications that several hdndred
secondary achool studenth of Utah needed help in adjusting to and

.

coping witp the sOciety in which they lived. These were the minority
whoappeachd to be habitual users of a variety of drugsahd whoseattitudes
and values appeared to be counter to. traditional social values.

c"
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Leitner,.VirlyA H. -A Study of Personality Differences Among Drug-Usin& and

Non-Druii-Using-Coilege.Students. 'Ph.D. 1974. -230 p. (Frank W. Miller)

Northwe§tvra University

This..study was designid io investigate the,p,ersonality differfinces between
college students who use drags and college students who do not use drugs. The

specific purpose of tns study was to determine what measurable personality
differences could be found,among four groups of college students who*used
drugs to varying extents. The question central to this study was: Are there

significant measurable personality differences apong college students who use

drugs to varying extents?
I

Procedures

.

.Subjects for ilhls .studa were fifty-five college students who had been
members of a close-knit'pelk group for severalryears. ITheyvere,assigned to .

gebupsiraccordt-ng.to their self-rating of the.extent ofitheir drug use. Four

groups were identified: 1) non-users, 3). marijuana only users, 3) former users,

and 4) heavy.users. .

Forty pEo'h.ological variables weee selected to determine personality'.

difference§ imong groups. The variables selected were: 1) the six scales

from the Aliport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values, 2)'the sixteen scales from.
the Sixteen Personalitijictor.Questionnalre. and 3) the eighteen scald *rom
the Cabif rnia Psychological Inventory. The selection -of the variables was

based upon examlnation of the jiterature.
,

Each of the fifty-live students was tested on the fofity variables.

An analysis of variance wog made to detertline if there were any significant

dIfferenees among gromiN on the forty variables. The source of variance was,
further delineated tfillUgh'comOntation of the t test and the Duncan Multiple

Rangecfest. Thirteen of the forty variablea were found to discriminate signif-

icantly aMong groups at the .05 level of aignificance.

, Further data was obtained through subjective observations based upon'

several years of experience within the student group.

lesults and Concl ions

.1. There were no signiticant'diffe s amOng groups on variables

mons:ming celf-concept or emotional atabilky.

2. Non-users wee't . significantly more

former users, and heavy users.

pragmatic than marijuana users,

3. Heavy users were mignificafttly lege conscientious and significantly
more aeathetie tt?an 9rn-u4ra,'marijuana users, and former users.

,
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4. Heavy users ancimar4 users were significantly less sociafized
tBan non-users. Former useth were:not significantly different from any group

.'on this variable.

N
' 5. in general, non-users and heavy ui;ers presented diiposing,*rsonality

patterns, while nvithvr the marijuana users nor the former users presented
personality psfterns ellat were, in general, opposed to any other group.

,

6. The personality pattern of the non-users was significantly poie
soclializid, practical, conscientioys4 conforming, and conservative than Ehe
personality pattern of the heavy uhers. The personality*pattern of the heavy
users was significantly more individualistic, experimenting, nonconforming,
.expedient, flexible, and non.,(wfitlized than the personality pottern of the
non-users:

. 7. nit life style of the heavy users was les's ,traditional than the life
styles of the non-users, marijuana'users, and former users. The values, goals,
and morals of the.heavy users vere derived from a sense of individualism, a,
love of nature, an8 from non-material motivators. :The values, goals, and
morals of the other three groups'Vere darived from a sense of compliance wtth
societal dictates and.from material motivators. .

'
8. In conclusion, significant measurable personality differences were.

found among groups.- The'differences most. often 41s6riminated between heavy
users and non-users. Heavy use of drugs was found to b.ii generally associated
with a significantly lower degree of socialiiation and conscientiousness and'
the rejection of traditional pragmatic values, in favor'of aesthetic values.
No determination is made regarding the relat4on between the differences
among groups and their degree of drug use.
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Leonard, David J. A Study of Sexual,Knowledge, Sexual Attitudes and.Selected

Personality Dimensioas of Gronps of Graduate SLidents in NonlMedical

Helping Professions. Ph.D, 1974. .. 143 p. (Gordon P. Liddle).Unkiersity Ok

Kentucky.

% The reiriew of'literature indicated that although a great deal of
research had been done regarding medical students in the area of human

.
sexuality, almost nothing had been done regarding the non-medical helping

lprofeasions: clinical psychology, educational psychology and counseling,

social work, law, and the_minist . The purpose of thip study was.to assess

a nd compare the levels of sexual k owledge and sexUal attitude and their

relationship to selected personili y dimensions of groups of graduate students

representing non7medical helping professions.
,.

This study was concerned only with groups, not individuals; the ndividUak

scores were completely confidential. The.study'included 434 ents: 277

110ikgraduate students in the non-medical helping professions (28 inical

psychology, 80 in educational psyChology and copnaeling, 61 insocial work, 78 .

iw law, and 30 in the ministry); 69 graduate students in the non-clinical proT
fessions, and 88 undergraduate juniors ahd seniors. These students repre-

sented a stratified sample of graduate and undergraduate stildents from a

, large mid-western etate university who, after understandinethe nature of

the study, volunteered:toNpartictpate.

///

.

The two instruments.used were the Eysenek PersonalityLnyentory (EPI)

and thex Knowledge and.Ate4tude Test'(SKAT). The-EPI consisted of three

4sea1e8i7rsn extrzwert-introvert scale, a neuroticism,stability scale, and a
A

'lie Beale. The SKAT was designed to meaeure sexual knowledge and sexual

attitudes about sexual/behavior. Multivariate analysis of variance and-the

..7
eheyp method of mul/iple comparisons were employed to test for significant
litteranCes between the groups in the.study.

The general rindings were that graduate student8 in the non-medical
helliing professions,demonstrated a significantly higher levsl of sexual know-

ledge than those graduate students in the non-snedical helping professions who

had not taken a couree in human sexuality. Individual groups which demen-

etrated a significantly more liberal (permissive) sexual attitude tended .

to have a significantly higher- level pf sexual knowledge. Age waft a signi-

ficantly contributing factor to neuroticism.' The younger the indiOduals in ,-

a group, the more,neurotic that group tended to be. The levels of eexual

knowledge And aexual attitude of any particular group were not related to the

personality dimensiou of extraversion.
c,

.
.

Thus, the Htudy was auccessful in providing information regarding the

levela of eexuaL kpowIedge, sexual attitude, and:their relationship to the

selected personality diMens-lans of neuroticism and extraversion of'graduate

students in the non-medical helping profeasions. i
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-Lawine Davide Kay.' Techniques LI, lintal Htelth,g4tocatioh; M.S.
1974. i2 p, (Leman Olasa and-Goteti Kriehnewurty) California.
State Univereltty, Northridge.

A cursory examinatIonlbf the dental health pf elementary
age'children was performed by volunteer,dental- personnel in a
school setting. ,It iras found that.an improvement was needed.
As a result, the program described in this paper was developed.

.4thts preventive dental health education program was devised by
CoMbining existing teaching techniques with the oneto-one
relationship of doctor to patient employed in the dental offices.
The combination of these two provided a viable behavioral study.

. .

.Thia program included a study whiCh provided a control
,group that continued a traditional education apprOach to pre-
yentive dental health,while an xperimental group suppleminted
this approach with overt behavior of brushing and flossing

-dailyin,the,classroom:

Aftex a period of eight weeks, a statistical analysis wad
perforesed that proved the approach used by the individuals in
the eXperimental group helped achieve reaulta that surpassed
those of the children in the control group. As a result of
this analysis, the dchool distript in whih the study was

,performed decided to expand the superior approach to all of
the schools within the district.

-

'the Dental.Society th4OUpplemented the program also ex.-
,panded its assistance to,the cgoperating'school district and is
currently prodoting the lirógram in additional school districts.

7-
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Lilly, Linda K. A Comparisainmof Appointment Procedures Used in Plaque
Control Educaaqn. 1M.S.. 19747 33 p. (Helen Weaterberg) George .

*Williams College. t

Purpose of Study '

Plaqua control e,cation is cur ntly being plomoted and implemented
tthroughout the Uni tates withou adequate knowledge about how it can be
most effectiv cond,Actoil to aastrOe.posftive, systained oral hygiene behaviors.

,
Comte , four ckamonly utilized plaque controcappointment procedures have.'
been s ted to b4.'teetedfin Order No determine which are the,most successful
in sustaining fmproved oral hygiene behaviors. ' .

'.

k.

..

Study Design ,.
1

, .

.

.

.

Twenty-five 10-0 year old children from two cleserooma in two ophoola
were ragdomly selected and assigned to frve test groups., One group was the

, control and the other four received plaque control education In differing
appointment procedureR. The Personal Hygiene Pekormance (PRP) Index was
taken.bthifore and after application of the research variablea. A Plaque CRntrol
Education.Package (PCEP) was developed to lielp'insure educator consistenc)Owhen
'delivering t,he plaque control education.

Method of Evaluating Data

The pre and poRt PHP Index scoreS were analyzed .by the Analysis of co-
Variance (ANCOVA) add the Corretaled Analyais of Variance techniques. The ANCOVA
determined Rignificant differences between test groups and the Correlated tech-

,' ,nique studied differences within the tent groupa.

Major Efildings

The post test Reorea indicatedAthAt all teat igroups improved their oral

hygiene behaviors, but none of the differences between pre and' post test scores
were Inrge enough to reaCh statistical significance.

Conclusions

This study did not re.real which of the four Appointment procedures-wss meet
succemsful in producing improved oral hygiene behaviots. It indicated that apPoint-
Wnt Procedure is not.an important determinant for Changing and,lipproiring oral
.hygtes0Wbehaviors1 In the future, more-reRearch In plaque control education must
be conducted in order to determine what components are eesential for improved ors1
hygiene behavioral changes.
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1411;innrg. Alan A. ariusiki. Lisa Dtkix. jj 4ginii12E
kallckinkjA4marisa. 1974.: 42 p. Warren H. Southworth)

eity of Wisconsis. /I ,
1

its thesis summarises the data received on 532 completed and
returned questioneaires out of ;200 questionnairep which were sent to
600 pastors and 600 laymen in three separate sections (geographical)
of the Lutheran Church in America. At focuses on the perceived roles
of the home, tairoh, school,,and community youth-serving organisations'
in tenily life educatibn.

t

t
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Linder,. Barbara Anne.,Fdctorg Related to College Students'
Discontinuance of 9r.ug Use and the TmplIcatione of These
Tactors for Fducatton Stratres. Ph.D. 1974. Y84p.

. (Allan Q7ffn1ater) UniLersity of Denver. .

The purpose of this study was to discover if thrOugh
the identi,fication of factors student former drug..users
perceive to have been related to theirtdiscontinuance
of drug use it Is possible to develop educational strategies
that could result lin diminiehed.drug use by college students.

Method of Procedure

The study was conducted at a large, private university
in the Rocky Mountain region,. The random sample, stratifipd
by sex and class rank, consisted of 1,000 undergraduate
students,

A questionnaire was mailed to all students in the
sample; 9.3 percent of the students returned usable
queptionnaires. Data from the questionnaire were usedto
determine if former users comprised a qignificaftly
different population from (Iher subjects in terms of sex,
acadeMic achtevement, and reasons for using and not using
drugs; to examine the relationship between drug use and
academic major area, class rank, size and geographical
tlocation of home town,' and socioeconomic status; and to
identify former users.

v

Once former users were 1.dentified,,an interview sampleof 99 former
users was selected: The sample excluded those fdrmer users
who had used drug(s) less than.ten times and those that
had quit use of only one classification ofdrugs but had regular

, continued use of several other drugs. Interviews were completed
with 52 students in the sample. The interviews were semi-
structured and designed to obtain ln-depth information
concerning factors Involved in decisions to discontinue
the use of drugs, reactions to posalble educational programs
and strategies for coMblitting drug abuse.

4 A mean drug Use score was developed based on the number
of times of use and the length of time of u8e; the resultant
scores were used to.classify questionnaire respondents as
experimenters, explorers, and heads mnd in the analysis of
group differences based on ques4ionflaire variables. Chi-

' &quaver tests of significance, and ranW order correlation were
used tb test the hypotheses.

Findings and Conclusions
14

t ,

1. Wtth regard to non-usera, ekperimentera, explorers,
and heAds: (a) there are no significant differences on the
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'
basis oe'sex except that men use morijuanti mo regularly: .

(b) Thereare sigriificant differences en academic achievement
(in general, grade point decreased as the amount of drug use
increasedt.

2. With regard t6 -the intensity of student use: (a) There are
few significant differences based on the acedemicdx:i!or areas of qtudents.
(b) There are no significant differences on the basis of class rank. (c)
There are no significant differences on. ihe basis of the size of students'
hems towns (d) There are Significant differences based on the geographical
location of the students' bane towns.

3. With few exceptiona, there is no significant relationship between
the extent of student drug use and socioeconomic status.. .

4. There is a significant relationship between former users; experi-
merars, explorers, and heads in their reasons for using drugs. The major
reason for drug use is far pleaeure or relaxation.

5. Stu*tis' reasons for discontinuing k1sln. drugs center around
no longer fihding pleasure or aatisfaction,in taking s and, in many:
cages, finding greater enjoyment in other activities.

6. Students who discontinue using drugs do not seek new frAnds
and acquaintances in significant proportions.

7. Studens who discontinue using marijuana have not experienced
peer pressure to the contrary.

A university's efforts to combat .drug abuse must include (1) activities
to reduce boreckxn, (2) activities to facilitate interaction between students
across subcultures, (3) ccmpetent, eonfidential counseliniL, ahd (4) rnost
importantly, meaningful alternatives to drug use. Alternakives and means
of implementing them cn a ceumpus were reccemended. The actual effectiveness
of these alternatives in canbalting student drug abuse is the object.of,needed
additional research. t
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Lirag, Priscilla Limcaco.,
Pre aration Program at the

eedi In RiaTIF

oeg

ffectiveness of the Graduate Professional

ducatiQp.

o iKelTilippfnes ih Meeting_
-1.571f. 1974. 124F. -;

Tifirsfty.

The Problem

The progllem of this study was to detertine the perceived
effectiveness.of the graduate professional preparation program at the
University of the Philippines in meeting the competency needs bf health

educators. The study was delimited to an evaluation of the graduate
program in school health education offered at the College of Education;
qpiversity of the Philippines, from 1962 to 1973.

Precedurts

In conducting the study the following procedures were ,

undertaken: 1) development of the instrument; 2) conducting the pilot
study; 3) determining the validity of the instrumenW4) selecting the
subjects; 5) collecting the dab"; and 6).analysjs. of the data. Analysis

of the data involved tabulation of the frequencies and percentages for
each of the possible responses to each competency, statement, determina-
tion of the median for each codintency statement, and rank order of the
statements in each major are oLcompetency frem highest to lowest based a

an the total percentage of favorable rating to the statement.

A

Findings

Significant findings of the study\pncluded:

1. The health educators who matriculated in the program were
mostly middle-aged females, had several years of work experience in
health education, and were widely distributed geographically.

2. Almost half of the respondentsdho matriculated in the program
indicated they had not graduated. Lack of time, heavy academic load,

and thesis writing were some of the reasons which prevented them from
completing the degree program.

3. Though few health educators were actually participating 10
actual research endeavors, a significant number of respondents indicated
a desire to develop further their skills in research. 4

4. The respondents' perception of their preparation in the areas
of administration,.supervision, teaching, school health services, 4nd
coordination was generally adequate while preparation in research was
.less adequate. .

5. A more individualized manner of advising students in
consideration of their undergraduate preparation, present and future
positions, and other goals is a continuing challenge for the program.
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Conclusion '

The gratiate.professional preparation in school'health educatig,
at the Univellity of the Philippines has been effective in meeting
competencies in the areas of administration, supervision, schoOl health
services, and coordination: but less effective,in meeting c petenoies
in research.

1,

Implementations,

1. Faculty members.teachi'Ag'the courses in health education should
consider the findings of this study in their efforts to continuously
improve course offerings of the program.

2. Curriculum planners in'health education should consider the
' suggestions of the respondents to meet student needs,, problems, and
educational goals.,

3. That a set or series of practical laboratory, clinical, or
actual work experience' in the form of viable internship which is.
intended to enhance the development of profeSsional competencies be made
available to students. A

4. mit a continuous, re-examination of the curriculum be undertaken
topeet the needs not only of practitioners- who are idtreasingly taking
varied roles in,the school and community% but to meet the ever-changing
needs of society.

5. That the curriculum planners should examine the pos lity
of planning options onternative routes in the curriculum f a more
individualized study. ip ,

Repommendations

1. That ther(tris a need for research to continue the process of
''competency identification in health education.

2. That further study be undertaken,to identify the factors
hindertng the Cmnplotion of the degree program of almost half of the
respondents.
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Lowe, Agatha G. 1221 §ourcli 2.121 1gffectS, .91 11,46 wit.41 Iducetion
!Xiang Recovtry am HasteCtOnr. H.S. 1973. 7 p. (C. hunt)

PennsylvaniOtate University.

ii
. ( .

e

Twenty-eV women who had surgery Li In gasted Pennstivania Hospital
and 45 staff Welsher of different disciplines perticipeted. An interview
schedule tor the patients and a questionnaire tor the staff were used to
collect data. The results were mostly descriptive. The surgeon was the .

moot important source of information and of moral upport for the tient/.

ta
The Reach to Recovery volunteer contributed tc tht e rehabilitation of the .

patients, but the nurses' role in patient educatfon was minor. P tient

infdrmation, readjuotment to community and reaction to treatment were
generally satisfactory. It was believed,that this type bf itudy could
be used as one basis for the development of programs in staff and patient

4 education.
.. A
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Mack, Fred Dey, Jr. Identification and Anal/sis of the Current Issues
in Hialth Occupatione Education. Ph.D. 1973. 257 p. - (Neal E. Vivian)
The Ohio State University.

The purpose of this study is to analyze the opi.nions of health
occupations leaders about issues in hq,alth occupations educntion and

to:ascertain their opinions on.the impcktance of these issues in
determining effective operating procedures in health occupations
education.

To achieve the purpose of this titudy, it was necess#ry to: (1)

identify current potential issues in *health oecupations education;
(2) develop an issue statement check oheet; (3) identify the leaders
in health %occupations education; (4) ascertain the opinions of leaders
on issues in health occupations educl,tion; and (0 determine the =

importance of each of the ident4fied issues.'

'w The delgn of this study was a descriptive survey. The cu-rrent
potential issues were determined by a review of the litersture and
personal interviews with health educaeion, allied.health occupation
education educators. In a feadership qurvey sixty-six health
occupations educators were identified as leaders by a frequency count
from 624 nominees selected by 118 members (86 percent response) from:
(1) the U. S. Office of Education listing of the health occupations
head state supervisors who in turn identified; (2) the outstanding
health occupation teacher in their'state;(,(3) a national listing of
health occupations teacher educators from the Center of Vocational and
Technical Education; hnd (4) members of the Health Occupations
Education Divisionattending the 1972 American Vocational EducnOon
conference.

An issue check sheet with forty issue statements and contentions :

or'alternativea was developed as a questionnaire and organized into
the four Sections pf 41) philosophy (14 issues),..-(2) organization and :

administration (9 issues)l- (3). teacher..44444A1010 isgmes),.7.4ind.
(4) curriculum and related issues (7.1.0sues). is questionnaire was
validated by a pre-test with selected health occupations teacher
educators teachers, and state departMent personnel, and a ,pilot
study. wee conducted by twenty-three Health Otcupations Division'
representatives at the 1972 American Vocational Association Conference

*in Chicago, Illinois. Over ninety-two percent (61 out of 66) of the
leaders identified in health occupations education yAturned the
completed questionnaire.

.N

.The leaders selected by theOoderahip eurvey fell into two basic '

groups with group 1 (37 members) .alagned to positions directly related
health occupationa education and supported by vocational education
de, and group 2 (24 members) aseigued to poaitions more directly

r

F
ated to allied health education and not suppoeted by vocational

funds. 'The responses for each issue otateient contention or alternative
and the importance of each issue vas computed for aubgroup 1, subgroup 2,
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and total.-group responsie to identify the degrees of agreement'and
disagreement by each group on each iasue contention.

On the basis of the ftndings there was a consensus of opinion (from,
67 to 89 percent of the redpondents) kn favor of one contention on six
issue statements indicating a recommended trend in health occupations.
education.

The leaders were divided in opinion on twelve issue statements,
however,.therv was a tendency (from sq to 66 percent of the respondents)
in favor If one Contention indicating a possible recomMended trend.

There whs complete lack of agreement on'twenty-two issue
atatements with no contention receiving the support of the majority,
therefore, considered to be the major issues in health occupation
education. 4

The degrees of agreement and disagreement by the recogniied
leaders in group 1 (37 vocational leaders) and group 2..(24 allied
health leaders) to each contention or solution and the 'importance of
the fofty issue statetnents gives an indepth recording of the current'
issuea (or problems), their importance, end contentions (or'recommended
solutions) in health occupations education. Data from this stud)%
ahould provide a refevence of current problems and potential solutions
in health occupations education to researchers, administrators, and
educators.

:4*
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Mails, Hictle,el. The Effectiveness of-lhe Safet Seminar as a Davin
While Intoxi ted (DWI) ,Deterrent and as an Attitude and Behavior,
Modifier. M. . 1974., 137.p (Loy W. YOutip MankatO State College.

----The purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness of -
the Safety Seminar 'as a driving while intoxicated (DWI) deterrent
and us a behavior and attitude modifier. Theeinvestigation was divided
into Groups A (176 SS) and B (294 SS) to determine the deterrent effect
of the Safety Seminar and an Experimental (Group C) 17 SS) anetontrol
(Croull D) (12 SS) Croups to determine behavior and attitude modification.
Groups A and t attended and completed foqe week Safety Seminar program,
whereas, Groups B and D maintained their nAmal daily reutine.ihroughout ar
the course of the study. Driving records of 6WI individuals in Groups
A and B were surveyed for additional DWI convictions to determine
repetitiveness rates for both groups: Groupa C and D were administered
a pre and post Aystionnaire (self-report) to determine behavior and
attitude changes/that may have resulted from attendance id the Safety
Seminar.

Analysis of the data with appropriate "t" tests revealed no
significance in differences in repetitiveness between Groups A and B,-
and no significant variation in the behavior or attitude gf Safety

. Seminar particApants (Croup C) compared to non-participanla (Group D).

-.104,t

fr

el
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14ail3', Gustave J., Jr. A St,udy 2g ths. Prr.aletwe'd Cert,ainHealth
4i.1102otkons 6s21,2A Elementaty Ssnobl feachnis, Jil J9nes County,
MiselssioPi. M.S. 1974., 70 p. (S. Eugene Barnes) University ot
Southern Missilxippi. , -

ft
r

Eighty-two teachers in the public elementary schools of Jones
County, Mississippi were surveyed to determine the number of certain
health misconceptions they subscribed, o. The sulijects were grouped
according to age, rade, health-related coufites coMpleted in teacher
preperation, and majors or minors in icience or health-related fields
and litajors or minors in other fields in teacher keparation. It was
fbtmd that the teachers subscribed to amean of 36.88 misconieptions
of 182 misconceptions tested fqr. It Was Aso found that no significant,
differences existed between the mean number .of misconceptions held -by:
younger teachers and older teacheta; teachers who had ccapleted various
numbers of healf4h-related courses in teacher preparation; and, teachers
with majors or minors in scince or health-related fields and teachers
with majors or minors in other fields. Further, It was foutid that
Caucasian teachers held significantly fewer health misconceptions than
did, Negro teachers.

\
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Mann, Chaining. ganta4 Population IducationL: &Innovative .
9u/riaulum Project,. NJ. 1974. 134 p. (John Fodor and

, Wilfred Sutton) California State U4versity"Northridge.

-.
. .

The accelerated growth*of human population all over i
Akworr8 is caueing great concern and anxiety because it accots
7fur innumeYable interrelated problems. .The gravity of these

. problems is more in developing.countriea,.particularly like
India. An attempt, thereforeis..has been made to develop an
4Innovative Curriculum Project in PopulatioW Education" for
4he terminal primary/elementary grader's, to be tried.out in
the existing school system-Of India.

The aim of ihe recoimended currrculum is to provide the
knowledge base and tO text the.effectiveness arid applicability
of the project on an .urgent basis npt demanding Much preparation
'and time. Efforts have been made ea put the innovative curri-
aulum in a twat package containing coricepts, measurabletobjectives,

specified content 'outlines, innovative learning opportunities;
suggestive evaluation procedures and references on source materials.

The planning-and implementation of the package is based -r

upon the well,:defined steps es follows: (1) Interest and
needs of learners; (2) Distinctive features of the body of
knowledge; (3) Desired outcomes; (4) Instruetional techmiques;
(5) Social values; (6) Development of the innovatiire package;
(7) tdministrative and community approval; (8) Formation of
proSect committee; ($) Field trial; (70) In-service training
oi teachers; (11).Application of package; (12) Evaluation and
(13) Revision and.recommendationst

:1
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Marten;'Dwaine John. Selected Personality FactorS and) the Incidence of

Drug Use. H.S.D. 1973. 132 pt--(1. Xeogh Rash) TRiana bniversity7

,

The-Problem
, ( e.

lileopurnose of this study was to determine whether any relationship
existeebetween selected personality factors and drug use among
selected groups of Students at the UnNersity of Idaho. An additiona.l

purpose wis tb.determine the differences in demographic background,
socio-economic status, drug-socialization, motivation of use, and 0,

stated religious interest of drug users and nom-drug users: The study °-

was limited to appraisal of selected personaljty factors of University
of Idaho studentS who volunteered to participate in thisstudy, and to
,the following broad categories of drugs: coffee, tea, alcohol, mari-
juin, amphetamines, barbiturates, qallucinogens, ac4ds ind the opiites.

. Procedure&
,

A drug information questionnaire and the Omnibus Personality
/4nventory Form F were administered to 165 student volunteers. The
Sobjects were divided into four groups on the basis of their,responses
tb the drug information questionnaire. The groups were: Group One
(N . 32), students currently using marijhana and one or more additional

'illegal drugs; Group Two (N 27), students currently using marijuana,,
and/br hashtsh,only; Group Three (N 65), students currently using (one
or Mbre) coffee, tea, cigarettes, or alcohol; and Group Four (N = 41),

- students who did not chrrently use- drugs. Chi Squares and Rank Order
correlations were employed to test the hypotheses proposed fOom,the
drug information questionnaire questions. StepWise Multiple Discriminant
Analysis was used to analyze the responses froSIthe Omnibus Personality ,

Inventory Form F. The .05 level was used to test all hypotheses.
fi

Findings

Summary of.significant findings of thestudy included:

. 1. There were significant differences between drug users and
non-drug users on the following viriables: socio-economic status, drug
socialization patterns, motivations for use of drugs, and stated
religious interest and/or'commitment to a faith affiliated with an'

- organized chUfch.
la

2.

I

When comparisons were made between'Group One,,Tito, Three, and
Four on the basis of distriminant analysis, the fbillowin§ Omnibus
Personality Inventory variables were selected as'iignificant:
Religious Orientation, Impulse Expression, Practical Outlook, and -

Autonomy.

.

3, The StepwIKE-D-ficriminant Analysts discerned the following
significant differences: Group One was separated from Grou0s Three
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and F. , troup Two was Separated from Groups Three"and Four, and.
p hree was separated from Group Four. This'procedyre.did not

ichotdmize Groups One and Two.

Alt' BY Ming the comPleted discriminant analysis, 65.5 percent of --
thecAses.in'trnup One were classified correctly, 55,5 percent of the
gases in Group Two were clasified correctly, 60 percent of the.cases in
GroupiThree Were clasSified correctly, and 85.4 percent of the cases in
Group.Four were classffieecorrectly.

Conclusions

, 1, .The,study oftehavlorpatterns of.parecttaFuse-of .

acco,,c6ffee and prescribed drugi does have the potential to predict
e pos,sibilities of future.druq use by the offsprinrbind this

nformation may be used to classify families cnto high ritk of low risk
...family behavior patterns toward drug use.

, 2. The 04ibus-Personal1ty Igyentorycan discriminate .between drug
iser and,pon-drug users; predict'the possibilities;of fu,ture drug use;.lassify Sludents; and identify personality differences.

, 3.4 The variables V Religious Orientation, Impulse Expression,
Practical Outlook, and Autonomy do dIscrhninnte between drug users and
non-drtig users.

440' A

Implementations,

. 1. An in-depth study of the parents and their drug behavior,
patterns should be,conducted, especially of those patterns re1ate0 to
the'father's use of.prescribed drugs. .

r`

2. An ln-depth stUdy should be conducted yto identify additional
personailty variables which.may be relevant to drug use.

3! Health education classes should experiment with constructive
alternativw for individuals who score nlgh in the Impulse EsOression
-and Autonoill scales, and low in the Prktical Outlook scale.

Recommensiations

.1. In a future studY, the personality instruMent should be
edministtred'first because it may be argued that the grOups'had beeo
prejudiced...by the methods of group classification used in this study.

' 2. Conduct a study using a random sample.
I

1",
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Werty, Ph1.1 kip J. Teaching bbout Hearing. M.S. 197410)0p.
(Warren H. Southworth) University of W1E6nain.

This thesis is addressed to the following objectives; 4(1)

Motivate the teacher to provide inabruction in audiology (the

soienCe of hearing) and recognize nearing problems among children
and youth; (2) Familiarize the teacher with thestrueture and
functions ,of the ear, and with the importance of heiiiing in relation
.to a pupil's learnirig ability and achievsonent; (a) Provide the
teacher with objectives, concepts, and methods for teaching about
the ear arid hearing (9) Guide the.teacher in screening children arid
youth for hearing problems; and (5) Deficribe schOol programs for
preventing ear injuries 'and assisting the aurally handicapped.

A

Ora,
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Mason, David Craig. Factors Contributin.,g to the Discrepancy etween
Current and Desired Practice of Health EducatiTni in Selected 5econdary

Is1i".1). 1973. 296r p. (Warren J. Huffman)IFfieility orilTinois, Urbana - Champaign

The study was designed to determine the nature of differences. and.
fuCtur respun5tbte for the-dtfferences betfloiTirzliiiiiit status
(practice) and desired status (theory) of health instruction in Illinois
public secondary schools as perceived by a sample of three distinct

. _ gr9ups: (1) Teacher training personnel; (2) High school administrators;
and (3) High' scliOol health instructors .

Two questionnaires were developed for the study. One questiovaire
consisted of items relative to the desired status of health instruction
for public secondary. schools Jn 4111iial-inT;Wadministered to
selected teacher training personnel, high school administrators and
high school health instructors. The second questionnaire consisted of *

1 two .parts; current practice and desired status. It was administered to
high school health instructors rifiere agiEfed to respond to the
current practice and desired status in order to determine their
theoretical perceptions fbr a desired program and what was actually
practiced in secondary schools. Recommendations to reduce the discre,
pancy between desired status and current practice were formulated by
personal Interviews with one high school administrator and one health
instructor from the ten schools which .revealed the most oierall opposing
perceptions concerning the desired status of health instructors, .

. The samplei consisted of 114 high School...health...instructors and 95
high. school administrator.s which represented 209 persons from 101
Illinois public secondary schools. Thirty-two teacher training. personnel .

were selected from six Illinois universities Which gave'a grand sahiple
. Or 241 respondents for the stUdy.

Eight of the fifteen Ori,ginal categories included in the
questionnaires were selected fbr investigation. The analysis of data
involved two types of desjgn. Current ractice was revealed by high
school health instvdctorf and Was presente n cross-tabulation.design'

i

which involved frequencies, means and standard deviations.

The desired status (theory) for each of the 'eight categories was
analyzed iEFORTiiE-7actors: (1) type of employment (teacher training
personnel , high school administrators and high school health instructors);
(2) school student enrollment size, (small , medium and large);. (3)
education level (major, minor, non-major or minor in health-education);
find (4) sex.

. The analysis of variance was used fOr each of the eighi categories.
Five of the eight categories required a three factor detign with
'repeated meaSures on the third factor and having unequal cell
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frequenciesleast square solution. The remaining three categories
required a two factor design with repeated measures on the second
factor and having unequal cell frequencies--least square solution.

When main effects or simple main mean effects were found to be
significont, the test for the difference between individual means were
evaluated by Fisher's Least Significant Difference (RUT:test. All

tests for significance were made at'the .05 level.

The main factor which influenced the discrepancies between current
practice and desired status of health instruction in Illinois public
secondary schools was employment level. Teacher 0.11ining personnel

) generally revealed the highest overall mean rating for most categories
indicating the greatest desire for improvement of the current health
instruction program, high school admTnistrators revealed the second
highest mean rating and high school health instructors revealed the
lowest mean rating. The main factors sex, education, and school
enrollment size usually did not influence the discrepancy between
current and desired practice; however, &variation did occur among high
school personnel in the three levels of school enrollment size concerning
problems affecting the health instruction program.

High school personnel selected for personal interviews confirmed
much of the results gained through the questionnaire. >Also ehe .

personal interviews provided an excllent opportunity to gain
recommendations to reduce the discrepancy between current practice and
desired status.

336
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Matthews, Margie R. AocruditatiOn cit) Ono Fora] in ItolessionallzaLion:
The Accreditat ion of raools oT TrublieMalth tiy-The Amu riwinUTEIrealth

'Assojiat iun. )(dip. CESTITTs111-- OTTivemitTofThorth Carolina,
1155.71.11-IT.

The purpose 'ot thin irtaly is to examimi theLpole Of whication accreditaticrt
in the prooess of ptotcssionalizat ion, an issue not lyvviously explored
i depth. The it lust rat ivel case employed is the accredi tat ion of schools
of public health bi the AYruricitn Public Health Association, here (been:lilted
for the 1,irst. tin!. Data were obtained during a working relationship with
the schools whith extettled Over twenty malls of directing tilts proff,:im.
Honourees included puny poniorkil contaets and interviews as well as rOCOlkki

O.% and (k)ctillkIntti en in the APHA oft lixis.

ln onler to place in context what seem important about the concept
o f prof eon hni today , .111 I Ivel,..view 01 various i uterine Lit i ons from the literature
is given. The mechanism, op "texas," emplewed as a p,roup professionalizes
ore (le lineatexl. One among thene in r e!creditatim, a component. of the cyedent
system for professional nuiripoder whereby eduolt ienial standards are set and
monitored. The atrwt ute , purposes, turct ions, and problems of all accredi tat io
in the United Staten, the historitul developnent of public health educational
prop,mma, and the accivelitation nthoolli of ixthlic health an it has been
ezwried out by the AMA frx.,n P.PII) to 1966 are described. Some of the r6cent
trends in the changing odwols que set forth. t he development
of a new nt x 1 f or the i e accred i tat i is cons idered.

plx)lessions are
societal problem.
a particular status
value of their work

protenition have a
occupat ion. Rather

isoquent var. ie
oeientat ion widen bi

viewed here as the instrunents for the solution of
They .11V thi:cupat ions (broadly conoeivcx.1) whi.th are gnanted
in the di vinion of labor in the societV hoe,itlee of the
and the :tervices whith they provida. NO longer does
unit ied nt root me, nor doe.-; it. fisict ion as a sisgular
it is collective, with multiple segments or specialties
d mnik sett ings, ttnIer a CI AIITIOn name and with a cortmon
lids tile piyi et i t i oilers together..

Public hi It Ii present!: a complex problem for analysis since it
si grill Ii kit t ly dIEt emt I roM a genevally mince ived truditional professional

. It mute nearly tits the general view of profeasions given in this
study, but the unusually wide disylrit ion in edricdtional backgrounds, work
sat ings, ;Ind prioe profenniona ident it: ies of it s pructi tionem "
p$) besagol theme for irxxit. other professions. Thin an extension
(If this ooneept in auggpilted, that of auptu-prolOsion-an overlay through ,

eduoition or conimunity health employttent. on the fwactitioners prior
deSignat ions and credeht [ate. The central, canon purpose of devotion to
solving the health problem Of }ovulation groups then becomos the cement whibh
bitnb torp.thc,r such diverse elemonttl

.Pro tensions' 'are the gat ekeeponi for t heir (ton ;Ioolety gpants
thwin ci v01 i dprab If) III t tit 11W Ill desigrilrig eduoatitnial prOgiVilln , Writ rot 1 ing
entry, , ( ,r0flOr 1 r Ia 1.1 rig those who become thr profonsiotialn. Thin gatekocping
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role can function either as ct barrier or a facilitator in providing relevant
professional-manpower to met the needs of increasingly complex social
problem. ThLE how the professions getekeep is of pujor imrortance and
is at the heart of accomtahility to society. ,

Since accreditatim of educutiorkt1 prowurre is the only credentialing
mechanism available to public health, it beam a special responsiblity.
But because public hwIth remained locked in a perception of itself as a
traditional pro fession,Jis gatekeeping role through accreditation, which was
designed to. fit an earlier era, became outmoded by nc)t keeping pq,ce with
the changing society, changing pub Lic health itself, and the already changing
:whop Is .

Accxeditation must facilitate opportunity eor developing public health
manpower which, can, neet the denumb rtxpiired by these dianges. The new
model for accreditation at sdlools of public health presently under developrrent
attempts to meet these challenges.
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M4xsiner, Barbara Ann. RflowledgeL Behavior, and Attitudes of Sixth
grade Studspts Toward family Life Education. M.S. 1974. 69 p.

ftonard B. Stone end T. W. O'Rourke). University of Illinois, Urbaria-
thampaign.

The purpose of this study was to present demographic data
on 510 sixth grade students and to survey and analyze their family

4-14-f-and-itzt-eduesti-mt-kftewliodge-r -behavior., and--attitudes_th'rough_.L.

1 the use of a pre-test. Data were treated by sex, socio-economic
level and type of school (pilot and control). Analysis of the
idemographic data revealed that the schools had approximately
equal composition bx sex but contrasts were noted with respect

1 to socio-ec000mic tavela Students from the upper socio-economic
i level came from familiesmith a smaller number of children per
1 *wily and lived with both parents than those from the lower
I socio-economic level. A great percentage of lowe socio-

economic level students indicated they lived with parent,
1 their mother. Assessment of knowledge, behavior, and attitude

subscores was accomplished through the use of mean scores and the
t statistic. Overall, the knowledge mean subscores were quite
poor, particularly in the human anatomy and physiology section.
The pre-test format, design and readability may have been

;
beyond the comprehension of the students which day have accounted
for the nearly 50% incorrect response to queitions. The upper
socio-economic level students generally scored higher, as well
as those students in the pilot schools. Several factors may ,

have influenced the pilot students as they may have been exposed
to the material the prevtous school year, also a greats* number
of those pilot students were from the upper socio-economic level.
Behavlur mein tubscores were generally high. Pilot schools scored

higher than those.in the control schools; the reason cited above
in the knowledge section may be responsible for this finding. No
significant differences in behavior subscores were noted in com-
parison by socio-economic level or sex. Attitude mean subscores
found the students responded typroprkately to approximately two-
third* of the questions. Attitudemean suoscores indicateeho
significadt difference by school nor by sex, although the upper
socio-ecftomic level students did schre significantly higher.
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May, Mary A. A Survey of the Health Knowledge of Continuation High
School Student? th-Solano tbiint3c71R.A. 1973. -TOD. p. (J. Gotta)
60'.116rinfa tate-Diliversi ty, Sacramento,

This study was designed to appraise the status of selected health
knowledge of male and female students attending continuation hilh schoo1 1
in Solano County. Sub-problems to be investigated were:

1. to compare health knowledge of male and female continuation
high school students to the norms from the instrument selected.

2. to compare male continuation high school students to female
continuation hi h school students in Solano County.

3. to etermine strengths and weaknesses in ten content areas of
health education based on tfie scores from the instrument used.

Sources of Data

Test results from the Health Behavior Inventory, SeniOr Th Level
authored by E. Harold Le Maistre and Marion B. Pollack, availa le
through the California Test Bureau, Monterey, California.

Concl us 1 ons Rlached

1. Continuation high school students scored below the norms for
'the test instrument. Over sixty percent of the students scored in the
tenth' percent i le rank.

2. Test results revealed a marked divergence in raw scores. The
female students ranged from a low of fourteen to alligh of seventy-three
from a possible seventy-five. The male students rand from a low of fourteen
to a high of seventy-one fror a possible Nprnty-five.

,

3. Thirty-nine female continuation high school students (61%)
scored in the'tenth perCentile rank and fifty-one male students (66%)
scored in the tenth percentile rank. More male continuation high school
students scored in this low range than female students, .

4. Sixteen female students (25%) scored above the fidieth
percentile rank while only five male students (6%) scored above the
fiftieth percentile rank. MOre female students scored above the
fiftieth percentile rank than male students.

5. Female students scored below fifty' percent of Preferred
;Responses in five contenOrpas. Male students scored below fifty
pertent of Preferred Responses in all ten tontent areas.

6. The Solano County continuation high school students demonstrated
a lack of health knowledge to make sound decistfts concerning their
own health.

Ai
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McCarty, Judith Ann. A Survey Of Sexual Attitude, and Behaviors of
Selected Undergra4satee et Ball State UnivereitY. Ed.S. 1973.
127 p. (Charles R. Carroll) Ball State University.

The thesis was designed to determine sexual attitudes, as measured
by the Reiss 12 Item Sexual Permissiveness Scale, and sexual practices,
as measured by n eight item sexual behavior inventory, of undergraduate
students at.Ball State University in Muncie, Indiana.

The sample for the study consisted of 617 undergraduate students
,selected using 4. method of stratified random sampling with proportional
allocation of ffigt. percent from each of the faux college levels. A_

-bicgraghtd1I-Oiiitikiiiiiiiri. was veiled tit) each ef the subjects with a
total return of 60 percent.' Due to the low ra%0 of return the respon- .

dents were declared to be t population of 11166. study and no longer a 11
randomly selected sample.

,
.

Reliability coofficien * were obtained:trougii mse of the'Kuder-
.iPY

Richardson formula NumbeT 20 on the sexual 1)ermissiveness scales and on 40
the sexual behavior inventory. The reliability coefficient of the sexual Y
penuissiveness scale was found to be .8676, and .9215 was found to be
the coefficient of the sexuel behavior inventory.

i The returned,questionnaires were subdivided into males and Females
.and data were reported for each respondent on thm scale that was the same

sex as thi respondent (women on the female scale and men on the male
scale). For each group, the dats were analysed, through use of the
chi-square test, according to age, academic field, college year, member-
ship in fraternities or sororities, religious affiliation, whether
religiously active or inactive, place of residence, eumulative grade
point average, yearly income of parents, and marital status toodetermine
their independence of the depOndent vgriablqs of sexual attidtws and
sexual behavior. Findings revealed thet although some significant (.05)
differences were found in the permissive attitudes of the students in
relation to their biographiCal variables, there little evidence
om

--Lji s

fr the etudythat would generally support a true \ncdependey of sexual
permissiveness'bn the biographical variables of the students, with the
exceptions of the variables of sex and religious activity. Males were
found to be more permissive in attitude than femelfs, and the more
permissive individuals were found to he roligiousl, inactive rather than
religiously. active. In re4ationship to permissive bhavior on the part
pf the subjects, although some significant (.05) differences were found,
there is little evidence from the study that would support a true depen-
ece of premarital coital experience on the biographical variables of

the students. The investigation revealed that over 50 percent of the
females studied and river 68 percent of the males studied had experienced
premarital sexual,infercourse.

.

The relationship between sexual attitudes and soviet behavior was
determined through use of the point biserial correlation. Findings
revealed that there is videnee.of soaks significant (.05) negative rela-
tionships existing between what the subjects stated as their sexual '

attitudes and whet they stated as.their actual sexual behavior. The
significant negative findings indicated that there was a tendency for
more males and females to be in accordance with permissive attitudes thin
were actually experiencing the behavior.
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McKenney, Melvin D. A ;3ur_v_ey of the' Leadership Role E),(i Played
State Education rencies In'Sex tatiCation. ta.D771.914.. 134 p. (Raleigh
R. nfetnTxrch) University oT ith 0.4kota.

PutTose and Procedures of the Study

The purpose of this study ues to determine how the state educatton
agencies support sex education and !lb, determine to what extent leadership
is being provided by state agencies, for schools which regard sex edecation
'as a part of the eumiculum. The writer, a former curriculurrt consultant
for a state dervartment of public instruOtion, believed it would be helpful

te-'educeititItrageur If the results of t he study were raiikired Wit
those agenc ies.

survey instrument vas constructed to provide. answers 'to questions
related to the following. general. areas: (1) do state aducation agencies
-onsiiter it their respOnsiblity to give leadership and support inthe area
of sex educat ion;. (2) do state education agencies currently pupport local
schoril distriLts -in the area of sex education; 'if not, why not, and under
wha t ci reumstanees would they feel obligated to provide such .eupport; (3.)
do Other State or solcial agencies provide or support sex education and, '

if so, has the state educOion agency been asked 'to share in their efforts;
(4) what agpncies should have either sole or joint responSibility for sex
.educat ion; (5) what reference. is made to sex education in the state laws;
(6) have strte education agencies supplied guides, materiAlts, teacher
inservice or consultative services in sex education, and have 'they had any
influences upon teacher.education programs to prepare teachers of sex
e(111clation; (7' are ?tate or federal -funds available for pilot progtems
in the areeof sex education and do the state education agencies. have a
wili-Yrehensive- state plan for sex -edtication; and (8) what methods, have
state education-agencies used to eValuate their efforts in the di,ea of
sox education?

A questionnaire vkas sent to eaCh chief state school officer asking
trim to designate a member of hiS staff to respond. A response, came from
all fifty states.

cone.htsions of the Study
01114

1. Thirty-three ntates\ support and seventeen do not support sex ,

educat ion. Three of the seventeen have laws which appose Sex education and
seven of the thirtY-Viree have laws which are regulative but do not require
sex educat ion.

2a ,Seventy-eight percent of the states ,rwpize sex e ucation as
either a.potertfial. or present area of the curricultm.

3. Reasons most frequently given for net supporting se cation
were thc, controversial nature of the Subject, lack of local uests and
lack ef qualified 8tate personnel..

14. 'Mery seem to be relatively few requests frem pave ts, legislators
or educators for help in thiS area of curriculitm in states at supporting
sox edlcat-ion,

,
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5. Agencies with which state education agenCies cOoperate in sex
education movt frequently listed were health arld family-planning gtoups.

6. Ttsvri ty-six of the thirty-three supporting agencies have developed
curriculum materials, most of which are either categorized as health or familyliving materials.

7. Fifteen of the fifty states are providing some kind of tn-service
for either tea(thers or state agency staff members. ,

B. 'Nenty-four state agencies have at least orie part-time staff member
th responsibility for sex education. Eight states listed more than one.

One s tate rklIported hav ing one fu 1 1 ire staf f ptn-son.
9. FoUrteen of the fifty states are iiiifluencing teacher education

institutions to develop teachers of sex education.
10. rour`statrs reported one projckcet each considered to be a pilot :., 0;

prolect funded by 'federal dollars, and seven states have.canprehensin
plans for sex education.

11. Welve ritates have an evaluation plan, hit most of the twelve
thought eyaluation ',xis a weak factor in their progrm.

4

F..

it

. .
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McCleaf. James E. The Effects of Stodents' Percepiions of Speaker's Role .

on Their Recall 91 Dro& Facts and Their Opinions and Attitudes About Drugs.
Ph.D. .19)4. 115p. (Margeret'A 6170. University of Marylahd.

This study investigated the effects students' perception of (1) the
social role of a video-taped speaker and (2) his personal experiences
with drugs had on their eecall of drug information he presented and their
opinions and attituded about drugs.

Purpose of the Study

purposgs of the study were (1) to detemlne if students'
perception of social role of a video-taped speaker had any significant
effect on,teseitesigned to measure recall of drtig facts and opinions and
attitudes regarding drugs, and (2) to deterpine if their perceptions of his
personal experiences with drugs significantly affected their performance on
either of these two tests.

Statement of the Problem

Educators agree that some form of drueseducation should be included
in today's curriculum. There is little agreemene, however,' regarding two
issues: (1) who is the most approdrate person-to present information and
attitudes about drugs to Students and (2) does the fact that the person
selected is a former drug user himself influence his effectiveness. This
study was designed to experimentally compare the effectiveness of persons
in four social roles as presenterr of information and attitudes about, drugs.
In addition, a comparison was made of the effectiveness of former drug.
users with non-drug users. Two dependent variables were meaeured, student
recall of drug facts and their opinions and attitudes about drugs.

Methods and Procedures

In order to conduct an experimentel,Acudy to provide information on
these two variables a video-taped speech wa6"developed'which preöented
drug information and attitudes about drugs. From the content of the speech,
tests designed to measure the students' retention of drug information and
their opinrions about drugs, were constructed. The test of the speech was
presented and the tests,were administered in apilot study and information
gained in this study was' used in modifying the tape and tests.

\

The modified speech was video-taped using an actor who appeared to'
be in hte late teens or early twenties. This *le and the two'teste were
then administered to fifteen randomly selected groups of eighth grade'.

*

students with fifteen differen introductions. These introductions portrayed
five different social 'roles an 1\ three levels of prior drug use for the
speaker.

,

The results of the two tests were yzed using a 5x3x2 multivarite\ i

analysis of variance, with the fi!t tr tment dimension representing
social role, the second prior drug nse and the third sex of the respondents.
The .05 level of significance was chosen to test all hypotheses.

%
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Summary of, Findings

The statistical null was-rejected for three of the major hypoth-
eses, Two of these hypotheses dealt with subjeCts' perförmance on the Dr
Information Test and the third dealt with subjects' performance on the D
Opinion and Attitude Test.

The Drug Information Test.yielded significant F-ratios on the ma
treatment dimension role of the speaker and<the interaction of role of
the speaker and his prior imiolvement with drugs. Analysis of this f
significant finding indicated that one role, that of a law enfOrcemen
'officer resulted in significantly lower_scores pn the Drug Informatio
tiOt thanAld'theIniiOductions which gave no informitioti about the
speaker's social role.

:The significant interaction betweea role and experiences when further
analyzed indicated that those groups which'were told the speaker was a
high school senior who had or had.not useddrugs in the past scored'
higher than'did the group which received no information about his drug
use, while the converse of this was true for the other three sotial riles.

On the Drug Opinion and Attitude Test.boys' scores were significantly
lower than girls' stores, indicating,that boys agreed more with the
opinions and attitudes of the speaker than did girls.

Conclusions

This study resulted in empirical evidence which supported the
asstimption that eighth grade students' perceptioas of the social "role.and.
prior use or non-use of drugs of a spefiker would significantly affect
their recall of facç,ual information he-Presented.

Np eviáence as found to support the assumption that opinions and
attitudes of udei,ts of this age and grade were significantly effe4ted
by their various perceptiOns of the speaker's role and prior experiences.
The opinions and attitudes of boys did differ,significanAly from those of
girls with boys agreeing more with the conservative viewl,of the speaker.
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McClelland, Eleanor. A Rating. Scaleter'Safety Com%
Ed.D. 1973. 129 p. (Jame; L. WifitiiT Toddlers 0

Columbia University.

Based on the ass tion that the process of commimication
fundamental to safety e ation, fating scal,e was.dOeloped to
evaluate a sa(ety\communication oiT the basisOf its own internal.
validity. The'scale measures four ,component elementt essential to the

commUnication process: message, source,. Audience, and'presentation. .

It rates the degree of presence of established and acknowledged
-WO-Met Vf-these codpOnent et&rents-fbund-te-effeCtive-communleAtfon-..--1-
The scale did not attempt to measdre change irvattitude or behavtor
resulting. from a Cominunication.

Twenty-four properties were selected for inclusion in the study.
Descriptive Statements of eaoh were developed as the items in the
scale. Rationalet based on a studylof literature on the theory, and
process of communication were provided fdr each of theikitemS.. The
scaling method incorporated seven steps or intervals op a continuum
and measured the degree of presence of the specific element\propeqY
described in the item.

\

. Four revisions of the rating Scale', from the preliminary to the
''final form, evolved in the study. Films and pamphlets on safety were

rated with the scale. Item revisions were undertaken with two .

objectives in mind: ) to increase reliability for the final form;
(2)-to arrive at a od of quantitatively scoring a coMmunication.'

- Retention and revis on of itemS'..werebased on measures of Intrajudge
amd interJudge agreement:rater comments, and the judgment of thee
investigator of the importance of the element property which the .
item rated.

The.sample utilizing the four formm.of the.rating scale consisted
mairily of grAduate students; in addition, professional health,educators
and their staffs were used in the administration of the final form.

based. lipinly on increased mean percent interjudge
agreement, was.improved for tile-final foirm of the rating scale.

f'

Subscales representing properti s of e the four component

-4 ements werdebuilt into the overall jcale. ssumption was that

ea sf t e component elements was o qual importance in the communi-

'catiqn ess,and Was therefore.measUred by an equal number of
Oepresen tive items; the purpose for this was not to weight them. .

.4spropor ionately tn scoring the total communication. Since the total

number of temS in thd revised forms of the scale was reduced to

twenty, ea 'component element was represented by five items.

Scow' g a communitatimOwith the scale yielded four subscores and
0A; total.'s rd. The total score indicated how a communication ranked in
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comparison vith,others stmilarly rafed. Subscores indicated specific
yeas of strength or deficiu within the.pOomunicatiOn.

4 S.

The rating scale uttlized in this'manner for evaluating and
Scoring a safety comAnication could be used to: (l) predict its .

effectiveness in 'relation to other safety:communications; (2) locate'
arias of deficiency within existing safety communications,which need :

improvement; (3) guide the development of safety comAunications so.thdt
improvement can be implemented even before the cbmmunication is
utilized in pfety education efforts..

o 11

8
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MeMatiea, WilIf.am Francis. ,An 1.rifestIllait,lon.of Selected Personality

Variables ol'ublecta Expoead t6,:plicit'Drug Oae'on tfie Ccolleie pimpus.

Ph.D. .1973. 141p. (Wayne W. Dyer) St. John's UrilverHity.

4
Statement of the problem: The purpose of the present study wae to

Inveatigate Helected personality variablee, viz, Internal-External Control.
Time Competence, and Inner Support of subjectH who were in various
itatee of relationship to illicit drug use on the college campus and
tho.had made decisions to abstain from, to discontinue, or to continue
experimentation wfth illicit drUga.

Procedure: Following Jalkanen's model of progressive Htages of

involvement with illfeit drugs, a drug-use questionnaire was developed
and administeredto four Introductory Psychology and three Introductory
Sociology elmses of a priVate, four year,suburban college in Westchester
Comity, New York.

Subjects Hel .lected into five. categorien: Knowledgeables,

. i.e., subjects Who Id been exposed to a drug edueationoprogram in a
Hchool setting and who had made a decfsion 6ot to experiment with illicit
drugs (Ne9); Fraternizere, i.e. eubjeetp Who had been presentat one
or more events where illicit drugH had been used and/or were, continuing

friendHhip patternH with Homeone who regularly used illict drugs but
who had made A deciHion not to experiment with illicit drugs (N..47);'
Dfacontinoed ExptirimenterH, i.e., subjects who had uued drugs on oae or

more eccaufwnH hut who had made a decieion to discontinue their une (N..31);

Undecided Expertmenkers, i.e., Hubleets.- wb.were presatly explerimenting
with illicit drugH,°but who were undecided as to future use (N35); and.
Continuing EaPerimenter, i.e. Aubjects who were presently experimenting
with illicit drugH and who had made a decision to continue ererimentation
WheneVer the opportunity aroee (N..47). Following the administration of

the drug-use questiennaire, the KottOr Internal-External Control Scale

'and two Hubseales of the Shoatrom Pernonal Orientation Arventory, i.et,
Time Competence and Inner Support, were also administered.

Since it wastheorizod that HuhjectH moviqg progresevely into
deeper involvement With illieit'drugs would ppronch the joereonality
procile of the addicted user, four hypotbesee were Netted:

1. Discontieued txperimenters will score sUgnilicantly hfghet on

(i) Internal Control, (b) Time Competence, and (c) Inner Support than

Continuing Experimenters. .,

2. Kolowledgeablen wfll 1.4:ore mignificantly higher on (a) Internal

Ceritrol, (b)*Timo Competence, and (e) Inner Support than Continuing

Experimenters.

1. FrateruizeiH will score Hiknificaotry higher on ( a) Internal

Control, (b) Time Competence, and (c) Inner Support than Continuing

Experimenters.
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1
4. Fraternizers will score significantly higher n ,(a) Internal

' Control, (b) Time Competence, and. (c) Inner Support than KnowledgeabLes.

The data were analyzed by a on0-wey analysis of variance for unequal
N'A over repeated measuTes. The test for homogeneity of sample*means
Wet the assumOtIon. Post hoc comparisons using.the Scheffe test were run
on the Inner Support.

leity,Itst No pignificanc.differences at the .05 level_were found .

between groups over repeated measures.' The null hypotheses failed to
be rejected. The Scheffé test revealed significant differences betwcen
the. Knawledgeables and the Continuing Uperimenters on the Inner Sepport
measure Nut this was not in the expected direction.

Conclusions: The hypothesis that the Continuing Experimenters,
because o( their decision to continue exploration of illicit drugs, would
approach the personality profile of addicted user% may not be sustained.
The, finding that the Continuing Experimenters scored significantly higher
than the Knowledgeables on the Inner Support measure may be cautiously
interpreted as Auggesting 'that decieions to continue exploration of
illicit drug use may not stem from self-defeating or escapist motives.
it is suggested that Jalkanen's linear-model of progressive stages of
involvememt in Illicit drug use does not address itself to coMplexity of
the phenomenon.

t.

,

IF
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. MeTernen, Edmund J. Development of an Administrative 'Pattern for
A Prqgyem of Continuing Professional EducatIon for Six SelActed
Alire4 Health Fields. Ed.D. 1974. 270p. (Carl Willgoose) Boston
Univereity.

This study approached the problem of continuing professional
education in six selected allied health fields on a holistic binds,
examining needs and resourcea in the two counties on 1:ong Island, New
York, Eaet of the New York City limits. The six fields selected were:
Dietetics. Medical Technology, Occupational Therapy, PhySical Therapy,
Radiologic Technology, anti Reapiratory Therapy.

Six hypotheses were tested, and 10:nodal administrative program wae
suggested after evaluation of the data gathered, and on the strength of
the conclusions drawn. The hypotheses, briefly stated, were that: 1.
Most allied health practitioners do not engage in continuinglinducatiOn
in order to keep up-to-date in their practice; 2. A small number of
practitioners devote a great deal of time and effort to continuing pro-
fessional education activities; 3. Practitioners who have engaged in
continuing education will be more enthusiastic about future programs than
those who have little or no expevience of this kind; 4.. Practitioners who
have completed a ignificant amount of continuing education will bf more
flexible in terms of the limits they would place upon acceptaile future
programm, than those with little or no prior involvfment; S. Academic
credit toward the neat higher degree is an importaMt inducement to poten-
tial participants in continuing education, at all levels; and 6. Available
resource:; for continuing professional education are not meeting present
needo.

The study was not limite to fully credentailed practitioners,iput
tech:did anyone with one year or more of specialized.training, or peraona
incumbent in positions which would ordinarily ,require at least that level .
of preparation. Almost 3,000 individukla were located who met those
cniteria, who either worked or reaidedwithin the two'county area. Ques-
tionnaires were sent to all persons thus identified; about 620 replies were
received,, an average reaponse rate of 22%, which ranged from a high of
41% (Dietitian's responses) to a low of 16% (Medical Technology responses).

Analynia of gain developed from reaponses supported three hypotheses,
faped to aupport two, and was inconclusive in regard to one. It was
true that only a small percentage of practitionera take a large number of
continuing education programs; that a majority see academic credit as an
important Inducement; and that present programming falls far short of
meeting demand. Conversely, no direet relationahip could be established
between.prior continuing education exper,l.ence and a high level of enthuill-
aam for further involvement, nor were the highly experienced student0
more flxible in setting parameterm for future programs they would' elect.
Although It was felt that available data did not prove that professionala
geserelly do nV.angsgot in conahuing education, a large percentage of
respondento 4440is'oetudy, sp to 70% in the case of Dietitians, have hod
some prevtous cont%nuing education participation.

4:
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1

An administrative plan is suggested for,the development of the co-
4dinating organization which is needed. This could be developed asVart
pf an exlant agency, or au u separateinot-for-profit educational corporation.

-,)
Further research related to continuAag professional education for the

galled health fields is suggested, inelLiding: thy replication.or an
Approadh similar tO the one uti11ze0or this studY in other areas; the
:development of specific topics for inclusion in intqldisciplinary and

unidistIplinary program; the assesHmentiofveakneaserof past programming.;
and the differences in need for upgruding/updating which exl.st among the'
different professional fields.

.
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Meier, Thela. ityliawk Covitiol:ProaragALIbt Luz giA, lull.
H.S. 1974. 64 p. (Wllfred Sutton, Gotted Krishnanurty, and
John Fodor) Ca1L4lornla State Unlystaity, Morthrldg..

Conventional methods of dental hearbk instruction, which
rely on lectures or films, have not been effective in changing
the dentil health behavior of the nation's school children. For
this reason, this study was designed to 'compare conventional
methods with a new approach to 'dental health education, which
includes the use of actual toothbrushing in the classroom, to
determine whether one method provides more desirable results
than the other.

In the study four groups were use-d. The first group, the
control, received no treatmeni,, the second-and third classroom
groups were exposed to two types of conventional instruction,
and a ,fourth group received a conventional approach followed by
preventive techniques which included do_ily classroom brushing
for one month. It was found that.the brushini group had
slAnificantly lower level% of plaque accumulation, and gum in-
flammation.then the others, thereby indicatling tH6t the actual
classroom practice of desired skills was the key factor which
caused the significant difference in oral hygiene scores among
the classroom groups.

Further confirmation of therole of supervised brushing in
reduction of plaque accumulation and gum inflammation occurred
when sixteen students, who,had received low oral hygiene scores

1

in a dental screening, participated in a two-weiek brushin
program which resulted in.significantly improved scores.

The 4tudy also ampared to agree with the observation that
girls brush more effecIPOe/y than boys. However, when both had
the opportunity.to practice brushing in the classroom, there was
no significant difference in their scdres.

The findings c'.4 this study indicat that the schoels, if
* they are to serve their communities' di arse needs, mist provide

practice time (or health oriented skills Rucn as dental hygiene
techniques, Just es they do with mathqind reading skills, to (

help integrite desired habits into each child's life pattern.

352
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Miller, Miehoel G. Attitndeo and Drug Usale Petterns Among Collage Men.
Ph,D. 1973. 104p. .1, Richard Wittenborn) Rutgers University.

The present study,sought CO exadine the relationship of attttudes to
reported patterns.ordrug usage;- A three-part 98.item inventory was
constructed, contiining attitede items thought to be pertinent to drug
use and a tabulation of the frequency of drug usage.-

The inventory was administeied to 329 eollege den. Repeated measures
on the population wore attempted in order to assess the relationship of
changes in patterns of-the use of chemicals to drug attitedes...However,
due to thklarge number of drug users whofait to return to be resurveyed,
the change insusage analysis was abandoned.

.4
A factor anafysis of atitudds yielded six interpretable item con-

stellations and three single'item factore. Significant relationships
were found relating general prodrug and 'antidvug attitudes to/the use of
a.variety of chemical agents. Minor relationships wete identlified and dia.,
cusded'between hashish use and alleeation,' stimulant use and childhood
discipline patterns, reported family income,level and the use of LSD and
stimulants, and the number of peers reportedly.undergoing adverse drug
reactione and the use,of opium and mescaline. Fieally, the significance
of the large'number of drug users who dropped out of the study was discussed.
The fowered motivation of the drug°user, described elsewhere, was thought
to be pevtiqpnt to the present popUlation. The detrimental sequela of
nonproduclivity was deemed a critical societal concern. \

a

1
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Heatini, Nosy goo. MIL 111.09ass°0
01990V MOW, INOLE Pgrentql. 1.110.111.021!: 11.114. 1973.

qinalseil W. Whaley) Snowy Rock Stet. College.

Questionnaires were completed by 118 tenth grade students,

56.parents, and 124 teachers. Strong support for Death Education
was offered by the students with almost equally strong opposition
by the teachers, yhile pirents were eenly divided in their.,'
feelings. Consideared as a whole, however, the majority-of

410

subjects were not in favor of Death Education. The family and
the church weie considered prime educators of youth about death.
A specidllY'trained classroom teaCher was felt best Able to
teaCh abouf-death tn::the.clasercom with,careful attention to
the personal qualificatrons of that person. Topics chosen-tor
inclusion mere, the nature 'of death, social problems,'ettitudes
and concepts about death, and the psychological effects of the
loss of a loved one, Although it was felt that the senior
hfgh level was the beet age group to expose to Death Education,
there was strong- support for.includins Death Education for all
students, Kindergarten through twe1f04.

4
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Muench, Uoren Oliver. 'Assessment of the Satet Education
P ra'm at loWa State University'. lin:1:57 4, 150p.
Ray-37 BryAn an(! Lillian Schwenk) Iowa S'tate University.

The study Involved assessment, by former students, of
, the Safety (.1iication Program at Iowa State University. The

splcific objectives weV: I. To ascertain personal education,
occupational, and professional characteristics ot former #students, 2. To obtain information and opinions relating
specifically to driver education from former students
currently involved with driver education, and 3. To obtaid
"Actual" and "Potential" value ratings, comments, and
suggestions concerning'courses current19 applicable to the'
safety education minor from former students having current
or past safety-related employment; to test-five hypotheses.

The mailed questionnaire elicited 3l5 usable responses
from 356 former students who had completed the driver
education "methods" course and its prerequisite between
1955 and 1972.

Respondents included-195 white Males, 3.white females,
apd L7 non-whIte males. The data revealed that only 20
respondents failed to complete a degree and that over one-
third now hold advanced degrees. "Ideal combination for
teaching" was the main reason cited for entering safety
education; oontinued interest in safety education was evident
in that 37 reported additiopal preparation at 25 other
institutioes and almost onef-third of the respondents stated
plans to acquire more; over,44 percent recommended both
undergraduate and graduate Majors in safety and over 52 .

percent favored a gpneral safety course requirement for all
college students.

`.1

A total of 18:2 was employed in education and 118 in '

other fields; 41m0st 60 percent, or 188, re rted some

/7(
safety employment at some timefin their ear,er; 64 reported
continoes safety employmentA; and 125 were employed el
safety currently. Salaries, as of 1972, ranged from
.$'5,000 to G(5,000 with the la,rgest group found in the
$10,001-Gl2,500 braeket. Approximately one-third were
found to belong ty no professional organization.

'

Course-vatme- ratingstwere'expressed on a 9-point scale
which permitted the testing of five hypotheses relating
to nine.basie courses, utilizing the t test. The.general
twmof the hypotheses was: m-0 !,ignifioa01 differenc exists.
in the value rating of basic preparation courses bet een
group means of 1)- regular unlverAity stedents and a-service
teachers, 2) tivse employed in education and thosealot
employed in education, 3) those tvaching safety education
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full7time and those teaching pa-rt-time) those teaching
tlriver education exclusively and thobe teaching a broader
spectrum ot safety education, dnd 5) those with minimal
preparation apd those with maximal preparation, -- all as
measured by the survey instrument. Testing of-specific
hypotheses using.the.first general form resulted in only one
significant difterence. Regular university stugents rated
.the student teaching course 'significantly higher than in-
sevvice teac rs. Testing the specific_hypotheses using-the
second genet. form revealed three highly significant differ-
ences. Edu.dtors rdted the two phases of the driver edecatiOn
"methods" course and the student.teaching course higher
than those not pmployed in education. Testing the spetific
hypotheses using the fourth general form rpmealed a highly .

significant differencein the rating of the undergraduate
special problems course, and signifj.can:t differencds
in the rating of.the ddministrdtion course and the graduate--
special topics course. Those in safety education.provided
the higher ratings for all three.courses. . Seven spe8ific
hypotheses were reject.ed; insufficient evidence was.found
to reject the specific hypotheses in 37 of the 44 t tests
conducted.

.1

b'

t.
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',.MUrphy, Earl Prentiss. A Study of School Health Pro rams in Selected
Pyblic Schools in Iowa, Yin*garten throu96-11Wi1 t ra e.--14.0. 1973.
211 th (George-TiiiFT Iowa State University.

1j.

. Th major purpose of the study was to present a profile of the
current tatut of School Health Programs in selected public schools in

. Iowa!, kindergarten through twelfth grade.

During the 19,11-1971 school year, there were-453 school districts
in'Iowa, with659:-:06 students enrolled. 'These districts were divided
into.three approximately'equal groups of 226,000 anddesignated Class I,
'with the largest evirollment, 'Class II, with medium enrollment, and
Gles1 III, with the lowest enrollment. These divisions were made to
facilitate analyses and comparisons'among the study schools.

.) The study sample inC1Uded-30 schools from each of the three classes -If'
__ten elementary, ten. junior highi.a)d ten senior high--for a otal of
90 schools, selected-at random.

Recommendations from the' trilogy authored by the Joint Committee on
Heaflh Problems in'Education of the Nattonal!Educatian Associatron and.

d the nerican Medical Association -- Health Education, School Health
Serv ces, and Healthful School Environmentwere tised-in*the development
of a questionnaire as well as-16e standard for comparing responses
derived from the study schools.

Study responses were analyzed in terms of positive responses on a
percentage basis. Eighti-fi,ve percent was set as the minimmti.standard
decessary for this acceptable positive response.

1

.Study results show that public schools in Iowa do not meet the
recommended standards set by the Joint Committee on Health Problems in
Education of the National Education Assocfationand the American Medical
Association for a meaningful, effective School Health Programs. This
conclus6n is based on the fact that the study school responses to 19 of
the 23 questions, or 83 percent, did not meet.the committee's recommended!
itandards. .0ply 13 percent of the responses did meet the commdttee's
retommendations, and five percent of the responses were questionable.

More specifically, the following conclusions, based on the study
-ffndings; show that:, 1) planned and organ12ed School Health Programt
in Iowa pyblic schools (k-12) are vir.pially nonexistent; 12).the time
allotment for health inftruction is far less than that devoted to other

. subject matter ardis'in An average school year; 3) teachers responsible
forteaching health are inadequately vrePared for this responsibility.-

,

- -The study also includes recommendatiohs for improvtng the School'
Health.Program in
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1) It' is recommended that teacher preparation institutions
develop or improve their health course offerings, and, ,where possible,
develop departments of health studies offering a wide range of learning
experiences is the fie* of health, and 'particularly in school health.

2) It is recommended that the Department of Public Instruction
work closely with teacher' preparation institutions to develop health'
certification programs. It is further recommended that the department
seek a closer working relationship With other agencies in'the community
responsible for health in the community and in the schools.

3) ft is recommended that school hearth advisory Councils' be
established on three levelsstate-wide level, school district level,
and in the individual schools, and co-sponsored by all agencies and
individuals responsible for and interested in health.

In addition to the investigative technique, the study includes a
brief histdrical Account of the beginnings of health as one of man's
axiological considerations, a thumb-nail sketch of the developments in,
health and medicine from the early histozical period to the present, and
a rather exten*ive recounting of the forces responsible for the inclusion.,
of health in the schools. One of the primary points made in the study,
based on the Study findings and by surveying the many exhortations for
better School Health programs on the part of individtials and organizations
devoted to school health from the late eighteen hundreds to the present,
is the dichoeomy that exists between what is being recommended,

e and what ispactually being carried out.
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Murray, ./eanne.Brossart. Use .a S -Ta e PrPqram to Increase
Ideillifidlgion of Health 973. 140 p. (Elizabeth
Miloneir leachers -College,. Ce umbia University:,

.

,

This study was designed to sWer the question: pees the sfide-tepe
program "Health Is for Everyone" increase the number of,selected health
behaviors seven through nine-year-old children'identif)1 The purposes .

of the study were to: 1) determine whether tt4 Slide-tape program woUld
convey the idea that the seletted behaviors are'related to health, and
)2) provide information about.the yse of media ip health teaching which-
will have implications for persqnnel involved in providing health
Tducation for children.

The study was tarried Milt in-two parts. First, a slide-tape
program for children was created to illustrate fifteen selected health
behaviors in a iomewhat unusual manner, i.e., by the use of animal
pictur,et. In the next step,'research was conducted to determine
whether or not a sample of children would identify more health behaviors
after $4eing the program than they did 4efore seeing it.

The program, entitled "Health Is for Everyone," is an audiovisual
presentation consisting of eighty 35 mm color slides and an automatically
synchronized taped narration with,a rUnnfng time of nine minutes. Each
slide 4s a picture of one.or more animals chosen because it illustrates

the particular behavior being discussed in the tape as the slide is
flashed upon'the screen.

This program was shown ta a samplepopulatfon consisting of 101
Children enrolled in grades one through three of an upstate New York
school. The subjects were interviewed before and after seetng the slide-
tape program. They were asked slightly different versions of the give
open-ended question about health in both interviews, and their responses
were recorded on tape. Every respOnse made by each child vids assigned
to one of the fifteen categories of selected health behaviors or to
the category "Other" if the response could not be categorized as one of
the fifteen behaviors illustrated by the program. The data were then
analyzed to determine each child's gain in number of behaviors identified
over the course of the two interviews.

The results of the study revealed that all fifteen-selected
behaviors showed an increase in the frequency Oth which they were
mentioned.' However, the sign test revealed that the increasq were
significant at the .05 level for Brushing Teeth, and that the.f011owing
behaviors showed increases which were significant at tO -.01 level:
Ingesting Adequatefood and Water, Wearing Clothi'ng ApOrbOriate to the
Weather, Making Use of Shelter, Resting, Exercising, Getfing Sunshine,
Bathing, Washing Face and Hands, Brushing Hair, Seeking Dental Care,
Seeking Medical Care and Experiencing Companionshi 1:1,.Love, and v
Affection. The increase in frequency for the remainingtwo behaviors
(Sleeping and Getting Fresh Air) wo'not significant.

-
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Changes discovered among the study subjects indicated that, with
respect to ago and sex,imore younger children showed gtin tkthe
identification of health-behaviors than did older ones, anUth4o4nere
girls improved than did boys.

11 The study findings strongly suppoit the investigator's belief that
a program of this type can bring perceptions to an overt cognitive level

or reiNforce preViously acquired percegtions abouthealth. The data also

suggest that such a program might be tinful as a learning mechanism for
children by facilitating their recognition of meaningful relationthips
between things in the environment and personal health. A further
Possibility suggested by the findings of the study is the potential
usefulness of a program of this type in a teaching-learntng situation
to signal particplar content areas which mey requi.re greater reinforce-,
ment or to help indicate areas in which knowledge'is lacking.

dOlar

4:
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14011, W1111e.
Capacity 21 No
M.S. 1974. $7 p.

U

Woos pi Ella tntematx Ixerptes 22 UAL

9.211 !Lail taktictli 20.1.11til
lvin 1. Svans) Jackson Stsite Universkty.

A

Scope anO.Method of Stugx. The purpose of this study was to
dedirmine the effects of high ineensity exercise on vital capac-
ity qf non sickle call trait and sickle cell trait indivlduals,
With reference to vital capacity, four hypotheses were tAsted:.
(1) thare will'be,no significant difference between the pre-
test of non sickleopell trait individnals and the pre-test of
sickle cell trait individ*als, (2) there will be no significant
difference between the pre and post-tests of non sickle cell
trait inpviduals, (3)"there will be no Significant difference
between the pre and post=tests of sickle cell trait individuals,
and (4) there will be no ignificant difference between the post-
oost of sickle cell trait individuals.

Twenty black male frealmen, with ages ranging teem 18 to
24 years were used in this tudy. Tite subjects were divida into
two groups, Control and exp imental. The control group 44
randomly-assigned, and the erimental group was assigned'ne the.
beats of 4he sickle cell te tesults. The subjeCts were pre-
teited for vital capacity. th groups followed the same exer-
eise program. The program nsisted of (The Harvard,Step Test)
exorcising three days a wee (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday) for

-an eigtit week period. All ercise periods consisted of five
minutes. Upon completlon o the exercise program a post-test wa4
administered to bothe.groups:

N

Findings and Cogclusions. A t-test Was used to determine
thq ignificant difference betWeen means o; thp 0.05 lemel. )111

the hypotheses were'supported by the results. Since the sample
inve tigated waa rather.mmall, a Mann4lhitney L Test was computed.
The hn-Whitney U also confirmed the hypodieses tested. On
the sis of,the evidence of this study, high.intensity exer-
%cis had no mote significant effect on vital capacity Of nqn
sic le cell trait than on sickle cell trai* individuals.

,
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WikamUra, Raymond M. factors Determinin4 the Hierakchical RAnkin Aof Occupatfons wic_hin the ilealth Care riefr 11).D. 104 . p.
(honaid C. lversonl l6-1-Tiersity of Toledo.

R.

The purpose of this .stifdy was to investigate what elements
of prestige certain selected professionals within the health
care system &sign to themselves and others. More..specifically,
this stifdy w05 concerned with elementS of prestige that are assigned
to health educators by more established members of the health
care system. The health occupations selected for this study
wereprimary care physicians"dentists, registered nurses,'
pharmacist44, clinical psychologists, health editektors,.and
chiropractors. The relationship between the ranking of selected ,

health professionals anc,1 the folloVing variables was investigated:(
I. The perceived amount of preventive medicine applied by a
typical practitioner. 2. The perceived seriousness'of a practi-
tioner error. 3. The perceived amount of continuing research
required by a practitioner. 4. The perceiVed importance of an
occfmation to society as perceived by the practitioner. S. The
perceived difficulty of academic training required to become a
qualified member of an occupation. 6. The'perceived knowledge 1
a typical practitioner must have of other related occupations.

, 7. The perceived essentiality of an occupation to society.
8. The pereeived degree of intelligence required to become a
member of an occupation. perceived amount of contact
thal_ a typical wctitionerlhas with related occupations.'

Nine hypotheses were proposed afid'five were statistically
accepted and four mere rejected. Nine factors werr-vtorrelated
with prestige, of which, only one did not significantly correlate
with prestige. 0

4 .
The mean scores for the %Oren health occupations were dis-

tributed within a range of 96.96 points; the high mean score
or 160.43 was awarded to the phys444,ns and tbe Low score of
063.41 was.awarded to the chiropractors. The health educators
were ranked 061y above the chiropractors with a score of 03.51
The ,failure Lc) detect the health educattor as a hiely reSpected
member of the health care field was discussed.

A

The study'involved 42 prospective health edutatibn
teachers who were ntudenft enrolled ip two separate upper-
division.hvalth education coxirses durIgng the winter term,
1913, at the University of Oregon. Twenty-Nve of the
subjects were selected at randoM to praticipitre 'as the ex-
perimental .group and the" remaihing 17 subits served
as a eontroI group.

The experimental group deftionlqtrated a significant
increase in their kiwwledge aboUt chiropratAic, and ten e .

44.
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to be les.s favorable in t he i r general t itude toward it
though the chatrges in the at t itude mewls were not significaol
at the .05 level. It was found that the attitudes of both
the experimentals and euntrOlt; wenc quite nogative to begin'
with. Interviews were held with .sul4ects whO demonstrated
't large amOunt ot movelifent in .general attitude toward chiro-
practic. These subjects indicated some predisposition in
tho direction of movemeAt,. and provided some encouragement
an to the va0.dity of thre measuring instrument developed
lor.uso in the study.

The results of the study supported previous studies
which found proowmned instrqction to be an etfective means
ot increasing knowledge. The findings in regard to the etfccts
of programmed instruction on attitudes, or knowledge chahge
on attitudes were consistent with tfirliterature which
states that attitudes are the result a many complex and,
deoply-seate!d lactors ot which knowledge is but one, and -probably ,not the Mot; I t n t

rj

4,v

qt.
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Nameketa, Tsukasa. Synthetic State Estimateti d Work Diaabllity.
Ph.D. 1974. 224p. (T. W. O'Rourke and P. S. Levy) University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.

For the pelt seventeen years, the National Center for Health
Statistics (NCHS) has been collecting data on health parameters through.
the Natierial Health Survey. Health statiatics based on the Survey generally
indicate estimates for the United States as a whole or for eaoh of the four
broad geographical regions. The publications from survey programs of
NCHS cannot provide estimates for smaller areas such as States, because the
sample slices and the strata used in the sampling designs are,not adequate *
for these small areas.' The increasing need for small area.estim4tes for
health parametersjtes motivatfid NCHS to develop a method for producing
estimates for small areas. One such method, known as the syntheticeesti-
matiOn, was the subject (/f this dissertation.

The purpose of the studci was tomtlmate the percentages of persons
(from 18 to 64 years of,age) with partial and Complete work disalaility of
more thati s.x rgonths.for each State In the United Statee by the.synthetic
estimation method developed by the National Center for Health Statistics.
An additional purpose was to evaluate these synthetic estimates by comparing
them with a direct estimate for each State obtained from the 1970 U.S.
decennial census.

An important contribution to public,health isi.nat if the...study
pre'sentsevidence ;bat the/ value of the synthetic estimate is close'to the
direct eitimata, the synthetic estimate will then enable health workers
to predict a disability rate in a State or local area whenever National level
data but no direct State or local level data are available.

c`kaynthetic estimate (xs) for State s la denoted by

zlisg ... PEkiR4

where id( fa the proportion of persons with partial (or complete) work
disa lity' In cell C( on the National level, Ps4. Is the proportion of persons
in ll tX that are in State s and k la the nurebtr ofc(-cells'in grid.

All of the data on work disability and population used in the study
.7" were derived from the 1970 U.ph decennial census reports. In order to

iliellco!5t:la-tt:6

nce (central Cities, urban fringe, other urban, rural farm, a nd rural
4) race (white, Negro or black), sex (male or female) and type
levelwere divided into 60 cella according to age (18-44, 45-54,

estimates for the entire States, the populittiOn data on

A

'nonfarm). Also, synVietic estimates fOr eachmState byicolor, sex and age
were coryuted.
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Synthetic estimates were evaluated by comparing them with
direct estimates. The absolute difference, the percentage absolute
differonco, the mean square error and tho Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient were used as evaluation measures, and the applicability of these

'-measures was analyzed.

AS a result of analyses, first of all, the median of each
evaluation measure used was more descriptive as a mea84.pf the
central tendency and a representative v et of a group than elle mean.
Secondly, 'in parthil work dibiL1tyriho agreement between the
synthetic estimate and the direct ost,knüte was fairly good for all different
population groups; the entire State, white, Negroes, mMes, .females,
and tho three age groups from 18 to 64 years of age. Thirdly, in complete /
work disability, tho agreement between tho synthetic estimate and the direct
estimatp was fairly good foe Negroes, neutral for females, fairly poor for
the entire State, whites, and the throe age groups, and poor for males.

.c

tte
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Needle, Richard Noward. The Relationship Sexual Behavior and
Ways' of ContracekTon rong Colle...5tudents. Ph.D. 197T.
zsn p. -Warren R. Johnson) Un versiticif 14ary an-d7'

4e

.
The purpo%e of this investigation was to determine the

relationship between smal behavior and ways of handling contraception.
The theoretical objective of this research was to determine whether

in sexual and contraceptive behavior can be, in any
considerable part, explained as consequences of sotialization of sexual
behavior. /) A survey inslrument was developed and administered to college
males and females at all grade evels at the University of Maryland.
Data were obtained from a nonprobability'sample of 11642 never-married
college students, of whom 551 females and 594 males were sexually active.

161
Analysis carried out only on these sexually active students consisted
of (1) frequency distributions in demographic, sexual and contraceptive
attitudinal and behavioral variabl'ts, and (2) bivariate joint frequency
distributions with and without controls. The obtaAned joint frequency

. distributions were statistically analyzed by the X test for signifi-
canpe. Gamma (G) was used as the measure of atsociation between the
pairs of variables within the joint frequency tables.

Anal sis of the data reveals.that)Ygreater percentage of males
had sexuak intercourse than females. The majority of both sexes were
unrel iable' contraceptors at first sexual intercourse. Though some 40
percent of the population studied used contraceptibn, they were not
differemt o' mast selected demographic, social and familial variablIs
from unlal able contraceptors. While lack of knowledge and inAceFssi-
bility to oh aining cohtraception mafpartly explain why the majority of
students did not use contraception at first sexual intercourse, it
appears that the best, though not entirely adbquate, explanation is
that firset sexual intercobrse was unexpected; this, however, is a

. consequence of, sod 's a tti tude toward sexual i ty.

. --i e ,

,

For both males a d femal*, contraceptive inconsistency since
coining to college was reported by over two thirds of the students. The

number of sexual partners females had did not affect their contraceptive
behavior, though males with four or more partners Are less consistent

i contraceptors than thoSe males who had had three, or fewer partners. For

' , females, contraception, while mostly at a low level, was higher in
__J../ college than in high schbol, and bottpin high school and in,college

consistency of contraception increased with level of affection for.,.

their partner. For maAes, other than the fact that contraception was
. 4iost used with pickups and casual dates in both high school and college,

no pattern emerged. ,

\

'A majority of males and feimles used reliable contraception at
last Sexual intercdurke. It appears that age, /0 ving been pregnaqt or
having made a girl pregnant perceiving the graGity of the consequences

' ,
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of not using contraception, perceiving more accurately that sexual
intercourse will occur, explain the change from unreliable to reliable ,

contraception from first tO last sexual intercourse. With evidence of
high risk-taking contraceptive behavior among college students,- it
appears that pregnancy is greatly.determined by.chance.

Consistent contraception iS a difficult task and a complex
behavior. There are,Nariations in contraceptive behavior along the
unreliability-rellabtlity dimension between* the sexes, as well a; within
each sex: While aiildhood socialization may certainly produce effects
that can dispose some people, more than.others toward nonuse of .

contraception, from thts stuhy there is not an adequate basis for
judging the extent to which variations in contraceptive-behavior are to
be asel,i,b:d directly to variables in sexual satializatten.
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Newtyn, Yevette. qex Knowledje of.George Williams College Hndergraduate Studeats.
M.S. 1974. 27 p. J. C. HolmeiY George Williama College.

The purpose of the etudy was to measure the level of sex knowledge oi
undergraduate students who reside in the George Williams College Residence,
Hallo, to determine the most prevalent gaps and misunde endings in sex knowledge
and to propose a recommendation for possible methods of tlfying deficiencies.
The hypothesis was that a sex-educatien course was neede at George Williams
College because of student deficiencies in the area of s knowledge.

One hundred and iwentla-three resident students volu ered to take the
SeX Knowledge Inventory (Form X Revised) 1968 developed b Gelolo McHugh. The
iesults of the data were treated by comparing the SKI ten ive norms to the
George Williams College scores in the areas*lof sex,,age, cation and raw scores.

There were four areas in which George yilliams College resident students.
were better than 60% correct. These were sex dreams, sterilization and circum-
elsion, superstition and misconceptions, and masturbation. There were three

2 areas of sex knowledge in which George Williams College resident atudents score&
( below 50% correct. Those were poor sexual adjuitment, birth control and meno-

pause.

The results from Ahe data showed thgt George Williams College resident
students were considerably below eypeeted levels of sex knowledge as measured
by Sex Knowledge Inventory.

a
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Norton, Virginia L. A Nutrition Education Program for Selected Third Grades
and Its Effects on Ndtrition Knowledge, Attitudes, Fractices and Iron Nutri-
titre. Ph.D. 1974: 97p. (Elizabeth S. Prather) University of Maryland.

It is well recognized that nutrition should be a part of the sehdel curri-
culum. The problem is not what should be taught, but how to teach it and how
to evaluate the success of the nutrition program. Past nutrition education
programs have been evaluated by the pupils' written responses to tests on
nutrition knowledgeaand/Or changes in eating habita. The changes in eating
habits were determined by observation of actual eating behavior or by
written records such as a dietary history.

In this study a three week nutrition education program was designed and
presented to selected third grades ip Prince George's County, Maryland. The
eutrition education ueit was planned as an introduCtion to the concepts of
nutrition and the Bask Four rood 'Groups. Behavioral objectives in the
cognitive and affective dots/tins were developed as the basis of the nutrition
unit and to provide objective measures of tho pupils' achievement. The
daily lesson plans included the concept to be learned, the objectives for
that lesson, and the generalizations, learning experienees,, teeching aids and
questions necessary to teach the siMple concept and achieve the objectives.''

The paramet.ers selected to measure the 011ecess of the nutrition
education were a written nutrition attitude inventory, a food irequency
intake questionnaire, a nutrition knewdedge test and hemoglobin valueN as

. a measure of iron nutriture. ,

The experimental depign was a pretest, post-text, retention test design
with the experimental groep receiving the nutrition education one.hour a day
for three weeks. During each test period the order of testing was planned
to prevent confounding, of results. The nutrition attitUde inventory waa
presented first, the food frequency intake questionnaire was second and.the
nutrition knowledge test was last. Hemoglobin values were determinea during
each test period. Height and weight were measured pretest and recention
;test only., The retention test period-was three months after the nutrition
mAncation unit to allow for changes in iron butriture since the life cycle
of an erythrocyte is one hundred twenty days.

The changes in both the controrand experimental groups' nutrition
atitudes, food frequency intake.and nutritfon knowledge were not statistically
significant. Non-significant improvement (lid occur, in both groups knowledge
of nutrition: 1) the experimental group due to the nutrition education 'and .

2) the control group due to a sharing of knowledge between the groups ME1 an
intervening unit on foods. Hemoglobin values between groups were not innif-
icantly'different pretest or post-test. The mean hemoglobin values of the
control roup decreased from the pretest to the post-test period, then
increaped slightly in the retention test period, although it did not reach
the beginn ng value. The mean hemoglobin values of the experimental grout
did improv within the predetermined retention time period. The improWement
was etatist cally wignificant within the experimental group between times,
and between f4roups within the retention test period.

.*
,
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In this study the nutritional status of the expeximental grou0, as

,measured by hemoglobin values, improVed significantly before significant

improvements occurred in written tests on nurrition attitudes, eating

pravtices and nutrition knowledge. This 'apparently indicates that

nutritional status can be an objective measure of the success of a nutrition

education program.

e
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O'Connor, Richard JosePh. Inteeratton of Programmed Instruction with'
lartructionel Television in Health Education Program. Ed.D. 1974.
123 p. (Edward W. Gassie) Louisiana State Oniversity and Agricultural
and Mechanical College.

An increased awareness exiats among thossireepeeaible for the
planning and implementation of health'care derivities for an Wormed.
knowledgeable health"care consumer. This concern was recently made
manifest by appointment of a President's Committee on Health Education.

In recognition of this need for innovative and'effective he
education programs, an attempt was made in the present study to
determine the effectiveness of instructional television in l'hOspital
sp4cialized inthe treatmtnt of a chronic illness (leprosy). The study
specifically attempted to learn if concepts of programmed instruction
could be successfully integrated'into locally-produced televised
educational materials. A random sample of sixty patients and staff
wel'e selected td test effectiveness of the televised material, a 22-
minute presentation on leprosy; 'One-half of the total study groulle
participated in the lab-ling experience as passive viewers,.while the
*other participants responded actively to specific questions asked in
an additional 8-minote.videetape4 segment which followed the basic
preaentation. All subjects were requested to complete a pre-test

tand post-test which consisted.of 15 multiple-choice response questions
on common facts about the disease. Additionally, all participants
completed a subjective opinion survey questionnaire.

Study reaulta indicated that a highly significant (114;.001)

relationship existed between televiaed instruction and learning gain.
Differences in learning noted as a result of programmed'and non-
programmed televised formats occurred, but not at a level of
statistical significance (P;.05). Learner .acceptance levels in regard
to television aa a teaChing device were high, nearly one hundred per
cent. No major problem wa-s encountered in combining the programmed

--instruction device (QRS Responder Module) in a televised format. Other 44r
aignifieant suety findings related to the suceessful use of the
videocassetteas a health edecation delivery method, potential role -

of the apecialty hospital an a learning-resource center, relative ease
in.prodUcing loeal television materials, relationships existing
between tiqevised instruction anl indivAdualized learnitig techniques,
application of adult education concepta in a hospital-based health
educatIod program, and the advantages aSsociates1 with the use of educa-
tional television in public information and medical teaching activities
In leprosy.

'10
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Ogle, Patricia Tuck. -An Historical Descri tive StuOy of the Cornert
Dru store, Gainesville,T15i15T-1139-1 . P4.A. 19737 147 137-7644.1
A. 1Ucksj University of Florida.

The investigation presents a review in historicat.perspective of
the conditions Underlying the founding of the Corner Drugstore in
Gainesville, tlorida, from the time of inception in the spring of 1969 .

until June, 1973. All available data were collected which provitled
information related to the development of the Corner Drugstore, and an
orderly and sequential interpretation wag given of the concepts and
philosophy leading to establishment and guiding development of the
program; funding and financial status; target populations; Selection,
training, and utilization of volunteers; services and activities of the
program; organization and administration; and community'relations.

Findings include problems encountered in establishing and operating ,

the Corner Drugstore; the examination and assessment of program
effectiveness; aqd the impact of this program on other comrriunity
agencies. Directions and trends of the Corner.Drugstore prograh in
relation to the free clinic movement were given, and perspectives of
the developmental record are suggested for the development cif similar
free clinics in other communities.
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, Oladunjoye, Matthew.- Influence 21, culkure 2...Prem4rital 2exual
Pernlesiveneae Am2.P.9 Plgerion ADA 1)laolt AmertcAti Young Adults.
M.S. 1974. 114p. (Kenneth Clarke) The Pennsylvania State University.

The black population is characterized at best within th?
scientific literature in comparison with white populations. The
contention was that the phenomenon of cultural influence cduld be
elicited and aemonstratedn if it exists, among young adults
emerging from differing societal backgrounds, with race held
constant.' The instrument consisted qf a standardized 12-items
premarital sexual permissiveness scale (Reiss) plus questions
on religiosity and background information items. The 2 sample
populations were taken from U.S. and Nigeria respectively.
Hampton Institute students had the tendency to be a liberal
group' with respect to premarital sexual permissivehess (93%
"High Permissives") while the stUdents at UniversitY of Lagos,
Nigeria responded more conservatiVfly (44.7% "High Permissives").
The "Low Permissives" in the BlacktAmerican sample and "High
Permissives" in the Nigerian Black sample were characterized as possessing
attitudes contrary to the majority of their respective peers and were
utilized in the analysis of the measured forces within a particular .

cultural context as it does among any cultural context. Respective
background informatiorritems, on the other hand, showed some variable
influence within cultural effect on prrarital sexual permissiveness
attitudes.
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Olson, Mdrt.1,11 John. A bescriptive Analyqis of Parent,
Princij:al., and Tecicher Evalua*.ions of a

ll

Tiiy ETTc and Sex
raUalon I'Voirdm in the Chl.--rub-ric E ementaF--SFITO-org:
M.S. 1074. 4 p. (T-c-Xn on ey) Universi y o llinois'
at Urbana-Champaign.

The purpose of this study was to eValuate the effectiveness
of the Family Lite aril Sex Education program in the Chicago
PubLic Elementary.Schools by means Of a Teaction survey of
princiOals, teachers, and parents. Data was collected
over d pericid of three years for twenty-seven school dist t

in the Chicago system. Teachers and admihistrators were
asked to.evaluate the fifth grade program following a series
of w?rkshops held before in-class instruction began and afte
the completion txt- the classroom work. Parent's were given a
questionnaire before andimmediately after the instructiop of,
the unit, and principals evaluated the program at the end of
each school year. The three different instruments used
were ot a fixed alternative type,requesting_a response
concerning attitudes, feollings and perceptions,about the
value of A unit in family life educatiom Ln the' school
switem. ror those teachersond,administratorOtttending the
workshops, questions pertaining to their value were also

The ovevalL conclusion reached.by thi study was' tha; the
Family Li...fe and 1:ex Education program was effective and had
th e. overwhelming support of all 'groups involved in the
evaluation. The. majority of respondentg felt lhat fifth .

grade boys and gioks &an benefit from the unit and*that the
same mateettls.should be covered for. both4sexeg. UOmographic
differences hy sex of the respondent, position of responsibility
of the respondent school site., wOrkshop site,'indichted
significant'differ ces in the nature of the responses.

, *

as

,

,
.f
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zbhosky,, John Ronald. Persogalitv,cdpsychophyst t,t1 rePtors Related
1211)9gific'DINLPreference 1.11Maie Vndergraduate Amp examine a hci
Darbiturace Veers. Ph.D. 1974. 162p. (John B. Murzay) St. John's .University.

The purpose 01 thsri present investigation was to experimentally ,

Validate the premise that an Individual who has a specific drug preference
for either aniphetamines or garbituretes, has that preference because the
effect of that lubitance, when ingested, meets a variety of pgychological
needs. Further, ingesting that substance may be an attemptihdrithp user's..
part to compensate for previously existing ego defects, whioh. ara`Intrinsic
components of his personality. The effect of the specific driigp ingested
may be an attempt at restoting the personality to some leyel of adjustive
equilibrium.

0It was therefore postulated that individuals Itekhw the same'clasS*
of drug (either amphetamines or barbiturates.) walla closely resemble,
each other in a number of psychological and perceptual characteristics,
and that these two groups would differ significantly from those Who havenever used non-:prescription

The initial sample included 356 male undergraduates at a sectariancollege in a large 4an area., Their drug uSage and preference was screened
by mear% of the ausgor's own'Drug Pipference Profile. They were also ad-
ministered the Sc, DA,K, and Pd scales of the NIMPI. the TaylorManifest
Anxiaty Scale (TMAS)?and,the Maudsley Personality Inventory. The Ss

i4chosen for the qieerimen'tal groups fit the following criteria: Z. They
reported using,,eifher amphetamineS or barbiturates more frequeptly than .4 I any other drug with the possible esaption of hiarijuana.' 2. yhey had, used%this drug at least three time in the courserof one year. .8. They had notused any other drug, again with the exception of marijuana, for two weeks.

previous to testing. After being selected, thes.e Ss were contacted for a .

followrup signal detection, studyN, as were Ss MI6 were selected for the contilol
. group. Thirty Ss were dsiigned to (mew of the three groups: (1) amphetamine,(2) barAiturate, and13) control. 4

hT e followi .conclusions were'drawn based on the findings of 0?-10
investlgatlont 1. lypothestied, .the amphetamide users scored signit-
icantly htsher on ate MKPI aychoticismocale (6c, D, K Uhab elther the
barbiturate or the control groups. The amphetamine users vi're signifh

can* more *manifestlymanxious" than either the bar iturate or the.contro1
groups . 3. As hypoth'Fsised, theAmplotamine and arbitUrater groups were
successfully differentiated from the conVol group on ne MMPI score.
the Pd scale. 4. Stbe celipprol group scored signitifvixitfy higher than Oele,
experimental group oh' the Beta variablglovhixle t rbkurate group Beta'
scores were significantry higher ttmn that, of ihe amphetamine group.
5. The control cgoup* gcored signiMatitlq higher d' scores than did the(,6
experimental grsnips.

4

,

- 44" A
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Palmer, Carl Grady. Develo nt and Application of an Instrument to
Measure Health MiscOncept ons n Junior ColTegaiTidents. Ed.b.

1971. 111 -07 flaert T. gOwen ViiriTty of Georgia.

The purts of this study were to 'develop a valid and reliable

, instrument t asure health misconceptions among Junior college
students, and to determine the prevalence of health misconceptions among
students enrolled in Junior colleges of the.iUniversity System of
Georgia.

- A. 150 itedrhealth misconception instrument was developed and
validation was by two,paiiels of medical and health experts. ,A pilot
study was conducted in which a trial application of the instrument was
mane.tO determine reliability, difficulty rating and discriminating
powerof-theAndividual items used in the final instrument. Administra7

tilon.ohlitie final instrument was to 374 students enrolled in eleven
JuliorTolleges of the University System of Georgia.

The-multiple-classification analysis of variance statistical
technique was used to determine if significant differences existed
between-scoresron the health misconception test and the independent .

variables of race, college class, sex, marital status, religion, stie 'of
high sChool attended,-college attended, size of home community,Orevious
health related course%and completion of a high school health course. .

Results of this study indicated that students in the Junior
colleges of the University System of Georgia believed a large number of
health misconceptions. Significant differences were shown tsi exist
6etween total"scores on the health misconceptioh test and t independent

variables bf: race, class, completion of a high school health course,
previous college health related courses and college attended. No ,

significant differences were obtained betweep total test stored and tng

t nded, size of home tommOnity.
independlt yariables of: sex, marital status, religion, size of high

school a

.376

Some conclusions based upon the'results of this study wdre:

1. .Health misconception scores of Junior college students
indicated that graduates of ellorgia high schools did not have a strong
backgroynd in health education based on their acceptance, of many health
misconciptions presented in this study:

2. When planning a health curriculum at the Junior college level
the student's race, class in college, previous health related courses
and location of the Junior college appear ko bg important considerations.

3. Whtp plannidg a health -curriculum at the college level the
student's sex, religion, marital status, size of high school attended,
andlprban or rural background do.not appear to.be importal3,

considerations.
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Partial, bky 8. A tuft A of Relatiknehti) letylien,Con%rOceptive

AttitOtis ISNIvi0f !.21211k 11MILLati INtivIrsitv Students.
Ph.D. 10746o 106 p. (ldward S. Mont, Jr.) The Pennsylvania State
University..

4.

Data were collected from 931 studentn enro led in Required
al Ed classes at PSU during Spring Term 1973 'studY the effect
of selected interveuing variables on the relationship between
premarital contraceptive attitudes bnd the effectiveness
contraceptive behavior. --.Tjt degree of favorableness or u vox-
eblenbss toward the use of contraceptfon was measmen by atti-
tude instrument utilizing the Likert technique Of 4ounmated
ratings. The effectiveness of contraceptive behavior was me
ured by calculAting an index based on usie-effectiveness of spe-
ci-tic methode of contraception and propcktion of coital experi-
ence per year where each method, or combination of methods, was
used. It was concJuded that (1) attitudes toward persolial use
of contraception do moderately influence the effectiveness of
contruceptive behavior and that as attitudes become more favor-
able.the effectiveness of contraceptive behavior increases;
i2) premarital contraceptive attitudes are predictive pc, con- 4

receptive behavior, but only to a small! degree; (3) half of the
selected intervening variables did function its contingent or
interacting conditions to modify the relationship between pre-
marital contraceptive attitudes and behavior, however, the
intervening variablee do not function th,e same for males and ,
females; (4) a majority ok unmarried undergraduate students
in the study have experienced sexual intercourse and theolevel
of sexual activity end the amount o( rink of pregnancy are ,

sufficient so that p emarital sexual behavier and contraceOlive
practices are importa ea concerns for university students.

4

se
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Paskert, Catherine Jane.- Kffectivenesa of the Mit ersity of Utsh School on
Alcoholism and Other Drug DepIndencies. Ph.D. 19 . 196 13, (Marshall W.
Kreuter) University of Utah.

Trior to the tiresent pfludy very little was knows about the effective-
ness of schools of alcohol and drug, studies in achieving their objectives;
and thd literature was deveid of d4tailed iwaluatlons of theee schools. An
evaluative survey to assess selected measurea of effectiveness for a school

,/i)f alcoh(s)1 and drug studies was undertaken. The general problem wen to
determine the degree to which the University of Utah Scheol on Alcoholims
and Other Drug ilependSncies achieved the stated objectfVea'of each Section
and sa,tisfied the preenceived expectations of participants. A secoaary
consideration was to identify selected participant demographic variables
and to determine the effect of the School on the subsequent alcohol/drug
related.aeivities oy the participants.

,

Ancillary to this study was a compilation of Ofellmajority,of_cont.inuous

schools of alcohol and drug studies in the United Statbs. A chfonolpgical
sumnmrv of 30 schools was organized.

'

Selected samples of participhnts in the 21rd Annual School Session
(June 16-21, 1974) comprIsed 4-iiv population involved in the evaluation.
N.Ion; hundred and ninety subjects participated in the pre7school survey which
vas deAigned to identify the School expeaationa of participants, and to
determine selected demographic characteristics of the population. In an
iminediate.post-school assessment which conshsted of two copponente:* satis-
faction of School expectations and achievement of Section objectfves, th;re
were 724 respondents to.the former, 708 respotdents to the latter. A
stratified random sample (243) of the population was selected for a three
morith follow-up assessment planned t9 determine the impact of the School
experience upon the subsequent alcohol Mrug related activities of partici-
pants. There were 109 respondents to the follow-up assessment.

41.

To gather the data pertinent to this research it was necessary to
devise live instruments: (1) the checklist."Identificatiqti of.ExpecOtions"
to determine the School expectations of participants, (2) the questionnaire
"Participant Characteristics," to identify selected demographic variables of
the School population, (1) the "Evaluative Scale of Expectation." to &saes.
the satisfaction of preconceived expectations of the School experience, (4)
the "Evaluative Scale of Section Objectives," to assess perceivedachieve-
ment of Section Objectives, and (5) the "Follofftp Evaluative Scale," to
discern any Improihment or increase in the subsequent alcohol/drug related
activities of participants as a function of tlie School experience.

Descriptive statistics including and pelPentages mere
necessary to report the chatheteristice Of tpopulation and the identification
of School expmtations. Mean scores and theiSpearman rank correlation coeffi-
cient were employed-in treating data obtained from the evaluative scales.
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The School population revealed a heterogeneous profile on several
4 variables. Age'diatribution was varied and the largest proportion fellcinto
a categoryfbt 40 years of age or older. Pull or partial financial assistance
was available and granted to.the ?verwhelming majority of participants.
Well over half, of the population gad previously ataended schools of alcohol
and drug studies, and almost one-third were nonprofeesionals. Partici-. ,

pante with a professional backeround in the dependency field were nrincinally
associatsed with agencies which were perceived aa having dual occupatidnal

kettillga and providing multipll! services for alcohol 'awl drug abusers.

Virtually an intinite,number of special interests were represented
as partIcipants identified assoreW expectations of the School experience.
Cognitive associated learnings and eapeelent'es did, however, emerge an the
most predominant expected outcomes. in general, participants lie\r_ceived
that School expectations were satisfied.-

While the consideredmachkeveme t of Section obiectives among the majoiity
.

of the 17 Sections (special inteses groups) &id not vacillate to an appreciable
dettervariation Wan extreme betbieen te several Sections at opposite ends
6C thriContinuum. Consistently. object ven assessed the highest were related
to: (1) action plans modified for pa icipants oi circumstances, and
nakseness orpertinent related reso es, (2) personal examination and clari-
ficati n of attitudes and:values writaining to alcohollam and drug abuse .
and,.(1 purely cogniti4 learn gs specifically related to the interests
of"the .ctive gro . -Par IcIpaot:, oerceived that Individual Sei:tion
objectives we e rail acco plished.

A relatiomhip significant at the Irlevel of significance was found

4

A
-hatwee.4 the twu variables: perceived-I ievement of SeAion.objectives ifnd
changes .in.th/suhsequent alcohol/drug related activities of partiolpantq.
Pt. can be generalized thitt sections which successfully accomplished their
obleetiven were also auccessful in influencing the subse!fuent behavior
of..group members with regard to their activities in the alcohol and drug
liel0. ,c411 "

A*.
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Perry, Nancy fteichard. prmi Knowle4ge and Attitudes Toward Drug
Abutof Amoug Tylchers, Administtators, and S4idents. Ph.D. 1973.

328p. (C.H. Hoelmmtn, Jr.) The Ohio State Net-fifty.

.411

an

p Al ifferences in d cMg knowledge and attitude amung three
allin ntudy ktf exploratory designed not only to

hel detine
group+ within a given,nchool population, but Ono to discover how each
group perceives the other two groups in these areas. Guidelines for
eitective drug programs within the school netting advocate a team
apvroach to problem solving. Early and responsible involvement of students
in 1,xtremely important. Knowledge of how teachers, administrators, and
ntothoon view each bther-4 ,attitudes and knowledge concerning drugs
and drug Auno could provide a base from which to develop a cohesive
team. Such a team comnisting of Membern from these three groups fUnctioning
effectively within a nchool setting cou1,0 be in a upique position to
define problem, net oblectives and plan ntrategien, to cope'with and
prevent the proHlem related to drug Muffle. '. .

An important factor affeiting the,communication process the

expectation or anticipation of the internal pnychological n n of

thole with whom we denire to communicate. Knowledge of how teachqrs,

adminintratorn, and ntudents perceive cavil other in relationship to
drugn and drug Moine dealn with their eiliectations of inner psychological
ntaten of each other an groupw... Therefore, the problem investegated
by the ntudy in both a comparison of drug knowLedge and attitude toward
drug abuse among groupn of !who)! administrators, teachersand.lftudentn,
and nn examination of some of the factors effecting the communtiptien

sprocess among thene groups with dealing with drug ab . tlee..

. .

' An empirical assessmebt wan made of the attitydes and knowledge of
nelerted groupn of teaehers, adminintrators, and students concerning
drugs and drug abune. The tenting inntrument measured subject's drug
knowledge and attitude. Experimental nubject,s included,86 lotn, 116 and

l2th grade ntudents, 43 high school toachers,and 12 administrators.
Ali subjects wore from the tstadison County,,Ohlo nehool system. \

"The instrument WA8 administerea in on* Hitting. Subjects responded

to the inktruMenhthree times. The first Wile they resOnded for themselves
aqd the necond and third time they responded by attributing knbwledge
an

l

attituden to the other two groups on, the basin of gueming how the

y lit ical pernon of those two groups would respond. Responses were

then atatistic414y Analyzed by a two-way analysis of variance utillzing
the method of "leant squares'," followed by Dunn's t test for unequal

Os, applied to the appropriate groups:
r

It. $1118 concluded from the findingn that aignifidhnt differences
do egiat in attitudes townrd drugn and drug abuse among studentg.
teactiern, and.administrntors. Studentn held significantly more positive 111,

attitudes town. drugs and drug Mum, tlubitIceir teachers.

.
, 1
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Students attributed a significantly'lower level of drug knowledge
to teachers and'administratorsvtpan that they actually po8ses4ed.
(Actually teachers and.administrators had a higher level of drug knOWlede
than their students.) Teachers attributed signiticantly more positive
attitudes toward drugs and drug abuse. to Hiudents than those they
actually held and attributed more negative attitudew to adminTStrgtors
than those they actuarly possessed.

Teacher%iire more eware.of-the knowledge level of the students
and adminidtrators than their attitude level concerning drugs and drug
abuse. These findings,.as,generalizable to other school populations
yould help provide a base for human relations traioing when dealing

.

with team building efforts (ocuseilisc developing drug abuse programs.
14,

- I

14.

)

(is
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Piston, David D. AnA*y,t9jjLft 3eh901.1unelftes
!kochittoi itindermitag law. M.S. 1974. 37 p. (Ara Zulalian)

State University ot NWM yock, Brockport.
\ )

The purpose of this study was to determine the quantities
and extent of exposure of lead in school supplies used by children

in eighteen Rochester area kindergarten systems. Approximately
5 pimples were collected from each School and analyzed by using

a- Bausch and Lomb Medium Quartz Spectrograph. ,All.samples
were analyzed twice and those that showed high levels of lead
were analysed four times for eqcuracy. A high lead 'level was

established by Using 300 micrograms of lead per gram of fresh

weight of sample. Thirteen samples exceeded the 300 micrograms. .

Studies have shown.that levels of lead that exceed thin stan-
dard could cause lead poisoning in children that ingest 5

milligrams of these substances. The followlng samples are very

high or exceed toxioity

B Green Enamel 2,000 micrograms lead/gram of fresh wt.

K Enamel Paint 58,000 micrograms lead/gram of fresh wt.

E Pencil Paipt 30,000 micrograms lead/gram of fresh wt.

B Cardboard Tile 720 micrograms lead/gram of fresh wt.

F String 3,500 micrograms lead/gram of fresh wt.

411/ B Paint Bruith Paint /,200 micrograms lead/gram of fresh wt.

K Red Pencil Paint 5,000 micrograms lead/gram of fresh wt.

Graphite Lead 406 micro:linos lead/gram of fresh wt.

D Wall Paint 500 micrograms lead/gram of fresh wt.

B Green Paint 2,000 micrograms lead/gram of fresh'wt.

C Clay 280 micrograms lead/gram of fresh wt.

H Toy.Man Paint 200 micrograms lead/graft of fresnWt.

E Water Color 210 micrograms lead/gram of Erwin wt.

An analysis of other elements was undertaken at the same
time tq determine if toxic levels existed in'other element
concentrations such as Cadmium, Chromium, Cqpper, ZinC, Silver

and Tin. The following are permissible levels for the above
metals as cited in the "Drinking Water Standards".of the Public

Healhh Law:

---Cr 50 micrograms/liter of water

.Cd 2000 micrograms/liter of water

Zn Obo mierograms/liter of water

Cu 1000 micrograms/liter of water

r

A ummitry of the aboveloncentrations ofmetals in micro,-
grama-per:gram of fresh weight as found in the school supplies
in this study Axe as follows:
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,.
School Sample Pb Cd Cr

Crayola Crayon 0.7 0.2 --

A Green Crayon 21 0.3 32
Gran Enamel 2000.0 --- --

Clay 110 1.0 19
Enamel Paint 58000 8.0 11000

A Finger Paint 70 . 6.0 9,
A Magic Marker 4 6.0 .--

A Toy Card 170 16 --
A Clay 110 8 40
0 Wail Paint 350 3 . 360

Pencil Paint 30000 , 1.6 30000
Cardboard Tile 720 --- --

String 3500 --- .. -

Mimeograph Paper
Chalk
plaster of Paris

'5.5
0.6

t5
Toy Man Paint 44
Rubber Puzzle 42
Finger Paint \ 78
Paint Brush Paint .*M
Faint Brush Lag. 88

Red 4ensil Paint 5000
Bleck Pencil Paint 25.

I

Most schooA aupplies in thin study met governmental standards
set for lead concentrations. Further atudies should be under-
taken tO receive a greater number of samples. Higher levels were
found in scho9ls that were older in nature. Supplies.from these

lik
schools are kept for extended amounts of t and may have high
lead levels not meeting governmental stand . Another ,

reason for ome of the high levels Of geed are due to the-intro-
duction of toys and 'supplkts from sources other than Oose
ordered by the school. These tupplies may be brought in by
children, teachers, etc. and kept forextended amonnts of time.
Control and laws have adlquately controlled lead contents in
various paints and aupplies to the consumtr and.this seems to be
ewident'in the schools studitd in this research.

, Cu Zn

3 0.3

18 ---

410 ....

5 ...A..

240 ---

6 25

5 ........

19 -43

17 wo

2 180

96 140

8 130
-- ---
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Pigg, Wert Morgan, Jr. School liealty Program Guidelines. H.a.D.
1974. 306p. (Donald J. Ludwig) Indiana University.

,

problem -,

Xhe problem of the study was to iiteptify vilid items for uae in
the est,abliahment of a data bank of school-health program guidelines.

1

* rurpose

The purpose of the study was .tn establish' a 'data bink of valW
ichooj hoaltb program guidelines.for.utilization aa a resource:

1 A1

1. by individual resehrchers or comM'ittees4ln the development of
specialized schoblheith program'evaluation instruments.

I.

..*

2. by school administrators, facultY members, or other persons
.ln'the development orprocedures.designed to either establish
new health education programs or improve exidiing health
education Programs.

by school districts and state departments (.;f edubation for
both inservice 'education in and evaluation:ofschool health
puggrama. 4 v

4: by individeal.health educators 41a a general reference fork.
-information cóncerning all phases of the school Inialth
programs.

,

r.

5; im professional Pr ation class involving_the school>. .

health program..\

: A
Procedures

..t%,
.

.

schohl he,alth nrogram evaluation instruments were used,

. , .)- as's,Ources from which 3,609/ItAms to be rated wore obtained. Two
1 .

46-member jurles of helaIttieilucation experts were, selected to ?ate the
items. Jury A was assposedflof individuals employed at the college level

.'. or in the-health,protesslons, while Jury B was composed of indivicluals'
affiliated with the public schools. The items were rated:On a 0-1-2-3-4,.

scale, and items receiving a composite Tating of.2.0"or'greater froia-beth
jarieswere accepted adschoor health program guidelines. 'pie

.

Ieliabiliti nf..the various jury ratline was estimated throliglittraclass

.
.

gorrelation ellipinying analysis of Variance procedures in a series ot 39

I

'. tests.. .

). 1 .. Findings .

Of the 3',6O9fltcma involved in the study, 3,384 ,(94 perciat)
received.* comppsit fitting. of at least 2.0 from both,juries. The.,
coefficient of retie ilfty obtained by compariog 'the Tatings of Jury.A.,

1

4 I .
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and Jury,li for each of the Vour major areas into which the iems were
categorized for the study indicated a moderate degree of agreemeq
between the two juries. Likewise, a compaeison of.the combined ratings
of the 16 individuals coMprising each,of the .two juries indicated a
moderate degree of agreement ezistimg among the,32 individual jurors
involved In the atudy.

Conclusions

.1. Those items receiving a combined mean rating of at least 2.0.
fr0m Jury A and Jury B ?_ollectively can be congidered as valid school
health program guidelines.

2. College personnel und public school personnel serving as
lUrors for thp study exhibited general agreement concerning.Ote
validity of the items rated in tpe, study.

3. The area of School Health Services koduced the greatest
disagreement among both the college and pub,lic school jurors.

Recommendations

1.. Researeh shoul4 bt: undertaken to clari6 what constitutes
sound practices and'factual knowledAe in the areqof School Health
Services.

7.*

2. The guidelines .shoold be revised periodically to insure that
they remain current and

,

.

TABLF 1. .NUMB11111NG AND ASSIO NT OF JURORS

114

Area .

' Jury A Jury B
, . .

.,._

Area 1: Administration fiems T-274 I (pair) 17 (pairl
. 1

2 18

Iltema'275-487 3 19

4 20

'..

,Area 2: k'hool health Remit 488-1,035 5 . 21

:services , . . 6 a
,

Items 1,036.:I.,600 7

8 24,
'il 1 I

i o ,..4-
Area 3: Healthful achoLl :-., Ilinit 1,01-2,4118 94 2S

liv.6g A .

.

10 26.

liema 4189-2,774 - 11 27
.

'' 12 28
.

'.., I.

..: '
,t,

e .

t.Area 4: Health Tnstructillk Illem:I; 2,775".4,212.; 13 l' 29 .

.," ' t. ' 'So
Items 3,211-3,09 15 Jii:`1(

-- - : .,. ,...10- 10 . . 82.
_....,., .

.....

....- 'I -,..i.
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Potibut, Chalety. A, Comparison 913ex Knowiedoe, Experiences, and
MtltuOes. Petween American and Thai tudentl . Ed . D . 1974. 140p.
(Raymond C. Howard) University of Northern Colorado.

P u Pos e

The major purpose Of this study was to find out if diffetences exist
- in the areas of knowledge, exptfience, and some attitudes among four

groups of subjectsAmerican male, American female, Thai malt, and
Tha l female .

procedure .

The sample Consisted of 443 sxbjects frOm the Universitr..,\of Nforthern
Colorado and the College of Education, Bansomdej, Thailakid.

The Sex Knowledge Inventory, Form X (1967 Revisi ), was adrninistered
,to.the undergraduate American ang.Thai students. Anonyjiity was maintained

by allowing the students to write their college GPA and tiiigh school GPA
instead of their Nimes in the answer sheefs.

The data collected were Statisticajly treated by a dingle F-test,
t test.for multiele CotnparAsons, and chi-square test of ihdependence,
item by item.

rindings and Conclusions

386

1. There wereesWistically significant differences on the whole
score of the SKI, Form X, between Thal and American students. 2. There
were no etatistically significant differences between both syces of each
nation'. .3. For chi-square. item by item, analysis,. 68 out of 80 items
were signifitant at-the .05, .02, .01 and .001 level respectively. 4.
On only,twp items did the Thal groups have higherpropoction of correct
resPonsed than the Kmerican groups. 5. There were 49 items where
,differences existed due to sex and/or knowledge and/or, experience, and
only 19 items,where the stgnificant differences rebutted from cultural
differencesh 6. Thai students were' less knowledgeable concerning sex
knowledge than were Arneridan studepts 'on 13 subtests of the SKI, Form X.

Heoornmenatio,ns

1 i It..164ecommended that a shriller study be ;conducted in other coun-
tries with a larger sample -than. this study in order to compare ttr sex
knowledge of subjects in difftrept cu hires. 2. Sex education programs

. should be an eleetive course in the te cher training colleges in Thailand.
3. A counseling Serilce.program for seicual problems shoUld be offered in
American univertities; for premarital and 'marriage counseling.

4
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Pratt, Le Ett4i, A History of the Health Science De artmentat Brigham
Young Universilt. H.S. 197.1.-76-1F(bonaid 0. w ) flrfiham YoOng
Unfversity,

'Thqs study has determined the historical significance of Curriculum,
faculty, facilities, and enrollment upon the development rif the Health
5cienCe Department at the Brigham /oung University. Through the
utiltiation of the library, interview and questionnaire techniquet and .

the process of internal and external trititism, it has i*en determined.
that:

c
1. Curriculum has increased consistently,to the present offering

.

. of sixty-eight classes available for health credit.

, 2. Major and minor courses of study leading to undergraduate and'

graduate degrees are now provided by the Health Science Department.
.

,

3. The Health Science Department faculty has enlarged to
seventeen full-time faculty, all professionally trained for health
instruction.

4. Enrollment has increased t5y almost 5,000 students and from one'
.-to ninety-six majors in health classes.

5. Health instruction is now centralized in the RichardsAysical
Edueation Building.

HEALTH EDUCATION COMPLETEb RESEARCH, VOL. II
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Price, Anne Haynes. How xa Iletrien4 Hplie be, - txt#W10411110-
,

Documentary m'CommypitxPletIai Heelthil AnnelAwhia,. M.S. 1974. 64 p.
(14ike Connor) California iversity, Long Beach.

. J
g 0

,

The peopip of Appelachia,have boon either ignored ,by the. rest of,
.America Ochavii been seen in stereotypic images that aye grcpily unfair.
They are leen es Hee %eV characters, peoplejmignorant, lasy, an4 unpro-'
ductive that they deserve to be exploited by the 'upper close, or as the
poor sufferinthumanity who'slicit'our pity.just until the flood.waters
melds.

FOr anyone interestedvit is possible to learn something about the
mountaineers, but it is uch more difficult to truly understand them. 6

In a half-hour documentary I have attempted to present some personal
and intimate expohures to the people, their liferand values., and'ways of
rslatimg to them as fella/ human beings or in helping professions, The
film is'presented as an educathnil tool for.the college clessroomior the

, paraprofessional training ...Wok

\

Ic

I,

Is
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Price, dames Harold, Yr. The Effects. of 'a 'Student DeteEmined Curriculum

Versus. A Tradttionally Determined Cur-We-a-um on

an-dtOyii t-5.4 PleVeTopmenf-fri- Ifeathh- OTTO1Tegf Students.. Ph.D. 4 973.

VT p. f6norue C. Ma111nsoi5 Wcitern Ivlichtuan University.

The'pepose of this study was to determine the relationships that

might exist between health knowledge and health interests of students

who were atight in a traditional curriculum and of those who were taught

. in a curriculum based on health interests. The subjects for-Ve study

consisted of students completing health education minors and 6thers

electing the Healthful Living course for the General Studies.reguirements

at Western Michigan University. A total of 60 students ranging from

freshmen to seniors were enrolled, 32 males and 28 females.

The students were (isessed with the following four instruments:

Health Behavior Inventory (Colley, Levet), "Health Intesrest Questionnaire,"

qack(toundluestionnaire," aneStudt Evaluation of Biology Courses."

The independent variables were the traditional health curriculum and a

health curriculpn based on student health interests.

The primary statistical treatment used in this study was the two-:way

analysis of variance. Coefficients of correlation and t_-tests voere

,reported where deemed appropriate. Probability levels were reported

for all major F-values used but only for the significant t-tests due to

the vast ampunt of data: . 4

1. An analysis of rankeeweighted scores of pretest health interest

for the class based on health interests indicated that the ten topics of'

greatest interest were Cancer, Drug Abuse, Venereal Disease, Pregnancy,

Heart Disease, Smoking and Disease, Ab6rtion, Water Pollution, Mental

Health and Birth Control.

2. 8A comparkonof the two se of anked data of health interests

for males and femdles using the Ken au coefficient of correlation

yielded a value of .63. Both males and females were interested in the

ueneral areas of human sexuality, cancer and heart.disease. Females were.

more interested than males in the areas of mental health, nervousness,

death and suicide. Males were more interested'than females in air

palution, water pollution and drug abuse.

3. The investigator did not find a significant difference between

the health know1edele of males and females either on the pretest or

posttest or between gains in health knowledge.
)h,

4, A significant gain in achievemenwas found for students taught

by use of a curriculum based on studtnt health interests. Signtficant

differepces were not found on health achievement among the groups taught
in the health interest curriculum when the ipdependent varibble was

science background.
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5. A significant gain in achievement from pretest to post-telting
was found for students by use of the traditionally determfned curriculum.

The'investigator failed to find significant drfferences in bile - traditional
group when tlib factor of different levels of science backgrdund Was
considered. .

6. Significant differences were not found in health knowledge
between students in the two curricula,-either on pretest or posttest .

Scores or when students were grouped into,High Science, Low Science, or
ivto High-GPA, Middle-GPA and Low-GPA.

7. A significant gain was not found in gene'ral he.alth in interests
of students taught by.use of a curriculum based on student health
interests. Significant differences were not found when examining gains
in health interest of-students with different lpvels of science
tiackground.

8. An examination of the nineteen items on the "Health Interest
Questionnaire" that constituted the currisculum of the health interest
section failed to reveal significant differences in health interest
scores on those items between pretest and posttesting. When
relationships were investigated between Low Science and High Science4and
in gain in interes,t on the nineteen high interest items, significaht
gains were not found.

T. rsignificant gain was not found in general health interests
of students taught-by use of a traditionally determined curriculum.
However, significant differences were not foudd among gains in health
interests of the Low Science and High Science groups or for different
levels of GPA.

10. Significant gains in interest were found for the traditional
group on the high interest items identified by, and used as, the
curriculum of the other section.

11. Significant differences were pot found in health interests
between the scores obtained by students in the traditional section and
students in the health interest curriculum on either pretest or posttest.

12. A comparison of the means of students in the interest curriculum
and the traditional curriculum on the high interest items that comprised
the interest sections' curriculum failed to show significant differences
either pretest or posttest..

firP rip13. A significant difference was not found between the traditional
a he interest curriculum sections on their evaluilions af the
instru r the cdurse.
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Rader, John William. Au Analynin of the Attitudes Toward Sex Held

hy Junior and Senior Health and Phypical Cducatioon Majors 17.TToljo

in ColTelies and Culvernieies In the State el Virainia am Measnred,hy

the Sex Attitude Inventory. O.Ed. 1911, Blp. (R.E. Kime) Uviversity

ot Oregon,

Thin study was concerned with the atritnden toward sex of junior
and senior health and physical education malors enrolled in colleges
and nnivernition In the Atilt(' ol Virginia. It also investigated the
relationship'ut authoritarianism and manipnlatIon to the attitudes
toward sex. A sample ot 216 lunior and senior health and physical
education malors In the colleges and unFversitles in the state of

Virginia WAS randomly sele.cted.

The sex At t It tide I avant ary I a a Vs op HI 101111a I re based on

the Kinsey Reports, denigned to Meatture attjtudes toward, sexual concepts.
Each statement tepresentn a finding report by Kinney regarding changing
sexual practices of the Amlrican male And lemale. This inventory

was developed by Hershel Flinrnburg in 1968. The Sex Attitude Inventory

was one ot three scales built into nn Opinion Viventory, The other

two scale"; welt. the Califounia "F" Scale, denikned to measure

tendencies toward manipulation. Each item was answered on a modified

six-point Likert Scalc. High Sax Attitude Inventory scores indicate

agreement with the tepresented statements of th4 Kinney Reports.

The primary hypothesis was to meanure expressed attitudes toward
sex of lunior and senlot health and physical education majors
enrolled in the molltIgen and nuiversiLles in the state of Virginia
taking into account the following independept variables:(I) type of
institution attended (private or stat('-supported); (2) nex of the student
(male or female); ( 0 academic class ()nnlor or senior). The data

wan statistically treated by a planned orthogonal' comparison with
multiple analysis ol valiance. A nignificant F score wan obtained

when main 14 I I Vet ware I ranted. 'Hie until a III11,41r and senior !Wit I t. h

and physical education malors tended to react favotably with the attituile
atatemeuts more than the female Innior and sealer health and physical
education malors. rhe type of instihition attended (private or

state-suppotted) and the academic class Outlier or senl(ur) or the

health and phynical education malora did not indleate any affects on

attitude.

In °Net- to utilize the data ohteined by administering the California
"F" Scale and Ow Mach IV Scale, a Multiple Regression Analysis with
vector formation was computed between these,!scaien and tin) Sex Attitude
Inventory. The pnrpose In doing this was te determine if the tendency
toward authoritarianism or manipulation had any nignylcant effect
on ft Imam or senior health and physical education ma4pr's attitude
toward sex an measured by the Sax Atritude'Inventory. Two.significant
F scorea were obtained when this wan treated. The tendency 't.oward
authoritarianism and manipulation may have an effect on a health and
physical education meter's attitude toward no*. There was no significant
correlation between authotitadanism and manipulation.
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Af LOr the ana 1 ys Is of the data, the lot low lug reeommendat1008
oVeM approprlat ( 1) Add! t tonal research in suggested t o further
explore t he re Tat tonah I p hot ween the Sex At t 1 rude Invent ory-, Cal fo rn la

"V" Sea le and Mach IV Sea I. (2) This st udy, could lw expandvd ,in,

scope 't o Include heal t h and physical educat ion ma ION 4 rom other at at cia
iv any undergradvat e or graduate group t hut works with people. (3)

Classes in lami Iv I Ito and sex edueat Lon 011001(1 be co.-educat tonal and
built around the development of Interpersonal relationships.

.16

Ime
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Raduns, Linda Aansel. The Development of an Instrument to MeaSure Value
Clarification in the Area of ECoTny.. 197). 57 p. (Bryan C.
gnitE) UniyeriTty ofrTiirfda:

This thesis describes the development of an instrument to measure
the here and now status of value clarification in the area of ecology
using the seveh criteria in th process of value clarification set forth
by Louis Raths. After administ tion of the instrument to 94 college
students taking an elective Hea h Education course emphasizing value
clarification strategies, the-fOlowing hypotheses were confirmed:

, I. The subjects did not hold clarified values in the area of
ecology. .

2. There is a difference in the value depending on whether it
concerged what "others" should do, or the action'the person himself is
willin4 to take in betialf of the value.

,

4
I
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Regan, Patricia A. An HistoricalStudy Of the Nurse's Role in School
Health Programa From 1902 to 103. Ed.67 1974. 173p. (Carl E. Willgoose)
'Boston University. OM

1

The major purposes of this study ere to investigate ind define the
role which the nurse has played in the g owth and origin of school nursing
in the context of Oree time periods: 1 02 to 1924, 1925 to 1949, 1950 to 1973,

.
.and from the expectations of the individual school nurse and her eocietal,

nursieg, medieal and educational referents. Based lipon tills study', a future_
role for the nurse serving schohl health erograms was proposed.

. s

Role theory concepts pertaining to the historical development of the
school nurse role operated as guiding principles in,the design and selettion
of the contynit of the study. Data were obtained by analysis of journals in
school healtii, nuraing, educatton and medicine, research studies, personal
addresses and memoirs.

The role of the nurse serving sehool health programs ddveloped and
has changed in response to socieXal and educational needs to exercise more
direct supervision over the health and development of school children. DuOng
the first time period, 1902 to 1924, the nurse's education and skills enabled
her to effectively meet these needs. She was consider d an important member
ot the school heolth team. In each subsequent ti eriod the foci of schoOl
health programs changed from, containment of disease to prevedtion of illnesi
and from informal'school health talks to formal school health education.
These changes precipitated changes also in the educational and experiential
expectations of the role. Eduiational requirements changed from a registered
nurse licensure to a baccaladreate or higher degree in nursing and health
education. The nurse as well as other school health members were expected
to engage in more collaborative health care and health education experiences
in the community as well as in the school.

The findings of this study demonstrate that there has not been universal
agreement between referents or between state certifying bodies as to acceptable
school nurse employment guidelines. The absence of ctear 'uniform requirements
for the practice of school nursing represents a hazard.to role legitimization
and to the recipients of school, nursing services.

Therefore it is recommended that:
so

1. All states immediately adopt appropriate and uniform certification
requirements for the practice of school nUrsing.

2. These requirements, authored ahd mandated by a joint committee '

representative of the American Nurses' Atisociatiofi, the A;erican
School Health Association, the American Association of School
Administrator's and the National Education Association; recomMend
specific educational guidelines, means for implement.ation,.
and deadlines for enactment to ensure that nurses.serving the
schools hold preparatory education in a bacealaureate nurs,lng
program
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3. School and- cisonnitealth4acilities, sithee.indIvidually
' or.collectively, provide'roleased time, fa;t1,ittas, and,prganii-
tational.suppo.rt'for the presOtation of .7,ontiftuing and'in-aeryice

. educatioiVor aFiloot nitises .as urell.as oVssic educational personnel.
A. N:comm4ree be isstablished.ln.each state be,tween nursing, medicine

and odugation to consider the congrneqt rolVe of the;nurad;

educatOr and.physiciant in providing sehool healtb services.
TattIcular attentfou,should be given to the question of the need
and'economa feasibility.for.a nurse practitigner in the school
aetting.

.r

IP

WI
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RePlerts, Skaidrite P. The Effects of College Nutrition Courses on
,Students' Attitudes Toward Organic and Natural Foods, Zen., Maefo-
biotics, and Vegetarianism. M.E. 1973. 94 p. (E. S. arhan)
:Northern Illinois University.

This study was undertaken to ascertain the effects of college
nutrition courses on students' attitudes in the areas of organic,and
natural foods, vegetarianism, and'Zen macrobiotics. There has been
a tremendous interest as well as misunderstanding in these areas.
One positive aspect. of this movement has been a yeaeakening of con-
cern about the foods one eats.

Since the objective was to identify the attitudinal changes
in the college students, five null hypotheses were developed to attain
this objective. To test the.hypotheses, an instrument using the
Likert's scaling technique was developed, tested on'a pilot group,
modified, and finally administered to 209 undergraduate and graduate
students at a large mid-western university. The responses were
reoeived from seven distinct groups: (1) one-nutrition-course
students (2) two-or-more-nutrition-course students, (3) none-nutrition-
course students,.(4) undergraduate-non-nutrition majors, (5) graduatel-non-
nutrition majors, (6) one-nutrition-course students plus participation
in a demprebensive group discussion in the three areas mentioned, and
(7) graduate-nutrition majors.

From statistical analysis it was concluded that the first
hypothesis was acce'pted since data showed that there was no signifi-
cant difference in attitudes of one-nutrition- course students and
none-nutrition-course students. In testing ihe second hypothesis, it
was found that there was a significant differenet in attitudes of one
nutrition-course students andtwo-or wore-nutrIptionrcourse students. For...
the third _hypothesis, it was concluded that there Was a significant '
differetite In attitudes toward organic foods and vegetarianism between
undergradbate-non-nutrition majors and graduate-non-nutrition majors
but no 400(ficant difference in attitudes between these two groups in
Zen macrebtbfics. In testing the fourth hyi)othe4s, it was found that
there wasjs, significant difference in the pre and post attituie scores for4

the comprehensive-group-discussion students in the area of organic foods but
khere was no significant difference in vegetarianism and Zen macToltiotics.
The fifth null,hypothesis was accepted since there was no significant
dlifference in aWttifies between graduate-nutrition ma ors and comprehensive-
group-discussion studeets.

396

The major findings of this study suggest that: (1) the more
nutrition courses a student has the less likely he is te accept
the-popular misconeeptiOUS: (2) the AtUnents Of One nutrition class
are not informed enough about the facts and fallacies of drganic and
natural foods, vegetarianistn, and Zen macrobiotics; (3) the-graduate

RLudent4 do differ in Oleir attitudes from the updergraduates and are
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lutas likel NO.aecept unscientific findings; (4) intensille greap
discusepns tan produce attitudinal changes if both sides of an issue
are presented and the students are allowed to make their own choices
indepenilently.

4

& More extensive research is needed, in particular with
thlrone-nutrition-course students. The content of the currjculuM
and the instructors would have to be more closely evaluated. The°
findings of this study relate teonly one large university and thus
may not be,applicable to other colleges and universities.

I.

k

t.

e

.!`
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Reisner, Betty J. Development of a Procedure for Prelbninary Te)ttbook
Sel ction: ,DêmunstratidN Using Secondary School Health Texts. Ed.D.
197 . 167 Ot. (Robert Ltight) Lehigh Unlv.Vrsity.

The possibility of developing a short, objectiVe instrument for
preliminaty textbook selectton based on recummendations.by Cronabh
regarding desirable pedagogical features and using a technique of
-content analysis was ilitlestigated. Health textbooks for secondary
°schools were used to test its feasibility.

The researcher sedected a sample of nine books from those published
since 1965. Books published before 1965 were considered obsolete. The
Dale-Chall readability formula was then used to scre'rn books to
determine if they were suitably written for potentLal students. Two
books were eliminated by this screening becadse they were appropriate
for college level or beyond only.

Development of the lnstruMent was accomplished ustng as categories
content areas from objectives developed by the NEA-AMA. Following
a pilot study certain modifications were made in the instrument. The
researcher then applied the revised pstrument to the nine books. Three
judges, all of whom were certified high school health teachers, also
applied the instrument independently to the books. Comparisons that .

match in content analysis establish reliability of the measurement.
In the study reliability.was found to be lacking in a number of cells.
Directions for Use of the instrument wexe revised and a recount
accomplished. The recount did not remedy the lack of relipbility.

Content,analysis may be an appropriate method of textbook selection,
but the instrument must be made more definitive or specific Ohan the.
one developed for this study' if it is to be reliable. The require-
ment that the analysis be done counting the quantity of each listed
ACtAribute may not be feasible, since items involving large quantitativv,
Cptipts were consistently'upreliable. This use of the technique of on4

4eppanalysis did not cumbine with Cronbach's criteri4 to make a
mfMple, effective tool for screening textbooks. A further revision n

which the instrument is changed to yes/no evaluation of each item mhght
improve the reliability, but was not attempted. Although 'refinement
of the instrument might make it useful, in its present form it is
unsatisfactory.

kg .
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Ro6erts, Ernest L. Jr. Crime Prevention and Drug Education: The Legislation,
and Its Implementation A the Texas Education Auncy and giNineteen Texas.
School Districts. Ed.D. 1974. "294 p. (Ernest7.1aughn Huffstutler) North
Tex4s State University.

Z.1

V '
The problem of this study is be'4.etkrmine the extent to which the

Texas Education Agency and selecteetAmol districts haye implemented the'
regislative provisions of House 8111 endcted by tlerSixty-First
Texas Legislature. No hypothesis itracWanced. w

The purpose of the study is twofold: first, it describes the.
sequential development of the crime prevention and drug education prótram
by the Texas Education Ag6ncy ai mandated through Hoube Bill 467: and
second, it determines the current.status vf the crime prevention and drug
educetion program in selected school districts through the use of a semi-
structured personal interview with the individual assigned primary_respon-
sibility for coordination of the proiram in each of the nineteen school
districts jincluded in the study. It is the further purpose of this
study to determine principal and teacher perceptions toward twenty-two
factors related to drug abuse among students. This was accomplished through
the use of a perception survey mailed to a random sample of 1,184 teachers
and all 149 principals withid the nlnetqw scKool disdticts particispating
in tho study. This procedure resulted.in the return of usable.surveys
by 804 teachers and 119 principals.

Ninoteen school districts, one from each of nineteen education
service center regions, were selected4to participate in the study. Although
.the selection of sehool districts represented a uniform geographic dis-
tribution across die state, the selection was not a random one, thereby
preclUding the use of inferential statistics.

A survey of thr literature Tevealed that House Bilt 467 undevent
extensive revision beCween the time the original bill was ,introduced and
its final passage by the SIxtv-First Texas Lqgislature. It was also found
that no state funds were provided in support of House Bill 467 from the date
of its enactment in 1969 until September, 1973.

From the investigation of the sequential development of the crime-
prevention snd drug education program by the Texas Education Agency, it
was found that one consultant is employed by each of the twenty regional
education service centers. These consultants are expected to assist 1,147
school districts develop their .crime prevention and drug education curricula.
No state-widecurricuium guide has been developed or adopted by the Texas
Eduestfon. Agency for'the drug education program. Each school district is
encovagedetp develop its own curriculum.

1*
A

From the findings of the study, it is cobcluded that:

I. There is Italie difference between principals' aild
teachers' perceptions of drug almise among students.

a
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.2. Adequate state funds have not been made av ilable to
implement the provisions of House Bill 6acted by
the Sixty-First.Texas LegiSlature.'

3. It wouil appear that ehere is a need for school
boards to develop o4icial school board policies
which set forth the provisions Oor meeting the
mandate cgitaineti in HoUse

Basedlon the findings of this study: it is recommended'that:

4 .1) similar studies of 'drug education prcltrams be conducted
in 6ther statea. r--

-
2) A study be conducted to' develop evaluat n procedures

for drug education.programs,

3)_a study be made to determine ways is which teacher-
training institutions can, develop pre-service and
in-service training programs for teachers, and

4) a comprehensive statezwtOe study be conducted to
determine the extent of drug usage among public
school students.

re,

^

, 111PN.
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4tot-;enbalt1,n:dward.. An Nperient'ial. A roach Tqward Teachinzr Mental.liealth
Prineiizles to Adolescents. /Ph.D. 1, . ff p. (Margaret. Becker)
tgivoysity of Pittsburgh:

4'th :l'his invest igot ion tlevolt.11;.,d,demonstrated, and evaltiated, a pmce4s
of teaching mntals-heaLth princi'pleti to students wtx-) were reqüired to take
high notxtol heal t h. '111e proirram (()rynulcited on the prvmise t hat mental
health principi.i.s corad he taught experientially; a'M that the framework
(or their learning be hised on gronp interaction with, peer leaders. .

The 'projoct was condnt:tt':(1 with a hoath teacher Ad her stWents in A
Nhurhut Pittst2urgh high schooL. 'Preatment gyoups 'weir ex'potted to ten
weeks of activ it ies and discussions design0 to pratiote the learning'of
Mental health prineiples. The exercises were presented to peer leaders
first ,. once a week, during ,if tier scbcol hours. be student leaders then4$4
conducted the same px.ercises with their respeeri . classes on the folowing
day. -

Evatunt ion of the programtot)ststed of pretest and postest measuranent.
Object ivy data were obtained by achinistering Berger's Scales of Self.
Acceptatire,-ind Atu'eptanc(4,of Others to both experimental awl control groups.
;ubject ivo dat Z were provided by Wing otter subject .,tetetters twaluate
sample of the experimenbal group and by collecting anecdotal' ccrnmentt, from
the par icipat ing teacher and statlents.

t i ye, (It t. i rx.yea signif leant di ft .refICE's on t he AcceptartLe ,()I nt wal'e tor the experimental gronp which received the pretest and
gn i t' e.ince/ 1.,ra a a 1 so found between t he AcceiNtanee of Others

scor.bn post testel exper.imenta I and.control groups. Self Ac&ptance
scotes were found to le not signif iscant ly 'different for the same group
ccinpari;;ons,tal thm,1111 F.;ofine posit ive. growth tool< place.

Anec(kUal e(grinentn hy the c(x)mnyit ing teacher and the part icipating
st ut kru t s ind t ed pool t ivy vegan I for the exerc ises, t heir effects, and
the experience in geneml.

CONctil:;10t1!:

The project involvA,ptxteosses support ivn 'of a learning model whereby
mental. health principles were experienced, rather than taught. by trviditional
teaching .ritetx0s. The goals of the progrvim were predominantly reached with,

nY" 1X)si t ive ccept ot hers f i cant 1 y. measured.

It was recommended thit futitre programs involving tmining of peers
be conducted T.41 th greater t into limits, especially for the dit;cuSNionb which
f RI low t he ,exercises. I ts, was 'a I so trveommended t hat future ex'pericrft la 1
()tumults-4in mental.(ralth include exercises which encourage nelf-explona-
t ion". I t watt f ina liv f xc jiited out t hit such progrms need not he con f ined
to ny speci He subject ..trecl.
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Roulhac, Edgar .. Health EduKetioq Progossaing,Asiong.Paderally
As t d Ise Poteoniflfr Prepientiop frotpcta in 1973. Ph.D.

1974. t6 8 p, Deward K. Giissola)* Southern Illinois Unirrsity,

- The investigation concerns the nature and status of health
education programming for chilahood Lead poisoning in the United
States and had three main objectives: (1).to determine,the nature
and completeness of health education programs among Federally
'assisted lead poisoning prevention projects operating in 1973;
(2) to determine the nature and extent of relationship between
the sizevof a city's lead belt area and completeness of its lead
poisoning health.edueation program; and (3) IP provide a tie,t oT
criteria for appraising community health education ptegrams for
lead poisoning. A questionnaire was xonsteucted, pre-tested, and
admtnkstered for the purpose'of collecting data and informatio'n
concerning the health education activities of Federally assisted

A
lead poisoning prevention projects. It was not the intent of the

irivestigatow to evaluate the effectiveness of health education
programs. of. Federally assisted lead poisoning prevention proj-

eccs. Neither did the investigator attempt to hiettify cause
and effect relationships between a.city's lea& belt area size
and completeness of its lead poie6ning prevention project's
health education prograM. Results of the survey follow.

All Federally assisted lead poisoning prevention projects
operating in 1973 did not have a complete health edilcation pro-
gram. of the 35 projects surveyed:.

I. Eleven (317,) had an individual with an earned
degree in health education wild coordinates the project's health

education activities; 4

2. Twenty-four (68T) had a plaqning body or mechanism

providing input from community resiclents)

3, Twenty-three (657.) had a planning body or
mechanism provi.ding.input from members of the health, and Wodieal

professions;

.4. ihirty-three (947.) collected data and inXormation

about eases of lead poisonins;

5. Thirty-four (977.) rdcorded data and information

about eases.or lend..poisoning;*

.6. Thirty-two (917) reported-data and inforriatlen
about cases of lead poisoning to at least one outside source;

7. Thitty-four (977,) had one,or more workers who,
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as community residents, gain face-to-face contact with other
residents in order to impart infbrmation about lead poisoning;

8. Thirty (851) had staff members who receive in-
service training and education on childhood lead poisoning;

9. Twenty-eight (801) conducted inservice training
and education programs for individuals or grove in the communi-
ty who were not staff memberst

10. Thirty-four (97%) used public communication media
to inform the community-at-large about childhood lead poisoning;

11. SZ!v,en (201) had a method for determining their
womunity's level of knowledge about childhood lead poihoning;

12. Fourteen (401) had a method fel deterthining the
community's attitude toward the lead poisoning prevention
project; and

13. Nineteen (54%) had a method tor determining what
personal health habits of members of the community were related
to'the'oecurrenee,of lead poisoning.in

It was as6umed that a set of getteral characteristics re-

.

fleeting the nature of a community health education pregram;;31,14 eonld.he legitimately dev,eloped 4,rom what has.already been
written and published by authorleies lArthe field of hpalth
education. These characteristics served as standards fin.

)ftcoilecting and judging'the data and inforffiation derived ig this
survey. It was not assumed that the characteristics chosen to
serve as st/indarcis in the study wore the anly ones deseriptive
of the nature of community health education programs.' A com-
plet,e health education program was defined as one having all
of the characteristics list4d above. The summation of all
characteristics possessed by any, particular Federally assisted
lead poisoning prevention projda was defined as Ats health
education program'eompleteness score.

Complete or near complete health education Trograms for lead
poisoning appear to be located in cities having both large and
small lead belt areas. Twelve of the 13 health education program
characteristics studied were evident athong Oe lead potiaoning
prevention projects surveyed (11'035) regardless of the magnitudeof theacad belt areas (frequency of standard housing) of the
eitios in which they were located. As the froquency of subihan-
dard housing increased the frequency of projects having staff*
members who receive inservice training and education on lead
poisoning tends to decrease.
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Rubenstein, Judilh'Selig. A Comp.nritton iktw'eun Student lntereut and Book

inforpatjop in Sex Education Jur Tyonagers. Ed.!), 1974. 385p. (Fletcher

G. Watson) Harvard University.
,

This study sought objective inforsipt ion ,about what teenagers most

wanted to learn in sex'edui!ation and milted whether trade books for the age

group discussed thefts. topics. Results revealed a variety of IZatterns in

student Interest and a wide discrepancy between student interunt and book

Informntiou. 401'

The Anmplt: was Ibbqiint.h grade studeUts seventy-isix girls and

ninety boys from five schools one public, two Catholic nnd two private-

non religious In tht, Greater'Boston area dnriug spring 1/73. The Sex

V.ducation VocabulaiN Checklist (SEVC),. with 112 random ordered sex education

words, preserftki the students wiO four options of degree of interest.

Filch studelot writ instructed to cheek (anonymously) the one option which showed

"how much 'more" he wanted to learn about that particular word: "very much,"

"n little," '.'not ar all," or "1 don't know what the word means." Points ,

were assigned to responses during the analyst's of data.

iit of the thirteen top Interest words for girls and tire 'thirteen top

interest words for boys, the following weTe the ten top interest words

common to both girls nnd..boys: venereal disease, birth control, sexual

intercourse. love, pregnancy enloyment,of se*, alwrtion; Hex offenses, guilt

about sex, prostitution. They wore generally characterized as "sexual

intercourse, Its consequences and its context." The eleven least-known

words conesUl to both girls and boys were: voyeurism-, prophylactic, Wasserman

test, celibacy, sodomy, double standard, 'snit peter, promiscuity, masochism,

1.11.1)., transve.stism. . 4

Differences between' girls find boys, consistNit with their social and

sexual rols, wen'. demonstrated by dlfivrent- rank orders of tjle commouly

shared top interest words and least known words nnd the words unique to

!mys and gi'rls In each case.

Girls were more interested than boys In the rt.productive.aspects of

sexual intercours(' (top tour words: birth control, abortion, pregnancy,

bitth control pill). Boys were most Interested In the non-reproductive

(top three wordw: venereal disease, sexual intercourse nod enloyment of

.1-tex).4 The least known words 4trique to girls demonstrated,ignorpnce shoyt

male seftuAlity including: scroCum, nocturnal emission and tondom; the least

known wordn unique to boys demonstrated ignorance about female seivality

including: hymen, hysteryctomy, cervix, menopause, And deuchea.

StudOnts in Catholic sehoofm had approximately twlee am many unknotat,

worOs per student as did students in private Nehools., Strong trends toward

similarities among the vorloum girls anti among the various boys In top

interest and:least knowno4ords were exhibitedt but the sample was too minall

to demonstrate differences among them.

'ThIrtY-one trnde hooks on Rex education for junior high school

students published between 1954-19/1 were analyzed in terms or whether

le

0
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aud how they discussed the ten top words-iit which both girls and boys
were memt Interested. A Book Rating orm was designed to aid the analysis
iiiklisting 00 tetrwords and rating eac ook numerically on Whet,her each of
the Len wO.rds was discussed, wig in the index anOor table of contents,
hod a scientific basis for the discussion, and identifying the moral tone.

-

"Pregnancy," "sexual intercourse," "venereal diseame," ''birth control,"
and " ve" received the grencest number of points in the books, yet only a

fifty p cent of their possible points on the Book Rating Form. In moral
tone twe percent.of the books were."Impartial," fifty peroent were
"Moral," and thirty percent were "Christian Moral." "Christian Moral': books
contained less than half as much information itemized on the.Book Rating
Form as did "Impartial" or "Moral" books. The moral tone of a book was *

related to the author's amount of church participation (active particiTants
wrote Christian Moral books), but not to his profession. While there
has been no apparent decline over the years 1954-1971 in the publication of
"Moral," "Christian Moral," ned lower scorLng books, there has'been an
emergence in only relatively recent years of "Impartial" (since1965)
and higher scoring books (since 1963). 4
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Rue,. Brtnt Michael. Air And Water Pollution Instructional Effects on
Student KDowledge, M.S.P.11.' 1973. 105 p.
trdward A.Johns-) University iif-tiTITCWiTa,kos Angeles.

The purposes of this investigation were to:

111

1. Develop a multidimensional instrument to determine knowledge,
attitudes and behavior of selected college students concerning air.and
water pollution.

)

2. Determine the effects of related health'instruction on knowledge,
attitudes and behavior of selected co4lege students concerning air and
water pollution.

.

This investigation employed two specific.procedures in order to
meet the objectives set forth: (1) the test construction metho'd of
research to develop' a valid aild reliable instrument.capeble of determin-
ing student4knowledge, attitudes and behavior; and (2) the experinental
method utilizing a one group pretet-posttest design In order to
determine the effects of related hea)th instruction on student knowledge,
attitudes and behavior. ..

In order4to evalua;e the effects of 'related health insiruction
multiple t-tests were peilormed on fDe data resulting from admini%tration.
of the pretest, exposure of related health instruction and administration
of the posttest. o-

From the results of this investigatjon, it was con,cluded that:

There was a'need 'to develop an instrument io determine studenf
knowledge, attitudes and behavior concerning air 4nd water pollution.

2.4' It was possible to4construct such an instrument.

-,, 3: The instrument- proved"both valid and reliable.

6. There was a,need to determine the effects of related health
instructton on studenf knowledge, attitudes and behavior concerning air
bnd water pollution. .

5. It was possible to'determine these effetts through the
experimental method. ..

, 6. Related health intruction*proved to have a significant
positive effect on studentAnowledge, attitudes and behavior.

e,
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Saavedra, Nide N. MeOods Tschrtium 21 liducation as Applied
to NutrWoml. M.P.H. 1974. 68 p. (tiottati Krishnamurty and
tannin Oleos) CaliforniakState University, Northridge.

This literature study attempts to- re-examine the methods
and,techniques of education as_applied to nutrition education.
It is designed for use by nutritionists and educators in the
Philippines concerned in the propagation of'nutrition education.
In this study they may find suggestions for selecting the best
educational methods or their programs.

The study presents,underlying concepts and content of the
accepted principles of learning andemotivation. Also discussed

s'-are the valoes and limitations, as well as concrete appli-
.calzility, of a variety of methods and techniques of education.

Each method or eechnique presented has its own pgculiar
and characteristic natUre. The effective use of each requirea
skill in planning, selecting, preparing,!'adaptimg, Utilizing
and appraising. It likewise [waves a functional understanding
of the."why" as well as the ':what" and the "how."

Sw ,1.

Frothe d iScussion.presented in this study,,a nutritionist
or educator should be able to gain a good perspective in
developing an appreciatdon ant insiht as to appropriate edu-
cational methods and techniques for nutrition 'tducation.

i Fundamental criteria have .been disculsed for choosing the
most appropriate Oucational method.

A
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Sanders, Lowell Bruce. A Guide tor Secondary_ Scitool Teachers and Students

toy the Underst_andina of. the S.ociology, pHicliology and ychermac9.logy

of- Drug Use with SpeOal Emphasis on the Common HAlucinogenic Drugs.
Ed.D. -168p. (L.A. Arnold) The UnlversiCY of-pPlorida,

The major purpose of this study was to preprire an- informational
model which wmad meet the neet.! of secondary educators and students

lu a tkroad, general way. The writer developed an understanding of
drug uHing HtudentH' values through working directly with 179 of them
and by survey of potiaent literature, and by identifying needs of teachers
atuinming. drug education to be trle reHponsiblity of all teachers. Enough

information on Orions drug related topics is given to allow each group
to teel that they have a firm .picture of theoparts (sociology, psychology
and Pharmacology) of the whole without becoming rikorouti and technical.
A potoilble exception is the chapter on the "chemical nature 'of man."
This chapter can be read by anyone with a strong interest in acienee
without chemical training.

Information was gathered by personal investigations of youth
valbem.and teacher problems by use of questionnaires by talking to

and working with chemists, pharmacists, psychiatrists, Counselors and
other related speeialiHts; Educational ReHearch Information Center
(ERIC)/*d Florida Educational Research Information Center (FERI,C)
Hearci4H, and invOlved human studieH, only. The information sathered

in not 'par.t of the dissertation, but was background for establishing
a frame of roference tp Which youth and educators could'Mutually relate-

and to identify biases of varittus groups in an attempt to obtain the

(acts known regarding drug use, ribuRe and the hallucinogonic drugs

in paCtieular.
-

Personal reHearch supported the position that a chemical frame

of reference was unique and offered wide appeal. The wrieer has includet

a coneftle, Inft rigorous, treatment .of the evolution of "life" to the

enzyme stage, mainly from a chemical thermodynamios perspective. Goodwin's

theory of enzyMe, oscillating systems, i discusged with-partiCular

empha'sis being placed on the effectH of nonevo'lutionary food-chain

8ubstance8 on- the functioning of theRe life-giving processes. Finally,

a summary of genetic lartors 18 preaented with re8pect to DNA ,plterations

induced.l)y chemicals. If one accepts the perspective that man is
essentially a chemical organism and that ingeRtion of chemical8

to the natural foodOttin is likely to be damaging, thi8 section cati

be omitted without loss of continuity of the remaining work.

fite remaining Ortion of the dlatiertatlon.is essenttally divided

in two parts: Onti deals with drug uae in general with attention given to
ambiguous and/or confusing terminology such a8 dependence, tolerance,

drug use and nhuse. The other parttdeals with Ihe'nse of marijuana, LSD,

mescaline And pHilocybin.rn detail. Conaiderable effort has heen made

to Heparate Cricts,fril myths and to elaborate on points of likely confusion.

For examplqo peer influence Jon a significant reason, for drug uhe, but tt
' in no.more aigntficant than Many other reaqon8,including easy access
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to drugs in an afflitent society, enjoyment of the euphoria induced
by drugs, a seareh'for sharpened perceptions, social acceptability
ahd dissatisfaction or.disillusionment with the prevailing social and
political systems.

Although thd writer does discuss implications for educatiOn for
vartoua groups who are an integral part 04 the educational proceas
(t,achers, administrators,.parents), there is no detailed discussion
ot methodology for implementation of a program. Joyce and Weil's
MoLis ot TcActlicla is recommenaed as a reference fof curriculum and
instruction because they offer a variety of teaching modals, It Wa8
nevar the writer's infention to' offer a curriculum and/or instructional
solution, but rather to.give a frame of reference,and informational'
facts so that the interested teacher might develop his/her owu curriculum.
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Santos, Intrella S. al fu%ritioh Comonent 21 01 Health twilit
ppliviry battik! Ihst 14411124,14,,, M.P.H. 1974. 74 p.

(Gotta] Hrishmanurty and Lenntn Olassi Ca)lifordia State Univer-
slty,.Horthridss.

. .000'

The Phijippinail as an independent nation saw great strides
in all phases bf progress. Advances in tht esonbmic,
cultur4l, and social lige of the Filipino people thave been
steadftitly growing from the ruins Of the last,yorld War. But

dbeply involved in this gigantic task of nation building are
manifold problems that have to be solved. ForemoseamOng these
are modical and health problems. Readily accessible medical
care remains outside the experience of still millions of the
nation's urban and most especially the rural poor. And the few
who are npt poor find heal,th care excessively costly. The-

enordus needs for bqtter health care have become as manifest
as thWheightened expectation of all or most people, that these
needs will be met. Society or the government cannot simply sit
idly by.while health problems deltelop. It cannot complacently
Warph the occurrence of malnutrition illness, or death, and do
noehing about theM.

The-full recognitión-that thkeouhtfra iödibedbhOMIC'dtoelw
opment and progress is threatened bx the.prevalende of malnutri-
tion precipitates,the evolvement of a.long-rangesPhilippine
Nutrition Prograrrr. It Is the purpoqe of this paper to 'help

suggest the reorgahization of the present delivery system of
nutrition services Prom "the disease and emergency room routine"
to one'of comprehensive health promotiom anA'planned preventive

\pave services. DeMonstration of.the "team" approach kn program
implementation and operational procedures for multidisciplinary '

involvement are laid down.
t

Throufih a vigorous implementation of the projects and
actiiiities, and through health care legisla4on, it is hoped
that the general objectives of the Philippine Nutrition PrograM
will ultimately be realized.

to

/
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Scheibnel, Helen Lucille. A History of the Evolution of Health Education

Universities 181645-73. .H.S.D. 1974. 133 p. Ttiona1d J. u w g

as a Specialized Area of Professional fdixation in Indfina Colle es and

The Problem

.0

The problem Was the development of a history of the evolution of
health education as a specialized area of professignal education in
Indiana colleges and universities. The sub-problems were the identifi-
cation of health education as a special area within the,broad scope of
general education, physical education, and related areas, and a record
of the origin and growth of health education in Indiana colleges and
universities with emphasis on teacher preparation.

Purpose

The purpose orthis.study was to document the events and
influences in Indjana having a beariag on the emergence of health
edgcation as a pecial area of professional education.

Prodcedures

The stUdy, conducted durin. the years 1972 and 1973, occurred in-
Indiana'. This investigation into the history ofithealth education gaye
consideration to the development of general education and the evolution
of higher education; and, traced important health movements in Indiana
from lEiWto 1973. A search of iiistorical writingS; recorded events;..
articles by professional, political, and religious leaders; historical
records of colleges and universfties, professional organilations, and
governmental agencies, was made for events and dates. Data were
analyzed, evaluated, and discussed fon pol4fical; religious, economic,
and professtonal influences.

Findings"

1. Pelitical influences aided the enactment of legislation which
provided a basis for the evolution of health education as.a special area
of ftofessional education.

2. Health education as a special area appeared during the last
half of the nineteenth century with fts4most rapid growth in the last
30 years..

3. PrOessional tnfluences Kad the greatest impact on the
evolu4ion bf. health education as a special.,area of professipnal education.

4. The initial impetus -to establish professional degrees'stemmed
from the leadership of W. W. Patty, Ph.D. and the faculty.at Indiana
University.
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5. Professional health leaders have joined efforts to improve
professional standards and the qua.lity of health education.

6. World Wars I and II added momentum to the importance of health
education and contributed economically'to the advancement of health and

physical education. 1

7. Professional standardi have been established to improvt the
quality of health education vIa joint effort of professional leaders.

Conclusion

' The emergence of health education had its greatest acceleration
during the past fifty (50) yers and is currently recogntied ai a
special ar,ea of professional educAtion with certification'and aWarding
of bachelor's, master's, and doctoral degrees.

Implementations

The results of this study should be ,considered by professional
health education leaders, faculties of colleges and universities as a
basis for further docuMenting the growth of health education as

profession.

Recowmendations/

.

InclOded among the recommendations werer . f
k N There should be continued documentation of the evolution of

health education as-a 'special area of profesOonal education with -

consideration given to recommending hqlth education as a.core subject.

2. tiealth and safety education should be examined and documentation
made indicating the potential for separate certification patterns.

3. A study of leaderS in health education and'their influence 'on
the direCtions and development of health education should be made and
documented as 4 part of the historical record:

412'
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Schell, Roberti.- . A Format Evaluation of a MultidiscAplinarycCurriculum
on Environmental Issue Ed,D. 1974. 199p. (Marvin.Levy) Temple
University.

PURPOSE. OF THE STUDY

The purpose'of the study.was to determtne'if a multidisciplinary
curriculUm on.Environmental Issues could be developed thAugh foraiative
evaluation. This involved a description of-the'dynamics of developing
a curriculum utilizing objecFiees and content from.a vaeiety of disciplines.
It alsoinvolves techniques of analysis agsociated. with formative evaluation
to develop a data base for revision of the curriculum as it was being
developed.

PROCEDURES

The procedures were both descrietive and quasi-experimental. The first
phase of-the:procedures describeefhow science, social science, health!,
language'arts and mathematics were combined in the study-of environmental
issues.

The second phase concerned the formative evaluation that was applied
to the oriiinal curriculum and Ns comparison Of the revised version of Envi-
ronmental Issues with the original to determine pe effectiveness of the
evaluation and .revision. The curriculum was field tested in eight school
districtg by teams of scienje and social studies teachers. The Itopulation.
were eleventh and twelfth grade studentepresenting a:-.wide variety of
geographic, socioeconomic and educational backgrounds in Pennsylvania.

Evaluation instrumonta-were constructed to* assess student achievement
on four'minicourses: Ai! Pollution, Water Pollution, Solid Waste Pollutiont
and PopuAation. Mu1tip2.-e-choice items were baied uponecourse objectives
so that the item analysts could point up weaknessess in the curriculum.

Questionnaireswere constructed to gather data on.teacher and student
attitudes toward the objectives of theyeuraculum, the suggested activities
and the difficulty and interest levels 'of the Curriculum materialg.. Ma-
trixeSvere develops:0 to correlate data and guide revisions., Interviews
of teachers and students by the. investigator were conducted tn obtain qual-
itativesdata in determining the direction of cUrriculum revision.

FINDINGS AgD CONCLUSIONS

It-Nyas determined that a,multidisciplinary curricglum.on Environmental
Issues could be developed by using formative eValuapion. The use of item
inalysin proved effective in delineating specific strengths and weaknesses
of the curriculum. It also proved quite useful to correla6 data acquired
from the quest.ionnaires and interviews to the quantftative data.from,the
item analysis to provide direction 4or curriculum revision.
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The student reaction that brpught about. the most specific. curriculum
revision was' related to the suggested activikies that were, necesaary for
the achievement of the.curriculum objectives: Twenty of forty-seven

. .

activities were rejected. Suggestions for altermative activities were pbtained
by interviews. ,

Student attitudes toward the educat.ional objectives were positive.

qt. Only,five. of for/y-seven objectIves were rejected. However, out of forty
objectives testable by a multiple-choice format, twelve were not mastered
as indicated by the item analysis.

The°use of questionnaires to determine attitudes toward curriculum
mater.ials proved ot limited"L ctiveness, but small group discussions
with randomly selected student , as.done during the second field testing,
proved quite rewarding.

A

Problem solving skills were assessed, but results wete inconclusive.

Quantitative data were aleu gat,hered to determine applie ion of knowledge

,thcough community involvement. Less that 50 percent of /h dents

becameluyol.ved, hut those who did brought about some defin t e change
, and their'motivation was greatly enhanced.

The gathering 'of data on teacher and student attitudes, combioed*
with data on achievement, proved importfmt to the formhAve evaluation.
Significant "t" scores at fhe. .01 lev\el were obtained by comparing the
revised curriculum'achievement with achievement on the ori$inal Envirodinen-

tal Issues, These iesults were obtained in two of the four-Minicourses.

fa.

4
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Sphlegel, Ronald'Peter.. Multl11mensiona1.14easurement and Structure of
' Attitudes Toward Smoking. Rarilua_p_a_ wfth 15rAili-Ct1on of FiVilitma Use.

P11.1). 173. 181707 (Roffe'r1 a-rho Ohio Stiire- Univortkity.
t

The purposes o'f the research were (a) to dimensionalize the .
construct "aititude toward smOking marijuana," (b) to develop a series
of attitude subscales each of .which formally measured an identified
diMenion, (c) to prettict marijuana behavior (both intentions and
actUal) employing the attitude subscales and social expectancy mpasures
as predictors, and (d). to compare the atti tude struCtures for: various
userA(and nonuser) groups.

Factor analysis techniques detionstrated that attitude toward
# smoking inarijuana was a multiplex concept. Twenty dimtnsions based on

content subdomains were iSol,ated and conceptually defined. Stage two
consisted of constructing (by Likert procedures essentially) a set of
attitude subscales each of which measured a single dimension. The \
reliabil:ities of the 5-item subscales ranged from .86 to .97 as
deiemined b!.; Kuder-Richardson formula 8. Slep-wise regression`proce-
dures were employed, then, for external validation. The sample was
c011ege students and the two validity criteria 'Mere (a) intentions to
smoke marijuana and (b) actual past use of marijuana. Accordingly,
three composite' scales were determirted:

1. A 20-subscale inventory (Form A) based.on a Likert-type
logical val yi ty,

2. A 6-subscaleVinventory (Form 1-1) validated by the intenti ins
.,criterion (R = .861), and

.1. A 6-subscale inventory (Form U-1) validated by the user
criterion (R = .780).

Two-subscale short versioe composites were also selected, For 1-2 and
U-2, with validities Corresponding to the longer forms.

Subsequently, social expectancy factors were compare s .Mitudinal
- factors. Step-wise regression procedures were again used o predict

inApendently ,(employing the two 'sets separately) the, two riteria, and
(I?) to,predictWith the sinfultareous employment bf both edittor sets.
About 75-77%df the intentions criterion variance was e jialned by the
initIbpendentipridiction of the attitude and cial expe ancy sets .

separately. However, the simultaneous employ oF se se,ts yielded
multiple'R .9,1.11 or 83.5% of the ceiWion var nce. The

simultaneous prediction of tholiser criterion was accomplis d with

slightly less power (R .880). .Social expectalicy variable domiqated
the step-wise selection and prediction df the user criterion hereas a
more equitable relationship with attitude factors was.involved in the
prediction of intentions. The simultaneous prediction nes. unable to
improve substantially the independent social expectancy prediction of
the user critenion* In 9eneral', however, the reseirch substantiated
the view, that both attitude and social grctaticy varidbles contribute '
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unique variance to the.predirtion of marijuana smoking behavior, but
their relative contributioni varied with the chterion.

A 12 week folfow-up study assessed thefvaltdity of the intentions
measure. A Pearson correlation of .74 was found to exist with actual
self-reported bphavier f thissperiod.

A final anal ompar d attitude structures across f'-ive groups --
nonuSers, initia, , casual, o asional and regular.users. The 20-subscale
inventory, A,' was hierar hically factor analyzed for each group
sepArately. was assumed t At the highest order hi ical solution
paralleled t ically a gropp's attitude.structure. were
deve 4.:4 to asure differ ntiation, orgin12ation,. y and

. , exity o attitude ftructure. The noauser group h .tively
tra% non-differentiated and nen-complex structure. exa le, a

single:general dimension accoUnted for about two-thirds of the .qmmon
.factor spice variance. As the.stoge of-marijuana use progressed, the
group's structure-became pro4ressively less central and, simultaneously.
more differentiated-and complex in nature: However, there were no
systematic differences in degree qf organization.(i.e percemt of total
variance explathed by the common factor solution)' across the five groups.
Obviously, changes in degree of.differentiationi centrality
complexity reflected revisions in attitude structure. .Comparisons of
factors across the five hierarchical solutions indicated considerae, '

disorganizing and reorganizing processes., ,
,

f
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Schmidt, Norma Gayle Jackman. Development of an Instrument to
Evaluate the Knowledge of Elementary Teachers About Venereal
Disease. Ph.D. 1974. 102p.: (Carl V. Landies) TOXAS AO University,

'Purpese. The purpotee of Ihis study was to de'Velopl'a valid
and reliable instrument tio assestil the venereal disease knowledge
of elementary school teachers.

Procedure. Instructional objectives and an outline of
factual information related to venereal diseases were developed
from current health educatiop textbooks, official.pubLicatidna
by state.and federal health agencies, and medical sources. Using
the objectives as a guide, a pool of multdple-choice questions
was written. Thejtems were reviewed for content validity,
accuracy, and clarity by a panel of health professionals.

After revisions to meet panel-recommendations, a prelimi-
\cnary instrument of 65 items was prepared. ThiR preliminary instrument

it was administered to 100 elementary school teachers in the
Brazos Valley area of Texas. An item analysis of the teats-was
performed to determine the item difficulty and discrimination
index. The analysis indicated that 15 of 65 items should.be
deleted. Twenty items were revised and combined with

e
the

remaining items to form the revised instrument.

The revised form of the teat was administered to 108
elementary teachers duri g the spring, 1974. Following an item
(analysis tq4determine th item difficulty and discrimination,
it was detiirmined that f e of the items. should be dereted.

Results. For.ty-five I ms were combined to form the final
instrument, designated the hmidt VD Knowled eivaluator. The
steps.followed in the test c uction procedure aseUred face
validity and the Kuder-Richardaon formula estimated the relia7
bility coefficient to be .79.

Conclusions. The pufpose of this study was to develop
an instrument to assess the knowledge of elementary, teachers
about venereal disease. Within the limitations of this
study, based on the resulte, the author concluded:

a. An effective method of evaluating the venereal
diseaae knowledge of teachers wan devised, havtng folloWed the
recoMmended procedures for test construction.

b. Elementary school teachers seem.td have a marginal
level of 1th-1)4/ledge about venereal disease information which in-
dicates a need for improved preparation in teacher'educatfon
programa. The scores also indicate A need for in-service education
programs in this area.

%
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Schwartz, Allan James-, Human Sexuality and C'oninunity Mental 'Health on
Campus: Evaluating. Procedures Used tO Screen an e ectifndergraunite
CeadeMs TWAMail Discussi6n1ThuTs. -ICIC-1973. 222 p.-
{Tiiiin. TaX)---Waversi t:Y a Rochester.

As community approaches to mental health probl;am have evolved:
undergraduates have been recognized as an'untapped source of nonprofes-
sional manpower. At the same time, the definition of mental health needs
has broadened to include normative developmental.imes. These-

developments have converged in the emergence on col.lege campuses of
undergraduate prograum that focus on human sexuality and that usb under-
graduates as group leaders. Although some form of screening or selection
of these group leaders is common, DO systematic evaluatibn of the
procedures employed for this purpose has been reported. 4

Tho study atteniptal ID evaluate the predictive validity 'and
programmatic utility of rattngs and judgments obtained from screening
interviews, the MMPI:and trainers' ratings in relation to subsequent
rattngs made by group participants. A secondary focus of the *tudy was
an asseisment of the program's impact on the leaders.

Forty two students enrolled in a semester long training program
censisting of 17 hours of lectures on human sexuality and 22 hOurs of
group leadership training. Leadership training was conducted in small
groups of 9 to 12 leader candidates plus a trainer. Pmior to beginning
the program, candidaIes were interviewed and took the MMPI. Ratings were
made from these procedures and by the trainers.

During the following semester, 275 undergraduates enrolled in a
lecture course on human sexuality were randomly assigned to one of 33
discussion groups. Leaders, participants, and two groups of control
subjects were tested at the,beginning 4nd again at the.concluslon of the
second semester. At four points during the second semester, participants
provided ratings of their discussion group and group leader.

Ratings obtained fnom the three screening and selection procedures
did not correlate significantly with each other, and each had only
modes4 to poor (though significant) reliability. Dichotomous "admit-
don't admit" judgments obtained from each of the three procedures also
failed to confirm each other. While participants' ratings discriminated
between discussion groups, there was no significant correlation between
these participant ratings and the prOgnostic ratings of screening and
training personnel. Dichotomqus Judgments also failed tO discriminate
%ore highly rated from more poorly rated groups. Finally, there were no
differences between discussion groups with respect to pa ictpants.'

changes in sex-related knowledge, attitudes, and\2upt or on Self-
esteem and emotional style.

These findings were interpreted as indicating that the screening
and selection procedures employed had little programmatic utility. This
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conclusion was discussed in relation tetillilogical and conceptual
issues related to the group leader role and candidatd assesIment.

1

The effects of the program on lvders was also assessed. As a
result of the first semester experience, leaders were significantly
higher in self-esteem and sex knowledge, more liberal in sex-related.
aqitudes, more comfortable with feelIngs.and less guilty about sex.
Few and mortt inconsistent changes were found forleadets.during the
second semester. Leaders did show further significant gains in sex
knowledge,'but also a decrease in self esteem.

4

These, findings were seen as indicating shortcomings in the leader
traiding program. The first senester experience was seen'as being
largely equivalent to the second semester program for partkipants, and.
lfrke it, a highly succesO'ul one with respect to benefit to the leaders.
11ttle evidence that it enhanced the experience for subsequent group

rticipants was found. It was suggested that greater emphasis be
given 'to leadership training and less to substalitive human Sexuality
lectures in future training programs. ,

4
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S.chwartz,.Nancy Esther. The Relationship of'Nutrition Education td
-.

Subsequent Nutrition lceowledss, Attitudes, and Practices of Ohio High
Selgol Craduateei. Ph.D. 1973. 22lp. (V.M. Vivian and J.i. Dalrymple)

The Ohio State.University.

An m_x f,itetp correlational study was conducted to'investigate

the nature e relationship between previous enrollment in !WIC EcOnomics
courses and 'present nutrition knowledge., attittples, and practices of Ohio

,high school ,graduates.. billy courses of a,year's duration with units of
Food, Nutrition, !Ind Health were consiAred for thin study. .Subjects were

1969 temale graduates of Ohio high schools with a Consumer apd Homemaking
*program in Vocational Home EconoMics. Comparisons were made between those

who were enrolled in two or three yearn of'llome Economics courses and those
who were not enrolled in any such courses.

Data were ohtainedeby a moil questionnaire technique. Nutrition

knowledge was measured by tent consisting of 30 true and false

statements related to general knowledge of nutrition concepts and principles.
A similar instrument was adapted for measurement of attitudes toward food
and nutrition apd consisted oe 30 statements reflecting attifuden toward
food and nutrition, meal planning, and meal preparneion to which respondents

indicated agreement or disagreeme'nt. The nutritional practices score was
derived from.an assessment of the frequency of intake, over a three-day
period, of foods assiped to 17 specific food groups as compared to the Basle
Four pattern. This Instrument, developed by the investigator for use in

this study, was designed as a self-administered tool for collection of
dietary intake data through hhe mail.

Questionnaires were mailed to 1000 randomly seleited gradUates of
300 randomly selected Ohio high schools in January, 1173: The sample was

stratified by size of'school attended, location of school by community
'type, and years of enrollment in Home Economics courses. Completed question-

mares were returned from 313 (31.3Z) of'the graduates.

Yr-

420

A highly significant difference was found in the nutrition knowledge
scores of graduates who were enrolled Ln Home Economics and attained cumulative

grade point averages higher than the median for the group of respondents
(2.53) as compared to thosv whose grade point averages weee belvw the median.
This difference was observed only for nutrition knowledge but not for attitudes

and practieeS.

No significant differences were found in the nutrition.knowledge,
attitudes, and practices scores achieved by graduates who were enrolled
in Home Economics courses in high school air compared to those graduates
who were not enrolled In Home Economics. Among those who were in Home
Economics, enrollment in the advanced level course did not influence scores
attained by the graduates. Similar scores were achieved by graduates of
schools locipd in cities, local areas, and exempted villagel. Graduates of

large schools scored significantly lower in tests of knowledge, attitudes,
and practices than did graduates of small and medium-sized achooli,'as
defined for this study by the total school enrollment In 1969.
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Linear correlitional analyses yielded significant positivesorrelation
coe4ficients for nutrition knowledge and attitudea, nutrition attitudes.
and praoilcett, and nutrition knowledge.. and grade(point average,& The correlation
coeffiqhpnt between nutrition knowledge and practices was very4low and non-*
nignifffant indicating-that knowledge .about nutrition Is not .impleMented in
dietary intake practices amon* these young women. It was concluded that
arotitudes tol,dard food and nutrition mediate knowLedge and practices.

Two delpgraphic variables were found to have a sigrtifi6Int.influence
on nutrit,ion attitudes and practices test scores achieved by the,respondents.
Married graduateA scored highM. than did single graduates and those wh'i)
indicated that the/.are responsible for meal planning and preparation
on a regular bvis scored higher than all other respondents:

Results of ihis gssessment of 016 nutritAon knowledge, attitudes,
and practices of femaLe high school graduatea based on thelr
previqus enrollment in Home Economics courses including nutrition education,
indicate that these young womeit do not apply their nutrition knowledge in
their choice of food. Cumulative grade point average attained 4n high school,
marital status, unct meal planning role wsere found to have a greater influence
on knowiedft, attitudes, and practices scores than did previous.exposure
to a nutrition education,program in high school. To bR successful- and effective,
nutrition education programs mas4 be aimed at ingreasing basic knowledge of
nutrItion', improving attibudes toward food and nutrition, and implementing
knowledge and attitudes into sound nutritional practices:

1/4

4..
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Segal, Jack. Premarital Sexual Activity and Religious Practices of Jewish
Female Collee StudentsAttendlna South Central United States University.
lid.D:. 1973. 465p. (Fred Proff) University of Houston.

,The purpose of this study was to describe Jewish female college
students ali.ending ten'South Central uOversities and colleges as to two

.m0Vr aspects of their lives: thei,r premariter.sexual activities, their
religious beliefs and piaCtices, and the interrelationship between these two

'variables. This was done in order to enable counselors who are in charge of
coed-41ormitories to better deal with Jewish'Coeds and to also epable .

counselors seeing Jewish female college students to bettet ugdrdtand them.

The ins*rument used was a questionnaire consisting of 112 brief
questions concerning personal,and family information, premarital,sexual
practices, sex attitudes information, and religieuh practices and belief?
information.

Replying to the questionnaires were 885 Jewish coeds attAlding public
4

and priVate cotleges, non-church and church affiliatedt In addition to
this, a Test-Retest Reliability StudPg was done with thirtythree girls dt
the University of 'Hobston. High correlations found in this reliability 0

study validated the instrument,:

Significant differences as to incidence of premarital coitus wefe
found to exist when age, academie poattion at the university, and degree

o,f attractiveness were considered as variable, with a politive correlation
existing between them.

Significent differences as to kncidence of premarital coitus were
almo found to exist when traditional synagogue affiliation, positive
belief in God, positive devotion to Judaism, attendance at religious
gervices, and membership in a serority were considered as variables, with,
a negative correlation existing between them.

No signi.ficant differences at to premarital co,itus were found 4 exist
when college major, C.P.A., size of city whew raised, region where raised,
age at first date, age when first went steady, exteritAfif religious educa-

r
,tion, and parents' annual income were considered as ORIAbles.

A (:omparison of, Jewish coeds and non-Jewish coeds indicated that the
-Jewish coeds were not leSs sexually active in regard tO premarital eoitus.
On the contrary, a comparison Of this study with g number of other studies
indicated that the Jewish coeds were at least equally active, if not more so.
Howevel, one,must qualify this conglusion and treat it with care since the
studies involving Jewish coeds and non-Jewish coeds were not made at the
same universities and at the same time.

Similarly conclusions concerning girls living in different geo-
graphic areas must alto be treated carefully since it is quite possible
that girls raised in a specific area buipattending private college ate
different from those attending state colleges, church oriented colleges, etc.
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Sharaga,'Susau Joy. The Effect of Television Advertising on Children's
Nutrition Attitude, Nutrition Knowledge and FALLIg Habits. Ph.D. 1974.
263 p. N. Clancy-HeRburn) 'Cornell Uct Ivor:3 ity.

Eighty-eight children (second and sixth graderg) and their mothers
were inIerviewed: 46 mother-child pairs from a school in a middle
socioeconomic area and 42 motger-child pairs from a school in a aowee,
socioeconomic area. 'At* analysis indicated that mother's educational
level and level of living score are related to Child's nutrient in-
take; mother's feeding practice score to child's food frequencies and
child's nutional attitude; mother's nutrition attitude to child's food
frequencies, food preferences: nutrient intake and nutrition attitude
and mother's nutrition {plow ledge to child's food ftequencie4 adki
preferences. TV viewing and TV advertising were related to child's
food preferences, nutrition atititude, general nutritionAnowledge
and knowledge of the validity'of nutritional claims in ads. Path
analysis was usea to develop a model which examined the indirect and
direct effects influencing child's knowledge of the validity of
nutrition claims in ads. From the model it appears.that children
from lower socioeconomic areas, female Children, younger children,
those with mothers wiVb lower feeding practice scores, those with
lower nutrition attitudes, and those who watched more television;
are more susceptible to the false Claims in childree's television ado

4
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Shipley, Roger,- Lee Ralph. ChanKes in Contraceptive Isowiedge. Attitudes
and behavior tn a Collsge Current Health,Problems Class., Ed.D., 1974.
193p. (Frank Jenne) sTemple University.

PROBLEM_

The purpose of this study wa$ to describe.changes in contraceptive

knowledge and attitudes that gccur concuvently with a related unit.of
instruction in a college course in Current Health Problemp, and to agsess.
differences in contraceptive behavior as well as in knowledge and attitudes
as these might, be associated with prior school instruction in sex and con::
tracepgdon.,

PROCEDURE

Curricular requirements prohibited the use of a comparable control
group. The subjects were 199 men and women enrolled'in an eleceive Curreht
Heaith Problems course at William Paterson College of.New Jersey. Of these,
120 reported that they were sexually active khaving intetcourte. more than
once a month), and 49 percent reported prior formal lichool instruction in
sex and contraception.

A four week unit on sex and contraception was presented, with classes
meeting for two 75-minute periods each week. The instruction included
diAcuesion of attitudes and behavior, as well as information concerning
each of the commonly available methods of contraception in terms of mode
of action, effectiveness, 404 use.

The subjecte were pre- and posttested by means of a three part instrnMent:
the "Attitude Toward Birth Control and Cognitive Consistency Test" by
Charles Insko, a knowledge test developed and pretested by the inveseigator,
and a behavioral and demographic questionnaire developed by the'investigator.
The knowlige test'and behavioral questionnaire were validated by a panel
of fourteen sex educators and family planning professionals.

Hypotheses were tested and descriptive analyses performed by means of
.t-teste and distributions analysie of variance using the Stheff4 post hoc
test, the Pearson product moment correlation and chi-square tests. The .05
probability level was chosen as the level of statistical significance.

MAJOR FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The hypothesis that students who reported priqr school sex and contra-
ceptive education would kcore significantly highei than the-others on oontra-
ceptives with greater consistency, was not supported by the pretest data.
In fact, etudente with no prior sex and contraceptive instruction were
significantly more coneistent in their use of contraceptives and tended to
choose more effective methods.

The whole group and all subgroups (male, female, active:an4 inactive)

gained significantly in knowledge concurrently with the instruction in the
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college Current Health. Problems class (pC0I) as hypothesized, and no significant

change in attitndus was shown. P

Although no changOin behavior had been predicted to becur during the
four weeks of instruction, a sj.gnificantd,ohift away from withdrawal.Coward

, the wie of more effective methods occurred In fact, especially among males
(pc.05).' *

A, small but significant correlation between knowledge and coniraceptive
effectiveness tais observed but none between attitudes amieither behavior
or knowlege.

Other observations of interests incinded th6 following:

a. Metlan age of first intercourse was 17.1 for men and 17.8 for women.

b. Although there was no significant difference between ten and women
in sexual activity status, males reportgd 0 larger number of sexual partners

5than did females.

c. The avgrage number of children desired was about 2.5. Tflere was

no significant variation in this goal beiTre or after instruction or between
subgroupw.

It was concluded that the existing pattern of higl school sex and con-
traceptiveeducationAs relatkvely ineffective. Such instruction can be
effective, but`effective'ness needs to be demonstrated and improved through
future research of an experimental nature.

4

4111

k.,
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Shute, Robert E. Experimental Effects of Peer Pressure on the 1/11hally
Expressed Dpils. Co11.1.14e Studenis.' D.Ed. 1974. 117 p.

4
(tgdwin 1. Herr) Pennsylvania State University.

k

There have6been many attetpts to asdertain the cause& and Cor4ol4tes
of illicit and/or harmful drug use in our socieei. The phenomenon tit.

peer pressure.has assumed a. central and salient posiiim in the opinion
of many contemporary resdarchers, especially as'it relates.to'today's youth.
Apparently, race, socio-Oconomic status? and Tsychglogical factors no
long% predispose to drug use as theY once did: Yet, in spite of correlation

,studies and self reports of drug users, there--exists no experimental
evidence which explores peer pressure in relationship to t e aCquisikion
of drug attitudes and drug use.behavior.# This study reprOs ted a beginning
attempt to explore one aspect of this problem -- the impact o peer pressure
on verbally expressed drug attitudes.

The sample consisted of fifty-four male undeekraduate volunteers
solicited from selected classes at a large eaetern'university.

Four trained students served as a group leader and the others served
' as bogus experimentai"shbjects who were skilled in portraying naive subjects.
These bogus subjects were able to role-play students yho were either for or
against personal drug-Use. Further, they were able OR give pre-arranged
responses.to a verbally admdnistered drug attitude scile which reflected
the attitniies they portrayed in each group.

46

Prior to participation in the peer groups, the subjects com d a

questioalaire which yielded demographic data and measures of two'p cho-
logical variables (locus.of control and need for social approval) believed4
to medihte a subject's responsiveness to social influences. Subjects were
then randomly assigned to a group which contained the aforementioned trained
students.

426

In the experimen.tal design, there werarthree levels of treatment
(Anti-drug, Pto-drug, and Control) nd two levels of group discussion
(h fifteen minute discussion71evel a d a no-discussion level). For che three
groups in which titteen tanute.diScus ions were held, the!erained,staenbs
modeled'and reinforced drug attitudes onsistent with the treatment condition
and verbally disapproved Of subject at tudes which were inconsistent with

the group's attitudes. Following the d cussion period, the group ).eader

verbally administered the drug attitude ale (the trained students giving

responses cohsistent with their previousl portrayed attitudes). Responses

to both the discussion questions and the d g attitude scale were solicited

on a rotating basisto control for order defects.

For the three-no discussion groups, the tr ned students and thedpub-
ject 'were requested to respond verbally to the dr attitude 'Scale only.

Answers wen& solicited on a rotating basis and the raineestudents gave
the sate pattern of response as they gave for those oups in which

discussions were held, their responses depending on wh ther their assignment
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$wasto portray.anti-drug, prordrug or control responsgs. A detailed
debriefing was Conducted for each subject as soon as he completed the
experiment.

An a riori contrast was conducted on the mean drug attitudeescores
for the two groups.eXpec'ed to fiave the greatest' mealidifference -- the
Anti-drug discussion group and the Pro=drug discussjit group. This
difference wiis significant at the ,001 /ndicating that these two
groups Ixad the moat powerful influence on subjeCeconformity to peer
prosure. The.omnibus F-test on verbally expressed drug attitudes produced
a significant main effect for treatment (v.001) which was independentpf
the discussion factor. Tukey WSD post-hoc comparisons showed all three-

. means to be significantly different
. from each other (p .01). Subjects .

in the Anti-drug group expressed the most conservative' drug attiItudes% the
Pro-dr,ug group had the most liberal drug attitudes, while the Control
group mean Cell between these groups.

Correlational analysis examined the relationships between locus.of '

control and verbally expressed drug attitudes. The utility of the locus
of control variable as a predictor of responsiveness to social influence
was modetately supported by'the resulj.S... Likewise, the correlational
analysis between need for social approval Tond verbally expressed drug
attitudes was supported by a few signiflcant findings. However, bdth of
these analyses were conducted with small cell n's'so that only very large
relationships were significant. Both of these variables deserve further
study id social influence empriments. It is recommended that'subjects be
stratified on these variables.

A In conclbsion, peer pressu e was shown to have a powerful impact on
the subjects' verbally expr se drug attitudes. These resurts, if
supportel by furtherresearch, may have a significant influence on drug
education programmikg efforts.
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Sine, Raymond L. A Values Approach to. pERK Abuse and SmokinK Education.
Ed. D. 1974. 112p. (Carl E. Willgoose) Boston University.

6 the purpOse of the study was to compare the relative effectiveness of
-.'a factual approach with a values approach in a drug abuse and'smoking

education program for college students as measured in the cognitivs.and
the,aelf repotted behavior domains: The factual apprdhch treatment was a
lecture.discussion method with the diseemination'of factual"inCormation by
the instructor and the discussion-of this infOrmation between the instruc-
tor and thd stbdents: The values approach treatment was a,series of*
value clarification stratel;ies designed to clarify confront and challenge
the students to put into practice what they had learned. Flanders Ineer-'
action Analysis System Was used to vetify the appioach treatments as

' described. 'The factual approach treatment devoted 98% of the classroom'
time on factual matter and the.values approach treatment devoted 40% of

/ the classroom time on factual matter. Both approach treatments consumed
17 hours of classroom tim cOnsisting of orientation, pretesting, instruc-
tion, posttesting and long term testing in both domains. Both approach
treatment.* Used,the same te book and library reading assignments and4the
same take home written examination. The pretest, posttest and Jong term
testa werocondOcted at one month intervals.

The aubjects-were students in the Departmdnt of Human Movement and
Health Education who registered for a required Foundations of Health Ed-
ucation course offered during the fall semester of the 1973-74cacademic
year. The institptionwas a large urban university in Massachusetts.
Fifty students made up the sample with 47 .e.rom the department and 3 from
another.coldege in the university. Forty of the subjects were males
and 10 were femalea. .The subjects were randomly assigned to each of the
treatment groups.

Pollock's Mood Altering Substances Inventory was the measuring
c instrument for all testing in the cognitivenand the self reported behavior

domains. Analysis of ovariance using the pretest and the posttest scores
indicated that no stat tically signifiCant difference existed between the
results of the. approach treatments in the cognitive domain at the .05
level of significance. The self reported behavior responses were compared
in percentage form between pretest, posttest and long,term testa to
determine the approach treatment effectiveneas in this domain.

ot reported behaviors,

al;* Eta indicated that neither of the approach treatments had
either a aitive or a negative effect on the Bel
of the subjects. It was concluded thab under the conditions of the etudy
there was no difference between the effectiveness of the approach treat+
ments used AP measured in the cognitive and the self reported behavior domains.
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, Doug as W. An levestiietioe and Analysis of Sex Knowledgec AttitudMs
d, Behavkor of Studeets et TRe Unlversity of Southern Mississippi. Ed.D. 1973

.144 p. (Walter H. Yarrow) University of .SoutherniMississippi.

7 ,Amajor concern as expressed by parents, clergymen, counselorm,Addgea,
'physician's, eduatora,'and college authorities is the proper adjustment of
he sex instinct to personal and acceptable socio-cultural and moral titan-
dards.

The..nivorsity campus of a coeducational institution ia-ft world composed
of thamaanda of yoUpg men and women.. Many of these,studenta are experiencing
an exploratory %octal life,'durIng which periOd they incur problems aedt4exproms feeltna'of inse4urity and bewilderMen't r igiregarding their sex know)eg,
atitudes, instincts, and actual sexunl behavior,

. .

It is from the above premises that, this investi ation was undertaken to
sproVide,realistic information into the current soci sex area of sex knowl-a.

edge, sex'attifudes, and atttal sexual behavior of tudenta at-the 'University
of Southern Mississippi.

o

the (iota presented in this research was only concerned with: (1) the
spbjects' sex knowliedge as measured by the 80 question McHugh's Sex Knowledge
Inventory, Form X Revised; (2) pursonal background information as requested
on the 29'question Personal Background Inventory,. (3) specific sex atti-
tudes and preferences as asked for on the 91 question Sex Attitude and0" *Preference Inventory: and (4) the sexual behavior associations as revealed
on the 27 question exual Behavior Inventory.

'The 303 University of Southern Mfaslasippj subjects used were selected
According to'a proportional stratified random samplinivechnique. All
auplects were unmarried, full-time undergraduates, between the ages of 17 and
29 years. The subjects participated on a voluntary hash; with their confi-
desttality.and anonymity assured.

e

,)

A computer program designed specifically Sor this research was used
in treating,the data% .

11)

An hAR 23 test comparing aexeri'revealed female subjects hid significantly
superior sex knowledge. Howevor, no differences could be detected between
various colLege classification levels, nor between any groups.

A comparison between the sampling and tentative nottional sex knowledge
norms revealed very low percentile rankings for the research group.

.A aignifIcant proportion of the respondents reveale'd the following
attitydes, beliefs, and preferences: (1) a modirate attitude toward
sexual matte?s, (2) they would Marry'a pekson of a different religious
lalth (3) they would marry someone with whorl they had portharital sepal
relations (4) the erteiof birth control Mrihods, (5) justification irilor to
marriage of both petting and soinal relations.. (6) premarital sexual
relailons wdll not hinder future marrircge success, (7) we live in a sex
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oriented at;.(1 sex conscious society, (8) present laws concerning.abortidn,

divóree, Omusexudlitv, and obscene language should borrevised and liberalized.

(9) the use of co-educational dormitories and room visitations should be

allowed, (10) a different soclaliy acceptable sexual standard exitits for

mates compared to females, (11) the need for and value of formally taught

oex education courses, aRd (12) the need Yor the development of a-new society-

sharesl sex code. 4

For both sexes; It appears bat as the Aati9g seriousness increases

the amount of sexual Involvment also increRses.:

The maiority'of reapon8ents ind,Ccated thttir rirst bexual experience of

petting or beyond to have occurred while in high school. However, there were

hightresponse figdren indicating college and junior high school.

Only 8 per cent of the.female sampling compared to 17 percent of the

males had ever experienced a homosexual relationship.

Fifty per cent of the femar6s and 86 per cent of the.males indicated

they had masturbated.

The subjects indicating previous sexual relationship experience

found 61 per cent of the females and 84 per"cent of the Males. Love was

listed As the main reason for indulging. Those subjects linting no pre-

vious sexual relationship experience stated'mural and personal reasons for

not having indulged.

Twenty-one study variables were intercvrelated; howev'er, a lack of

significant relatfonships were discovered.

In comlusion, even though the data revealed high percentage results

for the number of sexually experienced and number of liberally held

attitudes, it does not appear that sexual promiscuity is rampant at the

University of Southerd Missi

r
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Smith, Julia Stapleton. The Development and Presentation of a Curriculum
in Alternative Life Sqlea for lbw with Unitarian Universalist Teenagers.M.Ed. 1974. I76p. -(11. Gurney) Bridgewater State College:

,

The problem of the study waa to fincipa body of material which could
'. bo utilized and formed into a curriculum for the purpose of teaching

alternative lite styles to Unitdrian Universalist teenagers.

Body of material was defined in the atudy as books, articles, brochures,
films and other visual/audio media of communication relevant to alternative
life styles. Curriculum was defined in the research as a course of study
to be developed by the writer for the purpose of teaching alternative life
styles.

The curriculu was developed for Unitarian Universalist teenagets

)
who had stutfied the urriculum by Deryck Calderwood, About Your Sexuality.'
The study included m ny forms of family life: traditional mpriagea, open
marriages, extended kamilies, singleness, single parent families, communes,
and same-sex unions. jhe.study was developed to achieve the,following goals;

% s

1. Identificat}on of the positive aspects and strengths of intimate
relationships in any life style.

2. identlfloation of the negative aspects and weaknesses of
intimate ielattonships in any life style.

A. Understanding of new and diverse attitudes in life styles.
4.j Develepment of own values system in regard to choosing one's

life style. , t

5..,,, tepabitity of living with the multiple social possibilities
a plurilisfic society and communicating across lifd otyle

[Imes..
6. Becoming effective within family and .community to implbizent

changes wbich will strengthen all family life styles. t

The curriculum in the study was constructed to astsiat students to
explore and discover for themselves the facts, feelings, att4tudea and
values that affect thi. clecisions they have made, are making, and will make

%

ln terms of llie styles.

After4teaching the curriculum to a group of teenagers and a group ofadults in the Brockton Unitarian
Universalist Church in 1973-74, the

responses wore quite positive. Much appreciation was expressed for the
clarlficattoyrof qie philosophy prompting indiViduals to pursue alternative
life styles and for the honesty and openness with which feelings abo t various
life styles could be discussed. Many stodents'stated that their att tudestoward others were broadened to tolerate deviances from traditional 1ife
styles. There developed a greater concern over the quality of relationships
than their legality, though some held firm for the protectiveness and securityof law-abidlug relationships. Adults expressed more tolerance of life
styles currently being adapted by the younger generation.

The study recommended that more money be available for more audio-visual
'

insput, that teachers be trained to teach the course, and that slight adoptions
of the curriculum he made for its presentation to adults.

\

lUeryck Calderwood, AboV Your Sexualiv. Boston: Beacon PKass, p. 71.
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Smith, Sterling Lee. An Analysis of Current Training of Teachers in

Texas Junior College ATTied-riealfh-kTeiki-Pro rams and-thTopment
irtiriaeTTWis-fiir fhe-rr-riifure-faritliorn. : . TM. 254 p. .

fAddison E. LeOT- Thi-Gni-WriTty of Texas, Austin:

k
This study was designed to (1) determine the current status of

teacher preparation of instructimal personnel in the allied health

occupations education programs ib Texas public junior colleges; (2) to

analyze existing post-secondary allied health occupations teacher
trailing programs in universities, hospitalsi, state agencies or other

insegibtions in Texa4tind selected.preigrams 1n-otherstates4- (3)--to .

ain.and compare-the IminionsOf Texas junior college teachers,

'i

de artment thairmen; and administrators on the needs for preservice and

in ervice training programs for both new and experienced health

occupations and (4) to develop guidelines for use in future

rtogram plannin by thOse responsible for preservice and inservice
training of Texas junior college allied health occupations instructional

pdrsonnel.

To accomplish this study, the following procedures were carried out:

(1) 304 allied health occupations instructional personnel of Texas
public junior colleges were surveyed using a questionnaire developed in
fconjunction with the Texas Education Agency to determine the extent of

their experience and preparation. Principal findings included the

following: 21% of all teachers were first year teachers with no other
teaching experience; 41% had less than one year junior college teaching

experience; 35% had less than a B.A. Degree; 32% had had no formal
education courses; 76% had participated in some form of short-term
teacher training; 97% felt a need for short-term teacher trailiNng for

new teachers.

(2) .All existing short-term teacher training programs for health
4 occupations instructors in Texas were analyzed and their program

outlines described. Selected programs from other states were also

analyzed and segments applicable to Texas' needs were reported. It was

determined that new teachers in Texas get their first training in
November of the school year and that their first year of training

experience is limited in scope. Recommended learning segments included

studies of human relations and communication in education, and of the

junior college student.

(3) A modified Delphi technique was employed to analyze and

compare the opinions of teachers, department chairmen and administrators

on a list of fifty problems concerning short term health occupations

teachers education. These problems had been generated in interviews .

with state health occupations officials and by review of the literature

and were submitted in statement form to 80 participants.from selected

1 Texas Junior colleges for purposes of arriving at consensus opinions and

comparing group opinions. COnsensus agreement was reached on 36
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statementt and tonsensus disagreement was reached on 7 statements. The
three groups of participants had similar responses on 40 of the 50
statements.

Guidelines for future planning of Texas health occupations teacher
training programs we developed based on the research findings of this
study. Guidelines were suggested for course format, participants,
instructors, location, and times the courses should be offered, for
both preservice and inservice training programs.
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ftegrott, Stanley, Algtudpit

Ali AbottiPit WOWS WM 1 gd.D. 1074. 129p.

Vises L. Naltatti) Teaohscs llege, IL a University.

This study was undertaken because of problems college
students are experiencing reaching decisions about abortion.

The investigation examined the relationship of selected
demographic variables with attitudes toward and Immwledge of'
abortion. The sample consisted of 527 male and female under-
graduate students attendIng Brooklyn College of the City
University of New York. A Likert-type attitude scale and an abor-
tion knowledim inxentory, each consisting of thirty items, were.
devised. The items were selected from pretest data. 'The cri-
terion for item selection was their ability to differentiate
between positive and.negative attitudes toward abortion, en.
the one hand, and high and low levels of knowledge about
abortion, on the other.

Statistical Significance and porrelation coefficients were
computed to determin the relationship between the demographic
variables, attitudes oward abortion, and knowledge of abortion
as birth control. Ap licatibn of these procedures revealed a
moderate and statistic lly significant relationship between
attitudes and knowledge. It appears thet the more kndbledge a
student has the more liberal he is likely to be. In addition,-
the data indicated that the following variables were related
to the students' attitude toward abortion: religion, degree
of religiousness, race, level in college, political beliefs,
pareotal beliefs, direct Involvement in a legal abortion,
personally knowing someone who had had a legal abortion, how
close someone had been with an abortee, and where a per on re-
ceived her abortion and sex education. Variables relat d to
knontledge of abortkon were gender, race, level in colleg
parental beliefs, and personslly knowing an abortee. Th ugh
not all resulta were statistically significant, a direct relation-
ship codld be found;between the more liberal attitude sc eAnd
the higher knowledge. scores.for the following variables: gender,
religion, religiosity, race, level in college, parental beliefs,
direct involvement en a legal abortion, knowing someone who had
an abortion, and how close someone has been with an aborteet In

addition, ire than half the respondents telt that abortion is
a topic that should be initially discussed at the junior high
school level.

Educators in family planning and population programs might
find it effective mealy to increase the knowledge of their public
in order to foster more positive attitudes toward abortion as a
econdary method of birth control, The method by which this
knowledge is conveyed will also have some influence, sinca it was
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indicated that experiential methods will most likely foster
positive attitudes,

Knowledge of the factors that may influence students to
feelas they do and understanding the role of information in
the formulation of attitudes can be of value to the health
educator whether he is privately counseling a pregnant girl or
discussing methods of birth eontrot at a family planning clinic
or in front of a class.
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-Spinier, Graham Basil. texnal Sociallzation and Premarital Sexual Behavior:
An Emkirical Inveutigation of the Impat.t of Formol and Informal'Sex
.Iducation. Ph.D. 1973. 485p. (R. Winc1.1) Northwestern *university.

Controversies about sex education in the schools and informal aex
edutation obtained frowparents, peers, and mass media and.other sources
have developed in both the pepulier and aocial scientific literature
during the past years. Similarly, there is widespread interest in

premarital sexual behavior, especially its determinants. this study

presents Heveral issues reflecting these concerns which have been the
subject of much speculation but which have received little attention by
researchers. The purpose of this study is to investigate--through the
use of respondent reports--how sex education, broadly defined, influences
premarital sexual behavior during high achool and college.

A theoretical framewqrk is developed which draws on socialization
theory to develop a concept of sexual socialization, or sexualization.
Sexualization is conceptualized as a developmental proc having three

major emphases-: development of a gender identity, atqui sexual

skills, knoWledge and values; and development of sexual a itudes or a

disposition to behave. Sexualization is used as a general concept which
iecludes formal and informal sex education:

A national probability sample of 1177 college students is studied
using face+lo-face interviews with approximately equal numbers of males
and females; These interviews, which were conducted for the Institute
for Sex Research, included questions about past and present sexual
involvement (and other attitudinal, behavioral, and background variables.
Accordingly; the data about' s.exual,behavior and'attitudes are based .cm

the interviewees self-reports.

Indices were created which operationalized4iRdependent variables
such as familial sexual conservatism, exposure te7brOticism, perceived
sex knowledge and sexual exposure and assault during childhOod anck
adolescence. Individual items reflecting childhood aex play, masturbi-
Lion, current religiosity, religiosity while growing up, social class,
sources of sex information, sex education in classrooms, and highschool and

C011ege dating were used. The primary dependent vAriable, premarital
socio-sexual involvement, is a composite measure of,intidence and prev-
alence of premarital heterosexual involvement which Aeets;Guttmah scaling

criteria.

An Automatic Interaction Detector analysis la used to determine the
relative influences or reported sexublization variables on premarital
sexual behavior. Cross-tabulationa and Measures of association are used
to investigate the spesylc relationship; between formal and informal
sex education and premariltal socio-sexual involvement.

Major findinga can be mummarited as follows: Heterosexual behavior

progreasem in stepwise fashion from elementmxy to advanced levels of

involvement, with each level representing a threahold. Several socio-

A.:
A
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psychological Variable4 are related to tile nature and speed of t,he
individual'a progreasidn through the sexual thresholds. Reports of
current linfluences and Oresaures explain more variance in premarital
exual behavior than reports of past Informal sexualization influences

whIell, in turn, explain more variance than reported formal sex educating
experiences. Several sexualization variables are significantly related
to premarital sexual involvement: college and high school dating
frequency, perceived sexual knowledge, exposure to sexuality and erotic
materials., present religiosity, and previous sexual experiences. Associations
between meaaures of nexualization and premarital sexuality variables were
consistently stronger among males than among females. Mothers are a primary
source of sex information for f'ini I' m lyo Same gender pvera are primary
aources for both males and females, and insiependent reading is the greatest
source of sex information yor all. The nature of sexual behavior. was signif-
icantly related to receiving sex informatioh from significant others.
Sex education in the .schools was not feinted to premarital sexual behavpr.
regardless ot the nature the program,who taught It, wheh it was taught,
or what material was covered. It was concluded that these data do not support
the belief that exposure to sexuality through sex education influences
premarital sextial behavior,

-a

4

.001,
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Stinebaugh, Thomas L. An' investigation of Health Misconceptions
Among Students Enrolled:in Personal Health Classes at Brigham
Youna University. M.S. 1974. 75p,--(W)Ta1d D. haw) Brigham
Young University.

.s.

The purpose of th'is study was: (1) to determine Ihe
prevalence and nature of certain health misconceptions Among
students prior tO receiviAg instruction in Personal Health
classes at Brigham Young University, and (2) whether the mis-
conceptions were related to the factors of sex, religion, grade-
point cvierage, size ot high school attended, type of high
school health educatiAn.:and geographic area where student graduated
fro'm high school.

A Health Opinio4d4iSt developed. froil health misconceptions
was secured and admint.010ed to three sections of Personal
Health students at thiLbeginning of the winter semester. Computer
Analysis provided "me400. Atings and percentiles. An analYsis
cyf variance. provided%4Vidence of relationships between some of
the variables listed.;;.-

The computer data: indicated tha.t. students did possess may
health misconception4 in .Weveral saject matter t-eas. There.
was nu significant:df.tférOnce between those students who had a.
high school health educ4ti9h class and those who id not.

The findings of thI6-%tbdy may be used as a guide in
developing tnture health pducation programs.

464
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Sutherland, Mary Sue. The Chan in Em hases.and Trends in Personal nd
Communit Health for CoTrege, Stu nts, -157b. d.fl.fl973. 311 P.

s . BaughmI The Univers% ofrAlabama.

This study was designed to determine and tra compare the emphases
and trends in personal and community ljealth foe college students, 1921-
1970, through a review of selected textbooks and professional journals.
Five textbooks and three journals were analyzed by estimating the
number of words devoted to topical and subtopical concerns, in each of
the five'ten year time periids of: 1921-1930; 1931-1940; 1941-1950;
1951-1960; and 1961-1970. Percentages of emphases were established for
each topical and subtopical concelltiland later compared to establish
trends for the fifty year time period.

The data obtained justified the following conclusions:

Textbooks

1. During the twenties and the thirties, the topical concerns of
Senses, Nutrition, Mental Health, Skeletal-Muscular, Health and
Communicable Diseases received the ,90eater emphases.

2. During tHe forties and the fifties, the topical concerns of
Nutrition, Mental Health, Senses, Family Health, Communicable Diseases,
and Chronic Diseases - Disorders received the greater emphases.

. .

3.. During the sixties, the topical concerns. of Family Health,
Mental Health, Consumer'Health, Stimulant-Depressants, and,Nutrition
received the greater emphases.

4. During all time periods, the topical concerns of Environment,
Preventive Medicine, Sleep-Rest, Safety-Accidents, Disease, and'Occupa-
tional Health received the lesser emphases.

Journals

1.° During the twenties and the thirties, the topical concerns of
Consumer Health, Communicable Diseases, Family Health, Nutrition, and
tnvironment received the greater emphases.

2. During the forties and the fifties, the topical concerns Of
Family Health, Consumer Health, Senses, ChrOnic Diseases-Disorders, and
Skeletal-Muscular recelved the greater emphases.

3. During the sixties, the topical concerns of Consumer Health,
Family Health, Mental Health, Chronic Diseases-Disorders, andlyvironment
received the greater emphases.

4. In all time periods, the topical concerns of Preventive

PO
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Medicine, Sleep-Rest, Safety-Accidents, Disease, Occupational Healt9
Health, and Stimulants-Depressants received the lesser emphasis.

The data obtained justified the following recommenceations that:

1. A study be completed indicating the changes of emphases in
personal.and community health for college students for the 1970's.

2. An indeiith study be completed relating to the changes in
emphases within each subtopical concern.

3. A study be completed to determine the extent to which teachers
of col ege personal and community health iklude the topics that rank

cyrrent textbotoks and professional journals.
.0,
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Sutieneputrs, Onaj Ma'am. CW0891816 1St Tf81.8441.4 !oily
nanate1 %lama in Andovata. M.P.H. 1974. 98 p. (cotvti
Krishnanurty. John Fodor and Lannin Class) California State
University. Northridge.

Realising the need for intensifieoPtraining of the family
planning field worker in Indonesia, a "Curriculum for Training," a

the Family Planning Field Worker in Indonesta" has-teen
oped. The suggested"Curriculua is not intended-to repl
the existing training program. However, it ià hoped that the
plan can become ope Of the alternative approaches that,could
be used in training the family planning field worker in Indonesi

The completed curriculumhinaudes major content areas, co
septa to be stressed, suggested content outlines, suggested
Ibiasurable objectives, suggested learning opportunities, suggested
re/sources, and evaluation procedures.

'Theprocessemployed in-developing the curriculum was as
follows: (1) Analyzing the job desciiption; (2) Translating

-'the.ghllyzed lob deseoiption into content areas; (3) Selecting
concepts related to content areas; (4) 1dentifyinA content

. relative to content areas and concepts; (5) Developing measur-
able objectivet; (6) Determining, learning opportunities; (7)
Seilectinilivaluative procedures% and (8) Selecting resources-.

4

v.
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Swantion..Jon Colby. An Experiment in in-Service Education of TeaChero
for Drug Abuae Education, Pb:61-1973. '228p, liaarfl,.Creewell)
lhavefiatTS1-1TTriiiiW,7Urbana-Champaign.

We know that ug abuae is a nationwide probl'em and WoNsuapect
that Home form of cation intervention Can be made in some\cases, but
what educational rc onse is tiAt7 This study invOlved an experiment
on the relatitte effectiveness of two educationaa,approaches.in drug-,
abuse eduOtion. A valuesoriented approach was compared to a more
traditional procesa of teacher training.

A throe and a half day
.

intensive live-in training session was held
for 78 elementary school teactuirs from 36 counties of tllinois. The
-immediate effects ofjhe two eduCation approaches upon the teachers
were measured in terms of such questions as what knowledge gains were
made, did attitudes change, do teachers 1110W feel comfortable teaching
drug education, did they,feel the program waa valuable, etc.

When the teacher's had had Am opOrtunity to Ipturn to thel: schools
and teach drug,education, the student effeots werollmeasured in erms of
how they evaluated the educational experience thdy hhd had, how they
evaluated the teacher, and what knowledge and/or attitude changes .

occurred.

e .

The data were iromyre- and post-tests with analyais of covarianCe.'
. techniqueu applied to anqlyze any differencea. Several survey forms

weTe alao eMploye in the study.

Both teach r groups tfained in the intensive sesiion showed14 , .

'Hlgnificant gains in knowledge and attitude change, but the traditionat
group achieved significantly greater knowledge gain than the.valuee
group. The va1ue4 'technique trained teachers showed greater attitude
theism, than the traditional group. but this difference'was not signifi-
cant. Eighty-seven per cent of the pqrticipants indicated approval of
the, workshop experience.

The teacher follow-up indicated that 80% of theparticipants were
in some way activ'e in.drug education, one fourth of these people had
become active Hince OA! workshop'.

Studentm taught drug educati n by t s trained by traditional
techniquali scored aignifiCantly t.gher on owledge test than the
values trained teachers student However, the values group scored
a Acantly greater ttttudQ wens. Both groups of students
indit ed they liked their drug education.

19 Htpdy concluded thht'as traditional teaching methods produced
' greate knowledge changes and valueo-oriented approaches led to greater
attitu change, a combination of the two teaching techniques should be
omploy ia teaching.drugieducation..

\\
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Templin, Paul Haus, Ixpeq 901.4910tegardini Prograt Activities
, lOst Resouktsi L.adLM 12 19,10yoportl, Distisistwitde Comppriivo

40001 !hialo kattendom Program,. 1914, 176 p
Arthur Koski) Oregoollitauk University.

This study ;,f's concerned with'identifying thq program '

activities and resources believed necessary to\support a
diatrictwide, comprehensive school health nstiuction program
and investigated the perceptions of an expert committee com-
poseeof persons involved in sChool health Anstruction in the
State of Washington.

A questionnaire, developed after extensiVe review of
'related literature nj4 a field test involving state and national
health educators, w4 mailed to members of the expert committee
on two 'separate occasions. Information received from the firs. .

questionnaire refurns was furnishea with the second mailing.
The questionnaire contained 80 scaledlresponse activity/resource
statements grouped into five areas; (1) Personnel; -(12) Inser-
vice; (3),Community Involvement; (4) Written Guidelines; and
(5) Evaluation. e 1*

. , .. .

. A t test comparison between th0 samOle mean obtained from
responses of the expert committee ed'the popufbtion moan of
3'.5 on a six7point responsC scale 4as NA (Or each of the
activity/resource statements. ln addition-, a two-tailed t
test for testing independent means was used to.test the signi-
ficance of mean dIfferenceW between sub-group pairings found
within the membership of the expert committee. Sub-grougr :

comparisons included; (1) Metropolita*P-Smaller Aties; (2)
Supervisors-Classroom personnel"; and (3) Health educators-Non-
healthgeducators4 ,

.
/ A 4,

,The results of this study revealed that the memberw of
the expert committee agreed that 78 of the 80 activity/resource
.statements were important in leading to and supporting district-'

. wicle, comprehensive school healfb"instrudtion programs in the
State of Washington. Of the statemenee classified as important,
74 were found to,have differenceo-Which were statistically a1g-
hificant at the .001 level, throe had differences'which were
statiet,Ically significant at the .01 4evel, anW one,haa a_dif-
ferenceswil4h wan statistieally stgnificant at thar.05jdvel.

"Mean values obtained op each item indicated that five Of the
80 items fail within the mstrongly_egree" range on the stx-_

, point vesponse,scalel 69 1t9w felt in the "agree" rbnge,
and six itemk.fell within t "41-vett reservation" range.

tic,70"'

ft was found that exp t committee members from metropolitan
.areas differed from the mem ors pfU n? expert committee from
smaller cities at.'i significant evel for four items 'related to

-
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inservice.programs, fox tioujtemo.49.ate4 to pmmunity involve-
ment, for.three items re'lated to written guidaines, and for 'One
Atom related .to evaluation. When grouped according to super-
visory or classroom responsibility, a significant difference
of opinion was not,ed on two items. One of these items dealt
with personnel, and the other dealt with written guidelines.
Separation ot the expert committee into two groups, one com-
posed of health educators and the other composed of non-health
educators produced a.significant difference of opinionabout
one ftem each in the sections on personnel, in-service programs,
and evaluatiolh.

0.

o
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-,Tennant, rarest Searls, Jr. Chi*ood Anteeedents ofAlcohol and 0rmi Abuse.
Dr.P.H. 195p. 1974 ((oger Detels) University of California, Loa Angeles+.

There appeare to ba a need to identify specific childhood antecedenta
that are aosociated with abuse of drugs and alcohol in oraer to help determine
child-rearing practices that may positively influence intrafamilial. relation-
shipw And prevent drug and alcohol abuse. To accomplish this a grdup of 5044
U:S. Army soldiers atationed in West Germany were surveyed by anonymous
questionnaire.in 1971 'for prevalence of alcohel,and...:drug use. These spbjects
were on regular duty and not Inntitutionalized in health or law.enforeement
facilities. The percentage of the 5044 subjects who reported one or more
times use of an illicit drug hy drug xategory was: marihuana/hashish 35.4%
amphelamines l6.7Z; and opiates 6.9Z. The percentage of sulijeCts who
reported one or more times per week use of an illicit drug and are therefore
defined as abusers in this study was: marihuana/hanitinh I4.8Z; amphetamines
4.52; and opiates 1.8X. Thirty-three (32.5%) percent reported they denrik
an alcoholic beverage five or fewer timen per week while 9,8% reported they
dtank an alcoholic drink over 20 times per week and are t)Ius considered

,abusers in this study.

All subjects; were asked to report their participation or experiences
in 107 ppsnibie childhood antecedents. The occurrence of childhood ante-
cedenteereported by drug and alcohol abusers were compared with those of
non-usern.. Included among childhood antecedents were: (1) hobbies such
As raising a pet, collecting ntamps, and gardening; (2) games such as
monopoly, cheaers, ehesk, and dominoes; (3) eard games such as.oldmaid,
rummy, and poker; (4) outdoor activitles,such as hunting, flshlag sW1mming,
and skiing; (5) membership in 8cOnts; (6)' membership tn social.orgtnizationA
such as 4-II snd Hi-Y; (/) schpol sports such as football, golf, and wrentlifig;
(8) non-athletic school activities such as band and debate; (9) household
tasks nuch aft cutting grase, washing diahes, and carrying out trash; .

(10) spanktng and non-cdntdet forms; of puninhment such as standing in a corner;
(11) frequency of punishment; (12) allowance; (13) Amonnt.of time parents;
npent in childhood activities; (14) age of first alcoholic beverage; (15)
frequency parents drank in the.home; (16) amount of television watching:.
and (17) church ,attendance.

The criterion for a significant ansociatIon between a childhood ante-
cedent lind non-uoe or abuse used here was at least h 20% difference between
the percentage of abusers and non-ueers who experienced a childhood ante-
cedent; This criterion was'establiahed because with a study sample of this
size'(N 5044) a diffeeence of a few percentage points betwesOrgroups is
statistically nignificiet at the P<.001 level. Using this; criterion, there
were no signifleant ansociatIone between any chllahood antecedept and
freqeency of alcohol lisp. A report of beginning alcohol connuelption before
age tine years wan ansociated wiCh hanhinh ahnse While the atart of .aleohol
consumption at ago lryears or older wps ansociated with non-une of hashigh
-Spanking by parents; and church attendance of over 50 timen befoke, age 15

years; werethe only antueodentn assecinteerwith ahem; of amphetamines ond,
oplatea. These associations; were found within White and non-white groups;

tie
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and among subjects with dporced or separated parents which Indicates
that factors other than race or the single-parent family contribute to nail-
use or abuse of drugs and alcohol.

A

The assoaatlons identified in this study cannot be interpreted
to represent catmeti of non-use or abuse of drugs. The possibility exists,
however, that occasional spanking and frequent church attendance, per He,
in childhood may somehow directly contribute to neon-use of amphetamines

.

and opiates, and.that withholding alcohol until.age 15 years may contribute
to non-use Oi hashiAh. Vurthermore, there is no tithe in this study that
negates against physicians and other authorities recoMmending to parents
to occasionally spank their children, send them to church, or discourage
alcohol cohoumption until age 15 years.

0.8
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Thapar, T. S. Effect of losil on AnxietY. M.Sc, 1974. 79 p. (Ruth.
.. Frankel) BrookTinEriiiige.

1

.Anxiety is a widespread probleih in modern society. Fon'this
reason, yoga4.one of.the oldest.known techniques which claims 03
alleViate anxiety, is hecoming thcreasingly populer. However, there is
a need to.subject these claims to scientific investigation, in order
that educators and therapists might better utilize it as an effective
tool for physical and mental health. This study represents an attempt
to establish a technique for conducting further research,.and is
limited as follows:

(1) To observe the effects of a short course (ten'sessions-one
hour class4eLweek) in yoga on the anxiety level,Of
participan

(2') To compare the effects of yoga upon anxiety'with the effects
of some other physical activity.

(3) To suil-ley the literature and compare the expetimental restap
of this study with previous findings concerning the effects
of yoga upon anxiety.

Yoga is 66th a practice and a philosophy; its theoretIca1 background
has been discussed in this thesis.as concisely as possible, especially
pertaiping to tiatha yoga, that..branch of yoga which deals mainly with
the body, consisting of postures, breathing 'and concentration exercises.

Previous surveys dealing directly with the there of the effects of
yoga on amciety.are reviewed. Much research has been conducted which I

shows the interrelatedness of body and mind in.producing such negative'
emotions as anxiety, which are mainly manifested through the glandular
and nervous systems. According to previous research, yoga postures and
breathing practices may direcilly.affect the glandular and nervous
systems, while yoga relaxation techniques may lead to self-discipline
through the autonomic nervous system and counteract unhealthy lndition-
ing of the subdonscious.

In this thesis a comparative study is made measuring, by a
psychological test, the effetts of Yoga and Slimnastics upon anxiety ..

level of participants. The results obtained supOort the previous
findings of other Pesearchers that a Short course in yoga significantly
reduces anxiety and fur hermore, indic th

ti

ate at Yoga is more effective

i
in alleviang anxiety' han Slimnastics, perhaps betause of itS nelaxing
effects. Betauteof it limited stope, it is hohed that this project
will be a step toward further research with scientific tgchniques.

e
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Thompson,ICarolYn Tire. Influence of Developmental Age en Menstrual
Cy..c.le Disruption Among Women °Entering College. Ph.D. 1973. Op.
(MarliYn Goldalltit-h) University qf Pittsburgh.

Throughout childhood differenizates df develokent are exhibited
within a group of glrls. 'A woman's ividual pace is reflected by the
chroqolOgical age at. which she experienced menarche. There have been
estimates Oat five.to seven years are required for a Woman's menstrual
cycles to ktablize. These estimates are weighted by the lArger number of
women in the group which eiperiences menarche at an average age. It

ls not knowh whether the women fh the early menaiche and late menarche
groups.alsorequire.five to seven years for their cycles to stabilize.
There are data, however,..mhich ilupport the idea that age at menarche.does
not determine whethpr a woman's eventual pattern will be more or less
regular than.that of othec womep.

Calendar records wtre collected June through February fiom women
entering college in September. The odurrence of cycle and fldw
distuptIons upon entrance to college was used as an indicatorof the
stabilitY of the men44rual ppcess. It was determined that those women
who were clasuffied'as disrupted'were not necpssarily women who generally
had lrrgular meniarual cycles.

The resulto of the study suggest that women of different developmental
ages have,not equalized by age eighteen. It doesnor appear likely that
the women who have had a late menare.he increase their developmental pace
*so that they are equivalent in terms of menstrual cycle stability with other
womfn who also are chronologically eightqpn years of age.

f4,

F. 11)
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Thompsen, Eva Lynn. Role Agreement and Aide Effectiveness. Ph.D, 1974.
139W. University of California, Darnley.'

There is a groWing interest in the utilization of health manpower
ln nontraditfOnal, ways. dile form that this.interest has taken in health
education is,the'llee of cOmmunity health aplvs as communication links between
the health agenLy and the .Community it serves. However, some health workers
have not acknowledged that,a health education role requiring independent
action.and initiative has'been added to the health aide's traditiotial
role of.tin assiatant to Oie'llealth prof,eesional. The question was posed:
What factOrs'affect the effective performance of this health education
rolel Selection, -training, and supervision have received much attention.in
the literature. A different IcAnd obeaCtor is also suggested, i.s., whether
a health education role IS pereived.ati belonging to aidee.

Theoretical'support for this suggestion is provided by sym-
holic interaetionism and related soCial-psychological theory. Role ex-
pectations are develofied out of siwial luteraction. A person's role behavi
in dependent, In part) on his own definition of his roae. However, thoae
in roles complementary to his also exert pressure on him to conform'to the
expectations of proper role behavior. This is especially noticeable on--
the 1ob whyre"all members of 11 person's rely set arc dependent on his rol
performance in order to successfully perform their own roles. On the
other hand, as one type of worker performs certain tasks w01, other work
begin to expect anyone in that position to do those things.

. A study was designed to explore the matter fuTthet. The study
was based on.a random sample of 40,hoalth aides employed in famirY plan
programs which received funds through HEW Region IX Family Planning Set
were loyated in California cities, nnd hired at least one nurse and two
aides. Usable data was collected from 35 aides, their Supervisors, an
nursek with whom they worked vat closely.

The purpose of the study was to determinewhether a positire co
relatioe exists between aide effectiveness and role agreement. Aide
:lens questionnaires dealing with application of educationAl principle
knowledge of fainily plannIngwere given to the aides. ;Me four educe
pfinciples 10volved were to start whore the learner is, to invofve t
in the learning process, to choose appropriate educational methods,
reinforce thv denired behavior. Thy throe areas of family planning
tested were the scope of family plhnning, birth roi methods, an
operation of their own family planning progiem.

Or
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The role agreement questionnaire presented the respondents with a

list of health education tasks appropriate fur aides and asked them how
.often they felt these tasks were done by aides in their program. 'Resmnses
coeld range from-never (scored 0). to always (soured 4). Role agreement

scores were the avetage total f46re of the aide And her superVisor or the
aide and the nurses with whom she worked. This score indicated their
pereeption of how much of this henith education role was, on the average,
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performed by aides. Correspondence scores weee a measure of similarity
of responses and were based on the differences between two sets of response's.

It was hypothesized that a positive association exists. between role
asreement and aide effectiveness. For those aides with mid-range role
agreement scores; correspondence scores mere .expetted to be positively,
correlated with aide effectiveness. It wessfurther hypothesized that the
association would be more positive when more difficult tasks were considered_
alone than when entry level tasks were.

0

There Mks v.irtually no support for the hypotheses fn the primary
findings. TwO additional ways of calculating rple agreement Vere tried
with similar results. However, when correspondence scores were computed
for ell 35 respondents and correlated with aide effectiveness, much higher
correlations were found. _It was suggested that similarity of responses
16 more important than how much of a health education role is believed to
be don.. by eides. .

f
4
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Tippa*aprape, Sanaa. "gerikpoinli VidalisbstSiaa IA ,thi. Ulan
, 71,4pm/a laglealt 1212.4m. Tbfiland. M.P.H. 1974. 60 p. ,
,. (Allan Steckler and Lannin01vaa7 California Sta. University,

, :Horthridia.
..

In Thailand, comMunity health committees are usually
made up of males, Who are the recognized head of several
families in a particular village. Housewives have never
served on health development committees dealing with environ-
mental sanitation, especially latrine programs. In the rural
areas, women usually,follow their.husbands; they have never .k
been given the leading role in the community. They do not
participate in any activities in the village. They stay at \
home and take care of the children. This program proposes that
the pattern of participation be changed. A Housewives'
dommittee dealing with a latrine program is described.

The most important activity of the latrine program is to
create a positive attitude toiward health which will.improve
the health behavior of the housewives and their children by
cohstruction and use of the sanitary latrine.

fp
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Turnauer, Martin S. A çarnearison 91 Highoichool Driver Education
Studeata' Attitudes 4.1 Measured .bX 1h Meng tRveritOry and Vincent
Attitusie Beale After. Receiving Two TYPOS Al6ohol Instruction al
Beleotted Illinois, High Sçhccia. Ph.D. 1973. 85p.- (James E. Aaron)
Southerh Illinois University.

The purpose of this study was to experimentally compare the student
Oentered and traditional teacher lecture led approach for teaching about
alcohol and the driving task. The criteria measures were the Mann
Inventory and the Vincent Attitude S.cale.' In doing the research, the
study's major research question was "Does it appear best to recommend
that alcohol/driving instructi)n be presented using a student centered
or traditional teacher lecture led approachy"

The research was conducted in Glenbrook North, Reavii, Be lle:ville
East, Waukegan and Carbondale High Schools, Utilizing 144 tenth
grade driver education students. The studePts of these schools were
a representative sample of tenth grade students who participated in
driver education in Illinois.

Three treatments were utilizedi Ti was a student centered alcohol
instructional method utilizing trsparencies and triggeffilms designed
fix eliciting student interaction and decision-making responses. T2
Was a traditional teacher lecture led approach toward alcohol/driving
instruction. Both groups were taught identical alcohol concepts. T3
was a control group to determine the amount of learning about alcohol
.and the driving task, if any, that took place as a result of taking the
pretest, and to determine the amount of mental maturation that'took
place during the three week period between the posttest and retention
test. All treatments received the Mann Inventory and Vincent,Attitude
Scales on a pretest, posttest and retention test (3 weeks) basis.

The data collected from the three treatments were subjrted to
one-way analysis of variance and the statistical significance determined
by an F-ratio. The Tukey method, a post hoc analysis, was used to
further identify significant treatment differences. An alpha level of .05
was used for all tests.

The data identified a statistically significant difference between
the student centered and traditional teaoher lecture led approach on
both the Mann Inventory and Vincent Attitude Scale on the pretest to
posttest difference scores and the posttest to retention test difference
scores. The control group made no significant score gain frbm Oretest
to posttest to retention test difference scotes:
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The conclusion of the study was to teach about alcohol and .

highway related crashes via the student centered alcohol instructional
method utilizing the interaction and decision making materials designed.
A further conclusion was that a student centered alcohol instructional
m hod administered in short time periods over an academic year might
i till more positive attitudes toward using alcohol in the Highway
T nsportation System.

to
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Ulrich, Harlis Carl. An Analysis of the Value, Utilization,
And incurporation of th-J Objectives tor Eri;iTTO-nmental Educati n
ITT-the State of Washington. Ed.b. 1974. 153p. (George B.tflT Washington Itate 'University.

Purpose

The purpose of this study Was to ascertain to what degree
the objAtives developed by the Washington State Environni6nthi1
Education Advisory ComMittee for Environmental Education are
being utiLized in the State of Washington as a guide for the
development of local environmental educaticui program. Factors
assessed include:

I. To what degree do the affected vopulations agree on
the value ot the objecties?

2. To what degree are these objectives being utilized
in the development of environMental education cureiculum
materials?

3. To what degree are public school districts willing to
support financially the development of environmental eduC'ation
curriculum materials?

L. To what degree do the environmental eoucation curriculum
material now being used incorporate the general objectives?

S. To what degree are the academic disciplines utilizing
environmental education curriculum materials?

Methodology

Tlie literature was reviewed to determine the extent to
which any studies have inquired into the development of environ-
mental education curricular materials in the State of Washington.

A questionnaire was developed to solicit facts and opinionq
from four sample opulations in public school districts within
.the State of. Washington.

One hundred dnd eight superintendents and an equal number
of school principals were randomly seleeted and requested to
respond tO the questionnaire.

Fif;teen classroom teachers and 15 students were selected
ftlom eaph of nix school districts whose certit-idated staff was
60 or more.

A total of 396 individuals, was sampled and, resulted in an
overall response of 24 which represented 62.6% of the saMple.

Analysis of the data tabulated from the responses on the
questionnaires regultrd in the fol) owing findings:
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1. The !Itate Advisory Committee for. Environmental
Educötion should revise the objectives ang Separate student
teacher objectives:

2. The .ate Advisory Committee for Environmental
Education should review.the objectives and rewrite those
items which received low meanscores'for value in,,more
specific Language.

3. The StAte Department of Education shOuld develop
.

mateyialu tor workshops and train and assiNt intermediate .

schn.ol district personnel in the use of the materials.
4. The intermedil44.,F sohool district personnel, with

assistance from !;uperTehendent of Pupic Instruction persChnel,
should hold workshopin sovthral locations in each intermediate
school district.-

(). The Department-ot Environmental, Education ir,} the
fluperintendent of POlic_instruction office should develop
speeifie objectives for litterent areas in the State of
Washington to enable. teachers to teach-concepts particularlyti
relevant Co their local AccO.

ho The Depart-Ment a Environmental Education in the
!airrintendent of Public Instruction office should suggest i

the curriculum trea in which each.concept could be most efective.-
ly i Ilt°00p()I'd

7. The Department of Environmental EduCaftion in the
tiporintondent ot Public Instruclion office should disseminate
the revised objectives to all school districts in Vie State
ot Washington.

8. The Department of Environmental Education in the
;alper.intendent (0 Public Instruction office should seek
feedback from curriculum developers and teachers who implement
the objectives in the curriculum areas.

9. The Department of Environmental Education in the
:afperintendent ot Publio Instruction office personnel should
keep utmwo in their minds, as they revise the objectives,
that classroom teachers, not curriculum specialists, will
be the primary individuals developing local objectives.

Jn e( tnclusion,. the roni)ondents indicated that the ob-
jeot ives were ot ne and were being Ilt ized itt less
than ?if, of the environmental education curricular.materials
twiny (4-N/eloped, and that environmental education should be
interdisciplinary in character.
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Vorgeas, Miltiades. Cholien in Knowledge, Attitudes and psycho-
Physielogicni Ken_pinSes Associated with_ n Family Life led Sex Sducation

Unit Mminlstered tix College. Freibmen, Ed.D. 1973. '201 gle --(Carl E.

Willgoose) Boston University.

This experimental study wan undertaken.to determine,the psycho-
Thysiological effects that a mit of inatruction in family life and aex
education would have in the prepaatIon of prospective 1eachers. It was

denigned to evaluate the physioloreal, psychosexual and psychosocial
dimensions on comparative groups of college freshmen. The.goal of thIS
study was to explore the interrelationships between the physiCal and pacyho-
logical'aspecta of behavior through a system of instrumentation.
Thin procedure was implemented in order to determine the changes in knowledge,
attitudes and psychophysiological, responses through cognitive sexuality
tests ntvi affective psychophysiological examinations as a unique combination

psyChophysiological research.

Uurailon

The project was'conducted during the second semeater academic year
1971-72, between,Febrimry 28, 1972 and May 26, 1972.

110Tes.tIq

Pretests, postteats, unLt of, instruction, textbook; instructionaf
media and evening'programs were ,adminintered to predetermined groups,

The cogNitive Instruments which measured knowledge and attleudes
were standardized tests.

The affective Instrument which measured psychophysiological
responses was developed by the originator of this experimental study.

Emotionally charged sexual wofds and statements, pttesented auditorily
and visually, were utilized as stimuli for tenting purposes.
A.psychophysiological examination, Involving instrumentation that
recorded heart rates, respiration rates,and respiration rate amplitudes
simultaneously, was wintered to evaluate psychophysiological
responses.

There were 177 c tive tests and affective psychophysiologIcal
examinations administerecL The data collectiM was analyed in'order to
determine changes in knowledge, attitudes and psychophyslological .

responses caused by, or eat-related with, a unit of instruction in family
life and sex education.

Procedury

The cognitive knowledge and attitude tests were administered to
.the experimental and three Control groups at scheduled periods.

The affective psychophyslologicai examinations were administered
to individual subjects by appointment.

The psychophysiological examination wad administered with the Use
of the Physiograph instrument which-recorded the physiological .yresponses
ef the auditory and visual stimuli. Electrodes from the Phisiograph on
the insetumelitation table were attached te thit chest and neck of the
subject. 'For the administration of the\auditory stimuli, the subject
was lalindfiAded, earphones connected to a tape recorder were adjusted
to 1hv earg, and the subject wan tnntrueted to listen tmemotiOnally

a
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charged stxual words and gtatements depicting the act of sexual
intercourse In a vernacular vocabulary. Male and female.yoices were
used czn'the tuft tb avoid sexist bias. With tile electrodes still
connected, the blindfbld wnwomoved and the subject Wbslinstructed tot'
tarn toward the instrumentation table in preParation for the initiation
of the visual stimuli. This consisted of flip,,card s. on which were typed
the same emotionally charged sexual words and statements used as

auditory Otimuii. The subjee't wan instructed to 4cord An opinion of
the statements on a perception qf emotional Intensiq scale, On
completion of the psycimphysiological examination the electrodes were
removed. The heart rates, resetratron rates and respiration rate
amplitudes recwded wen.: computerfzed for evaluation and analysis.

. f

Conclusions

'

The data reveitind the following information:

4 1. Groups whialeereexposed to a unit of instruCt.lonand a

textbook made mot,e gains when beasured ity cognitive and'affective,
instruments than those4roups which had no unit of instructiow on were,
issued a tootbook witheUt instruction,

, (2. A dtreetea ogra with involvement and 1nt6eiraction is
needq in family life a Aex ducation white the issuAnce of a
textbook without direct n is esn effective.

3. The use of a
anti orienting students
unit of instruction.

retestt was an effective device for motivating,
the study of subjct matter relating to a

. ,

4. There-was a positive relailionghip between the rsults of Abe
psychophysiologigal measurements of the audi(ory and visual stimuli

,ppenentations. As madalittes for tranymittIng emotjonalfy charged
masubject tter Yidnt ing to sexuality tb tile human Mind the visual in

.

.

- 4n effective as the auditory.

5. There was no,positive relationship,among Ow group4. in the
perceptroff of emotional intevnity responses whop mensured by an .

obIective check list scale and their aktnal physiologial responses
when measure hy.the Physiogra011. One's expressien of attitudc; and'
opinions on ga does not.necessarily:cohvey an indlyaial's ftve
psychophysiological response. Perhaps, attitudes and opinion* at this
stage of mAturation (college, freshmen) have laready benn ehtablished
and cannot readily be changed.

One of the features of this .experimental study was the unique
system of inskrumentation that sought -to evaluate the affective as
well as the cognitive factors inyolved In a specific subject area. The
Owl! talon* for the possible uses of this type of Instrumentation for
measur ent In other fields and for other purposes is infinitet This
study c firmed the need-for a uOlt of instruction in family life apt.
uex educe on for prospective tethrs.

a`
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Walker, Shirley A. Knowlel.ge, Behavior and Attitudes of
Sixth Irade Students TOwar Family lafe raileation. M.o.
T1747 M. 'CT. OrRourke.and D. Flti75-1-JT University of Ilfinois,
UrbanazChampaign. #

The purpose of this study was to provide baseline:in-
formation yu fifth grade students in a large metropolitan
schoo1 distTict by describing the demographic OtaraCteristics
and the knowledge, behavior, and attitudes of these students'
toward family Life education prior to actual instruction.,
Specific-problems investigated were: to ekamine and deseribe

* the ditt4retn4es and relationships that exist b,etween.students'
knowledge, behavior and atUitude sCores by se)vand socio-
ee0n0MiC status. Data for this 4tudy were collected from
746 filth grade students representing ien school districts.

Findings indicated that students from the upper socio-
economic level came from families with a smaller.number of
children per fain b.Ly , and a greater percentage of them lived
with hoth.parvnt.s than did those from the lower socio-
economic bey( . A greaten percentage of ttudents from the
lower socio-e-ouomie level lived with one parent, their
mother, that lid the students from the upper socio-economic
levet.

Knpwledge pibseores were generally poor and appeared to,
he inffuenced by soclo,Oconomic level generally favoring
the upper socio-economi-c level studebts. Socio-economic
factors appeared to have Less effect on females-as.compared
to males with respect to knowledge scores. There appeared to
be Little Alifference between the behavior subscores of,males
and females. Wlwieve differences were noted, the femalet,
were favored. For this section, the overall achievement level
was high, and the subseore 'generally did not appear to bes.
Inf. luenced by socio-economic levet. The aLtitude subscores
indicated that upper socio-economic level students were favored
where diftef.ences existed. Coeio-economic factors seemed
to have a greater effect on the attirudes of Males as !compared.
tcefemales. Females were favored where differences between
sexes wer.e noted.

4
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Walpole, James Wallace. A Survey of prua Use and an Examination of the
Relationshil of Self-Perceptions and Ad tment L2 Agoleacent Drugdabuse.
Ed.b., 10ii. :*-141p. (Michael Palmer) University of Northern Colorado.

A questionnaire,and the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale (TSCS) Aire
administered to 646 secondary school students, stratified by school and
grads, and selected at random. Drug use patterns were analyzed by
'summarizing the per cenrof students in each use classification by,school,
school level, sex group, and grsde level. Null hypotheses of the re-
lationship between these groups were telied by employing the Chi-square
technique. The .05 level was established as the level of significance.
Further data, useful for program planning are tabulated.

Thirty-two per cent of the students had used drugs. Current drug
nes and the specific classification of-iibuse were found to be signifi-
cantly related ttrochool attended, school level, and grade level.
Seventh grade provided a near zero baseline for use. Most experimentation
occurred during ntnth grade. Abuse increased most during the twelfttgrade.
At the junbor high level, more males reportedoabuse than,females while
at the senior high level:the figures were reversed. Of the experimental
users, 45 per cent used only marijuAia. Levi than 3 percent of the
abusers used only one drug while over 50 per cent used drugs in five*

,more categories. Sixty-three per cent of the 'sample responded that
information obtained at school had's preventative effect. Thirty-eight
per cent of the abuser* and 58 per cent of the experimental users '

responded tlkit school information would keep them from using some drugs
but not other

An exnMination of the relationships befteen TSCS perception and
adjustment 411tiables'and the criterion of abuae-nonuse was completed. '
The sample consisted of 226 students, hal a which were abusers.

4140
Correletion.analysis suggested iiignific elationahlps at the .05

.

level between all of the TSCS self-percqp ion scores and criterion, and
.between 'he adjustment !scales and the criteriqn with the exception of
the personality integration scale.

: ?
pt.rultiple Linear Regression was used to determine the contribdtion

of the variables to prediction of the criterion. Each ef three Full
Models yielded RSqvalues which indicated predictive ability significantly.
higher than chance. The best predictor combination divided the TSCS .

perception variables intNthree scoresidentity, self-satisfaction, and
behavior., With inEercorrelations £Q.sldered, the significant predictors
were found to be the identity score the measures of defensiveness, the
net conflict sflore, and the neuroall 'scale.

OPfele

'The researcher coneluded that he drug information Approach in use

/by the Aehool system was of value

a.

preventing drug use by studentmbut
that modifications of the prqgram were atessary to'increase effectiveness.
The schools appeared to have a major effec,t on the students who hed not
used drugs hut little effect op the 22 per cent who were currently using
drugs. He cur4,14er concluded that drug /those I's related to negative 'JOU-.

se
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perceptiqns and.inadequate psychological adlustment. Abusers tended

toward less positive self-percoptions, were more hampered by conflicts,
and were more inclined toward abnormal reaction patterns (particularly
neurotic difficpities) thab nonusers. The study lent enough Ltatlstical
support to conclude that in addition-to current information programs, a
curricula with. mental health as its focus may have a substantial
influence on rho schools' effectiveness in preventing drugoibuse.

4

4
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Watts, Parris R. Comparison of KnowW2e. Gain and Attitude Change Among.
Three Methods of TeaChthg uc---fon in-Mversit,i-Persona ea Pi

b- (Donild S. tudwig) Indiana Univei-sfty._
. .

The Problem

The purpose of the investigation was to compare,14.effect1veness
of three teaching methodslecture,,44dependent study'eombined 001
small-group discussion, and audi Visualin relationship to acquisition ,

of knowledge and development of ttitude in a sex education instructional
unit. The study involved 62 un ergraduate students enrolled in three

.

peesonal health classes at Indiana University during the first semester
of the 1973-74 academic year.

Procedures

A pre-test,'treatment application, and post-tese format was
employed in the investigation. An adapted yersion of the Sex Knowledge
an.ci Attitude questionnaire was used as the evaluation instrument fn each
testirig session. TwOl:Way and one-way analysis of variance procedures
were applied to compare knowledge and attitude eesults within and among
treatment group'. Descriptive analyses were made related lo sex, class
standing, and mhJor subject area considerations.

Findings

All three treatment groups acquired a significant amount of sex
knowledge, but no one group acquired significantly greater amount
of sex knowledge than the others. The lecture and independent study--
small-group discussion groups experienced a significantly greater
change in sex-related attitudes, but the audio-visual group did not
demonstrate a significantly greater change in sex-related attitudes.
No one group experieMced a significantly greater change tn sex-related
attitudes than the others. In the statistical analyses,
the lecture method produced the 'votes knowledge increase in all
groups considered with the exception of non-education majors, where
the audio-visual method was found to produce the.greatest knowledge
gain. The lecture method produced the greatest sex-related attitude
change in all groups considered with tWexceptiohs of where
the independent studysmall-group discussion prevailed, and non-
'education majors, where-the audio-viuml miholi produced tht greatest
'attitude change. -

1,

Conclusions

4 The sex knowledge of studentsJurplled inTersonal hea th classes .

can be significantly increased thr4ONTIPthe ustrof each of thç three
selected teaching methods, but no one method iS significahtt superiOr
to the others. NA %ex-related attitudes of student% enrolled in .

( personal health-classes cap be significantly changed,through the use of
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the leature and independent stddy--small-group discussion methods, bUt
not by the audfo-visual technique. HoweyerA no one method is signifi-
cantly superior to the others in relationship to attitude change.

4e Implementations

Univ41sity health educators whoinclude a sex education
instroctional unit as a part of the personal health course should
consider the results of the study fn planning subject matter presenta-

1(4

tions. The topics and sequence employed in shodld be

' considered by university health educators who ach sex education in

personal health courses. . / '1
Recommendations

The following recommendations Wre made based on the findings of
the study.

0

1,11
1. An investigation should be conducted to determine the

effectiveness of each teachini method utilized in the experiment
ielative to the specific sex education topics included in the instruc-

. tional unit.

2. A similar study should be conducted using delayed testing to
the retention of knowledgedetermine the effect of the metho

and on the consistency of attitude

A similar investigation should be conducted to determine
s

sexual 0)ehavior prior to the sex education inskruCtional unit,
immedii, e4 after the instructional unit, and a selected perisOof time
aftef t;e instructional unit.

.

4. 0 similar study should be conducted to determine comparative
economic cost and/or time expenditure in 'relationship to the effective-
ness of etch of the eMployed teaching methods.

Il
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Webb,4bert Morrow.
Ed.D. 1(.1714. 60 p.
ColonxIo.

State CiirriCkLIUM quides in Traffic Safety.IldticatiOn.
Doliald t. Like ich) ilnive;:.ty of Nortpern

Intwduct ion

Each year mire automobiles awl motorcycles ad being sold andoperated in Colorado's highway trmnsportat ion system. Therefore, it isdli c!ssential taci of Colorwis's public schcols to offer a quality courtier'ot instruct ion in traft is safety education where the operatprs of thesevehicles rmy gain the knowledge and I-Ad:1u; necessary to opemte thesevehicles in d safe and efficient nuttier 011 our highways.

The State of Coiontdo cosoutve curriculm guides in trafkc safetyea! cat ion !dew-designed and developed to lielp adtniniM tutors, driver ed-uc ion h-yichers, .ind motorcycle safety educat ion teachersillo prepare,teach, and administer a quality traffic salety..educat ion program in theiroctuols to meet this growing need.

Statement of the i'rohlom

The pu'rpo V' of this study wns to develop resourc;--ciffrie+4.1-um guidesin driver cducat ion and rix)towycle safety edhoat ion for the MoradoDepartwnt of Educat ion. These guides wore Ileyeloped (Ind desimed to ,helpiminate the prxThlem faced by Colorado public school personnel in inter-pret ing administrat ive guidelines, state polieies, sttate rules and regula-t ions, citrn.i el! I um req!iirernents, amid teacher cert if icat ion1requirements!stahlished by the Colorado Department of Education. These guides alsostriw to implownt new ideas in a qual ity truff ic safet y education pro-gnmm.

halortance of the :Itudy

in NW), the Colorado Department of Educat ion established oourse andt e.u.ther cort i f icat ion roqu irement in that have guided driver PdllOdt lOflpersonnel and driver 4 climcdt i(11 ccxmrses in the public school districts ofcolorvido. lii .1(11',', the driver erhcat ion mquimnents were revised andupdated and new I ('Whor coPt if .livit ion requirements were established inrflotorvycle safety education.- In spring of 19714 , new course requirement Swort% establ i shed ln Motorcycle safety 6dtteat ion which originated .franthis study.

All of, these requirements were'entablished for the need of quality anduniformity Itt of t-tvit fie selfety odWat ion courses at the seceeldarylevel in Colonuk) puhl ic schrxd. llowtolver, at no timiwere these requiremelds ['Hilted in a resrxirce eurriculAnt guirk and pul4lishNI for the localItch( xi I (WO riot to fr !I low fr. t hp 0)10tvido Department of IMucat ion. Inabsence of wri,t ten rrquirement , it win difficult for school districts toestahl ish a q11.111 ity trvirf ic safety (1( f 1011 promm. This study was
st,

0.
a
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important to the Colorado Department of }:(lucat ion in establishing uniform
resource curriculum guides (iriVer educat ion and motorcycle safety edu-
cat ion, but most or all, leadership was established for local sclpol
districts in offering a state approved cottrue in traffic safety education.

Vrocedures of the Study

A omference ykis held with a special. task ft)
educators and schoot administrators from Co lom
background infoniution and basic concepts in est

fe ty gu iekts. Also, r*.soure- curried I. um gilt& s
Departmects ot.rducatim and resource informatin
collected and contrituted tremendously to the de
safoty guides.

All. of the information col lecAte(I, the organ].
task fowe,and the development and prinng 7.7rth
cat toll glti(les were made possible by a grant from t
of Ilighway Wety in Coloreslo.

Surunury

of traffic safety
ublic schools to obtain
ishing these traffic

various State
rom private agencies were
opment of these traffic

ion of the special'
traffic safety.edu-
Coordinator's Office

There aro ntinytesource curriculum guides rn traffic safety educa-
tion. Almost every State IXpartment of Cduoation itas one. So why is
there another guide beingipuillishitd?, Because it is needed. Needed tox.
develop a un f or m tool of instruct ion in Colorado public schools' trefric
safety' educat ion prognims. It is also Seeder' to influence ,the lives of

,thousands of beginning rnotor vehicle. operdtoes in Colorado.'

gOides reflect the latest krAwledge available in the area of
tra f ic safety I h Ica t ion. Spec ia I areas fyiveen ident ified in otvganizr
ing, administering, ,Tind teaching motorcycle Mety education as votill as
that of driver education. Tn fully apprecirite and to effectively use
these guides, they should be studied eunl implemented in preparing a local
wurtte, of instruct inn in, traffic nafety education. 4

4
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Weiner, Hubert. A Comparison of Frequent and Non-Frequent Universit
Heafth Service Users. E.D. MT 118 p. (Peter D. Abrams or ern'
1111s Onlverrtfi:

The major purpose of this study was to identify some of the fictors
Ikassociated with students' usage of the Health Service at Northern
Illinois University. A second purpose was to ascertain the pattern of
Health Service usage over a four year period by a group of studants

b' entering as freshmen in 1968.

The population for the study was the freshman class entering
Northern Illinois University in September, 1968. The original enrollment
of this, group was 4,262 students. A 10 percent sample was chosen to
provide a large enough number for making valid comparisons. Eighteen
students were lost to the study, leaving a sample size of 408 subjects.

Sixteen variables were tested for male students, and seventeen
were tested for female students as to association with frequency of
Health Service visits. The instruments used were the Medical Record,
the Personal Data Sheet, and the Out-Patient Medical Record. For each
student in the sample, the Out-Patient Medical Record was reviewed.
Each visit that the student made over the four or fewer years the student
continued in.school was tabulated, excluding the visits made for
administra(ive purposes such as clearance for student teaching.

.111 Chi Square. Test was used to determine the significance of the
relationship between the variables and the frequency of Health Service
visits.

Significant findings as to the pattern of Health Service usage were
as follows:

1. The sample group of students made an average of 1.02. visits per
semester. By the end of the fourth year, all but 16 percent of the
group had visited the Health Service.

2. The range in the average number of visits per semester was
from a low of .94 in the fifth semester to a high of 1.23 in the sixth
semester.

3. No pattern or trend in Health Service usage over the four years
was evident.

Significant findings as to the factors associated with usagelf the
He lth Service were as,follows:

1. Male students' usag6. of the Health Service is,more a reflection
of sdçial and cultural learning than a type of coping behavior. Six .

varia les among the male students reached statistical significance in
relati nship to frequency of Health Service visits. Associated with
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high. trequency were the following characteristics of the male students;
a. Oldest born; b. low American College Test scores; c. dependent upon.

family for financial support; d. fathers were in poor health or ctecleaseci;
e. fathers were in white collar occupations; f. Mothers were better
educated.

of

l2. Female students' usage of the Health Service is more a type
oping behavior than a reflection of social and cultural learning.

Seven variables among the female students reached statistical signifi-
cance.ln relationship to frequency of Health Service visits. Associated
with high frequency were the following characteristics of the female
students: a. high number of extra-curricular activities in high school;
b. low high school graduation rank; c. high number of physical problems;
d. high number of allergies; e. high number of menstrual difficulties;
f. fathers were in blue collar occupations; g. fathers were better
educated.

On the basis of therevidence of this study, it was concluded that
there is validity to th@ concept of "illness behavior" in the sense
that non-medical factors were identified which, along with medical
factors, influence student usage'of the University Health ,Service.

^-
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West, Helene Joan. Adolesc_ent.Dr4 Attitudes: A Seven-Year Study_ onMarihuana and LSD. 1974. 92p. Edward Meyers) Universityof Southern California.

rurppsef Thin study documents the prevalence and patterning'
of adolescent drug attitudes toward lietrana and LSD over a critical
seven-year.period from 1967 through 1 in a white, middle-and upper-class urban community.

Methodology: An anonymous questionnaire was administered annuallyto 206. ninCh through twelfth graders representing a 10%'randoM sample
of-the student pqpnlation. There were no refusals to participate inthe research. Responses of the 1,400 students were iTilded ori data pro-cessing cards, except for open-ended, written comments. Chi-squareatalyses were based upon a dichdtomixation of nonusers versus usess,-,;
with-self-lageled 'casual, sokhlaticated, and dependent drug usera
grouped together.

'Findings: (1) From1.967 through 1973, marihuana covaumption increasedfrom 25% to 44%414tnd LSO from 1% to 6%. Both drugs peaked in 1970 at49% and 11%, respectivelyi (2) Self labeled "sophisticated users "
have Increased alnitita 400% from 1967 through 1973. (3) Drug use
accelerated 41104, agebut not in a linear progression every year. Membersof all four graduating classes had higher drug involvement as seniors than asfreahmen. (4). Incidence rates between the sexes revealed no significantdifferences. (5) Drug experimentation

was not statistically related to
academic grades-. (6) Currently, 682 of students surveyed favor marihuana
legalizatton but only 5% support LSD legitimization. (7) No relationship weeestablished between drug paTtielpation and parental divorce. (8) Considerable
association existed between personal drug use and knowing other drug-consumingstudents and adults. (9) Students described parental reactions to youthful
ehealeal ingestion as 'reyulsiOn" or "contempt." To friends' smoking
marihuana, users reac'ted with "indiffervce" or "acceptance"; whereas non-
usera responded With "mild disapproval:"

(10).11mers did not think teacher's
knew As much as they, themselves, did about drugs. (11) Significantly more
abstaineis.belleved drug Ingestors were emetionolly unstable and received
poorer grades. (12) 'The primary reason for drug use by participants was "tohave fun"; by non-partieipants it was to be one of the "crowd."

cyncjusloils: (1) From 1967 theough 1973, an'average of 38% experimented
with marihuana, percentages increasing with time. The drug dilemma ig criticalwhen 44% of adolescents used marihuana in 1973. This statistic is In relative
concordanre with national averages. (2) Students diaerimimated between
drugs. Marihuana consumption was viewed permissively with a majority
favgring 1e4a1ization. LSD generated fearladen comments and minimal legitimizationsupport. (3) The drug scene requirei demythologizing. The popular notionsthat poorer grades, emotional instability, and parental divorce relate
algnificaatly to marihuana use were not ,!trhstantiated.by this study.
(4) SItftlents perceived a cultural chasm between generations relation
to'teen-age.drug use. Parental reactions were assessed as severely condemning
compared with adolescent values. (5) There is a strong, social component 4
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to drug use. Peer identification patterns and adult modeling of chemical
consumption strengthen the psychosocial interpretation of drug etiology.
(6) According to students over the seven-year period, triere was significant
improvement in the finality and quantity of drug education programs at Ihis
school.

Recommendations: (1) In California, adolescent marihuana users are
minors risking a Lifelong felony .record. lf over 40% of teen-age students
are involvelf, then marihuana penalties for use 4hould be reduced to the

misdemeanor level. .Legal sanctions should he more consonantwith the
Oftense. (2) Knlightened, diverae drug education programs that.tailor
course con,tent to student patterns of drug use or non-use are needed.
Stodents are credible teaching resources and can be a potent peer influence
in drug prevention (3) Efficacious solutions to youthful chemical consumption
should be based upon continuous study of prevalence, correlates, and etiological
research. Adolescent drug,use is multifaceted, requtring problem-solving
perspectives from famt114, educational, medical, legal, and governmental
forces.

411
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Westerfield, Raymond C. The Effects of Alcohol and Non-Prescription
Drugs on Simulated Drivin_PeROT.iiiice. Ph.D. T473. 80 p. (DO-niTf C.
Iversoii) Unfversi

. The purpose of this study was to investigate the-*ffects of a
moderate blood alcohol level (0.06%) and other selected non-prescription
drugs, alone and in combination with alcohol, upon simulated driving.
performance. The nOn-prescription drugs telected wet-6 Compoz,,
Coricidin '0', and Squibb Aspirin. These non-prescription drugs were
considered representatiVi of comonly used sedatives, antihistamines and
internal analgesics.

Sixteen male and female subjects were randomly assigned to treatment
sequences based upon a Latin-square design of,repeated measures, blocked
as to the presence of alcohol. Each subject WaS tested fpr simulated
driving performance while under ,the influence,of each of the eiglit
experimental condit!ions:

1. alcohol. and aspirin t

2. alcohol and Compoz
3. alcohol anci_CoricidinV'D'
4. alcohol and drug placebo
5. alcohol placebo and aspirin
6, alcohol placebo and Compoz
7. alcohol Placebo and Coricidin 'D'
8. alcohol placebo and drpg placebo

Simulated driving error s'diores for each subAct were obtained for
the test variables of braking, steering, signal, speeding, headlight and
total errors. The analyses indioated that the non-prescription drug
Comp(); was significantly detrimental to simulated driving performance at
the . 5 level of probability. 4rhe investigation failed to detect,any
significaAt accumulntion of driving errors due to an alcohol treatment
of approximately 0.06%, or any increase in the effects of the selected
drugs when combined with alcohol. The failure to detect a statistically
significant detriment in simulated driving performance with the alcohol
treatment was discussed.
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Wheaton, Marie Louise. An Evalua.tion of the Undergraduate
Professional Prt:_parationgram in Health an'd Physical
r.ducatiOn at Lt.plerY Rock Fttate College. - ffiTD. 1073.

T;avrett George Peabody College for Teaehers.

The primary purpose ot ttilks inv9stitation was to evaluate.
'the undergraduate prof essional program in health ahd physical
edueation at !.ilippery Rock :itate College. The study was
based on rhe premise that the bes means of determinin
the etfectiveness of a program was to solicit the gra tes:
self-perceptions of their- competencies for performing
specitic job-tasks required in their teaching position.

The.data were gathered by means of a questionnaire t hat
was Ctiled to 959 graduates.from the year 1966 to 1971.
After two tollow-up correspondences, 69 percent.of the
graduates returned their responses. The three-part question-
naire cofteeteofaihe tolloVing information: Ihe'gradti4les"
prolesvional status, characteristics of their teachinA

selt-perception scores for 108 job-tasks deemed
essential for their job, and in-depth peepqpses concePning

.,t,hein ot specific strengths and wea*nesses in the .

avow; (d curriculum, instruction, and student teaching.

'The follOwilig characteristics of teaching positions
were evidenced by the respendentel a littlOtwer three- '

fourths of the graduates were teaching irr the state of
Pennsylvania; three-fourths of them were teaching in a
community Wit4'a population of 10,000 to 24,99,11 ;* approxi-
matelywone-,half.were teaching in tlie suburbs; one-half
were reaching both health and physical' education; and.45
percent were teaching on the senior high level.

The mean Apre rating for the j b-tasks in the question-.
naive indicated the respondents çonb idered their under-
graduate professioAat preparotion as being "quite adequate"
,w "above average"; hewever', nuMeroUs suggestions were made
for the improvement of the provam.

The results..ot the chi-square analyses indicated that the
seven independent variabtes chosen for study made a signifi-
cant difference in the way the respondeirts answered the
questionnaire. The following groups were more satisfied with
their.undorgraduate professional preparation: graduates
from the I470-71 school year, Oaduates who were teaching
phwrical education as a separate sulyject, graduateq.who,were
teaching in junior high schools, graduates Vito weh teaching

A in rommunities over 100,000, men an compared to women-
gradutes, and fo,rmer athletea as compared to non-athletes.

The tollpwing recommendations were made,lo help initiate
possible improvements in the program:

470
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. 1. The mel.hod.
t
courses and the cdurlid in Organi4ati

and AdMinistroation should be presented elkotudents with a
4.' more 'veiAllistic approach to teaching prOlems.

2. i'k cpurse should be offered that ill help future

,

teaChers.:.better Einderstan(
' ildvon. It should include the

following topics: chili and a( -!scvnt psychology; growth
and deve.lopmetitad% chavacteviskics; means of motivatin.g-
students;. understanding bOavioral problems; and pdosible
solutions to discipline problems.

. %
3. The teachers of activity classes should include.tech-

niques add Ylints on "how to teach" in addition.to the
acquisition of skills. -

.

--1., '. '4. .Majors should 4o-required to take an.-4Adieional
heikft.h course that would stress methods of teilcping.

di. students should A screened tor actiVity classes.
.andNflaced in courses commensurate with their.SkiLl level.

,.6. 'In addition to evaluation by .studipts and colleagues,
_ 'instructors should be enoodraged to .(14 some self-evAlu4lIon.

7. Students should have the oppOrtunfty t-o take.more,
a 0

±electives in their area of specf
.

tslty.
.

8. Student teaching exPeriences should be arranged on
.the elementary and'secondary 4evel in both health and physical.
education.

4 9. Cooperative teachers shoiild be screened mord closely
by Chd.collve.

A.', Coo0brativeyteachers should be made aware of the
ft. bthat Mudent teacher# aro desirous oS more %constructive
driticism.

ll. Ln At.ionC0 .;ftldelit. teachiny, experience in the
senior ydillp, students should have,the opportunity for Tield -t
experiences in the sophOmore and junior year.

.

12. The department spo,Lild con'Onue'ty.periodii.7ally evallaet

\-

the program in liyht of the needs as exprtisspd by the p:raduat !8;
6

P.

A
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Whitaker, R. Lynne,. A Survey of Sources of Sex Information and Presen
Sex Knowledge of Selected,College Students. M.Ed. 1973. 47p. (Alv
M. Petfine) Colorado State Unaverefty.

The.purpoSe of this study was to abalyze the relationehip between
sources of sex information and the accuracy of that information. A Sex.

Source and Knowledge 1Survey was admIniskered to 320 male and female
studento enrolled In equired P.E. 1,01 classes, Spring Quarter, 1971, at
Cblorado Siete Unlv sity, Fort Collins, Colorado.

.

The results of the survey were analyzed and the findings tabulated and
' reported in percentages. The results of-this study are in agreement with

, previosa studies. Both male and female students listed friends of the same
fa5x Abd lAterature as their first sources of information about sexual
difIlk s. Parents did not play a major role in providing sex information to
the r offspring.

472

Those students who had been exposed to formal public school sex
education or family living classes scored higher on the knowledge test than
did.those ikudents who had not had any formal sex education instruction.
All atodentescored lower In-the areas of male and female anatomy than they
did 'on other tireas of the knogledge test. The college studdhts in thi%
study..subsgelbe.tthmany common misconceptions concerning sexual matters.

Thls study and the review of literature point out the need for a sex
education program In the public school to supplement the ieforMation that
students acquire elsewhere.

Al

0

ole

0.0
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Atte, William T. An InvestUation of Sickle Cell Agemia Programs in
Ho itals and Clinics located ihffigh7and tow Pia( PoritiTatIontenters

Slites. Ph:D. T471. 24Up. (Deward K. Grissom) N4Sou rn Illinois University.

t

This study consists of an investiga on into"the priaparedness of .,the nation's health cart facilities to guately meet the needs of .

sickle cell anemia victims. The purposes designated and fulfilled
through the Enactment of this study were as.follows, (1) To compare.the extent of preparedness and

thoroughness with which health care
institutions are handling the health probleaWunique't0 sickle cell .
anemia victims in high and low black poplation centers within.the 4 a

A t *, United States; (2) To compare the progress that has been Mide in the
development of sickle cell anemia programs over the.past five years in
high od low black population centers within the United States; and(3) To determine the nature of future plans, for development of needed
sickle cell anemia programs.

. The investigation involved collectin9 and comparingtresponses.
from health care institutjon

administrators and medical records
personnel in oas thoutand, one hundred fifty-five (1,1551 health care
institutions, Located in forty-eilght high and forty-eight lower black
population centers to determine the degree and extent of medical '
services available to.meet the special health needs of black populations (eSpecially in referen0 to sickle cell anemia, a disease which is almest ,totally limited to bAcks.

.,

The chi-sguare'ttatistical method was used tOtest the main null,hypothesis and sixteen sub-hypotheses (P > .05). The,statistical
hypotheses st a. e that there is no significant difference between high
and low black p u centers with regard to various sickle cell
anemia programs, acce ed as also were ten of the sub-hypotheses.
Other descriptilW a is also generated in the study and a thorough
review of the literature

concerning the development of sickle cell
vemia programs is included.
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'Whitney, Outfield W.
Nou-Uners. M.A. 19737 92p,

University, Long Bench.

4 -*.
I.

Values of Adolesert Drug Abusers and
(Louth; J. Stacker) California Btnte

This study telkted the null hypothesen that there were no differences
between the values and ar11-reported behaviors of teen-age drug abusers
nnd non-users. Eighteen adolescept drug.abusera and eighteen nein-
users comprised the two somples. The groups were compared based'On
their sults from the Study of_Valnes und'the Risk7Taking Attitude-7_

iv Values Inventory (RTAVI). There were no areas .of significAnt.-difference
at the .05 level on the Study_of__ 17nlues. he WIAVI. heiwever, showed
thnt,abusers wanted more power and control over their4lives. The

abutters also reported smoking more cignretten, using LSD more often,
belonging to gangs and drinking more coffee than noq-umers. The data
c011ectuO, however, did not permit rejection of the.null hypoehenem.
Therefore, additional research using better controln, larger sumples
and more sophisticated instrumentn'wso recommendecl;.,

A

1

4
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14199am,Jo Ellen. The Incidence of Sickle Cell Anemia and Sickle Cell
Trai t jn Grades 'gne-Througlo VeTveof the Beaument1540iidint SchaT-
Disfiict and-file n-ufh Park Naiiiindini-Warffitrict During Ene
Jai .ST6OoT-YiiTTO77=f13. M.S. 104. Inrp. (Alice geTTT
LaMar Unl.verslty. p.

The general purpose of this study was to locate those students
possessing.the abnormal hemoglobin S in their blood. Specifically, the
purposes of this study weresto provide Beaumont and other commynities
with beneficial and knowledgeable Information concerning sickle cell
anemia and sickle, cell trait:. 'to pralde the parents of the children
tested with pertinent data cbncerning their child's healtkand well-
being; and finally, to draw conclusions conCerning the dateregarding
sickle cell anemia and sickle cell trait in the Negro school population
of the Beaumont Independent S ool Dittrict and the South Park
Independent School District rh aumont,Texas, during the academic
dkdool year, 1972-1973. The bloo samples were drawn by qualified
orechnicians from St. Elizabeth Ho tal and analyzed through the hemo-
globin,electrophoesis test.

Sickle cell Apemia is ne of the most prevalent of:all childhood
d seases. Mass scTeening programs are designed to lOcatp.sickle.cell
an d- d-sic 11 tr it carriers. For sickle cell anemii to be

'-curtaile , ormal emo obin carriers need to be identified, 'genetic
cbunseling provided, atment prollied for those afflicted with the/ disease, and a public education program instigated which Would
Ostribute educational materials to all persons in'the.community. t

The total screening program screened 9491 Negro students in the
, Beaumont public schools. Of that total, 926 students were shown

with an abnormal hemoglobin reading. There were eleven various
abnormal WoOlpbiq combinations reportet in the study. 'Sickle
hemoglobin S was reported in 726 of the students. A..total of seven

.studeiTbs, three in the South Park InOPPendent School TOstritt and four
in the unnt Independent School District, were reported with sickle
cell an

A
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Wilkens, Diaue. Ideurification Through Alta Avila of Some Variables
l:hat Characterize Preltumt Hijih School GI a. Ph.D. 1-4747-142p.
ohmid.d4: Iii;iihnoit) Southern I II Italie; Unive sity, Carbondale.

40

- Pregnancx has been folni'd to he a m jor cause of girls drop-
ptag out a high tichool, and thereby ha 4 become a problem withY
which educators must deal. It appears that.most attempts to dea l lth
adolescent pre-marital pregnancy, however, are in the realm oj pre --
nancy care. Numerous comprehensive pre and post-natal care clinic
hove been establiehed to serve the already pregnant tienager. However,
Iktfle effort line beea_made to identify and be of service to the high
school. girl who, becauae.,of certain characteristics, is more likely to
incur an unwanted pregnancy bufore she either finishes htgh school or is
married. \ &

The primary,purpose of this ntudy is to Jdentify variables which
would most predict those adolescenta .who will hecome pregnant
while unmarried 'hnd still in high school. In addition, an effort is
made to Ideptify general knowledge of aex education and cosiapception- in
adolencenta who are pregnant'for the purpose of ahowing whit-information
should be made available to primary preventign programa.

The population sample in this study Included 95 pregnani and 95
never-pregnant high school grris who responded to questionnaires designed
to gather,demographic, environmental, and personal data. The variables
which deiicribed pregnant adolescents were determined Irowthe'queetionnaire
data and ured in a regression analysis technique which compaftd.two. groups
o( indivJduals: pregnant'and never-pregnant high. 4hool stud6hisy!
For /my particular variable, the F-ratlo determined whether or not that
variable predicttql preinancy. When n loss of predictability oCcurred
with the removal of a. specific variable from the reCession equation,
the F-ratio was significantthereby Indic/aim% the value of.that
variable am a predictor of pregnancy. If up loss of predictability occurred
by removing that variable from the regression equation, the F-ratio
value did not reach significance and that, variable would not be a usefulN
predictor of pregnancy.

Results of the ntudy are discussed In terms of percent.of subjects
choosing each response item, percent of varinace accounted for each
vinglo variable or combination of variables,' and those Maratlos which
Identify the variables that are of value impredictifig adolestent

preguaucieW iwa high school population.

sr
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Williams, Clarence Elbert, Jr,'''A _omparative Study. of Specifit Sepal
Health Knowledeel A Method of ImplikiiiiWieCition'al laieWirams into
5theol'S-AfaMs. Ph.D. 1'973. 118 p. (Alvin b. 1ov1n)
Michigan.

&comparative study of the leyels of actual knowledge concerning
human sexuality and attitudes toward one's own and others'
was undertaken.' The author,has evaluated material available on sex
educatioe knowledge and attitudes and attemOted to show correlations
between revels of sexual knowledge and variows facets of demographic
data. .A possible plan NI% implementinvex education programs into a
school system was also presented.

A population of4660 students was drawn from two'universitieS and
three high schools in the soutiliestern atea of Michigan: The population
was a stratifies sample which Wilicipated bycompleang a personal
history and opinion guestionnaire and a sex knowledge inventory.
University students, On,addition,completed a sbparate,ittitude test.
The author administered the Thstruments in the students' regular
classrooms'te reduce aliprehensions and avoid loss of data due to .
possible ambiguity on'the instruments.

the population included 423 females and 163 males. There were 176
pigh school students and 410 uni:/ersity students. There were 14 persons
who did not indicate fheir sex.

A
The major finding,eas that the most important variables in

determining knowledgedfeVels were age and educational'level. No other
yariable was found to have a major effect on the level of knowledge.

The mean scone mot. the Sex Knowledge Test was 75 of a possible 100.
Significant differences.were found between scores of high'scheol and
.university students, religious groups, ethnic groups, and males and
females. Males more often cited peers,siblings ahd'self as sources OW
seivai information while females cited parents. The scores of tales
were positively influenced by a sex education conrse, but for females
the enacts were negative.

Estweag . opinion questions were included in th* personal-history
questionnaire. lhoeneral. no effect on knowledge'scores cduld'he
attributed to variations between indivfdLals and groupS bn these
questions.

Analysis of the attitude questionn re, administered to university
-students, ahd the knowledge test reveale 'no,consistent differences or ,

signifixant changes in knowledge scores among greups ranked.on the
liberal end yf the continuum. Significant diffeeences were food, (

between conservativ groups. HOwever, in general, opinions and attitudtis
were unaffected by and had no etfecton the level of sexual knowledg*:

1 r

Conclusions drawn frum the data include the heed for more factual
knowledge among all student groups,.for more effectIve cdurses related to
stkident needs, and for better techniqueS of measuI1q., variables Which
appear to interactat a very cbmcilex level.. :

s
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Willies. Mill. 4r. VintiliN't* brat"MOO 101 1112-11

ft Vora ty,
. N. . 57 p. vie 1. *vans) Jeekson

ligUee_aluialedwaLaLBUIlig. The purpose of this study was
to determine.if there was any significant diffdrence in overall
leg strength gain* in individuals wilh sicklei-cell-trait, as
compared to non-sickle-cell-trait individmals, as'measured by
the leg dynamometer. With referonce.to le# strength four '

hypotheles ware tested: (1) thére will be no significent
difference betWeen the pre-test of non-sickle-cell-trait, and
sickle-cell-treit individuals, (2) high intensity exercise will
not significantly. increese Overall leg strength of nen-sickle-
cell-Crait individuals, (A) high intensity exercide will not
sisnificantly iper se evil. 11 leg strength of sickle-cell-
trait individuals, re will be no signifiCant differenjd
between.means of:the post-test of not-sickle-cell-trait, mid
icklecell-trait individnals.

Twenty black male freshmen, ranging in age from 18 to 24
years, were used io this study. .The subjects were divided into
two grougs, control and experimental. The control group was
randomly issigned, and the experimental group wail assigned on
the baois of the sickle7celt test results. The subjects were
pretested for overall leg strength. Both groups folloWed the
-same exerciee .program. The prograp*coneisted of.(The Harvard'
Step Test) exercising threedays t wet.* (Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday) for an eight-week period. All exercise periods'
consinted of five minutes. Upon completion of the exercise
'program, a post-test was administered to both groups. ,

.1
ow--

Findings and Conclusions. A, t-test was used to determine
whether or.not there was significant difference between means
"at the 0.05 level.. The hypothesis was supported by the results.
Since the sample investigated was rather.emall, a Mann-Whitney,
U-test was computed. The Mann7Whitney U-test also confirmed
the hypothesis twitted. On the basis of the evidenCe of this
study, according to the leg dynamometer meesurements, high
ehtensity exercise had no More significant effect on overall
strenia gained in the legs of non-sickle-cell-trait than on
sickle-cell-trait individuals.
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RichardoMathew. Nutrition Study 9f Teena e Eatihz
Habits in Rochester, New York. .1CT: 104. 6 p. ra
7-6-UilTati7 nate University-f New York, Brockport,

The purvose 01 the st.ildy was to asSess the nutrient
intake levels ot Last lligh School students,.and to determine
il students with butt& nutrient leveks tended to have
better grades.

The study was ot 250 studemts attending eighth and eleventh
grade health classes at East High School in Rochester,
New York during the spring of 1973% Each day for a week the
hygilth teacher pasf;e4 out 'quest ionnaireS which were T.,illed in
and turned in hetore the end of the class period.

The,classitied data was only required once; The intent
was tf.find out what the .subjects had eaten during the last
twehty- h'four urs, ir m,o thenip answers the creator of the
suroVey'delormined the foods and nutrdents each student-had
eat,en and.triod to approximate what iortion of the Recommended
p w

,0
aily Alloance had lwqn taken. .T 4 ,rdsults were computerized
into.lahlos.

7'
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Wilson. Betty Gunstreas. A cmapitsnex-114004 PColcas j9 Prowing

Ibt Future 111-WalULI Tetchar j !Ifialth. Ph.D. 1974. 175 p.

(L. Prod Thanes and Sryad'J. Gray) Korth Texas State University.

. 480
.

The problem under consideration in this study is a descrip-
tion of 'teacher preparation for elementary school health in-
struction. The dissertation in organized into six Chapters,
.which are as followo: Introduction, Review of Related Litera-
ture, Procedures for Collection antj Treatmenrof Data, input
from Texas Teacherg, Competency-Based Health Education, and
Summary and Recommendations.

The purpones of.the investigation were fourfold; and,
subsequently, four qualitions /ire answered in this study.
The first le (1) what knowledge does the elementary school
teacher possess in the area of health education? By admin-
istering'the Dearborn College Health Knowledge Test in three
school systems, scores were obtained from two hundred-two
Texas elementary teachers. Eighty-pwo persons In the Irving

Independent School District participated in the.study. Houston
area participat.ion totaled fifty, and seventy teachers tn the .

Abilene Independent School District participated. The teachers
recorded having received undergraduate degrees from fifty-one
differentanstitutiops, thereby indicating.that a cross-sectional
sample of Texas teachers was obtainedt The scores of the Texas
teachers were compared to the norms established for this test.
The results reveal that Texas teschers knowledgeable
than.junior college ntudents, but less kn dgeable than college
and:university students who .took the same,test. .

The necond question is (2) what methods and materials does
the elementary teacher employ in transmitting knowledge to
students? Thirty methnds and materials were listed on a ques-
tionnaire and the teacher was requested to indicate Which ones
had been used for health education during the previous year:
Seven items were indicated as being utilized by over seventy-
eight percent of the respendents. Thene were discussione,
posters, bulletin boards, pamphlets, textbooks, charts and
MOVies.

The third question is (3) what competenoies in health Alu-
cation should the future elementary teacher exhibit? Ten
competency-sreas and one hundred terminal behavioral objectives
were written based upon the above findings and upon information
obtained from various...universities. The ten coMpeteney-arees
selected rere based upon the curriculum recommendations of the

Texas EducatiOu Agency in the Elementary School Health Aducation
Curriculum Guide ihe competency-components and the terminal
behavi rat objective* were submitted to a panel of...judges, which

c

/
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was composed of seven leiding authorities in health education.'
A program consisting of ten competatcy-componenta and fifty-
nine terminal behavioral objectives is presented, implementing
the items which the judges approved.

The fourth question is (4) What content should be iniluded
in an undergraduate course which prepares the future elementary
teacher? The content is contained in the program which is
designed to be completed in approximately forty to sixty clock
hours.

The following recommendations are made: (1) the program
. .

tibould bo implemented into the undergraduate teacher preparation
program; (2) revision should be made based upon data collected
during implementation; (3) research to produce objective,questions

. for pretesting ankposttesting purposes in eachrof the competency
areas would.be beneficial;and, (4) the Dearborh College Health
Knowledge Test should be administered tc\thoae students who
complete he program, and a comparison akscores made.
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Wilson, Edward R. An Intervention Strategy to Improve Information

About Human Sexuality Amon& Undergraduate Students Ph.D. 4974. 182 p.

(Sol Gordon) Syracuse University.

0

Purkose: A-research atUdy was carried out to determine the 'effect
of a human sexuality course won student knowledge of and attitudes
toward sex, and their attempt* to identify and repolve problems of a.
sexual nature.

Desiln: The design consisted of an experimental and a control group.
Both were pre-teated and post-tested on three dependent variables. .The
experimental treatment was a course in human sexuality consiating of three
class hours per week divided into tecture and discussi9n periods.

Sample: The exPerimental sample was made up of JO students selected
from the human sexuality enrollment of three hundred. , An equal number of

controla were drawn from several major living areas aA from several large
courses on the campus. Both groups were similar in tSrms of sex mean
age, and academic class.

Instrument: One instrument, the Sex KnOwledge ati4 Attitudes inventory,
was developed for and used in this research. It was designed to assess
knowledge of and attitpdes about sexuality, as well as to identify,sexual
problVms and elicit requests for counseling.

Hypotheses and Post-Hoc Compaiisons: It was hypothesized that stuAnts
who have takeA a college level human sexuality course would achieve,*
significantly greater increase in knowledge of concepts covered in this
dourse, would evidence attitude changes bf increased tolerance toward
sexual behaViors, would identify a significantly greatev number of sexual
problems, and would initiate a significantly greater number of requests for
help. The post-hoc questions were designed to consider implications and
recommendations for changes within the ceurse. ,

/

Statilavical Treatment: The statistical treatment consisted of a'
t-test comparison of the differenceR between pre-teht and post-test
mjan scores or the experimental and'control groups. Levels of significance
were see-at the .05 level of pro'bability. Where statistical analysis
wan not appropriate, portions oC the data were handled in a descriptive
manner.

Results: The firAt hypothpais, regarding knowledge; was significant '

at the .05 level. The second hypothesis, regarding attitude changes was
not significant at the 0.5 level. The third hypothesis, regarding identifi-
cation of sexual problems, showed bothrgroups about equal in the humbers
of problems !identified. The fourth hOothesis, regarding student requests
for counseling, was accepted since n significantly greaternumber of mt-

. perimental subjects l'equested help than did control subjects.
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Conclusions: The conclusions indicate that an individual's
knowledgliaabout sexuality may increase after participation in a human
sexualliWourse. Additionally, it was shown Net stadents are wilfing to
identify sexual problems, are i4erested in having somi help in resolving
them, but are usually limited in the counseling resources to which they
can turn. There were'lio significant differences between the attitudes
_expressed by the experlmental subjects or by the control subjects; nor
Vire there any significant changes in either groups ooted in pre-test/
post-test comparisons.

.
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Windsor, Richard Anthony. Relationships Between.Mood Modifying Substance
Usage, Attitude. and AlienaiTon ng 4-Wind Non-4:11 TOTO. Ph.b.
1-071r bilivei-iiti-OfIllinoVs, Urbane-
(Moo liNiwn.

Tks study inVestigated the relationships between mood modifying
substan e usage (MMSU), mood modifying substance uSage attitudes (ATT),
and alienation (ALR) among 441 and non-4-H youth. Mbod modifying
substan s were defined as any substance which when administered
effects he individual', Physically and/or. mentally, in such a way at to
influenc his or her behavior. In thts study, these sulistantes wer%
divided i o eight categories: cigarettes, alcoholic drinks, marihuana,
amphetamine barbiturates, inhalants, hallucinogens, and heroin.
Stxty of the 100 counties in Illinois cooperated with this 'Study. f

these 60. 10 urban,and 10 real were counties selected in proportion to
membership size. One-hundria-and twenty'clubs. six (6) from each
county, vole randomly selected to participate in the investigation.

The test instrument was administered at a special meeting for the
4-H youth and their friends. The total N employed in the sOgy was
1098. The instrument developed for this study consisted of tQt parts:
part I - demographic information. items 1 to 35, and Part II - two scales, .

a revition of both the Simpson Mood Modifying Subspfite Attitude Scale,
items 36 to 115, and ,t4le Dean Scale of Alienation, items 116 to 137.

The 4-H and non-4-H youth were classified to some extent as users /

for ajl eight categories of MMSU: Alcohp was tht most widely used
substanCe employed by both the 4-H and nen-4-H youth. The sedond most
common substance used by both groups were. cigarettes followed by
marihuana. Comparison of the results of this study to other statewide
studies throughout the country revealed that both the 4-H and non-4-H
group reported lower percentages of usage for all eight of the MMSU
tategories.

Examination of the MMSU4cores, although low, revealed significant
differencesIbetween the 4-H and non-4-H groups. Significant differences
were reported in ATT scores. There were no significant'differences in .

ALN scores between the two 14ups. Significant correlation coefficients
(101) were found between MMSU and ATT. ALN and MMSU, and ALN and'ATT.

Frem the data reported the respondents who indicated htgh levels of
mmu were characterized by:. fieing older; being non-4-H; having low
levels of academic sUccess; having.many friends who.smoke; having many
friends who drink; tiaving many friends rho use marihuana; havIng many
friends who use othet kinds of drugs; having experienced increasing

levels of alcohol abuse edocation; a poor ATT score; And high ALN
scores. *

Additionally. the youth who expressed a non-usage a t tude (ATT) 4

.with fegpect to MMSU. were .characterized by: being.older being female;
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having higher levels of academic success; having higher level of drug
abuse education; bMng more active; having higher levels of alcohol
abuse educatio6; having higher levels of anti-smoking education; 'laving-

* low levels of ALN; and having low :levels of MMSU. Thus those yoUth who
had high levels of ALN also had high levels of MMSU, a poon UT score,
and d high percentage of_peers who drink.

Signifi,cant pdsitive relationships hetween mood modifying substance
usage, mood modifying substance attitUdes, and'alienation among this
group of adolescents were established. , Although some findings have been
reported which,substantiate these relationships at the\high schotr,k
or College level and for non-school population, few if any have

speci(fically attemptqd to examine the relationship of these prohlem
areas at the junior high school level. On.the basis.of the reported
results measurable levels of alJenation are being experienced by this
age group and those who are experiencing it, more than likely exhibit
poor MMSU and ATT scores. Based on the reported results of the
analysis, those youth in the study who were characterized by high levels
of aliedayon were also characterized by frequent and varied pattern
of MMS11.

It should be.noted that a large percentage of the variance, MMSU
(.63) and ALN (.81), was unexplainefi in this study. Variables other
than those examined in this study (ccounted for a considehhly.greater
amount of variancte than that dxplained, although the variance which was
explained was sufficient to 6 significant. Care, therefore, was taken
in making any strong definite.conclusions.
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Wise, Blanche Irons., A Study of CoLlege St_udents: Food Habits to Ascertain
Nutrient Intake and Factors Influencipg Food Habits. Ph.D. 1274, 186p.
(Mary E. Fuqua) Purdue University.

Arandesnampl t of undergraduate students and voleuiteers recruited
from loods and nutrition (F&N) eburses on the Vest Lafayette campus of
Purdue.University was studied to determine factors influencing their food
luddts, the nutrient conttsir of their food intakes, selected nutrient
levels from blood biochemical tests and their knowledge of nutrition.

, No deiinite influences from either the students' personal back-
grounds or from personal or family food habits could be stated as definite
CaUFWEI of'idod habits for these sublects. The students stated that when
they were children thoy were not forced to vat loods they disliked, to
eat more food then they wanted or to try new foods. Most of the families
did not serve the tavorite foods of one family memb'er more often than .

other foods, did not trequently criticize the student for his
eating behavior and did discliss either cur'rent events or family affaics
at mealtime. The parents and the students stated that the students enjoyed
eating and that me;st of tluistudents were willing to try new foods. Thus,
it was indicated that pleasant eleal situations provided an environment for
better'food intakes. '

v Approximately sixty per cent of the students skipped breakfast in
college4, and their most frequently consumed snack was carbonated beVerages.
The foods listed as Ilkei,1 mos were rost beef, milk, Ire cream and hamburger
and as disliked most were liv 1

a

r, pike or perch, dry cereal and broccoli.

w.

Nutrition knowledge test scores were not significtintly correlated
with netrient intakes above or below two-thirdtr.of the Recommended Dietary
Allowance (RDA). 'Fifty-eight (31,4%) of the subjects were found to have
of at least two-thirds of the RDA. Notrients in which the subjects had
intakes closest to two-thirds of the RDA were phosphorous 98.9%, protein 98.4%,
riboflavin and ascorbic 'cid 91.0%, niacin 91.9%, thiamin 88.1% calcium
90.8X, and food energy 93.5Z. The inarients in which the fewest subjecle
had intakes of at least two-thirds of the RDA were vitamin A 54.67, and lion
'0.9%. Males generally had a more adequate Intake than fetales because the
males consumed a larger total food intake.and the females were concerned
about becoming too fat.

'

4 \11(

The blood biochemistry tests on 40 randomly drawn subjects covered
five blood components-iron, thiamin, vitamin A, vitamin ,t; and cholesterol.
The hemoglobin, hematocrit,; Iron, iron binding capacity,"vitamin A and.vitamin
C biochemical tests were within the !formal range for most subjects,' There
were four high readings for cholesterol based on recommendations by the American
Heart Association.

Nutrition knowledge test scores, nutrient Intakes, five factors
from the parehts' questionnaires and 11 factors from the students' question-

naires were compared by factor analysis. No correlation was found
among the various factors.

1
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.. When nutrition Iknowledge test scores, dietary idtakes and the
result.. ot thl, blood hiochemistry tests fo'r 40 sublects were compared by .

factor analysis, three major tactors were Identified based on high and
moderate loadings. ,Factor one was called the. enrichment of cereal and milk
factor due to high loading on food eneFgy, protein, niacin and riboflavin;
factor two was named the iron tactor becaimu ot high loadings for hemoglobin,
hematocrit rind iron intake; and factor three was called Intake of fruits
ahd eiegetahles due to high loadin on intakes of ascorbic acid, calcium,

1

thiamin, ribollavin and.vitaMin A.

ft was concluded that tood habits are atfected by_ multiple factors
which vary with individuals, since: there were no significant correlations
among major factors attecting loud habits,and levels of intake.

tst

Co
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Woods, Donald Gene,. Alealth COacerns, Interests, and for41ettim cif Cotorado
NtAth Grade Studepts in Sexuality ,PucattAmt and Drug .gdiUon. tc1.1).

1974.. 232p. (Richard G. Maugham0 ,.1Iniversity of Northe n Colorado.

4,-.

S tate:sent' of the- Problem

The purpose of thih project was to gather authentic'data abOut the health.-
concerns, interests, and problems of Colorado ninth gradr4 students .im

.

'sexuality education and drug education, The project 'was desiped Go determine.
If students had concerns, interes6, and problems which they would like 'to
learn abota and discuss in a school setting. The project const4ted of'eWp.
Tarts, two different-types of data were collected from two saMples, nd two -

different Instrtmxmits were used.

Procedures .

The instrpment used for collecting data froM the students for Part.I
.' was a questionnaire entitled "Student Comment Sheet," The questfonnairt had

topic headings tollowed by blank spaces for their comments. Studehts wete.
assured complete anonymity and that no one in their schools would see
their comment sheets. The researcher titled a self devised "Illstructor Guidance
Sheet," an overhead projector, and transparency overlays. The sample of
Part I consisted' of 304 ninth grade students from four schools.

The instrument used for collecting data from the stilderlts for Part II
of the project was a quehtionnaire containing comments made bystudents of
Sample I. The questionnaire consisted of 173 evaluation item and 75 concept
iteMs. Students of Sample II were,to mark evaluation items according t'o"the
following spile: (1) very impprtant, (2) sort of important, ahd (1) not
important. Students wereto mark ebncept items according to the following
scale: (A), strongly agree, (B) agree, (C) no opinion, (D) dpagree, And
(1) strongly disagree. The sample for Part IT consisted bf 302 students
from four sclwols.

Findine. and Coutlusions

If they had their choice, Colorado ninth grade studepts of the eight
sc tools in'the sample populations would like to learn about sexuality education
aq1 drug"education in a school setting. This statement is supported by the
efridenct' of the secoft sample. Among 160 males, majority vfxed groups
esponded to 131 of the 173.evaluation items as being verr important. Among
42 f.emales, Majority sized groUps responded to 144 of the 173 tvaluation
items as being very important. Responses of males and feMales.to the concept
items revealed great concern. JndiAdug coMments made by students,of the
first sample revealed that ninth grade students do have concerns,.interests,_
and problems in sexuality education which presently are nor-TOTICWólved-
or answered by the school, family, church or emmunity.

Majority stied groups of male.and female respOndents evaluated aome
items or every topic as very important. 119wever, three topics or areas of
sexuality education had exceptionally large percentage raSponses ,for large
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"
1 -A .,.,

' t . ; etniunhers or items . The topics Of greitteSt fnte reli t Inc liaroti( 0): cora ri-r ..ceptiou, (2) concept ion. or E ert 1. 1 i zation and, pregnancy, _iuStli ,(1) venereal "i .,.
,cii.seaseri. For dritg educat!fon .0,tei tor1t,4s. of , greatest'llite"rttZt' ineinded

. .('1) physiological ecte,ets qf drngs and'.(2) Mari Juana. , .
, .. .: :'; I

, .Further tOLtlyt is of °tint a,.re.yettled \ thac: .ginth gfade- studtintR wrre very..
much inte rep ted _in la rnitiP, abottr .4<idi t Iowa areq Of se Wall ty edlicat ion awl

.. drug l ducat Ion. L tow Of least hntere.st were those wh fch deal' with .H t 4 t. tm otct) and numb erA..
, . . ., a

a , Eiq tiMme n do t. i cuts
,

- "
: The fo 1 ta, tog reem menciat toliA:iire baseti upon 'the data analyzed -In t",t1, ,

project and cite- judgment of 'the. reattarc/herf: '
I. Further research of tltis study for 'ail gr . levels , K through

twelw , by socio-xconoalic ...1e,uels4 and previ ous hea Iti educat ion. .... .. - ,
2, Tiq". development 'Of A hea1th. curriculuin t to umitcludes what he

students would I ike r.c leatA. one °that has flexibility , encompasses cliafighng
needs, nod .pi.events excessive overlapping. ; 1 , . .

). 'i. The passage of a comprehens lye h'ea Ith educat ioll'b ill wih provisiimts., :1
for thy lac ltr ion uf' units ott sexuali ty educat ion and drug educat ion,:

.6. ,The tratnim o f well qual if led health educat ion t eachers by the!, ,'
colleges.. 1Who can co-mfottab ly teach lend. discuss 'sexuai i ty edueat ion and drug
education. 't 1

`). That the" reatti ts or this study ho. shown' to parent groups and oppo-
s 1 t ion groups and that the sohools seek tirei r cooperation.
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Wychules, Michael V. Drug Knowledqe and Selected Socidlo ical Factors
Among High,. School Students. M.EcL 1477. 98 p. arr e "FeTharren)
Unfversity Of North Carolina, Greensboro.

The purpose of the study was to describe the drug knowledge of
Apoiblected Ninth grade high schgol students according to the Family Life

Publications Drug Knowledge Inventory, and to compare these test .

scores with six sociological indices: age, sex differeices, sibling
relationship, race, high school academjc standing, and social status.
The design of the study allowed for testing 100 students who had
previously completed a drug education courrse and for testing 100
students. who had Ao preyious foinal drug education course.

The instrument used in this study, were the Family Life Publications
Drug Knowledge Inventory, a standardized drug knowledge inventory test
with national.high sghool student norms;, a questionnaire to derive the
sociological factors; and the Hollingshead Two Factor Index to detei.-
mine the social status of the participating students.

492

'The subjects were 200 boys and girls enrolled in ninth grade
history courses at Kennedy High School and at Atkins High School,
Winston-SareffVForsyth County School System, Winston-Salem, North
Carolina, Subjects who agreed to participate in the study were -

randomly .selected., Random selection by the principals included
students who had completed a drug education course and students who had
not experienced classroom teaching involving drugs.

The Fisher t test for significant differences in mean scores
wal used to analyze.the data, with the statistical results being
interpreted at the .05 level of confidence.

Nulj hypothesis one, that there would be no difference in the
mean scores for subjects between Kennedy High School, Atkins High
School, and the, Family Life Publications Normative High School Group,
was rejected. The null hypotheses for the six sociological indices
which state.004tkiatthere would be no difference between subjects at
Kennedy High tel'ool and Atkins High School werte accepted except for
race and sex4. The null hyPothesis, that there would be no difference
in the mean scores fer subjects who had had no formal drug education
at Kennedy High School and for subjects who had just completed a drug
education unit at Atkins High School, was acce.ec1 .

The null hypotheses'.for the loix indices which stated that there
would be no difference within Kennedy High School and within Atkins
High School were accepted except for race; academic standing, and
social status,

A
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Yarber, Wil.14aq.Lee, A Comprison of the Relationship of the Grade Contract
and TradittNliafGrading Methods_ tq Chansep _in Knowledge and Attitudes
iluring a Venereal Disease .instructinaal_ Unit. H.S.D. 1973, 145p.
(.1. Keogh Rash) Indiana University.

41

The froblem
, .

The problem was to conyare the relationship of the grade contract
and ,traditional gradTg methods to changes in knowledgy and attitude
during a venerehl disease instructional unit. Tfle sub-problem were to
compare the venereal diseaselmlwledge gain during the unit, the changes
in attitude towiard classroom and learning activities during the unit,
and the venereal disease knowledge retained five weeks followint the
unit of slaidents graded by the contrtict method and students graded by
the traditional method.

sPurpose

The purpose was.to provide, for teaAers, evidence to be used as a
basis for the choice of a grading methoda

Procedures

The study, conducted in the fall of 1972'at the Madison (Indiana)
Consolidated Jmior High School, 'occurred during a nine day venereal
disease unit and involved four anth grade health classes. Grades for
students of two classes (experimental groO) were determined by the
grade contract method and the grades for the other two classes (control
group) were determine(I by the traditional method. A two-step
randomization procedure was used to determine the sample of 60 students
(3) students Or group) . The tests, A Venereal Disease Knowledge
Inventory, By GelololftHugh and PictngraEhic Self Rating Scale (attitude
test) by Einar Ryden, were chosen. Nine nuLl'hypotheses were posed.to
testthe sub-probtehg. Both the VD test and the attitude test were'
given as initial and final. tests. The venereal disease test was.also
administered five weeks after the unit. ,The one-way ANOVA and two-way
ANOVA were used to analyze the data. yhe .05 alpha and two-tailed test
were set for rejection of the hypothises:

Findings

4
1, Both the'grade contract student group and the traditional

grading student group acquired a significant amount of venereal dise'ase
knowldge during the unit. However, neither group acquired 1 significantly
greater ametmt of knowledge than the other group.

2. The attitudea toward learning and classroom activities of both
. student groups dld not change significantly during the unit. Further,
neither group ended the ptoject- with a significantly higher attitude
score than the other group.
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3. Both st4dent groUps retained, for a five week period, the venereal
disease knowled0 level posat.;ssed at, the end of the unit.

Also,'neither group retained a significantly greater amount of knowledge

than the other group.

Conclusion .

44The grade contract method is as effeccive as the traditional grading'
method and teachers should feel free to use the contract method in lieu

of the traditional method.

implementations

I. The results of this study should be conspered by teachers who
desire to use an alternate grading method in lieu of the traditional grading

method.

2. Teachqrs who plan to create their own grade contracts should consider
using the same jr similar concepts that were,used to develop the contract .

used in this study,

Recommendations

Included among the recommendations we,re$

1. A similar study should be conducted in which both the
exptrimental group and the control group would be graded by th, contract
mrthod aud each group would represent a different academld Ability level.

2. A study should he conduyted concerning the grade contract method
only to determine the relationship of the student's previous academic pe
formapce, the chosen grade on the contract, and the grade earned on the contract.

lo";A similar study should be conducted in which the grade contract
leatAim*"period would cover a longer period cif class stildy than.the contract

used in this project.

,
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Yarian, R(chard. An Eveluation System to Determine Lk Amognt, sit Kind
91 Dental Health instruction in the Elementary Science-Health Arai.
Ed.S. 1973. 46 p. ?Darwin Dennispn) Ball State University.

The purpose of this study Wag to 004stigate the influence of sten'
, (10) hour 4eacher's Mo4ivational TeaChing:Oodel (Tim) on student

teachers' teaching. behavior., The saMkreigi. this study consisted of
90 elementary education majors at Beliliftate University involved in a
denta,f health study.

Of.the 90 students involved in this' Study, 46 were taught an experi-
mental unit in dental heaAth and 44 were,taught a less concentratecLunit
in dental health. The experimental unittwas 10 hours in duration
made application of operant conditioning principles, cognitiVe disson-,1,
ance, and group decision making. A special unit in alssroom first aid
was also taught to remove experimantal bias., The StudeneTeacher
Observation Form (a category recording system) was developed to measure
the effects of thaTMTM on student teachers' teaching behavior. STOF is

tow category recording'syistem which -lasts three minutes. The categories
included in S/OF were facts/reasona in dental health instruction,
demonstrations in dental health instruction, facts/reasons in first aid
instruction, and demonsteation in first aid instruction. The STOF
ystem was taught to the classroom dupervisors assigned to the student

teaehers. The classroom supervisors obser/ed their student teachers tor
12 minutes a day for 7 weeks. The 12 militifs of observation time were
randomly selected and 6 of the minutes observed daily consisted of science-
health iestruction. 'The data collected by the classroom supervisors was
seht in weekly for analysis.

Four major null hypotheses were conlidered in thi's study: (1.1) There
will be no significant difference in the amount of facts/reasons dental
health instruction performed by the experimental and control groups;
(1.2) There will be no significant difference in the amount of demon-
stration dental health instruction performed by the experimental and
control groups; (2.) There will be no significant difference in the kind
of dental health instruotion performed by the experimental and control
groups; (3.1) There will be no significant difference in the.utilization
of teaching materials between experimental and control groups; (3.2) There
will be no significant difference in the utilization of consultation
services between experimental and control groups; (4.) There will be no
significant differences in the relationship between the utilization of
materials and the distance from the source of materials between experi-
mental and control groups.

In summary; the following conclusions were drawn: (1) Student
teachers'exposed to the TMTM (experimental group) spent significantly
more instruction time. on facts/reasons and demOnstrations in dental health
than student teachers mho received the less concentrated instruction
(conttol group); (2) Significantly more dental health facts/reasons and
demonstration occurred in the science-health instructional

10
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areas than outilds the sdisnce-health area; (3) Student. tea s in the
xperimeAtal group spent significantly more time -cm aental facts/
reasons instruction outeide the science-health area than the student
teachers in'the control groups;,. (40'Dentallisalth itaching materials
were utilised in sieilar,amounts by experimental and control student
teactwrs; (5) Student teachers in the akperimental and control groups
utilised similar proportions etween, facts/reasons and demonstration
instruction in dental healt04(6) Student teachers in the experimental
group. usedmore dentai hea-lth consultation services than students,i0",
the control.groups; (7)'14o relationship existed between siudents in the
experimental and control groups and the utilisation of dental health
materfals and the distance from the source of the materials.

t.
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Zacher, 141.vrence I. A Study of 6ctors Affecting the Environmental
lcpow)..edae of Lleventh glady Students in Montane,. Ed .D. 1011.. ,
161p. (Roy C. white) University of Montana..,

. The purpose-of this study was to thitermine the effect of selected,
iglbrhted.varaibles on the perfOrmance of eleventh grade Studertts on a'
cognitiVe test of environmentql knoWledge.

; ^. -
The variahles selected for study included sex, hobbies and

televiewatg, fIther's occupation, family size, participation
in.a formal envirmimental education program, And geographic loaation.

TI1 s study% was potentialy significant,in that a determination of
factors affecting the acguisitiortand exhibition of envirOnmental lgnowledge
could be utilized in the develoPment of environmental education'curricula.
In addition, such information/could be used' for tharevision of existing.curricuia and the better application of ciirricula in7Accordance with the It°individual needs and backgrounds of students. -1

436 eleventh grade students from six Montana high schools
participkted In this Midy. data vias collected during the wonth ofMarch, 1974.

a

.
7.*Chle'ittrumentstised to obtain data for the study included an in-vestiNtor made "student Personal data sheet" and the Syracuse Envirr-,?

.mental wareness TeSt (SEAT). rem A.

effect Of each independent variable on the medn score obtained
on heSEAT'Was,deterinined by using the "t", test for the significance of.the difference between mean arithmetic scOres .

Significant differences between mean scores were fo'und on 'the basis`of sex., Idmily size, reading periodicals, participation in a formal en-vironmental education prograhn, and geographic location of the sample.
. Boys score d significantly higher than did girls. Students from smallfamilies scored significanVy.higher than did thosp from large families.Students regularly reading three or more periodicals scored significantlyhigher than those reading two or fewer. Students yho had not participated inalormal environmental education program:seored significantly higherthan did those who had'. Students fromsMontana, seleCted for this study,scored significantly higheethan dld those from Middle Atlantic and NewEngland states., upon whoM test norms had been established.

,NC 1.gnitsicant. differences in mean scores tin the SEAT were foundon the tasis of the other variables selected.
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Zumwalt, Karen Patricia. "Health Intereats pjAelecte_d_Grours of Students

4% caltforpla State University, Sacramento. M.A. 1974. 70p. (Florence

Bedell) Call-fornia State Univetsity,4Sacramento.

STATEANT OF PROBLEM: To motivate the college student to live in a
framework of wellness is a chajltnge,io ts-ae health service personnel and

health educators. The challenge is to put into practice techniques.which

are based on tile principles of contemporary health science editcation. An

approach that can make a $ ignificant inroad upon motivation of the college
student is one that focuses on their health interests. Through a

aclentific study, health interests can be discpvered which are indigenolts

to education yy the college student. The purpose of this atudy wan to
discover and compa#rthe health interests of selecIrd tronps of CSUS

mtudents. ,The GaiAs Health interest Inventory A's administered to a

random sample of 422 CSUS' undergraduate-students during the fall and
spring semester of 072. For thin study, the random sample was delineated

to three-groups: (1) students having taken.a health clAss; (2) students
making two or more visits to the Student,Health Center; and (3) dormitory

atudentf, The general'hypothesis was that tilere is a degree of interest '

in the total concept of health.

SOURCES OK DATA: A ranlmi sample Of 143 dormitory 'students, 139.
stndenra Visiting the Student 11410.th Center, and 140 students having taken
a health class were surveyed by the use Of-the Gaines interest Inventory.

%Intorno( conslstency of the Gaines instrument'was dissovered by using an
upp'et----..1414er.Index comparison. The instrument provided- data that health
could'be measured by a single "total copcept" rather than specitic health

Items. Forathe analy.sio, of the data the two factor fixed effucts analysis

of variance wan used. Further analysis was done by the use of the Rcheffe

method to 'discover 11 a statistical difference.existed between the three
groups surveyed.

o
CONCLUSIONS REACHED: The analysis and comparison of the data indicated

the following results: (1) there were no statistical significant di(ferences
between health interests of males and femaies; (2) there was a 44tatistical
aignificant difference Skween the health interests bf students taking a'basie

health educatioul Claes and students'living in the dormitories; (3) diere was

a statistical significant difference between the health interesteof studente
taking a basic health education class and students malting twowr more visits

to the-Student flealth Center;*and (4) there were no statistical significant '

differences between health interests of students making two or more Visits

to the Student Health Center and students living in the dormitories.

se:
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ALSO AVAILABLE FROM AAHPERD:

HEALTH EDUCATION COMPLETED RESEARCH (VOL. I)

A compilation of research in health education completed
during the period '1970 through 1972. representing 312
theses and dissertations from 40 Institutions

TOPICAL LIST OF THESES AND DISSERTATIONS
IN HEALTH EDUCATION (VOLS. II ANO III)

Combined In one publication. Volumes II and III supplement
the first voluae, published in 1970 and now out of print.
Vokime II lists theses and dissertations devoted to school
healthltducation pubilshed duringthe year: 1960 through
1989 Vokirselilcovers the years/r970-72 Entries include
author, title, date study accepted and/or degree received,
advisor's name, ana institution granting the degree

HEALTH EDUCATION

A complete revision of this standard textbook kir teacher
preparation couraes, also Invaluable as an up-to-date ref-
erence and for use in In7wvice education of teachers and
other heatth personnel. It explores new Ways of thinking
about health education, its needs and opportunities with

h sis on thebehavioral andirluing aspects of heatth In
and the. community ,Sixteen chapters cover

philosophy, subiect matter, arid leaching methods of health
education from kindergarten thcough college 8th ed

READINGS IN MENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION

A series of 43 articles'offering educators at all levels cog-
naive materials and ideas for improving the rnentarhealth of
young people The articles, contributed by national au
thortlies for 1970-75 issues of School Health Reiriew/
Health Education, encourage education for positive ad-
lUetment to life through values clarification and improve-
ment of self-esteem and decision making skills

YES, YOU CAN,TEACH DENTAL HEALTH

A.guide to help classro-orn teachers and health educators
correlate dental health education wtth instruction in other
K-12 ',bled& Including arithmetic. scieke, social studies,

mCiic, language arts. speech. drama, home economicii,
chemistry, and psychology. f specially appropriate when
there are constreints on time and money And e formal health
Instruction program Is lacking With behavioral Oblectives.
suggested content, learning activities, and suggested re-
sources

HEALTH, FITNESS AND LEISURE FOR A QUALITY LIFE

AAHOERD's fourth public Informillon illm promotes lifelOng
activity and shows the variouk 'settings In which health.
physical education, dance, end recreation personnel Serve
in programs for older adutts it is aimed al motivating
desision-makeuula4ncorporate health, Ittness, and leisure
services Into programs designed for adults, particularty the
elderly. 1979. 18mm. 20 min.. color. sound.

PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION IN DANCE, PNYSICAE
EDUCATION, RECREATION EDUCATION, SAFETY
EDUCATION, AND SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION

A guide for curriculum building and planning for
training of prolessionals In these rel areas, wtth em-
phasis on new Ideas, concepts, competencies and ex-
periences. An outgrowtti qf the 1973 New Orleans Profes-
sional Preparation Conference. Special attention Is given to
accouhtlibility, evaluation, accreditation, certikation add
differentiated staffing

"

LEARNING ABOUT ALCOHOL
A RESOURCE BOOK FOR TEACHERS:

,* Practical information for classroom teachers, gealitt edu-
calms, school nurses, youth workers and others who leech
about alcohol. Contributions from a special corrireldee of
edu6ators, physicians and soclogists, designed to aid the
Instructor in deckling what approtiches to alcohol education
will be most effective in relation to the realities thri exist In
today's classrooms. With an extensive bibliography of,

. teaching media and sources.

`RESOURCE BOOK FOR DRUG ABUSE EDUCAtION

Summaries' of factual information on the major drugs ,of
abuse, and techniques and suggestions for communIcatieg
with young people On this major health problem.

NUTRITION FOR ATHLETES: A HANDBOOK FOR
COACHES

A manual for the high schoorcoach and physical educator to
answer questions concerning appropriate diet for the young
athlete. Suggests 'a basic goOd diet with recommended
menus, theories Rod prectices conbernIN nutittion and ath-
letic performance, problems related to eating and drinklqg
before. during and after athletic events, and claims made for
dietary supplements

Ii

For order Infortnation and prices, write:
AAHPERD

1201 16th Street, N.W
Washington, D.C. 20036
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